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PREFACE

The past three decales have seen rapid advances in the ocean sciences. The develop-
ment of new or improvýd techniques of observing and measuring in the ocean has greatly
increased our understa4ding of this complex environment and, as well, posed many new
challenge6 for the scienoist. The influence of marine organisms on sound transmission in
the. ocean, particularly sound scattering by zooplankton and fish in the deep ocean basins

4•as been a persistent and rewarding interest in recent years.
v In the spring of 1970, 'he Maury Center for Ocean Science sponsored a three-day
international gathering of scientists to assess 4p current understanding of biological
sound scattering in the oceans. Thii book is the record of that assessment. It includes
both formal invited contributions and informal discussion sessions. The participants first
examined the biology of scattering layers, dealing with environmental, ecological and
physiological aspects as well as the distribution and abundance of various scattering
organisms. The acoustic manifestations of sound scatteiing, as well as some of its geo-
graphic features, were considered on the second day of the conference. The third day
was given over to studies employing both biological and acoustic approaches.,e partici-
pants convmemd on the evenin of th&4hi-d~aV., \

The analysis of the phenomena of biological sound scattering requires several dis-
ciplines. This book presents our current understanding and many of ou, ideas about
learning more in this fascinating and useful field of oceanography. I hope it will assist
the ocean science community in continuing or reshaping its research in the biology and
physics of the sea. &

J. B. HERsEy

Director
Maury Center for Ocean Science
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PELAGIC COMMUNITIES AND SOUND SCATTERING OFF
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

A. W. Ebeling, G. M. Cailliet, R. M. Ibara, and F. A. DeWitt, Jr.
Univers$.!y of Calefornia

Santa Barbara, Calefornia

and

D. W. Brown
Smithsonian Institution

Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT

Facror analyses of occurrences of deep-ab animals, along with various messurements of
the- middepth environment off southerv California, composed a system of feur resldent com-
munites, interacting with more or less transitory groups of liame and offshore species.
Common silvery fishes, large reddish shimraps, orangMsh arnihipods, and tmsparent medusse
dominated a middepth community characteristic of the relatively shallow Santa Barbara Basin.
Its counterpart in the deeper Santa Cruz Basin was associated with an oceanic group containing
several offshore fishes and other animals characteristic of more tropical waters. The larger
predators in these middepth communities are known to eat tho amiller bill, sergestid shrimp,
and other plankters in a shallower community of invertebrates as both groups ascend and tend
to merge near the surface at night. A variety of fish and crab larvae, neritic krills, a-.phipods,
mips, ctenophores, siphonophores, an, slvery hatchetflshes with ps-fflted swimbladders formed
several transitory groups, which were assolated amotg themselves and with the Shallow In-
vertebrate Community. At the deep end of the system ,n the Santa Cruz Basin, jet-black fishes
arid a vermilion shrimp dominated a community of bathype•,aic animals, which was generally
unrepresented in the inshore Santa Bar~ara Basin.

The measures of seasonal anti water-mass chanes had but few species correlates. Perhaps
the resident communities, at least, were not greatly altered by local changes, which only in-
directly rollected the characteristic movements of oceanic water mae t'urther offshore.

The meativ es of the sound scattering layer were associated either with tNadtory groups
containing fishes with gas-fllled swimbladders or wilh the Shallow Invertebrate Community. In
a separate analysis of the first year's samples, however, the SSL measures were generally assod-
ated with seasonal watermass change. The SSL was shallower during the spring period of
upwelling than during the fall period of thermal stratification. The relatively remote and stable
Offshore Deep Community cot'd not have contributed to the complex layers of sound scatterers
in the middepths above.

INTRODUCTION

Elton (1966:81) presumed that "...communities of (the) open water... seem to form an
exception to any generalization about habitat structure, since their habitat has no structure ....
Plankton has no cover structure in which predator hunts for prey, though in most other

1•



2 EBELING, CAILLIET, IBARA, DeWITT, and BROWN

cnmrinities it :ent. quite. lixely that without such cover the community would collapse before
long." For this reason he believed that"... plankton is profoundly different in its organization
from terrestrial and most aquatic communities.. . ," and that "... its survival seems to necessitate
very intricate vertil and other movements." Community ecologists, therefore, have generally
despaired in describing ecological associations of plankton, presumably adapted to a "homoge-
neous" ensironment. Recently, however, plankton biologists have emphasized marked discontin-
uities in the oceanic fauna. Most major water masses contain assemblages of animals quite unlike
other assemblages in adjacent watei masses (Fager and McGowan, 1963; Beklemishev, 1969).
Also, shallow animals differ markedly from deep animals in morphological, behavioral, and physi-
ological ways (Marshall, 1960; Banse, 1964; Chlldress, 1968).

The middepth fauna off southern California is especially complex because it contains species
from three converging water masses, as well as species endemic to the California Current system
(Lavenberg and Ebeling, 1967; Ebeling et al., 1970). A counterclockwise current gyre, extending
from the point of offshore deflection of the California Current at Point Conception to south of
the Mexican border, moves inshore during a period of upwelling in spring and early summer
(Brown, 1969). Here, some 13 depressions pit the relatively narrow continental shelf (Emery,
1960). Off Santa Barbara, the relatively shallow Santa Barbara Basin, 600 m deep, is located
between the mainland and the Channel Islands about 20 miles offshore. The more typically
oceanic Santa Cruz Basin, 2000 m deep, is located just seaward of the islands (Fig. 1). Here,
resident animals meet transient animals from the north (subarctic group), south (equatorial
group) and west (central group) (Brown, 1969). These residents and transients assort themselves
both by depth and by basin.

Figure 1. Deep-ma tbuhu oft Santa Bartur, Califosn. Statiom (bLe'd) Included In
the present analyss aure in the satmlow Santa Duvbm Blasi and the deeper Santa Czaiz
Basin. A third, moan oceaic stati on theU Rodrques Dome aree was analyzed 1. another
study (Brown, 1969). Depth contours m~ meaured In faethoms.

ii



MIDWATER COMMUNITIES 3

Perhaps the 12-kHz sound-scattering layers (SSL) observed off Santa Barbara have many con-
tributors. In general, SSL's have been variously attributed to squids, crustaceans, fish with swim-
bladders, and siphonophores (Hersey and Backus, 1954; Nafpaktitis, 1968; Barham, 1963, 1966).
The present multivariate analyses of abundances of species, estimates of biomass, and measures
of the physical environment have resolved a complex system, into which fit selected measures of
the depth and strength of the SSL.

METHOD

The two basins were sampled using a 6-foot Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl fitted with electronic
sensors of depth, temperature, and flow, and with a four-chambered cod-end sampler, whose
gates were closed in sequence from on board the General Motors R/V Swan (Aron ,.t &1., 1964;
Bourbeau et al., 1966; Brown, 1969). Each trawl haul optimally provided a series of "at-depth"
and "oblique" samples. These were sorted into fish and invertebrate compl;yena, whose volumes
were estime ted by liquid displacement. Bottom and SSL depths were measured with a 12-k4z
echo-sounder (PDR). Bathythermograph (BT) temperatures measured to 200 m for each haul
provided indications of seasonal water-mass change.

Between fall, 1964 and spring, 1969, 56 cruises, about one a month during two main periods
of sampling (August, 1964--October, 1965; July, 1966-October, 1967 and March, 1969),
yielded 440 at-depth samples, about evenly distributed between the basins and culled to exclude
those fromo long oblique hauls from depth to surface (Brown, 1969). Corresponding with the
generally accepted ecological depth zones off southern California (cf. Paxton, 1967a), the sam-
pled depths were classified as shallow (0-150 m), upper middepth (mesopelagic) (150.400 in),
lower middepth (400-600 in), and deep (bathypelagic) (deeper than 600 m). Samples included
in the analyses were either intrazone ("at depth") with vertical excursions less than 50-100 m or
interzone (positioning) with excursions less than 200 m. Only shallow and middepth hauls could
be made in the inshore Santa Barbara Basin, which lacks a true bathypelagic zone. The bathype-
lagic zone extends below 550-600 m in the Santa Cruz Basin. Greater vertical trawl excursions
were allowed in the relatively homogeneous bathypelagic zone than in the complexly layered
mesopelagic. The collections represented most daily and seasonal periods. From collection and
environmental data sheets, all positional, temporal, physical, and biological measurements were
punched on computer data cards for transcriptions and multivariate analyses.

The samples comprised two sets, one for each cruise series, containing 321 (for years 1966-67,
1969) and 119 samples (1964-65), respectively. For the set of 321 samples, 108 variables were
measured in five categories: (1) species-captures of 80 species of small deep-sea fishes and inver-
tebrates, standardized as numbers per kilometer flow, a measure of unit trawling effort oi distance
trawled as derived from the revolutions registered by the trawl's flow meter (Brown, 1969);
(2) biomass and diversity-standardized fish volumes, invertebrate volumes, and numbers of
species; (3) SSL-depths, intensity (scored from I, weak, to 3, strong), and trawling excursion
(sampling effort) within the upper and lower SSL; (4) effort-total kilometer flow per sample;
and (5) physical- 16 measures of season, time of day, location, depth, and water temperatures.
All frequency distributions of species abundances were strongly skewed to the right as in a
negative binomial distribution, indicating that the animals occurred in patches (Bliss and Fisher,
1953; Ebeling et al., 1970). Species captures and other variables, therefore, were transformed,
usually to log(x+ 1), for statistical computations. Only 79 variables, including the abundances
of 62 species, were analyzed for the second set of 119 samples.

Factor analyses were used to identify groups of associated species and environmental measures.
The factors, which were derived from the correlations among all of these variables, were com-
puted separately for the first and second sets of samples. They were comprted in a way that
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presumably explained the systems of intercorrelated variables as simply as possible; ie., each
factor was "positioned" so that it was strongly correlated with the smallest possible number of
variables (Seal, 1964; Cattell, 1965; Harman, 1967). This means that the contributions of some
variables to a given factor were maximized, while the contributions of others were minimized,
and that, optimally, a given variable contributed substantially to but a single factor. The factors
themselves were necessarily uncorrelated with one another.

The relative contributions of the variables to the factors were their correlations with the
factors, called loadingp, which were adjudged "significant" on a somewhat empirical basis (cf.,
Sokal and Daly, 1961; also see Table 1). Loadings of variables on factors, therefore, were either
as large or as small as possible, so that the contrasts between large and small loadings were as
important in identifying factors as were the actual sizes of the significant loadings themselves.
That is, factors were meaningful only if most of their "non-significant" loadings were near zero.
In the pre.ent analysis, non-significant loadings were usually less than 0.1, whereas significant
loadings, which are listed in Table 1, were usually larger than 0.4 on a scale of 0 to 1.0.

Table 1. Factors of the Midd-.pth Ecosystem off Santa Barbara

1966-7,69 196445

14 12 10 8 6 4 3 10 5

1. INSHORE FISH VOLUME

"Location (to offshore) *-65 -79 -48 -68

Bottom depth *-50 -65 -48 -69

Fsh volumes 73 53 79

I(F). Lewoglos utilbius 73 62 63

2(S). Pastphaea pacfflta 71 $57

3(A). H.ypwl spp. 71 67 _

4(F). keno~ocwhug leucooarus 65 , , 64
5(S). PasIphace enmrwfmte 63 69

6(A). Pamodlllwnm coemu 60 ,.. 48

7(M). 7laopdftm keleyi 59 , 42 S2
8(M). Aeghsacltrea 50 69 -

9(F). Prwitsunaa xmolhmu 43 47

10($1). "siphonophore bits" 043 ,_,_VII 1i

(S). Srwgetea dmrlh 040 46 56 ..

ii. OFFSHOr s MIDDEPTH

ocatlon (to off"Ore) " .. 33 46 (-D) s-

Bottoa depth *.... 30 40 (-) So0__

I(S). ftut•fl ¢Aw 72 52 111 30
2(S). Gcfld .V.PhqAU 67 53 44 .. ,(-4) 71 42

3(M). 4toft wnwlfl 51 (-) 62 SO
4(A). ,c&w sp. 51 .... _ , 43 3S. Im - -

5(FS Idiammuuanrdromw 50 _ ___44 ... ..... IV IV
+ •I alllm +llllmW • ' n lll • l
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Table I. Factors of the Middepth Ecosystem off Santa Barbara (continued)

1966-67,69 1964-65

14 12 10 8 6 4 3 10 5

II. OFFSHORE MIDDEPTH (continued)

6(My). Gnathophausla Ingens 48 _ 38 (-1) 40

7(F). Cyclothone skgnata 46 - 40 - -. 111 56 69

8(M). Colobonema wrlceum *38 30 111 11 35

(F). Th'photurus mexicanus *39 - 66 (-4) 74 59

(F). Lampanyctus ritteri *33 - 60 (-4) 34 46

Ill. OFFSHORE DEEP

Upper trawl depth 62 .... 54 92

Upper trawl temperature -55 _ -45 -87

Location (to offshore) *40 53 40

Bottom depth *39 .... _ 49 40

I(F). Cýclothone acclinidens 83 . ... 66 82-

2(My). Eucopla spp. 82 64 - -

3(S). Hymenodamfrontati 81 5 57 79-

4(My). Breonmyshi ipp. 76 .... 62 - -

5(F). P, Melanostvna pammula 62 45 49 -
6(G) Concwholcl spp. 60 _,_46

7(M). Qostota tufobrunnea 40 _ 76 56
8(F). S&opelogVds PL. bspnows 30 20 27

9(F). Sternoptyx dimph/a 23 ....... 39
IO(F). Holtbymai meaoceph 17 ,_,, 10 30

(M). Coloboneis WICEM *339_

IV. CRAB LARVAE, KRILL SHRIMP

I(C). Lebpdop nmop, 90 . 73 VII VII 76 __

2(E). Nycdp•wuus Auvx 89 .74 VII VII X

3(C). 'porcelain crab" 53 ...... . .. VII VII 85 -

4(C). Illepharopidto occhdentell 078- .... VII VII X ___-

S(E). Thyasnousu p4PM61w 49 ......... Vii VII

6(C). EnmAhe aralop 643 68 VII VII 79

V. MWELLING, WATER MASS

Up fu - ___s .. . ..

ST wmpoWtiuv, 200 m 833 ._... 95
OTtamPenhare,lOOm S1 . ...__10 II .. -

BT tempeature SO m 31 . . .. U .. -

- -i
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Table 1. Factors of the Middepth Ecosystem off Santa Barbara (continued)

1966"7,69 196445

A4 12 10 8 6 4 3 10 5

V. UPWELLING, WATER MASS
(continued)

BT temperature, surface $41 47 58 II .. 86

Month (1-12) *41 45 59 II 111 70

VI. TRAWL HAUL OBLIQUENESS

Trawl temperature ranp 86 _ _ _ VII VII .. VII

Lower trawl depth 0-68 - X IV VII VII VII III

Trawl depth ranp 68_ X . .... III III

Lower trawl temperature $68 X IV VII VII VII HI

(C). Emrita analog. *40 - X IV VII VII

VII. SHALLOW INVERTEBRATE

BT temperature, surface $52 41 ..

Month (1-12) *48 _ 41 .. .. ..

Lower trawl tempmrature 040 72 . 78 (-Ili)

Invertelmte volumes '41 _ 62 72 63 (-4i)

I(A). Paraphronima crassipes 76 ff 58 IV IV

2(E). Nemrocfils d#Iftcf 74 80 (-III)

3(Aw). "all an'owworims" 66 , 11 42 - -

4(A). PmHo nwope 57 45 .. 39 - -

5(S). swua, mIal *56 _._ , 36 67 73 (-i11)

6(E). &.phauudupucfj 53-_____ 67 ______ 68 (411I)

7(A). Phroanma uedenfala 33 ___40 - II 39 IX

VIII. SOUND SCATtERING LAYER (SSL)

Dspth lowe SSL 83.__ 68 . VII ..

Stumith Iowa SSL -0 .0-70 .. .. .. -V -V

Strah upper SL -49 -- 44 - X .. .. -V -V

Effrrt nmpft Imff 831 S&L -47 _ -40 VUI .. - -

Depth uppe SSL *29 37 . .. .. .. -VII

Howm$ oom =N*W '29 ...... . -VU -i11

IM OFFSHORE FISH

Loatim (to ottibm) '.... 30 ia II a .. .. i

Effortmmpn q upqper SSL 464 VII VII II VII - -

Fh dl•' ____ _ II a vui

I,

'.. . 4
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Table 1. Factors of the Middepth Ecosystem off Santa Barbaru (continued)

1966.67,69 1964-65

14 12 10 8 6 4 3 10 5

IX. OFFSHORE FISH (continued)
I(F). Dlaphus theta 70 11 11 H VII 40 11

2(F). Lampanyctus ritteri 62 11 11 ii VII 40 !1

3(F). 7rlphoturut mexicanus *51 S 60 If If 11 (-0) II Ii

4(A). VWbifia spp. 49 ... ... 11 I! VII 86 11

5(Sa). Salpa fusuformis 046 11 11 II VII Xi

6(F). Sc mks atriventer 44- - .. .. .. .. !1

"7(F). Bathylagus wewwthi 43 - - 34 .. .. .. .. - -

(E). E£iphauia hemlSibba 36 47_.._ 1t... 1 il 11 VII - -

(0). Mcrocypridbia cattanea .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 64 If

X. LARVAL FISH

BT temperalure, surface .... .. -40 VII ..

Month (1-12) .... .. -42 .. ..

Fish dived,:f 043 IV VII VII - -

I(F). Asmulft mordix 79 62 IV VII VIi, 35
2(F). Se&urstods spp. 75 6._7 _ IV VII VII - -

3(F). iraWiau"rpwochctus 55 , 47 IV VII VII - -

4(F). a•Ak*h•hys# 94rmwue 54- - - 48 IV VII VII 45 IV
5(F). MkvWomoe pcomfie 35 39 ____-... .. .. 40

6(F), Mt& rkhtitys xo Wd *33 42..... .. .. .. IV

7(F), Low Vbtnfwlh - -. . . . . . . 36
(C). SEm.Iteswialle -36_ _ s 58 IV u VII
(C). 8Wephs•oida occdalernls 037 1!V VII VII%

ja. FIRST IIATCHIETFSH
I I(F). amq'A oetsar 61 1- iI II I ,, - -

2(M:) A~pphII.CNpsficus 53 - 2 II 1I .. .. 71 !1

3(I). Vilu opp, 40.__.If .. .. .. .. H II

4(F). 4f,(Wka m I 38. ... .. .. ..3.. 40 I

XII. 7NOWiCKE
tIu•pui p•w AL 0-38 XIII .. .. .. .. .. - -
ST wmmmtm, marfmi 033 . . . . . . . .

ItCt). Rb0oI• m e IdowI 56 X111 X. X IV .. .. - -

t
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Table 1. Factors of the Middepth Ecosystem off Santa Barbara (continued)

1966.7,69 1964-65

14 12 10 8 6 4 3 10 $

XMI. CTENOPHORE (continued)

(F). aitha*hAthys sowdidus
(arO) 37 X X X .. ..

XIII. VOLUME JELLY CLOGGING

Flow tbmo trawl -51 -45 VII .. .. VII VII - -

lnvutbrate volumes 46 - VII VII IV VII VII VII -IL1

Upper trawl depth -41 -- VII VII IV VII VII VII

Upper trawl tempeatu 38 VII VII IV VII VII VII

I(Ct). AemfrnkxSt 45 - VII .. .. .. VII VII -I11

2(Si). M"y dubo 38 .. IV .. .. .. .. IV IV

3(Sa). JiaasJbrforp 037 -.. 11 IV VIi VII XI V
(SI). "dphonophor bits" "30 X) ia .. .. .. VII VII V
(C). platheidluvae 27 VIII .. VII VII

XIV. SECOND HATCIIETISH

11(). AVrok tycsna. 49 VIi IX VII VII IH VII X .

2(S). &rraW pqW w 45 )a U 0 U

ARROWWORM (resolved om 196445 darta at oei, we stowwosms r idabstd to qcim)

(Aw). •Sq •i..wtm 77 U

(Aw). & zfemd"o . . . . . .. . 73 U
MF). opdm iMWW* XI IQ XI .. .. .. .. 70 II

(Aw). Sdeft MOW . . . . . . - H II
(F). Cycbw sopm U U1 a v it U WI 43 U

(F). Ai~irpe~m pai$Ir AO M U U It .. 0 6 I

Note:
Pawmn hm o. f that mbds(19647.69) we comper vf od ornt do. nodembdo

-MpmftM WWo miq bor Amt 40 to 100, bat inuv MWo we kih It OW sm'
mdm* b he nm=0 am but a ( qu fvasemr. An *a bowm mti (d met
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Because we could make no a priori estimate of the number of groups of associated species
and environmental measures in the present limited universe of trawl captures and on-station ob-
servations, we compared several representations of the system of intercorrelated variables, each
composed by a different number of factors. Representations of 3-14 factors in the first analysis
were compared with each other and with representations of 5 and 10 factors in the second
analysis. All analyses were done using the program BMD 03M (Dixon, 1967) on the IBM 360-75
computer at the University of California, Santa Barbara.

The median depths of the upper and lower sound-scattering layers in each basin were averaged
by pre- and post-noon periods of day and by pre- and post-midnight periods of night (Table 2).
Shallowest and deepest depths were tabulated by day, night, and month (Table 3).

Table 2. Depths of Sound Scattering Layers at Day and Night in the
Santa Barbara and Santa Cruz Basins

Bsod Upper Layer Lower Lae

Day = SONot = 31 Day - 10O Not 69

Santa m - -M P
Barbara am Pm an am p__-

61(4) 46(12) 36(11) 22(7) 88(12) 111(11) 77(9) S6(5)

Day, 61 N t --27 Day -II #t -S6

Santa I I
Cruz am pe PON 4-- Am pm pm 41

75(10) 25(4) 25(11) 29(11) 128(7) 149(1) 55(6) 56(10)

Note:
Average depths in meter precede the number of observatlons (in pamnthses) of diatin-
pilshable traces on the Precision Depth Rocorder (12 klh) for categolus of datbue hours
of pre-noon (am) and post-noon (pro), and of nihttime hours of pm-midnVt (pio) sod
post-midnight (axm) Th ",,,," and "! an* are pooled for each palr of categmies.

Our limited nift univ•r was oqpoba into a system coantalu about 1014 roups of
intercorrelated species and etowum m eal m moot" (Table . T1 wmoeod wd of obem-
tions made In 1964-6S substamtiated thw males of the fte mab of obasmados made mwet.
In the fim anuyo four mp rmained intact no matt hom may factors wm reaed to
represent the system, sad so the qmces in these $mups may be importaht am o four
resident coamun ndtles one of middepth predat "t pwW b the nimlow Sta Babara
Bdan, another of dmow inertebrae pIho s tm t me morp abuomts in bot buIm, sad
turoothers of skdeptb anddeep proetasdmitprafin th Mkpeda* adbadwdae
zowat rectively, of the deepe Samt Cnau Sd (fty 2). Spain beloqf to ",d o0 two
co.mmunitles jtdicustd lnteactms between the tommweaft (P! 2. do• r•w") Othe
proups were moos or Des trtoesgy. fla that the wwoare iduMA&W when popsidvely bus
faors we usd to repwm the qta, but mi• wp ith oMher plmps orwfthd th .i f
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Table 3. Extreme Depths of Sound Scattering Layers in the Santa Barbara
and Santa Cruz Basins and the Months of their Occurrence

Beets DBaeo smIA Cu.:

sE. LAYW Day Mlot Mhy

£r'pk Moet. Mpt Mat Mplt Man* Dpi No dmth

Shfldowest 16 IV 15 m, IV 10 IV, v 12 IV

loyw Deempet 100 VUI-X 122 X 160 VIII-XI 60 VII, Xl

Lawn iaoWet 48 111 25 111 49 111 40 1, H

m Deepest 193 VIII 122 X, XI 170 )II 106 X)

Note:
Mwa dept (=W ic aunibm) pooled horn tm at tine obumdatl eachd of midooints an the PDR
ftm. we bsd by the mosths (emmn numenla) wI. he dwe reorded.

(sin"e arrows). "Transitoy oups" ualy contained animals that sar seasonally abundant, sach
as exotic qcies with centers of distributiou f outide the ampuin ame and shalow.water
species represented only by their plehic youn and Iewo, or contained animals that ar atypical
In their behavlor, such as flhh spee that cannot mced a raidy as mout others becaue they
br largpamfiued 1a1wabldder. A "phycal Plop," countai t Only measurs of sasonal
cag and water temperatures, refted the oaw oceanop11- cycle.

L Vt== FM VOLUM COAMMTY. bm~ea uam of fth csut ftWiawd
a reddest community of middepth wrdaton in tht relativeiy *dlow and baihore Santa Barbara
Basin (Table I and 1A, 2: fetor 1). A dsty deep.. melt (factor 1: species 1) and common
lantueraf (4) abound within the reon of the sout aifornian ban but rapdy dwind
In numtbers o'utdid this regon Tha f~aes mad a lap reddish #im dub"p (5) appear pro.

Weted to Mif in the WIni bathm whiech ex many oftdo =umb alcharacturifti of the
oca*m-lm hw offse (Eballg ,1970) Cb) e(19•66)obw that "o

do tin maesopahgc finns of the ($anta Dwabm, Bob) is len ooujicate than tha of fth
e ocMe, a moet of th try badbpa* qpediese ab mAot."] Other coommn members

of this commuiltyw*ad aambr ad pa pSiemr du(2), d twol B or•a•..i..
phipkds (36). Jdly. animal wen reprent by two twqrayA menam (7.8) and
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bottom limits penetration of the more oceanic species. Two decapod shrimps dominated the resi-
dent community per se. a pale glass shrimp (1: 1), which resembles Pasiphaea pacifica of the In-
shore Fish Volume Community, and a bright red shrimp (2) which was almost never trawled inshore.
The glass shrimp is concentrated above the darker-colored shrimp 4Pearcy and Forn, 1966) end
a large bright red mysid (6) (Childress, 1968). Other important members included a small, slender
amphipod (4), two common medusse, one colored with patches of deep violet (3) and the other
nearly tmansparent (8), an eel-like jet-black dragon fish (5), and the tiny semi-transparent bristle-
mouth fish (7) that associated with three specks of arrowworms in the second analysis,

ill. OFFSHORE DEEP COMMUNITY. Jet-black fishes (1, 5, 8, 10) and a vermilion shrimp
(3) characterized this deep community of Santa Cruz Basin, which ww sampled by deeper trawl
hauls into colder water. Here, small mysids (2. 4) replaced the paler mesopelagic amphipods.
Except for occasional strays, most of the bathypelagic species avoided the shaLlow Santa Barbara
Basiq, although an eelpou'. (5) belonging to a family of predominantly beathonic and littoral
fishes, was commonly trawled in both basins. Even though they belong to the deep community
(Ebeling et al., 1970), rare bathypelagic animals, like the deep-sea smelt Bathylagus miller!, did
not appear in the final results of the analyses because they were caught so sporadically. And
even most of the deep members (5-10) included in the final results were rare by middepth stan-
dards. They were less abundant by one or two orders of magnitude than the predominating
brist~emouth fish (1) and shrimp (3). All fishes except the dusky hatchetfish (9) lacked gas-
filled swimbladdtrs. This community appeared relatively stable throughout the year. Its total
biomass was considerably less than that of the middepth communities above (cf., Vinogradov,
1961k Dainse, 1964). Many of the bathypelagic species are circurntropical or almost cozmopoli-
tan in distribution (Grey, 1956; Lavenberg, 1964).

TRANSI'IORY GROUPS (IV, IX, X, XI, XII, XII[, XIV). Even though transitory species
and community members generally live together at one time or another, their abundances often
did not vary concordantly. Many of the transitory species behaved differently from community
members, in that thzy did not appear to ascend at -ight. The silvery hatchetfishes (XI:2, 4;
XIV: 1) and tropical gonostomatid fi5h (XI 1) have iitge gas-filled swimbladders with relatively
small gas-secreting organs (cf., Kanwisher and Ebeling, 1957; Marshall, 1960), and so would have
difficulty adjusting their gas volume during rapid and extensive vertical .migrations like those of
some lanternfishes. In fact, there Is little evidence that hatchetfishes ascend at night (Ebeling
et al., 1970). Similarly, the group of fish larvae contained species like the hake (X:3) and rock-
fish (2) with large, balloon-like swimbladders.

Larval fishes (X) and zoex larvae of usnd crabs (IV: 1, 3, 4, 6) were segregated into two
relatively well-defined bixt associated groups that contained all species represented only by
larvae and young. Although group X contained only fish larvae, group IV included two species
of krill. These smqll krills (2, 5) are mrainly neritic in distributlon, In contrast with the two com-
mon krilis of the Shallow Invertebrate, Community (VII:2, 6), which range abundantly into the
California Current region further offshore (BDrnton, 1962). Larpst numbers of fish larvae were
caught after most neritic and de.re fishes had bred during the winter mixing and spring up.
welling periods when surface temperatures drop. The fish ltvae added substantially to the
diversity of the total fish catch.

Other transitory lioup. contained species with their centers of distribution located in more
tropical waters farther offshore and southward. The Offshore Fish (IX) and Hatchetfish (XIV,
XI) greps, however, entered the Offshore Mlddepth Community (U), espedally in rummer and
fall when the California Current, containing cold ubarctic water, was weakest (Brown, 1969).
A cosmopolitan saip (IX:5) was also seasonally abundant. The oceanic krill mp als mm bMk
was a possible indicator of tropical intrusiom during summer and fall (Axon et al., 1967).

* wi% ~
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Various "jellies" (XII, XIII) occurred within and above the Shallow Invertebrate Community
and its associated groups of zooplankters. The ctenophores (1) eat young kill, decapods, aul4
ish (Fraser, 1962), and, in fact, Euptokamis californiensis (XIII: 1) was associated -ith the shal-

low invertebrates in the second analysis. Decreasing flow of water throagh the trawl, inL 'asing
invertebrate volumes, and shallower hauls in warmer water identified the Volume Jelly Cloggin"
Factor (Xlii), which associated a predacious siphonophore (2) and herbivorous salp ,3) with a
ctenophore (i). During shallow hauls, these voluminous jellies often clogged the net, filling the
cod-end chambers of the trawl and thereby obscuring the small crustaceans and fish larvae caught
with them.

The transitory groups disseminated into other ecological groups and/or the rniddepth corn-
munities (Fig. 2, single arrows). Members of the Offshore Fish and Hatchetfish groups live
among members of the Offshore Middepth Community. The jellies and groups of larvae associ-
ated among themselves, with parameters of the SSL, and directly or indirectly with the shallow
invertebrates. The Trawl Haul Obliqueness Factor (VI) simply assembled the parameters dis-
tinguishing oblique hauls, usually to the surface through the habitat of the shallow invertebrates
and their cohorts.

V. UPWELiUNG, WATER MASS FACTOR. Decreasing upweldng and rising water tempera-
tures during summer and fall ýignified the annuol oceanographic sequence from vertical mixing
in late winter, through spring upwelling, to fall stratification (Barham, 1957; Brown, 1969). The
sound scattering layer was shaliowest aid strongest during the upwelling monsrhs (Table 1, VII;
Table 3). Barham (1957) observed that ia Monterey Bay, blooms of phytoplankton follow the
onset of upweling by only one or two months, and that the peak bloom and is exploitation by
grazers coincides with the predominance of a "solid type of scattering pattern."

VIII. SOUND SCATTERING LAYER (SSL) FACTOR. The upper and lower layers of the
SSL descended with daybreak (see Table 2), when the intensity er "strength" of 12-kHz sound
scattering diminished. The shallowest layers nearest the sound source were strongest and
clearest, which may account for the apparent increase of trawling effort within them; i.e., broad
and well-defined traces facilitated estimates of the proportion of a haul within the depth interval
defined by the PDR trace. The measure of effort in sampling the upper SSL cc related with in-
creasing abundances of offshore fishes, which included several diel vertical migrators (IX: 8SL).
Membtrs of the Shallow Invertebrate Community and associated transitory groups varied in
numbers concordantly with fluctuations in the SSL (Fig. 2: VIII). The second analysis sub-
stantiated the relationship between the migration of the upper SSL and the daily cycle of
abunda•ce of shallow invertebrates. It also 3howel that during the upwelling period both
scattering liyees were near the surface both during the day and at night (Table 3).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The resident communities of deep-sea animals are presumably more stable in abundance,
compos!tion, and function thma are the transitory groups. Although Fager (1963:418) defined
a community simply as . ,.. a group of species which are often found living togpther," he im.
plied that these species coexist in well-organized, albeit open, systems having a definite structure
and trophic function. MacFadyen (1963) suggested that communities should have a relatively
stable composition, numerical hierarchy of species, and unity as secured by the many Interlock
ing relationships among their member species and their environment. These relattondhips, which
involve physioloocai tolerances, predator-prey interactions, and interspecific competition, ac-
count for "... mixtures of species which are unequally success (because)... on or a few
species, the domintnts, overdsdov', all others in their mas and biological activity .. ." (Whit.
taker, 1965: 250). In the present study, for example, two speies each of fishes and glm shrimps
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numerically dominate the Inshore Fish Volume Community; a few krill, amphipods, and a
sergestid shrimp dominate the Shallow Invertebrate Community; and a bristlemouth fish and
Cirk vermilion shrimp dominate the Offshore Deep Community. Many of the transitory-group
members, on the other hand, are either almost equally abundant or replace each other in abun-
dance during the year and from one year to the next.

Althougk "iur model was derived indirectly through analyses of remotely collected samples, it
still strongly inrlicates that deep pelagic animals live in associations having varying dpgrees of
structure, even though their environment is essentially unstructured in the sense that it lacks a
compihx and firnz substrate making up tangible cover. Beklemishev (1969) pointed out that
pelagic communities differ from terrestrial or bottom communities, in that they occupy a three-
dimensional, continuously moving inediuni containing few obvious landmarks. He concluded
that pJvagic cormmunities are widespread geographically within the major oceanic water masses,
which are maintained by vast current gyres as more or less permanent and closed systems. But in
ti, present study, the relatively small and semipermanent southern Calilorniagyre may tend to
integrate communities on a more local scale. Angel (1961) suggested that despite the vertical
migratlens of most of its members, an Atlantic community of ostracods is we'- organized and
numericay stable within its total depth range. Also, Pearcy (1964: 96) concluded that off
Oregon, "... a single conmunity of upper mesopelagic fishes is suggested by the absence of
drastic changes in the occurrence of species."

Other studies tend to substantiate the general composition of some of the communities and
transitory groups resolved in the present study. Clarke (1966) distinguished three principal
layers of vertically migrating animals in the Santa Barbara Basin: krills, shrimps, and lantemfish.
He noted that ctenophores occur at the krill level; our wcond analysis indicated that ctenophores
may occur with members of the Shallow Invertebrate Community, which contains the common
krill. Clarke also showed that fises and glass shrimps of the Inshore Fish Volume Community
generally live below the main SSL at greater depths than do most of the shallow invertebrates
(krifl and sergestids). Ebeling et al. (1970) showed that four important members of the Offshore
Deep Community were in a cluster of "typical bathyptlagic species," that the two dominant
fishes of the Inshore Fish Volume Community were Invariably in the same cluster, and that the
offshore %shes were often co-associated. Also, Brown (1969) and Ebeling et al. (1970) found
similar pairs of co-occurring species of offshore fishes: the vertically migrating lantemfishes
Tarletonbeania crenutafis and Diaphus theta, the vertically migrating lanternfishes Lampanyctua
ritteri and Symbolophorus califomiensfs, and the adult melainphaid Melamphaes lugubris and
the pelagic young of the demersal rockcod Sebastolobus aitel is, both apparently non-migrators
with large gas-filled swimbladders.

Vertically migrating members of the mtddepth communities may follow and eat the shallow
invertebrates during the night, •hen descend at daybreak to escape predation and to rest
(McLaren, 1963). Anderson (1967) and Holton (1969) shrqwed that, during its ascent at night,
the offshore lanternfish Thphoturs mexicanus (IX:2) eats various shallow invertebrates, in.
cluding krill, serpstids, and copepods. Barham (1957) noted that the lanternflshes Diaphus
theta QX: 1) and Stenobrachlus leucopwus (1:4) eat krill, young sergestids, and various copepods.
Paxton (1 967b) listed in order the preferred prey of common southern California lanternfishes:
kdill, copepods, and sergestids.

In general, species abundances were not correlated with the group of bathythermograph
temperatures and seasonal parameters. This implies that although the parameters of depth, loca.
tion, and time of day directly affect the associations and general behavior of the animals, the
parameters of water masses such as temperatures at specific depths, affect the animals indirectly
or not at all. Abundances of animals within the local, sendenclosed basim vry with temporal

I
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and physiographic changes, such as changes in time of day, location, bottom depth, and trawl
depth and temperaure. Perhaps the rendent communities here are not greatly altered by local
upwelling and water-mass flux, and the transient species move in and out of the basins according
to oceanographic changes expressed more explicitly further offshore. Banse (1964: 1 H) sug-
gested that "The vertical arrangement at e station... may not reflect the b-havioral reaction of
animals to actual conditions of life, but would be due to former conditions at other p(aces."

Communities and groups relate to the 12.-kHz SSL in several way-. Off Santa Barbara, strong
upper and lower scattering layers were recorded in both basins (Tables 2, 3), with a third weak
layer occasionally detectable below. A weak component of the second or third layer in the Santa
Cruz Basin did not appear to migrate. Transitory groups of animals, some with gas-filled hydro-
static organs, sere to be essociatej with the SSL, which, in turn, seems to be more directly asso-
ciated with the Shallow Invertebrate Community than with the other three communities. The
shallow invertebrates, in turn, tend to intergrade with members of the middeptb communities,
probably through the vertical migrations of predators and prey. The relatively remote Deep Off-
shore Community which apparently interacts but little with the mestipelagic fauna, probably
contributes few if any members to the complex layers of recorded sound scatterers. Its adult mem-
bers are more or less restricted to the bathypelagic zone anu rarely invade the middepths, al-
though larvae and young often live in the mesopelagic zoie (Marshall, 1960). Pearcy and Laurs
(1966) observed that daily variations in fish abundance at different depths are noticeable only
above 500 m off Oregon, implying that few mesopelagic fishes descend into the bathypelagic
zone and vice versa.

Most of the sound scattering may be caused by a complex of various plankton groups and off-
shore fishes associated with the prevailrng community of shallow invertebrates. However, the
migrating component of the faint deepest layer may signify concentrations of larger predators
following their prey as they ascend at night, and the weak, non-migrating component in the
Santa Cruz Basin may signify small assemblages of hatchetfishes and other fishes with large,
balloonlike swimbladders. Taylor (1968) observed that lanternflshes with gas-filled swimbladders
were abundant in the main SSL off British Columbia, although fishes without swimbladders or
with gasless swimbladders ranged below the main layer into the deep SSL. Barham (1957) at.
tributed a solid SSL band in Monterey Bay off central California to a layer of krill and sergestids,
a diffuse band to concentrations of an offshore lanternfish (IX: 1), whose swimbladder is only
partly filled with gas (Capen, 1967), and a deep band to concentrations of this lantemfish and
another lanternflsh (1: 4) belonging to the Inshore Fish Volume Community. Davies and Barham
(1969) trawled typical st allow invertebrates 2nd siphonophores with ps-filled pneumatophores
in : strong main scatterb,,- layer off San Diego. Hatchetfishes and amphipods ranged upward
from this main layer into a weaker upper layer, while the mass of catchable fish was concentrated
below the main layer. Barham (1963, 1966) observed physonect siphonophores and "silver"
lanternfishes with ps-filled swimbladders in the main layers off San Diego and in more tropical
waters to the south, respectively. In the Gulf of California, however, concentrations of lantern.
fishes and other mlddepth fishes, krll, and several shrimps apparently occur at the depths of the
SSL (Dunlap, i (9).

Clarke's (1566) analysis of trawl samples from the Santa Barbara Basin substantiates the
press: t cunc~tsom that the SkAllow Invertebrate Community forms some sort of n.xus for tia
lower of the two wain scattering layers, while most fish (1,4) in the Inshore Fish Volume Coam
mpnity occur deeper. The shallow layer may be unretated to either community. In general,
Banse (1964. 103) concluded that "The main constituents of the DSL seam to be Euphaudide
[krnll] in its upper portion... and fishes in the lower. Shrimps and squids can also be of im-
portanc," Also, Kinzer (1969) observed that the SSL In the eastern subtropical Atlantic is

S. .. ... ...... ... . . .... ...... .. _ • • _ • i
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composed mostly of two migrating layers, leaving a component at depth during the night. Krill
and copepods are concentrated in the upper layer, while amphipods, ostracods, and arrowworms
are more dispersed within, above, and below it. Aggregations of deeper fish are apparently at-
tracted to the layer of shallow invertebrates. Nafpaktitis (1968) concluded from a literature re-
view that 4wo groups predominate in the SSL: shallower crustaceans (krill and sergestids) and
deeper lanternfishes, especially those with gas-filled swimbladders.

Other investigators, however, found little or no correlation between catches made in the kind
of midwater trawl used in the present study and depths of the SSL. Aron et al. (1967: 45)
mintained that "The relatively poor correlation between biological and acoustical data [implies]
that scattering at 12 kHz is not caused by zooplankton. The data further suggest that the trawl,
ahthough capable of producing large catches of lanternfishes, is not an effective device for sam-
piing the low-frequency sound scatterers of the DSL." Pieper (1967) could find little relationship
batween catches of presumed sound scatterers (krill, lanternfishes, and siphonophores) and the
recorded depths of the SSL. In the present study, the abundances of very few species varied
directly with the parameters of the upper SSL. But copepods and other tiny herbivores (except
for the crab larvae) were not included in the analyses because they were not sampled effectively
in the trawl. Dense aggregations of such grazers may contribute substantially to the upper layer.
Barraclough et al. (1969) showed that across the Pacific, dense concentrations of copepods,
interspersed by a few krill, amphipocs, Pnd arrowworms, occur within the depth ranges of shal-
low layers, detected with a high-frequency (200 kHz) echo sounder.

We propose a four-dimensional spatial and temporal model of the deep pelagic ecosystem off
Santa Barbara. The four resident communities are basic to its organization. Although they over.
lap in space and time, they are distinguishable from one another by the relatively stable concor-
dant abundances of their member species, which are little affected by local water-mass changes.
Transitory species move within and about the fundamental framework of communities and often
segregate into relatively unstable gi )ups by their different kinds of daily and seasonal movements.
Many are either young of neritic and demersal species, or offshore species whose oceanic centers
of distribution arc located far from the distinctive local area of the southern California gyre. The
complex lnterrelationihips among the associations of middepth animals and the layers of sound
scatterers imply that many species of invertebrates and fishes contribute to the SSL as they pur-
sue their diverse activities within and between the communities and transitory groups. There-
fore, the SSL per se may reflect many biological activities and is probably much more complex
than indicated by the simple tracings of 12-kHz volume sound-scattering.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF MESOPELAGkC FISHES IN T!HE
EQUATORIAL AND WESTERN NORTh

ATLANTIC OCEAN*

Richard H. Backus, James E. Craddock,
Richard L. Haedrich, and David L. Shore

Woods Hole Oceanographic Infstitution,
Woods Hole, Massachusetts

ANRMACT

Examnaton of bout 290 midwater trawl hauls r Se to a depth of 1000 m in the equa-
torial and western North Atlantic Ocean from 1961 to 196%8 suiats that at least 10 physical
boundarie determim the rangs of metopelslak fisbhs Tim boundaries delimit six pealac
regions-the Sope Water Region, the Northern Sargaso Sea, tiw Southern Sarpaso Sea, the
Gulf of Mexico, the Cwibbean Sea, and the Amuonlan Relgon-and partly deimit four
others-the Eastern Gyre and the Labrador, Leer Antilean. and Gultan rI&ors. h is rf
for a ftsh specks to be retrctkd to a shigle region. hihe, the fish distribution patterns
noted remit mainly from the ocupsocy of varous combinations of reagins by s Pecie For
warm-water spcies, ine• disutIbion petwu hae been noted, the smot important of
whicb ao the opdkd, the •br•, •toW and the Sawro S•. patums. We hm• n hoaff-
dent dat for ddi q the db•bttom pattens of w'desmpmd species and species havhg
wemtan* siat and northern rease in the North Atlantki ach of tdhaeseupsin wn-
tan species that we didWsed waeg to more than om pattern, and species in th
aorlu group in tentadvaly dielv into thee bpoups on thM bas of th southem

rgap undt In the WWs. Each pe~i rgoom has a moim or less unique fts ftaun with its
chwacodak mmesl umb of spaei In dwactristic puportive, its dcatristic dhw"t.y,
ad m -i-a ZoamunsPhcal, the elah "111 wa d we6"u North Vb-antic m••.ts of&

"nor"hMer pert (oirth of 3e N or 400N ) aad m ropecaI pert (wh. Gulf of Mexico thIrogh the
Gumano Rs#*o), seperst by a broad 4iition saw (fth Soespso ea*).

Sainong the flM t of the nwwpdW, th d* 11t uppe midwater of the opn ocean be-
twen about 100 and I 000Wm,is dffcult. Lib d fin par. mw*w t e u an. aehtiv.
MWOroMerA mc.uwopd*gi spq esaedaion y vw*t. n*atohs. and there is e0ldence (04k.
Ck. Wd Dkus 1964) that they we oow otk y althsm thAei d:ph, altgmo mot of the
diP sro1 at *Ak ad at dawn. F %M , the phy4ka factoW that appea to ContnW the
deptba at whMc thm (lWm l (ttr= np . temperatu,. ad the l) vey borztally om
diumuw of a few miL in short, the arroatpat of Miss ht th water cobu.m Ib cotialy
chau ftom mom t to momnt w d from pla to phee.

00tisn~ U *'2323 lom tGo Woods Ndak (lmepaplc besftscia..
Mseepad farsbbalitlneica sbud - nte to pe$w S yllflt
Raprimdbmswith arisse q7 the Jwu of Mwinie Reearck
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It is for this reason, as well as for the aheer size of the area involved, that so little is known
about the patterns of geographic distribution of North Atlantic mesopelagic fishes (or of any
group of mesopelagic organisms in any ocean). Even less is known, of course, about what the
physical factors controlling these distributions might be, although what can be called the "water
mass" hypothesis is currently popular. This useful idea suggests that the ranges of pelagic ani-
mals conform to the water masses as defined by their temperature-salinity relationships. This
concept was first used by Pickford (1946) and Haffaer (1952) and has grown mostly as a result
of Pacific Ocean studies (ef., Bieri 1959, McGowan 1960, Brinton 1962, Ebeling 1962, Fager
and McGowan 1963, Ebeiing and We4 1963, and Paxtoni 1967). Were the wnter mass hypoth-
esis sufficient, however, the zoogeography of the North Atlantic pelagial would be very simple,
for it consists almost wholly of one water mass-the North Atlantic Central Water. Our data
indiate i far greater complexity, and we offer here some generalizations about the distribution
of mesopelagic fishes ii the equatorial and western parts o" this ocean.

COLLECTING METHODS AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTIONS

The principal data come from about 290 midwater collections made from the Research Ves-
sels CHAIN and ATLANTIS II between 1961 and 1968 along the transects *owi in Figure 6.
Most of the collections were made with the 10-foot (3.05 m) Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl
(IKMT) (Isaacs and Kidd 1953). ThI mouth of the standard 10-foot IKMT is about 7.9 m" ; the
bag is made of 63.5-mm (stretch) netting, with a 12.7-mm (stretch) liner in the rear. Recently
we have used nets that are fully lined, with 12.7-mm mesh in the forward part and 9-5-mm mesh
in the rear part. No adequate comprison has been made of the relative "catching power" of the
two nets, but a small amount of data suggests that the fully lined net catches two to three times
as many specimens per unit of effort as the half4lned net. In all cases a one-meter plankton net
with 0.75-mm openings has been fitted to the cod.end of the trwl. The towing time per haul
has ranged from two to four houn at a speed of about three knots. Net depth in most cases
was measured by a time-depth recorder (Benthos Co.) attached to the trawl, but sometimes it
was determined by triangulation (measuring wire angle and amount of wire out); the latter
procedure is justifiable with towing warps of moderate length because the effect of the IDMT
depressor is to take the belly out of the wire (Backus and Herey 1956). Recently, net depth
has been t*ntmlled by means of a telemetering depth meter (Benthos Co.).

Most of the smples have been collected in the upper 600 m. a few between 600 m and
1000 m. l)sytirne tows pnaly have been nude at depths greater than 200 m. Suadlower day-
time hauls c¢,ch ittk or noth4. prly because mot mesopelac species lie at xreater depths
by day and ptly because fib avoid the net when It Is wel 1ihuninnated (Nha t and Laun
1966). Night-time tows peally have been made at depths "%wr than 300 m because many
of the abundant meopelagc species mnmte at sunset to depths above this level. Hauls at twi-
Vet. when sanials arem vetiy m*&iqt rsbly, pneray hve" boen svowed; wh•m made.
the net has bee towed betwem 200 n mad 300 m, wear the top of the ranp of our date
tows and mar thd bottom of the r"m of our nibt4hw ow. ]ecatDn no openhlaogdoel de-
vice has befn used on the aet. a haul may have bee contwunated to mam eutet with qW&

m en glat wh the net wm bet at sad hauled beck. The thk mmamnd in setti sod
otrwg the notm has pw boa l than 20 pecnt of dh total tha of the tow. T1e
depth dtziution of tows Made on a repsesentatv an ises *mwn in F*sW i.

In plani the mi*lg approibuate depths of tow were chown s that a few axce
tows would mou, or Law owe do upper 600m of the wotwr colunn before the d4 had
changed geoahc location too much. More reial I depths wer comn so a to

I
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Fi~gure 1. Sample of • wot•sheet showing the distribution according to de/pth and
time or day of cddwater trawl collections made on Chain Crnds 60 and upon which
have been plotted captures of the lOnOStomatld Po/ikc~tys medi. The urger awit-
bets within tle boxes ar collection numbers, the tower oater, numbers of seies

catch a much as potaible. For help, we used the 12 kHz eco.aoh-oude• and the oathythermo-
graph (DT). During dayl~Jht, the net was generadly placed at sorae lownd-.atterlng maximum

,•.(in a so.calned "-4eep scttering layer"). During the nIght, when the animal wraght a~re In that
part of th, water column where marked changp• in temperature ocouir with dav~th, both the
echo-so•ndr and the ST have been tiE•. Experience has •tw t•• soun-scattering maxma•,
temperatu•e ieuna and the bottom of thenmocllzm and surface Isothusmal layers mark
panes of concentration of mdutr I.o

A few specie of tmespelaglc flw mlsrate as nV'ht to the very ma saface. We ha've mainly
c•'t~t these specie in huUStOn nets (lurtlett and IHaedeh 1968). whtch ample the upper
13 a'• or so. Gewanzatiom about the dititbstion of nine spe•u(Asmme •esn•e.

naterial taken In abot 1 15 wuaon net hauls.
The f Wi i ech colletio have be en omitd •ccdz to specie and ldstfwd. oro each

rpec•s h,. ttse imme ot spc .ws rs~p of s •du nte eeq nd dislacm t volme have
bwdeter•e.

Tha.e is no fgood •titat of uhe d",atrlbuaost ni si of the (Wi In the meoeaga It
certin. hoee. thaft smy ar huge eougk to eady elde out sets. 0. the other bud. it Is
equall viAeuaI•e that muyasaeq spce beoxme s•audy mature at, ai •uasm
as 2 -50 mm l' standar lenth (we, for •nutaa., Timing 1918, Grey 1964, and Nafpakitk•1969). T a, I- sp0t0 of the tact t in of t tl i that we ha4s cqotu r m'S r ,A Ig-
use ). adult 1 a m& sbults of mz ny pteiet sho ing thded, eds ecribui (men tone8 the ad
and a scall fed"dee I, yctophiala aDu Go osthemildn.
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Figure 2. Frequency distribution of the maximum
lengtft of 155 specws (about 80,000 specimeais) col-
lected between Massachusetts and the Azores on At-
lantis 11 cruise 13.

Both the number of specimens caught and the displacement volume per unit of effcrt have
varied widely. Figure 3 shows some of this variation in night-time collections tnd its relation to
depth of tow and ocean regicn. The analysis of the relative abundance of species to one another
u a function of region is made difficult by the region-dependent vanation in the total amount of
material caught.

The number of species taken in a collection has varied from fewer than 10 to several dozen.
If the composition of a group of collections from a single ocean region Is considered, it i seen
that only a few species are abundant while many are rare.

After excluding from our collections epipelagic species and the young of certain littoral ind
bei.thic species that are only temporary inhl Itants of the pelagal. about 350 species remain to
be considered. Only about 80 of these hay, xccurred In our collections with enough consistency
so that we can remark upon thei distribution with *ome confidence. Of then 80, threa-fourths
belong to the families Myctophidas and Gaootomassda.

FAUNAL SOUNDARIS MAND MLAGIC REGiONS

Our colectiotu show that thi 10 pbyslal bondauies liMd below bave siniicano as funal
boundarides for mnpelpag ftwc In see cuis. we ainmsmd that a phydcal boundary had
snificanas a fatW boundary and tuha despd a ouis to tes the hypodheis (oqwedly
numbers d and v below). In odhr caus, faua dmu withi tranmsta aim noted ol aft

lection tand stdy of the dam. In thes, if a ofhu chunp wa• cwrlatd with a phyAcda.
chaqe, the ;&y*ui boundary wa taken as the A boundary.

In order to obj.cWy oxunhe v4sioa trasict for (adal dehqus, we hasve devdoped.
method of analysis based upon the disrthttu of ft fdu and hot aptu of Vecda Ma _
the tramet (Rada ot A. I",6). This me"t Is bmd upon o aWm* prin dtha when a
fmauna bondary Is commd the fikr woct-on In the nwy =tred neoion dws a maked
i eu invthe dw inbmbr of secies cob•ad for the iv toe dwft dtat pwu tamwt.
Shuhnly, the lt collectiou made be&om rcmaa the Zouaday don a mo d inuas in do t
ousae of ecies or.&ched for the last time.

I
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Figure 3. Number of specimens collected per hour in ,iSht-time collection in six
pelagic regions of the North Atlantic plotted as a function of depth. The curves
have been fitted by eye. The broken lines indicate catches that came from half-
lined nets; these catches were doubled before plotfing. The cmrve for the Caribbean
Sea is used as a Ptandard and is repeated as a broken line in the plots for the Gulf
of Mexico, Southern Sargasso Sea, Northem Sargasso Sea, wad the Slope Water and
Labrador regions.

The following physical boundaries (together with the continental margin) mark off six pelagic
faunal regions ýn the westcrn and equatorial North Atlantic and partially mark o, four other
sach regions. The regions are shown and named in Figure 4.*

I. The boundary between the Labrador.Coastal Water to the north and the Slope Water and
Eastern Gyre to the south and running more or less parallel to the continental margin westward
from the neighborhood of Flemish Cap to the longitude of central Nova Scotia, where it inter.
sects the 20)-m isobath. This boundary is set to follow the 200-m isotherm for 9*C. We follow

Worthington (1964) in choosing this isotherm and Schroeder (1963) in drawing it.

U. The boundary between the Slope Water to the north and the Gulf Stream and northern

Sargauso Sea to the south. This boundary follows the 200-m isotherm for 15C. Worthington
(1964) is followed in choosing this isotherm, and Schroeder (1963) is followed in drawing it.

*The various attenmpti at dividing the workd ocean into regions have been summialzd by Lmvaatu (1963).
None of the North Atlantic schemes beais much resemblance to ours.

"(4
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fgure 4. Pwestern and equatorial North A•lantic. The broken

line Wndi0at uncertaintieS descAWiben the text. The0 names Of incomnPletelY bounded
regions ne enclosd in quotation marks.

iii. The boundary between the two North Atlantic clockwise gyres first described by
Worthington (1962)-the Southwestern (Sargauso Sea) gyre with Bermuda near its center and
the northeastern gyre. The boundary follows the trough between the two gyres, running South-
easward fom the tai of the Grand Bank nd connecting I and I,

iv. The perimeter of the Sargasso Sea as defined by the temperature-salinifty characteristics
given by Worthington (1959). This boundary is used with il to circumscribe completely the
Sargauso Sea and begins :it the junction of ii and iii, runs east to about 40OW, then South, South.
west, and west to end near Puerto Rico.

v. The boundary corresponding to the area of the so-cafled thermal fronts (Voorhis and
Honey 1964), which may be the same as the North Atlantic Subtropical Convergence (Katz
1969); the boundary in Figure 4 has been drawn as the conm ence is commonly drawn follow-
ing Neumann and Pierson (1966: 425). This boundary divides the Sargasso Sea Into northern
and southern parts, the northern part being in the upper few hundred meters cooler, less stable,
and more productive than the southern part (Backus et al. 1969).

vi. the boundary corresponding to the usual topographic lieits of the Gulf of Mexico, ex-
cept around the western and of Cuba, whore the boundary is drawn to exclude from the Gulf of
Mexico the rogion of strongest current. Because this last part of the boundary is not rigorously
defined it is drawn with a broken line.

vii. The boundary corresponding to the usual topographic limits of the Caribbean SOL.
viii. 71m boundary between the North Atlantic Central Water and South Atlantic Central

Water. This boundary is set to follow the 200-r isotherm for 19 C (Backus et al. 1965) a
vi. he bunday crresondig t theusua toosrahic tnds ofthe....of.....o..x
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drawn by Schroeder (1963). It runs from ... coast of A.rica at about 20WN west-southwestward
to the offimg of British Guiana.

ix. The northwestern boundary of the South Altantic Ocean -ounterclockwise gyre located
off Brazil. This gyre is more or less homologous with the Sargasso Sea in the North Atlantic.
This boundary is set to follow the 150C isotherm for 200 m. The choice of this isotherm for
limiting the gyre is made on the advice of W. G. Metcalf (personal communication) and is drawn
following Wiist and Defant (1936).

x. A boundary running south along the meridian 30VW between boundaries viii and ix. This
boundary is imprecisely drawn for want of information (and so is shown by a broken line). It
is meant to divide the equatorial Atlantic into eastern and western parts, the eastern part in the
upper levels of the water column being somewhat cooler and fresher and having less dissolved
oxygen than the western part. These differences are associated with upwelling and the resulting
increase in productivity in the waters off the African coast. It is probabl.- that the difference in
productivity is ultimately responsible for the faunal differences noted. The boundary shown
follows the chart of prima.y production drawn by Fleming and Laevastu (1956) as modified by
Ebeling (1962).

Although all these boundaries are defined and drawn as lines, it must be understood that they
are not only broad ones due to the great irregularities always found, but also s'iftlr4 vnes. Fig-
ure 4 depicts an average situation, then, and a certain set of geographic coordinates may lie
within one region on one occasion and within a second on another occasion.

DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS

Figuref 6-17 are range maps exemplifying the North Atlantic distribution patterns noted so
far. Each pattern results from the occurrence of species in a certain set of pelagic regions. The
paterns noted and the assignment of species to them are based solely upon our own data.
Seventy-eight species have been assigned a distribution pattern. Naturally, we are more confi.
dent of some of these assignments than of others. Therefore, we have used a question mark to

distinguish those species about which we feel less sure. In the few cases in which iublished data
have argued against an interpretation that we would have made from our own 44a, we have
dropped the species in question from present consideration.

A map showing the occurrence of a species is useful only if it shows the distribution of .e
effort leading to the taking of the species; that is, such a map not only must show where a
species was taken, but also, as far as possible, show where it might have been taken but was not.
Our maps have been prepared in the following way: for each species, the number of specimens
taken has been plotted, collection by collection, on work sheets that show the depth and time
of day of the collections (Figure 1). From such plots the daytime and night-time depth limits
of species as they occur in our collections have been established. Collections falling outside a

species' depth limits have been considered everywhere inappropriate for taking that species.
while collections falling inside a species' depth limits have been considered everywhere appro-
priate for taking a species even if specimens of that species were not actually caught In theae col-
lections. In Figures 6-17, collections deemed appropriate for taking a species, but which actu-
ally contained none, are represented by open circles; collections that contained specimens are
entered as dots, with the number of specimens taken entered alongside each dot. The hazard
attached to this procedure is the possibility that a species may have different depth limits in dif-
ferent parts of the ocean. An example is found in the phenomenon of tropical submergence,
whereby certain animals living in nearsurface waters in far-northern seas are found in the tropics
deep in the water column at the level of the appropriate temperature. However, the mesope-
lagic fishes that we have sampled well are mainly diurnal vertical migrators that come into the
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epipelagial by night. We have noted only small changes in tl'W vertical distribution of such
species from one region of the ocean to another-changes iniufflcient to cause us to catch a
species in one region but to miss it in another from want of sampling over a sufficiently wide
range of depths. Figure 5, for instance, shows that Pollichehys mauli was not simply overlooked
in the Amazonian and Lesser Antilleaq regions through our failure to sample at the corect
temperature.
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Figure 5. Temperature versus depth for collections inciuding
Pollichthys mnaul! (solid dots) and for collections over a
similar range of depths in pelagic regions where P. mauli
does rnot occur (triangles)

The tropiccl distribution is exemplified by the distribution of Gonostoma atlenticum (Fig.
ure 6). A tropical Wp-!as is defined as one that regularly lives In the Guinean, Amazonimn, and
Lesser Antillean regions End in the Caribbean Sea bad Gulf of Mexico. Such a species is mainly
absent from the Northier and Southern Sargasso swas, although it can be found in munall num-
bers in the northern part of the Northern Srgasso, Sea, in the Slope Water Region, and even be-
yond the tail of the Grand Bank in the Eastern Gyro. It is presumed that such speimnens are
waifs, carried north to these places by Jie Gulf Stream. As a rulav, a tropca species is more
abundant in the Caribbean Sea than It Is in the Gulf of Mexico. So far, 22 pecbes have been ws
signed to the tropical pattern. These are the myctophids Diaphw, brachycep~uhab A. dumeriA
DA ftqils, DA hucidus, D. laetkeni, D. problemaicus, D. Wplndkku, DA subtW, HVp hum

@4.
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F1urm 6. Distsibution of Gonoatoma atlakntm showing the tropical pattem. The
numbers next to the solid dots show the number of pimens taken; theme num-
ti,',n have not been adjusted for vatiations in collection duration or for variations
in net coustruction. A crcle indicates that no specimans wae taken in a coltion
it a depth deemed appropriate.

umachro?, Lampanyctu aktu, Lampadamna &hMun , Lepdoup•nea# enthetf, L. supr
laterat?, Myctophum affine, M. apweum, and M. obturoatda, the gonostomnatidsGonostoma
atioantlcum, G. elonmatum? and VbgcId•g ra nhnbar V?, and the stomiatolds Astroneatha
richodmn4 ,atlaophlu pawneel, and Stomhu ajfl n

The broadly tropkd pattern Is exempfied by the distribution of Cervtosmc .pe waimbWj'
(Figure 7). A broadly tropical species lives in the me regions where a troicai specks lives but
also occurs regularly in the Northern and Southern Sargasso on and In il' Slope Water Region.
Small numbers are found just beyond the tail of the Grand Bank In die Bautem Gyro. As a rule,
a broadly tropi species is more abundant In the Gulf of Medio than It is In the Caribbean Sea
(the converse being true for tropal species). To date, nai pecies have been assigned to the

/oadly tropcal pattern. These m the myctophls &nthamse niborbital, Caetrwbmucha
nigoocnslka. Cemaocopekhs wambat Dephu moM, Myctophum nO hm, and Notoa.
pekw rulndm; also Argytopekleu adme?, Diplaoste mO 4V., and LeMIopl aj4uIM?

The 8onostomstd PoIchihys mmd has an intesting rans (FigPo 8). It is dtributed aw-
cording to the broad tropial pattern except that, though premt In the Guinean Regios, ft is
wholly wanting in the Amazonlan Region. We have also found P. m"i In the western South
Atlantic, between about 23S ad the Subtropical Converpnce In the offb* of the Rio do
I& Plata. The ranp of Coccorell tamwt may be simlar to that of P. mal.

*•North Atlantic spckmns of this sp"cs have upneray besm cullsd C, M u ( amd E& m -s
mann). Ses Natpsktlis and Nal aktith (1%69).
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Figure 7. Distribution of Ceratosecopelus warmbi, showing the broadly tropical
pattern. Compare this distribution with the distribution of its conpner C made.
rensl (Fig. 13).
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Four other warm-water distribution patterns are evident, but none has hid many, species
assigned to it. The range of Lepidophanes gauuul exemplifies the Sxargo Sea ]pattern (Figure 9).
Such a species mainly occurs in our Northern and Southern Sargasso Sea collections. It has also
been found in meagre numbers in the northern part of the Caribbean Sea, into which Sargas*3
Sea water spills via the Windward Passage (Worthington 1959). It is probable, however, that
none of the five species assigned to this pattern (the myctophidsDiaphus effulbens and Lepi-
dophanes punt, and the stomiatoids Chaullodus danae, Eustomias obscunus?, and Idlacanthus
fasciola?) finds its eastern limit at the edge of the Sargasso Sea as here defined,, C. danae and
L. gausi, for instance, are among a list of eight "commoner" species found at 300N, 22"W
(Harrisson 1967). It is possible that fishes having this distribution pattern are adapted for living
in the central least-productive regions of the North Atlantic, of which the Sargasso Sea forms
but a part. Diaphus effugens, C danae, and L. gaussi are also found in the South Atlantic
Ocean in the unproductive gyre off central Brazil.
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Fla.9. Dsrbutfton Of Lapidaphompus gi, showing do Sopuw See pwter

Diephluaumi u (FIgure 10) and D. exmc appear to be restricted to the Catbbean Sea ad
Amazon•an Roion. Diqpu tmompia (f 11),Aufrnehs han an CkObktep
athmme are found mainly in the Carbbeam Sea and Gulf of Mexico. D64Ap aw effmWI(P
ure 12) and Gu ioda achmld occur only in our llections from the Guinean Region.

The essentially warm-water species, then, number 45 and are disibuted accordiag to sen
patterns.

Twenty-two species have northen ran"es It is obvious that the species inchuded are distrib-
uted according to sevral patterns, but it is not poae to describe these patteon becasue so

-I
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40' - 4W*
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Ripm 12. Captain of Diwba v.,ho~a.ff a Vieda fzeqanti the Not*t At.
lantic only In the Gineas R.ogkf 01rha Wkaotit "nm speclmmi" 1mw not
brow uMd, bom te msnout of poite dmt k oadmdwd to be too mll for
sttimn manb eth mmalfa to qedsL

little Is known about the northern and southern limits of them northern q bs In the eastern
North Atlantic. Al me widespread in Europe as (Blin 1959), and All with two or three
" W0eptions. m found In the Msditenean Sa (r1T 8 1918). Thesepecies cman be tetadtve•y
arngd in three goups acrding to the southern limit of thei raqs In the weste North

Atlantic.
One Iroup, Weplifie by CoWouwp.ae Wm*we (Flpm 13), "a.4s tts smuther limit at

the Gulf Stmam edg. This Vroup includes the myctapbidsa &hwmma *rolal. 0muuo vpi
noderei* Diaphu m otpoclamjm Diqe mfw WAjb*qe Iliero wntur . ~clphwmpw
A^, Notoscopeka Aevya1 wid Sy~u&2kpJ'dtu vuum and the putbph4 NoJept*A dwL

A second group flnds Its southern limit In the wwt at the bowday btwen Nodter and
Southern Surps seas. Tis group hwcldes the nsycuqpbs Lavqmwpudina Lavpwtycfw
uocodiA. 1. jaadLtau and LobkhthkA dolkfie, and the stomiatoidsBatop*WM0 nvatubm and
Stoa/s: boo (Fit. 14).

Species in the third group find their ouedm hiat in the Gulf of Mexco altbow they ar
maly &bunt from t Southme Surso se. l1w group Includes the myctopift CGokA*Ay
w cal , Hysoplmn bmwui as H. h, V m., the g on tift Aqwoicw nadWf, Vkm
MWe attoua, and V. pwimr and the sttxnlato A~sawhsvthuw?

Species of the ftit group tand to be andmic to the North Atantc, species of th wooed
group teond to be b tndttpc&L ad qVeda of the ttd grmup tend to W *=m a the qato
in the eastern Adatc into the southern hbalftln. Dem•m qwies of the Ia group cm be
waff•ed into the Amazomuan. Region by the wm•tward-Owing South Euatodil Current. it may
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appear that such species are absent in the North Atlantic only from the Caribbean and Southern
Sargaso seas.

The distribution of Notoiychnus vaidiviae (Fige. ls rsaentative of a group of Aven wide-
spread species that Includes the myctophiIsDso4gey , Loblwh? ~geneW, and
Notolychnus vakilvlae, the gonostomatI1s Ponqprtk pafatotc, Jc1h-'hr.'aosm opatus, and
Valencennehis tmiiwn ulatus, and the neraopty"kd Artjropelems hermilymnu. Thee species
have been found wherever we have ciected. It is clear, however, that they are not ubiquitous
in the North Atlantic, for some, if nt ab, have northern or eastern limits. FUrthojlmore, certain
ones inhabit the Mediterraneas Sea while others do not, mo that the amignment of theve species
to two or more distributika pattelns at jome time in the future is ammured.
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provortion, its characteristic diversity, and so on. A few inter-regional comparisons are pre-
sented in Tables I and 1.

Tentatively, we can divide that portion of the North Atlantic with which we are familiar into
a tropical part (Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, and Amazonian, Lesser Antillean, and Guinean
regio"ns) and a northern part (North of 35ON or 40°N), with the two parts separated by a wide
transition region, the Sargasso Sea. The Sargasso Sea itself is divisible into a cooler and more
productive northern part, having a mixture of northern and tropical species, and a warmer and
less productive southern part, in which a few mainly tropical species live.

Table I. S3me properties of shallow (<200-m) night-time collections according to re-
gion of origin. The number in parentheses is the number of collections entering each
sample.

N Dr~'ersity

Pelagic region Specimes cc index
Pnspecies per hour per hour in)

Labrador (4) ................... 56 2804 687 .71
Slope Water (5) ................. 87 378 74 2.67

Zastern Gyre (10) .............. 70 380 61 1.48

Northern Sargasso Sea (13) ........ 98 149 35 3.08
Southern Sargasso Sea (7) ......... 55 42 15 2.62
Gulf of Mexico (8) ............. 127 260 95 2.92

Caribbean Sea (20) .............. 153 171 58 3.35

Lesser Antillean (6) .............. 67 97 55 3.00
Amazonian (13) ................ 91 223 72 2.86

Guinean (8) .................... I0i 485 - 2.65

So far as the ecology of species goes, the distribution pattern is of first importance, and the
principal question is why a given species is distributed in the way that it is. So far as community
ecology goes, the pelagic region is of first importance, and we may ask why a certain region sup-
ports the complex of species that it does. We hope that information about the distribution and
life histories of North Atlantic mesopelagic organisms will some day be adequate for answering
these questions.
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DISCUSSION

Dunbar: One of my students has just finished a piece of work on the Cladocera, based mainly on
the Edinburgh Oceanographic Lab collections with the plankton recorder. We find that their dis-
tribution and annual dispersal fit in extremely well with this gyre system of yours. They come out
each season from the eastern part of the Atlantic, and stop at this trough. A little bit later they
appear from the western side and go east, and they stop at that trough. Furthermore, the:r is a
distinct barrier, apparenuy, between the northeastern trough and the Labiador Sea trough because
the two populations that we find in the west Greenland area and the northeast Atlantic do not
appear to coalesce at all.

Cohen: Could you tell us anything about your rationale for choosing these sampling depths?

Backus: Many midwater biological sampling programs are based on a rigid schedule of sampling
depths. This has never made sense to me because the physical characteristics of the ocean change
from place to place as a function of depth. That is, the only physical characteristic held approxi-
mately constant by sampling for hours at the same depth as one goes from ont geographic loca.
tion to another is pressure, and pressure is of small significance compared with temperature, light,
dissolved oxygen, and so on. We tried to sample at a variety of depths before the ship changes
location too much; we tried to sample at depths where we know there are concentrations of mid-
water organisms. We have used the echosounder for guidance in this, so our sampling has a strong
bias in the direction of sound scatterers. At night when the organisms to be sampled are in the
upper part of the water column, we have been guided by the bathythermograph, that is, the
bottoms of isothermal layers or the bottoms of thermoclines, levels of temperature inversion -
all seem to be planes of concentration of midwater organisms. Indeed, these often coincide with
maxima of sound scattering on the echosounder recorder, and it is at these depths we have
sampled in an attempt to collect as much material as possible. It all sounds very shaky, but I
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think that the proof of the pudding is in the eating, in the fact that we have coherent inter-
pretable results for at least eighty species of midwater fishes. This indicates that there is some
value in this way of going about the samplirv.

Mitchell: Literature indicates that the distribution of delphinid cetaceans also accords reasonably
well with your faunal provinces, if you call them that, and my observations in the last four years
in the central and western Atlantic, from the Equator to the Arctic, confirms that at least ten
species of Lagenorhynchus, Delphinus, and many other delphinids, fit very well. In fact, this is
the first clear indication that Stenella caendeoalba, a striped porpoise that occurs up around
Icelandic waters and also in the Caribbean, may follow very nicely one of your provinces.
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Measurements df the intensity and spectral distribution of natural light es ft eiters the
sea, as it penetrates to various depths, and as it is backscattered upward and out through
the surface are reviewed. Changes in the spectrum caused by biological products, es-
pecially chlorophyll, can be detected both beneath the surface and above it to xititudes
of at least 10,000 feet. The conditions of light at Increasing depths are comparcd with
the thresholds for important biological processes, Including photosynthesi, color detection,
phototaxis, vision, and bioluminescence. The relations of the foregoing to the control of
the diurnal verticil migrations of animals are discuss.

The penetration of sunlight into the sea is of fundamental importance became t provides
the energy, directly or indirectly, for the growth of all living things in the ocean. Further-
more, light exerts control over the vertical distribution, migration, and behavior of many
marine animals, including those that produce or scatter sound. Therefore, a review of our
knowledge of the conditions of the light ,in the sea and its changes with time and w&h depth
forms a desirable background for a consideration of biological sound scattering bI the ocean.

When light from the sun and sky falls upon the sea, a small percentage of it is reflected
from the water surface itself. Most of the light, however, enters the sea, and the rays are
refracted toward the vertical in the denser water medium. Beneath the surface, the light is
absorbed and scattered by the water itself and by dissolved and particulate matter in the
water, both living and nonliving. The rate at which the light is attenuated by the combined
action of scattering and absorption is very different in different parts of the spectrum. The
infrared and the far ultraviolet are absorbed very rapidly so that they are detectab•e only in
the upper few meters. The red, the yellow, and the near ultraviolet penetrate more effec-
tively, but not as effectively as the center of the spectrum. In the clearest ocean water, blue
light is attenuated at the lowest rate, with the result that, below a depth of 20 or 30 m, al-
most all the energy is contained in this part of the spectrum. In waters that are lhas trans-
parent, particularly if phytoplankton is abundant, the green part of the spectrum is the most
penetrating.
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If a spectrometer is placed in a watertight case with its receiving window directed upwards,
the change in the spectrum of the ambient light at increasing depths can be measured. At the
surface, the incident radiation from the sun and sky has its maximum intensity at a wavelength
of about 495 nm. As the light penetrates the clearest ocean water, found particularly in
tropical seas under most circumstances, the ends of the spectrum are rapidly reduced, and
the maximum intensity moves to a wavelength of about 475 nmn because that is tie region of
greatest transparency for pure water (Jerlov, 1968). In the temperate and polar seas and in
coastal waters, the spectral region of greatest intensity moves toward the longer wavelengths,
commonly coming to lie between 500 and 560 nm.

For the reactions of animals of the plankton and nekton, differences in the spectral dis-
tribution of the light at any one place are probably unimportant at depths greater than 30 m
in the clearest water and at lesser depths in more turbid water, since the wavelength of
greatest intensity is established within a relatively few meters and remains unchanged at
greater depths in most instances (Smith and Tyler, 1967; Tyler and Smith, 1967; Jerlov, 1968).
Except in localities in which a significant change in spectral distribution occurs at the depths
at which the animals are migrating, measurements may be used that are made with a photom-
eter sensitive to the whole of the visible spectrum. Using a photometer containing a photo-
multiplier tube, we have been able to make direct measurements in many parts of the world
ocean of the ambient light for almost the entire range of intensities to which any living thing
can respond.

A summary of our findings in relation to biological thresholds is presented in Figure 1
(Clarke and Denton, 1962; Clarke, 1968). Two heavy lines indicate the rates of light
attenuation with depth for the clearest ocean water and for clear coastal water, respectively.
The intensity of •un plus skylight incident upon the sea's surface in the middle of the day in
the tropical regions or in the temperate zones in the summer is between 104 and 105pw/cm 2 .
The surface values for full moon and for the clear night sky are indicated. A heavy cloud
cover can reduce the incident light to about 10 percent of that under clear conditions. The
approximate intensity of the upward-scattered light is indicated in the case of the curve for
the clearest ocean water.

The vertical dotted lines in Figure 1 show the depths at which biological thresholds of
importance would be found in the clearest ocean water and in coastal water under conditions
of maximum surface irradiation. The depths at which the same thresholds would occur iM
the clearest ocean water under conditions of full moonlight, clear night sky, and cloudy night
sky are also shown. The possibility of an animal reacting to the upwelling light under the
various circumstances also can be deduced from the diagram. The growth of green plants, as
represented in the o~pen sea by the phytoplankton, is seen to be limited to a depth of about
150 m under the very best conditions and is reduced sharply in the less transparent coastal
water. Color vision would be possible for animals whose color sensitivity is the same as ours
at depths as great as 500 m in the clearest water, but only to 100 m, or so, in coastal waters
(Clarke and Denton, 1962). An intensity of fight found just sufficient to cause the positive
phototaxis of a pelagic crustacean (Nicol, 1959) Is :hown as occurring at about 650 minn
the clearest water and 170 m in coastal water during the day time, but could occur at depths
of over 200 m at night with a full moon or at about 70 m under starlight in the clearest ocean
water.

The minimum depth at which an animal could see a small object or could tell the difference
between day and night is of particular interest in relation to the ability to feed or to recognize
friends and foes. The maximum depth at whch animals could respond to broad-field differences
in light has an important application in relaton to the -.ontrol of diurnal vertical migration.
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Figure 1. Schematic diapam to show the penetration of wlighUt Into the clearest ocean
water (k = 0.033) and into clear coastal water (k = 0.15) in relation to mi-nimum intensity
values for the vision of man and of certain deep-sea fishes. The approximate minlm'n
values for the attraction of crustacea, color vision In man, and fo• phytoplankton pcvG'h are
indicated, as weil as the range of intensity of bioluminescence in the sea. Curves are given
for the penetration of light from the full moon and from the moonless night sky, when clear
and when cloudy. A curve is also given for the approximate value of upward scattered
sunlight (U). These curves are all for the clearest ocean water (Clarke, 1968),

Our most accurate information comes from tests on the human eye ((larke & Denton, 1962).
The threshold of illumination at which man could toil the difference between •a, and aught
would occur at a depth of about 860 m in the clearest water. The maaximum depth at whtih
light was directly measured by the photometer was 950 m; but because the optical proper-
ties of deep water are extremely uniform, It is safe to extrapolate tht curve as has been done
in the diagram. From anatomical and physlolugical considerations, at Is believed that the eye
of the deep-sea fish is probably about 100 times more sensitive than that of man (Clarke and
Denton, 1962). If this be true, a deep-sea fish could probably toil the difference between day
and night at a depth of 1,000 m In the clearest ocean water and ,.ould detect the light of the
full moon at about 600 m. Even trader the conditions of a cloudy uzht sky, the deep-sea fish
could probably sense the light penetrating from the surface at a depth of •evr 300 m. The
threshold Intensity at which the hwunan eye can detect a small source of light Is lnw~c.!ted as
about 10- 'o gw/cm2 (Clarke & Denton, 1962). Thus, probably both man and the deep-eaa
fish could recognize small objects at despths slightly greater than 1,000 m under ideal condi-
tions, if the objects reflected or emitted light of this intensity or if they were effectively
sllhouettcd.
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The maximum intensity of flashes of bioluminescence has been measured and found to be
10-2 pw/cm2 (Clarke and Denton, 1962), and this light level is indicated on the diagram.
We can see that the intensity of luminescent flashes would be above that of the ambient light
penetrating from the surface at depths greater than 500 m during the middle of a day in
clearest water and greater than 100 m in coastal waters. The intensity of the brightest
luminescence would be exceeded by the light penetrating from the. full moon only at depths
less than about 80 m in the clearest waters. At night without moonlight, bioluminescence is
capable of exceeding the intensity of the ambient light at all depths, even including the sur-
face waters (Clarke & Denton, 1962).

The diurnal vertical migrations of animals in the 'xa may now be considered in relation to
the conditions of light just reviewed. The fact that the migrations recur with a daily periodicity
shows that the fundamental timing must be on a day-night basis; therefore, it generally is
agreed that they must be controlled primarily by Right. The manner in which light acts, how-
ever, long has been a matter of disagreement. Early workers developed the theory that each
population followed its own optimum light intensity as the isolumes moved toward the sur-
face in the evening (as discussed by Clarke (1932) and by Nicholls (1933)). At night, when
light fell below a threshold level, the animals moved downward. In the early morning they
swam upward again toward their optimum illumination and then followed this downward to
their noon depths, the actual value of which was modified by the season and the transparency
of the water. This theory is illustrated in Figure 2, based on work of NichollUq (1933), which
has been supported by later workers. The movements of deep scattering layers in some in-
stances also seemed to follow certain isolumes, as shown, for example, by the observations of
Boden and Kampa (1967).

Alternative theories propose that migrations are controlled by more complicated responses
to the ambient light, sometimes with further modification resulting from other environmental
factors, such as temperature or food (Banse, 1964). Chief among these is the theory that it is
the change in light intensity, particularly a chawte above a certain rate, that acts as the stimulus
that initiates this migration. Animals may undergo light adaptation or dark adaptation during
the course of the day and night to alter the absolute intensity of the light at which the change is
effective (Clarke, 1932). There are, however, usually upper and lower intensity limits, and the
changes may be effective around a favored intensity that is optimal for each species. In most
of the studies in which light has been measured, the position of each population is related to a
particular isolume; but during periods of rapid light change, the animals are stimulated to swim
vertically faster (or sometimes slower) than the movement of the isolume, as illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4 (from Clarke and Backus, 1964).

Many other investigations of diurnal migrations, either in the field or in the laboratory, have
been conducted and have been related to one or another of the foregoing theories. The more
recent reports include the following: Bause (1964), Barham (1966), Boden et al. (1969),
McNaught (1968), and Ringleberg -it al. (1967). The studies show the paramount importance
of light as a controlling factor. They also indicate how the vertical movement of large popula-
tions may cause changes in prey-predator relations and in other interdependencies at different
depths and thus may influence the operation of the ecosystem in that segpent of the ocean.
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DISCUSSION

Kampa: At what intervals did you make those measurements? Were they made within

minutes or half-hour periods during the trailing of the isolume?

Clarke, G.: You are talking about the last two figures?

Kampa: Yes.

Clarke, G. These were continuous measurements.

Kampa: How are you making a continuous measurement?

Clarke, G.: WNe have an automatic recorder that traces the position of the deep scattering
layers and of light.
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Cbrke, G.. Surfatce measurements extrapolated to depth, and the positions of the isolumes
are calculated from the surface measurements on the bsis of transparency determinations
made the day before, that day, and the foilowir day. Transparency does not change in any
important way within a few hours at any one locality. Also, there has been a feeling that the
change in light at different depths might take place at different rates because of physical con-
siderations, such as the effect of refraction or of scattering. To determine this, on one
occasion we used three photometers simultaneously, hung at three different depths and
recording continuously, and we found that the rate of dropping off of the light during the
evening hours was parallel at the three depths.

Kampa: Were you using any color filters in the photometer?

Clarke, G.: No.

Kampa: What is the S-4 response of your photomultiplier? The 931A and its corollary that
we have used have an S-4 response with a maximum sensitivity at about 450 nm. What is
yours?

Clarke, G.: A maximum is in the blue, about 475 nm, at the region of the highest penetration
of light.

Hoin-Hansen: What is the effective depth at which you are measuring chlorophyll by your
backscattering data?

Clarke, G.: This is a problem for the future. When we measure the backscattered light from
above the surface, it is not yet known from what depth each portion of the light comes.
Some comes from the first meter, some from the second meter, some from the third meter,
and so on. Obviously the upper meters are the most important in contributing to the change
in the spectrum, especially where there is a considerable amount of chlorophyll in the water.

HoinmHansen: I realize that, but when you are trying to correlate your measurements with
measurements of the particulate chlorophyll made by Lorenzen at sea, you got your sample
at one depth. Now what depth are you sampling?

Clarke, G.: The ground truth sampling from the ship is determined by water coming in
through an intake in the hull which is at a depth of two meters below the surface.

Holm-Hansen: I would like to make one comment. You described this as a new method for
estimating total chlorophyll in the water column. It might be all right as an estimate of sur-
face chlorophyll, but I think it would be very hard to extrapolate from surface chlorophyll
to total productivity or total chlorophyll in the euphotic zone.

Clarke, G.: That is a very good point and one that would immediately appeal to all of us.
It turns out that Carl Lorenzen has made a study in which he has investigated about 90 cases,
and found that on the average the surface measure of chlorophyll was a good indication, in
these instances, of the total amount of chlorophyll in the euphotic zone and of productivity.

Hoim.Hansen: Could I have that reference please, if it is published and in the literature?
From all the data I have seen in the literature as well as from my own data, It is rather hard
to believe this relationship.
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Hol-Hmsn- I'm familir with all of his publicatifg•, but I look forward to seein this i
print. At that time I hope I can be cnvii1ed 1tt you and he are right.

Clarke, G.: I agree with you. I am skeptical about this, too. Certainly I think there would
be circumstances when this would not be true, and I think that one would have to look into
the reiationship more carefully.

Raymont: I would like to make a small point about the chlorophyll. I take it that you
cannot distinguish yet between what you could call active and degraded chlorophyll. This
might also be a factor of considerable importance, certainly in some areas.

Clarke, G.: That is another good point, and again I have to rely on the work of Carl Lorenzen
who is specializing in chlorophyll studies. He tells me that the degraded chlorophyll is 10
percent or less of the active chlorophyll in any body of water, so that even though it might
have a slightly different spectral effect, it would not affect th, overall picture.

Holm-Hansen: If you look at depth profiles, phaeophytin and degraded chlorophylls are
usually very low, almost insignificant in the upper five or ten meters. Most of the degraded
chlorophyll is deep in the water column, and so I think this will be rather insignificant for
your general hypothesis.

Barham: I was wondering about changes in turbidity. I think you are absolutely right for
the deep ocean, but I think we should point out that in shallow oceans you do get dramatic
and sudden changes in turbidity near shore.

Clarke, G.: I certainly agree, but of course it is easier to keep track of conditions near
shore. It is covering the huge areas far at sea by ship that is so time-consuming and that can
be done much more rapidly from an airplane. As you already guessed, we are looking toward
the application of this type of procedure to possible measurements from spacecraft.

Baozler: In your figure showing copepod distribution with time of day, I wonder if you
could tell me the year that work was done. It seems to me that it is this sort of work that
might have Wed Martin Johnson to say that the deep scattering layer migration must be bio-
logical in origin.

Clarke, G.: Well, I am sure It is. That piece of work was done In 1933.

Kampa: I will contradict the last statement because Martin Johnson has made it abundantly
clear to us that he did not say that the sunic scattering layer was biological in origin. His
hypothesis was that If this layer migrated toward the surface from various depths during
the twilight period, it might be biological.
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ABSTRACr

The importance of ambient light to the vertical distributions of photo-oriented animals,
some of which presumably comprise parts of sonic-scattering layers, has led biologists to
trespass upon the territorial rights of physical oceanographers and to measure, rather than
calculate, light at depth in the sea. Measurements of the attenuation of moonlight and
sunlight with depth and of the spectral characteristics of such light have been undertaken
in the coastal regions of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, th. Mediterranean Sea, and the
Gulf of CslifornJa, and in the deep waters adjacent to oceanic islands (Bermuda, Madeira,
and the Canaries).

Comparison is made of attenuation of light at depths greater than 200 m in the various
regions, and Inferences are drawn as to the photo-orientation of the animals in certain
scattering layers.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of transmitted light, both natural (Boden and Kampa, 1958, 1965, and 1967;
Clarke and Backus, 1956; Kampa and Boden, 1954) and artificial (Blaxter and Currie, 1967),
to the behavior of certain communities of midwater animals that can be detected by echo
sounders has been well established for a number of geographic regions. However, in situ mea-
surements of the intensity and color of such transmitted light at the various depths inhabited by
these photo-oriented, sonic-scattering layers throughout the 24-hour cycle of their migrations
are relatively few. Many conclusions as to the intimacy, or lack thereof, of changes in photo-
environment and vertical distribution of sonic scatterers have been based on data from midday
observations of incoming solar energy at the sea surface, by human observations of sky state,
times of sunrise and sunset given in nautical almanacs, tables presenting the average amount of
incoming energy at sea level at various latitudes throughout the year, and, at best, extrapolations
of near surface midday underwater light measurements. Changes in the state of incoming radia-
tion from the night sky, except perhaps for lunar phases, have been disregarded. It also has
been assumed that in tropical and subtropical regions, at least, the attenuation of daylight below
100 m is uniform for all oceanic regions (Jerlov, 1968).

*This study was supported by contracts Nonr-233(3 1) and 2216(21) between the Offic of Naval Re.
sanrch mad the University of California, National Science Foundation Grant GB-1152, and Public
Health Service Grants NB-05628 and EY-00290.06.
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INMTUMENT

The photometers used to obtain the data presented here have been described in detail by
Boden, Kampa, and Snodgrass (1960) and by Kampa (1970b).

Mast Photometer

The collector on this instrument is a translucent plastic sphere; the sensor is a 931 -A multi-
plier phototube. Schott BG 12 and GG5 filters (1r-mm thick) are in the light path at all times. A
three-position shutter with a rectangular opening (exposing the entire photozathode), a pinhole
(area approximately 0.001 that of the rectangular opening), and an opaque position can be
changed at will from the control panel in the laboratory. By varying shutter position, it is pos-
sible to record incoming radiation throughout the 24-hour cycle and to monitor the dark current
of the system.

Bathy-Thermo-rradlance Meter

The light sensor is a 931-A multiplier phototube selected for low dark current and high sensi-
tivity. In front of the phototube window is a free-flooding collimating tube with a flat-plate
cosine collector at its outer end. Three of the shutter positions are identical with those in the
mast photometer; the other two positions are opaque and are in the light path when depth and
temperature are determined.

An eight-position filter holder carrying seven interference and tail-blocking filters is in the
light path as well. The eighth position Is left empty to allow for an easy check of filter sequence.
The effective half-peak bandwidths of the filter combinations are 9 to 12 nm. The spectral
regions from 410 to 537 nm can be examined with the filters in the instrument. The pressure
sensor is a Bourdon-operated potentiometer, and a thermistor senses changes in temperature.
Shutter (hence, function) and filter-changer positi.-ni are controlled from the ship's laboratory.

METHODS

Midday Tranmidson Memurements

Because multiplier phototubes are temperature sensitive, the instrument was lowered to sev.
eral hundred meters with the shutter closed, and the dark current was allowed to stab&ize. The
shutter was then opened, and recordings were made of light at the seven wavelengths at that
depth and temperature. The instrument was then raised in 50- or 100-in steps (depending on
time available), and recordings were made at each level. From these records, curves representing
the attenuation of light with depth were constructed, and the spectral distributions of light at the
various depths were plotted.

Mstr sof a hsmvlrm t Dw. Perlda of Cho e k Depth of a
The sm s pm w LrW
The submersible photometer was lowered, recording depth, until it reached the depth of the
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high as polbq e on the sip, and it records continuously. A time s synchronizel with that of

the echo sounders allows a minute-by-minute comparison of changes in depth of the sonic-
7cattering layer with changes in incoming energy at the sea surface. Tis instrument is used as a

monitor only and has not been calibrated in absolute units.

OBSERVATIONS

At a depth of 100 m (Fig. 1), intensities of light encountered in the nine regions sampled are
separated into three groups; the average irradiance intensity of each group differs from that of
the next by about one order of magnitude. The best lighted of the three 100-m groups, pre-
sumably representing water masses with the most transparent surface layers, were found in the
open oceanic regions off Bermuda (Kampa, 1961), off the Madeiras, and off Tenerife and
Fuerteventura in the Canaries (Kampa, 1970b). The maximum difference in peak intensity of
the spectra for these four locations was threefold; the light in each was distinctly blue, with
wave lengths of maximum transmission between 464 and 476 nm.
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Figure 1. Intensity spect of r anrnftled midday Nolt at equivalent depths
in nine oceanic rqlion..
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The third group-if one region can constitute "a group"-was found in the contine.ntal dope
wa.ers off Portugal (Kampa, 1970b). There, the maximum transmission at 100 m was near
480 nm, midway between the extremes of color displayed by the waters in the second group.

At a depth of 200 m in the same nine regions, the pattern of distribution of light intensities
into groups is less well defined. The four regions included in the highest intensity group at
100 m were still highest at 20W m, although light transmission in the 100- to 200-m layer had been
greater in the waters off Tenerife than in those off Bermuda. Surprisingly, for the Madeiras are
farther from the African coast than the Canaries, the waters in the 100- to 200-rn layer off
Madeira were optically denser than even those off Fuerteventura, and the light intensity at a
depth of 200 m off Tenerife was four times that at the same depth off Madeira.

The transparency of the 100- to 200-m layer of the water column at the Mediterranean
station was much greater than that of the California oceanic and Gulf of California stations, with
which it appeared to be associated in the observations at 100 m. At 200 m, the intensity of
irradiance in the Golfe du Lion, although still an order of magnitude lower than that observed
off Fuerteventura, was a full order of magnitude greater than the average of intensities at the
same depth in the San Diego Trough and the Guaymas and Farallon Basins.

At a depth of 300 m, the intensity of transmitted light off Fuerteventura and that off
Bermuda were about equal, but the spectrum at the Bermuda station peaked near 462 nm,
whereas the maximum transmission off Fuerteventura was greener near 478 nm. The irradiance
level at this depth was again highest off Tenerife with a maximum intensity near 473 nm. The
spectral distribution of transmitted light in the waters off Madeira was similar to that off
Tenerife, but its intensity was about one-sixth the intensity off Tenerife.

The intensity of transmitted light at 300 m at the Mediterranean station was again approxi-
mately one order of magnitude dimmer than that at the same depth off Fuerteventura, but at
this depth it was two orders of magnitude greater than that at the same depth in the Sian Diego

At 400 m, the intensity of irradiance in the waters off Tenerife was three times that in the
waters off Bermuda. The light intensity at the Mediterranean station was more than an order of
magnitude dimmer than that at the same depth off Fuerteventura and Bermuda.

At a depth of 500 m, the light off Tenerife was five times brighter than that at the same depth
off Bermuda. The intensity at this depth off Fuerteventura in the Canaries was more than an
order of magnitude dimmer than that off its neighboring island, Tenerife.

DISCUSSION

Prior to my 1970 papers, the effects of temperature on the responses of multiplier photo-
tubes were not taken into account in our work. Instruments were calibrated in the laboratory at
room temperature, measurements were made at sea, and direct inferences were drawn about the
transparency of the waters off California, off Bermuda, and in the Meditern'tnean (Kampa, 1961).
In all these, the intensity levels established for the upper 100-m layers seemed inordinately high.

Calibrations of the photometers throughout the sea-temperature ranges encountered in all the
observations made with instruments incorporating thermistor sensors have since been undertaken
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presumably responsible for a particular sonic-scattering layer could detect differences in sky
state that were imperceptible to human observers aboard ship. These differences, recorded by
both surface and submersible photometers (Fig. 3), were such that at the same time on succes-
sive evenings, the depth of the scattering layer and that of the isolume with which the layer had
been associated on the two days varied by as much as 85 m.
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DISCUSSION

Johnson: What acoustic frequency were you using to measure this layer?

Kampa: The ones in the eastern North Atlantic were all taken from the MUFAX precision
echosounder working at 10 kHz, and the ones in the Gulf of California were done with a
714/715 Raytheon. It was operating at 25 kHz.

Barham: From the last figure is it your inference that there are distinct differences between
scattering layers in deep oceanic areas and in coastal areas?

Kampa: Yes. This particular set of layers that we are watching and that I am concerned with I
have found wherever I've gone, and although their depth range at midday may differ from place
to place by as much as 250 meters, they are all associated with light that is within a very, very
narrow range of intensity.

Clarke, G.: I don't quite understand the point that you are making about a difference in our
results or interpretation. Would you kindly repeat it?

Krmpa: I don't really see that there is any difference. It is just that I threw away my slide rule
several years ago and I have been using a light meter instead.

Clarke, G.: I think that it is a very interesting observation that different scattering layers in
different parts of the ocean seem to congregate at certain isolumes of absolute value, and that
these isolumes occur at different depths according to transparency, so there must be something
of general biological significance about these light levels. You are talking about different

.... ~# :-.
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geographical areas separated by many miles; we were talking about the control ol" the same
scattering layer in the same place and at different hours of the day. We did not have facilities
fr making continuous records of the light at every depth throughout the any. We felt that this
was not necessary because, having once determined the transparency, the transparency is not
going to change within 24 hours; therefore a record at the surface, a continuous record, would
be sufficient for determining the position of the isolumes.

Kampa: In every area where people are going to try to interpret the photo-orientation of
animals, if such exists, I think that a continuouE recording should be made of light at the surface
because you and I don't have good enough vision to detect changes that the instruments and the
animals at depth can, and I agree with you; but at midday one should examine the transparency
of the water and preferably at a number of wavelengths.

Clarke, G.: I agree with you entirely, and this should bI done with as much detail as is feasible
under the circumstances. I think that a very important point has been brought out by your
data: When we are talking about greater depths, that is, more than 200 or 300 meters, very
slight differences in the attenuation coefficient will make very great differences in the position
of a given isolume.

Kampa: That's qv ite right. The main thing i3 that anybody who is trying to interpret the
behavior of animals at depth in terms of light should give up the notion that the attenuation in
all oceans is the sa-,e at depths greater than 100 rieters.

Clarke, G.: I think what you are saying is must' matter of misunderstanding. It is true that
the deeper water is extremely transparent e, erywh,.re, but as I just said, little differences in
transparency over great depths wVT ftie, a very prof, 4nd effect. In the ocean as a whole, the
differences in transparency 3f the water it' the deeper -, ers are relatively constant as compared
to the surface layers of watei, anci I tfink thar is wherm your argument is.

Clarke, W.: I think the tidn• we bhoA !ooi. at N that we are progressing to more and more
refined types of measurements. Adrm'ittedly, we started off very crudely, and I think we have to
bear in mind that there i: a histor I here we are working through. I agree with you that we should
monitor the incoang r_. diation at the surface and also make these measurements at depth con-
tinuously in aF~cciation with the scattering layers. But we have to remember that we started
very humbly, and with the financii, situation the way it is, we're still sort of humble.

Kampa: No, we don't nf Rd to be numble. I have a description of this little instrument. It can
be reproduced for $1,530 incl ding filters.

Clarke, W." I agree, but I think that the one thing we are neglecting is that there was a history
here and that we must look at things in perspective.

Kampa: I agree with you, but at the same time I don't believe in going on dealihg with these
generalizations when we have the equipment to do it now.

Clarke, W., I'm not arguing with you on that point, and we are doing similar work at our
laboratory, we are evolving a new type of system similar to yours.
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ABSTRACr

Bioluminescent displays in sonic-scattering layers (detected by various types of echo
sounders) are discussed. In the first experiment, a single photometer was employed in
British Columbia waters. In recent experiments, dual metern have been used to determine
spontaneous luminescence.

Spontaneous bioluminescence was monitored in the Gulf of California an4 in the San
Diego Trough. The measunments were made simult.mneously above, in, and below sonic-
scattering layers. Such measurements were also made in the Eastern Atlantic.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is designed to emphasize the dependence of biological observations of mcsopelagic
fauna on acoustical techniques. It deals with bioluminescence in sonic-scattering layers 'as
portrayed by coaiventional echo sounders). The results presented here are not in chronological
sequence but in geographical order.

Expeument I

In Saanich Inlet, British Columbia, a single photometer was used. For the detection of the
scattering layers, we used two Furuno echo soundars, F7MI and F7f•5, operating at 50 and 200
kHz, respectively; an EDO echo sounder operating at 12.5 kflz, 3nd a MinneapolwHoneywell
precision depth recorder operating at 12 kHz.

Scattering-layer patterns are rather oeculiar -q this j-1rd (Pary, B.P., W.E. Barraclouglh and
R. He,.inveaux, 1962; Barraclough, W.E., Le Brasseur, RJ. and Kennedy. O.D., 1969).
Between 80 and 100 m there is an abrupt oxyaen de~ciency that apparently discourages
farther downward migration of the lay•rs at the ;.inset :wiled"t tim. The ecological aVpects
of this have been discussed (Boden and Kampa, 1965).

Apart from a few spectacular flashes of luminescence, the gneral level was low. We attri-
bute these flashes to perturbation by the awtei, and the general low level to a sparsity of
plankton at that season.

Because these results have been publishod, no figures are presented.

One author receives Aunds under an Offmee of Naval Reomsrh cmnttact r4th the Unaersity of California at
San Dleo, C 0lfor.1k
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Exieeriment II

Measurements of bioluminescence were made in the Gulf of California Oat. 22033.7' N, long.
109*06.0' W) between 2005 and 2215 hours on January 9, 1968 from the R/V Thomas Wash-
ington (Scripps Institution of Oceanography),' and in the San Diego Trough (lat. 33" N, long.
30V W) between 1645 and 1745 hours in January 4, 1969 from the R/V Velero IV (University
of Southern California). 2 These measurements were made simultaneously above, in, and below
a sonic-scattering layer revealed by an echo sounder on board ship.

The purpose of the experiments was to obtain a comparison with similar determinations
made off the Canary Islands on the SOND expedition of RRS Discovery, using the same tech-
nique and instruments (Boden, 1969). The technique is a simple scintillation technique. The
prototype of the instrument was described briefly in Nature (Boden, Kampa, and Snodgrass,
1965). It was subsequently modified, and a detailed description is presented by Boden (1969).

In brief, týe instrument consists of three pairs of radiance meters with collimating tubes re-
stricting the angle of acceptance of their multiplier phototubes. Each meter contains a small
wire recorder and its powerpack. The meters are mounted on a rack so that they have a squint
vision (strabismical) and survey a roughly spherical, common volume of about I liter at a dis-
tance )f about 1 m. They are interconnected, and both amplitude and frequency are monitored.
Any luminescent flashing in the common volume is assumed to be spontaneo s because it has
not been disturbed by the instrument itself. These are the only flashes considered in the analysis,
although each meter is capable of recording any flash in its own survey cone. The pairs of instru-
ments are suspended at intervals on hydrographic wire and scan laterally.

The flashes are recorded by the wire recorder and later transferred to magnetic tape.
The final analysis requires a rather elaborate readback system. It is presented graphically on

Speedomax and Sanborn recorders, numerically on a digital recorder, and is monitored visually
on an oscilloscope. Auditory monitoring is also possible with a tape recorder. This systematiza-
tion was deemed necessary for critical cross-reference, though reservations regarding the efficacy
of the system are maintained (Boden et al., 1965).

Only one experiment was undertaken in the Gulf of California.
The number of coincident, presumably spontaneous, flashes per minute recorded by the

Speedomax recorder is shown in Figure 1. The recorder is gated, and each bar of the histogram
represents the total coincident flashes recorded in 1 minute. The digital recorder is similarly
gated and provides the numerical countout of the flashes depicted in the histogram. Presentation
in tabular form of the numerical countout is considered to be superfluous here because it is repre.
sented on the ordinates of the figures.

Wire to tape recording was at 7-1/2 inches per second (ips) and the readback was at 1-7/8 ips.
At the time of lowering, the echo sounder, a 714-715 Raytheon, operating at 21 kHz, revealed

layers between 125 and 175 m. This is rather deep, but may be accounted for by clear water and
a bright moon.

Figure I A shows a record of the number of simultaneous flashes seen by the uppermost pair
of meters while suspended at 100 m (just above the sonic-scattering layer). The cast was raised
75 m, and Figure IB indicates considerably greater luminescent activity in the surface layers at
25 m.

1Expeditlon MV 1968-1 supported by National Science Foundation Grant GA-1300 and N.S.F. Grant
GB-4672 to Prof. Carl L Hubbs, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California at San Diego,
La Jolla, California.

2kiaise 990 of the R/V Velero IV, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California
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uppermost pair of meters at 100 me. B. Simultaneous flashes
recorded by same meters at 25 m. C. Simultaneous flashes
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same meters when raised to 125 mn. F. Record from lower
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One bar of the histogram represents a time interval of I
mgre. The numbers of flashes were provided by the counter.

The middle pair of meters was suspended at 175 m, at the apparent bottom of the sonic-
scattering layer. At this level, there was very much more luminescence (Fig. IC) than indicated

by the uppermost meters when they were at 100 m. Figure ID shows, however, that the degree
of activity was surpassed when the meters were raised to 125 m, the uppermost component of
the sonic-scattering layer. The signal on the Speedomax recorder was so consistently high that

the pen did not return to zero throughout the record. The return to the base line in this figure

deoe h e min.to ofThe numeords offahswr rvie ytecutr

In Figure IE, the record made from the lower pair of meters while descending through the

surface layers is shown, and a few spectacular bursts of luminescence can be seen. The
record at 275 m (Fig. IF) shows very little activity. This depth is well below that of the
sonic-scattering layer.

Exedment ill
In another experiment, performed on the re/V Velero IVrin the San Diego Trough, a some-

what different approach was taken. Recordinp were made on a Grfft recorder at 12 kHz.
In~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ Figure I ,tercr aefo telwrpi, fmtr hiedsedn hog h
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A single pair of meters was lowered to the depth of the sonic-scattering iayer and maintained at

that depth during the upward, twilight migration of the layer.
The instrument and scattering record were both clearly visible on the echo-sounder trace

throughout this period (Figure 2). The instrument appears as a solid line. The descent of the
instrument and its position in the layer is shown in Figure 2A. In Figure 2B, the instrument
appears at the same depth, while the layer, augmented by a deeper community, undertakes its
upward, twilight migration. Figure 2C shows the instrument at the same depth but now below
the layer. Figure 2D shows the instrument being raised to the surface through the surface
scattering.

The numbers of simultaneons flashes per minute recorded during each of these four time
intervals are depicted in the histograms in Figure 3A through 3D. Figure 3A is the record for the
15-min period the instrument was in the layer. During the next 15 min the number of flashes
increased greatly (Fig. 3B). Whether this was because of increased activity of the animals or
recruitment from another community, or both, is speculation at this point. Figure 3C shows a
reduction in the number of recorded flashes after the layer has passed the instrument. A great
increase in luminescent activity in the surface layers is apparent in Figure 3D.

Experiment IV

Acoustic work

The objective of the main acoustic experiment was to measure quantitatively the scattering
from different depths at different frequencies (2 kHz to 300 kHz, 3.3 k-z, 10 kHz, 26 kHz,
36 kHz, 54 kHz, 67 kHz, and 100 kHz) for comparison with the biological samples obtained with
various nets. Echo sounders, when operational, were recording continuously, and all scientific
personnel shared the sounder watches.
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Figure 3. A. Number of simultaneous flashes recorded by a
pair of meters situated in the scattering layer. 3. Number of
flashes recorded b.' same meters at same depih as the layer
migrates past them. C. Number of flashes re .orded by same
meters at same depth after layer has passed them. D. Number
of flashes recorded as the meters are raised through the surface
layer.

This work has also been published (Boden, 1969), so the resuts are merely paraphrased here,

and no figures are presented. In one experiment, a brace of meters was lowered to 180 m at
evening twilight and held stationary. A considerable increase in luminescence was noted as the

layer passed the meters, but this dropped to zero afterward.
In another experiment, three racks of instruments were lowered in one wire at midday. These

were suspended at 110, 435, and 510 m. The densest part of the scattering layer shown by the

fathometer was at 437 m. There was very little luminescence indicated by the upper and lower
meters and negligible scattering at those depths. Increased activity was shown by the center meter.

In yet another experiment, a pair of meters was mounted on the vane of an Isacs-Kldd trawl,

surveying a common volume forward of it. Another pair scanned the contents of the net, one
with meter looking upward and one downward. The downward-wsanning meter recorded less
activity than that of the upward-scanning one. The meters oriented forward and backward showed
considerably more activity, and the latter, looking into the net, set the recorder off scale.
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DISCUSSION

Rudyakov (1968) advocates the use of a photometer, towed at constant s1-ed nt varying
depths, to determine the stratification of luminescent organisms. In his surve,'-, -- mrv.1ionr of
luminescence and collections for identification of organisms were made concurneuy, and sonmi
interesting narrow-layer stratification was demonstrated in the Mediterranean, the Red Sea, and
Gulf of Aden. He rationalizes that such investigations are not only of great ecological interest
but are also of importance in the solution of applied (presumably military) problems.

The results of these experiments substantiate previous observations made in the Pacific
(Boden and Kampa, 1957; Boden et al., 1965) and in the Atlantic (Boden, 1969). These obser-
vations indicate a high degree of luminescent activity in surface waters and at sonic-scattering
layer depths, and a lesser degree at intermediate depths and below the sonic-scattering layers.
Such an agreeable confirmation of this phenomenon in yet another area of the oceans is most
engaging.

The graphic presentation of the flashes has madc it possible to examine their shape and has
revealed a frequency of minoi flashes within each major flash. Both frequencies and shape vary
f:om flash to flash, but, in many cases, they were remarkably similar in any geographical area.

Figure 4A is a tracing, from the frequency channel of the record, of one of many similar
flashes recorded in the Gulf of California. Figure 4B shows a flash recorded in the San Diego
Trough. Differences in configuration, duration, and frequencies can be detected. Presumably,
the meters were observing different communities in each case. The significance of this phenome-
non is not yet clear, but laooratory work may show whether it is a specific characteristic.

The most exciting observations on shallow scattering layers are those by Tchindonova and
Kashkin (1969) and Barraclough, LeBrasseur, and Kennedy (1969) in which it is shown that a
relatively high frequency (200 kHz) reveals layers that cannot be detected by the usually oper-
ated low-frequency sounders.

These results all illustrate the dependence of biological oceanographers on physical oceanog-
raphers. I must quote, however, the words of the late Prof. Harald Sverdrup: "The major duty
of a physical oceanographer is to provide a background for biologists."

Figure 4. A. Cooffsuation of
a flub recorded in the Gulf of
California. B. Cooftuzation
of a flA mrorded i the San
MOOD Tough.
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DISCUSSION

Pearcy: You show differeh~ces in flash rates at different depths. Are there also differences in
the intensity of the flashes?

Boden: Once you get the meter up to the surface layers, it is certainly more intense, but I think
we are probably dealing with dinoflagellates or somathing like that. At scattering layer depth.
the frequency changes, but I think intensity does not change a peat deal.

t1olm-Hansen: When you speak of a flash, do you mean a flash which results from an on-off
signal from one micro-organism, or do you mean a continuous bioluminescence and the instru-
ment is just scanning that for a finite time?

Boden: The instrument really is scanning just a common volume. What the instrument is sving,
I don't know. Of course, each instrument can record flashers all the way through its scanning
time, but it is only those we notice as being recorded by both !nstruments that we consider
spontaneous luminescence. Whether th is one organism is uncertain, because you could get
sympathetic flashing; something could flash and stimulate a flash elsewhere, so this is a very
serious reservation that we are holding about the system. But I think it is better than anythinl
we have done yet.
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McElroy: I had just a comm'ent concerning the stimulation effect. I have no idea of the quan-
tities I am going to mention here, but this might be an interesting problem for a physicist. I can
conceive of a couple of mechanisms occurring here as possible ways in which these additional
emissions might occur. One would be that the animal is actually responding in some way
through biological mechanisms. The other way that I am suggesting is through a strictly phys-
ical mechanism called stimulated emission of radiation. Stimulated emission carried to an
extreme in a coherent sense is what is used in the laser. I am not suggesting that is exactly what
is going on here, but there may be strictly a response on a physical basis with no real intervening
biological mechanisms.

Boden: One thing I have run into in the last few months is that I cannot get any luminescent
organisms, and I really don't know what the reason is. I bring the animals into the laboratory
and I cannot make them flash. I don't know whether this is a seasonal thing o- as has been
suggested by some of our physical oceanographers, whether we are running int, "ome sort of a
problem with this tritium belt that comes right across from Japan, hits Seattle, ar.d then appar-
ently sinks down to form a peak off Baja California. But these creatures have to migrate through
this belt, and of course this is going to upset oxidative metabolism. This could possibly be the
reason why they are not luminescing.

Holm-Hansen: What organisms are these?

Boden: The ones I have been working on are mostly euphausilds.

Barham: I think you have already answered my question. I was just going to ask whether you
get some kind of signature from them under laboratory conditions.

Boden: This is what I have been trying to do. They won't talk to me.

Backus: In connection with Paul McElroy's remarks, I would like to say that we have noticed
two bioluminescent responses to the flashlight beam, one from the bow chamber of Atlanti II
at night when shinir g the flashlight forward through the windows. Immediately upon turning
on the flash, we've had large organisms, perhaps jellyfishes, bloluminesce in response to the
,Pashlight beam. Also, from the Alvin during tne day at depths of 600 and 700 meters, with all
lRpmts off and after having sat for awhile in a spot, upon turning the flash on and poking it out
the window, we have had a sudden and dramatic flash of blue light from all around us. It is quite
a spectacular thing.

Heruty: Brian, I was unaware of the apparent very strong correlation between the presence of
the scattering layer as such and these bioluminescing animals. Have you made enough observa-
tions so that you would care to say how universal this observation is? Is it just one scattefrig
layer where you know you can find bioluminecence, or are there many that dipay this cos-
respondence?

Boden: What we have been doing is observing the mlgratory layer with which we are fomiliar.
In a lot of the observations, particularly on L~vorM, for instance, there were a lot of non-
migratory layers. Th is also true in British Columbia. There, the nonmigratory layers wkch
are right on the bottom of this oxygn-deficient layer were composed mainly of amphlpod%
which don't bioluminesce. The migratory ones am mainly Espsmsfe patUt, and this is
interesting in that it is a captive sort of group there because the sadlnity is very low and there is
not much exchag of water between the fjord and the Pacic Ocean. These upbaudid seem
to have developed a completely different spectral senstivity.

I
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Hersey: Now do you identify the euphausuds with the layer as scatterers of sound or is it some-
thing else?

Boden: I don't really know.

Hersey: One further question. The lanternfishes, by their very "ne, suggest that they could
possibly be the signal both optically and acoustically.

Boden: Yes, they are probably chasing these little chaps up and gobbling them up.

Hersey: Well, I am wondering whether the light doesn't also come from the lanternfishes rather
than from the euphausiids.

Boden: Well, I think it probably comes from all sorts of creatures.

Nafpakfitis: In reference to Backut' statement about flashing a light and getting a response, I
would like to mention that in a recent lette[, J. W. Hastings of Harvard University informed me
that while in New Guinea he obtaijed six species of pony fishes, family Leiognathidae. These
fishes have an organ surrounding dte esophagus in which luminous bacteria are cultured. He was
able to count the bacteria and also study the control of the system and how it flashes. He said
that it can be triggered by a light flash to the eye.

Hansen: Did I urderstand you to say that amphipods were causing the scattering layer at the
oxycline?

Boden: This is the idea that the Canadians had.

Hansen: This is a nonmigratory layer?

Boden: Yes. The other layer spllts off and comes up.

t
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ABSTRACT

In an earlier survey, fishes with a ps-filled swimbladder were found to be common at
mesopelagtc and benthopelagic levels of the deep ocean. in bathypeltic fiches the swim-
bladder is either regressed or absent. Of the mesopelalic fauna (centered between levels of
150 to 1,000 m), the most numerous forms with a swimbladder are domtatolds (smali
gonostontaids and sternoptychids) and myctophids. A recently completed survey Nugests
that all but two of the trichiuroid fishes, .early all of which ane mesopelagic, can be added
to the list of swimbladder containers, and there are others. Analysis of recent midwater
trawl surveys in the North Atlantic shows that at least two-thirds of the individuals caught
have a swimbladder.

Mesopelaig fishes may wt' be conspicuous components of deep scattering layers
throughout the ocean. This seems remarkable, but most kinds of then Ashes are anal
(and very adaptable). For instance, total catches of adult euphauslids ae only about five
times those of mesopelagic fishes The mean size of the latter, and hence of swimbladders,
is presumably lowest in the relatively sterile central water mases. Conversely, mean sizes
am larlest in areas holding expatriated indlvidualt, " in the Nor*h Atlantic to the west of
the British IdsL Joint acoustical and biological exploration of thea arm should be
rewarding.

fe In oceanic spaue b aign ed to four main levels: eplpeagac (0 to %V. 150 m),
mnepelagtc (ca. 150 to 1,000 m), bathypeiqgic (ca. 1,000 to 4,000 m), and benthmp.la•ic (near
the bottom). There is also benthic life on, and just below, the interfame of sea and land.
Naturally, this neat scheme is tranag...sd by the animals. Eac day abcut sunet, many
masopelalc fUm migrate up to the epipulagic zone, but beat a Puckish tetreat before dawn.
In the other direction, mmopelagic mid bathypelqkc Umdhes may sometime live u nea; to the
bottom a benthopeiqic fishes. Even so, the scheme has tome phydcobtloglcal bas.
Eplpe!'qc orpnaims ive more or ea in the euphoric zone, where primary production Is con.
centrated. The mesopelqic zone Is a twilight world coatailna mout of the midwatr Widn,
especially stomiatoids and myctopho Apar from sporadic bio.umkwmee, the bothype *i
mee is pitch dark, and the fish fauna is dominated In numbers by Cycl'plow idWidua id in
species by ceratiold an•lrfi•. The benthopelsoc fauna condsta largely of eooptd, nwMy-
rayed ridhes with a swimbladder, notably rat-t4al and bmttIs BSenim depsa ftdws most of
whic me c•x%*thadnm , bathypterod. lips". and omad&. ha" no swimbWde.

Simn an earlte Study (ft "mf. 1960), 1 have now wArtudy cMPlt a Panra l Y of
swimbladder developm t in depe. i e Or. the systemic U&, them ae dos to 8O
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described species of mesopelagic fishos, most of which are stomiatoids (ca. 250 species),
argentinoids (ca. 40 species), myctophids (ca. 200 species), alepisauroias (ca. 80 species),
melamphaids (rP 45 species), and trichiuroids (ca. 40 species). A gas-filled swimbladder is
present in the 4&313t tage of species comprising about a third of the mesopelagic fauna, notably
in myctophids (ca. 180 species), stomiatoids (ca. 30 species, small gonostoinatids (excluding
Cyclothone spp.) znd hatchetfishes), most trichi roids, and some melamphaids. The volume of
the swimbladder in these fishes (ca. 5% of tlhe body volume) is such as to eliminate their weight
in water. The swimb)ldder is pare'y a hydrostatic organ; there are no attached sonic muscles
or linkages with the eais. "'1ie main kinde of mesopelagic fishes without a swimbladder are
alepoccphalids, searsids, alepisauroids, and most of the stomiatoids (Cyclothone spp.,
Chauliodus spp., Stomias spp,, Astro;1esthidae :.numerous species), Melanostomiatidae,
Idiacanthus spp,, and Malaco&~eiiar),

Bathypelagic fishes, represe: ted iargelly by black species of Cyclothone and ceratioid angler-
fishes (ca. 100 species), :.%-3unt to about 150 species. The swimbladder is either absent or re-
gressed in the adults of Al sp.ecirs. Regressft'i occurs ixh the Cyclothone species, which have a
gas-filled swimbladder during the ,c stlarval phase, which is passed in the mixed layer. During
metamorphosis and descent towar . the adult living space, the swimbladder begins to regress
and is gradually invested by fatty tissue. Though without a swimbladder, bathypelagic fishes
must be very close to neutral buoyancy, a condition largely attributable to their weakly devel-
oped muscles and poorly ossified skeleton. These developments, inter alia, are correlated
with a food-poor enviromnent (Marshall, 1960).

Except for certain squaloid sharks, chimaeroids, alepocephalids, and ateleopids, fishes of the
benthopelagic fauna have a weil-developed, gas-filled swimbladder. Of some 750 species, the
mair; groups are rat-tails (Macrouridae, ýa. 300 species), deep-sea cods (Moridae, ca. 70 species),
and brotulids (ca. 250 species). Even 2 depths beyond 3,500 m, 11 of 16 recorded species,
represented by 88 of 117 specimens, have a swimbladder (depth records from Nybelin, 1957).
(It is striking that most members of the two dominant groups have evolved drumming muscles
on the swimbladders of males.) That neutral buoyancy is biologically advantageouw in bentho-
pelagic fishes is shown not only by the widespread development of the swimbladder, but also by
the storage of squal ..- in such quantities that deep-sea squaloids and chimaerolds virtually
-Achieve such bunyancy (Corner, Denton, and Forster, 1969).

Deep scatte, ng layers (DSL) appear at mesopelagic levels, where fishes with a swimbladder
are likely to be proilreot components of echograms. Now that the survey of swimbladder
developmen' practlca'y Is complete, it is relevant to estimate the percentage of fishes at
mesoptiagic levels wi~h this organ. Here we -an do no better than consider data presented by
Backus, Craddock, Haedrich, and Shores (i969).

Twenty-five tows with an Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl (IKMT) were made at stations along
the meridian 70020' W from off Hispaniola to the Gulf Stream, i.e., In the western Sargasso Sea.
Of 7,676 fishes taken, about 60% belongeO "- species with a swimbladder, The most abundant
forms were lanternfishes, Ceratoscopelus wa'mingi (1,547 specimens/14 stations); Lampanyctus
pusillu (3 5/8); Lepidophanes gausuu (347/10); and Nototychnus valdiviae (489/15). The
gonostomat'd fish Cyclothone brauerl was very abundant also (:,872/13), but I have excluded
this from the percentage estimation. In filly mature individuals, the swimhlaeder contains no
gas, though it may in stages between the post!arval and early adult phases. Moreover, there Is
no evidenw thit Cyclothone spp. ,migrate diurnally between daytime levels and the eplp;'agic
zone. Ot the migrating species, at least 80% of the total number of individuals will have a gas-
filled swimbladder. Percentages of nhis order tray be expected in other parts of the ocean.
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Mesopelagic fishes with a swimbladder are likely to be conspicuous components of DSLs over
most of the ocean. As we saw, most of the migrators have a gas-filed swimbladder and belong
to the stomiatoid and myctophid groups. Moreover, most of these species feed on zooplankton
ranging in size from copepods to euphausilds. Predatory migrators with a swimbladder are
mainly trichiuroid and astronesthid fishes. Migrators without a swimbladder, such as Cmuliodus
spp., Stomias spp., and various melanostonmatids, are all predators, able to deal with relatively
large prey. If Gonostoma elongatum may be taken as a paradigm, these forms are close to
neutral buoyancy.

Beside this overall tendency to eliminate their weight in water, all kinds of migrators seem
well equipped in other aspects for their seemingly strenuous up and down life. Along the flanks,
often from dorsal to ventral rn:dlines, the ted muscle fibres of the myotomes are well developed.
(Red muscles, which have inbuilt stafrrlua, are the cruising motors of fishes.) All migrators have
sensitive eyes of one kind or another, able, no doubt, to signal, inter alia, the approach of sunset
and sunrise. Most species are luminescent, and we may expect to learn more of the significance
of light display during diurnal vertical migrations. It certainly looks as though mesopelagic
fishes are the marine counterparts of mice and owls: they "emerge" at night to seek their prey.
Dering dte daytime, as underwater observations suggest, they do nothing in particular, which is
a pod way to escape the notice of predators. Lanternflshes hang motionless in the water, often
with little regard for set posture. Resting by day in cool ,,. aters has another advantage, according
to McLaren (1963), who advanc.s the hypethesis that as soon as the thermal stratification
develops, vertical migration is profitable metabolically, for it is more efficient to feed at high
temperatures and grow at low temperatures.

Large-scale variations in oceanic proO-activity are reflected m the numbers of mesopelagic
fishes. For instance, in the western Sargasso Sea, Backus et al. (1969) found that catches were
larger north of the "subtropical convergence" than to the south, where primary productivity is
lower. One might also expect thin catches of mesopelagic fishes in the central water masses.
In these gyrating "deserts," the dwarfing of certain species may well be part of their adaptation
to food-poor surroundings. Presumab!v, the size spectrum of swimbladders is smaller than that
in neighboring waters of higher productivity.

Certain regional differences in the mean size of mesopelagic fishes are very well marked. For
instance, compare the size spectrum of the myctophid fauia from the Indian Ocean (Nafpaktitis
and Nafpaktitis, 1969) with that from tne Southern Ocean (Andriashev, 1962). (Both surveys
used the IKMT.) Of thc 18-odd species in the Soatherm Ocean, consisting mainly of P'oto-
myctophum sop., Electrona spp., and Gymnoacopelus zpp., all but three reach a maximum
length of at least 30 mm. In the Indian Ocean, there is a more diverse myctophld fauna (of at
least 54 species) assigned to 19 genera, but only eight species reach a maximum length of 60 mm.
Moreover, the most abundant species, Lepidophanes longpes and Hygophum proximum, both
reach a maximum size of about 40 mm. In proceeding, then, from the Southern Ocean to the
Indian Ocean, there is a marked decrease in the spectrum of swimbladder size contributed by the
lanternfish faunas. Given adequate frequency coverage, would this difference show on echo-
grams? One might also expect a relatively large spectrum of swhmbladder sizes from the meso-
pelagic fish fauna to tha west of the British Isles.

The discovery that DSL's are widespread in the ocean caused some of us to think furiously.
In a paper read to the Challenger Society in 1949 and in one published later (Marshall, 1951),
I concluded that nesopelagic fishes with gas-fllled swimbladders seem to occur over most of the
ocean. It appears now that these fishes find a living everywhere except in extreme polar waters
(the Arctic Ocean and waters fringing Antarctica). In a atter paper (Marshall, 1960) and a book
(in press) I have discussed the general adaptations of these fishes.

II
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Euphausiid shrilnps were the first pan-sound-°catterers :o be corside-ed. More recently,
Earhaur, (i963, 1966) has shown that physonect siphonophores, which are headed by a gas-filld
float, are correlated nicely with certain sound-scattering layers off southern California. It will
be relevant, then, to compare and contrast the organization and numerical distribution of
euphausiids, physonects, and mesopelagic fishes.

Physonect siphonophores, like members of the calycophoran group, consist largely of gela-
tinous tissue. They are gelatinous carnivores par excellence, just as pelagic tunicates are gela-
tinous herbivores par excellence. In a physonect, the most expensive tiktue system to maintain
is that comprised by the muscle fibres, which are concentrated in the swimming bells, digestive
members, stem, and tentacles. There are also the digestive tissues and the requirements of
reproduction. But the entire mass of living tissue accounts for less than 5% of a physonect's
weight. Compared to its size and polymorphic deployment, a physonect must be a very econom-
ical kind of predatory behaviour machine. Doubtless they are widespread throughout most of
the ocean, but our knowledge is limited, largely because of their fragile nature.

Euphausiids and fishes are expensive predatory behaviour machines. Muscle comprises about
a third of a euphausdid's weight and from a half to two-thirds of an active fish's weight. Much of
a euphausiid's energy must be expended on diurnal migrations, food gathering, and keeping to a
level, for they are negatively buoyant. Concerning their food, the emphasis in textbooks is on
their herbivorous habits. Euphausilds range, however, from the near-herbivorous krill (Euphau-
sid superba) to near-carnivorous forms (e.g.,Sty1locheiron and Nematoscelis app.). In generrl:

"It is apparent from 1) estimations of the biomass of euphausiids, 2) studies of the food of
euphausiids, and 3) the array of predators dependent upon them for their nourishment,
that euphausilds, along with the copepods, fcrm the most important links between the
primary producers and the primary, secondary, etc., predators in the marine food aidis."
(Mauchline and Fisher, 1969, p. 380).

Even so, the number of euphausilds under warmer oceanic waters (warm temperate to tropical)
are not many times greater than the numbers of mesopelagic fishes.

Consider first the catches of the "Valdivia" Expedition with metre closing nets in the Atlantic
and Indian Oceans. In 88 hauls, 15,368 euphausiids and 2,880 fishes were taken; i.e., the
euphausiid/fish ratio was about 5: 1 (the totals include larval stages). In the Atlantic Ocean,
catches by the Gauss (German Plankton Expedition) with a metre net again gave a 5:1 ratio.
Now compare these figures with some from a warm temperate sea, the Mediterranean. Here
Danish Oceanographical Expeditions (1908-10), using mostly a Petersen young-fish trawl, took
149,887 euphausiids to 58,979 fishes, a ratio of about 3:1. (In comparing these catches, one
must remember that the coarse-meshed net of this trawl did not take either euphausfids or fish
below about 5 riam in length.)

What are the red numbers of euphausiids and mesopelagic fishes? One might argue that the
ratios are biased because fishes are able more easily to avoid a net than euphausiids. Whatever
the attual state of affairs, It is clear that the mesopelagic fish fauna, which consists largely of
small-sized (25-150 mm) Individuals dependent on zooplankton, has tried hard, as it were, to
stay as close as possible to te euphauslid level of the food pyramid in the warm ocean. This is
not altogether a difficult evolutionary feat, considering that all euphausilds depend to some ex-
tent on zooplanktonlc food. Think also of fishes of the genus Cyclothone: they come close to
being vertebrates without a backbone. The smallest species, C. pygmaa, has a brain of about
the sae volume as that of a honeybee.

In one way or another, sound scattering problwns have led-and will I ad-to deeper insight
into the organization and ecology of the nesopelagic fauna. A final thought concerns the
physonect riphonophores. They are designed very economically as deadly drift lines, but the

- . .-. ..
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maximum number that can live together per cubic unit of the sea must be much lower than the
corresponding figures for fishes and euphausiids. These animals have the right shape and sen-
soty equipment to form schools or swarms, which is not to say that physonects are too sparse
to give rise to DSL's. Biologists, of course, look forward to the day when fish and physonect
traces can be identified as such. What about the contributions of the crustaceans, particularly
euphausiids?
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SWIMBLADDER GAS SECRETION AND ENERGY EXPENDITURE
IN VERTICALLY MIGRATING FISHES
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ABSTRACT

A fish that has a swimbladder and makes vertical migrations must either adjust the quan-
tity of gas in its swimbladder or saffer the penalty of changing density.

Gas that is to be secreted into the swimbladder must be obtained from solution in the
sea, and work must be done to increase its partial pressure to the value in the swimbladder.
An expression is obtained foc the total amount of work that would be required in a descent
if the volume of the swimbladder were kept constant throuShout. Values are calculated for
secretion of oxygn, using typical vertical distributions of partial pressure of dissolved oxygen.

If gps is not secreted, vertical hydrodynamic forces are required for equilibrium. Addi-
tional work must be done in swimming against the induced dnrg associated with these forces.
It is shown that this work is greater than the work needed to secrete ps and keep the den-
sity constant for small daily migrations near the surface, but not for daily mlgrations to puat
depths. This Is discL a in the light of existing evidence about the behaviour of vertically
migrating fihes, including evidence from observations of sound scattering.

INTRODUCTION

Many species of teleost make daily vertical migrations, swimming toward the surface at dusk
and away from it at dawn. The herring, Clupea hIwenus L., and othar Clupeidae Wpend the night
near the surface and the day at greater depths, which may be as much as 150 m (Naxter and
IPolliday, 1963). Some smaller pelagic marine fishes, among which the Myctophldae are the most
common, make daily vertical migrations of sevend hundred metres (Marshall, 1960). Some come
right to the surface at night; others never come nearer the surface than 100 m or more. Mycto-
phidae observed by Barham (1966) spent the night at around 50 m and the day at around 300 in.,
Various other teleosts such as cod (Ga*ut modAw L), which live in relatively shalo water,
spend the day close to the bottom and swim up some tens of metres at nght (Beamishk 1966).
Some freshwater fishes also make daily vertical movements (Northcote, 1967). Much of the In-
formation summarized in this paragraph has been obtained by echo sounding and vertically
migrating fishes appear to be a maor constituent of the well-known deep scattering layers (see,
for instance, Barham, 1966; Hersey, Backus, and Hewift , 1962).

These fishes owe their sound-scattering properties largely to the possession of a gas-fi4led
swimbladder. The swimbladder gives buoyancy; but as the volume of a wmibladder is affected
by external pressure, a swimbladder containing a given quantity of gas will only give a fish ex-
actly neutral buoyancy at one particular depth. The available evidence (Alxander, 1966, 1967)
suggests that most vertically miglrting fishes have neutral buoymey at or near their minhuom
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(nighttime) depth, but it is doubtful whether any fishes adjust the quantity of gas in the w.im-
bMadder to maintain neutral buoyancy as they descend. Herring seem to be unable to secrete gas
into their swimbladders (Brawn, 1962). They can add air to the swimbladder by gulping at the
surface, but this addition would not enable them to maintain neutral buoyancy in any substan-
tial descent. Several species that leave the bottom at night have been caught at the bottom by
day and found to have too little gas i their swinibladders for neutral buoyancy at that depth
(Scholander, Claff, Teng, and Walters, 1951). Observing shifts of scattering frequency during
vertical movements of deep scattering layers, Hersey, Backub, and Hellwig (1962) suggest that
some fishes maintain neutral buoyancy by secreting gas into their swimbladders as they descend,
whereas others do not secrete at all; but this suggestion was based on at observation made on
one occasion only.

This paper discusses whether it would ba desirable for the fishes, if they were able to do so,
to maintain neutral buoyancy by secreting gas into the swimbladder as they descended and re-
moving it as they ascended. The question is one of energy. Consider a fish ?tiat has neutral
buoyancy at a particular depth. Let it swim deeper so that the swimbladder gases are compressed
and it becomes more dense than the water. It then has two alternatives: tither it may conpen-
sate by using its fins to provide hydrodynamic lift as it swim., or it may secret-', more gas into
the swimbladder to restore neutral buoyancy. Either alternative involves expenditure V energy.
I will estimate and compare the amounts of energy involved for fishes that make daily vertical
migrations of various extents.

WORK FOR GAS SECRETION

I will estimate the work required to maintain by gas secretion the constant swimbladder vol-
ume required for neutral buoyancy in a vertical migration. Kanwisher and Ebeling (1957) at-
tempted to estimate this work, but their attempt will be criticized.

The number of moles of gas, M, required to fill a swimbladder of volume V at pressure P and
absolute temperature T is given by

IPVM

where R is the gas constant. Henci it can be shown by partial differentiation that the number of
moles 6M that must be added to maintain the constant volume V when the presmre increaes by
a small amount from P to (P + 6P) is given by

6M- V'6PV ()aRT

This gas must be obtained through the gS fron the surrounding water, in which it is dis-
solved at partial pressure Q. When It is secreted into the swimbladder, Its pwtial premue Is In-
creased to (P - K), where K is the partial pressure of other pss in the swimbhdder. If only
one gas is secreted, K will remain constant. The amount of work mqir to com pe a mole
of gas isothermally at temperature Tfrom prmure Q to pm re (P-K) isRl% [ (P-?a
(Glasstone and Lewis, 1962), so that the minimum amount of work 86W that could accomp6lk
the required secretion of 6M moles of pl is given by

6W~ A?" 6MlotL~

..............
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and from this and equation (1)

6 W= V' Plog, [(P-K)/QJ (2)

Hence the minimum total amount of work W that is required to keep the swimbladder volume
constant a the premsure increases from P, to P2 is given by

w V Jv losg [ (P)- )lQ] -dP (3)

In the simple case where Q and K do n6t change with depth,

W = V[(P2 -K) In (P2-K) - (P,-K)In (P,-K) - (P2 -!'1) 0 +In 0) (4)

If Q and K are not both constant, equation (4) does not apply, but W can still be obtained by
numerical methods from equation (3).

Kanwisher and Ebeling (1957) gave an equation purporting to give W, but it seems to be an
erroneous version of (2) with the symbol 6 omitted from both sides of the equation, P1 confused
with Q, and K omitted. The values of W shown in their Figure 2 are considerably higher than
those obtained in this paper.

The mswnbladden of fishes generally are filled mainly with oxygen and nitrogen. At depths
down to about 200 m, the partial pressure of nitrogen in the swimbladder Is generally about
80 kN/m2, the rame as its partial pressure in the atmosphere (Scholander et al., 1951; but see
Scholander and van Dam, 1953). Oxygn can be secreted into the swinibladder very much faster
than nitropn (FR e, 1966), and a fish keeping its swimbladder volume constant in a deacent
preumbly would secrete almost pure oxygpn. We will asame that only oxygen is secreted and
that the partial pressure K of other pas in the swimbladder is constant and equal to 80 LN/m 2 .

The partial pressure of dissaved oxygen in the water Is represented by Q. When photo-
synthesis can be ignored (as Is generally true in the me), Q will not exceed the partial pressure of
oxygn in the atmosphere (20 kN/ml) at any depth. In the most favourable conditions
imelnable for the fishes we are considering, Q would be 20 kN/mW at all depths. Such ideal con.
ditlams do not occu; two oboaed distributiom of partial preure of oxygen are own in
Plear 1. The ideal Qis shown by the top line (a). Distribution (b), from the northern end of the
Pacific Ocean, shows a moderate oxygn mininum; dktbution (c), from near the Pacific coat
of Mexico, shows a marked oxyge minimum.

Rpgurm 2 and 3 smow vluem of the work per unit swimblddae vhmue, W/V, requied for
cri of is in migration from the surfce (Ft. 2) or from 100 m (Fig. 3) to various depths:

(a), uokulaeted from equatIon (4), assuming that the partial premoe of dbwhoved oxygen, a~ is
20 kNin' at all depths; (b), obtaine by numeria methods fron eqation (3) uift aw the
vahes shownin PF e 1. vAm (b); and (c) obtained In the eni way, i the eshown
in Figure O l~ v(C).

As oue would expect, tls gapVhs show that the mor madkd the oxygen minimum, the
umo work is i squkire to L i c m i oxygn while migrat ioghvou ht. The woit reqoWe,
howeve, to m ate •rm the aufae to a 1l1m depth in the beet fievowAb ocadiiom con-
ddrd (c) is alwey Iee then twice the wock required In dt e coradildm (a). Th oxygen
minimm hnon Is b fference to the work reuie for mecetosi tOaw =m mlet sVowse.

OW!
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FI~ire 1. Graphs of partial press,. o( diuiobred oxygen
sulnst depth in the me. The Wool situaton, (a) with the
wate" at ad depths In.q with . atmo.huf,
(b) a obsemded at SON, 175 W ad (c) as obsered at
W0N, 108 W. Data f~mn Sverdrup, Jorisoon, and Ficmiq
(1 942).

WOR FOR HYDODYNAMIC COMPMNSTION

Suppose Oat the fish dm not no.te oxygen. but kmawt quanit ofy go Its swim
bladder unchanged and compensates for Ios of buoyancy by genertin hydrodymuunlc lif. If

Ithe swnbadda har etr vole Vbat a depth whee the pressune is P l.it Will hew a v•omne
(V -A F)at piesuue P3 Mmere by Boyle's. aw

P, V -P3 (V- Al)

AV- I (5)

It the fIM had neutral buoyancy at presuureP, it MU har a wW&~ in wowe pg -&rat
presure P3. where p is the denity of the water. When it swIme at this p wane, t no postr.
ate hydrodynamic lift ogA V - pgV (P3 - .t )IP:. This lift cm be obtiamd oil at the eupea
of dra& and the fish will be obligpd to do work qpinst additionm draug. ft -in-

Suppose that the flih mins al di time at the moe speed It cold obtald do reied m bY
swkmnint with the body at a posftIWe anl* of attAck but it msea from the work of Chimer

T1
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Figure 2. Estimated daily work requirements for fishes that
make daily vertical m•grations from the surface to the depths
shown. The contuinous lines show W1 V (equations 3 and 4) for
a fish that maintains buoyancy by secsting oxygen into the
swimbladder, when the vettizal distribution of oxygen is a
shown in Figure I (a), (b), and (c). The broken Oe show
W7V (Equation 6) for fes th.t do not smeme but compen.
sate for km of buoyancy by glenerting hydrodynamic lift, at
swimming speeds of 10 and 30 cml/c.

(1964) that the ratio of lift to induced drag would be wry low, making the enerV coat of the
lit high. It eenu likely that the major part of the lift would be obtained by extendirg the
pectoral fins and using them a hydrofoils. S•*d is known to use its fno this way: it his so
swinbladder and conaquently is dways denmr than m wats (M4numn and rescott, 1966).
Consier a teleost between 10 and 30 cn long. The Reynolds numbe of its exmded pectoral
rum is of the order of i0P when it is#a= q dow at about I body enqts. (O0 the retiow.
diP between fih length and awinunbk weed, see, for insn, Alexander, 1967.) MaW kW-
oct w snp work at smar Reynolds ninber. The maxknun ratlc of lift to diag obtbable with
a lcust wing at a Reynolds masuber of 4,000 i about 8; with aL oapAW, wing at a Reyols
number of 200, about 2; end with butWt wing at Raynolds amubes wound 3M)O0 *bout 3
(wee references in Alexandr, 1%8). HeN it mwn l~ that the fins cmdd dhlm a ratio
of lft to drq better than about S. Th1 vAlue of 10 pw~x* x4psted (Axader, 1966) w*
based on infonmAtion from aeooils at hW• Reynod nambes.

We my dum estimate that the extra dr t that to fbh mugt Aff to obtaim dt MIN b l y
to be about 0.2 of dhel or 0.2 pgV(Ps -Pt)I,. Ifthe fhb rW-mds dzt for 12 bom
(4.3 x 10 s•e.) wbk eckninwith vew ity U. it wl dowork Vwher

w,. 9x, Io&SVU(P, -P,) (6)
p,,
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Fpure 3. As Figun 2, but for vertica mipatio betwee
100 m, and thedepthsdow"

Values of W'/ V for V -10 cm/sec and U -30 cn/sec are shown in F~uwv 2 for nigration be-
tween the surface (P1 100 kN/m') and various depths. Values are shown in Figure 3 for
mgrtion between 100Dm (PI -1I.- MN/rn2) and various depths. The cumve in both f~urfs

approach asymptotically the values of 9 and 27 j/nd, which would apply for swbmmi4 at 10 and
30 cm/sec, respectively, if the swinibladder were compressed to the vanishfn point.

We have made the assumptioni (which appears to be realistic, froax the evidence cited in the
Introduction) that the fish has neutral buoyancy at the luuuer of the two depths between which
it is m1SsLAp n. If we had assumed instead that the conastant quantity of gas in the swimbl&er
gave neutral buoyancy at the treater of the two depths we would have fmun more work was
needed to psmae the hydrodynamic lift (which would in tWt cas be negativ). A swibubader
cannot be comopassed beyond the veas~sh point but it can expand at reduced pressures go
many tunae the volume required for onetral buoyancy.

I have &Wa ammuzd that the fise being coonadeared hav the habit of swimmning continuously.
I could have sowned that when they have neutra buoyancy. the) %*en much of their time
hoverin motiooleuý but that they have to kbup winumiag when they desond sothat they can
generte lift. Ufgthis mmiption, ug vales wouldhavebeen obtained foe the workneede.
It woul hav been an unrealitic inumption that the fises bowe at at depths. am* fin mnow-
manena where necemry to corupemie for change of buoyancy: the tulost that hav bme
"tsed can osapente by fin mofemets only for salal chequ of wmbladder volwume
(Alexander, 19").

We can now compare the work W dose by a fish maui i oqgn to keep the sWAmhWer
vt~urrm, constaut in its daly verti" migratione with the work Vdot otherisi would hmv to
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be done to overcome the drag incurred in generating hydrodynamic lift. Figures 2 and 3 suggest
that Wis less than W' for small vertical migrations near the turface, and greater than W' for
migrations to substantial depths. Whether secretion or hydrodynamic comFensation will be more
economical of energy for a fish migrating between particular depths must depend on knowledge
or assumptions about the efficiencies of the processes involved in doing thewe two very different
types of work.

Measurements of the oxygen consumption of swimming fish indicate efficiencies of conver-
sion of chemical energy to work against drag of 2.5% to 6% or a little more (Alexander, 1967;
the figures given ignore pressure drag and ought to be increased accordingly.) There are no
published values for the efficiency of the process of gas secretion in the swimbladder; but we
might gute that it is not grossly unlike the efficiencies of other, admittedly very different,
processes of secretion that have been investigated. Dr. C. R. Fletcher has contributed informa-
tion about these efficiencies, and they seem unfortunately to be varied. Fletcher has calculated
from data given by Holmes and Stanier (1966) and Rao (1968) that the efficiency of ion
transport in omnoregulation in trout is 2.7% in water of 151.. salinity and I 1.1% in water of 30°/..
salinity. The efficiency of ion transport in the rabbit gallbladder can be estimated as 27%, that
of acid secretion in the frog gastric mucosa as 27% or more, and that of potassium secretion by
the stria ascuaris of the mammal cochlea s at least 40* (Keynes, 1969). Ignorance about
eff ciencies makes caution necessary in the following discussion.

A myctophid about 10 cm long may be expected to swim, when cruising slowly, at around
10 cm/sec. It makes daily vertical migrations of several hundred metres, with the highest
point either near the surface or at a depth of a few hundred metres. Figure 2 indicates that a
myctophid starting at the surface would require less work for hydrodynamic compensation at a
swimming speed of 10 cm/sec than would be needed for maintaiinig buoyancy by gas secretion
eown in sitation (a), so long as it demnded to more than about 200 m (as myctophids seem to
do). Figure 3 indicates that a myctophWd startin at 100 m would als need less work for
hydrodynamic compensation than it would for gas scmtion, provld. It descended to more
than about 200 m. Pmvi&d that the ffickiny of pa mcrueoo is not too much higher than the
efficiency of swimming, it is more comnical for a typical myctophMd to use hydrodyanmic
compensation thOn p secret. Maintonancie of buoyancy by gas metion would in any case
require a ry remakable rate of uptake of oVMy at the gills (Marshall 1960).

Adult herrinp am about '21 cm long and probably would noma•y cruise at about 30 cm/ac
in still water (thq swim fstr when necessary to keep# • in tidal curtsM Jones, 19•2).
They mak much analler Ytial migrations than myctophkdsmake. Figm 2 Indicates that a
herring starting at the saface would oquie more work for hydrodynamic rcompeation at a
swimming speed of 30 cm/sec than it woM l equ for maintaising buoryacy by pa secmotion.
unless it desmended to depths far geester than the obese maxinun of about I5O im. Pro-
vided that the eficiency of pscetimon is not too much lowe than the defiiey of swkiuun ,
it would be more economial for a Wwrth* to use pa secreto Itd of hydroWys ic cam-
penstlim. Why has the herrin t no d the bldity to naktain natral btoyany in Its

LIt us e whether the rate at which It would have to take up o*p fom the sN would be
aoeehm. Considr a rather laip s atloa from thes Mface to a depth of 100 m. 1U mm of
oxygen of density 1.3 inig/nl mthtwould have to be added tothe swhbahdder to bep It
voume constt at Vnil would be 13V mg. The work rquid far its mrowion fg 2) would
be about 3 Vj, which would rquire mwttabohm imnolving 0.2 V mg axypo (3d. D, idso. mad
Scauwough, 196S) if the Pm w wm 100% dfiemt wd 2 Vmig yo Eflt we 10%
efficieti. Hoenc the total quatity of oxye imelq d to podrtides ps ad ma, for
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secretion would probably be about 15 V mg. (This total would not be affected very much by
quite large variations in efficiency.) The volume of the swimbladder of a herring at neutral
buoyancy is about 40 ml/kg body weight (Brawn, 1%2); therefore this oxygen requirement is
about 600 mg/kg body weight.

Brett (1964) found that 50-g Onchorhynchus, which used around 100 mg oxygen/kg hr when
swimming slowly, could take up as much as 800 mg/lk hr when swimming fast. Such a fish
could provide the swimbladder with 600 mg oxygen/kg body weight in a few hours if the swim-
bladder could use it. A fish the size of an adult herring (about 200 g) could not be exp.cted to
take up oxygen at a rate quite so high in proportion to the body weight (Fry, 1957), but the
required rate of supply of oxygen t3 the swimbladder is still not beyond the likely capability of

Ponatomus, however, which secretes gas faster than any other teleost that has been investi-
ptcd, takes about 4 hours to refill its swimbladder after it has been emptied (Wittenberg,
Schwend, and Wittenberg, 1964). Thus, it could not maintain buoyancy by gas secretion in
descents faster than 2.5 m/hour, which is much sdower than the descent of herring. It is not
clear why secretion should be so slow; it seems likely that faster secretion would be advantageous
to fishes that make daily verticel migrations within 100 m of the surface of the sea.

SUMMARY

A fish that makes daily vertical migrations must either secrete gas into its swimbladder to
maintain neutral buoyancy in its descents or compensate for loss of buoyancy by generating
hydrodynamic lift. Secretion would require more work than hydrodynamic compensation in
large vertical migrations, especially by fishes that swim slowly. The reverse is true of small
vertical migrations by fishes that swim fast. Hydrodynamic compensation is probably more
economical of energy for myctophids, but secretion (if fast enough secretion were possible)
would probably be more economical for herring.
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DISCUSSION

Clarke, W.. We made some dives in the Gulf of Mexico looking at fish in the midwater com-
munity, and one of the things we noted about the laeternfish there was that they character-
istically swam with their tails and folded their fins into the body. They would do two or three
lunges like this and then, once their forward movement would stop, they would spread their
fins again. Now admittedly this was undet z.tiflcal circumetances, since they were within the
light field of the submersible. But we repeatedly observed this behavior while watching them in
midwater. Whether this is the case for alU species of lanternfish I do not know, but in this
particular instance they apparently were not using their fins for lift.
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Alexander: But you say they were holding their fins out?

Carke, W.: After they stopped.

Alexander: When they were stationary or when they were gliding forward?

Clarke, W.: They would fold their fins, swim with their tails, then once their forward motion
stopped, they would spread their fins. But again, this is just an observation.

Alexander: It is a very interesting one. Do you know whether these particular fishes had gas-
filled swimbladders?

Carke, W.: That you would have to ask Haedrich, or Rosenblatt, or Pearcyo I am not sure what
the species was, but we could probably run it down.

Pearcy: There are several bits of evidenca suggesting that some myctophids with gas-filled
swimbladders are neutrally buoyant at depth: (1) During Alvin dives, Backus and others
observed that Ceratoscopelus madarensis hung motionless in the water, apparently neutrally
buoyant, at daytime depths of 300-600 m. This species has a gas-filled swimbladder; (2) Hersey,
Backus and Hellwig noted that peak resonant frequencies from scatter.ng layers sometimes

changed as the half-power of pressure during diel migrationm This suggests that the size of the
resonating swimbladder remains constant and neutr.J buoyancy is actively maintained by
secretion and resorption; (3) The rete, gas gland and oval of fishes with gas-fdiled swimbladders
that do migrate verticaly are very well developed, as Dr. Marshall has shown; (4) Kanwisher and
Ebeling found a very high percentage of oxygen in the gas from swimbladders of s,'me lantern-
fishes that were collected after they migrated to the surface at night. This is indirect evidence
that the gas was secreted at depth before migration to the surface.

Alexander: I doubt whether the presence of a well-developed rete can be regarded as evidence
that the fish maintains neutral buoyancy. If a fish has a gas-filled swimbladder and goes down to
a substantial depth, then even if it allows its swimbladder to be compressed, there must be a
loss of oxygen from the swimbladder by diffusion which must ie made good by secretion. It
might be that the rete was merely there to make up for what was lost accidentially in that way.

Barham: There is one thing that we have noticed on many occasions which tends to fit in with
your hypothesis. Off the coast of Mexico, where we are dealing with scattering layers that we
are quite convinced are comprised largely of myctophids, we see them migrate down in the
daytime and after they reach their daytime depth, their trace disappears. The echogram that
you were getting shows a beautiful layer, but when they reach daytime level, then in about half
an hour, if you leave the gain alone and conditions stay the same, the layer disappears. I.ater in
the afternoon it starts coming up again, and you start picking it up again. We have noticed this
many times. It looks as if something were running out of gas.

Ebeling: We have made numerous measurements of the gas content in swimbladders of fishes
that probably do not undergo diel vertical migrations, mainly rock fishes and perhaps Iatchet
fishes. The swimbladders of individuals recently trawled to the surface contained mostly
oxygen, as much as 90%.

D'Aoust: There is another point that has not been mentioned, namely that oxygel consump-
tion may be a rather poor estimate of the energy that the fish is expending at any one time.
Glycolysis is a major energetic pathway in fish muscle, so oxygen consumption may be a con-
servative estimate of momentary work.

S4A~44a wE ~1~Mflb SI-
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Alexander: You're not suggesting, are you, that fish behave like tapeworms, giAthing energy by
glycolysis and then excreting fatty acids?

D'Aoust: I think that they would save the fatty acids.

Alexander. But if they save the fatty acids, then in the long term they are depending on oxida-
tion.

D'Aoust: I don't think we can say that yet. The impression I get from what is known about
fish metabolism, and this varies greatly, is that they can withstand a tremendous oxygen debt.
I think that it makes difficult any estimation of efficiency because it is a matter of what is dore
with the waste over time, whether it is lactic acid or fatty acid.

Alexander: The particular figures I gave for efficiency of fish swimming were based on measure-
ments of oxygen consumption over very substantial periods when oxygen debt was probably
remaining more or less constant, that is, periods of several hours of constant swimming.

Aron: I have one set of observations. Two weeks ago we did some diving in the Santa Barbara
Basin, which on the bottom is basically without oxygen and, according to quite a number of
people, is abiological. We saw large numbers of the shark, Pammawtus, once we reached the
bottom. But also on the bottom, and the diarks were clearly feeding on them, we saw at least
three or four lanternfishes, probably Diaphus, that appeared to be dead. I haven't yet had a
chance to talk to Eric Barham about this, but they were floating in every possible direction,
hanging close to the bottom and a few feet off the bottom. Even when we approached them
with the submarine, they showed no evidence of trying to move away. They looked dead but
with no evidence whatsoever of any damage; they were just hanging. There was virtually no cur-
rent there, and this would suggest that they are as close to neutrally buoyant as possible.

Alexander. If they were getting neutral buoyancy with a gas-filled swimbladder then they would
be in a state of instability. They could not remain at a constant depth simply by staying motion-
less because any slight vertical movement woild send them flying up or down.

Aron: You could push them with the boat. When they were caught up in the propeller drag,
they were shoved, but they showed no evidence of an attempt to swim. I think they were dead.

Alexander: This suggests that if they were neutrally buoyant, they were depending on fats for
their buoyancy rather than gas.

Kinzer: I would like to comment on what Dr. Clarke (W.) said. Most of the teleostean fishes
actually keep their pectorals close to the body after the swimistroke. They do not use them as
hydrofoila, and this would then give further evidence that pectorals do not contribute to keep-
ing the fish in equilibration.

Alexander: One would have to suppoe a less favorable lift-drag ratio.

Kinzer: But myctophids can behave differently, and one needs observation on this point. What
I wanted to say is should we assume that my¢tophlds So to the surface for feedle and if they
feed and have quite some amount of food in their stomachs, this might add to their weight and
would contribute on the way down?

Alexader: I don't think this would be substantially helpful to the fish because if it has neutral
buoyancy up near the surface, it has only to swim down a little and the swinbladden will be
compressed and will automatically give negative buoyancy that will help it on its way down.
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Craddock: Are your equations based on the fact that they are neutrally buoyant?

Alexander: I am assuming that they are neutrally buoyant at the surface.

Craddock: Why are you assuming that? Why don't you try the same thing assuming neutral
buoyancy at depth?

Alexander: Because far more energy would be involved. If you have neutral buoyancy at the
surface, then as you go down, the swimbladder cannot be compressed beyond the disappearing
point so there is a limit to the change of buoyancy that is possible. If you have neutral buoyancy
at some depth and move upwards, the swimbladder may expand to many times its original vol-
ume, producing enormous excess lift, and consequently very much more energy would be re-
quired for maintaining constant level.

Nafpaktitis: Is there much energy involved in absorbing gas from the swimbladder?

Alexander: Energy is not required for absorbing gas from the swimbladder, or ought not to be,
because the gas is then moving from a region of high partial pressure to a region of low partial
pressure.

Craddock: Doesn't that in some way contradict what you just said before?

Alexander: Would you like to specify in what way it contradicts it?

Craddock: You said that if they went from neutral b'ioyancy at depth and went up, then they
required a greater amount of energy.

Alexander: A greater amount of energy if you are supposing a constant mass of gas in the swim-
bladder. If you are assuming the other, then there is no difference between a f"s which has
neutral buoyancy at the top of its vertical range and maintains const3nt iolume as it goes up and
down and a fish that has neutral buoyancy at the bottom of its range and maintains constant
volume as it goes up and down. They are the same thing. The fish that secretes gas to maintain
constant swimbladder volume has neutral buoyancy at all depths.

Pckwell: I would like to ask you the source of your 15-mg per kilo figure. From what fish was
that obtained?

Alexander: That was Pomatomus, measurements by Wittenberg.

PAckwell: I would like to add a cautionary note here. This kind of experimentation tends to be
terminal, to be extremely drastic for the fishes involved. I think that we had better be quite
caut'ous befora we assign upper limits to the rate of gas secretion that any given age of any given
fish can produce. For example, if you take a very sturdy, strong fish that allows itself to be
dealt with ir(, a w/ry drastic manner and will tolerate terminal surgery for long periods of time,
such as the Altantic Great Barracuda, you will see rather spectacular rates of gas secretion. I am
sorry that I don't have figures to give you here, but I would be willing to bet that they would ex.
ceed the number you have just mentioned. So I think it Is very important, of course, to take the
best numbers you have, but I think that to some extent we mmy still be where we were in the
middle fifties wh-en Kanwisher and Ebeling produced their paper. The best numbers we have for
some of the physiological parameters simply are not good enough and are not yet an indication
of what the fishes in fact can do in the real world.

Alexander: I would agree with that.

i



PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS ON VERTICAL
MIGRATION BY MESOPELAGIC FISHES

Bian G. D'Aoust
University of California Naval Biological Laboratory*

Santa Barbara, California

The major factor limiting the extent and rate of upward excursion by mesopelagic fishes
is the rate at which gas can be removed from the swimbladder. Downward migration carries
only the burden of a4ditional physical work of gas secretion and overcoming decreased
buoyancy, whereas (depending on the size of the swimbladder) too rapid ascent involves the
risk of embolism. Using simple decompression models of bubble resolution and considering
pre"nt knowledge of swimbladder physiology, m~xlmum possible rates of ascent are calcu-
lated for hypothetical fishes of different sizes over a range of initial:final pressure
ratios. (PdPf). Exceptions to the predicted limits are noted and discussed and the
ecological advantage of a swimbladder to such species is considered.

INTRODUCTION

Almost ten years ago, Hersey and Backus (1962) suggested that physiologists consider more
closely the problem of the deep scattering layer (DSL). At that time the evidence that meso-
pelagic teleosts were largely responsible for the migrating sound scattering layer was actually
very good (Hersey and Backus, 1962;Marshall, 1951, 1960). However, the assumption that gas
secretion and resorption capacities of the suspected species were equal to the task of vertical
migration had been questioned. Evidence against sufficient rates of gas resorption was brought
forth by Jones (1951, 1952), whereas Kanwisher and Ebeling (1957) indicated the magnitude
of the problim of gas secretion with an approximate estimate of the energy that a fish would
have to expend in order to resecrete the gas it had necessarily removed during ascent. Also,
most laboratory data on the actual rates of gas secretion by surface fish showed the process to
be too slow to account for the amount of gas needed (Copeland, 1952; Fange, 1953;
Scholander, 1954; Wittenberg, 1958).

Although few physiologist have had the rare opportunity to work on living specimens of
such interesting but fragile species as the mesopelagic ones, definite propress has been made in
explaining the mechanisn of gas secretion (Kuhn et &l., 1963; Steen, 1963; Enns et al., 1967).
The details need not concern us here. Suffice It that the theory does predict secretory capacities
well in excess of those actually observed. Moreover evidence that the sugested mechanism does
operate has been provided (Finge, 1953; Scholander, 1954; Baln et al., 1955; Steen, 1963; Kuhn
et al., 1963; D'Aoust, 1970; Douglas, 1967, Eann et al., 1967). Two recent reviews (Alexander,
1966; Finge, 1066) ar useftd for oawcen to the literature.

*The author is now with the sgis Raws Room* Ceatm, Seatl"e Wmbhqtme
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Yet, in spite of this development and also the rather widesprer'd assumption that mesopelagic
teleosts do secrete and resorb gases as required by their vertical r.igrations, one still senses a
certain uneasiness about the phenomena of the DSL which, I think, stems from our unwilling-

ness to accept the fact that it is all worth the fish's trouble. ThQ physiological problems associ-
ated with migration might seem out of proportion to the nuitritional u: ecological benefits to be
derived, and yet is it likely that such fish are unaware of a better way?

RESTRICTIONS ON VERTICAL MIGRATIONS

I think the question that sums up this perplexity can be phrased-Which of the processes of
gas secretion or resorption are most limiting to the verticel migrations by mesopelagic teleosts?
In considering the problem it would be useful to have a puysica! model-even if somewhat
arbitrary-against which a fish's performance can be measured. Since the mechanism and work
involved in gas secretion will be considered elsewhere ;n this symposium, the purpose of this
paper is to provide such a model in considering the problem of vertical ascent.

The rate at which a fish can adjust its buoyancy in. response to a decrease in pressure depends
on the rate at which it can remove gas from its swinibladder. This was investigated by Jones
(1952) who showed that the time necessary for a perch to adjust to a 40% reduction in pressure
was of the order of 8 hours. Since members of the DSL often accomplish their migrations in
less than 2 hours (Hersey and Backus, 19" Barham, 1966), we can assume with Jones that
they must have a greater facility for removing gas. Jones (1952) suggested the importance of
the ratio of the depth change to the depth to which the fish was adapted (i.e., neutrally buoyant)
in determining the time necessary fcr migration. However, he appears to have ignored the im.
portance of the magnitude of the gas partial pressure gradient in determining these rates. For
example, one could conclude from hik Figure, 6 (p. 104) that it would take the same time for a
fish to move from 40 m to 10 m as from 430 in to J00 m. (Both depth changes involve the
same ratio of depth change/depth ada4 XeU.) 'Tis is not the case, because the rate at which a fish
can remove gas ("B" in Jones paper) depunds primarily on the partial pressure gradient driving
diffusion, and as mentioned by Alexander (K66), the maximum value of this gradient depends
chiefly on the depth of the tish (since gises in the swfinbladder are at ambient hydrostatic
pressure). Also, as pointw. out by Alexander (1966) the p0 2 of the blood perfusing the swim.
bladder and surrounding tissues will be a most critical dettrminant of the tension gradient in
shallow water. Both of I hese considerations are conveniently illustrated by the data presented
ir, Figure 1 (D'Aoust and Hogue, 1968). This shows the changes in Xe13 3 and 02 concentra-
tion in the swimbladder of a salmorn (a physostome) which was restrained just beneath the
surface of a stream. Xe133 had been introduced via a canula through the pneumatic duct. The
;ontents of the swimbladder were periodically sampled and analyzed for each gas. It is dear
that the re133 disappeared in each fish at a rate continuously determined by the Wsient.
The constant k sums the effects of the diffusion barrier and the total area through which
diffusion was occurring, so that at any one time the concentration of Xel 33 could be given by
the equation C, = Coe', where C0 is the initial concentration, and C, is the concentration
at time t. On the other hand, the concentration of oxygen, which should theoretically have
increased since it was initially lower than in the surrounding water, changed in a way which
suggests it was influenced by facton other than the water/swimbladder gas gradient. In a
mesopelagic fish at a depth of several hundred meters, the p0 2 gradient b. laup and one might
expect the gas-which is primarily oxygen-to initially disappear in the way indicated by the
upper curve. On the other hand, the lower curves (02) illustrate the effect of repratory and
circulatory adjustments which can alter the rates of equilibration..- '~.-.~- I-, ~ .~ *
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Fpgre 1. 02 and Xe133 diffusion out of the
swimbladder of the pink salmon, Ondsyonhua
goebiscac restrained udr10 cn. of water.
The concentration of s expressed us a
percemtase of the original radioactivity present,
while the concentration of oxygen is expresed
as percentage volume on the same log scale.
The values of k and XE are given for each
fish. Differwce an probably deo to differeem
in the surface/volume ratios in the ,wimbladder
at the beginnig of the experiments. Note the
erratic behavior of the 02 comenuaion xS
gest&n the eftfet of respiratory and/or crculs-
tory usane which howver did not affect
the rate of XX ersope. These curves illusbate
the impolba of the p-i pess grdient
in driving dfbsmn a also the way In which
perfAsion may €omnm the nso r.e oat pa loss.

MAXIMUM PONDIX ASCIMT RAMJS

T', consider poulble migratory rotes it is cm enunt to reprd the swinbladder as a bubble
which must be brought upward with a constant volume V. This mquires la of an amount of

s which depends only on the diffenme in t initial and flul depths of the migration. In
physodst tleosts this gs must be lost by diffiuon, whereas in uiphonophome, bubbles may be
relesed through a phincter (PickweU, 1966, 1967). The mmmber of moles of ps s which
must be removd during an upward migration Is calculated frau Boyle's Law,

PV = RT (1)

6r,
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or PV

RT'

where P is the pressure in atmospheres (atm.), R is the gas constant (0.082 liter atm. degree-,
moles- 1) and T is temperature in degreeF Kelvin. Since P increases with depth we can write

P = ky + 1, (3)

where k is a factor for the increase in pressure with depth and y is the depth in meters. The
constant k is numerically equal to 0.10 if the standard atmosphere i. combined with a seawater
density of 1.033, and this value will be used here.

Then the number of moles n which must be lost from a bubble of volume V for each meter
of upward travel is given by

RVkr (4)
RT

Thus a bubble of 7onstant volume would have to lose or gain .k/RT moles per meter of
depth per ml. volume, or an amount of gas that depends only on the depth change. In other
words, a fish migrating vertically must remove or replace the same mass of gas whether the
migration is from 600 m to 300 m or from 300 m to the surface.

As mentioned earlier, however, the time required for removal of this gas will be much greater
for the upper 300 m than for the 600 to 300 m migration. This is because the loss of gas
depends primarily on diffusion, which in turn depends directly on the gradient in chemical
potential, or the partial pressure of the gas in the bubble minus that in the water outside the
bubble. Since the gradient in gas pressure increases linearly with depth, loss of gw from the
bubble should proceed at a greater rate at depth than near the surface.

This process was studied by Wyman et al. (1952), who described the effects of pressure on
resolution of gas bubbles in seawater. They found that the process could be adequately de-
scribed by the equation

dr a -n PP()

where drldt described the rate of change in the radius of the bubble with tLne, RT has the
same meaning as before, 6 is an effective diffusion constant which aisumes a uniform concen-
tration gradient at a steady state. It is equal to Aald where A is the "true" diffusion constant
of dimensions cm2 /sec, a is the solubility coefficient (to convert partial premae Into con.
centritions), and d represents the thickness of the "unstirred" dsell of water which is oumed
to support the gradient in concentration. The expression P-Po/P is the partial pressre gradient
divided by the total pressure where the bubble exists. It obvloudy tends to unity as the total
pressure (or depth) is increased, and the rate of decrem in bubble radius dr/di, similarly
approaches a coMant cate which from their data amounts to approximately 0.8 n/sec or
8.0 x 10- c/fec at 50 m.

Essentially the ame treatment has been succefully used by Van iUew (1967) workhg with
artificially produced subcutaneous gas pockets in rats.

Ultimately we am interested in the time necamzy for migration of a bubble over a Oven
depth-rangp. The esntWal requirement of such a msswtlon is that the rate of l loss or removal
keep pace with the increast volume of the bvbbk as depth decreaes. Eque•tio (S) applies at
a constant pressure, whereas we are interested in times of migatom during whicd the pressre

Al
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gradient is changing. However, we can conceive of an imaginary situation (ignoring buoyancy
and drag) in which the increase in volume of the bubble due to decreasing pressure is just equal
and opposite to the decrease in volume due to gas loss through diffusion. When such effects
cancel, the volume will not change. Thus we need another equation for dr/dr describing the
effects of pressure at constant mass of gas. This is available from equation (1), which is re-
arranged to show how the radius of a bubble of gas depends on the pressure ai follows:

1( 3nRT\ 3, -\w/ (6)

P can be expressed at depth by using (3).

1 11

r 3nRT (3nRT (ky +1) (7)(47r=(ky_+)]\) 4w

Differentiating (7) with respect to time gives
1

dr 3nRT) 3  k d
dt V4v 4 (8)

3(ky+1) 3 (8)

Thus (8) shows that the rate at which the radius of a bubble increases is proportional to the
rate of change in depth (or pressure) and inversely proportional to the depth. Our requirement
is that dy/dt is such that addition of equations (8) and (5) equals 0.

First, equation (5) can be stated in terms of (3), i.e., depth. Also, the assumptions will be
made that (a) we are dealing with a bubble of pure oxygen since Douglas (1967) has thoroughly
documented the fact that 02 comprises 80W90% of the swimbladdet pa below a depth of 50 m,
and (b) that the oxygen partial pressure in the water (P,.) is 0.2 atm. th.-oughout the water
column.

Thus (5) becomes

IV the effects of prure reduction and dlffudon low aus equal .&d oppolt., uddidoo of"(8)
and (9) gives 0, and we can equate the rdt.hand sidWs of equations (8) and (9) and rvaum
to evaluate dyldt at this nul point;

4y 3Rn X+ (A Y +
dt(1 07)0

kia{Ai
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dy _3RThdt kr (ky +0.8) and since k 0.1,

-= (+ ). (10)
T r

To evaluate (10) for any particular volume and depth, some assumptions must be made
about the valje of 8. Wyman et al. (1952) noted a gradual decrease in experimentafly
determined values cf 8 with depth which they showed was dut to the mixture of pses
present. Since only oxygen is considered here, their value fof oxygen of 8.4 x 10-9 moles
cm-2sec-'atm-' will be used. Equation (10) then works out to

" =5.65 x 1072 (Y + 8) cm sec- 1 . ()
dt r

A 1.0 cm3 bubble at 100 in could therefore rise at a rate of 9.8 cm/sec; at 10m it could rise
only at 1.6 cm/sec, and at 1 m depth it could rise only at 0.8 cm/see. Tnis reltionship is shown
in Figure 2 where depth is plotted on a log scale against dyldt for several different bubble
volumes. It is clear from the figure that, as expected, a fish with a swimb1adder which behaves
as a bubble could rise faster from 600 in to 300 m than from 300 m to the surface. Obviously
the curves are imaginary at their extremes; drag would prevent a bubble travelling at the higher
velocities shown and buoyancy would cause far greater vertical ascent rates than shown for
shallow depths. What makes the curves still worth considering is that we are surrounding the
"bubble" with a frh which can supply the necesry acceleration or restraint.

Figure 2 also indicates the restrictions of swimbladder volume on vertical migrations and the
obvious advantage of a mull swimbladder in accomplishing vertict migrations.

Inversion of (1 1) and integration over the limits y1 toY2 gives

T = r2303 log8 Y1 +8 (12)5.65 X 10-4 Y2+8

which allows calculation of the time requimd by bubbls of various volumes to mow upwad
under the assumed conditions. Figure 3 shows theae times for bubbles of different sins. Note
that the fiurm asums 100% oxygpn in the swimbldder Wd theeore a miknimum pradient at
the surtace of 0. atm. Th times invohed would be larr for buM of 85-90% oxsg . At
any rate, the times shown in Figum 3 for bubbles of differ• t *e can be aumed to repr•nmt
minimum times which a fsh with a uwimbladder of volume V and a diffuala conatt apptox-
kmatlng 6 could be epected to tae or any particula depth raqw. Thusa ah wlh a I.cm
swmbltadder migrnting from 1000 to 500 m (m oPI/Pf.a 0.297) would roqwre at let 10 min.
whereas the -ame Ah migratirn from SCODm to the afrface (lg Pi/?a.- 1.81) would need
apWoximtely 75 mnf.

Fwn 3 ths providesa physical be* for ompuw with oherme rte of mn n ai. ItIs
an abitay but perhdps not unreistic tmdard of compirbom, and It Is of some msoicance
that the times swn are web within thme obserd for uzipt Ii of ahw DSL of 1.3 hou
(Herey & Backin, 1962; Baham, 1966). Shice the in-ssbers o(the DSL apnew to be well o
the dow side as con sr ps rmnal It can be mrgasted dot their "effect diffusio amat"
6 (capacity to remove on) must be mudc l. dum thbat mumed for a free bubble in the above

S. . .. . . ..... • " . .. " ' - •'' .. . . • , •',"• • '•'.'___"____. ..____.-_...__.. ..__•
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fact, if It isa smIed that a 0. lMn3 bubble took 2 honmt mown hem 300 w to f vArdaw,
Umn (12)wouldrequiea lusfor S of132 x 10-molesle ar2 t f.- 1 or Vpapp
matly I P of the vlum usod in FIgum 2 and 3. In othw word. tae rate oru raos ooWd
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w-J is u* mucb ia (i bubble o( I. Om 3 an ticu ym re mqph only but #A'
hout w44 a half to zaiga at oomntat wiumw to Ote suface m k= 0 on). •Mtwm. It
appears &at the ofhn• W ratio a( 5% (for swbaddw volw to VA vdme) Aw notA
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1931; De-Aton, 1961; CaOn, 1I7). TUs1 obertkiom wat'• twps uettwl0 bit
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con•demale burden. It is worthwhile to consider some of the adaptatons which may favor both
rapid secretion and resorption, keeping in mind that the enhancement of one might decawu the
odwer.

Ie Fat comtmt

The ft-u adspation which comin to mind is to reduce the ga vohumn by ps.ey or completely
mabattuting tat for •.n Is done by Lm•yc•wna Gm.wwom. Cd .oo, and IAw
(Ray, 1945; M&AW, 1951;DBehmn, 1957. Capen, 1967). The dvantaps offat vs gas a
sorm of buoyancy an obvious for Viecs which must m**ate over onmidwMe depths. The
urpet need for. rewserdois of pas Is eliminstodk and &a Wedd temporal d"pe a( freedm Ja
metlzd by the flta far which &he eneptic demands of ga astlon bimpe a comndeuable food
roq*emeut (K0iw sand Zbdn. 1"7). The nretg recent report by U uli and Svom
(19M) wbkih dit-ctly demonstrted ynthead of diacyl 1 1yeyl etbars in pufeamc to tri-
*, oiido ae resowe to noptive bumlacy in Squa ewsahiin suggests the poWAty of
ftm~As oomnths by mwao q e . lite or in., fa i.tn obnrwd iju saIsWhich
ulnot os tmys 1 oc, • hm e (Capit. 1967). It If en #A 4 dot the acmsdao•m of falt i
a pdudi procta tWin phace Wirigmatgm mtia ofthe IdmWiduld (Newual et al, 1966). The
dietay corn o( udx waac mlas.. in of comelder"~ Ifiwiest (1oewkn 1%7; NovenseI at $I.,
1969; Los. Ir,7)
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of up to 5:1, and Marshall, 195 1, reported one of 40. 1, Photichthys argenf,¶us. (There are as
yet few measured specimens which can be considered absolutely undamaged by the method of
ro'uection and/or preservation.) This would increase the possible rate of gas loss. However, it
is obvious that the detailed histology of the swurnbladder, surrounding tissue, gas gland, and
resorptive surfaces is of most significance in determining the effective surface area for gas
exchange.

The observatiops of Finge (1953) and Dorn (1961) indicated a considerably villous organi-
zation o, Jhe gas gland epithelium in Gadus and Anguilla that showed a ten'ency to increase
during gas secretion. This sort of organization would tremendously influence the effective area
over which diffusion takes place, and would greatly accelerate gas transfer provided that ade-
quate perfusion existed on the liquid side of the phase boundary. The advantaga of such an
organization is that its benefits can be swvitched on and off via circulatory and neural control.

In a complementary way a number of small gas pockets would be expected to increase the
rate of gas removal provided, zs before, that the interstices of such compartments were well
perfused. This speculation is stimulated by the rcport of Capen (1967) describing a "fibrous
cottony tissue" partially or totally filling the swirnbladder in specimens of Lampanyctus and
Diaphus. If such tissue .ctually consists of a number of gas pockets and the interstices are well
perfused, s very great increase in effective surface area would exist. Capen (1967) also reported
that the specimens he observed had oil-fied tissue around the swimbladder rather than inside it
as first reported by Ray (1945).

It is of interest to consider the above points in relation to their probable effects on gas secre-
tion and resorption. The diffusion coefficients A of gases in uiquids are inversely proportional
to the viscosity of the liquid (Glasstone, 1946). Although the solubility a of gases is higher in
fats and oils, the viscosity of these substances is very much greater than water (102-10), and
the diffusion of any gas through them is very much slower tiian for water. It can be assumed
that an envelope of fat surrounding the swimbladder would provide a very effective diffusion
barrier by lowering the value of A and increasing the value of d in the expression Aa/d Do-
crea-ing the "passive" value of 6 will increase the efficiency of gas secretion. Thus, as the fishes
grow they may deposit such fat around the swimbladder where it acts as a diffusion barrier and
provide auxiliary buoyancy, and, perhaps, an important energy reserve. Thus, the general direc-
tion of adaptation appears to reflect the most serious constraints of vertical migration, viz. the
energy-consuming requirement to secrete gas.

The crtical role perfusion must play is worth considering briefly. Wyman et al. (1952) esti-
mated the effective thickness d of the "unstirred shell" to be approximately 33 pim, at the same
time emphasizing that such a value only gave a rough e3timate of the length of the "pure diffu-
sdon" path. Since capillaries are often smaller than 10pmn (Bard, 1960) it is w -y probable that
durin. perfusion of the resorptive surfaces of the swimbladder the actual distance supporting a
purely diffusive gradient is of the order of only a few microns. It is clear that the combined
effects of increased perfusion and decreased values for "d" could greatly accelerate removal of
gas from the swimbladder durinB ascent, the work necessary being chiefly that of cardiac output.

In fact, it has recently been suggested (Steen & Kruysse, 1964; Johansen & L'enfant, 1966),
and more evidence Is accumulating (Garey, 1967; Dawson & Garey, 1968) that teleosts aie ca-
pable of extensive circulatory adjustments or shunts, such that the gill surfaces can either be
bypassed or well perfused according to the fish's need. One can easily imagine shunts such that
during ascent essentially 0 2.free blood is supplied to the resorptlve surfaces of the swimbladder
and such circulation might amount to a very lage proportion of the total cardiac out put. Dur.
ing descent on the other hand, it can be supposed that most of the cardiac output goes to the
gills and thence to the gas gland and rete circulation. In a situation where the blood perfusing
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the gas gland had a very low P0 2 the rete would also provide a route for gas removal (Denton,
1961). For example, Marshall (1960) has described the swimbladder vasculature of a stomiatoid
fish Argyropelecus aculeatus which lacks an oval (or gas resorptive organ); it features however an
artery bypassing the rete with a venous return through the rete, and it can be assumed this
serves the purpose of gas removal.

The above considerations seem to support the conclusion that once secreted, there need be
no very great difficulty in removing gas at rates consistent with observed rates of vertical migra-
tion. Moreover, it can be suggested that if the fish does initially swim up a certain amotint as
suggested by Jones (1952) it could "float" the rest of the way and need expend only the cardiac
energy *o provide the reqj ired circulatory adjustments. In like manner, it could "sink" during
descent and conserve energy for the task of gas secretion. It should be mentioned however, that
actively swimming fish have been directly observed (Barham, 1966) in a layer which was de-
scending at a rate (approx. 30 cm/sic) higher than the ascent (4.0 cm/sec.). Nevertheless gas
secretion probably requires a large share of the fish's energy output during descent. Estimations
of the total amount of work required (Kanwisher and Ebeling, 1957; Marshall, 1960) may how-
ever be too rigorous, as they are based on some assumptions regarding the fraction of cardiac
output going to the gas glant. In view of the above considerations, it does not seem unreason-
able to assume an overall higher efficiency for the process of gas secretion.

SUMMARY

(1) The need for an arbitrary physical model with which to compare the migratory behaviour
of mesopelagic teleosts is suggested.

(2) The model chosen is that of a free spherical bubble, ignoring buoyancy and drag, rising
at a rate such that its expansion rate due to pressure (depth) decrease is exactly cancelled by the
decrease in volume duo to diffusion loss.

(3) I is shown that for spherical bubbles of a size equal to or less than the volume of swim-.
bladders normally found in mesopelagic fishes, the times theoretically necessary to rise 200 or
300 m are up to an order of magnitude less than those actually observed for the DSL.

(4) Some potential means of maximizing gas resorption and secretion are discussed in terms
of existing physiological and anatomical evidence and ways are suggested in which dynamic
physiological adjustments may assist gas removal or secretion.
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DISCUSSION

Alexander: I have three comments. First of all, it would be very nice if we had some really
clear information as to what the fish actually do about their swimbladder volumes as they move
up and down. Second, it seems likely that what limits the rate at which gas can be removed
from the swimbladder n'y be the rate at which the blood can take the gas away. I did some
calcvlatiuns on this which are in a little book of mine called Functional Design in Fishes. These
led to the conclusion that at shallow depths the rate of removal of gas should be extremely slow,
and I got very good agreement with Jones's experimental figures. For greater depths, the blood
was able to take away gas very much faster, largely because of gas being removed in physical
solution in the blood. I am afraid I have not got the figures with me. The third point is that
shunting out the gilh would surely reduce the rate of removal of gas rather than increase it, be-
cause it would mean that thw gas in the blood that was coming away from the swimbladder
would simply be shunted back to the swimbladder again and would have no chance to diffuse
out of the fish.

D'Aoust: I realize this, but I would get around it by saying that perhaps it is used or lost to the
tissues in another way. The point I wanted to make is that, thinking of it in term.s of the first
time around with a shunt, you could consider almost an infinite gradient at the surface I agree
that this is the main restriction, but peihaps you can conceive some way of shunting which may
get around the problem.

Alexander: I think that at any substantial rate of removal of gas, you might find yourself having
to develop a fantastic metabolic rate to get rid of it.
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Backus: The acoustical data of nine years ago in Hersey, Backus and Heliwig suggested that
migrators would be heading both ways, that some were maintaining constant volume, and some
were maintaining constant mass.

D'Aoust: I can think of another point. Just a slight change, an uncompensated expansion just
for a meter or so, would allow the fish to be buoyant. This is an advantage in terms of work.
By the same token, it is more useful to save energy and sink down, and secrete gas using the
energy saved.

Smith: Would it be possible that bioluminescent flashes would assist in burning off this excess
oxygen?

D'Aoust: You mean, why doesn't the fish explode?

McCartney: I have a comment relevant to gas bubbles, though not to fish swimbladders. Some
time ago I worked on some data belonging to Brian Bary on gas bubbles rising from Saanich
Inlet. The remarkable thing about these, which were observed on echo sounders, was that any
given bubble seemed to be rising at. a remarkably constant rate, although there were different
rates for different bubbles.

D'Aoust: Yes, and I have neglected buoyancy and drag. There is a point in the ocean, probably,
where parts of these curves would hold. Below it the drag would be too great to allow the bub-
ble to rise; above it, the bubble would rise much faster due to buoyancy. So this is a hypothet-
ical situation, and I agree it would require a fish for it to work.

Pickwell: I just want to make a couple of comments. One is that when you are dealing with
certain adult myctophids that have a great deal of fat around the swimbladder, probably you are
not dealing with a significant gas phase. Therefore as a diffusion barrier in that situation it is
rather irrelevant. If there is gas there, in our observations at least, it Is so small that possibly the
fish could tolerate a passive expansion, perhaps throughout the entire vertical distance It is
migrating. Second, as pointed out by Dr. Alexander, the business of diffusion is almost certainly
controlled by rate of blood flow through the resorption mechanism in the oval. I consider it
quite probable that the fish alters the rate of blood flow, within some range, so that towards the
upper limit of its vertical migration, as it is resorbing gas, it is in fact pumping blood ,hrough
this structure very much more rapidly than It found necessary to do when it began the migra-
tion. I do not think that there is any reason in the world why we should accept the idea that it
does this at a uniform rate. Therefore, this changes the whole diffusion pkture, ana your rate
of rise relative to diffusion is probably quite reasonable in that context.

D'Aoust: I assume you mean in the context that the diffusion coefficient you got would be
something that lumped everything together. The actual diffusion coefficients involve surface
area and circulation more than anything. But as you said, at the upper edge of the range It has
to do a tremendous amount more circulatory work.

Pickwell: The reason I mentioned this is that in physiological experiments with gas secretion
when we are observing the gas gland, it operates at different rates also, which lends credence to
Dr. Alexander's supposition that there is an idling rate of maintenance of volumes. This is prob.
ably true. Nevertheless the swimbladder is after all a diffusion barrier, and in various species it
is a rather good one, so I do not think we can assume that the fish, even at a conslderable depth,
is losing a huge quantity of gas and therefore has to idle at a very rapid rate; it has to idle at
some rate, surely.

.........................
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D'Aoust: Yes, the dimensions are pretty small.

Pickwell: This is my point.

D'Aoust: For water, for example, a millimeter or so, a millimeter is almost the thickness of the
body wall in some of these fish. I should think it would be idling if it is maintaining neutral
buoyancy at an appreciative rate, relative to the normal energy budget of the -ish.

Pickwell: I don't think so. I think it is idling at a very small rate relative to what it can do when
it wants to refill the bladder.

DAoust: I agree with you. I think we aie saying the same thing differoiitly.

Pickwell: Speaking in terms of one millimeter structures, just for fun since Eric Barham isn't on
his feet yet, I thought I would throw in the physonect siphonophores. They do have a dimen-
sion roughly one millimeter in diameter, and they are carrying about I mm 3 of gas. As far as we
can tell from eb-rvations both in the laboratory and from submersibles, within some rather
tight limits they maintain a constant volume. Well, they can do this. They have a structure for
putting out the gas. Nevertheless they are swimming rapidly, and their rate is still comparable
to what the myctophids do. Let's not forget that both of these animals, these presumably
resonant targets, are swimming. They're not just rising passively as this gas carries them upwards.
Therefore, the rate or, at least the delimiting feature in rate of migration for a myctophid with a
swimbladder, may be simply how fast it can take the gas out; certainly not in the case of the
physonects, though.

D'Aoust: That is what I am suggesting. What I am saying is that we can make some measure-
ments now, and even though the coefficients we get will not mean too much in terms of real
diffusion coefficients, it will be something we can work with physiologically.

• .......... . •..,•. , .... •••.. • • •• • ." k•Wi • • •



DEEP-SEA FISHES
LETHARGY AND VERTICAL ORIENTATION

Eric G. Barham
Naval Undersea Research and Development Center

San Diego, California

ABSTRACr

Over the past several years observations from deep submersible vehicles have provided new
perspectives on the biology of mesopelaic fishes

Many individuals of the myctophids, Lampanyctus leucopwus and L. mexicanus, the
deep-sa smelt Bathylagus ttilblus, and Cyclothone accfinlens observed at middepths off
southern California are passively drifting with their longitudinal axes at acute angles to the
horizontal plane. If stimulated by the presence of the craft, such lethargic, vertically
oriented fishes swim rapidly away. Thus, the frequency of these observations is related in
part to the type of vehicle used, its equipment, and the way it is operated.

The adult myctophids have lumen-occluded, fat-surrounded swimbladders indicating
that food storage and elimination J buoyant gas production asre adaptations for diurnal re-
duction of metabolic and physical activity in response to environmental stress.

In some cass, vertical orientation of myctophid. is polarized, the vast majority of in.
dividuals being oriented with their heads up in late afternoon and their heads down in thi
forenoon. This may be adaptive. Rhythmic operculer movements suggest that respiratory
water currents jetted from their gill cavities are used to maintain their depth level or to
"swim" up and down. A majority of myctophids that mipate into surface waters at night
are seen actively swimming, but many adults remain immobile and vertically oriented near
their daytime depths. Thus, some mesopelagic fishes may undergo periods of hibernation
similar to known shallow water fishes

Bathylqw utf fblu lacks a swimbladder and that of Cyclothone acclln ens Is fat filled.
Vertical orientation in these flihes may result from a lack of sensory clues.

These observation suggest that: change of posture may affect the sound reflecting
properties of fishes responsible for deep scattering layers; there are two behavioral types of
myctophids, each with recognizable morphological features; photophores of vertically
oriented fies could not create a protective counter-hading, low-level boluminescent
glow against downcoming ambient ligt, and active fishes may be nearer their endurnsce
limits and ths more easily captured by nets than those in a lethargic state that are rested
and capable of rapid evasive movements

INTRODUCTION

Diminutive mesopelagic fishes dwelling in the three-dlniensional environment of oceanic mid-
depths are, without doubt, the most abundant vertebrate animals in our world; and yet, under-
standably, little is known of their behavior. Few such fishes me removed unnured from
plankton nets and trawls, and even those species that nocturnally ascend into surface waters and
are dilpetted carefully live, at the longpst, only a few hours in shipboard aquaria; stressed and
confined, their behavior is hardly typical. Thus, our concepts of the bioloY of these flshes by
necessity have been band mainly on anotomical studies, net-catch data, and occasional glimpm
of such fishes under ships lights when they are in surface waters.

100
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Mesopelagic fishes now can be studied in their own environment from deep submersible
vehicles (DSV), and this paper draws from the experiences of over 50 dives in five different
DSV's during a 6-year period. Most of the data presented are based on the results of a 19-dive
series in the Westinghouse Deepstar 4000 vehicle in the San Diego Trough, 30 June to 16
December 1966, because these observations were taken tinder better conditions and in the con-
text of information gained from previous dives.

It is now apparent to this observer that in the California Current, numerous individuals of at
least two species of myctophids, Lampanyctus (-Stenobradulus) leucopums and L.
(=Tripho tu rus) mexicanus, some species of the gonostomatid genus, Cyclothone, and the deep.
sea smelt, Bathylagus (-Leurogiossus) stilbius, normally are suspended lethargically, virtually
motionless in the water, oriented with their long axes at the vertical or at steep angles from the
horizontal. This behavior would seem to have important implications regarding the biology of
these fishes. Thus, although other behavioral traits are noted, this paper deals mainly with what,
for want of better terms, we will call "lethargy" and "vertical orientation." By necessity, much
of the presented information is anecdotal. The possible relationships of fish behavior to the
scattering of underwater sound are discussed, and interpretation of the reported behavior is
placed in the context of problcns that have long intrigued biologists. Conclusions, however, are
tentative, and are given in the hope that they may stimulate further study and consideration of
these prolific fishes, about which we know so little.

OBSERVATIONS

Trieste I

The kinds of organisms, and their behavior, that one observes from DSV's are affected
greatly by the type of vehicle used and the way it is equipped and operated. Our experiences
using the bathyscaphe, Tfieste 1, during six dives in the San Diego Trough (January to October
1962, approximately at 32030'N, I 1728'W) are a case in point. Generally, the bathyscaphe
rose or fell rapidly in her passages through middepths. In her dimly lit and partially obstructed
field of view, objects the size and pigmentation of mesopelagic figh could be men and recog-
nized only at distances of less than 5 m. Numerous mesopelagic fishes were sighted (Dietz,
1962; Barham, 1963), but these were seen either in rapid flight at the edges of the light field as
Treste I was descending, or they were caught up and momentarily tumbled about in the vortex
created by the ascending bathyscaphe. As the craft role, omne fides apparently were stunned
or killed by the bathyscaphe's large, gasoline-filled float, and they were Inert and turning
slowly end over end as they passed by the viewing port.

The only opportunity for prolonged observation of midwater fishes occurred on two
occasions when the bathyscaphe's descent had been slowed by an overdischarge of ballat.
Small groups of yearling Pacific hake (M*erbecks perdawas) swam slowly back and forth in
front of the viewing port, occasionally erecting their dorsal spines. In this case they were
obviously attracted to the craft, following It both up and down for short distances.

Trieste Ii

Conditions for viewing mesopelagic fishes were improved in T7*ste II by installation of
additional lights and more powerful motors, which permitted cruising at mlddepths. On a dive
during early morning hours in the San Diego Trough, (5 March 1964, at 3252' N, 11t727' W),
large numbers of myctophids first were noted motionless in a vertical position, the mqjowty
with their heads down. These were seen at the fringes of the ulight feld. The hes that we
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descended on at close range broke with a start from their lethargic state and rapidly swam down-
ward in quick, jerky flights. When such fish could be kept in view, they were seen to resume
again a vertical, immobile position, some with head up, others head down. This behavior was
most surprising because myctophids at the surface at night under a ship's lights, are frequently
darting at random, even leaping above the surface and leaving a shower of sinking scales behind
while escaping an attacking squid.

Cousteau Saucer

The small Cousteau Soucoupe Sous Marine (Diving Saucer) is ideally suited for midwater
observations. Buoyancy can be trimmed to maintain a constant depth, and an unobstructed,
well-illuminated field of view is provided. By remaining motionless with all lights and motors
turned off and then switching on the lights, a good impression of the normal behavior and
posture of midwater organisms can be obtained. This technique of alternating light and dark
periods was used to study the migrations of deep scattering layers (DSL) in four dives (3 to 4
February 1965) off Cabo San Lucas, Baja California, at about 22050' N, 109040' W (Barham,
1966). Swarms of a large (8 to 10 cm in length), silvery-scaled myctophid (probably Myctophum
aurolateratum) were observed swimming in a series of quick, random movements of about I m,
alternating with motionless, short pauses. (This is similar to the behavior one sees when
myctophids come to ships' lights at night in surface waters.) A few small (5 to 7 cm), black
myctophids (probably Lampanyctus mexicanus) were seen also, vertically oriented, hanging
motionless at the edges of the light field.

D-epsr 4o00
Vth this background, we made a special effort to take data on mesopelagic fishes observed

during the Deepatar dive series in 1966. Deepstar is essentially a larger Cousteau Diving Saucer
with greater depth capability and payload. When an instrument rack is not in plae, there is a
good view, only partially obstructed by the overhanging brow. The observer liea comfortably on
a couch behind the viewing port, dictates notes to a tape recorder, and can activate both a 70-

rmm still camera with slaved strobe flash and a 16-mm cln6canamm. Various lights can be turned
off or on to provide beat illumination for near- or far-field viewing. A second observer sits in the
rear and can assist by reading instruments taking notes, and maintaining communications with
the surface support ship via underwater telephone. As in all deep subia,.•ble operations, the
skill, interest, and motivation of the pilot, who liOs beside the principal observer, viewing from
his port, are of utmost Importance in taking good data. (See Terry, 1966, for a detailed descrip-
tion of this craft and the other DSV's used.)

During the course of the program, we pined the impression that more midwater orgnisms
could be seen, and in their natural postures, by drifting slowly up or down with the motors off.
(Possible reasons for this effect will be discused later.) The dives were planned, however, to
study the depth relationship of orgiensms to DSL'A and other acoustic featureL With the bal-
lasting system then in use, Deepsiar could establish neutral buoyancy at only one depth after
the descent weight was jettisoned. Thus, the dives were made in stepwise descendhng trasects,
running constantly on the motors to maintain a relatively stable level at several depths chosen on
the bass of scattering conditions recorded by a surface ship previous to the dive.

The general posture and vertical distribution of all myctophids, Cycotl•me sp. and
Oathykps stil bl observed during six div over a 1-month period ame shown in Pipme 1. lSued
on similarity of dive pattern, these data were selected from a larger body of informtion. By
running on the motors at speeds varying from 0.5 to 2.0 knots (0.95 to 3.7 kmfh) to maintain
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Ftgure 1. Vertical distribution and eneral orientation of mooeal fishes commonly
obevdin aix Deepstar dives In 1966. The June to Nqovmber dives were made within I hn o
3?2S2' N, 117°30' W. The Decemnber dive was IS kn to the SE at 32°20'N, 117"19'W, but
still in the San Diego Trough. Time span for the dives ar shown at the head of each column,
and total obsenvation time for each dive is Indicated hI parnmthese under te dotted linemarking the lowr limit of the dive. Afl quiescent fishes auenuted at anle petr than about l30° from the horizontal are indicated in "V" columns; thoro fishes horizotatl, either
swinuning or motionless, are scored In the "Jr" cohuns. Total fish counts fot each dive and
the percent of those that wer vertlell oriented ar iMetd below eac set of data.

the desied level, horizontal transects were made at the depths indicated by the arrows on FtS-
ure 1. Depth of Deepsta- was recorded by an echo rounder directed upward. At each transect
level, observations were made during four 2-mmn. periods of lisht (provided by 1 ,000w and
500.w lamps) alternating with periods of darkneu of the same duration. While deacemdtag, be-
tween transec,,, 2-rain. lighted observations were made at the approimte 20r intervals aiw
by dots. Time span for the dives are shown at the head of each cohumn, and total observation
time for each dive is indicated in parentheses under the broken line makn the lower limit of
the dive. The vertical distribution of the fishes is plotted in 20-sm grops.

The vast majority of the myctophids were either La • /eu Mcpuapm or L. usvxlcsmu,
the latter species predominating at depths below 500 m. Th1orn vertically oriented Cyckthoes,
identified with awarance, were larg individuals of the black C• aclhWa found generally be-
low 400 tn. The majority of Cyc&towne •d above 400 m were (2 sguwta, a Imdl, wuitl
swimmin species with spase pigm~ents -zi. Thids species can be reoie only within 2 m of ]

II

the viewing port, where it umually is washed about hlmplessly by the DSV's pnrisma wavte. Its

700.
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normal posture appears to be horizontal. Sightings of Bathylag-s stiibius are, without excep-
tion, limited to depths below 500 m. Those fishes listed as "unidentified" were almost all mem-
bers of these groups, but were seen either at such a distance or so fleetingly that a definite de-
termination could not be made. Theic rt•lsti, nauwers tended to decline following the JuMy
dive, a result of increasing confidence !n our field ,centirxaekinrs. Considerable numbers of
hatchetflshes (Sternoptychidue) ano were observed; these flme.; were sometimes motionless, but
always horizontally oriented. Mast hat'Letfuihes appeared to be A'gyropdecus pacificus or
4. intermedius. A few were pi.bab)y A. ychnus or A. hawalensis. Ltner numbers were defi-
nitely Sternoptyx liaphana. When Decpstar was underway, moat hatchetfiTuhs were sighted in
rapid flight. We have approavhed dowly, howevef, hatchetfidies that remained motionless (al-
though their fins were vibyatihqo until almost in contac' with the craft. They the, turned
rapidly b;ck and forth three or four timer within their own length before darting away. On
other occasiont when we were moving rapidly, hatchetflbhes took flight, usually downward, at
considerable distances froza the boat. Several unidentified barracudinas (Pamlepididae), and
snipe eels (Nemichthyidae)e,ere wen vertically oriented, but in a highly active state.

Above 550 m, the total cnumbers of fishes and the percent of those verticJiay orPn'.;d a&
clearly domineted by the fluctuations in the myctophid communit,% ! ?.pajzý:y s Lkucop.ums
and L. mexcanus populatiowt appear to drift in loose aggregates. Hemcto count, ,. lhe fishes
taken on two consecutive dives made on the same day can diffe., rore ;i nn the tesits of Cdvc¢
made at monthly intervals, these aggregations must be dispersed wid•ey. (AppAre'tly, eMriaites
of population density based on individual dives are no better -A inditvdual net hauls.)

The results of the September dive deserve "eclal attention. , trhis dive, following the deep-
est observations, the descending weight was dropped, and D'ee' star climbed skwly (about 15
m/misn) on its motors while other work was done. At a deptit of 540 m, the ascent weiW it wu
dropped without motor noise. The DSV rose rapidly witi i lights continueusly on while the
data on the left side of Fiure 2 were obtajed. &IT-smnws tilted ap at a nsteep ang-e, and we
had a clear view (partially obstructed by the rin• brow when the craft "As in a hori-
zontal or down position) of the undisturbed em .'ninment Aboe and in frx.t of aas Fully 97%
of the 273 ntyctophids noted during the asent were Iitmoblk md hanging in a vertical position.
All but three individuals at the lower levels were orie.*-.d with their heads uppenmm. The
lantemnshes sighted between 350 and 260 m were young Lw ,ctus Marop.wu, 4 to 5 Cm in
length. Only six individuals of thi size clan had been noted at the ane depths duri !he
descent trmasects of the samxe. dive. During the ase.t, •otta were dk--Atent ,rAkuaously whik
the cobouzver read off depths from a "oo,-don pse'ure RSW (L, •p3r r uward4owking
depth recorder does not functio properly when the bnxt i angled aceply in the reent pos-
don.) In Figure 2 the fish counts (shown wider postwe ",rnbols) harve been bracketed to the
depth notadons.

As soon as Deepstmrw batteries could be redued, another dive was made, ths one entirely
durit hours of dadkneu, The data taken whb*e dscending in step fshion, as dt=#eed eadier,
are plotted on the rtht side of Figure 2. Onhl 3.1M of the 92 mrytopids in the uppe 100 in
were in Yrta position and Inact*e when fis "en. The vast majoi of then , were the smal
site daam of L .vPrycn kswopsoz. A few tvcv mature qeckww of the sme qwcies and
several of thei cte Individuals kokd like T71rk bw re typcuhmv . Below 100 in, 68% of di.
54 hWatriues dohted were inactie and in vertc positiom. Mot of theve wwe matur bidi-
vidu:1s, L kuawpwsu prominsatd at shallower levels and 1. nmexl~m at the greatr depths.

Further considerations of the effects of DWsV' a4r e o mode of operston oa the flbes smn
is In order. When wM moving hoontx a on DetpW 4 smotor, lthaslc, vtically
oriented fwoes were seen just as the lItt --te turned on. If at a diatate. ftdah remained
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unaffeaed by the craft's premuce. But a Lpstgr aW.ed they quicdy reacted as they entaw
!,h inteON relion of the liot feld ot when the photoorsic strobe 00t was actiated. Mycto.
phids responded to them stibri by brem*Iu from their torpor and mmieg don ma dway
from the craft ih a arkei of rapid Mlights innspeud with dhmi paums and sht champs of
direction. Bathylads respunded skifary, but they m~ntained a steadie couru. C)'chou
Scdsdmsa took M&igh. although it is a slow, fluttvring rwinvur. Occasonafly, aD three
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fishes resumed their vertical posture after making these rapid movements. As previously noted,
they reorient with their heads either in the origitsil pusition or reversed.

While Deepstar was quietly ascending or descending with the floodlights on, unseen fishes in
the immrediate path o,- the craft probably were stimulated into action before entering our field
of view. Consequently, a higher percentage of those that were observed were seen i'ndisturbed
and in quiescent vertical position. We generally weemed to get higher fish counts when Deepstar
was slowly diafting up or down, and the motor noise associated with horizontal transects may
have altered some fishes, repelling them before they entered our light field. Apparently, fishes
respoid differently to the noise produced by different DSV's. The Cousteau diving saucer has a
water propulsi3n system that has no noticeable effect on fishes. Deepstar has two propellers
driven by electric motors; either the di:ect-to-alternating rurrent-inverter "whine" or the "snap"
of switch contacts when motor speed changes are made seems to repel fishes. This makes it dif-
ficult to position the boat so that lethargic, vertically oriented fishes can be photographed with-
out triggering them into evasive action. When Deepstar was sinking slowly backwards, lethargic
fishes occasionally drifted arouInd ftom the shadow zone on the sidos to a position just in front
of the viewing port, where they could be observed critically, but were not in a position to be
photographed by the fixed cameras. Numerous pictures of vertically oriented fishes were taken,
but always at a d~stance. (Figure 3). 1 ney are not as revealing as short segments of motion pic-
tures showing motionless, vertically oriented fishes and their quick evasive actions when we
approached them.

On 2.4 September 1967, 1 had a brief opportunity to observe myctophids in the Atlantic
Ocean off the New England coast (39'48' N, 70032' W) from thfb Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution's Alvin. The objective of the dive was to study benthic fauna in c, illaboration with
Drs. H. Sanders, R. Hessler, and R. Scheltema. On Dive 224, after a prolonged transect of the
bottom, Alvin rose rapidly to the surface while I viewed constantly from the pilot's forward
port. Between about 550 and 350 m, we first passed through scattered individuals and then
tremendous concentrations of a large myctophid, all swimming rapidly downward and away
from us, apparently in panic. At times it seemed as if the water literally was raining myctophids.
These were, undoubtedly, the same populptions studied in detail the following week by Backus
et al. (1968). By homing on large targets with FM sonar, these workers clearly showed that this
species, Ceratoscopelus maderensis, forms dense concentrations that are responsible for certain
distinctive acoustic features.

In December 1967, we had further opportunities to obseive mesopelagic fishes in waters
other than the California Current using Deepstar. Some observations made on seven dives in
coastal regions between Puntarenas, Costa Rica, and Acapulco, Mexico, are briefly summarized
here. During most of thesw dives, perhaps to our observational advantage, Deepstar's inverters
were inoperative. Without motors, the craft could only sink or rise slowly, or maintain a
relatively steady position by ballasting.

Countless numbers of myctophids were observed. On some occasions these formed such
dense swarms that they literally surrounded the boat. They behaved in a way similar to the
behavior reported for Ceratoscopelus maderensis in western Atlantic slope water by Backus and
his coworkers (1968). These myctophids Benthosena panamense were identified from speci.
mens that lodged under the boat's fairings. In all cases, this species was highly active, swimming
rapidly in typical myctophid fashion. The fishes were stror~gly attracted to the craft's lights
and, on one occasion, followed us downward some 300 m. As off Cabo San Lucas in the earlier
Cousteau saucer divr ;, only a few small, black myctophids were noted in the lethargic state and
vertically oriented at the edges of the light field.
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Several snipe - eels (family Nemichthyidae) were seen verticafy oriented with their heads
uppermost and the midsections of their long snakelike bodies thrown into sinusoidal curves, On
several occasions, between 150 and 250 in near the top of myctophid populations, large (25 to
30 cm) fishes were seen vertically oriented. Their heads were uppermost, and at times, rapid
vibrations would run the length of their elongated, silvery bodies. Their bodies were so com-
pressed that when their ventral or dorsal aspects were turned to the viewer, they seemed to dis-
appear. These were probably cutlassfish (family Trichiuridae).

DISCUSSION

What have been the impressions of other underwater observers? Commenting on his pioneer-
ing observations from the bathysphere, Beebe (1935) was smitten by the "great activity of all
the creatures except such as jellies and siphonophores," and, although he saw many gonostomatids
and myctophids, he makes no mention of lethargy or vertical orientation. Many of the observers
reporting on dives in the French bathyscaphes in the Mediterranean and adjacent Atlantic waters
have noted that the barracudina, Parakpls (-Notolepis) ribsoi, frequently holds itself rigidly up-
right, at times motionless but with fins vibrating, and then darts rapidly away oriented horizon-
tally (Furnestin, 1955; Pirls, Piccard, and Ruivo, 1957; Trdgouboff, 1956, 1958). Furnestin,
who first reported on the odd behavior of P. rissoi, based on the identification on a specimen ac-
cidentally caught in the superstructure of the FNRS-3 bathyscaphe. The barracudina we have seen
vertically oriented in the Deepstar dives is probably the subspecies Paralepis rissot rdiw Coinci-
dentally, another paralepidid, Paralepis atlantica, observed swimming normally, was snagged
between the Deepstar's sphere and cowling on the June 1966 dive. Bernard (1955) saw
Sýyngnathus sp. in conjugating pairs actively swimming while vertically oriented, and Marshall
(1960) quotes a letter from PNrls stating he had watched Chauliodus sloani hover obliquely in
the water. There is no mention in these works of vertical orientation or its relation to lethargy
in the types of fishes reported on here. Pirls (1958a) does note that Cyclothone sp. are
frequently immobile, but both Peres (1958b) and Tregouboff (1958) comment that myctophids
are always in constant motion. It thus appears that the connection between le:hargy and verti-
cal posture in mesopelagic fishes has not been made previously in the literature.

In personal communications, however, several colleagues have informed me about seeing
lethargic, vertically oriented fishes from D$V's. Dwing a late afternoon dive on the day previous
to ours in Trieste II in the San Diego T,,ough, Dr. R. Dill reported seeing many "small fishes"

(very probably myctophids) oriented %-;rtically with their heads up as the bathyscaphe rapidly
descended to the bottom for geological studies. More recently, Dr. W. Clarke told me that while
diving in Pisces in the Northeast Pacific off British Columbia and again in Deepstar in the Gulf
of Moxico, he noted somt, myctophids in vertical position and immobile. Dr. D. Cohen informed
me that in Deepstar dives in the Atlantic he saw many paralepidids and snipe - eels in vertical
position, but not myctophids or other common mnesopelagic fishes. Dr. R. Backus also told of
seeing elongated, predaceous fishes in the vertical position. Concerning myctophids, Backus and
his colleagues (1968) reported that the shoals of Ceratoscopelus maderensis were at rest. "They
hung motionlessly in the water, sometimes horizontally, but often a little obliquely." The fish
reacted to the presence of AhIn by swimming vigorou6y away. They also gained the impres-
sion that "Schools deep in the layer appeared to react more slowly and less vigorously ...

Clearly there are striking differences in the observed behavior of mesopelagic fishes, particularly
the myctophids. We will attempt later to reconcile some of th-,se conflicts, but first let us con-
sider what roles lethargy and vertical orientation may play in the lives of these fishes.
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Lethargy

The behavior and posture of many mesopelagic fishes observed in 1966 Deepstar dive series
is quite similar to that observed by Russian fishery biologists in the North Atlantic from the sub-
marine Severyanka of herring said to have been hibernating at relatively shallow depths.
(Ryzhenko, 1962; Ryzhenko, Sokolov, Zolotov, and Khromov, 1961). Reportedly, the herring
were completely immobile. Generally they are vertically oriented, although occasionally they
are horizontal in posture, but with their ventral surfaces uppermost. Hibernation in other
shallow-water marine fishes is known, typically in cold waters, and the fishes involved charac-
teristically store large amounts of fat (Nikolsky, 1963). Interestingly, the adults of both
Lampanyctus leucopsarus and L. mexicanus have regressed swimbladders copiously invested
with fatty tissue (Capen, 1967), and this organ in adult Cyclothone acclinidens is filled with
lipid material (Marshall, 1960).

Note in Figure 2 that about 70% of the myctophids seen in the upper 100 m at night were
active and swimming horizontally. The majority of these fishes appeared to belong to the same
population of adolescent Lampanyctus leucopsarus that had been observed the previous after-
noon virtually all vertically oriented and immobile. This suggests that the fish's energy-expending
activities are mainly restricted to their stay in shallow waters. As suggested by Marshall (1960),
there is no rule that says all individuals of a population must migrate to the surface every night.
Note again in Figure 2 that over half of the adult myctophids seen during the night dive at depths
below 100 m were immobile and vertically oriented. Perhaps at certain stages in the lives of
some myctophids, a state of suspended activity with little or no diurnal vertical movement is
maintained for prolonged periods of time. Recall, however, that when triggered into action by
an approaching DSV, these fishes are capable of rapid evasive movement. Perhaps then, these
fishes have conformed to the stresses of their environment by developing a pattern of lethargic
behavior, a modified type of hibernation that allows them to conserve energy, remain incon-
spicuous to their predators, and yet be capable of quick response to attack.

Regarding lethargy in Cyclothone acclinidens and bathylagids, as well as myctophids, work by
Karineu (1965) shows that the activity of the respiratory enzyme, succinic dehydrogenase, is
inversely related to the depth of capture of mesopelagic fishes. Thus, some degree of suspended
activity might be expected in many deep-dwelling pelagic fishes.

Another line of biochemical research bears on this discussion. Nevenzel, Rodegker, Robinson,
and Kayama (1970) have studied the lipids of eight species of myctophids. In four of these
species, the lipid content of the whole fish is three to four times greater than in the oti ers. Three
of these four species, Lampanyctus ieucopsarus, L. mexicanus, and L. ritteri, have atrophied,
fat-surrounded swimbladders. The fourth species, Diaphus theta, is a dilemma. Capen's (1967)
specimens were netted off Japan and had normal swimbladders, yet individuals of what is
apparently the same species taken off California have swimbladders similar to L. leucopsarus,
L. mexicanus, and L. ritter. None of the four species with low total lipid content (Hygophum
reinhardii, Taretonbeania crenularis, Symbolophorus evermanni, and S. cailfomlensis)
appear to have this type of swimbladder ms adults. Nevenzel and his associates did not specifi-
cally analyze swimbladders, but the same general ratios of total lipid content hold for muscle
tissue and viscera taken from the two set3 of fishes. Thus it seems that high lipid content is
associated with mesopelagic fishes in which lethargy and its related vertical orientation are well-
developed.

In summary, Marshall (1960) has pointed out that the anatomical evolution of mesopelagic
fishes has been shaped by their environmental stresses of hydrostatic pressure, dim light, sparse
food, and, perhaps most important, cold watar, which reduces metabolic activity and increases
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the viscosity of the medium through which they must move. These factors have resulted in a
degradation of their muscle and bone tissue. It appears that in some mesopelagic fishes, reduc-
tion of activity, such as discussed here, is a behavioral corollary.

Vertical Orientation

Odd body postures of fishes are hardly unknown. Some shallow-water marine fishes typically
orient at odd angles in thigmotactic response to their physical environment. They align them-
selves in relation to sea urchin spines, coral, and gorgonian fronds in what appears to be a pro-
tective adaptation. As a possible extension of this function, a new gobioid fish has been reported
recently by Cohen and Davis (1969) that, even when evading Scuba divers, maintains a vertical,
heads-up posture while swimming several feet from a vertical underwater cliff. In other cases,
there seems to be no apparent rationale for atypical orientation. For example, certain characins,
though not bottom feeders, go around with the forepart of their bodies tilted down, and shrimp-
fish Aeoliscus strigatus live in schools and swim rapidly in the vertical position with their heads
down. Immobility does tend to make mesopelagic fishes inconspicuous to the human eye
(perhaps to their predators as well), and there may be a further protective advantage to vertical
orientation. In the San Dieg- Trough, the water usually is fihed with vertically hanging detrital
"strings" about 10 cm in length. fhese strings strongly reflect light, and a quiescent fish at the
edge of the light field in areas of such detritus is hard to recognize until it moves. The subjec-
tive impression one gets is that these little fishes, like so many rabbits, are hiding in the weeds.
It should be noted, however, that vertical orientation is not confined to fishes. It is also
common in chaetognaths, tomopterids, copepods, some squid, and certain siphonophores.

In the case of myctophids, another possible adaptive function of vertical orientation is
related to buoyancy mechanisms and vertical migration. Freshly netted, moribund, adult
Lampanyctus leucopsarus and L. mexicanus sink when placed in shipboard aquaria. Capen's
(1967) sucrose solution experiments on a size series of freshly trawled L. mexicanus show that
adults over 30 mm standard length (SL) have a density between 1.025 and 1.037 g/cm3 . Thus,
they probably have a slight negative buoyancy in relation to sea water of density 1.026. The
question then arises, how do the apparently inert, vertically oriented adults maintain their
optimum depth.

We generally view the fishes from a moving platform, and it is difficult to verify whether
lethargic, vertically oriented myctophids are maintaining a constant level. At times, however,
when Deepstar was virtually motionless, no marked verticl movements were noted. Fin or body
vibrations were not disce.rnible. Obvious, however, were rhythmic opercular movements at 3- to
4-sec intervals that produced the flow of respiratory water over the gills. Shallow-water fishes
keeping a fixed, midwater, horizontal position make reverse power strokes with their pectoral
fins to compensate for the jet action of water forced through their gill chambers. It is reasonable
to assume that myctophids use similar respiratory currents to maintain or raise themselves in
the water column against their slight negative buoyancy. The young myctophids observed during
the ascent from the daytime September dive were probably just beginning their evening ascent.
They were, without exception, polarized with their heads uppermost. They may have been
literally "breathing" their way to shallower depths.

Most young Lampanycus leucopsarus and L. mexicanus float after capture, and studies of
the latter species show that at intermediate growth stages, the fat deposits investing the swim-
bladders are only partially developed (Capen, 1967). Whereas their tissues exe then denser than
those of the adults, (ranging from 1.050 to 1.067 g/cm'), a small gas phase is generally present
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in specimens under 42 mm SL. Thus, though young adults use fat to compensate for most of
their bulk, they still may secrete and resorb a small gas bubble for critical buoyancy trim.

A case of functional adaptation for vertical orientation of the swinibladderless Bathylagus
stilbius is not made so easily as for the myctophids. Most tend to be oriented either head up or
down, at 450 angles rather than strictly vertically, and spasmodic body tremors and fin move-
ments are noticeable. Based on dives deeper than those discussed here, the large and consistently
present B. stilbius population extends to about 1000 m. This species apparently does not
regularly make extensive diurnal migrations, but at times they do come to the surface in large
numbeis. We took 48 specimens in early evening surface net hauls in the San Diego Trough, 13
January 1966. Forty-five of these were large (80 to 110 mnm SL) heavily gravid females, one was
an immature female, and two were small, immature males (35 to 55 mm SL). This suggests sex-
related behavior similar to that of the myctophid, Tarletonbenia crenularis (Bolin, 1961).
Apparently, mating is carried on at their lower depth levels, for on two occasions during dives in
Th'este II (February to March 1964), several pairs of bathylagids were seen vent to vent, with
tremors passing through their vertically oriented bodies.

What can be said of such fishes as paralepidids, snipe eels, and cutlassfishes in which vertical
orientation seems to be so common? They all seem to lack swimbladders and upturned eyes, but
have elongated, silvery bodies and predacous habits. Perhaps this posture is an advantage it,
stalking and capturing their prey from below, as suggested by Harrisson (1967) and others.

Bioluminescence

Dotting the bodies of myctophids and gonostomids are bioluminescent organs and glands, and
the possible functions of these light-producing organs have long been the subject of conjecture
(see McAllister, 1967, for a recent comprehensive review). In at least 72% of the 42 fish families
known to be bioluminescent, these photophores tend to be concentrated along the ventral body
surface (D.E. McAllister, personal communication). Because of this, Clarke (1963) has cham-
pioned the idea that such light organs might produce constant, low-level luminescence that would
protect them from deeper.living predators by matching the downcoming light level, thus pro-
viding a type of "countershading." Obviously, this would not work when such fishes are verti-
cally oriented. On the affirmative side, however, note that hatchetfishes, Cyclothone signata,
and the few melanostomiatids we have observed have never been seen in this position; these
fishes better fit Clarke's conditions of association of photophores with pigmented body areas.
Then, too, the principle still may apply to myctophids while they are in a horizontai position
anci in an active mode.

Our in situ observations so far have contributed little to the bioluminescence enigma. I havt
looked for bioluminescence associated with fishes at times when lights on submersible vehicles
had failed or were turned out. With one exception, the only bioluminescent patterns I have been
able to associate with large organisms have been in ctenophores, salps, and siphonophores.
During a Trieste II dive, March 1964, at about 450 m in the San Diego Trough, a piece of equip-
ment suspended from the bathyscaphe float hit a lethargic, vertically oriented myctophid. The
fish gave off a bright blue flash of such intensity that it could be seen against the artificial light
field of the craft. The flash very probably was from the caudal gland, or so-called "stem chaser."
The fish then darted away. At certain times, when the DSV was moving forward or dropping
rapidly, I saw small, unidentified objects strike against the front of the craft and emit a bright
flash that was discernible against the trtificial light field. Streamers of bioluminescent paterial
may have lingered momentarily. From darkened Deepstar, I have noted relatively large,
amorphou. structures emitting a steady glow. When the lights were turned on, however, only
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a films of organic material could be associated with the regions where the glow was seen,
jestive of biolumintscent bacteria adsorbed to detrital material. My eyes were not fully dark

adapted, however, and I could have failed to note other low-level light sources.
One other unall point of interest. Deepstar was equipped with a xeon "flasher" to aid the

surface ship's crew in locating the vehicle when it surfaced at night. This "flasher" usually would
be turned on at about 50 m, and its first flash would evoke a bright bioluminescent response
from the surrounding water. The response to subsequent flashes would be less and less inten-
sity until they were no longer discernible.

Before postulating further adaptive functions for the bioluminescence of marine organisms,
rerhaps it is time to reconsider the basic biochemical role of this process, as suggested by
Hastings (1968).

Net Avoidance

Studies show that catches of mesopelagic fishes in midwater trawls to 400 m of depth are
generally more productive at night than during the day (Paxton, 1967; Pearcy and Laurs, 1966).
This generally is thought to result from visual avoidance of the nets under brighter daytime
light conditions. Observe a net being hauled to the surface at night. Usually the posterior region
of the net is aglow with bioluminescing, captured organisms, and passage of the towing wire and
the net's bridle and mouth-framre through the water are triggering "sparkle" and bright bio-
luminescent flashes. One would think that if a fish's visual equipment is capable of seeing an
approaching net in the dimly lit waters of its daytime depths, it certainly should be able to sense
such a "fiery apparition."

Consider another explanation for the day.night difference in catch. Harrisson (1967) has
discumd in detail the reltionship of ftih orien' stion to net avoidance. If the swimming speed
of a fish and velocity of a net are of about the same order, the most effective escape path for the
fish is at right angles to the path of the net. As previously noted, when vertically oriented,
lethargic fishes are stimulated into action by an approaching DSV, they swim rapidly downward.
Thus, their escape path to horizontally towed nets is probably always at a high angle. If at night-
time, however, more of these fishes are actively swimming at random directions in relation to
the net's course, then their chances of being captured are increased greatly.

Metabolic state may also play a role in nat avoidance. Judging from the behavior of
myctophids at the surface at night when attacked by squid under the ship's lights, the fish are
capable of vigorous evasive action, even jumping clear of the water and skipping along the sur-
face. They soon become exhausted, however, and usually are taken by repeated attacks, appar-
ently being incapable of prolonged, hard activity. It would seem logical that fishes actively
feeding or being fed upon at night might be nearer their exhaustion point and les capable of
making that first critical evasive action (nets only "attack" once) than inactive, resting daytime
fishes "cocked and primed" for escape.

In this context, the vulnerability of meopolagic fishes to large objects coming up beneath
them (as observed in t'e Trieste I dives) causes one to recall the amazingly heavy catches taken
with the old, vertically hauled, standard meter nets compared, in terms of the volume of water
m pled, to our present elaborate, but horizontally hauled, midwatr trawls (se Harrisson,
1967, for a detailed discussion of sampling metcd). In view of the behavioral characteristics of
mesopelagic fh discussed here, it might be rewarding to take a fresh look at the relative
efficiency of these two modes of net hauling. At the least, metabolic sate, state of aggregation,
and associated behavior should be considered in population studies of mesopelagic fishes baned
on net-catch data.
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Sound Scattering Aspects

Based on known distribution, habits, net catch data, and the presence of a potentially reso-
nant gas-filled swimbladder in many species, the mesopelagic fishes, particularly the myctophids,
long have been thought to be responsible for much of the iniddepth, midfrequency (12 to 24
kHz). diurnally migrating sound scattering in the oceans. (See Hersey and Backus, 1962, for a
review of the early literature.) Much recent evidence from several lines of approach strongly sub-
stantiates this view. in situ obscrvations clearly have established the spatial relationship between
some myctophid populations and sound-scattering features (Backus, et al., 1968; and Barham,
1966), and acoustic experiments (Batzler and Pickwell, 1970; McCartney, 1970) reinforce the
importance of resonance.

In this context, the situation off southern California, where much of our work has been done,
is perplexing. At times, a strong migrtory layer centered at about 300 m at its daytime depth is
clearly caused by physonectid siphonophores with carbon-monoxide-filled pneumatophores,
whereas observable myctophids are scarce or concentrated well below this level (Barham, 1963).
A further complicating factor is that the adults of the dominant species of myctophids in this
area have fat-occluded swimbladders; therefore, they should be relatively weak sound scatterers.
The data obtained from all the Deepstar dives pertaining to scattering have not been analyzed
completely, but it appears that at times physonects dominate at DSL depths, at other times, a
mixed population of physonects and small myctophids or other fishes are present, and, more
rarely, as in the September dives, large numbers of small myctophids are concentrated at these
depths. In all cases, however, the fully grown adults are concentrated at deepe, !evels. When we
recall that Capen's (1967) studies of Lampanyctus leucopsarus and L. mexicanus indicated that
immature myctophids of both species contain potentially resonant small gas bubbles, this begins
to make some sense.

Consider Figure 2 again. Adjacent to the dive data are facsimiles of echograms taken simulta-
neously from a surface ship using a 12-kHz transducer and a Gifft recorder. During the afternoon
ascent (left side ot Figure 2), all but one of the 121 myctophids sighted between 260 and 250 m,
near the top of the scattering layer, were adolescents, whereas the mature individuals were con-
centrated below all recorded layers. At dusk, a component from this layer migrated upward, and
the intermediate water levels filled with discrete targets. A more prominent DSL component
rose only slightly, split in two, and maintained this level throughout the night (right side of
Figure 2). Such "nonrr igratory" layers (or components of layers) are common and widespread.
Net hauls taken about 100 miles to the south of the San Diego Trough in the deep oceanic
waters adjacent to Guadalupe Island showed that hatchetfishes inhabited such layers (Pickwell,
Capen, and Sloan, 1968). The vertical distribution of these fishes as observed during the
September 1966 Deepstar dives, provides additional evidence that associates hatchetfishes with
nonmigratory layers. Note, as well, that the adult myctophids have apparently moved upward so
that their populations also coincide with the nonmigratory layer components. In addition,
Midttun and Hoff (1962) have demonstrated that the target strength of cod and coalfish is
markedly reduced reduced (20 to 30 dB) when they are oriented at ob!ique angles in the sound
cone. Changes in posture by myctophids, such as vertical orientation, may then affect volume
reverberation levels.

Two Types of Myctophkds

Some years ago, Marshall (1960) argued that myctophids must be highly active at their day-
time depths to pass enough wtter over their gills for swimbladder inflation. Yet, in the ame
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work, he theorized that such fishes living in an oxygen-minimum layer suspend their activities
during the day, and suggested that "daytime observations from a bathyscaphe might well be
revealing."

Clearly, there are striking differences in the observed behavior of myctophids. This can be
reconciled if we accept the view that there are two types of myctophids, each with related
structures and behavior. One type can be termed the "active" or Myctophum type; the other
the "inactive" or Lampanyctus type. Species of the active type apparently either lack swim-
bladders or have large, gas-filled swimbladders and well-developed related structures - gas gland,
rete mirabilia, oval (Marshall, 1960). Lipid content of their swimbladders is relatively low.
We can further generalize and say they have silvery or brassy scales, large eyes, and firm bodies,
usually with a thin peduncle. They dwell at intermediate depths in tropical and subtropical
waters and in the superficial layers in colder oceans. They migrate to the surface at night, where
they are positively phototactic to light of medium intensity, collect around ship's lights, and can
be dipnetted. The adults are concentrated at scattering layer depths during daylight hours,
where occasionally they form large concentrations. Tl7ay are attxacted to the lights of the DSV
and will follow the craft for long distances. Examples described in this paper would be
Myctophum aurolatematum, Benthosema panamese, and Ceratoscopelis maderensit (Because
I had no opportunity to observe C. maderenus when it was not being terrorized by the rapidly
rising Alvin, this fish is added to the list with some reservations.) Species of the inactive type, on
the other hand, have atrophied swimbladders, overgrown with fat and plugged with tissue. The
organs have a high lipid content. They are darker in color, have small- or medium-size eyes, and
are soft-bodied, usually with a thick peduncle. The fishes may migrate toward the surface at
night, but only rarely reach the surface. They are not attracted to lights and seldom can be
dipnetted. The adults are concentiatod below scattering layer depths where they frequently
drift passively in vertical position. In the California Current, the adolescents may be concen-
trated at DSL depths. They are negatively phototactic to the lights of the DSV and, when
stimulated by the presence of such a craft, break from their topor and swim rapidly away. Exam-
ples would be Lampanyctus leucopsarus and L. mexicanus. Of the various anatomical character-
istics associated with behavioral traits, the nature of the swimbladder would seem the most
important.

These conclusions are generalities and represent dear-cut extremes. Inevitably, there will be
intergrades and, perhaps, chanees in hehavioral patterns associated with stages in life cycle,
season, and environmental conditions.

Having long pondered the problems and enigmas of the deep scattering layer, I conclude that
to fully understand the complexities of this phenomenon, we must first understand the biology
of mesopelagic fishes.
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DISCUSSION

Roper: I was interested in the comment. about inactivity of fish with fat rotemrv rather than
pa bladders. This is rominiscent of abservaotimo that I have made !n one species of deep-ving
coephalopod. It is a squid called &tytaaI•t bysskvk that occun from about 500 to 2500W m.
I was able to keep this animal alive for sevend days in an aquarium aboard ship in the Antarctic.
One of the thinp that puzzled me at the tiUm was that it was a vwry lehri animal that did not
swim around much, although it is not as weekly muscled .you mi&t think. it would hang with
its head down in the watu. When I started to look at it in morw detall, I diwovered that the
liver, instead of beint a sold ms as in mot other coph-lpois was a mi of two chambers that
were fiMed with oil. The1m squid hug vertiyn the watr premabl usi• the o4lfld
caamber a uoyancy tanks. This is u thfti I havm wanted to follow up, but I have not beew
able to yet.

Bmn: Th1W is wry intferes4 We we alW of sud, deep.se squid, that m vetical in the

Roper: Riht. Alm, there ae other kinds ogsquid that coomatrat, samnam im and that
hang head up or head down in the water. Ova of the Woups, the Qadroteatha, ho extreniely
larp arms where the U~hv*We ionss ar coacentraftsd. I have obueemd a species of Co~ftessid
lungig buad up in the water. Some of the others, the Cmudklldae, coammrat the Ion. in a me
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in the mantle cavity: t~y hns hag .wý'.own while "resting," but they do orient horizontally while
swimming.

COŽ'-: uric, 1 think what you really have to explain to us is why any of them orient horizontally,
b,ý-.Ause if you have vertically migrating fishes that spend 3 hours a day going up and the another
3 hours going down, why in the world should they turn horizontal when they get up or down?

Bara•r: That is a very interesting point. I'm glad you brought that up, because there is one

ting I forgot to mention which I think is rather speculative but worth throwing out. The only
movement of myct3phids that you will see when you really get a good look at them is opercular
movements about every 2 or 3 sec, and ! have toyed with the idea that these fishes are maintain.
ing themselves in the water column. You see, they are just slightly negatively buoyant (the ones
that Capen measured with his sucrose experiments); they relate to what we were discussing ear-
iier. With these respiratory currents, if they breathed a little, it would hold them up. If they
started breathing a little faster, why the next thing you know they would get these jets of water
from their operculae and they would breathe their way to the surface. On one occasion we made
a dive early in the morning and we did see them head down. Wc wondered whether they may
breathe their way down again, but I'm not sure about this. I do think that here is sminething they
might as well utilize, this work that they are doing, and we do 3ee this very striking contraction
of the opercular plates.

Oaddock: Have you ever seen them light up?

Bv,*am: No, I haver.t, and ! have looke.. f-r it. The only time I have ever seen biolumineccrnce
from a myctophid is one that w- hw- with part of the vehicle. This was apparently the stemn
chaser (infractuda! gland) which went off with a big flash. You see a lot of bioluminescence in
the water; I have piayed ate game of turning off the lights, seeing something that is biolmnines-
cent, and thei %,ckin4 the lights on very rapidly to try and identiy it. I have seen siphonophores
that .• !ean biolurnines-ent; I have seen ctenopho'es, meduse, and copepods, I think, that

, kit up against the 'W-N ing port and bioluminesce w brightly that you can even see them when
the lights are on. 11-A only thing that I can see normally when playing this game is just a detrital
film "t there which has a steady state glow associated • it as if its elements were biolumines-
cent bacteria.

Oatdock: Incidentally the Ce.woropebia that we saw appearod to be sort of aseep, but they
were not vertically oriented.

C.r*•. W.: I was on some of those dives, too, with Craddock, Hhedric, and Backus. We used
a flashliht out of the port to obsuiw the fish. We were able to see the distances between eye-
baell of the individual rh remain constant as lon as the major tight soutces were off; in other
words, they were owactlve. As soon as we turned the main light souces on, they started swim-
ming down out of the field. This i an observatio we all made. The other thing vAiucerning this
luminescence is that on two occasion duing the Gulf dives when we had lanternfiah In view, we
turnod the liShts off and caught an afterglow from them. I don't think that this was a residual
img on the retina because one time I covered my eyes ard had them turn the lights out, and I

tould see the glow of rfsh as soon as I uncoverd;. when they turned the lights on, the frh were
there sain. It would wet, they had pulled up their lwuinescence to counter the intense light
rfld; they were caught off guard, so to speak, and you could watch that lwmnirmwoce Mm~olly
fade in the darkness when the lights were turned out.
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Barham: I may have missed it Bill. I have never dark-adapted my eyes, and it has &1ways been
something we have done when the lights failed or something else.

Clarke, W.: One other thing in defense of this orientation business. I have seen this heads-up
behavior quite commonly during midday inactive periods. There is no real need for the fish to
use a countershading luminescence under these circumstances; they are essentially inactive.
Hopefully, their predators are inactive. It would be rather like the terrestrial nocturnal animals
during the day. They all sort of hole up and there is a truce for awhile. But during the migration
period when the lanternfishes get to the surface and are feeding, everything is active and turned
on, so to speak. At these times I would assume that you would have more horizontal orientation
and predator pressures. This is the time when you would expect the countershading lumines-
cence. I have never advocated that it be used continuously.

Backus: The vertically oriented fishes that I saw were all species that were very elongate, trichi-
uroids like Diplospinus, Benthodesmus, and some paralepidids or barracudinas, snipe eels like
Nemichthys-one of which I saw go from head up position and swim over into head down posi-
tion-all very elongate species that were precisely vertical in the water. Moderately elongate
species like Chauliodus and Stomias were more or less horizontal. The Ceratos~pelus madarensis
in the large schools were more or less horizontal, although sometimes head up a little or head
down a little. These fit into Eric's second category of myctophids in that they were lethargic;
they fit his other criteria for class two except that they do have a gas-filled rather than a fat-filled
swimbladder and the orientation is somewhat different.

Klnzer: In the antagonistic behavior of Nannostomus we know from observations by Wickler
that these fishes assume a head-down position, which is the characteristic gesture of these fresh-
water fish during fighting. They do this by altering their swimbladder volume. The sudden re-
duction in their specific weight is compensated by movement of pectoral fins or other fims.
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ABSTRACT

Project "Ocean Acre," ajoint enterprise of scientists from the Smithsonian Institution, Univer-
sity of Rhode Island, Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory, and Naval Oceanographic Office, is
sampling the fauna of the water column beneath a one-degree square area southeast of Bermuda. The
ultimate goal is to establish with precision the abundance, vertical distributions, and vertical migration
patterns of all mesopelagic species and to relate these to acoustical, physicochemical, biological, and
seasonal phenomena. Seven cruises were made between October 1967 and September 1969. The
discrete-depth sampler developed by Aron et al. at General Motors was used whenever possible (three
successful cruises to date). A 6-foot IKMT was used on two cruises; a 10-foot IKMT was used on the
other five. A large Engel trawl was used on one cruise, Of 277 samples, 153 are from known discrete
depths. Coverage is good for depths of 50 to 600 m both day and night, but sparse from 600 to 1300 m.
Nondiscrete samples have been made to 2500 m.

The most abundant fishes are species of the families Myctophidae (lanternfishes, 58 app.),
Gonostomatidae (22 spp.), Sternoptychidae (hatchetfishes, 3 spp.), and Melamphaidae (9 app.). Spe-
cies with well-developed swimbladders can be correlated with 12-kHz scattering layers, and only a few
species may be responsible for some layers. Two species, a hatchetfish, Argyropelecus hemigymnus,
and a gonostomatid, Valenciennellus tripunctulatus, apparently migrate little or not at all and are most
abundant between 400 and 600 m, where a broad scattering layer is seen both day and night. Several
species live at this same level during daytime, but migrate upward at night (viz. the lanternfishes,
Notolychnus valdiviae, Diaphus mollis, Lobianchla dofleini), accounting for nighttime diminution of
this scattering layer. Many migrators inhabit deep thermocline depths of 700 to 1100 m during the day
.anu nAlgrate up•,-d :••..,,.., •:,t*"dl loew 4, f.ciriin " hJe-A i 4  ',+ All ,4*, 0 . (e4g. o.ternoptyx

diaphana). I he vast majority of migrators, regardless of daytime depths, occur in the upper 250 m at
night. The complicated patterns of scattering layers during migration periods probably are due to these
many different species migrating from different depths and reaching different levels at different times.
Young of the gempylid Diplospinus multistrictus and juvenile puffers may be responsible for much
sound scattering in the upper 200 m at all tilnes.

Among the cephalopods, the enoploteuthid Pyroteuthis margaritifera, the most abundant cephalo-
pod in Ocean Acre samples, exhibits diel migration, living at 300 to 500 m during the day and ascend-
ing to 100 to 200 m at night. Pterygioteuthis giardi occurs at 300 to 500 m during the day and at 50 to
200 m at night, with a peak concentration at 50 to 100 m. These species appear to move in coincidence
with the major portion of the 12-kHz sound scattering layer. Data on less abundant species are not as
complete, but indicate that both vertical migrators and nonmigators exist.
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INTRODUCTION

Sampling of midwater macroorganisms has been conducted for at least a century and has been
particularly intense during the past two decades. This sampling generally has been the result of
surveys or transects, where the area sampled has been visite I only once or twice. With few excep-
tions, sampling has been accomplished with nonclosing nets, and the nets used in a given survey
generally have been of one size only. Because of these limitations, precise information on the
behavior of midwater organisms has been lacking. For example, knowledge about the vertical
distribution of a species or a community had to be based on inrerence derived from open-net
sampling, which, at best, yields insufficient data. Little reliable information was accumulated
about life histories and seasonal variations of species.

With these problems in mind, biologists from the Smithsonian Institution, the Bureau of
Commercial Fisheries, and the University of Rhode Island conceived the Ocean Acre project.
The Ocean Acre concept was to select a single small area, to sample the water column of the area
intensively with several types and sizes of collecting gear with particular emphasis on discrete-
depth samplers, and to visit the designated area during all seasons of the year for a period of
several years. With this approach we would be able to determine with precision the pattern of
vertical distribution and abundance of individual species, to understand the community relation-
ships of the species, and to ascertain how these aspects are related to acoustical, oceanographic,
,id other observed environmental phenomena. A comprehensive study of this sort would form
the basis for comparative studies in other oceanic regions.

Early support for the Ocean Acre project came from the Smithsonian Institution and the
University of Rhod.; Island. The bulk of the support since then has been provided by the U.S.
Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory,1 which, in addition to funding, has added acoustical exper-
tise. Field assistance has been provided by all of the above institutions as well as the Bureau of
Commercih Fisheries and the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office.

THE AREA AND ITS OCEANOGRAPHY

The area selected for the Ocean Acre study is centered east of Bermuda at 320N 64"W, and it
encompasses a I0 square area. This site was selected because it has a relatively simple oceano-
graphic regime (when compared with the Gulf Stream, for instance); physicochemncal data are
available for a period of more than 10 years (Schroeder and Stommel, 1969); and the fauna is
relatively well known. The depth of water in the 10-square area ranges from about 2000 m in the
northwest comer to 4500 m in the southeast region. The following summary of the physical
oceanography is based on our own measurements, Schroeder and Stommel (1969), Brooks et al.
(1968), Stommel (1965), ;ad Sverdrup et al.(1942).

The Surface Water Mass occupies the upper 600 m. Surface temperatures range from 20 -

290C, and the salinity is generally quite high-above 36.4%oo. A seasonal shallow thermocline
between 50 and 150 m is developed from about April to November, being most intense in
August. Within this thermocline, the temperature can drop as much as 8'C in a vertical distance
of 50 m. Below this thermocline both temperature and salinity are quite uniform to about
600 m-about 18-19*C and 36.20/...

A permanent deep thermohalocline occurs from about 600 to I 100 m and has the general
characteristics of North Atlantic Central Water. Within this depth range, the temperature
changes from about 180C to 60C, and the salinity from about 36.2°/.. to 35.0"/.o. Intermediate
Water is present between 1100 and 2000 m, with temperatures between 5.5°and 4.0C and

'U.S. Navy Contract Number N00140-69-C"0166.
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a salinity of about 35.0*/*u. Below 2000 m the temperature drops below 3.50C and the
salinity is around 35.0*/oo; these are general characteristics of North Atlantic Deep Water.

Oxygen lev.ls are generally between 4.5-5.5 mi/l at the surface and decrease until 700-900 m,
where an oxygen minimum layer occurs with concentrations around 3.5 mi/l. Below this,
oxygen concentrations rise to above 6.0 ml/l at 2000-3000 in.

Sound-scattering phenomena are more difficult to summarize. With a 12-kltz sound source,
a weak and variable scattering layer is usually present at 0-150 m during the day and a deeper,
stronger layer occurs between 400 and 600 in. At night the scattering layer is prominent be-
tween 0 and 250 m, and the 400-600 m layer, though diminished and narrower, is still intact.

BIOLOGICAL SAMPLING

Seven cruises have been taken to date. Discrete-depth samples were obtained during three
cruises: on Acre 1, using a 6-foot Isaacs-Kidd Midwater Trawl (IKMT), and on Acre 4 and 6,
using a 10-foot IKMT. All other cruises have used open IKMT's-6 foot on Acre 2, 10 foot on
Acre 3, 5, and 7. In addition, neuston samples have been made using 1-m plankton nets.
During Acre 7, trials ere carried out using large Engel trawls, with the expectation of capturing
the larger and swifter elements of the midwater fauna.

The discrete-depth sampler used is that developed by General Motors (Aron, Raxter, Noel,
and Andrews, 1964). The environmental sensors have been inoperative, and depths during
trawling have been estimated from wire angles or by a Benthos depth-telemetering pinger and
checked by a time-depth recorder attached to the spreader bar.

The data-collecting program would ideally comprise four cruises each year in order to secure
seasonal information. The collecting regime is set up to sample selected depths at least once
during each cruise during the day, at night, and during both dawn and dusk migration periods.
Each depth has been selected with respect to the observed acoustic and oceanographic char-
acteristics of the water column. Day and night discrete-depth sampling is done at 12 depths
down to 1500 m (Table 1). Five depth levels down to 1250 m (100-200 m, 300-400 m,
500-600 in, 800 m, 1250 in) are sampled during dawn and dusk migration periods. For reasons
beyond our control, neither the full seasonal nor the full depth coverage have been realized.

During Acre I, the sampling rationale with the discrete-depth gear was to employ one cham-
ber to sample a given depth horizontally, the second chamber to sample diagonally to a second
depth, the third chamber to sample the second discrete depth horizontally, and the fourth
chamber to sample diagonally from the last depth to the surface. In this way, only two truly
discrete-depth samples were obtained from each set of the trawl, although the first oblique
sample (the second chamber) may also be considered discrete, particularly when the depth
increment between the two horizontal tows is reasonably mall.

On Acre 4 and Acre 6 the net was set to a given deptw, and all three discrete-depth samples
were made at this depth for one hour apiece. This method allows the collecting of three
replicate samples at each sampled depth and minimizes the poesibility of contamination.

The first seven cruises (Acre I through 7) have yielded 277 individual samples, of which 153
are from discrete depths (Tablc 2). The discrete-depth samples are almost entirely from the
upper 600 m; only seven are from 600-1300 in. Open-net samples have been made to 2500 m.
The depth and time coverage of the sampling program are shown in Fig. 1; the chart is used for
the preliminary plotting of the vertical occurrence of species. Table 3 presents a summary of
the sampling results in terms of the number of meter-hours of sampling at each depth stratum.
Meter-hours, the standard used for comparing different samples regardless of size of net or
duration of tow, is defined as the area in meters of the mouth opening of the net times the
number of hours sampled. Differences in ship speed are not taken into at-count.
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Table I. Sampling Regime. Day and Night Sampling Depths

Depth in m General Region

Surface (Neuston Tows)

50 Above shallow thermocline

100 In thermocline

150 Below thermoclizc

200 Above daytime DSL

300 Above daytime DSL

400 Top of daytime DSL

500 Middle ofdaytime DSL

600 Lower daytime DSL

800 In deep thern,.ohalocline

1000 Bottom of deep thermohalocline

1250 Below deep thermohalocine

1500 Below deep themiohalocline

Preliminary analyses in the following sections are made primarily on the basis of the charts
(Fig. 1) for individual species. The general patterns of vertical distribution and of diel migration
are indicated by blocking in the boxes that represent positive samples. Additional information
is gained by adding numbers of specimens in the positive rectangles. Presently the data are
being prepared for computer use, which will, for example, enable more precise and sophisticated
analyses of distributions and community relationships.

FISHES

Based on our own determinations and those in th. literature, we estimate the presence in
Ocean Acre of more than 300 fish species belonging to about 80 families. Many of these,
p.;ztlcularly in the upper 200 m, are larvae, postlarvae, and juveniles of shore fishes.

In teims of numbers of specimens in our samples, the most abundant families by far are
Myctophidae (58 species), Gonostomatldae (22 species), Sternoptychidae (3 species), and
Melamphaidae (9 species). These four families include more than one-quarter of all species
expected in Ocean Acre. We estimate that they account for about two-thirds to three-fourths of
the individuals caught. Most of the species in thene families possess a gas-filed swimbladder,
either as juveniles or at all stages of growth. lecause of their obvious importance in interpreting
sound-scattering phenomena, and because of their dominance in the lchthyofauna, we have con-
centrated our preliminary analyses on these four families.
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Uunrs Jimrete-depih samptes, w*e hat .&.uve ti r ý'mt iire t' Ueh M'tecrals :t

terms of the volume mn dnn per meter hourt Tap k 4 and F- it -e T•'The small catch per unA
effort Above oLe m during the day is apparent and could be duc to h ither smale l populations or
nets are not catching them By contruat, the few dayt aine samples between 600 and 9(iO m have
net avreaoia catchi em By eort. The ver o individu a ls a0 ed t frg l fishre, o her e =
a relatively large catch per unit effort. The averag size of individuals probably is larger at thyse
depths than at shallower depths, although we have not yet substantiated this. It is noteworthy
that them w2-kHz scattering layer at 400 to 600 m is not substantiated by arnge discrete-deprh fish
voltmes, while the largest catches ate below rO0 m, where no I 2-kil scattering layer is recorded.

Catch per unit effort at night is much fer in the upper 500 m thna in daylight, obviously
due to the upward migration of populations from deeper levels. The largest increases over day-
time catch are at 50-200 m and 350j500 m. The increases at 50-2e0 in are explainable by the
migratory patterni of the majority of the species analyzed to date (see below). We do not yet
have satisfactory explanations for the increases at the deeper level, but these could be lue to
species or larger individuals off a sp, s thai tcupy deeper aepths during the day and halt their
upward migration at this level.

Catch per unit effort was also calculated for open-net tows. Thew data are not included nere,
but they show a picture similar to, although less reliable than, the discrete-dipth data. One
major difference is a relatively large daytime catch at 450-500 m (within the zone of the perma-
nent scattering layer) that is not at all indicated by the discrete-depth samples. The largest day-
time catches are still between 600 and 900 m with the peak at 600-700 m, confirming the
discrete-depth data. The low discrete-depth catch at 500-600 m at night is also confirmed.
Below 900 m, where discrete-depth owmplas are lacking, the open-net data sgest a cocentra-
tion of 4 es at 1000-e1100 m, show a moderate catch down to 2000 m, and a low catch at
2400-2600 m. The effects of contamination during the long retrieval, however, render doubtful
any conclusions based or samples from deeper than 1000 m.

In the upper 200 m, where sound scattering is prominent both day and night, juveniles of
several species are relatively abundant In our collections. Among thewe are Dwnblsnus
multftktus and Netoous tripes (both are gempylids with well-developed swinbladders) and
young puffers (Tetraodonttdae), which could account for much oi the daytime ecatterin. At
night, this upper stratum is occupied as well by migrators from deeper levels.

Between 200 and 400 m, where little is caught during the day, we have found juveniles of
species that lack swimbladders, such as the alepisauroids, Scopehrclus cwuNdebps (Scopelarchidae)
and E'ennawmek//bsdc (Evermannellidae).

In the 400-600 m stratum, just above the deep thermnohalocline in a permanent 12-kHz
scattering layer, we find a modeate number of species. Some of these species migrate little or
not at all and probably account largly for the night scattering. Such species include
Argyrpelecus hemkjmms (Sternoptychidae) and Valaweeme ~wrumcaat (Gono oo
matidae). both of which display a 4el pigment cmp: pale with contract• d melmnophomr
during the day and dark with expanded melanophores at noght (BIdcoo, 1969; R.H. Goodyear.
unpublished data). Other species occupy the 400"60 m stratum during the day but migrte to
the upper 200 m at right. Such migratory species iude the lanterUs (Myctc-hida.)
Lobiarwhic doflk6 Lobdwwhka gonemer DfAphus mdollk Dkps eTai~gs, Notolympchs
wddMie, Hygophum besoik and Bmthosvw wborbltde; and the ooo dtomats, PollRkhdys
mesh and Cycdothu. brmwert

The lagst daytime fish populatioms occur in the 6001] 100 m stratum, whkih is the North
Atlantic Central Water and I charcterized by the deep thermohalocline. Among the mnmy
species that inhabit this tratum are. a in the 400"M0 m strtuin, som species that migrate
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Table 4. Fishes: catch per unit effort by discrete-depth sampler expressed
as mil/meter-hour. Number of samples in parentheses.

Depth Dy Night Day-to-Night
Increase

vndcmmw I

0-50 - (0) 5.39 (4) -
51-100 0.64 (10) 4.97 (11) 4.33

101-150 0.12 (4) 16.13 (8) *16.01
151-200 0.16 (5) 3.29 (8) 3.13
201-250 0.29 (5) 2.19 (8) 1.90
251-300 0.25 (1) 2.84 (5) 2.59
301-350 0.50 (7) 2.22 (1) 1.72
351-400 1.06 (6) 4.43 (2) 3.37
401-450 0.45 (5) - (0) -
451-500 0.40 (5) 7.14 (4) 6.74
501-600 0.90 (3) 0.96 (2) 0.06
601-700 4.13 (2) - (0)

701-800 - (0) - (0)
80l-900 2.33 (2) - (0)

1201-1300 0.50 (2)

"-Excluding one extremely larg catch, the night &ad increase figures,

resetively, become 3.44 md 3.32.

ML/METER-HOUR
I 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 4 5 $ 7 8 1

2

0 4

0.

wT

o N€• N N

13' N DAY NIGHT

Flpre 2. Fdsh: catch per wnit effort by dibetedepth
sampler expressed as ml/meter.hasr. An N indicates a depth
increment when no tow was taikn.
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little or not at all and others that migrate at night. The nonmigrators include Sternointyx
diaphana (Sternoptychidae), Scopeloberyx opisthopters. and Scopdobeiyx robustus (Melarn-
phaidae). A larger number of species migrate at night-most of them to the upper 200 m. These
include the lantewflishes (Myctophidae) Diogenichthys atlanticus, Ceratoscopelus warmingi,
Ceratoscpelus maderensis, Lampanycus pwusilhs, Lampan.yctus festhis, Lampanyctus aler,
Lampanyctus cuprarius, Lampanycrus photonowus, Lepidophanes guentheri, Lepidophanes
pvrsobolus, Lampadena urophaos, and Taaningichthys minimus, and the melamphaids, Melamphaes
pumilus and Melamphaes typhlops. Some of these species apparently are most abundant between
50 and 150 m at night, while others are concentrated between 100 and 200 m. Still others, not
mentioned here because of a paucity of data, appear not to meach the upper 203 m and may ac-
count for some of the increase seen in catch per unit effort between 350 and 500 m at night. A
detailed study of the diminutive Melamphaes pumrlus has shown that the depth of greatest abun-
dance, both day and night, is deeper for adults than for juveniles or aubadults (Michael J. Keene,
unpublished manuscript). A similar p.henomenon probably characterizes many or most mid-
water fishes with diel vertical migration patterns.

CEPHALOPODS

The cephalopods taken during Ocean Acre operations to date represent about 46 species in
23 families. Severai species are new to science and wi•i be described in a future work. The most
speciose families, Enoploteuthidae and Crancl:Ai!3a. ount for 70% of the total number of
cephalopod species captured-40% and 00 -espectivety.

Enoploteuthids are prominent -,iembeis oV the milw-_,er cephalopod fauna in wanm-water
regions of the world. When sffhien. coll--ctiuais of paxtic..*.r enoploteuthid species exist, they
indicate that these squid tmde.go a diel verticil mWgration.

Cranchiids are seldom ca'ight as adult.,, and most si ecies are known only from larval or
juvenile forms. For tL, reaso;, little is known of their migratory habits. In Ocean Acre all
cranchiids captured *, -late are larvE , or viveniles which exhibit no apparent tendency toward
diel vertical migramticn. I; fact, the mnajority of Ocean Acre cephalopods captured are larval and
juvenile forms. Thie species tifat do exhibit migratory behavior begin migrating at a stage prior to
full sexual maturity and continue to io so throughout adulthood.

The catch of cephalopo.,is pe, uant effort, expressed in terms of milliliters per meter-hour, for
discrete-depth samples tu 600 wn is shown in Table 5 and Figure 3. Daytime catches are relatively
low, but by far the greatest catch per unit effort occurs at the 50-100 rh level, where nearly the
entire catch consists of larvae, primarily of cranchild species. Below 100 m the catch drops
sharply; between 200-300 m no specimens were captured despite 35 meter-hours of sampling.
The catch increases to a low level in the 300-600 m layer. Below 600 m, 23 meter-hours of
trawling failed to capture cephalopods. Other than the layer of abundant larvae at 50-100 m, the
buix of the specimens were taken in the 300-600 m layer which corresponds to the 12-kHz
seattering layer.

The nighttime catches generally exceed by significant amounts the diytime catches. The
greatest 4.hcreases of night over day catches occur at 100-300 m, 350-400 m, and 500-600 m.
The markedly hieaher nighttime catches at most levels-up to eight times greater than corres-
ponding day ca ýches-presumably reflect the general upward migration of cephalopods at night
and almost certainly give an indication of the amount of net avoidance during the day. The
larval crarictIds in the 50%100 m zone probably are incapable of avoiding the net because of
their "flop? (i" mode oflife and their anatonical limitations against strong swimming. The

~- ~.
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T3ble 5. Cephalopods: catch per unit effort by discrete-depth sampler' expressed as
m!J/meter-hour. Number of samples ii ?arentheses.

Depth Day Night Day-to-Night
Increase

0-50 - (0) .167 (4) -

51-100 .333 (10) .203 (11) -. 130
101-150 .045 (4) .384 (8) .339
151-200 .052 (5) .249 (8) .197
201-250 0 (5) .117 (8) .117
251-300 0 (1) .107 (5) .107
301-350 .098 (7) 0 (1) -. 098
351-400 .136 (6) .294 (2) .158
401-450 067 (5) - (0) -

451-500 .111 (5) .136 (4) .025
501-600 .055 (3) .462 (2) .407
601-700 0 (2) - (0) -

701-800 - (0) - (0)

801-900 0 (2) - (0)

1201-1400 - (0) 0 (2) -

ML/METER-HOUR
.2 . 0 J .2 .3 . , __ 5

0
T
I-

W ?.
S N

0 N
9.

* N N
12 N DAY 0NIGHT

i31

Figure 3. Cephalopods: catch per unit effort by discretoý-depth samplhr
expressed as mb'metar-hour. An N indicates a depth mnreonent whAer
no tow was taken. A zero indicates that no specimens were capturid in
the depth increment sampled.
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catch per unit effort in the upper 200 m at night is nearly equivalent to that in the entire upper
600 im during the day; this suggests that most of the population in the 300-600 m stratum may
migrate to the upper 200 m at night.

The large night catches in 350-600 m are more difficult to explain. They may represent
individuals (or species) that permanently inhabit this zone but avoid capture during the day,
or they may be members of a deeper-dwelling community that ascends to that level at night.

It is interesting to note that the fish and cephalopod captures in terms of catch per unit
effort follow similar patterns both day and night in the upper 450 m. Between 600 and 900 m
in the daytime, however, the reverse is true: fish catches are at a maximum and cephalopods
are at a minimum.

Data for vertically migrating species in the Ocean Acre area are most complete for two species
of Enoploteuthidae. Discrete-depth samples show that Pyroteuthis margwhtifera lives
primarily between 300 and 500 m during the day and ascends to the 100-200 m zone at night.
Large specimens of 20-mm mantle length or larger were caught only at night in shallow depths
(Fig. 4) but were never caught during the day. These larger specimens probably are avoiding the
net. Pterygioteuthis giardi, judging from discrete samples, also spends the daylight hours at
depths of 300-500 in, then ndgrates toward the surface at night, where it -icurs from 50-200 m,
with a peak abundance in the 50-100 m zone (Fig. 5).

Day Night

100 +

200 J+..

H, 400
¥~a -".-. ....- a

DAY
7GO + NIGHT

0 10 20 0 10 20 5 10 15 20 25

No. ML,mm

Figure 4. Pyroteuthis margarltifera. Vertical distribution band on discrete-depth samples
for day and night. Left: depth vs. number of specimens; doght: depth vs. size of Individuals
(ML = mantle length).

Open-not captures of Pyroteuthis mparp•tfera and Pterygioteuthla glardi follow a similar
trend as that revealed by discrete-depth samples, except that the strata of occurrence are
broader. Open-net samples also indicate a deeper vertical range for each species, but the deeper
records probably are a result of contamination from the shallower layers as the open net passes
through them.
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Day Night

+W+4+4# 4V 44

100 +

200
D
E
P 300
H,
T
M 400

500
DAY

+ NIGHT
600

0 10 0 10 5 10 15

No. ML, mm

Figure 5. Pterygloteuthis SW&. Vertical distribution based on discrete.
depth samples for day and night. Left: depth vs. number of specimens;
right: depth vs. size of individuals (ML = mantle length).

The discrete-depth captures of Helicocranchia papillata, the most abundant cranchi'd, nearly
all occurred between 50 and 250 m both day and night. The only exceptions are two single
captures at 375 m and 460 m during the day, but no significance can be placed on this as an
Indication of migratory behavior because all H. papillata captured to date are larvae and
juveniles.

The role of cephalopods as true sound scatterers is unclear at the present, but at least some
species, as the two enoploteuthids mentioned above, undergo a dial vertical migration that
follows the movement of the 12-kHz sound-scattering layer.

SUMMARY

Our preliminary conclusions, based on 277 samples (153 of which are discrete-depth
samrFes) taken during seven Ocean Acre cruises, are summarized as follows:

In the Surface Water Mass between 0 and 600 m, three distinguishable strata are identified.
(1) In the upper 200 m, in which a seasonal thermocline is developed, daytime catches of
fishes and cephalopods comprise mainly larvae and juveniles. A 12-kHz scattering layer is
present in this stratum both day and night. At night the population is supplemented by
vertical migrators, at which time the intensity of scattering increases. (2) Between 200 and
400 m the catches of fishes and cephalopods are small, and generally little or no scattering is
recorded at 12-kHz. (3) At 400.600 m, where a 12-kHz scattering layer persists both day and
night, catches of fish ,nd cephalopods are moderate. Among fishes, several species migrate
little or not at all and probably account for much of the nighttime scattering. A number of
other fish and cephalopod species migrate to the upper 200 m at night. There is evidence that
deeper-living fishes and cephalopods both migrate to and remain at this 400.600 m stratum at
night.
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The North Atlantic Central Water Mass, characterized by a deep permanent thermohalocline,
is located between 600 and 1100 m. Fishes exhibit their greatest abundance in terms of species
and numbers of individuals in this layer. Some species apparently do not migrate, while others
migrate to the upper 200 m. Very few cephalopods have been captured in this layer; possibly
larger specimens do inhabit this stratum but are able to avoid the net.

These da~a indicate rather clearly that temperature is not a barrier to the vertical migration of
a number of species of fishes and cephalopods. For example, a species may migrate from the
lower level of the deep thermohalocline to within 50 m of the surface and experience a tempera-
ture change of 15*C or higher. The vertical migrations of most species from the 400-600 m or
the 600-1100 m stratum carry them well into or through the seasonal thermocline.

The migratory behavior of fishes and cephalopods from different depth strata at different
times and different rates to different upper strata can easily be invoked to explain the complex
sound-scattering phenomena observed during crepuscular periods as well as the relatively stable
scattering layers observed during the day and night.

Most studies of scattering layers, and certainly those based on 12-kHz soundings, have given
much attention to the layer represented by the 400-600 m community in our study. The
regior. of greatest daytime fish concentrations that we find between 600 and 1100 m has been
mentioned only rarely even in acoustical studies and has not been .delineated in biological
studies. This is an area deserving critical attention in future studies.
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PROBLEMS OF THE FEEDING OF ZOOPLANKTON
IN THE DEEP SEA

J. E. G. Raymont
University of Southampton

Southampton, England

ABSTRACT

Investigations of the composition and movements of deep scattering layers involve the
feeding relations of both zooplankton and nekton. Although zooplankton may be broadly
grouped Into herbivores and carnivores, different species of such major groups as copepods
and euphausids may range from almost pure herbivores to species living on a mixed diet
and to some which are exclusively carnivores.

The vertical movements of species not only include those which migrate into the
euphotic zone to feed on phytoplankton but also those which have more restricted move-
ments into intermediate layers where they may be detritus feeders, cmivores, or rely on a
mixed diet. Detritus may be carried to deeper levels during the vercal migration of zoo-
plankton. This may be of special significance in relation to faecal pellets. The composi-
tion of food in faecal pellets may differ sgfcantly from detritus, and bacteria may also
use faecal pellets and detritus as surfaces from which they can absorb dissolved organic
matter so contributing to the food supply, especially of the deep oceans. The general
low concentration of detritus and bacteria in the open ocean is reviewed. Since many
metazoans are unable to feed directly on the smallest organic perticl the role of pro-
tozoaon may be inflcant as an intermediate link in the food chain. Some data ar given
of the abundance of foraminiferans and radiolarians and cilates in this connection. Other
possible trophic pathways from dissolved oranic matter include relatively deep-lifvi
phytoplankton and organic agpegates.

Different populations of zooplankton exchange food material partly through vertical
migration. Similarly, some of the oceanic nekton obtain part of their zooplankton food
during depth migrationts. The paper draws attention to the need for Inestigittions on
the quality of food in the oceanic enironment, as well a to the quantity and problems
of specifc selection.

INTRODUCTION

Problems in investigating uound-scattering layers frequently include some consideration of
relationships of feeding of oceanic plankton and nekton, especially in connection with vertical
migration.

Trophic relationships in zooplankton communities are complex; the problems of the deep
sea are paticularly obscure. This paper, which is not Intended to be a comprehensive review,
attempts to draw attention to some of the important questions concerning zooplankton nutri-
tion, including food selection and possible food sources, especially in relation to the deep sea
and to migration patterns.

134
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In the open ocean the zooplankton as secondary producers are regai4!c d feeding on the
phytoplankton; small pelagic fishes feed on the zooplankton and are them.-.-' t s r"nsumed by
larger fishes, some from the deeper levels. This picture of the food chahi ib, ý.a ,.oarse, e- ces-
sively simplified.

Feeding Habits: Food Selection and Vertical Migration

The complications include complexities in the feeding in the zooplankton itself. Major
groups of zooplankton animals are virtually exclusively carnivores-medusae, siphonophores,
ctenophores, chaetognaths, pelagic polychaetes and nemertines; the heteropods and naked
pteropods; probably the majority of the planktonic shrimps and amphipods; the great majority
of the young stages of fishes. Though we know relatively little of the detailed requirements of
carnivorous zooplankton, and many have very wide dietary abilities (cf. Wiborg, 1948 a and b
and 1949), some species (e.g. some fish larvae) are more restricted in their food requirements

(cf. Shelbourne, 1957; Ryland, 1964).
Apart from meroplanktonic larvae, certain major groups of holoplanktonic animals are

usually regarded primarily as herbivores: copepods, euphausids and salps. This last group will
not be considered further. The copepods may form some 70% of the total zooplankton, with
even higher amounts at high latitudes; certain species of euphausids may also be enormously

abundant. If these ti'o major groups were entirely herbivorous, they would have to remain in
the first 100-200 m (the main productive zone even for tropical waters) or could live somewhat
deeper but must be able to migrate vertically to feed at night. But is this picture of an essen-
tially herbivorous diet really true?

Among the copepods several species of Calanus have been studied in some detail. Thee
copepods feed very widely on a whole range of phytoplankton food. However, even in
Calanus, gut contents show at times small crustacean remains, and feeding experiments have
shown that these animals will take animal food. Moreover, during winter scarcity at higher
latitudes Caanus probably relies to some extent on animal food. What has been said for
Calanus smms to apply to many similar forms in temperate and warmer waters. Species of
Rhincalanus, Neocalanus, Nannocadanus, Eucalanus and Pleuromamma, for example, are
essentially herbivores, though animal food (e.g. Radiolaria and crustaceans) may be taken at
times (Mullin, 1966). In other genera (Acarta, Centrpga and Temoiu) there seems a general
tendency for a mixed diet to be more appropriate (cf. Petipa, 1959). The work of Anraku and
Omori (1963) on the structure of feeding appendages and on experimental feeding bean out
the ides that there is a gradual swing towards an omnivorous diet in thee latter species, as
compared with those which have very fine flltering appendages and are more or les confined
mainly to plant food. Genera such as Labidocem, Anomalocea, Candacw, Toron= and
Euchaee possess mouth parts which are much coarser and obviously ill adapted for filtation
(cf. Gauld, 1964). Both field observations and experi•nts, as far as they have been carried
out, suggest that these animals are excludvely carnivorous. This habit appears to apply particu-
larly to bathypelagic genera (e.g. Bkthycmi s, VaedkbieU., Mepculkms, Oabudbt, deep-as
species of the MelirWa family, and prbably some members of the Ausupilke). Some fairly
deep-living forms such as pecies of uiks Getmu, 'Euchhvl/u and Hedopdkfu appear to have
a mixed diet, at Weast partly carnivorous.

Although opepoda such a Geewu GmdhAa and Euchfreh migrate vertically, they may
not reach the surface. For deper-lIving carnivorous copepode, the di•ace to the suftde is
very lg and it mene extremely unlltely, though we do not have may accure obsrvations
on vertical migration, that the animals migrate more than a few hundred metrc. Certainly it
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would seem impossible for all of them to reach near the surface. Thus Gueredrat (1969) has
recently reported on four deep-living species from the tropical Pacific, all the copepods being
essentially or exclusively carnivores. Megacalanus princeps never exceeds ca. 650 m but is
usually absent from the upper 300 m by day and may migrate to become plentiful at night from
100-400 m. But Pareuchaeta hanseni, Metridia princeps and Gaussia princeps are generally
deeper (even > 1000 m) by day and hardly ever rise above ca. 400 m at night. A few specimens
of the last species have been taken at shallower depths. The question arises whether such deeper-
living forms can find an adequate supply of animal food.

In the other major, apparently herbivorous, group, the euphausids, there appears to be a
progression from essentially herbivorous, through omnivorous, to carnivorous species. One of
the best-known euphausids, Euphausla superba, the krill of the Antarctic, is thought to be
almost exclusively herbivorous; it feeds mainly on the diatoms of the Antarctic, though showing
certain preferences as Nemoto (1966) suggests. Mauchline and Fisher (1969) have questioned
what happens during the long Antarctic winter when phytoplankton is not available. Even this
species may take animal food occasionally.

The mouth parts of all the euphausids, as well as the fine setules on the thoracic limbs, fit
these animals extremely well for filtering particles. Many species undoubtedly take plant food;
Euphausia pacifica for instance has been shown by Parsons, LeBrasseur, and Fulton (1967) to
filter various phytoplankton food, certainly down to a size of about 12 uAm. Thysmoessa
inermis, T. raschi, Meganyctiphanes norveglca, probably Euphausla mucronata, and E. similis
are among the many other species which appear to take phytoplankton. But all authorities on
euphausids, especially Ponomareva (1955) have shown that many of these same species eat
animal food. The exoskeletons of the prey (e.g. copepods), are often rejected and do not appear
so abundantly in the contents of the stomach. Some euphausids, however, appear to take
mainly animal food, and the genera Stylochern, Nematoscelis and Nematobrachion, with their
rather coarser feeding appendages, are essentially carnivorous forms (cf. Nemoto, 1967). Some
warmer-water euphausids appear to rely far more on carnivorous or at best omnivorous feeding;
this may to some extent reflect the lower standing crops of phytoplankton in tropical ocetns.

Though a few euphausid species may show surface swarming (above all E. superba), most
species live at a maximum of a few hundred metres from the surface, with the younger stages
naurer the surface. The great majority of these euphausids migrate from these depths virtually
to the surface at night, and Ponomareva has definitely found increased feeding at surface at
night. Mauchline and Fisher (1969) summarize the work of other Investigators and Include
Meganyct4pans nonvqcg , two spees of Nyctiphanes, Pseudophausla latfronj, eleven species
of Euphwusi, five species of Thywioeu and three species of Thywaopoda in this migrating
category. The species include tropical as well as cold-water forms and the distances travelled
range from 50 to perhaps 400 m. Some of the forms appear to conform to the usual pattern of
following the fading light, incidentally, moving up quite rapidly at dusk. A few species exhibit
a .Wdnight sinking, a rise towards the surface just before sunrise, followed by a rapid descent
to the depths-the classical diurnal vertical picture. Though theme hive been so many arguments
on the value of diurnal vertical migration, the very strong patterns which appear to hold for so
many euphausids must surely allow them to feed much more effectively on the rkh surface
plankton at night, while during the day, at the much lower temperature of deeper water, their
metabolism is reduced. This has been illustrated, for example, by the work of Small and
Hebard (1967). McLaren (1963) also proposed that It as advantaeous for zooplmnkton to
remain at a lower temperature during the day, but related this in part to dekying maturity acd
to reducing metabolism.

",' t
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Some euphausids (e.g. Thysanopoda monocantha) live deeper and others might be called
mesopelagic (e.g. species of Stylocheiron and Nematoscelis) and while some appear to migrate,
few reach the surface. Very few species of euphausids are really bathypelagic (exceeding
1000 m). These include Bentheuphausia amblyops and one or two species of Thysanopoda.
Little is known of these bathypelagic species, but it seems probable that either they do not per-
form migrations or that the migration is slight. They certainly are unlikely tc reach the surface.
The problem therefore emerges for these mesopelagic and bathypelagic euphausids, as for the
bathypelagic members of any zooplankton group, that the deep-living species cannot rely on
the rich surface plankton for food.

Detritus and Faeces as Food; Vertical Migration

Almost all euphausids rely to some exttwt on detritus for food. Detritus is an important food
even for those species which feed on plankton at the surface during the dark hours. For the
deeper-living species especially, it would appear likely that feeding on particles (essentially
detritus) forms an important constituent of the diet. Detritus may be significant also in the
nutrition of bathypelagic copepods. In addition to crustacean remains and protozoans,
detritus occurs very frequently in their guts, but the contribution is very dihicult to quantify.

Nemoto (1968) analyzed the ratios of active chlorophyll and degraded chlorophyll pigments
found in a series of euphausids starting with those which are mostly near-surface living, and
descending to those deeper-living species such as Bentheuphausa amblyops. He finds a fairly
close correspondence: active chlorophyll is highest in a near-surface feeding form (e.g.
E. sbnims), and the amount of degraded phaeophytin pigment is highest in bathypelagic species
(Bentheuphausk). The deeper fauna relies to a considerable degree on faecal remains from
species living in the upper levels (cf. Nemoto and Saijo, 1968).

Such studies are reminiscent of the theory of Vinogradov (1962). Although we now do not
envisage the deeper fhuna as relying for nutrition solely on the very thin rain of particles from
the euphotic zone, Vinogradov considered that the difficulties encountered in the nutrition of
deeper-living species were so great that a major contribution must come from food remains
released by animals feeding in the upper zones. During feeding only part of the food was
digested, and Vinogradov believed that as species descended during their diurnal vertical migra-
tions, they carried a portion of the food from the rich upper levels which they released deeper
down as faecal pellets. This material in turn supplemented the diet of deeper-living species
which also performed diurnal migrations. A ladderlike series of migrating forms thus appears,
extending down to considerable depths. Vinogradov's diagram suggests that some of the species
could migrate 1000 m or more and this seems unlikely from an energetics point of view and
from the few direct observations (cf. Gueredrat, 1969). Nevertheless, a series of species migrat-
ing at different levels is undoubtedly of great significance. Not only can deeper species benefit
from the faecal pellets produced, but in this mixing of populations the carnivomus species,
which represent a high proportion of the fauna, have the advantage of feeding on herbivores
from higher levels.

The significan of faecal pellets becomes more obvious when the extremely slow descent of
detritus particles in the open oceans is conidered. Many authorities have sgested that rah-
tively resistant materials (cellulow, chitin. Ignin) form the residues of deep-ma detritus. The
compacting of faecal material meansn that its rate of decent will be onsiderably accelerated,
and its nutritive value will be in part retained. The significance of( 6c pellets turns hlrely
on the superfluous feeding theory put forward by Bekkesnhuev (1957, 1962). Easenthiely
herbivorous feeden such as many copepoda were regarded as feeding virtually autonmticdly.
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At high phytoplankton concentrations, much of the food was not extensively digested, and thus
superfluous feeding occurred with considerable nutriment voided as faeces. More recently
laboratory experiments such as those of Mullin (1963) and others strongly indicate that feeding
is reduced at high concentrations. Conover (1966) has a' -- pointed out that such high food
concentrations are rarely likely to be encountered in the sea. Neverthlcess, Conover agrees,
even though the assimilation efficiencies obtained from his experimcnts on copepods appear to
be veiy high, that enough degraded chlorophyll and similar organic material might appear in
faeces to contribute significantly to the nutritive value of these particles (cf. Paffenhofer and
Strickland, 1970).

Another aspect of faecal pellet feeding may be of significance. "ie observations of Newell
(1965), Johannes and Satomi (1966), and others have suggested that some benthic marine
animals are coprophagous and find considerable nutriment from faeces, especially since the
faeces act as surfaces for a dense flowering of epiphytic bacteria. The bacteria feed by absorbing
dissolved organic matter which is of course relatively plentiful in sea water. Zooplankton
animals might make use of faccal pellets enriched in the same way by bacteria.

The quantity of general detrital material in the oceans, though present in relatively small
amounts, is vastly greater than the biomass of plankton, as several authors have pointed out.
Dead material forms an appreciable fraction even in the euphotic zone (e.g. Krey, 1961;
Hagmeier, 1964; Beers and Stewart, 1969). For open oceans Menzel (1967) suggests the order
of 0.1 mg C/litre as detritus, and though there are regional differences, all workers agree that
there is a very rapid reduction in detritus below ca. 400 to 500 m. The quantities in deep v.water
are to be reckoned in jg C/litre (e.g. Riley, Van Hemert, and Wangersky (1965) quote 10-20
/•glitre). Larger quantities may be derived however from deeper currents from high latitudes,
etc.

The great reduction in particulate matter is certainly correlated with the enormous decrease
in zooplankton in deep water. Bogorov (1958) dealing with the zooplankton mass In the
northwest Pacific, shows a great reduction in biomass with depth. For example, in the upper
200 m he quotes a biomass if the order of 1000 mr/m 3 ; in the enormous zone extending from
500 to 6000 m the maximum is only of the order of 80 maim 3 ; below 6000 m depth the total
amount is less than I mg/m 3 . The vastly disproportionate amount of zooplankton especally
in the first 200 m is obvious. Zenkevitch and Birstein (1956) and Vinopadov (1962), pointug
to the same phenomenon, suggest that at high latitudes the biomass below 6000 m is only
0.001 that of the uppermost layers. Sanme (1964) also sugpsts t, reduction of two to three
orders of magnitude for deep-water fauna.

BactWb sad Dkolved Omnic Matter

Detritus may not be consumed directly by metazomns especially at the extraordnhatily low
concentrations in deep water. Bacteria might use the particles patti' for surfa attachment,
since so many marine bacteria are apparently epiphytic, and the ranl of bacterial ezoenzymes
might permit the utilization of even some of the resistant detuitul material. But in addition
bacteria can utilize the dissolved organic matter. the amount of which is much paw than the
particulate matter. The concentration in the zuface of open oceans appwaches I mg CAieW*,
about 10 times the amount of particulate matt. Dhffwncos in c noetratiaon teem to be
relatively swd below a depth of sme 400 or 5000. sMeal &ad Ryther (1968), for eampze,
sugust that in all deeper waters the organic carbon dor not vary vwry mach firom 0.5 mg
carbon/We.
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The great resistance of this dissolved organic matter to bacterial a tion and oxidation is
widely recognized. However, a much smaller proportion of the material is in a much more
labile form. Khailov and Finenko (1968) demonstrated that Wme of the organic matter in the
form of macromolecules is actively adsorbed on to natural detritus, and micro-organlsms on the
surface of the detritus might then assimilate a portion of the material adsorbed. The labile
organic material also includes smaller molecules: a variety of carbohydrates, protein derivo,,ives,
and aminoacids and lipid materials, and though the quantities range only from I to 10 Mg/litre,
because they are relatively labile, they can provide food for heterotrophic or'anisms.

One of the main difficulties, however, in envisaging a food chain from detritus or dissolved
organic matter through bacteria has been the emphasis in all literatare that the density of
bacterial populations in the deep sea is very low. But investigations such as those of Holn-
Hansen and Booth (1966) using ATP as an indicator of living biological material, have suggested
that the mean microbial population below the euphotic zone may approximate to about
1,000,000 or more cells per .- re. This is many times higher than the densities of bactrla quoted
by most microbiologists for plating counts. The great deficiencies of plating counts in estimating
marine bacterial populations is now recognized. Although bacterial densities are not high, low
multispecific populations appear to be possible at the poor nutrient concentrations in the
ocean, though the rate of turnover is excessively low. How far the zooplankton could utilize
bacteria directly is very difficult to resolve. Strickland (1965) states that Zhukova and
Voroshilova and Donova have found success in the use of bacteria by zooplankton. On tae

other hand, the early experiments o, Clarke and his colleagues (e.g. Fuller and Clarke 1936)
and the numerous experiments on feeding bivalve larvae by Loosanoff all suaest that bacteria
are rather unsuitable food for zooplankton. In fresh waters Takahashi and Ichlmura (1968)
have demonstrated that sulphur bacteria were definitely conasuned by copepods; the bacteria
were labelled and the copepods were found to posses the tracer. Possibly deep-aa marine
filterers may act similarly.

Protovo as LtAks in the Irophi Pattem

Fomlulfcra and Radiao[

It is probably essential, however, t-, envisg further links in the chain from detritus &A-d
bacteria to metazoan. One postible link might involve Ptotozoa. Murray (1963) suggsted
that Foramialfera might feed on detritus and bacteria. Howe.er, experiment suggested that
living phytoplankton was preferd and bacteria though inpsted did not contribate apparently
to the nutruiton. How far Radiolara may feed on detritus aWolr bacteria s also unknown.

Although Foraminifers and Radiolarw a have been cited a appearing often in the stomach
contents of various zooplankton, it is mry difficult to estimate their abundane in the ocrea.
Cifelli and Sachs (1966) studied a traver in the Atlantic Ocma from the Nova Scotia shlf
across the Sarup=o to the Caribbaw The protozoan were present throuhout the whole
reglon, though in varying numbes, and in genal Radlolark we los abuidant tha
Foraminifera. The avwera densities appear to be low, man judgiln from the fr•qxmt references
in the literature to thi protozoam a food of plankto. they must really be much more
abundant. 1Tw ame to a lan extent maybe aW moh sim.

This anotdh. tdicaton of the abiaadanc of thes prolo a coms from the work of
Ben and Ste t (1969) wa&1vS offsh ie thi e Calornan Currat a . Athouh they do
not quota the precis abundance of oramWitr% sod Radioblda, we may cdaWiet a m-
number of Fonamn/eroa and Radio!art for a medium nmsh 1W (more tha= 35 uam) of a frw
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thousands/mr3 . !n the finest net (less than 35 pAn), one exceptional travwr- showed some tens
of thourands of Fo;ou,•inifera per cubic metre. Hwever, the protozoans were relatively sparsely
represented in the coarte net (> 103 pm). Berger (1969) also investigated population.s of
Foraminifera; tigh densities were generally correlated with areas of high fertility, and he implies
that these protozoans are ess~aially algal feeders. They were most abundant in the upper 100 m
and decreased rapidly with 'iepih, the mean density for a 160 pm net being ca. 10/m 3). But
enormous variations ir density were recorded (< I to 100,000/m 3) and a major factor in the
variation would again appear to be net mesh size. A significant comment in Berger's work i3
that turnover time in Fonaminife,,- may be -elatively short.

Ciliats
But of greater inbr;ý., lance among Protozoa perhaps are the ciliate populations. These are

sometimes found in abunidaace in sea w *or, wr their rate of turnover is high when compared
with metazoa. By zompaeisc-. ý ,dth freshwater species, marine infusoria might be expected to
feed partly or, bacteria, perhap, ,ilso absorbing dissolved organic material to some extent.

Zaika and Averina (1968) found reasonable densities of infusorians in the admittedly shallow
waters at the entrance to Sevastopol ay. "Small" ciliates (20-55 pm) showed a mean density
over four summar months of 6100/litre and "large" species (> 55 AM) some 350/Utre. No
evidence was obteied on their feeding habits, and Gold's experiments on culturing tintinntds
suggest that these ciliates feeW on phytoplankton. On the other hand, Lighthart (1969) working
in :he Puget Sound area, was able to isolate a few species of bacteriovorous Protozoa, including
ilagellates and cilit:tes, even in the water column.

An interesting quantitative wrvoy is again that of Beers and Stewart (1969). Though the
sampling was confined to the upper 100 m the total number of Protozoa is high, ranging from
approximately 600,000 per m3 to just under 200,000 per m3 at the most offshore station. This
may be compared v'th appioximately 10,000/m3 to 20,00U/m 3 for total metazoam. More
important, however, is the proportion of ciliates. In the finest samples (less than 35 pn) the
ciliate groups tobether (chiefly small, nonloricate species) comprised 95% or more of the total
Protozoa,. i the next size category the bI-er tintinnids were much more important, but in all
the msapk -. together, tintinnids did not amount to inore than about 20% of the total ciliate
population. Ahhougii L .e contribution of ciliates, especially small species, to total biomass is
admltoery ,'ry small, with their great rapidity of reproduction they could form an effective
link in the f~od ch•in. Margalef (1963) has also emphasized the importance of ciliates (mostly
Lflni species) in the food chain in Western Mediterranean waters. His average density is nearly
9W0,000 per• 3 .

Alternadie Twrphic Paths from Dim& -,(p Owde Matter

Deetm.LMNvha iytoplmskton

There are one or two possible alternative paths, apart from bacteria, which could lead to the
p'roduction of partIculate organic matter from the relatively large amount of dissolved organic
matter in the oceans. The works of Bernard (1948, 1953, 1963, 1967), of Wood (1963) and
othe" have drawi, attention tu the existwnce of relatively deep living phytoplankton well below
the euphotL zone. Bernard e izu e c, olthop , but a few Myxophycese, flagellates,
dInofl~lIates, and r'en diatoms, also occur in some arema. Their occurrence has been confirmed
recently in several different seas. Although the quantity may not be very large, if this
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deep-living phytoplankton can live heterotrophlcally on the disolved orgalic matter it repre-
sents ii conversion to particulate matter. We cannot say how far such a populAtion could be
effectively grazed sn by zooplankton, though Wood and Kenyon are quoted by Beklemlshev,
Neyman and Semina (1966) as reporting several phytoplankton species in the guts of animals
caught at 4000 m in the Mediterranean. Although there is some doubt whether the cells con-
tained living chlorophyll, there is a possibility that some zooplankton grazes on deep living
phytoplankton.

Oq an AUegptes

Another methoA of convertind dissolved organic matter into "useful" particulate material
comes from the work of Sutcliffe, Baylor and Menzel (1963); of Riley, Wangersky and Van
Hemert (1964); and others on the formation of organic aggregates from dissolved organic
matter. Althougl. earlier investigations were concerned particularly with the formation of such
aggregates in ralation to bubbles and were, therefore, largely confined to the surface, we now
know that aggregates can be formed at all levels by adsorption onto particles. Menzel (1966)
has made a careful reappraisal of bubbling in aggregate formation, and has shown how artefacts
appear owing to the adsorption of organic matter on 7iters. Barber (1966) demonstrated that
bubbling did not cause aggregation und-.r sterile conditions (cf. also Batoosingh, Riley and
Keshwar, 1969).

Aithough the amount of organic aggregates falls very considerably in deeper water, some we
present down to the greatest depth --ampled (Riley, Van Hemert and Wangersky, 1965). The
aggregates can adsorb bacteria and even phytoplankton cells at lesser levels, and certainly such
aggregates are consumed by zooplankton, at least in shallow water. There is no need to
suspect that they cannot be used also in deep waters.

Advantages of Mixed Diet-Role of Vertical Migration

Whatever the particulate food in the deep sea-detritus, bacteria, colloidal aggregates or deep.
living phytoplawkton-the i ate c turnover appears to be very low. The deep-sea zooplankton
population which can be supportec is thus very low and the animals must in effect be filter
feeders or carnivores which prey on these filtering forms. It seems virtually certain that a num-
ber of deep-sea zooplankton species combine both forms of feeding.

Vlnogrtdnv (1962) states that some bathypelgic plankton (> 2000 m by day) mty show
phytoplankton remains in the gut and claims this as evidence of extensive migrations, even to
the euphotic zone. For example, some deep-sea mysids are claimed to be herbivorous. Perhaps
the food, however, represents degraded phytoplankton, including feeces. Only two species of
Boreomysls are stated by Vinogradov to be truly detritus eaters. On the other hand, many
shallow water mysids such asNeomydls integer (Raymont, Austin and Linford, 1964) and
Schistomysts spirltus (e.g. Mauchline, 1967) are clearly omnivorout, and although Mauchline's
recent study (1970) has shown that Myskdopsla gibbosa and M. didelphys are essentially
carnivorous, it seems probable that many deeper-living forms (e.g. Eucopia app. Gnathophusla
gips) may incline to an omnivorous habit. Even the larue pelagic prawns such as Acanthephyra
spp. and Systellaspla spp. are at times apparently filterers since they show small particles in the
gut, although they are largely carnivorous, especially on all kinds of crustaceans, chaetoonaths,
small fish and Rad(olaria. Presumably from an energetics point of view a carnivorous diet is
much more nutritious, provided not too much energy is expended in pursuing prey. Deep-sea
ostracods are said to vary from filtereft such as Cprldbu kvk to active carnivores such as
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Ghgantocy pris m Wllen Vinogradov classes most as detritus feeders; in all probability many
species combine both forms of feeding. Angel (1969), investigating ostracods in the northeast
Atlantic, found a zone 0-250 m deep, rich in species and numbers, and a second maximum at
ca. 430-625 m. The zones were to some extent recognizable even at night, although various
species showed pronounced vertical migrations. He implies that the ostracods are mainly preda-
tory but he states that the nutritionally poorer areas show greater species diversity. Presumably
this might also relate to feeding habits. Beklenishev (! 957) has reported Conchoecia species
feeding on faecal pellets containing diatom remains.

A number of earlier workers (e.g. Jespersen, 1924, 1935; Leavitt, 1935, 1938) have noted in
addition to a surface maximum of zooplankton, a second deeper maximum. This second rich
layer might vary in depth from 500 m (northeast Pacific) to 800 m (western Atlantic) to 1000 m
in depth (tropical Pacific).

This second maximum may perhaps be associated with the region near the permanent
thermocline where often there appears to be an accumulation of detritus and sometimes lowered
oxygen concentration. Perhaps the zooplankton finds better nutritional conditions near this
zone than at deeper levels. Wickstead (1962), investigating the distribution of Indian Ocean
copepods, also suggests that apart from a rich surface zone, a deeper (- 600 m) rich zone exists,
with many of these copepods migrating to the surface at night to feed. Below these, a deeper
group (600-1500 in), also appears to move upwards to intermediate depths. They may f-:d or,
faecal pellets, detritus or even protozoans in this layer, but presumably many of the deeper
migrating species are at least partly carnivorous.

Migration and Feeding in Nekton

We might extend this picture of a migrating trophic chain to include the nekton, especially
the small mesopelagic fishes which prey to a large extent on the zooplankton. Though there are
comparatively few detailed analyses of feeding habits of the upper mesopelagic fishes, and gut
analyses may be misleading, it appears that some nine-tenths of these fishes living by day down
to 600 m or 800 m, especially the small gonostomatids, the hatchet fishes, and above all the
myctophids, are essentially plankton feeders, feeding on copepods particularly, but also on
euphausids, amphipods, chaetoguaths as well as on small squid and pteropods - possibly even
on siphonophores and jellyfish. Most workers are agreed that a substantial diurnal vertical migra-
tion occurs in many of these oceanic fishes, though the hatchet fishes move relatively little.
Marshall (1954, 1960) claims that this pattern is essential for myctophids if they are to obtain
the necessary food supply in the surface layers.

A number of somewhat larger, essentially carnivorous, fithes also migrate surfacewards. These
feed mainly on the smaller fishes but will take zooplankton also. Haedrich (1964) found that
even the large active carnivorous species Alepisaurusferox also migrates to the surface, and
though they are markedly cannibalistic fishes, feeding on Alepisaurus of all sizes as well as on
other fish species, they feed to some extent on zooplankton, particularly on hyperiid amphipods
and heteropods.

Amongst other nekton which appear to use migration and the "nutrition ladder" to feed near
the surface are the cephalopods. Some of the relatively small size species such as Cranchia live In
the upper zones, together with the young of some deeper species, and others migrate from inter-
mediate depths (cf. also migrations of Pyroteuthis margait/fem and Pterygoteuthis glSvdl (see
paper, A.10, Gibbs and Roper). Many cephalopods consume zooplankton, including larger
copepods, decapods and other crustacea and pteropods. Nesis (1965) Investigating the feeding
of young squid of Gonatus fabricii states that It consumes plankton (copepods, euphausids,

S" . .. " . . . .. .. . ' ... . •'-• ,•~ m.& • !
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amphipods and sagittae) but there is an excellent grading of size of prey with increased size of
the squid predator. Milliman and Manheim (1968) refTr to concentrations which were probably
sergestid shrimps, squid and myctophids, all ihowing vertical movements. Unfortunately there
are no observations on whether this was partly a troplic relationship.

Sergestids certainly may act as intermediate carnivores in the food web. Thus Omori (1969)
has recently shown that Sergestes lucens shows pronounced vertical migrations from >200 m
by day to 10-50 m at night; the rise is rapid and great shoals accumulate. They feed on a wide
range of material, detritus and even a few diatoms, but essentially they feed on zooplankton
including copepods, decapods, euphausids and chaetognaths. At least two fishes, Diaphus
coeruleus and Gephyroberyx japonicus migrate with them and feed very actively on them.

Even when we have investigated the quantities of food at all levels in the complex food chains
and have accurate assessments of feeding preferences, this will still be insufficient. The quality
of food is all important from the point of view of efficiency of turnover.

Our laboratory has, therefore, been investigating the proximate biochemical analysis of
individual species of plankton over the past years. Despite probably accurate claims that high
latitude zooplankton may be high in lipid, we have found many species ranging from neritic to
deep-sea mysids, oceanic decapods, and high latitude euphausids and sagittae to be relatively rich
in protein; some mysids may reach 70% dry body weight; euphausids and decapods average
50.60% dry body weight. Carbohydrate is almost invariably low (<5%) in all zooplankton
species studied. Lipid, though variable (presumably with diet, reproductive stage, etc.) rarely
exceeds 30% and is often <20% (cf. Raymont, Austin and Linford, 1966, 1967; Raymont,
Srinivasagam and Raymont, 1969 a and b). The high protein content is, we believe, of the
utmost significance to zooplankton feeders that appear, whatever the complexity of the food
web and whatever the region, to play such a significant role in trophic relationships in the open
oceans.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the distribution and orgin of organic substrates that may be important
as food sources for the macrozoiplankton and other metazoans in deep ocean water. Adeno-
sine taiphosphate determinations Indicate that there is a microbial population in deep water
that contains between I to 5% of the total particulate organic carbon. Th respiratory activity
of this blomasa is estimated to be about 10 to 50lA 02A/lter/Yt, which compares favorably with
respiratory estimates bued on oxyge electde measurements, electron transport activity,
and heterotrophic CO2 uptake. The distribution of phytoplankton in the euphotic zone Is
discussed brely a It is influenced by nutrmts, liht, or pratin. Field observatlons of phyto-
plankton biomass jgexally indicate concentrations of algal carbon that ar below those mini-
mum concentrations required for good copepod growth as based on labortody data. This
dispaqt might be esolved if phytoplankton woe distributed In patches or layers noasnily
overlooked when determining chlorophyll concentrations with depth. Continuous chlorophyll
profile obtained by in vivo fluorometric mnuemnmts do indicate such a marked laying of
aw ceills

INTRODUCTION

All animals discussed in this conference are herbvores, carnivo , or omnivom and thus ase
dependent upon preformed particulate food. The distribution and abundance of Al animal forms
responsible for the sound scattering layers in the oceans will thus be controlled to some extent
by the disutrbution of available food sources. Althoug between the phytoplanton and the fish
there may be many trophic levels that are detected by ionic devices, the bus of the entire food
chain condis of the photoatotroophc aI* population i the euphoric zone. I wish to discus
the distrbtion and activity of these cells In the suphotic zone as well as orfpnlms that may
comprise the bae of the food chain in deep water.

When consideing the distribution of food materials with depth it is convenient to deimte
four m r zotae of the water column as follows.

1. The euphotic zoo. which etends from the rfoce to the depth at which photosynthtic
reduction of CO2 blanm the ruspiratay low$ of carbon. This depth Is vawM but is pi-
eraly between 40 to 100 m in oceamc water.

2. In the depth ntaurl from the lowe posi of the eupbotic zoo to b t 1,000 m (in
the deamr ocen water) t0r is lodafciat lot for a&y net prods ity by pot
but there is mfficiet ight Penetraio to SrI " a 8t1mulus for Ml u4 al popuiloetM A
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The food levels in this zone may be quite high as a result of particulate matter settling down
from the euphotic zone and also from migrating animal populations that feed in the euphotic
zone and descend to depths approaching 1,000 m during the daytime.

3. From about 1,000 m to the bottom of the deepest trenches at over 12,000 m there is the
zone where the only significant light is that of biolumInescence and where temperature and
nutrients are quite constant. Our knowledge of the quantitative distribution of animal species
in this zone is meagre, but we know there are zooplankton, fish, and other metazoans throughout
this entire water column.

4. The fourth zone includes the sediments and the bottom-dwelling fauna. The microscopic
animals inhabiting this area are much better known (Sanders and Header, 1969; Vinogradova,
1962; Wolff, 1960) than the bathypelagic organisms higher In the water column, but very little
is known concerning the micro-organisms of the sediments. These organisms comprising the
bottom fauna are still dependent, of course, on the food materials in the water that pase over
them and on that particulate matter that settles out of the water column.

Distribution of Orpgai Cubon

The sum of all the inorganic forms of carbon In =, water (e4g., H2 CO,, C0 2, HCO- -W

CO,1) is equal to about 50 times the sum of all the organic carbon. The three major compon-
ents of the organic carbon fraction are (1) disolved oranic compounds (over 90% of total),
(2) detrita particulate material (2 % to 4%), and (3) that found as constituents of living cells
(approximately 1% or less). Both the dissolved compounds and detrital matter vary greatly in
concentration in the euphotic zone, but they are quite uniform in all ocean water below a few
hundred meters (Menzul and Rythe, 1968; Williams, 1%9). The diaoved orai carbon
avera about 500 pg C/liter in deep water (rane Is 0.2 to 0.8 mi C/lter), wherm the particu-
late carbon averqs about S pg C/liter. Memzel (1967) ba clamed that tbdes orsAc factions
are uniform in time, space, and depth; but in view of data from various laboratoAs In recent
years, his claim seems to be an invalid oversimplication. The concentrations of dissolv and
particulate organic carbon in deep water do seem to be indepndent of the ratl of ioto.y-
the* production in the suphotlc w, but diffemt wdter mmr often have i•gfant differ-
eame in ncentrations of ths carbon frctions (Wiblma 1969). The wr#,e of pariUAte
carbon in the euphotic zone in oceank ar is about 30 to 300 4 Cflt, of which from 20%6
to 9096 may be found in livig cdls. Th1 s ok size of the dino and detrital ornic
arboa fractions is bwmene when caku•cuWd fer all the oceans (Willnms 1969). but the quanti-
tatm abundam of thmen demld ctftt does not namemarty itfte then in deep omanSfood cais Ehwer in this volun, Rqmont Voculaw an dw pa"d w, of umw rew-
voit in deep water to support a m irobl population thst in turn would vm ao food for ear-
nv m ost A invesptios how"r, ticte "tt ms If not Al the diolved and derital
carbon in deep wate is ricty ad caot ,.port ew growth of microbIal cls (Barber,
1968; eial and Goslng 1966). Furte evidence for the refratory ntur, of ths matra•
is NrWe by WMIsms, NO W. &a Lame (1969) wih C" , whic ate a muan ap of
3.400 yam for dioved oqganic matter in dep adc OQean wat, and the nslat with
C"13' 2 ratlos (WaWM 1968) wbh bdcM a fa•i unfonm dribution of & "C in a dup
water oiw n. lthouh the abo report do a st that a lip part of the oganic club in
deep wate is Ab • ad not rad•y usd by mia, it s poadib that sme Emai ftu-
tUm of it is trias or rapidly and asport a miroal popiation.
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Food Sources ior Deep Water Populations

The two hypotheses most commonly put forward concerning the nature of the first stages of
the food chain in deep water are discussed separately, although it is likely that they are both
important in various parts of the water column.

1. Vinogradov (1962a) has suggested that food materials are actively transferred from the
productive euphotic zone to deep water through a series of interlocking zooplankton popula-
tions that show cyclic migrations. Thus, each migrating population consumes other zooplankton
at its uppermost migratory position and then in turn is consumed by other zooplankters living
below them in the water column. Studies on the feeding habits, the morphology of the feeding
apparatus, and the gut contents of zooplankton caught at great depths ;save not given us as yet
an unequivocal answer as to the validity of this hypothesis.

2. The other main alternative suggests that there is a heterotrophically growing microbial
population in deep water that serves as the base of the food chain. The energy requirements for
such a microbial population would depend upon either the dissolved or the particulate organic
matter (Fig. 1). We do not know enough about the types of microbial cells found in deep water
to say anythirig concerning the relative rates of carbon transfer through the two food routes
shown in Figure 1. There has been much work on the bacterial populations in ocean water
(Kriss, 1963; Sorokin, 1964; Zobell, 1968), but it is difficult to obtain any reliable estimate of
bacterial biomass because of the lack of any suitable method for such determination. Micro-
scopic examination of filtered samples of deep water reveal a very sparse but broad asemblage
of microbial cells such as bacteria, fungi, yeasts, flagellates, and many small cells difficult to
identify (Fournier, 1966; Hamilton, Holm-Hansen, and Strickland, 1968). There are very few
data, however, on the quantitative biomm of any of these microbial forms. The numbers of
ciliates that Raymont mentions elsevhere In this volume were obtained only between the su-
face and 200 m, and thus c, nnot be extrapolated safely to deep water (Beers and Stewart, 1967,
1969). It is much easier to get quantitative data on the macroscopic zooplankton that can be
sampled with nets that open and close at the desired depth. Vinogradov (1962b) has described
the distribution of copepods down to 4,000 m and shown that the copepod biomasa decreases
exponentially from approximately 20 pg fresh weight/liter at the surface to about 0.05 ;ql/lter
at 4,000 m. The concentration of zooplankton in deep water generally does reflect the r+oto-
synthetic production rate in the euphotic zone (Banse, 1964).

Following is a discussion of recnt methodology and rewlts that beao upon the proposed food
chain Involving bacteria and ciliates as shown in Figure 1.

ioomm sod Activity Ee•msts in Deep Water

The methods commonly used to estimate the total mm of lvft cells in tho suphotic too
(e.g., chlorophyll meamsuementa and direct microscopic methods) we not fesie" for deep water
studies. The oue method that does look promising involves thi quantitative dotuvmiatlon of
adennoe triphoephat, (ATP), which is a labile cellular Intermediate In aI live cols. ATP is
found in firly uniform coocentrations in all " cells, but it is not found to detoctable
amounts in dead tells or in detrital material. The alytical method for determisatios of ATP
in •uwmtg as low as I x I1O" 4g is via a biolumiescent reaction iswolvin firefly lacfein-
hiciferae whereby each molecule of ATP that is hydrolyzed yieds one pboton of light. Ta
domals of th. ATP amy procedure hae been described by Holm-sann uad Booth (1966).
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Particulate matter from above
(fecal pellets, molts, etc.)

Dissolved organic o Detrital
compounds 4 matter

bacteria filter-feeding plankton

I i
ciliates carnivores

Carnivores

FRre I. Posible food souwces for organlns lin in deep emn water

A representative ATP profile with depth is shown in Fiure 2. It ib seen that ATP, which is
directly proportional to biomass, ii very high in the euphotic zone, dereuase very rapidly be-
tween 100 and 200 m, and then declines at a much slover rate down to 3000 m. TheI e concen-
tiations of ATP may be extrapolated to cellular orpnic carbon by multiplying by the factor of
250, which is based on laboratory investigations in which ATP levels have been correlated with
the cellular content of organic carbon. The blaman as estimated by ATP determinations,
anerally account for 40% to 90% of the total particulate oqgank carbon in the euphotic zone,

albout 5% to 10% at 200 m, and about 1% at 3,000 m. Thee biomnam estimates of cellu or.
nic =rbon can be turther extrapolated to respiration values by apply*n reeq*ation factors

obtained from laboratory culturet. If one awon an averqp rate of respiration an applies
suitable temperature corrections, the deep AT? valus incate a resprtion rate of about S to
50 A 0 (liter/yr.

Activityli 0,11010t

I. Pomeroy and Joammn (1968) hnv measured the res-ation of ogpnoiss in wate mples
down to 800 m by coacentnti the particulate matter from 200D tm don to about 2S ml and
thean following the sashniation of oxygn directly with the oxyge electrode. In drop wavr
these Measurements sm to gi d~ty hie*: e•timates of reqpadoo Mrte ft thaw as*
mated by Al? determiatkwo.

2. P&acad (1969) haaestimated the respiratory actMty of micobalt ia wate d"Mo to
6,000 m in the Pldc Ocean by detwmnitiao of the act-vty of the •ectmo trspo P my v in
the partculate fnrtion. His depth profus of mpiray acftty we fary *mir to ew dopt•h
proffle repo• d for AT. In water below 2000 m Pakard's data idicate a upkatary rate o
about 5 p I O,/tkerlyr.

I
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Fiure 2. The dlsrdbution of adnodune ipho.-
-hat with depth in th eastern Pxa Ocean

(31*45'N, 120*30'W). Note that diffret calles
m•u•ed for the interl 0 to 200 m and 200 to
3.500 m.

3. Sorokin (pgnd commadeskan) aus attanpted to estimate the respiratory activty in
deep water by determination of the rate of terotrophic CO2 uptake. His extkmat-of approxl.
iuately 30,I O1/0er wre in the w• w o(the abovi esdtmaLs.

From all these data, it appears tha! there is a deep-livin mrkobW populaom that may be
important as the firt asp in dpoq e food dcuim To am* the food potential iuimt in
this microbial populaon. much nore Information is needed concer• tho types of ok found
in doep water, dthir dizrutlon, an their metabolic tuurnov rate With amc inft mation we
may be OA to codnude whether or not the rats of wwu flow through thsaicrobial population
is maftcient to accnunt for the oberyed concentratio of mwc=oaoplankton and metuos.

soma. im tde Fupbo* zooe
Figure 3 iows a rep. tasivs ooa profie of chdlrophyl. d p phaophyt" concnUt-a

tioUas wall a the borm. as estismated by ATP determintion. In rmference to our discuaom
this mo3ing on the pigment onomentrations at various depths, it is ee In Figure 3 that de
didophyl. concentration is low in the upper S)m and rcds a ma• m at 125 m. Phae-

ophytin was not dectable at the afw,. readcd its nmimum concentration at about tke mam
levl as ddofY*y4, and in deep watr accounted for most of the pIment pret. The depth
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Figure 3. Profiles of chlorophyll, phaeophytin,
and biomaso as estimated by ATP in the Pacific
Ocean (30*40'N, 120*02'W). Data from Holm-
Hansen (1969).

of this chiorophyll maximum is deeper than usual, but there is almost always less chlorophyll in
the surface waters than at depths between 10 to 50 m. Floristic analyses, in which the numbei
and size of all recognizable cells are determined by microscopic examination, generally indicate
a biomass directly proportional to the chlorophyll-a concerntration (Holm-Hansen 1969). It is
seen from Figure 3, however, that the biomass estimated by ATP measurements shows a maximum
in the surface layers, with decreasing amounts deeper in the water column. This discrepancy be-
tween biomass as indicated by chloiophyll and ATP has been found in many profiles, both ;n
marine and fresh-water environments. Studies on the rate of heterotroplic assimilation of C14.
labelled organic substrates also have indicated greatest metabolic activity in the surface waters,
We do not know why there is such a discrepancy between phytoplankton biomass and biomass
as indicated by ATP or activity measurements, but the most likely possibilities are as follows.

1. Phosphate and nitrate, the mineral elements most commornly found to be limiting for algal
growth in natural waters, often are in very low or undetectable amounts in the upper portion of
the euphotic zone, with increasing amounts with depth (Holm-Hansen, Strickland, and Williams,
1966). It is poseible that phytoplankton abundance will be controlled to some extent by such
nutrient availability. Thomas (1969) has described areas of the tropical Pacific Ocean where
very low concentrations of fixed nitrogen seem to be limiting algal productivity.

2. Another alternative to explain the increasing amount of phytoplankton with depth is that
the high light intensities in the upper portions of the euphotic zone are inhibitory. There is much
laboratory data that indicate that many algal species are inhibited or killed by high light intensi.
ties, but how inportant this is for natural phytoplankton communities is not known. I do not
think that high light intensities, per se, are the sole answer to this problem of phytoplankton dis-
tribution, but it is likely that the combination of nutrient availability coupled with light intensity
may be contioiling factors.

3. It is possible that the phytoplankton distribution does not reflect unfivorable growing con-
ditions for the algal cells, but merely reflects differential grazing pressures. To demonstrate such
a causal effect, however, demands much quantitative data for narrow depth intervals. At the
present time we do not have the data available to indicate to what extent the phytoplankton bio-
mass is controlled by the harbivoous zooplankton.

tI
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In regard to possible interactions between nutrient profiles, light intensity, and phytoplankton
distribution, a series of chlorophyll profiles obtained off the coast of southern California is shown
(Figure 4). This was during the late stages of a red water occurrence in which the dominant or-
ganism was the dinoflagellate Ceratdumfurca. Figure 4 shows that the chlorophyll-containing
cells were mostly within the upper 2 m of the surfice during the period of greatest illumination.
With decreasing fight intensities, the algal population migrated downward at a rate of I to 2 m/hr.
Such a daily migration of dinoflagellates illustrates that for these species, at least, the high light
intensities at the surface have no detectable deleterious effect on the cells. Such a daily migra-
tion up and down in the water column might have great survival value for motile algal cells, be-
cause it enables them to assimilate nutrients in the nutrient-rich deeper water and then to be ex-
posed to high light intensities during the following day.

The fairly narrow layers of chlorophyil-containing cells seen in Figure 4 bring up the subject
of the concentration of particulate matter in the oceans relative to zooplankton food require-
ments. Laboratory data (Paffenh6fer, 1970) indicate that various copepods require about 25 to
200 pg C/liter for good growth under simulated natural conditions. When such figures are com-
pared to phytoplankton biomass as estimated from chlorophyll proliles in ocean water (Holm-
H-nsen, 1969; Lorenzen, 1966, 1967), it is obvious either that zooplankton in the sea can survive
on algal concentrations much lower than that indicated by laboratory experiments or that our

. ...------------
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Figure 4. Changing profiles of chlorophyll distribution over a 6-hour period at one station off
the coast of southern California (33041'N, 118°07'W), Data from Eppley, Holm-Hansen, and
StrickLnd (1968).
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usual chlorophyll profiles are not detecting localized, higher concentrations of phytoplankton
cells. With the use of the in vivo fluorometric determination of chlorophyll (Lorenzen, 1966),
it is now possible to obtain continuous depth profiles for chlorophyll and thus to detect any
significant amount of patchiness or layering of phytoplankton cells. Strickland (1968) has cont-
pared chlorophyll profiles obtained both by conventional bottle casts and by the continuous
recording method and had demonstrated the likelihood of ecologically important layering of
algal cells. Future work will be concerned with the relationship of such layers to the distribu-
tion of herbivorous microzooplankton and macrozooplankton. This aspect of studying the
"fine structure" of the water column in regard tc food sources is important not only for the

euphotic zone inhabitants, but aiso for all the living animals in the aphotic zone.
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DISCUSSION
Tuesday evening, 31 March 1970

Backus: In looking over Professor Clarke's shoulder at sea, I was always impressed by the nature
of the trace the Sanborn recorder gave of bioluminescence at great depth. The impression that
one gained from looking at this record was that the bioluminescence, at certain levels at least,
was caused by a multitude of organisms, which suggests a multitude of microorganisms. So I
would say that some of these organisms that Drs. Raymont and Holm-Hansen discussed are bio-
luminescent, if that helps in their identification.

CZlarke, G.: I have two questions to ask Professor Raymont. I understand his reasoning in regard
to a rain of fecal pellets not being very probable for providing nutriment for deeper levels, but
I'm wondering why we have to look at it that way. Couldn't it be that there is a ladder of trans-
fer of nutrient materials through the bodies, either living or dead, of a succession of migrating
animals? Of those animals that started from the surface and went down 100 or 200 meters,
some would die or wonld be captured by animals living between 200 and 300 meters. Some of
the latter would serve as food for species migrating from 300 meters to greater depths, and so
on down. Is there any reason why there couldn't be a chain of overlapping feeding migrations
in that way without involving the fecal material at all? That's my first question. The other
question is in regard to the nutrient aspect of the dissolved organic matter. I remember in Vhe
early days of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution several workers measured the dissolved
organic matter and found that it was high, very uniform in all the lower levels of the ocean, and
was highly resistant to attack by bacteria and other microorganisms. This suggested to them and
to Dr. H. B. Bigelow, who was very astute with a common sense view of biological problems,
that this dissolved organic matter could not be utilized very extensively if it remained uniform
vertically and if it also was very resistant. What evidence is there that any of these microorgan-
isms actually can and do use this dissolved organic matter for their own growth and hence as a
part of a possible food chain deep in the water?

Raymont: I'll try to take the second question because I think at least I know a partial answer.
As regards reusitant material this comment is perfectly justified. There's work, for instance by
Williams and his colleagues among many other people, which shows that a very larg percentage
of the very high amount (which Holin-Hansen was talking about) of the dissolved oqprac matter
is very resistant material. But we have done a little work-not myself personally, but a blohden-
ist on my staff-and there Is certainly evidence accumulating from other laboratories suggesting
that a small percentage of the dissolved organic fraction is what you might call in a reasonably
labile state. If one wants some amplification of that remark: . I think that there are upwards of
twenty amino acids which have been identified in sea water; there is a reasonable quantity of
lipid material, (short and longer chain fatty acids) there are some carbohydrates (hexoses, pen-
toses and rhammosides). It is these materials which I think one looks on as the substrates for
bacteria! action. Now I entirely agree that the amounts of then materials are of the order of
micrograms carbon per litre, rather than the total amount of half a milligram carbon per WUe
which I think was the figure that Hlon-Hansen sUglested as a mean value. (Hom.Hanwm n pro-
vided a table at this point for Raymont to use) Table I, Molecular Natue of the Dissolved Or-
ganc Matter in the Northeast Pacific Ocean (quantities In micropgams carbon per lItze mean).
The total organic carbon is one thousand micropgrm atoms per litre. The breakdown is: - amlno
adds 25gtg-AtL., ougars (free) l1fs-At4L., fatty adds (free and combined) 40pg-At.4L. and
vitamins, lO-7pg.At4L. (I've left out two of the maller quantities). You can we that there is

ti
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a relatively small quantity of what I call the labile materials, and it is t.•esc that are the substrates
for bacteria. I think that this sums up what I wanted to say.

Cl•ake, G.: Has anyone tried to grow anything on these sorts of materials at s ch concentrations?

Raymont: I'm speaking from memory now, but I think I must say "No". However, I think that
Jannasch has shown in his experiments how you can get marine bateria growing at much lower
concentrations than we normally think of in laboratory cultures. In laboratory culture we think
of big batch cultures with high densities of bacteria, but there wold normally be one or two
dominant species, probably succeeded then by other species. What Jannasch has been able to do
is to grow a whole number of species together without an obvous dom~inance of one. These are
then able to grow at much lower concentration of nutrients, though I admit not as low as those
just quoted. Jannasch suggests that you get a much more balanced system, not perhaps an equi-
librium, but somewhere approaching a dynamic equilibrium where a whole number of species is
living at lower densities, and at much lower concentrations of nutrients. These concentrations
might come somewhere near the sort of concentrations th'at we have in the open sea.

D'Aoust: The criteria for whether such material is util-able is often based on bacteria that are
not collected from deep down in the water column. It's known that there are some bacteria that
can use raw petroleum, for that matter, albeit very slowly, but it's something to think about, and
I think the point should be made.

Raymont: Yes, and I believe that in the case I was quoting, they were more or less near-surface
bacteria.

Cbrke, W.: In many observations while diving you see all this gelatinous and stringy material
hanging in the water. I don't think that ai, one has analyzed this material, but it might be pro-
teinaceous or amino acids or what have you. All this materW4 hanging in the watar could act as
a lap surface area for bacteriAl r2rowth, anc it mp.y be a scivenging surface for amino acids or
other materials in the water and produce a focal pohlt for these sorts of chemical reactions.
When you put a plankton purap down in the ocean and you pump away, you're sort of integrat-
ing all of this. It may be that this detritus or snouv that we commonly see is a focal point for this
activity and an available fooi source which organisms can feed on. I must admit that I've never
meen anything feeding on this materia!, but it certainly is abundant.

MAtw/il: One interesting aspect of d&solvcd organic material and the growth of organisms in
tht, ea involves the Pogonophora, animals with no mouth, no anus, no gut. How, then, do they
live? I think Dr. Little at Bristol has shown fairly well that they can live on aminocds, so here
is one group of organisms that lives on the deep-sea floor and probably depends on dissolved
organic matter.

RAymont: I'm rerminded that we have had a lot of papers fron Stephens and his colleaem on
the uptake of amino acids and dmflar compounds. The 1at paper I saw sugests that arthropods
are apparently the lut able invertebrates to take up dissolved organic matter from solution.

C~*ke, W•. Leighton has been doing some work in sewer outfis with use urchin populations. I
admit that this work is't scattering layers or orentation, but these organisms are apparently
able to take advantage of amino acids and other materials in the water when the natural kelp and
Sa supples have dimpeared. in the vicinity of the sewsp outfalla they ar appumfly able
to take advantage of this material that is in the water, somtehow or other to take it up and in-
corporate it into their metabolimus. Admittedly echiWoderms are not rthropods, but they are
apparently very efficient in their metabolism.
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Pearcy: Dr. Raymont, what is the evidence for small fidter feeders in the detrital food chain of
the deep ocean? If detritus or organic aggregates are the basis of the food chain, I would expect a
trend toward small organisms with fine filtratiorn mechanisms. However, deep euphausiids and
copepods are often large and obviously carnivorous, with coarse feeding appendages.

Raymont: The evidence is against me here. The only thing I can plead is I think that until we
do some direct experimentation it's dangerous to conclude from an examination of appendages
what filter feeding organisms can feed on. I'd like to give an example though admittedly this
is from the shallow sea: Oithona has mouth appendages which are coarse and which are well
adapted for raptorial feeding; in other words, it is essentially a carnivore. As you probably well
know, you can make Oithona filter; how it does I honestly don't know, but you can make it
flter. Similarly, you can make Centropages, which is supposed to be an omnivore, filter almost
entirely. All I'm suggesting is that if you can increase your particle size with aggregates fed on
by a protozoan (perhaps a small ciliate), then you can get a form which may be more suitable as
prey. I agree that I have no knowledge of this; what I'm offering is a model. Really what I'm
pleading for is that in future investigations, somehow or other, one will use fine nets as well as
the high-speed coarse nets and one will examine the really small plankton. At present, the sort
of investigation that I was describing has been done down to about 200 or 300 metres. We need
to do this in the deep sea, and it's going to be difficult.

Marshall: Some of the herbivorous copepods are able to seize individual diatoms. Why can't the
deep sea ones seize an individual foraminiferan or a radiolarian or tintinnid? Are very fine filters
necessary for this kind of existence? If Calanus can seize a diatom, why shouldn't the deep-
living copepods seize their food, especially radiolarians?

Snith: We think that people are overestimating the amount of energy that is expended in the
vertical migration. We think that some of the animals have to expend this amount of energy
merely to clear the gill filaments and the small-scale viscous problems of this kind, and that the
energy that is expended in vertical migration would be expended if they were to move 500
meters laterally. We have a paper (Vlymen, W. S., Limnology and Oceanography, Vol. 15, 348-
356, 1970) out now which contends that vertical migration is quite free, almost extra expendi-
ture. Do you have any reaction to this?

Raymont: No comment.

&howm nsen: In regard to the refractory nature of the dissolved organic matter in the ocean,
Peter Williams at Scripps has done a lot of work regrdinS the asp of the dinolved organic mate-
rial and has come up with the Me of approximately 1400 years for samples from 2000 m in the
Pacific. This was estimated by determination of the ntuaral radiocarbon activity of the dismolved
organic carbon. Williams has also studied the 13C1'2C ratios in the dissod organic matter.
His data indicate a uniform distribution of 6 t C with depth, which Inda that the duob' ed
organic material ivery refractory; hence most of It would be unavaiable for heMt tmpbc
pr wth. One other thing in regad to the particulate matter: several invemtiators have collected
the particulate matter by filtration and then used the in silu bacterial populations or have added
bacterial populations to it and tested for the amount of material which con be degaded. Heu
spin the evidence is that a very hlre pmporton of it cannot be deraded by btwteta actim.

Afpckti•: In my studis of midwater fbh in gpned, and of atevaMf (fainly M h )
in paticula, I soon bee... Interested in the etrad ikay pheaamem of dil vetimi sia.
tios. I have aways &Wed, a, no doubt, other have done, two main questoms HoW? d Wty?
By "how" I refer to the mechanism, or mechanius, mqpeq for trI thos ospadu
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and then, why do these creatures move up and down daily, what is the adaptive significance of
this behavior.

By far the most difficult question to answer is and will for quite some time be the "why". It
has repeatedly been proposed that "feeding" is the biolugical necessity underlying these vertical
migrations. After having heard the excellent presentations by Drs. Raymont, Holm-Hansen,
Kinzer and others during this symposium, I am less convinced today than ever before that "feed-
ing" is the answer to the question. Among other things, this answer does not seem to explain
the multiplicity of migratory patterns, some of which were discussed today by the participants
to this symposium. Moreover, offered by itself, often emphatically, as the answer to the prob-
lem, it may discourage intensive search and study of other much more subtle, but equally as im-
portant biological factors underlying these vertical migrations. The thought that feeding in the
upper, richer layer of the ocean may someday prove in many cases t, be a matter of happy coin.
cidence does no longer sound too far fetched.

While studying the various midwater fish my attention was drawn to an area in the frontal
bone, on top of the head and between the eyes (Figure 1). In this area :he bone is very thin
(upper right in Figure 1), especially so in confirmed vertical migrators, with the overlying skin

PO 1. Ph .,, P• : jn GVW ,. ,n 0, ,
dW"adof - - 0 Tri"Aowu mmezeam
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completely devoid of pigment. Beneath, and in contact with, the thin bone one may see the
pineal organ. The apparent association between vertical migration and degree of development of
the "pineal window" encouraged us to initiate a serious study of the pineal complex in midwater
fishes and its possible implication as a photoreceptor and a "biological clock" triggering the mi-
gratory behavior.

It has been found that in the Western Fence Lizard, Sceloporus occidentalis, another dien-
cephalic derivative, the parapineal, a structure analogous to the pineal of fish, plays a ver im-
portant role in regulating the animal's exposure to solar radiation.

From the little work that has been done in deep-sea pineal structures (Holmgren, 1959) and
from our preliminary histological studies there is reason to believe that the distal part of the
pineal complex, the pari which is in contact with the thin bone of the skull, includes at leawt *vo
kinds of cells: secretory and supporting. Study of the ultrastructure, as well as biochemical and
electro-physiological studies may reveal photoreceptors analogous to those found in the lateral
eyes, and pertaps the presence of photosensitive pigments. At this time I can only say that the
study of the pineal complex in midwater fish will prove very rewarding.

Cohen: Basil, you mentioned that the Western Fence izard, Sceloporus, has an analogous or-
gan, and of course the tuatara does too. When we say it's analogous, we are talking about this
structurally. What about functionally?

Nafpj:kltis. They are analogous because their function is probably similar.

Cohen: But isn't that what we are talking about? There are not any lizards that are known to
be diel migrators so far, are there? Why do they have theme organs?

Naf4wktit": No, but I may mention a recent study by people at Berkeley. First of all, let me
clarify this analogy versus homology. In lizards the structure is caled the parapineal or parletal
organ. It is also a dienceptaic derivative, but It is in front of the pineal which we flni In fishes.
So this is why I say the two structum ar not homologous; they are analogo in that they prob-
ably have the same function. In Scetbow occ**ssali-the Western Fence LIJzard-recent
studies have shown that the organ nchade cone-&e structures with layers of membranes one on
top of the other. Eakin, Stebbin sad thek asociates at Berkeley have clled this organ the
"dogsmter of solar radiation". They have connucted field and laboratory studles in which they
managpd to derail the dythin bevior of liard from whkh dw parapeal bad bee Sukafy
removed. In *,ort, there I evkldmce that In lzM t last It bs th tructurM that works U a
"biological lock." The dock is there, and it's set by ambiat phsaoamns 1ht, for simple.

mAnW//: Some myetophids mgrae and some don't. Have you looked at the ores that don't
migpatel

wpftkrnb Yes, Prinar* 7W.hkeOys. wWee Past 1 10 * 0 to study it. Extarnak the
window does not -D to be as wEd devlope d iinshownmloua toor'y %mL We he sme
Louparlom that do not miate, amd we have 1m khtvs% tda do not mlit. We alo hame
the deep Cdaftw, dt black onmes, t doat mm to otmtI, at leit •a •e**. WO'W
looking into them for camps* puipoa.. It b eztam* wd d p i n thou inyclophis
that Ive in the uppe 400 meters, mad we kww defntly that tey do m*e.

Mbhffiv "L I don't blame the liards for bfet uptt aftr as inqryi IIMetL Wty k"
Jst put a blacd bamdad an top of thei bhed?

,WJ*Wt - That hat so bee. dorn, oly itM o( a budald they hi used dMMMm foEL
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Holm-Hansen: What happened to the behavior?

Nafpaktitis: It was changed.

Clarke, W.: Ame you statiag then that you think that it's a light cue rather than• i nutritional cue
that's sending these organisms up and down?

Nafpaktitis: It's highly speculative, but I just venture the suggestion that it is.

Clarke, W.: I am being speculative, but I have seen uther instances of lanernfish not nmaking
their migration. In other words, we passed the main body of them higher in the water column.
They have migrated up, but there are still some sitting lethargically, as Eric Barham says, at
depth not making their migration, so to speak. They're not with their light cue, and if we look
at some of the invertebrates, euphausiid and sergestid shrimp in the Santa Barbara Channel mi-
grate with light, but apparently for nutritional reason.s since we find them with full guts when
they get up to the surface. We also find that they miss cycles. In Saanich Inlet we found some
euphausiids just sitting there at depth. The main body of euphausiids, at least from visual ob-
servations in a submersible, had migrated up to the surface. Here at daytime depths were some
dormant euphausiids; apparently they had missed that diurnal cycle. To me this intuitively
would spell a nutritional requirement rather than a light requirement.

Nafpaktitis: To expect clearcut cases in the ocean and in nature in general would be a little
absurd. We're now getting to know more about digestion rates, metabolic rates, etc. Perhaps
those that you saw staying behind had fed recently and were still digesting, And this, of course,
may affect the nervous system, which is supposedly affected by the pineal organ which is af-
fected by light. There is probably some complex feedback mechanism there.

Clarke, W.: Yes, and this behavior is quite striking, not only in the lanternflsh and euphausiids
but in the serestids too. You will occasionally find them off base, so to speak. They're down;
they don't make the migration. This tumred up not only in visual observations from submersibles
but also in some discrete deh pbankton samples.

Mfpaktlfi: That I know of, there's no evkience whatsoever that all the members of a species
do migrate every day.

Clurke, W.: But y)u're still advocating a loght stimulus or a nutritional stimulus or what?frpsii: A light cue received by the pineal. That is the one that trtins when the animal
s phy w y prpe undergo migration.

Ckrte, W.: But what would you my of the euphaudids and serstids?

NuJ*Mkrtt: I don't know.

Clarke. W.: They do wmate, appwemtly following an isohnme. I am admistedly beift sot of
devf i advocate.

Akfakh#16: How deep ar the ones, the euphoausds or aerlstis, that do migrate to audface
layer? What is the extent of migration?

Clrk. W.: We find egstids rot along with the lantrflia in the Santa BDban Channel
down to 400 or 500 metern

AJfpsurit They do mwr to milrate?

-~ -'
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CMarke, W.: They're migrating with an isolume, at least on the basis of one year's work, which
would seem to be just a slightly higher light level than that associated with. the lanternfsh, but
there's a closer overlap between the lanternfish and the sergestid shrimp th-i1 there is between
euphausiids and the sergestids. We have a layered cake here, but there's a lot more overlap be-
tween the sergestids and the lantemfish. This seemed to be the case in Saunich Inlet with the
few sergestids and lanternfish that we saw there. And also in the Slope Waters, the sergestids
ard the lanternfish were more intimately associated than they were with euphausilds, but they
were all making these migrations.

Nafpaktitti: I can't answer your question, but I would like to add that Pirk Young, who is now
in Hawaii, has been iooking at the "VELERO" cephalopods, and en~tirely independently he came
up with something similar. He is planning to study some light receptors in his cephalopods other
than the eyes. I do not know any more details.

Roper: Dick Young is working with the parolfactory vesicles in cephalopods, particularly in the
ones that migrate. Most of the enoploteuthids, for instiace, are active migrators and have parol.
factory vesicles; apparently the nonmigratont iack well.developed vesicles.

Nafpaktitis: He suspects that these may function as ilght reeceptois?

Roper: That's correct, but until recently he hasn't been able to do more thant take a preliminary
look.

D'Aoust: I think one good speculation deserves another, .and there need be no cither-or ap-
proach. None of us would go to dinner if we didn't se any food on the table, and it could be
that the pineal apparatus, if it has a light role, simply neurologically indicates that it's tinm to
eat. Now whether it's hungry is another matter. I don't we any contradi:tion in the fact that
both nutritiorad and light cuc can work, as you ulpusted.

Dwuner: Fascinated as I was by the second paper this morning. Dick, I wanted to Ak a question
about the first if Dr. ALI Ebei$ is here. Dr. Ebeling produced a scheme on a slide which I found
very interesting Indeod on tie subjet vf the sabivi3ion of an enormnoa oceai ecorystm Into
units. This is a problem which has intereted me for some tine. I wanted to ask how be would
define a pelagic marine ecosystem and, more than that, subdivide It into fu.ntkonal unta

hng: I would define a puiagi oceanic ecosystem a the mu of events that occur as oceanic
orpanluns intract anong themsawi and with their evronament. W• defkd hunctional waits

itlhin the syam, Le., communtis and ecological poop by statiticel nalysis. The omamu-
nities may interact trugwh predator-proy relatloafts. For eampl., many of the law ims
and shrinps in an "ishore Fish Vol-mn Comuniusty," which occupin the middeptba of the
Santa Barbara Channal, apparently et unu•r crusawrwa in a "Shalow Invertebrate Comum-
ily." Altihoug the two *unwtitius may be more or es sparaltd durin tih day, they ikt
rate at nsot. especily or the vrfa. whut ma-.b a* at th uvNr and of thik ih verti
ngro and an acdtly f4edi. If the lar&r uan• In th deper couaimmnla = Noowt
log the WNdl" stalms In the s Wer omnmti wha us the shiDow"r, maimb auhb
-,W Seam worker have wonted that they mirats to the foodkh ifam wae to hod

under t•e cor of nao at, then dewead a dnybm• to me md b•e In the da nd Wcl It
All paws of course, me restric-d to the supotic zoo mam the mrfis. As moosied by
lih and Grandprrin, therefoe, a "no-am's ImV of tit may l otwa m em two o,-
seved zones of zkWun trwbi aean, one mar t= e d im awn d t ; ot. m the bensa
of the pemimabat dtmotim. Outr 1bale "ecorm " of couare, Is de d v loth to ft
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six-foot midwater trawl universe and to oui" limited stries of environmental measures. But there I
is good evidence that seasonal and ontogenetic groups of animals occur within and about the
stable communities whose members are abundant the year around. Therefore, the ecosystem is
four-dimensional and fluctuates in both time and space.

Some:)ne mentioned possible biological clocks and ciicade3n rhythms with respect to die!
vertical migration. One of my graduate students, ,ichard lbara, has investigated such migrations
of the midshipman fish, Portchthys notatus. Admittedly it's not a real deep-sea fish. It lives
most of the year at depths of 100 meters or greater, buried in the sandy and muddy bottom
during the day. It may ascend into the "Shallow Invertebrate Community" during the night and
feeds mainly on small crustaceans like euphausiids and amphipods. It has a well.developed swim-
bladder, whose volume must be adjusted during the ascent. The interesting thing is that young
individuals in laboratory aquaria become active periodically according to a diel cycle. They will
uncover themselves, swim about or hover motionlessly, snap at live shrimp, then bury themselves
again. But their circadean activities require entrainment by some sort of light-dark cycle, and
they are out of phase under constant conditions of light or dark.

Clarke, W.: On this business of whether we can recognize a conmnunity per se, the fact that we
can go in now and predict essentially what we will catch at a certain light level, I think, adds
some credence to the fact that we do have something here that's material. In other words, we
can select a particular isolume in the Santa Barbara Channel and, say, ninety-nine times out of a
hundred predict what organism will dominate that particular catch on the bais of the light re.
gime. Through my year's work we found out that the euphaus.lds are associated primarily with
one isolume, sergestids with another, and lanturnflah with another. And thee layers maintain
their integrity throughout the diurnal cycle even though, in the cae of the euphausilds, the light
regime they're following goes through the msrface of the ocean at night and they cannot follow
it. They can't swim any higher. But the sergestid and lanternfldh layers maintain their integ-
rity throughout this period whether it's a moonls nght or not, so you can associate a certain
predictability with this. You can turn tlw table around and say, '"tcay, if I fish at th" light
level, I will find these organisms in association with one another, and they will dominate the
catch." So I think again we have a rev,;rse Indication that them cornmunities ,ctually are exist-
ing here.

Mc(asmey: i would like to ask whether anybody has any data on migrations during eclipses.
That's the first point. The second point is concerned with hearing in wknbladder fish. I think
that Dr. Mardsh mentioned that then was no obvious connection between the swimbladde
and do erar, and I don't believe that It is necesmay that there be any obvious connection, ain
the Weberan apparatus, for the swknblbad to affect the hearini or perhaps improve it 0t jw
frequencie. Related to that, perhaps I migt ask Dr. Barham whether he feels that the motor
noise from his subnneribles was betg sesed by the fish In addition theoki ans o to do
loat. Futther, does anybody fel th tha w deep su fih we escaping the mt in tdo sae wa
that fime in dhaow depths can msetins ba the t swi nets cu h alo eq & Iecd*ay bottom
trimls?

AWf: About the viladder sad the hwin&, thm we oue deep no , deep as cod,
which have a couection between the swimbldw and the eou, a vwry clog coannctio. It's
true that ther's not a don connection in the lasterzM, but to. eeikbbddl r could Iba co
asa bmet aid. although pemmably "o a wall w i the dosp ma cod. Actaaly, I think l6
Dr. Aleander would he e datm on this. I tak he woikd out sme Ppopetlst of tom
Ambladder mad mearing however with a dcw connection, if I uressa. rigtly.

S~ 7.
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Alexander: But it falls off very rapidly in the near field.

McCartney: Agreed. It falls off very rapidly in the near field, but the presence of the swim-
bladder means that the particle velocity at the ear at these low frequencies is many orders of
magnitude greater than it would be if the swimbladder were not present.

Alexander: I don't think there's a possibility of more than about two orders of magnitude and
that ,aly when you have a close connection between the swimlniadder and the ear. If the swim-
bladder is removed from the ear by a substantial distance, you get a falling off as the near field
falls off around a source.

Barhara: Subjectively, we get the fmeling that there is a great deal of difference between differ-
ent submersibles and the motors that drive them ai-d the organisms' reactions to them. For ex-
ample, the Cousteau saucer had a water propulsion system. It was driven by electric motors,
that is true, but they were DC motors which are not highly efficient but worked beautifully.
They couldn't go very fast but had a great deal of control. We had very good luck using this
vehicle in the dives off Cabo San Lucas, where we took up a station and allowed a scattering
layei to migrate by us. We just cat there and turned the lights off and on at one or two-minute
intervals, and this worked out beautifully. We then worked with DEEP STAR. We thought we
could play the same game, but It didn't turn out quite that neatly at all. DEEP STAR had DC-
AC inverters on it, and we had a lot of trouble with them, as anybody associated with that pro-
gram knows. It kept failing all the time. Eventually they got it whipped. At any rate, this leads
off into another crazy theory which I shan't bore you with, but .: do think that lots of organisms
are extremely susceptible to electric signals, and whenever these darned inverters would turn on,
they would create a whine. Whenever they would run through their various step gains on their
motors, the switches would snap and pop, and things were different. 'there were times, particu-
larly when we were working with Bill Batzler, when we were sitting at a certain level and pinging
upward with the sound devices, that, expecting the scattering layer to come by us very neatly and
,lcely, we would turn on the lights, look at these things, and identify and count them. But we
would hardly see anything, and then we would get the word from the surface: Everythipg is up,
fellas. Come home, It's all over. And we'd start up, and we'd pass these things. They had al-
ready gotten by us somehow, and we hadn't se.mn them; they seemed to detour around us. Per-
haps because they could see the glow from our lights every two minutes as they were moving up-
ward, they took off in slightly different directions and we missed them. Another thing you have
to bear in mind is that sometimes these populations that some of ur feel are basically Tespontible
for scattering layers can be very diffuse. There doesn't have to be a lot of them. It's very sbtle.
You can miss it very easily. You are obviously trying to get enough numbers to be convincing.
If you don't get those numbers, you are left with something of an uncertainty. At other times
things look very clear and very distinct. It all depends.

I would go back to another question now that I am here and direct this t, the people who
are studying communities in the California Current system. If you do not consider physonect
siphopnhores in your system, associated with Euphauula pac~lw and Sergestes sbnil- as a tri-
umvirate, I think you are missing a bet. I beseech you to devise collecting methods to go out and
take these things so that you can take a good look at theni because they are there and they are a
very dominant, inmportant predator in this system.

Backus: I might say a word about the question relevant to the behavior of deep skattering layers
during solr eclipses. We made some observations during the solar eclipse of July 20,1963. The
eclipse was on the order of 90 percent coverage of the sun at the location of the ship. The time
of maximum occlusion was well into the afternoon, as I remember it. The scattering layer began
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to behave as it would at cunset and then started back down. Then proper sunset came and it
came on up. We wanted to do some fishing experiments during the recent solar eclipse, but the
ship wasn't available and I considered it a bore to turn just the echosounder on again. But one
of our ships was at sea where the maximum occlusion occurred closer to the middle of the day
and was not so extensive as on the earlier occasion; the echosounder records weren't very good,
but little or no response was indicated. Like most things, it is rather complicated.

Kaye: I think ONR asked for reports during the past eclipse, and I wonder if they received any
results.

Holt: Nothing.

Farquhar: I would like to go back for just a moment to the discussion by Basl Nafpaktitis re-
garding the pineal complex. If this complex is to be of particular advantage to the animal as a
light collector, then it seems to me that its optical properties ought to be better, perhaps, than
the eye. I wonder if you looked at a comparison between the transmissivity of the pineal cover-
ing as opposed to the eye of the animal.

Nafpaktiftll As I said, we are just now beginning to go into the pineal. I do not belittle the im-
portance of the eye. There is no doubt about it, but the pineal body might prove as important,
if not more important, in terms of sensitivity.

Hansen: This would mean that the eye is an information gathering organ in terras of a
visual image-you used the term light dosimeter. This would not be an image-making device
but a summating device for triggerin the migratory behavior. In vertical migration studies
dating as far back as 1898, there is a recurrent theme stating that the sign of migration-in
other words, the direction-is changed by a salinity change such that vertically migrating
plankton would take off on a triigerng light signal, quite probably going faster than the
isolume, but would eventually cut off not to a light signal but to some physiological osmotic
effect such as a salinity change near the surface. This problem I find very interesting because
Bill Clarke explained the delay by saying that the isolume would go on through the surface.
Obviously our organisms can't. So what do they do whey the isolume trigger is stopped and
they are all stuck up there at the surface? You then have to reverse the sign to move them
back down again to reverse the bhavior pattern. I wonder if anyone else. has any thoughts
on this.

Clarke, W.: What we usually noticed was that the light level would come up again, the .sn
would reverse, and the euphausilds would start moving down, essentially associated with the
same isolume. Their migration was stopped because of an interface which they couldn't go
through. In the case of the sergestids and lanternfish, that isolume never reached the surface.
They would come to the apogee so to speak, in their migration but they would not start migrat-
ing down until the light level increesed again. We made a series of oblique tows at these dark
times well below their prefarred light levels right up through the whole water column. They
would not start downward migration again until light levels rose to a point at which the isolume
they followed was bing depressed again. Moore has stated in literature that a thermocline will
often stop the migration in tropical waters. We never saw this happen in the Santa Barbara
Channel.

Hersey: Were these inferred light levels or measured light levels?

ClOrke, W.: We were using the six-foot Isaacs-KIdd midwater trawl with the GM-developed sys-
tem, and the photometer was located In the spreader bar so that light measurements were being

........................
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made in situ at depth. We were also using a depth sensor that was telling us where the trawl was
relative to light level and a temperature sensor telling us what the temperature was at that point.
So all of these were being measured In situ at the time that th. collections were being made.

Raymont: Could I just make a brief comment op that remark about reversal of sign with salin-
ity? I seem to remember that Rose was one of the early workers who proposed salinity, among
a lot of other factors, causing a reversal of sign. But I think that most of the worn that's been
tried out subsequently hasn't borne a great deal of fruit in this connection. I'm particularly re-
minded here of Harder's work in Germany where he had very sharp salinity gradients. He shows
that a number of plankton animals actually collect above and below the salinity barriers. Some
gather in gradients; others will go through a gradient and will then stay there. This doesn't sound
as though you have a reversal of sign.

Hansen: You are perfectly right regarding Rose's work. However, Joan Lance in 1963 did find
this effect of the reversal of sign. As far as Harder's work is concerned-why I'm bringing this up
is that we're not going to have time to discuss one of the topics that I want to bring up in our
paper which concerns pteropod vertical migrations as recorded on the depth sounder-we have
an effect of accumulation of the pteropods on a pycnocline which gives a very, very hard scat-
tering layer at about 50 meters, and une can see the pteropods come up in vertical migration,
hit the pycnocline, and stick there. But the pycnocline scattering layer stays there day and night,
and this will be at equinoctial times so that we have day and night in the Arctic. There's an ef-
fective segregation of the population at the pycnocllne because at night you see a component
come up to the pycnocline and the pycnocline-thick scattering layer thickens. A little later you
see migration continuing up toward the surface. This then drops off a bit, responds at dawn, and
comes back down. But the pycnocline scattering layer remains present at all times. Thus at all
times we believe we have pteropods stuck on the pycnocitne. In his examination of stratified
water columns and accumulation of plankton under these conditions, Harder suggested that the
detrital maternil had accumulated on density boundaries and that in fact we had a filter feeding
response in the plankton under these conditions, which would be why they accumulate above
and below. Unfortunately there doesn't seem to be very strong evidence ki the open sea of
detrital accumulations on interfaces as far as I know, and we certainly have no example of this
in the Arctic. Even though we have a very strong pycnocline, there seems to be no detrital ac-
cumulation at least from the nephalometry. So I think that it is still an open question why one
gets accumulations at interfaces other than those due to physiological constraints of osmotic
effects, or density, perhaps.

Pieper: I don't really want to get into this in any great detail at the moment, but I hope to
convince you on Thursday that we are watching the distribution of euphauulids with high fre-
quency echosounders. Now if I can convince you of this fact, there are two things that you
probably remember reading about Saanich Inlet where we are presently doing our work. One
is that there is a very strong oxycline at around 100 meters during most periods of the year, and
the exycline is a parameter that we can measure, which limits the downward movement of
euphausilds to around 90 to 100 meters. Why are they stopping here? Experiments that have
been completed recently at the University of British Columbia indicate that it is not the low
oxygen that is stopping the downward movement of the euphausiids from going right into the
deeper waters; if you take surface water and in some way remove the oxygen, they can live in
this kind of water. Similarly, if you take the bottom water from Saanich and oxygenate it, the
euphauslids do not like it. Their respiration rates will increase drastically, and they will die.
What I would like to suggest is that something like an oxycline or a pycnocline is probably more
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of an indication of different water types, which is somet ling that maybe the animals cannot
adapt to or something that they do not wish t o go into, and it is this that is stopping the move-
ment rather than a density layer.

Barham: I want to mention a short piece of work of one of our people, I. E. Davies, on a cruise
just outside of the Okhotsk Sea where there was a positive thermocline, an extremely strong one,
with a layer of extremely cold water overlying warmer water. We had scatterers there that would
come right up to this barrier but would not come through it; this was observed for about three
or four nights. Davies assumed, and I agreed with him, that it was a thermal barrier that was
stopping this migration. So it can be lots of things.

Holm-Hansen: I very much enjoyed Bill Hansen's comments about the reversal of sign and how
to get things back down. I wish I had some answers, but I don't. I do have some complicating
factors. In motile unicellular algae Halldal has lots of evidence for reversal of sign by the
magnesium/calcium cation ratio. Changing this ratio, he can get them to go either toward or
away from the light. In studies at Scripps in a 70,000 liter outdoor tank (ten meters deep and
three meters wide) we also have evidence that nitrate-deficient dinoflagellates will not migrate.
Throw in nitrate and they'll start migrating right to the bottom of the tank at night and on ap
to the surface in the daytime. It is obvious that migration is a complicated affair and is influ-
enced by intracellular physiological conditions as well as by physical and chemical conditions of
the milieu.

Alexander: Might I be allowed to do a little horizontal migrating toward that blackboard?
I want to come back if I may to this problem that Dr. McCartney raised about the advantage or
otherwise of getting a swimbladder nearer to an ear. I've just been thinking about the propor-
tions of a fish. There's a fish. There's its swimbladder. There's its ear. This is a fish without
any special connection between the swimbladder and the ear. If you start off at the center of
gravity of the swimbladder, measure the distance to the ear-call it x, measure the distance from
the center of gravity of the swimbladder to the surface of the swimbladder-that might be just
about, taking a guess, 0.7x. If these proportions are right, then in fact the amplitude at the ear
is only going to be a factor of 2 less than the amplitude at the surface of the swimbladder, and
maybe these extensions of the swimbladder right to the ear aren't really being as helpful as they
look.

Backus: Any comments on the proportions?

Marshall: rd merely like to suggest an experiment. There are two kinds of mackerel; Scomber
and Pneumatophorus, the latter with a swimbladder (Pneumatophorus), the other without.
These fishes are extremely alike, and I'd like to suggest experiments ot, conditioning and hearing
in these species of fishes. And they are fairly easy to keep.
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ABSTRACT

Live fish, their swimbladders, and rubber balloons the size and shapes of fish bladders have
been used as targets in acoustic scattering measurements made in the frequency range 400 to
4,000 Hz. Our chief interest is the frequency of resonant response, the Q of that response,
and the strength of the target. All fish were small compared with the acoustic wavelength.
The balloon targets exhibited a fairly sharp resonant response with Q's as high as 20, corres-
ponding to a target strength enhancement of about 32 dB. The resonance curves for the
scattering from fish were broader; Q's in the range 3 to 5 were observed. Results obtained
using a 10.6-cm anchovy as a target are typical: resonance frequency, 1,275 Hz; Q, 4.5; and
target strength, -35 dB at 1 m. Results using the gas bladder as a target are: resonance fre-
quency 1,250 Hz, Q, 21; target strength, -22 dB. With the bladders completely deflated the
fish produced no measurable response. The values of resonance frequency determined acous-
tically were used to predict the volume of gas in the fish bladders by applying the theoretical
expression relating the resonant frequency to the bladder size. These predictions show good
agreement with the measured gas volumes. Comparison of the Q of the whole fish with that
of its bladder gives an estimate of the damping effect of the fish tissue surrounding the blad-
der. Tests made in a sound-transparent pressure chamber cleArly demonstrate the upward
shift in resonance frequency expected with an increase in water depth.

INTRODUCTION

It seems well established at present that acoustic volume scattering, c,ýecially that associated
with the stronger scattering layers of the deep ocean, is produced by resonant or near-resonant
scattering from certain relatively small gas-bladder fishes and possibly by other organisms, such
as siphonophores, which contain entrapped bubbles of gas. The work of Hersey, Backus, Chap-
man, Andreeva, and their associates in establishing this belief is well known (1,2,3). Net hauls and
visual observations from deep submersibles tend to support this belief sin ce gas-bladder fishes of
appropriate size have been netted in the layers and have been sighted fom submersibles passing
through the layers (4,5,6). A comprehensive review and further development of the experimental
and theoretical aspects of scattering from bladder fishes has been published recently by Weston (7).
Thus a considerable body of information regarding this interesting phenomenon is available. As
far as we know, however, there have been few if any tests of single fish to give further confirma-
tion to this belief by determining the frequency of resonant scattering, the damping effect, and
the target strength of these individual targets. This situation is understandable since the individual
fish is a very poor target even when the expected 15. to 20-dB enhancement at resonance is present.
Thus, for example, resonant scattering from a near-surface fish at 3 kHz requires a bladder of
volume equal to that of a sphere having a diameter of only 3.5 mm. Assuming an enhancement
of 18 dB, the target strength would be -43 dE. Measurement of this target by the usual methods
is difficult if not impossible under the conditions imposed by low signal frequency, long pulse
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lengths, and high background levels. A procedure for overcoming this difficulty was described
in two recent papers (8,9). The present paper reviews the experimental procedure and test re-
sults of those papers and presents additional information concerning procedure, tests results, and
comparison of these results with theory. All experimental data considered were obtained in the
Transdec (10) calibration pool at the Naval Undersea R&D Center using live fish, fish bladders,
and rubber balloons as targets.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The sketch in the upper-right corner of Figure 1 suggests the experimental procedure. The
target-a balloon in this example-is placed in close proximity to a probe hydrophone. The J-1 1
source used provides a continuous signal varying in frequency over the range within which res-
onance is expected. A sample record showing the frequency response obtained with and without
the balloon target is shown in the lower part of this figure. A sharp increase in pressure level is
seen near 500 Hz. This is followed by a sharp decrease in level as the incident and scattered pres-
sures interfere, reaching a minimum level at about 700 Hz. Small oscillations in the probe and
the target response are principally a result of specular reflections from the water surface and re-
verberations in the pool. If the probe response alone (dotted curve) is subtracted from the target
response much of this fluctuation is eliminated. The normalized curve that results is shown in
Figure 2. In the form seen here the levels above and below the dotted reterence line give a direct
comparison between the measured and the incident pressure, here designated as p. and pi, re-
spectively. Frequency response curves shown in later illustrations will also be given in this
normalized form.
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Figure 2. Normalized fnrm of the frequency response of the
acoustic scattering from an air-filled balloon

Simple theory for scattering from a spherical gas-filled cavity in water is expressed by the re-
lation (11),

A PI

where

B a ps scattered pressure at I cm from the center of the cavity

A P, * incident pressure

R U radius of the gas cavity in centimeters

f sWi frequency in hertz

,* resonance frequency

I6 = damping constant

This relation is exp..esd disranmtically in Flure 3, where p is the meam d sound prossu
and, a before, pi and p. am the incident and scttered sound pressures. Assumption of this
model provides a means of obtaining the scattered promre level from the •masd and Incident
levels. The procedure, stated briefly, isv follows: Pak masured premue ratios such a thiet
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y

Figure 3. Cfircle diag~ram illustrating the relation-
ship among incident, scattered end measured
prtssure with change in frequrncy

at about 500 Hz, Figure 2, determine the size of the circle corresponding to a given incident
pressure, p,. With this relation establish'.d, the magnitude and phase of the scattered pressure
can be determined for any given value of p3 . The points Rm and R3 in Figure 3 show the posi-
tions where the pressures p.. and p, are at maximum, respectively, and point T is any other
arbitrary point on the circle.

ThTSRESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The responses of gas-bladder fish were, of course, the chief interest. In these tests a live fish
was placed in close proximity to the probe hydrophone, replacing the balloon pictured earlier.
The target fish was secured an n copper-sreen pocket with the probe hydrophone close to the
bladder position.

Figure 4 shows the frequency response curves obtained from two goldfish, one somewhat
smaller than the other. MAlo shown in each case is the response of the bladder. The bladder was
easily removed from the fish, usually without lore of gas. The bladder response shows an increase
in the Q of the response and thus provides a measure of the damping caused by the fish tissue. in
all cues the b~adderless fish was also tested. No discernible deviations from the zero reference
line resulted; that is, the presence of the bladderless fish was not detectable. Note also in this
figure that the peak response for the smaller fish comes at a higher frequency, u is expected.

Figure 5 shows the response from a live anchovy 10.6 cm long and from its bladder. Again
the bladder response shows a marked increase in Q over that for the fish. In the table (lower left,
Fig. 5) are listed the resonance frequency, the Q, the target strength enhancement (I12) over geo-
metrical scattering-designated by E and obtained from E 10 log (4Q 2).-and the overall

~i
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calculated target strength, for each target. The latter value is for a distance of I m. The geo-
metrical scattering cross section used in this last calculation was that for a sphere having the ame
volume as the fish's bladder. Some error is expected here because all bladders tested were elon-
gated and were usually bilobar in shape.

Let us consider for a moment the target strength of-35 dB estimated for this anchovy. Is this
target strength consistent with the volume scattering strengths produced by a strong scattering
layer? Assuming a volume scattering strength of-65 dB (that is, the average target strength of
each cubic meter of insonified water) and assuming incoherent addition of the individual echoes,
it is seen that the presence of only one fish of this size in each 1,000 m3 of water would be suffi-
cient to produce the relatively high assumed vwaue of -65 dB.

While anchovy are not usually found at depths greater than 100 to 200m, as-bladder flih of
a similar size are observed in the deeper scattering layers. Anchovy, off California, are observed
both in schools and as more widely dispersed individual fish. In schools they may be strong
acoustic targets but the echo level varies with frequency and several other parameters; incoherent
addition of individual target strengths is no longer valid (7).

The quality factors, Q, listed in Figure 5 can be used to estimate the damping effect of the
fish tissue surrounding the bladder. Following Weston (7, p. 67).

0-' -+ Q7-'

where,

-=overall damping constant

Qb- • -, + t- - bladder damping cwstant

Q -1 fish tissue damping

W a radiation damping

(2 thermal damping

Substituting the tabulated values,

- I aI - 0 .19S
4.:5 21

Of - .4

The latter value comperes favorably with that predicted from Andawee's work (7, p. 71). Values
of O( obtained in a similar nr for the two pdtdsh Mg. 4) show poor qa ut with the
value predicted from Andwra.

Frequency espon curv, of the type show Iin Flpur 4 wad S wr also mi at others am-
lated water depths. Thes depths wm silatwd by the use of the soud trampnq ut prim e
chamber (13) seen in Figure 6. The probe hydrolboae eMn target us plaed in thk wbesr
which is then closed and mlowered In !! ýeal test d&pth of 6 m. Tne pire is Me this cdmbew
cua be varied as dealred up to a maximi of 600 pd. The probe hyopboia • uod at prem at
bimits the tesb to depthi equiv9eut to 200 . The f"lbe wallhs of the ch m prectldy
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Figure 6. Sound-transparent pressure chanmbe- uscd in dcpth-simulatinu tests

transparent to the aousti- signals used in the tc-,-s. "ihus esuentially the s'aml! p-ocedure already
described was used in measuring the effec! •, .ressvr;.

Figure 7 shows the results uhtaincd whe- i i•ble: b1 ball*tm of I -cm r:dius (at atmoApheric
pressure) was used as a target in the pressure chante.r. The vertical scale is magnified compared
with that in prcvioas response curves, increasing !the apparent sharpness of !he response. As
expected Irum the theory, the resonAnce frequency increases as the pressure is incrse from
0 to ,`00 psig. a simulated depth ran•g of abu.u! 140( m. The incriw in ;;bt.,nance frequency is a
result of the pressure-induced decrease in radius as well . :- ivc x ,'.ase .n amnh-i.nt prtssore,

With one exception, the level of the r--k respo:.- szcn in Fijearc 7 decreases with pressure.
This way result from the decrease in balloon tize wi#l pressure and to an increase in damping
facltr with frequency. an effect kstowoa to vu(t in tOw case of air bubbles. Athough the Q of
the response varies somewhat in these tests -iii but two values are near 14. At a preoure of 200
psig the radius has decreased to about 4 m..n, le•s than half its original uze. The elastic proper.
tics 4 the balhxn may be quite different zaftr reductinm to tht4 the. $-milar tests at cOnstant
Volume over a wider range of pressures miy help ii resolving some of them questions.

The pressure effect using fish as targct- w-a. also tested. Figure 8 shows the frequency res-
pmiwe cu:ves obtained when a live goldfish, and then iis bladder, were used as targets in the
pressure chamr-nr. It is seen that the peak response of the bladder occurs at a higher frequency
than that for the fish. It is believed that some air was lct from the bladder in the diswection
vr-cess. It is also possible that the fish was paiii i,.Y successful an maintaining the. volune of its
bladder when subjected to rressure. The latter potIbility seems unlikely because little mom
than I 5 min. elapsed between succc;..-ve records.. Biologically this is considered too short a
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Figure 8. The variat: n in frequency response of the rcoustic scattering
from a goldfish and from its bladder as the ambient water pressure is
increased

CONCLUSIONS

More accurate measurements, a more complete coverage of pressure effects, and the testing
of additional species of fish, especially those inhabiting deep scattering layers, will increase the
value of this study. Nevertheless, it is believed that the present effort has done much to clarify
the major problems concerning resonant scattering from fish. The results obtained show, per-
haps for the first time, that:

1. Resonant scattering with Q's in the range 3 to 5 may be expected from gas-bladder
fishes.

2. Decrease in bladder v'olume or increase in water depth increases the resonance frequency
of scattering from the fish.

3. Removal of the bladder eliminates the resonant response of th• fish.
4. The volume of gaq in the fish bladder can be predicted fairly closely from the resonance

frequency and vice versa.
5. Comparison of the response of the fish with that of its bladder provides a means of

estimating the damping effect of the fiah tissue.
6. Small fish, even when thinly distributed, have a target strength at resonance high

enough to accoun t for even the highest observed scattering strengths.
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DISCUSSION

Van Schuyler.: Do you have any plans in the future for working with smaller organisms and at
higher frequencies than what you have presented here?

Batzler: No, I have none.

Schulkin: Not being a biologist, the question occurred to me whether the fish has air or oxygen
in its bladder, and whether you filled its bladder with the same prooortion of gas mixture.

Batzler." The bladder was not deflated. Dr. Pickwell removed the bladder intact, so its was not
a matter of filling the bladder.

Schulkin: Did you pierce the bladder and investigate the gas content afterwards?

lickwell: Actually, the goldfish swinibladder and the anchovy swimbladder have a percentage
of oxygen somewhat exceeding air, usually approximately 30 percent. We did not exchange the
gas in the swimbladder. We wanted to take the swimbladder out of the fish with the same
velume that it had in the intact fish, so we never purposely deflated it. We did analyzn the gas
in a few situations in these comparatively surface-dwelling fishes. The percentage of oxygen is
always very close to 30 percent. I should also emphasize the fact that in a few carp that we used,
and in the goldfish, the bilobar, or dumbbell shape of the swimbladder, did not seem to have
any effect on the final results. We measured the total volume of gas in the swimbladder even
though the constriction between the two lobes was in fact rather pronounced. The volumes of
gas we are dealing with, both in the anchovies and ij: the goldfish, are very comparable to the
volumes of gas seen in hatchotfishes, particularly of the genus Argyro pelecus, which are
characteristic of the nonmigratory scattering layers off San Diego.

Alexander. The goldfish belongs to the group of fish known as the Ostanophysil, which have a
swimbladder that is pressurized and blown up to 1/2 to I psi above ambient pressure, and the
swimbladder wall is made of rather inextensible material, It does not stretch nearly as easily as
the swimbladder walls of most other species. I wonder to what extent t!. ý Iffected your results.
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Batzler: No effect that I know of. I am sure that there is some effect there. You saw the
limits in which we measured these, and although I perhaps belittled the ±*150 Hz, I am sure
there are effects that we have not measured. i can assure you that Dr. McCartney has looked
at some of these things more closely, but I wonder if George Pickwell has a comment here.

Pickwell: Only that in the goldfish with which we dealt, the foreward lobe of the swimbladder
is not veiy extensible, as you correctly stated. The after lobe tends to be, but in either case
if the volume had increased, this would have shifted the resonant peak in the opposite direction
from which we actually saw it move, if it deviated at all from what the resonance had been in
the intact fish. In the case of the anchovy, again you are correct. The swimbladder is compara-
tively diaphanous and might be expected to stretch, but again, the frequency shifted in the
wrong direction.

Alexander: I was wondering whether these swimbladder walls of very different properties led
to any measurable differences in the values of Q for the isolated bladders of the two fishes.

Batzler: There certainly was a difference in Q between the bladder and the fish, but that is
not quite your question.

Alexcnder: No, between the bladder of one fish and the bladder ,f another.

Batzler: Oh yes. This may be true. I really feel that we do not have a big enough statistical
sample to be sure that this is generally true, but I see your point much betier, and it is some-
thing to look for.



MEASUREMENTS OF THE TARGET STRENGTH OF FISH IN
DORSAL ASPECT, INCLUDING SWIMBLADDER RESONANCE
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ABSTRACr

The need for measurements of the target strength of fish is discussed. The phenomenon
of swimbladder resonance of deep-ocean fish is well known and is a useful means of esti-
mating their sizes. For larger commercial fish in shallower seas, the resonant frequency is
much lower and resonance is very difficult to observe in the field. A method of observing and
measuring the swimbladder resonance of a captive live fish in controlled conditions is de-
scribed and results on several gadoids are given. Reasons for the higher resonant frequencies
than predicted are given, and the damping of resonance is high, which is expected. Applica-
tion of these results to acoustic sizing at sea appears remote. The experimental technique is
offered as a useful tool in physiological studies involving swimbladder function.

Measurements at higher 'requencies in the diffraction and geometrical regions are also
presented, resulting in an empirical equation for target strength as a function of lengtb of the
fish and wavelength. It is believed that this equation is useful for acoustic fish sizing with the
use of echo sounders at sea. The swimbladder is the major scatterer over the whole frequency
range.

TARGET-STRENGTH PROBLEM AND PREVIOUS WORK

When sound energy is incident on a fish, some energy is dissipated by absorption and the rest
is scattered in all directions. The proportion of re-radiated to incident intensity is dependent
upon frequency, the incident and reflected angles, and the dimensions and mechanical proper-
ties of the fish structures. The number, complexity of shape, and relative motion of these
structures in a living fish make it impossible to calculate completely the scattered field; even to
estimate it with much confidence is difficult because the acoustic impedances of the various
parts are uncertain and difficult to measure. Experimental determinations of target strength are
thus essential. Over most of the useful spectrum, little more than an order-of-magnitude agree-
ment with the scattering calculated fron. simple geometrically shaped models can be expected.

Fortunately, the number of parameters can be reduced to make a worthwhile practical in-
vestigation manageable. First, it is the back-scattered echo level that is invariably of interest, and
re-radiation in other directions need not be measured. Second, echo sounders detect fish prin-
cipally at or near dorsal aspect, and here we concentrate on this aspect though this emphasis
does not deny the need for measurements in azimuth at low elevations for forward search and
scanning sonar applications. Third, measurements by Haslett (1962b) on whiting Merlangius
merlangus (L.), showed that the dimensions of the acoustically important components of this
species can be scaled as proportions of the fish length L, leading to the useful idea (Hasiett,
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1965) that the plot of acoustic backscattering cross-section a, normalized by L2 , versus L/X
(fish length/wavelength) should be the same for all whiting; in practice, this idea means that the
range of frequencies covered with each fish size, or vice versa, can be reduced. Caution is
required when absorption losses become significant, because these losses may not scale. Though
many fish of other species have similar proportions to whiting, there are also some significant
differences, even within the gadoid family, particularly in the shape of the swimbladder.

The results of target-strength measurements on dead fish in dorsal aspect by six authors
were plotted by Haslett in the normalized manner in Figure 1, taken from Figure 3 of
Haslett (1965), covering mainly the range 4 <L/A < 20, with some results down to LIA = 2
and up to L]A = 60. The main feature of this summary is the wide scatter, the extreme exam-
ple being a factor of 5 x 103 between two results differing by only 20% in L]A. This result can-
not be explained by selective absorption or resonance phenomenon but rather indicates that
scattering components from two or more parts of the fish are interfering, causing large variations
in re-radiation, either at a fixed aspect as frequency is varied or at a fixed frequency as aspect is
varied. Variability in oIL2 tends to be worse at higher values of LIA, as each scattering compo-
nent becomes more directional. Maximum values of oIL2 increase with L/A, which is another
indication of directivity. Values of oL 2 for smaller fish at high frequencits tend to be lower
than the values of a/L'L from iarger fish at lower frequencies having the same value of L/A; this
finding might indicate that increased absorption looses at the higher frequencies are becoming
significant, in wfiuc case the sound may not be penetrating the fish flesh to reach other major
scatterers, such as the swimbladder and the backbone; alternatively, different experimental con-
ditions make absolute comparisons difficult.

NEED FOR TARGET-STRENGTH DATA

It would be desirable for acoustic systems to obtain information on the presence, position,
quantity, size, and species of fish in the sea. A knowledge of the acoustic backscattering cross-
section area of fish is required:

1. For the detectability specification of fishing sonars and echo sounders.
2. For the size determinations necessary for stock estimation.
3. For classification of species by their echo properties.

Detectability

From Figure 1, for sounders operating within 4 < LIA < 20, the minimum detectable target
to aim for at maximum range may be specified as a= 10 4 L2 , though to achieve a = 107 3L
would be worthwhile.

Sizing

Cushing (1968) has obtained a statistical estimate of fish population by converting target
strengths observed at sea at a fixed frequency into the corresponding distribution of fish sizes.
For this purpose, the most convenient form of representing the data is an empirical equation
relating target strength T to L and X; T is defined by

T= 10 log (a/4r). (1)

This representation has been done in the section on Measurements at Higher Frequencies with
our own data and that from Figure 1, in a manner similar to that used by Love (1969) for the
maximum side-aspect target strength.
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Figure I. Nonnalized backscattening cross section "/L' of fish in dorsal aspect. Results
from six observers, taken from Figure 3 of Haslett, 1965.

It is now widely acceoted (Andreeva, 1964; Chapman and Marshall, 1966; Hersey and
Backus, 1954; Weston, 1967) that the peaks in the volume scattering coefficient spectra of
many sonic scattering layers in the deep ocean result fronm the resonances of fish swimbladders.
Because the resonant frequency is a function of the swinibladder volume and this volume in
turn is directly related to the size of the fish, measurement of the resonant frequency is an
attractive direct method of fish sizing, being independent of equipment gain levels and fish
aspect.

Resonance occurs because, like a gas bubble, the swimbladder is a compliance whose acoustic
loading at long wavelengths is predominantly the inertia of the surrounding water. For a bubble
of radius a, the resunant frequencyfo is given by Minnaert's forniula (Weston, 1967).

1 I3 (2)

foII

where y is the ratio of specific heats for the gas. P is the absolute static pressure, and p is the
water density.
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For deep scattering layers between 100- and 1000-m depth, resonant frequencies occur be-
tween 3 and 20 kHz (Andreeva, 1964) and it is estimated that the fish responsible are between
10 and 1 cm in length. If the sizes of such small fish can be estimated at 1000-m depth, it seems
reasonable to enquire whether the sizes of larger fish of commercial interest found at the shal-
lower shelf depths may also be determined acoustically. For fish of length between I m and
10 cm, resonant frequencies are expected to fall in the range 100 Hz to 1 kHz. After some ex-
periments (McCartney, 1967; McCartney, Stubbs, and Tucker, 1965) with wide-band sources on
fish shoals located at sea, it was realized that not enough was known about the effects of acous-
tic interaction between fish within the shoal, so that the aggregated scattering from the shoal did
not necessarily have the same spectral form as did that from a single fish; and this form itself was
insufficiently well known. This situation contrasts with the case of the deep scattering layers, in
which the packing density is too small for interaction to be troublesome, and where at long
wavelengths, the individual scatterer may be represented fairly well by a moderately damped,
spherical gas bubble. In the following sections on swimbladder resonance measurements, we
have determined experimentally, for single live fish in controlled conditions, the relationship
between length, depth, and resonant frequency and the damping of resonance. It should be
noted that the work complements theoretical studies by Weston (1967) and Andreeva (1964),
who predict large damping for resonance at shallow depths.

Classification

The echo sounder has been used by the fishing industry frw 30 years to detect fish, and re-
ports (Balls, 1947; Hodgson, 1950) of fishermen able to identify successfully many of the echo
traces are too numerous to be dismissed. In addition to their echo sounder information, the
fishermen are undoubtedly using local knowledge of the grounds and past experience of catches.
It is not easy to aTsess the relative contributions of the. acoustic data and fishing knowledge to
classification. T hhe need to spend perhaps 10 months each year on commercial fishing vessels
extracting subjective information from busy skippers without getting in the way is a daunting
prospect. It is therefore not too surprising that there does not appear to hpve been any scientific
investigation of these abilities, possibly leading to changes of echo-sounder design for improved
classification.

The few attempts (Berktay, Dunn, and Gazey, 1968; La Fond, 1965; Tucker and Bamicide,
1969) to create acoustic classification systems have employed wide bandwidths to obtain echo
spectra expected to be characteristic of the target, but results with these are too sparse to be a&
sessed at the present time.

SWIMBLADDER RESONANCE EXPERIMENTS

The conventional method of measuring tar•et strength is to transmit a pulse, sevnral cycles
long and of known intensity, and to measure the range and amplitude of the returned echo, which
is separated in time from the tranrnission pulse. When this procedure Is attempted with smawl
scatterers at very low frequencies, difficulties arise because the pulse, being several cycles long
and therefore several wavelengths long, is still being transmitted when the received echo Is re-
turned, unless the fish is at a great range. In the latter cawe, the signal level may be so low that
detection is poor against the background noise, which usually is hlo at low frequencies. A
short, impulsive wideband sotirce would be attractive, allowing determination of the spectral re-
sponse in one pulse, but all sufficiently energetic sources available to date in this frequency band
have rather large, long, and unreliable tails, so that the same objection as for the monofrequency
pulse applies.
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Objects smaller than a wavelength may be considered to consist of connected lumped param-
eters such as masses, compliances, and loss resistances; and if the complex mechanical impedance
of an object is known, then the target strength at low frequencies can in principle be estimated.
Several techniques (Hund and Kuttruff, 1962) using enclosed volumes or tubes are available for
the measurement of complex acoustic compliance, but the technique we have adopted is a free-
field method in which corrections for a chamber are not required and so that plane incident
waves can be used.
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Figure 2. C.W. experiment from F.R.S. Maru. moored in Loch Tonidon

The method shown in Figure 2 was employed from F.R.S. Marc, moored in Loch Torridon
and operating as nearly as possible as a "silent" ship. The basic principle is to meawue the acous-
tic waveform at some distance from a wideband sound source with a hydrophowe dos by dte
fish and then to repeat the measurement after removing the fish. After condderata difficulty
with the technique In 1967, with the use of pulses from a pneumaftic sound source and with om-
rlddrectlonal spherical hydrophones, a more successful arran~ment was found in 1968 with a
IW source (a J 11 underwater loudspeaker) and with a ceramic ring hydrophone 10 cm in d same-
ter, inside which the fish is centrally placed. The sigpal from a 11F.O., sweeinh from 20 Hz to
20 kHz, is amplified and fed to the loudspeaker. The amplitude of the received hydroplone di.
nal IvI is recorded on an ink-pen recorder whose paper drive is synchronized m•hdanica~ly to the
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For deep scattering layers between 100- and 1000-m depth, resonant frequencies occur be-
tween 3 and 20 kHz (Andreeva, 1964) and it is estimated that the fish responsible are between
10 and 1 cm in length. If the sizes of such small fish can be estimated at 1000-m depth, it seems
reasonable to enquire whether the sizes of larger fish of commercial interest found at the shal-
lower shelf depths may also be determined acoustically. For fish of length between 1 m and
10 cm, resonant frequencies are expected to fall in the range 100 Hz to I kHz. After some ex-
periments (McCartney, 1967; McCartney, Stubbs, and Tucker, 1965) with wide-band sources on
fish shoals located at sea, it was realized that not enough was known about the effects of acous.
tic interaction between fish within the shoal, so that the aggregated scattering from the shoal did
not necessarily have the same spectral form as did that from a single fih; and this form itself was
insufficiently well known. This situation contrasts with the case of the deep scattering layers, in
which the packing density is too small for interaction to be troublesome, and where at long
wavelengths, the individual scatterer may be represented fairly well by a moderately damped,
spherical gas bubble. In the following sections on swimbladder resonance measurements, we
have determined experimentally, for single live fish in controlled conditions, the relationship
between length, depth, and resonant frequency and the damping of resonance. It should be
noted that the work complements theoretical studie' ky Weston (:967) ).md Andreeva (1964),
who predict large damping for resonance at shallow depths.

Classification

The echo sounder has been used by the fishing industry for 30 years to detect fish, and re-
ports (Balls, 1947; Hodgson, 1950) of fishermen able to identify successfully many of the echo
traces are too numerous to be dismissed. In addition to their echo sounder information, the
fishermen are undoubtedly using local knowledge of the grounds and past experience of catches.
It is not easy to assess the relative contributions of the acoustic data and fishing knowledge to
dassification. The need to spend perhaps 10 montds each year on commercial fishing vessels
extracting subjective information from busy skippers without getting in the way is a daunting
prospect. It is therefore not too surprising that there does not appear to have been any scientific
investigation of these abilities, possibly leading to changes of echo-sounder design for improved
dassification.

The few attempts (Berktay, Dunn, and Gazey, 1968; La Fond, 1965; Tucker and Barnickle,
1969) to create acoustic classification systems have employed wide bandwidths to obtain echo
spectra expected to be characteristic of the target, but results with these are too sparsc to be as-
sessed at the present time.

SWIMBLADDER RESONAKE EXPERIMENTS

The conventional method of measuring target strength is to trananit a pulse, several cydes
long and of known intensity, and to measue the range and amplitude of the returned echo, which
is separated in time from the tranunmaon pthlse. When this procedure is attempted with Vsml
scatterers at very low frequencies, difficulties arise because the pulse, being several cycles long
and therefore several wavelengths long, is still being transmitted when the received echo is -
turned, unless the PlA is at a great range. In the latter case, the dgspa level may be so low that

detection is poor against the background noise, which usually is Il* at low frequencies. A
short, impulsive wideband source would be Pttractive, allowing determination of the spectral i-
sponse in one pulse, but all sufliciently energetic sources available to date in this fequency band
have rather largp, long, and unreliable tails, so that the same objection as for the monofrequency
p l applies.
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B.F.O. The second ring hydr.phone, 1 m away, is used to monitor the source level transmitted,
while the output of thi first is recorded with and without a flab present in the cage. Thi cage,
made from moulded plastic mesh Netlon, was found to be better than a polythene bag, used in
some of the earlier experuments; the fish could be inserted easily into the cage and its movement
could be restricted, yet water could flow to allow respiration, and it did not trap air bubblk.
The acoustic interference from the cage was neglIgible below 5 kHz. By definition,

440R2 P

Pi

where p, is the scattered preure at a istance R from the fish and p, is the pressure incident on
the flah. With the geometry of this experiment, R = 5 crm,p, is a plane wave incident "edge on"
to the ring hydrophone, with sensitivity S,, while p, is a wave spreading spherically from the
centre of the ring, whose sensitivity in this cuse is S,; the relationship between S and S, is fre-
quency dependent in the band of interest (Appendix I and Fig. 16). Using subscript I when the
fish is present and 2 when abent, we have the hydrophone voltages

=Sp- Pi + S1" P3  (4)

v2 in5p Pg" (5)

Combining (3), (4), and (5),

a - 4,xR2\s,/ n(

v and are both vectors, but because they are not avYable simultameously, subtraction is im-
possible from records of lvI and 1me I wia phase diffrences wre known. One possibility is to
assume that the monitor hydr•opon voltap approximate v, because It is some way from the
scatterer, and then use a phase meter at fixed frequencies sequentaly. This method was em-
p~oyed once, but a more convaeat method is availale because S S asid hence, particularly
around rsonance, Ivlb Iv, vs o th repardless of phase W (v,-', and we can write.
from (1) and (6).

) (7)

The second term is obtsinod dto* frm f h eve r ookV and the iant is a calibrtion
factor. In practice, a reasonmble Oppr -- la 0md if 201og0 f1i/v 2Jexceeds 10 dB. Then
the phase anles are suck that below ruemmos, T is ovemowt"ted by l than I1 dl; at ewo-
nrance, T is owerestimated by low tha OA A; arnd abov resonance. T is usndstlntate by les
than 1.3 dB. Most of the results here are uncealibted plot&, but they do give rmomnt frequeocy
and damping with acceptable eror in most cams. Calibrated pis ars mndudWW in the summary,
Figure 1I, for three fbih.
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Coe" .;rus morhua f.1 Wiag, Molva mova (L.); pollack, Pollachius pollachius (L.); and coal-
fib •or saithe), %aiiachius virens (L ) were caught on haid lines and then either brought to the
surface or removed from the hook at depth by divers and placed directly into the keep cage at
30 m. The latter method is the more satisfactory because there is a much reduced chance of
damage to the swimbladder. At the end of the experiment, three fish were brought to the sur-
fdce, killed, measured, and the swimbladder was examined; two fish were dissected in situ at
30 m, three fislh .scaped during handling, and one was kept alive indefinitely. An experiment
with herring, Clupea harengus (L.), caught in a drift net failed because of the poor condition of

the fish, which died during the experiment.

RESULTS OF RESONANCE MEASUREMENTS

The results for three cod, plotting 20 log lv 1/v2 1 versus frequency, are shown in Figure 3. The
main feature of these results, in which resonance is clearly demonstrated, is that the 35-cm cod

has a lower resonance than does the 32-cm cod but that the resonance of the 39-cm cod, which
would be expected to be even lower, fell in between the two; this fish was later found tG have a
ruptured swimbladder, which fact might explain the greater losses and the hi-,her resonance be-
cause of lost gas.

Figure 4 shows how the resonant frequency of the 32-rm cod increased by 50% with time,
reaching a stable value (which wps then held •-vright), and shows the corresponding estimated
change in swimb!"der volume e rimated from Equation 2. This change could result from slow
loss of gas from a rupt-ued W "der or, more speculatively, perhaps could have occurred because
the fish was absoebing oxygen from its swimbladder during the period up to 19.00 hours, after
which the residual was mainly nitrogen. This experiment was one of the earliest made with
a polythem b-.g pierced by several small holes, which may h-we been insufficient to allow ade-
qu-a*t water flow for respiretion. The estimate of volume is not too accurate becam:e of uncer-
izities about the ef"-cts of tissue elasticity and shape, discussed further below.

The resuJ• of, Figure 5 were obtained from the largest fish used, which was a 55-cm ling, and
how die resonanct at 500 Hz with, in this case, . sr•.ll decrease in frequency overnight.

The results for a 35-cm pollack (Fig. "' shows an increase in resonant frequency and in Q, or de-
crease in damping, as the fish is placed deeper. A furthea-, large increase in Q is shown after the
11sh is killed in situ and the gut below the swimbladder is removed, leaving the swimbladder in-
tart. Because the Q doubled when the gut was removed, it ftilows that halt the damping pre'i-
ouly resulted from the viscous loses within the gut. The accuricy in resonant fr quency is not
guod enough to imply reduced mas loading on the swinibladder when the gut is ,placed by theICUs dense water.1

The results iz, Figure 7, for saithe or coal fbih, again indicate increased damping when the
swimbladder is burst. and a slightly higher resonant frequency. When the f1h. with an intact
.,wimbtadder is raised from 30 to 20 m and then to 10 m quickly enougi to prevt.it gas rorpton
at the new static presmues. the rsonwam frequncy drops and the daiOng bocom" lare,
uggiting that losses within extesde tissue ar responsible.

The presence of the f1sh with a wimibiaddet effectively alters the senitivity of the hydro.
phone to incident acoustic waves, converting plaut waves to sphercal waves, especially at reso-
nance. In Figure 8. the ambient nose level recordtnp in one-third octave band& with and with-
out the pollack are shown. The reduction in enaitvity at the ring remonance at 6 kHz is evident,
and the increas between 4.0 and 2000 Hz, reeking at the resonance around 800 Iz, reults
from the resonance of the pollack.

A third method of denom• trating swimbladder resonmance is illustrated by Figute 9. It showu
the wavefotm obtaited 30 m below an air-gun sound source with a ring hydrophwae. Tie ower
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trace, b, i, he absence of the fish and shows that the airgun waveform is essentially one cycle
at 400 Hz: pieceded by a small pre-pulse. The high-frequency waveforvi superposd results from
the high sensitivity of the ring hydrcpho'e at ,ts resonant frequcncy around 6 kHz The upper
trace, a, shows that the high-freqLency ring resonance is suppressed because of the pressure-
release effect of the swimbladder above resonanc,. The waveform is mainly a heavily damped
pulse at 500 Hz, the resonance of the Ling swimbli lder. Spectrum analyses of these waveforms,
followed by division of each harmonic level of a by the level of the same harmonic of b, yields
the same spectral shape of IvI/v2I as the CW technique.

DISCUSSION OF RESONANCE EXPERIMENTS

The measured values of the resonant frequencies (Table 1) of all the fish are higher than
one would expect on the basis of representing a fish swimbladder by a spherical bubble of the
same volume required to give the fish neutral buoyancy. For a marine fish, the radius of
such a bubble would be (Haslett, 1962b)

a = 0.043 L. (8)

From equations 2 and 8, using -f = 1.40 (oxygen) and p = 1.08 gm/cc (Alexander, 1966), for
fish flesh, which has greater influence than the water because of its proximity, we have

fr = 23.0 GD+ 0X (1), (9)

where fr, is in hertz, L in metres and Df is the depth of the fish in metres. Thus, for
DF = 30 m, frL = 145. Observed values are 40% to 100% higher. The validity of (8) forfi
these fish is not known. Also, the swimbladder may not be fully inflated, or it may be under
tension, or the effect of shape may be more than predicted. These uncertainties pointed to
the need for some control experiments with artificial targets, and for this purpose, slightly
inflated toy balloons were stretched to approximate prolate spheroids.

The results for a constant volume balloon at four values of length-to-diameter ratio e are
given in Figure 10a. The proportional increase in Msonance, which it now at a high Q of
around 10 because of reduced tissue losses, is plotted in Figure lOb as a function of e.
Though they are not exactly prolate spheroids, the agreement with Weston's calculations
(Weston, 1967) is quite close. The curve in Figure 10a labelled a is the acoustic back-scatter-
ing cross section after sensitivity corrections have been applied for the nearly spherical balloon
of radius 1.9 cm at 30 m. The resonant scattering cross section is very c:ose to the theoreti-
cal value for a bubble of this size with a Q of 10. The balloon experiments confirm that the
experimental technique is valid and that the high resonant frequencies of fish are genuine
and, moreover, for the typical length-to-diametei ratios of fish swimbladders (Table 1), it is
clear that elongation can account for only 20% to 30% of the increase in 4[L.

Unfortunately, detailed measurements of the swimbladder sizes and shapes at the surface
are available for only two of the intact fish, coalfish A Pnd the pollack; it is most significant
that these swimbladder volumes at the surface, calculated from the measured dimensions, are

less than the nominal neutral buoyancy volume 4.1 X 10 4 L3 which is based upon the dimen-
sions of whiting (Haslett, 1962b) and the average specific gravity of fish flesh. The divers reported
on several occasions that fish appeared to be "heavy" at 30 m depth, where the swimbladder
volumes must have been even lower.



IABLE I

-s- r I I c°i ojcol. coalFISHris ru U% Cod Cod C2od Pollack

Length (cm) 29.5 32 30 55 32 39 35 35

Handling procedure A A B A A C A D

Swimbladder condition I o ? E I ? E R3 0  ? E I

Swimbladder length (cm) 8.9 10.4 - - - - - 14.5

Aspect ratio at surface 6.4 10.0* - - - - 8.5

Aspect ratio at 30 m 8.2 - - - - - - 12.0

Measured volume at
surface (ml) 10. i 8.0# - - - - 11.0

Estimated volume of
swimbladder at 30m(ml) 4.6 - - 17t - 5.9t 14.7t 5.5

VN=4.1xiO4L 3 (ml) 105 13.4 11.1 68.2 13.4 24.3 17.6 17.6

f. at 10 m (Hz) 660 - - - - - 400 -

at 20 m 830 - - 400 - 550 470 -

at 30m 950 1000 800 500 910 700 560 766

at 40 m - - - - - - - 921

at 55 m - - - - - - 1120

DT,(±2 m of water) 15 - - 2 - 1 8-15 2

Q at 30 m 2.5 -1 -1 2.5 3.5 1.8 2.0 -1

frL t 30 m (Hz m) 280 320 240 275 290 270 200 270

f. at 30 m, calculated
from equation (10) 898 791

Note: Handling Procedures:

A-Fish remowd from hook at surface, transported across Loch to ship at surface pressure in tank, lowered
to working depth in stages and allowed time to equilibrate. After experiment, rai! ad to surface for examina-
tion (or escape ).

B-Fish removed from hook at depth, transported across Loch at working depth to site.
C-As A, but examined in situ at 30 m.
D-As B, but examined in situ at 30 m.
E-Escaped.
I-Intact.

R.- Ruptured at surface.
R30 -Ruptured at 30 m.

*-High because of rupture.
#-Low because of rupture.
t-Calculated from equation (10) using measured 4."
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an increa~e in vtscyý,. I-~~ Te'$ Iru ifi *lw: m-AM !he re -ant frequen-0' aiu-
together m-nay be repreme-ttd bi an ex, fiteifal -. Iu•rer, equrvajent to DT meters of water
pressure, which wdi depend ,-,n the elasicity of the swimbladder, the mass oL" gas and the un.
extended size of the bladder. The apparent values of DT were obtained for five fish (Table 1),
and for the balloon as f, i. ws. ChanI s in resonant frequency of a Lonstani mass of gas have a
5/6th pnwcr law dependence on absolute pressure, so that a plot of f,- 2 against depth should
be a straight line (Weston, 1967), if DT is constant. The results for a balloon and a coalfish are
shown in Figure 1 1. The ex-ess presure in the balloon -As very small; this fact was confirmed by
a manometer measurement. For the woalfish, the straight line may be fortuitous since the accuracy
of f is poor when measured from plots of log, 0 IV1 /V2 1; accuracy can be improved by manually
tuning for the resonant peak using a voltmeter for v,, and a frequency meter connected to the
B.F.O. For the ruptured cod B, DT was very small as would be expected; for cod C the plot was
not linear and it is estimated that DT = 8 m at Df= 30 m and DT = 15 m at Df= 10 m. The
value of DT for the ling is not accurate as frequencies at only two depths were available; but for
the pollack, frequencies at greater depths than 30 m give a good line with DT = 2 m. From
Appendix 2 it may be seen that a straight line can only be expected if the static excess is zero, in
which case

DT=Dt =4plt tX 10-

'INo

sJ 0'

fr 41
4-

in1O0 3

COALFISH 0/

-,/

/ SPHERICAL
BALLOON

- /7to
/ /

/ //

-.3 . 2b .f' o11) 21 a1

DEPTH, M

Figure II. Variation in resonant frequency with depth for a coalfish and the spherical
balloon, to determine Dr
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where p is the real, part of the cumplcx shear modulus of the bladder wall and associated tis-
sues whose thickness is 1, which probably is of the order 0o.2 The stiffness correction due to p,
is (3t/a) times that used by Andreeva (1964). Using ti/ T 0.2 gives p1 -z 2.6 X I06 dynescnir2

for coalfish A and pI = 3.5 X l0 dynew',.,n 2 for the pollack. Cod C apr.-,.tly had a static
excess pressure and p, is less than 1.4 X 106 dynes/cm 2. Andreeva quotes direct measurements
ofpuI in the region of 106 to 107 dynes/cm 2.

The ability of fish to withstand these sudden involuntary changes in depth seems to vary. Out
of four coalfish, two had ruptured swimbladders at the surface; one exploded 2 feet frorn the
surface as a diver brought it up, having previously killed the fish at depth and then watched the
bladder expand. No haddock, Melanogrammus aeglefinus (L.), were caught during these experi-
ments in 1968, but in previous years each one caught had a ruptured swimbladder at the surface.
One out of two cod examined was ruptured, while the ling and pollack were intact. Ung have
been observed to have bladders ballooning from their mouths when brought up from the depths
in fishing nets. It is unlikely that the swimbladder wall is uniformly elastic, especially in view of
the manner in which it is attached to the vertebral column, and it probably extends little in
length and rather more in diameter to both static and dynamic pressures, From the above
and other evidence (Alexander, 1966) it is thus unlikely that the swimbladder volume and the
external pressure follow Boyle's law, especially for fish brought to very shallow depths. A hypo-
thetical characteristic is sketched in Figure 12 for a fish initially settled at 30 m depth. Without
the tension of the walls, the mass of gas would occupy the volume at B, and the curve ABC is
the isothermal gas characteristic for constant nmass. With tension in the swimbladder wall, the
internal pressure exceeds the external pressure by DB' and the volume is reduced to V. so that
the gas conditions are at B'. If now the fish is placed deeper, not having time to absorb or secrete
"04-,,he ave'* pre:ure ,:h1 !u.lly drop t, zero dand the walls become fiacciu, as at A. For

further increases in depth, the volume V and external pressure will follow the gas law. If instead
the fish is raised from 30 m to 10 m depth, the bladder will come under greater stress, the
volume increasing and the pressure decreasing to the point C. The excess pressure is now FC
which exceeds DB'. The curve ADFR is the volume/depth characteristic, rupture possibly occur-
ring at R just before atmospheric pressure is reached externally. The neutral buoyancy volume
V.,, which Is essentially constant at all depths for a given fish, may be exceeded by the time the
surface is reached; live swimbladder fish brought to the surface often float. Given time, the fish
could presumably secrete gas to reach A'or absorb gas to reach F' and regain its volume VE such
tiAt GA'= EF = DB'. The stiffness of the swimbladder characteristic in Figure 12 has been
made high in order to separate the two curves for illustration purposes, and the relative values of
VR, VN, VE and VA are speculative. The possession of a fairly stiff swimbladder by the fish has
obvious advantages with regard to depth stability, and the low buoyancy helps to increase the
vertical range of a fish. While low buoyancy has rarely been reported (Alexander, 1966), it is
evident that observations on irve fish in shallow aquaria, or on fish brought up to the surface
from deep water, are difficult to apply to the fish at depth. With refinements, the techniqae
evolved here may be used by fish physiologists to obtain independent estimates of swimbladder
volume in live experimental fish in situ. Fish auliologists from the Marine Laboratory,
Aberdeen, have already used the technique to monitor the swimbladder condition before hear-
ing tests.
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Figure 12. Hypothetical depth, volume characteristic for a stiff swimbladder

Allowing for the measured values of DT. the volumes of the swimbladder of coalfish A and
the poliack at 30 m depth can be estimated from the surfaice dimensions to be 4.6 cm' and
5.5 cm'. respectively. In viw of the strong attachment to the rigid backbone, the length is proba
bly constant with depth, so that the reduced volumes ret achieved with slightly larger aspect ratios
of 8.2 for the coafish and 12 for the pollack; the resonant frequencies calch!-?ed from (2) must thus
be increased by 20% and 28% to 898 Hz and 791 Hz compared with the measured values of 950 Hz
and 766 Hz, respectively. These discrepancies of-6% and +3% are well within the experimental
errors. Cod swimbladders have lower aspect ratios (e) (Midttun and Hoff, 1962) than do coalfish
and pollack, which may paitially account for the low value of 41 for cod C. Cod B and coalfih
B were ruptured, which probably explains their high resonant frequencies. Though cod A
escaped before It could be examined, it Is evident from Figure 4 that it wa either using g•s or
losing it from a rupture and may have been doing so for some time before the high resonant
frequency was first measured. The ling was kept alive for use in audiogram experiments, and
subsequently lived a considerable :ime before release, so an intact bladder is assumed. In Table I
the volumes of three swimbladders which were not examined have been calculated from values
f, and D, using

1.25 y3 , (D. . + D T)
2na x (10)
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The highest Q observed at 30 m was . 5 for cod A, Mnd the 'owest values correspond to orer-
damped systems. In genera), co4 and lung had the iluvest, and coalisin and po.lack the highest
damping. Damping consistently increased as t fish was raised an consisten;ly decreased
as it wAs kwered, Damping is principally due toi shear losses within the tissue of the swim-
bladder wall, especially when this wail is unJer tension. anm to viscous losses between the sui-
rounding fish materials of differing density in a loc:a acoustic feld having high particle veloci-

ties. The radiation and other losses (Andreeva, j iQ,; Devin, 1959, Weston, 1967) were negli-
joble in comparison with the fish tissue losses. According !o Andreeva the tissues can be charac-
terized by a complex shear modulusuo =v 1 (1 +j1U 2 ), in which case the tissue damping, for a
spherical bladder completely surrounded by the viscoelastic material of thickness greater than
the bladder dimensions, is

5[ f (3fP + 4.u I11

Our calculations (Appendix 2) based on a thin-walled spherir.al viscoelastic shell, allowing for
possible exce-s static pressure, give, at resonance

Dfn4l10+D + D,)

While either (11) or (12) would both predict the observed reduction of Q as the fish is raised
and vice-versa, the values of #2 necessary to explain the high dwrmping are an order of magnitude
larger than in Andreevu, for other fish, though approaching values for a plastic material
(Workman and Hayek, 1969). No allowance has been made for viscous louae; in the •ther body

parts, widch will not be depth dependent and which the single experiment with the pollack
showed to be signififant, The damping must also be higher for an elongated bladder than for
a spherical one. Since the accuracies of the measurements are not very great there is little point
in puruing these aspects further.

MEASUREMENTS AT HIUIGER FREQUENCIES

The backscattering cross-.eckions of the same and other live fish a higher frequencies were MeCa-
sured using a different method. An array of four trsducs. mechnkically rtsonunt t 6.5 kHzr
was used as a imund source over the band 4 kHz to 20 kHz, Short pulses I msec long wre trims-
mitted at a frequency which wis changed at one-third octave intervals. The source was placed

just below the surface and vertically above the live fish, which was co,:tained at 30 m depth in a
large polythene bag about I m long and 40 cm in diameter; the fish could swim aound hi thiS
bag, which was holed to allow respiration. In the same vertical line at 20-m depth, in emnni
directional hydrophone was positioned between the sound source and the fish.

The incident and scattered pubes, separable in time, were received by the hydrophone and
recorded via the same tuned amplifier on the same polaroid film from a C.RO. trace. In this
wsy, the ratio of the incident and reflected pressures can be measured directly from the film,
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where df ind d. are the distances from the hydrophone to the fish and sound source, respec-
tively, and v. and vi are the scattered aLid incident pulse voltages. It is considered important that
this method of abso!ute measurement of - is not dependent upon standard or reference targets.
The distances were known to t±1% but could have been• measured by the pulse travel times.

The diiection3 of the pulses incident on the fish and hydrophone differed by less than 1.•,
so that even at the highest frequency, the error in vi caused by the directivity of the transmit-
ting transducer is less than 0.6 dB. At each frequency, the value of vi was very steady from
pulse to pulse. Because of movement of the fish wiOdn the bag, the angle between the incident
wave and the scattered wave as observed at the hydrophone could vary *)etween 30 and 6.50,
and the incident wave may vary from 00 to 2- from the vertical. Also, the live fish car pitch an
unknown angle during the experiment, and the major acoustic reflectors may be tilted relative
to the mean hori7ontal axis of the fish (Midttun and Hoff. 1962), so that the angles of vertical
incidence, dorsal aspect, and maximum backscattering do not necessarily coincide. Thus,
directivity and fish movements cause variations in vY from pulse to pulse. The maximum value
of v, ovet eight pulses superimposed on the film was used. In moGt cams, vY was well above
background ievel; in ,ases where the fish echo was detectable, but comparable with the noise or
reverberation level, correct-ons were made on an energy basis; occasionally, a was too small
for v, to be detectable. It is estimated that errors in (vYv,) and target strength Jo not exceed
±2 dB, though there is no guarantee that the absolute maximum value in the pitch plane has
been recordel, especially at high L/W. Ncvertheles, the values obtained are probably fairly
representative of what woulI be measured by an echo sounder at ser. In a separate experiment,
looking at fluctuations over 25 pulses, P minimum spread of 2.7 dB at one frequency and a
maximum spread of 14 dB at a higher frequency were observed, but the spread did not con-
stently vary with frequency, and it is felt that more data on variability are needed.

in the range 0.8 < LI) < 16, 199 measurements on six species of swimbladder fish Indicate
con•tiderable variability from frequency to frequency, fsii to fish, and day to day. Absolute
values occur with a sinilar spread to those found by other authors (Fig. 1), and it is considered
that an alternative pettsntation and sime further dsta reduction might be worthwhile; twe
roethods are demonstrated. Values of oiL 2 were first avernted in one-third octave bands of
L/X and plotted as the "mea'" in Figure 13. which also shows the maximum and minLmum
obscrved in each band. A few results for a mocker.l, Somber scombw (L.), not a swimbladder
fish, fall well below the mean of the swimbladder fish• this obaervation offers support for the
conclusion of other workers that the swimbladder L a major scattering compcnent of fish b!
this band, though it is also possible that the mean density and acoustic impedance of mackerel
ae lea than those for the body of a fish supporting a swimblcdder.

All the measurements were then piotted as in FiVre 14. nonnahzing a by X2 inate-i of
L2 after Love (1969), (who remarks that this proc m improves the prewentation of the data).
Of course the quality of the data is unalteted, but though the oiL 2 plot illustrates the frequency
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Figure 13. Summary plot of scattering normalized by length from fish in dorsal aspect at

30 m. Bracketed numbers refer to equations in the text.

pen , the o/) plot illustrates the fish-length dependenc•.; it is apparent from the data
that L is the more important parameter. A least mean-square regression of 10 log (uI, 2 ) on
W0 log (L//)) gave the line shown in Figure 14, for which the equation is

X = 0.029 ( (14)

Usiri, -,quation (1), this expression can be rewritten as

T= 24.5 log10 L -4.5 log1 o X - 26.4 (15)

T= 24.5 loglo L + 4.5 log 1 J- 27.2, (16)

where L and A are in metres, f !s in kilohertz, and T is in decibels re: 4$rm 2, the cross
section of a perfectly reflecting sphere ot radius 2 m. The 4.5-dB per decade increase with
frequency is approximately the slope of the mean on Figure 13, as would be expected from the
same data. The regression lina is slightly lower in level than the arithmetic mean because it was
obtained from log a and thus is nearer a geometrical mean.The data collated by Haslett (1965) in Figure 1 have been replotted in Figure 15 as o/'2,
and the regre~sson line obtained for this dorsal aspect data is

T= 25.3 log1 o L - 5.3 log10 A,- 33.4 dB. (17)
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.These results, equations (15) and (17), can be compared with those of Love, whose regression
line fc; various fish in maximum side aspect is

T= 24.1 log1 o L- 4.1 log10 X - 23.5 dB. (18)

There is close agreement on the length and frequency coefficients. The constant for maxi-
mum side aspect is 3 dB larger than our value for dorsal aspect, which is reasonable because
fish generally are deeper than they are broad. However, the large difference in constants for the
two sets of dorsal data cannot be explained easily. Our data were obtained using live fish in good
condition; the data of Figure 1 and equation (17) were from dead fish, some with artificial
swimbladders.

The individual points are by no means distributed normally about the regression line. In
Figure 14, there are more points above and closer to the line than below it, suggestive of
multiple scattering with broad maxima and deep interference minima. The standard error in, the
slope of Figure 14 is 1.4 dB/decade and the standard error of the constant is 0.7 dB.

Haslett (1965) has calculated in some detail the contributions from various component structures
of the fish, using approximate geometrical shapes. We shall be content to calculate the contribu-
tion in several frequency bands from simple models representing the swimbladder, for which
the amplitude reflection coefficient, p, can reasonably be taken as -1. Below resonance, in
the Rayleigh scattering region, c is proportional to L 6),-4 . Above resonance and below fre-
quencies where the swimbladder dimensions are less than a wavelength, Weston (1967) has
shown that the acoustic cross section is equal to the surface area for a soft spheroid of any
aspect ratio. Thus, a prolate spheroid of length 0.36L and diameter 0.036L would have

o = 3 X 10-2L2, fr <f< 2.8c (19)

The upper frequency limit is near L/A = 3. Above this frequency, as first the swimbladder
length and then other dimensions become comparable with a wavelength, the diffraction region
is difficult to approximate simply. Modeling the swimbladder on a cylinder of length R = 0.36L
and diameter 2b = 0.03L, the latter less than the prolate spheroid minor dimension in order
to give the same volume, 2.5 X 10- 4 L 3, which is somewhat lower than neutral buoyancy
volume in accordance with Table 1, we can use the scattering cross section of a finite cylinder
(Haslett, 1964; Tucker and Stubbs, 1958)

21rbR•2 b 2 ~(20)

giving then

2 10-2 5.3co
1.2 X-I <f<f.• (21)

The lower frequency limit is determined from 2fb > X/2 and corresponds to L/X > 5.3. It
should be noted that equations 19 and 21 intersect at L/X a 2.5, so that it is reasonable for
a to be less than equation (21) and more than equation (19) in 2.5 <L/X <5.3. The upper
limit fu of the finite cylinder approximation will depend upon the curvature of the long axis
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of the bladder and at high frequencies, scattering is specular. Using the laws of geometrical
optics, Tucker and Stubbs (1958) calculate that for an ellipsoid of length 2, b.eadth 2b, and
depth 2c,

= r b 2 (22)

This expression arises because the two principal radii of curvature are £2/8c and b2/2c. In
this case of prolate spheroid, b = c, p = -1, and a = ir 2/16, which, surprisingly, is
independent of b and gives

o = 10-'L 2 , fu <f. (23)

For this approximation to apply, 2b > X, and the lower limit will correspond to LA > 28.
Because equations 21 and 23 intersect at L/X = 8, a is somewhat uncertain in the region
8 < LIX < 28. However, the geometrical optics approximation takes no account of surface
creeping waves, which Senior (1966) has shown can enhance high-frequency scattering from
prolate spheroids for "end" or "nose on" incidence. At all events, the frequency range in which
a I 0-dB/octave slope can be expected is quite restricted, probably to less than the range over
which the regression lines have been forced. Some more recent broadside measurements by
Haslett (1969) at high I.!"A values show very low or zero frequency dependence. It is apparent
in broad outline and general level, if not in precise detail, that the swimbladder can account for
practically all the scattering from these fish. Higher values than these approximations can be
expected if the fish is nearer neutral buoyancy, if the swimbladder is concave along its length,
or if it is broader than it is deep.

Though the rest of the fish is bulkier than the swimbladder, this factor is more than offset by
the much reduced amplitude reflection coefficient, so that scattering is an order of magnitude
at least below that from the bladder. There is some uncertainty about the value of p for fish
flesh and bone in sea water. Haslett (1962a, 1965) has obtained it = 0.019 by measurement
at a high frequency on small samples of flesh, whereas Mahrous and Cushing find a sound
velocity in fish flesh of 1,620 m/see, which would give p c- 0.064. For cod bone, Haslett
me.sures/p = 0.25 to give co = 1,280 m/sec, while Mahrous and Cushing measure
co = 5,650 m/sec, giving p = 0.76.

CONCLUSIONS

1. A technique has been developed whereby the swimbladder resonance of a live or dead fish
may be observed and measured at sea.

2. By this method, the resonant frequency of several live gadold fish were found to be higher
than would be predicted for a neutrally buoyant fish with a spherical swimbladder.

3. The three major reasons for the higher frequency of resonance are (a) the elongation of
the bladder, (b) an excess internal pressure because of the stiffness of the bladder wall, and
(c) the fact that apparently the bladders of the experimental fish were insufficiently inflated to
provide neutral buoyancy.

4. The damping of resonance in all cases was high and was in roughly equal measure the result
of the viscous losses in the bladder wall tissues and the surrounding gut.
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5. Measurements on elongated balloons confirmed the validity of the resonance technique
and showed that the effect of aspect ratio was close to the theoretical calculations of Weston.

6. Application of swimbladder resonance for the sizing of commercial fish at liberty in the
sea is not a practical proposition because of severe and fundamental transducer and resolution
limitations. The in situ resonance technique described here is considered to be a valuable
method of mronitoring the swimbladder function.

7. An absolute method of measuring the target strength of fish at higher frequencies has also
been developed; it does not depend upon calibrated transducers or upon "standaid" targets.

8. Measurements in dorsal aspect on live fish in tht range 0.8 < L/X < 20 give an empirical
equation,

T = 24.5 log1 0 L - 4.5 log 0o X - 26.4

It is recommended that this equation be used when sizing by target strengths with calibrated
echo sounders at sea.

9. The major cause of scattering over the whole frequency band is the swimbladder.
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APPENDIX I

HYDROPHONE SENSITIVITIES AND CAUBRATION CONSTANT

In order to convert the uncalibrated plots of Figures 3,5,6,7, and 10, it is necemusry to know
the hydrophone sensitivities 5, and S. and hence the calibration factor of equation (7),

20 lOglo o--sI

_ _ _ _
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It was not possible to calculate theoretically the sensitivities with any confidence because of the
complex boundary conditions. The edge-on sensitivity to plane waves S p was determined
(Fig. 16) by a conventional substitution calibration. To obtain Ss a small piezoelectric sphere
was placed at the centre of the ring and used as a transmitter over the frequency band 100 Hz to
10 kHz. The voltages from the ring and another small calibrated hydraphone some distance
away were measured. The ring sensitivity was therefore obtained (Fig. 16) relative to the
hydrophone for spherical waves originating at the centre of the ring. The resulting calibration
factor (Fig. 16) has been used in Figure 10 for the nearly spherical balloon and the measured

target strength is very close to the theoretical values for a Q of 10. Application of the calibra-
tion factor to the elongated balloons and the fish is less certain. Well away f;om the scatterer,
the field is spherical, because it is a monopole smaller than a wavelength. However, at the posi-
tion of the ring, ,which is separated from the scatterer by the same order as the length of the
scatterer, the field is more complex and a proximity correction might be necessary, depending
upon the aspect ratio. The calibration factor, uncorrected, was applied to the cod that had the
highest Q, the pollack having the lowest Q, and to another cod with the lowest normalized
frequency, all plotted in Figure 13. Taking account of the higher resonant frequency discussed
under Measurements at Higher Frequencies, the calibrated and normalized results at low fre-
quencies on Figure 13 fit the theoretical values of equation (19) and the Rayleigh scattering
below resonance sufficiently closely to suggest that any corrections from the proximity of the
ring are small.

Radial and axial displacements of the target from the centre of the ring were shown to have
no effect on the re. -, ant frequency and a small effect on amplitude, so that providing the ring
is placed around the bladder, further accuracy in positioning is unnecessary.
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Figure 16. Meamrd senstivities of ln hydrophone: S, to spherial waves from the centre of the ring,

S to "edpeon" pLtuwe wave. 20 log10 ( RSt) b t calbrtio term in equation (7)
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APPENDIX 2

THE EFFECTS OF SWIMBLADDER TISSUE ON RESONANCE

For simplicity the fish is modeled on a spherical viscoelastic shell (swimbladder) surrounding
a gas volume V and surrounded by an infinite body of water. If the shall density is the same as
water the radiation load on the bladder is the same as that on a spherical bubble of the same
size, but the mechanical stiffness is altered because of both an increased internal static pressure
and elastic energy storage in the shell, and the damping is increased due to incomplete recovery
of stored energy within the shell.

The radial displacement of a spherical elastic shell is given (Love, 1927) by

1I rPor13_-por.3 r°3r._3 (p, -Po) I

U - 3B(Pt r03 - ro 3 -r13 )

where P1 and P0 are the intemrl and external pressures at radii r1 and r0 respectively, B
is the bulk modulus of compressibility, p0 is the shear modulus and ri <r <r0 . For visco-
elastic materials B is taken to be real, and p0 is complex and frequency dependent (Workman
and Hayek, 1969). Andreeva (1964) def'nedp 0 = =u (1 +]w2) and considered the bladder
material to have dimensions larger than the bladder, so that putting Po = 0 at r0 -o 0o gives

r P =p

However this approximation does not se!m too Tatisfactory, in view of the cxperiment in which
the gut below the pollack was removed, causing decreased damping but not affectng the reson-
ant frequency. Let the wall be thin so that r0 - = t and (r0 3 - r1 3) • 3r 1 

2t, giving

U (PIP'o) 6L ,)

It is probable that, like ratural rubber (Workman and Hayek, 1969), B * p0 for the bladder
wall tissue, giving

pt /tj N

which indicates an extension (r,/3t) times that produced by Andreeva's approximation. Now
if the bladder is initially extended U beyond the flaccid state then the excess internal pressuie
is AP - 4u (30Ir 1

2 )U, wher, it has been assumed that A 2 - 0 at zero frequenicy. Devin
(I 959) and ; 4eston (1967) derive formulae for the resonant frequency and damping of gas
bubbles and Weston (1967) and Andreeva (1964) discuss damping coefficients due to fish
tissue, so that it is not necessary to write down the derivation here in full, except to point out
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that the difference between the gas pressure and the sum of the incident and scattered p;essures
at the radius a must equal 4M0 (3t/a2) ua instead of zero, where ua is now the acoustic
displacement of the wall and a = r, + U. The resonant frequency is then given by

fr = (2n1a)-l p-1 / 2 3[7y(P+AP)+4pI -L-(I -koa2)

the damping by

S= 

6r + 6f

where br, the radiation damping is k a .o02/w2 and the tisse damping is

f = 4A1 A2  3t I
p(j 2  a

Now ko ap2 C 1, so that we obtain

fr= (2wa)-' p-Il 2  [3 7P + 12P, I (( U 1+)1/2

or, if Andreeva's assumption was used,

= (21ra)-1 p-1/2 [3w + (4, +)1 1/2

which reduces to her formula if U = 0.
It is interesting to note that in the case of a small gas bubble for which surface tension q, is

significant

/o = (21ra)-` p- 1/23y (P+2)- !0- "

The term + 2ts/a is the static excess internal pressure, but the term - 2otai is a consequence of
o, remaining constant as the bubble oscillates, so that during the expansion cycle the total ex-
cess internal pressure is being reduced.

ReturninIto the experiment in which f. is measured as the fish depth is altered, and if I is
in dynes.cm the apparent excess pressure in terms of metres of water is given by

D = (3h)-l X 10-1 12hi t (3 +

is/

That is

Dr - D+,,
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where the static excess head of water is

Ds =12p t U X 10-,
(a-L) 2

and the effective contribution due to tissue rigidity is

D, = - X

Ds - Dt if U/a - 0.2, which is a large strain but not an inipossib'e one for the fish raised from
30 to 10 m. For a fish forced to undergo rapid changes in depth, U will change and though
this could be calculated, it requires the assumption of linea:: elasticity, which is doubtful since
a large proportion of bladders ruptured. If a plot Off vrsus Dis a straight line then its

gests that U= 0 over the range of Dr that D = 0 and that D7 D-
At resonance the tissue damping is

92 D,
fr (Df + 10+ D, +D$)"

I2 is probably frequency dependent.
These calculations based on a spherical bladder can only serve as a guide to the real fish,

whose swimbladder is, in general, a more complex shape and stiffened by the vertebrae, whose
tissues do not have uniform thickness or elastic properties and whose recent pneumatic history
is so important.

APPENDIX 3

NOMENCLATURE

a radius of bubble or swimbladder

B bulk modulus of tissue

2b diameter of cylinder or breadth of ellipsoid

2c depth of ellipsoid

co velocity of sound

D) depth of fish

Ds actual excess static pressure in metres of water

DT equivalent total excess internal presure in metres of water

D, equivalent excess pressure due to tissue elinticity

df distance between hydrophone and fish

ds distance between hydrophone and source

e ratio of length to diameter for prolate spheroid

f frequency
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i
resonant frequency of spheroid

. resonant frequency of spherical bubble

fr resonant frequency of fish swimbladder

fu upper frequency limit of cylindrical approximation

L length of fish

Q length of cylinder or ellipsoid

P absolute static pressure

AP excess static pressure

Pi incident acoustic pressure
ps scattered acoustic pressure

Q ratio of resonant frequency to 3 dB bandwidth

r radius of shell

R radius of ring hydrophone, distance from fish.

S, sensitivity of ring hydrophone to 'edge-on' plane waves

Ss sensitivity of ring hydfophone to spherical waves

t thickness of tissue

T target strength

U initial radial displacement of spherical bladder

u0 acoustic displacement of bladder wall

V volume of swimbladder

yE original volume of bladder before change in depth

VN neutral buoyancy volume

VR volume of bladder at rupture

v hydrophone voltage

V! ring hydrophone voltage with fish present

"v2 ring hydrophone voltage without fish

vi incident pulse voltage

WS scattered pulse voltage

"I ratio of specific heats of gas

6 damping factot

6f damping factor at resonance due to fish tissue

6, damping factor at resonance due to acoustic radiation
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2. wavelength

p amplitude reflection coefficient

j= (1 +jj 2) complex shear modvIns of tissue

p density

a acoustic backscattering area

a, surface tension

W = 2rf

DISCUSSION

zMnokur: Thank you, Brian. I know that Richard Love has done some a,,1[itional work on dorsal
aspect target strengths, and we will save his remaiks until this eve.,ig. K: does have a few slides
to show of his data, and has developed an equation sin-. to Dr. McCartney's.
Afearnrey: Richard Love's equation fo.r m'axim•um, side aspect is very similar to mine in fre-

quency Cependence and length dependence. There is a 3 dB difforence in the constant, which
acoustically is reasonable. One rright say that the fish are rather deeper than they are wide, and
that might account for 3 JB, but I doubt it. I think it is probably experimental error.

Shearer: Dr. McCartney, I wondei if you could elaborate on a statement that you made at the
beginning of your presentation. You said that the volume of the swimbladder is directly related
to the length of the fish. What kind of correlation did you find?

McCartney: By length I really should have said length cubed. This was the naive assumption
which we had nuade originally. The basis of this Is that if the fish is neutrally buoyant, it is be-
cause of the specific gravlty of the rest of the fish. The -wimbladder has to be of the order of
5% of the total volume of the fish. If you have a fish of a certain shape, then the volume is
proportional to the length cubed. For tht. Ash we were dealing with, we were talking in terms
of 4 X 10- 4L3 for the volume of the zwimbladder.

Shearer: Y- ir first equation then ws Haslett's equation based on the six specimens of whiting?

McCcrtney: Yes.

A*ham: Ur, th- matter of 5 percent, 4ome years ago I ran up some curves on this sort of thing
where we mea diste lac cnn of the fish, then assumed the 5 percent factor for the volume
of the -wimbladder. Then, when we actually made measurements, we never really quite came up
with this 5% figure. We were slwayi a little short, it seemed, in tb-ý vast mioority of cases. I
assume that these are gadoid fishes and the swimbladder would be bimilar to that of a Pacifli
hake, which ý-as a highly mti.culr wall around it. Maybe [m issed it, but you nuke special note
thae what you measured is the dorsal aspect. Would you say again how important the xrngle of
incidence of sound on the target would be?

McCAWrtney: The angular dependence in the resonance scattering region is zero. The scatterhig
is omnidirectional, or isotropic. if ycu like. In the reflo wvhere the iength of the fish ar the
length of the Aimbladder begins to be coraparable with the wave length, then scattering does
become direction&:; there are lots of measurements on the dfrec¢lonC properties. There zm
quite a loi of results which show angular dependence in the high frequency region, e.g., Love
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and Haslett and some Norwegian results. We have concentrated on dorsal aspect because it is
the most important from the point of view of echo sounding.

wknokur: I believe that in some of the data Richard Love will present later this evening, he
does show a difference between the side- and dorsal-aspect target strengths. The depeoidence
ranges from about 1 to 8 or 9 dB for ranges of L/A from about I to 80.

=~



SOUND EXTINCTION BY FISH IN ONE-WAY
SHALLOW-WATER PROPAGATION
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ABS•RACr

Biological sound scattering is usually thought of in connection with reverberation;
however, the effect may be important in one-way propagation as well, and therefore
transmission measurements may also be used to study the scatterers. It is the acoustic
extinction cross section that matters, since energy is lost because of both scattering
and absorption. The effect appears to be of significance only for shallow water, because
of the presence of fishes having swinbladders. Five different aspects or approaches are
described below, drating heavily but not entirely on experiments in the Bristol Channel.

(1) The best information relates to diurnal changes in level, broadly speaking the
summertime level drops near sunset and rises near sunrise. This occurs because the
fishes are in shoals by day, but at night they are dispersed and more effective in ex-
tinguishing the sound. The phenomenon is complicated, with at least seveu diurnal pat-
terns being distinguished, and also highly variable. The attenuation can be very large,
e.g., at 700 Hz it is up to 2 dB/km. The latter is a result of a concentration of one
24-cm pilchard to approximately 10 m' of sea surface. (2) The dependence of level on
range (and frequency) is governed by the sum of the boundary and the volume losses,
and it is sometimes possible to assess the magnitude of the volume losses caused by the
fishes. (3) The seasonal variation in transmission loss may provide similar information.
(4) The presence of fish has been observed to affect the frequency dependence of the
extra attenuation caused by high winds. (5) A fluctuation of a few minutes' period
occurring in the summer daytime is also tentatively ascribed to fishes, although the
mechanism may not be closely related to the fish attenuation already described.

INTRODUCION

There are two fundamental points to be made about biological sound scattering, if a balanced
picture is to be obtained.

I. The subject is of comparable importance for marine biologists and for physicists or ocean-
ographers studying underwater acoustics. For the biologist the scattering of sound can be used
as a tool for the study of marine organisms. For the physicist biological scattering plays a con-
trolng part in many acoustic phenomena and can provide the solution to many mysteries.
It is believed that this dual importance is now recognised.

2. Biological sound scattering may be investigated through echo-sounding, echo-ranging, or
reverberation experiments. When it combines with biological sound absorp.ion, however, It can

212
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becomes a significant csuse of attenuation. Thus we should pay almost equal attention to one-
way and two-way effects.

It appears that sound attenuation resulting from marine organisms is not -wually important
in the deep sea (1,2). The present paper considers attenuation resulting from fishes in the
shallow waters of the Continental Shelf and gives the story below split under five headings.
Much of this relates to an extensive series of propagation experiments carried out in the
Bristol Channel (3,4). This work is still in progress, so the object here is to summarize what
has been published end also to bring the account up to date. The references happen to
comprise a complete bibliography of papers on this subject from the Admiralty Research
Laboratory, published or in an advanced state of preparation.

As general background it may be noted that the frequencies investigated lie mainly between
700 Hz and 3.5 kHz, and ranges extend to 137 km (74 nautical miles). Eleven different fluctua-
tion mechanisms have been identified, Including those of biological origin. This large number of
effects makes it very difficult to study any given effect on its own, without ambiguity in
interpretation.

DIURNAL EFFECTS CAUSED BY FISHES

The main evidence for fish attenuation comes from the difference between the propagation
during the day and during the night. Large changes in received signs! level may often be noticed
at sunrise and sunset, as first discovered in 1963 (3). The patterns are attributed to fishes largely
because of the timing relat.ve to light intensity, and the knowledge that fish shoals break up
when it gets dark and re-form when it becomes light. The scattering and absorption of sound
by the fishes depends on their degree of aggregation; this is particularly important for pelagic
fishes having swimbladders. At night the fishes swimming as individuals can produce a high
overall attenuation. In the daytime when they are packed into shoals there is acoustic inter-
ference between the scatterers, and the attenuation they produce Is less.

A systematic series of multifrequency amplitude fluctuation experiments was carried out
in the Bristol Channel at regular intervals between May 1967 and September 1968 (5). A
sequence of pulses of 4 sec duration at frequencies between 700 Hz and 3.5 kHz was transmitted
every 100 see, and received at ranges of 23 and 137 km. Sample curves from (6) are reproduced
as Figure I and show the magnitude of the day-night differences over the 23 km (13 nautical
mile) path.

Seven different diurnal patterns of attenuation against time have been distinguished, and a
schematic representation of these patterns is shown in Figure 2, taken from (4). It is convenient
to show patterns as centred about local midnight rather than midday. The first two patterns
are the most common, and together outnumber the rest. Pattern I is an abrupt drop in signal
level after sunset, often between 15 and 25 dB, followed before sunrise by a similar abrupt
rise in level. Pattern 2 is a dip in signal level of between 10 and 20 dB, after sunset and
before sunrise. Pattern 3 is a bowl-shaped gradual change in signal level of between 5 and
15 dB giving a reduced signal level at night. Patterns 4 to 7 grow progressively more com-
plicated as shown, and the lat two are also rather rare.

The character and magnitude of the patterns is extremely variable and is a partial result of
changes in number, type, and aggregation behaviour of pelagic fishes. There may also be a con.
tribution from bottom-living fishes that may swim upwards in the water column around twilight.
In addition, pelagic fishes will often awne a shallower depth near dusk. Acoustically the depth
of the fishes is important for three distinct reasons. First, the bladder resonance frequency is a
function of depth. Secondly, there is the Lloyds mirror interference effect occurring near both
the surface and the sand bottom. The acoustic pressure is reduced, the fishes are partly de-
coupled from the acoustic medium and the attenuation is reduced. Third, the sound velocity
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structure may channel the sound, usually in the colder water in the lower half of the water
column. This is important for the 137-km path, particularly in the summer months, and
deep fishes can than have much more effect than shallow fishes.

The amplitude of the change in signal level for each pattern has been plotted against the
time of year in Figure 3 (4) for the short-range 23-kmn path. The pattern may involve an increase
or decrease in signal lcvel at night. The main effects over this path occur between July and
September, the higher frequency transmissions being affected about a month earlier than the
lower frequencies. The maximum observed attenuation of at least 45 db ucurred at 700 Hz,
which is the lower limit of the measurements. It does seem as if the effect peaks near this
frequency, with a Q-factor of about 2. A bladder resonance of 700 Hz corresponds, with a few
reasonable assumptions on depth and tissue elasticity (1), to a fish length of 24 cm, almost
certainly the Cornish Pilchard (Pilchardus sardinus). There is a second frequency peak
which early data suggest is at about 3.2 kHz, corresponding to a 5.3-cm length, with no
obvious fish candidate responsible.

From the measured attenuation and frequency it was possible to estimate the mean numbers
of fishes in the 24-cm category as at least 0.12 per m2 of sea surface with mass about 12 gm/m 2 ,
or 107 lb/acre.

For the 137.lam path the attenuation patterns are not limited to the summer months, and
there are no marked frequency dependence effects as for the 23-km path.

RANGE-DEPENDENCE OF TRANSMISSION

If cne tries to explain the shape of the curve of shallow-water signal level against range as
resulting mainly from losses on boundary reflections, one runs into difficulties (7). One possi-
bility is to suppose a significant bulk attenuation, perhaps because of fishes. This explanation
can still work in the daytime because the diurnal variation of the fish effect is not necessarily
a full-depth modulation, i.e., there may still be some fish attenuation remaining in the daytime.
An experimental approach to this problem involves, first, an assessment of absolute transmission
loss, and, second, aw estimate of the losses due to the boundary. The latter follows from the
number of normal modes that remain effective as carriers of energy, and this number can be
obtained from dispersion, interference or depth-dependence measurements. Quantitative work
of this type (5) has indicated that fish or other bulk attenuation is indeed important. The
answer depends among other things on the frequency; well below our present frequency range
(<700 Hz) boundary losses will predominate, and well above it (> 3.5 kHz) the main loss is a
result of the magnesium sulphate relaxation.

SEASONAL VARIATION IN PROFAGATION

The above ideas on the basic mechanisms of shallow-water sound propagation are supported
by the seasonal dependence of the daytime trantsmissIon, which is much worse in the summer.
The increased losses in the summer are apparently a result of a mixture of thermal and fish
mechanisrrs (3,5).

WIND ATr.NUAT1ON

High winds, or rougt seas, attenuate the signal level, affecting the higher frequencies first
(3). It has been observed at times that the lower frequency transmissions are attenuated first in
the daytime when the diurnal fish patterns are present. This is presumably because the fish shoals
have been dispersed by the rough seas, and this dispersion has caused the attenuation.
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FAST FLUCTUATIONS

Another fluctuation effect occurs in the summer daytime over the short-range path (3). Dlr-
ing the night the envelope of the pulses is smooth, but during the day the amplitude variation is
considerable and the envelope is rough, with R typical period c.f some minutes. The timing of
the effect is closely allied to the attenuation patterns, siggesting that the cause again is fishes.
This effect occurs over the whole frequency range and is most pronounced in August.

CONCLUSIONS

It is hoped that enough has been said to establish the fundamental part played by fish atten-
uation in all aspects of shallow-water propagation to medium and long ranges. There is the
further possibility of gainkig information on the fish populations.
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OL1SCSflON

Betzler: I wondered if you have marked internal waves in this area ad if s,. if you associate any
of your effects with these waves. If you do wee some effect, how do you compare it with others
more or less marked?

Weston. We do have internal waves in the aea. We can we internal waves of both the emmdi-
umal tidal period and of shorter periods, that is, sverl minutes. We can oee cotutc fluctua-
ions due to these waves, but I would say that they at due to the ditect effect of the intonnl

wave in that one gets a variable refraction throudh the wave. I have not manaqd to fand a tio-up
between internal waves and fish of the sort that you are hinting at. lndentally, we can us3 scat-
terin layers to mark the internal waves on occasions.
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Smith: Have you noted any lunar effects in the fish behavior?

Weston: The short answer is "No, we have not," and I think these are difficult to look for be-
cause there are so many other things happening. I suspect that there probably are such effects,
but we haven't identified them.

Van Schuyler: In the initial portion of your paper you talked about these two peaks, reso-,ant
peaks, that I believe you associated with two particular sized individuals. I believe you also
quoted a Q of 2.

Weston: Yes.

Van Schuyler: I just want to clarify a point. I may just have missed this, but is this what you
term the group Q rather than an individual Q?

Weston: This is effectively a group Q, and it glows for the Q of the fish, the spread in depth of
the fish, the spread in size of the fish, and anything else that happens. I'm just going by the at-
tenuation measured as a function of frequency.

Van Schuyler: In some of the work you ha ie done, you talked about a Q for a fish school us op.
posed to a Q for an individual. Was the Q of 2 for the whole fish school, or were you associ-
ating this with an individual animal?

Weston: The Q as measured here does not apply to a compact school of fish as such because
when the fish are schooled, they are not producing a very large attenuation. It applies to the fish
at night when the fish are dispersed, they are dispersed in both horizontal position and depth,
and of course they have a spread in size, and this dispersed group is what the Q refers to.
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IN]tODUCI7ON

While carrying out acoustic measurements in the ocean, investigators have repeatedly observed
scattering of acoustic energy from discontinuities in the water volume itself. The most usual
measurement is made with a common source and receiver. This monostatic geometry detects
backscattering, whereas bistatic mesairements (separate source and receiver) detect scattering at
other angles. The scattering is generally due to discrete scatterers in the water volume; these
sacterers have been identified as biologcal by several investigators. The effect is called volume
reverberation to distinguish it from the scattering occurring at the water surface and ocean bot-
tom and to distinguish it from a specific target of interest within the water volume. In many
cases, particularly those reported in this Symposium, it is the reverberation itself which Is of
prinuary interest.

The usual parameter used to describe the reverberation is the volume scattering strength-the
scattering area over 4w per unit volume-given as a function of depth and frequency. Many in-
vestigators report the integral of the volume scattering strength over the entire portion of the
water column where it has significant value. This is usually the up:er 500 fathoms (fin) of the
column.

Th authors have measured volume scattering returns at 12 kHz during Cruise 49 of the Re-
swach Vessel Atlantis H; during May and June of 1969, the AtLanth I! steamed from Libya to the
Strait of Gibraltar and thence to the Azores. T1w returns were tape recorded, and, upon being
procemd to give the integral of the volume scattering strength, thowed some interesting geo-
oraphical anomal&es such as peaks in nutrient-rich regions. These results are reported here in the
latter part of this paper.

The analog instrument used for this procesini gives the inte"l of the volume scattering
strength in real time", the integral can be made between any two depths selected by the opera-
tor. Bartm and Dullem (1970) we nearing coVietion of combined anaks and digital systems.

aW" of reali displays of the vokuse sctterive strength. Until receatly, it bao nt been
posite to compute &nd display scattering stre in real time, so that echo-sounder records
have ben the only raalime dispy of satenng.

While the scattering results ar what is of primry interest, the instrument-cale the
Integrator-is described here in some detail for two reasons: (I) this is the first aeported use of

Coatraftfm No. S frcm the Woods Hotb (wm ic latit .
**Rie4im iseUmMmGtS mn mWde with this Ouizumet drnzl CMt0 I 1*A teMUwb VuS"s KAMP

Mmy 1970.
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an instrument which the authors intend to use during future cruises, and (2) the description per.
mits readers to evaluate the technique and its errors for comparison of the data with that of
other workers.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Adequate theoretical background for the measurement of the volume scattering strength with
a piston-type transducer is given by Machlup and Hersey (1955), Hersey and Backus (1962), and
the National Research Council (1947). Equation 30 from Hersey and Backus (1962) (combined
with the unnumbered equation on page 524) gives the pressure p(t) scattered back to the re-
ceiving transducer. It is

P2()= W 2  4iX I.& c2 roap J sY(rcosG)b (6)sinOdO. (1)B•. ct'

Most of the :erms in this equduiui ae defined in Fig. 1. In addition, V(t) is the open-circuit
received voltage at the transducer and Of is th3" receiving sensitivity at f4 - 12 kHz.

s. (r, 0, 0) is the volume scattering strength* at a position defined by r, 8, *. It is the cross-
sectional area per unit volume of scatterers effective in removing energy from the incident beam
and returning it into a unit solid angle.

a and 0 are terms not found in Eq. 30 of Hersey and Backus (1962). That derivation
assumes that the outgoing pulse has an ideal boxcar shape (see Fig. 1) of peak amplitude Pe.
Due to transducer characteristics the actual pulses generated had more the teardrop shape shown
in the top right of Fig. 1. If the peak of the teardrop is Pa, then the teardrop will have less
energy than the boxcar, a is just the ratio of these two energies and is used to correct the source
level in the experiments reported here.

P is a filter corrective factor compensating for the filters in the processing system. They are
a little narrower banded than the ideal, which would pass most of the energy in the source pulse.

The assumptions necessary in the derivation of Eq. 1 are found in the literature (lersey and
Backus, 1%2; National Research Council, 1947; Urick, 1967). Some that seemed particularly
important in the operation of the Integrator are discussed here.

1. There must be enough scatterers in the volume Insonifled by the pulse that the scattered
return represents an average property of the water volume rather than ,le return from a few
individual targets. The Integrator averages variations from pulse to pulse by umming the returns
from 100 separate pulses.

2. , must be :,, cr0/2 so that source intensity does not change saplfikamtly over pulse
length. For pulse 1enths ro of 2.67 nmec the Inner range limit has been set at 20 msec of two-
way travel time.

3. Attenuation in the 12-kHz sipa is ignored, introducing errors geneully less than I dB.
4. To determine s,,, it must be removed from under the integral ip. Since the tranoduer

beam pattern b(f) is not infinittly .iarp. s,(:) is ,rad ovr some finite deph iteral,
that interval increasing linearly with depth:

*Th1 refering to Haey and aeckus (196 2) wi noft that so, the pwroat4ay iymbol for Ow ohlm
scatwrq stuength, hu been "pabotad for em nmd in !th pqp. The m is tbat p ~W Is te sm ur

asreth. not coefflcimt doits narnmd sop, m is made d€w by r•oew to pp. 2 md 4 id p and
Ilay(195$).
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Figure 1. The geometry for integrator scattering measurements

it I9T

sv(rcosO)b2 (0)sin0 --<sv(z)> bf(O)sinOdO. (2)

The brackets < > are meant to emphasize that s,(z) is averaged over a depth interval.
A failure io appreciate :he significance of the b2 (0) sinC integral can result in errors in

setting the depth of fishing nets in relation to the scattering leyers. In Fig. 2, notice that there
is no conttribution to the Litegral at zero degrees, the direction of maximum intensity In b(8).
This is becwuse the volume element which d0.pends on Ain 0 goes to zero as can be seen in the
right-hind pirtion of the figure. Rather the angle corresponding to maximum return is ctoer
to 0max = 12 degrees. r, the tiant range to the layer at Omax Z 12 degrees, might be inter.
p:eted as its depth z as shown at the top left in Fig. 2. The difference r-z/r = I - cos 3 is a
measure of the fractional depth error, only I - 0.98 - 0.02 for the 12-kizv. UQN. However,
depth c rrors for scattr.ing layers measured using transdicers with broader directivity patterns
could be sizable.

INTEGRAWQR DESIGN

Combining Eqsý I and 2 and integrating over the depth interval zI to Z2 gives the integral
4f the volume scattering ftength:
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Figure 2. Directivity characteristics of the 12-kHz UQN transducer

<:,(z)>dz 2= Vs(t)t'dt I L ta] -1

i2 F P@W O -1. 3
j j1

The Integrator is an analog instrument which evaluates this equation. It incorporateo one addi-
tional feature, the summing of 100 successive Integrations, to give an average value of the
integral;

100 fl1' <'(1•
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Figure 3, the Integrator block diagram, is laid out in five major segments-pulse generation,
received signals, timing, signal processing, and display. The quantities in parentheses are vari-
ables or parameters found in the s,(z) equation.

For instance in the transmit section, a reference time to necessary to correct for spherical
spreading is generated, and source pulse shape is measured. The transducer is calibrated at the
end of the cruise. By using reference hydrophonts, it was determined that the voltage magnitude
and shape across the calibration resistor of a particular transducer are linearly proportional to
the pulse in the water. Thus oscilloscope photos of this voltage during the cruise provide a
calibration in source level, namely Po and a•. Any variation is minimized by driving the trans-
ducer with a tone burst generator. Thure is always the problem of changes in transducer char-
acteristics such as aging during the cruise. However, quenching was not a problem since data
were collected while hove to in low sea states.

The receive section gives a V(t) which contains both the scattering return and noise. In addi-
tion an electronics calibration signal is injected at this point. Transducer calibration at a later
time gives Bo, the receiver sensitivity.

The timing section generates a signal gate at waes t and t2 after to, corresponding to
z and z2. In addition a ramp voltage proportional to t is generated and used to correct for
spherical spreading. The timing section also counts the total number of integrations and shuts
the system down when either 40 or 100 is reached.

Signal processing is straightforward. First there is a pie to remove the outgoing pulse from
the receive transducer-to prevent amplifier overload. Note that there is the option of either
tape recording or direct processiag. An amplifier, tuned to match the source spectrum of the
2.67-msec source pulse, removes much of the broadband sea noise. The signal is next gated in
the interval t, to t2. It is then multiplied by the ramp voltage in a Philbrick analog multiplier.
Squaring follows and then integration, using a high quality capacitor as feedback element in an
operational amplifier circuit. Not only does the capacitor integrate a particular scan, but it sums
all 100 scans, Readout is on a digital voltmeter.

There follows some further manipulation of Eq. 3. The final equation will Yelate readings on
the digital voltmeter to the value of the volume scattering strength integral.

DVM (Signal) = digital voltmeter reading when scattering signal return is processed

DVM (Cal) = digital voltmeter reading when a calibration dsnal of 1 my rms is applied
across a calibration resistor at the receive transducer

K = constant of proportionality between signal at receive transducer and the
digital voltmeter reading

100 t2

DVM (Signal) = K 4 Vq F2 (Sig, t) t2 d, t

100 t 2  t '

DVM (Cal) = K2 f V1
2 (Cdt)t2 dt-KX lOOX 10" 12 dt. (6)
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Combining Eqs. 3 through 6 gives a 100-sample ensemble average of the integral:

Z2100 f 2

s ,, (z) > dz= -IE s.. (z) > dz
ensemble •1 00z
average

t2

1 DVM (Signal) X 10 6 t2 dt
-100 DVM (Ca) 0 B;0t

P02  C2

-- o aj f o b ' (O )s mn d ] 0 -'1 . (7)

Then, taking 10 log and evaluating each term-, yields

10 log <Sv (z)>dz = 10 log DVM (Sig)- 10 log DVM (Cal)- 60 + 10 log

[12 3 3 ]I 77.9+ [-107.7 + 25.8- 1loga]

+[49.5]+ [15.1]+ 1.0= 10logDVM (Sig)

-101ogDVM (Cal)+ 10 log It-2 -t3]

- 10 loga -3.2 (8)

a is 1/3. The factor 3.2 dB applies only for the particular source levels and receive sensitivities
in the transducers during Cruise 49 of Atlantis II.

ERROR AND ANALOG PROBLEMS

One serious problem was insuring that voltages were within the proper operating range for
the analog components. The multiplier works best when both voltages are large. However with
spherical spreading, the t ramp is anall when the V(t)signal is large and vice vera. The fint step
was dividing the processing interval into two segments: 0.02 to 0.1 $ec and 0.1 to I sec. Then
the ramp peak and the maximum Vt(t)value were adjusted to just short of saturation levels. Gen.
erally the Integrator gave the same answer within +2% over a 4-dB range in the attenuator used
to set the V(t)level. Outside this range the deviation would increase.

Reproducibility is quite good. The same answer is found within ±1/2% for a given signal
processed repeatedly under the same conditions. The primary source of error !&jitter in tI and
t2, a resolvabie problem.
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Figure 3. Integrator bloc!. diagram. Numerous monitor points have been incorporated.
Quantities in parentheses are parameters and variables in analytical equations.

Noise is an important factor in the overall error of the system. Noise is measured during each
data run and processed over the same tI- t2interval as that used for the scattering return. The
digital voltmeter reading corresponding to this noise power is then subtracted from the volt-
meter reading for scattering signai plus noise power described in Eq. 5. It is this noise-corrected
signal which was used in Eq. 8 to give the ensemble average of the volume scattering strength
integral. This procedure is that normally foilowed when noise data are available. For a simple
squarer, this correction would be the one appropriate for an infinite ensemble, and hence the
best guess for the finite sample of 100 scans.

However, in this instrument and perhaps in others, this procedure gives a low estimate of the
noise correction as was shown by a simple test. A 12-kHz sine wave as signal and nearly
Gaussian noise were combined in a passive adder and processed in three ways: signal, noise, and
signal plus noise. The digital voltmeter reading for signal plus noise was, always greater than that
given by summing the readings for signal power plus noise power, whereu one would have
expected it to be some tirres greater, sometimes less: greater when the cross products of signal and
noise created by the squarer are greater than zero, less when the cross products are less than zero.,

The probable cause of this anomaly is the imperfect performance of the squaring unit which
has a dynmnic range of 34 dB. Weak noise signals are not properly processd.

In the experimental results reported in the following section noise power wu very low, so
that the errors introduced by improper correction will be smnall - less than 2%.
"5The details of the usinal-to-nolin characteristics of a perfect squares re found In Davenport and Root (195t8).
The contribution of the cross products of dsinal and noise to the deviation from the mean power aure dkcua-
sed; however, these crous products do not affect the mean power.
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Other errors in the system are
1. Averaging of s,(z) over depth described in Eq. 2.
2. Errors in the calibration of source and receiver which could be ±2.5 to 3 dB. This affects

the comparison of results with other investigators, and of results in two different cruises. It is

not significant in comparing results within a cruise. There, relative errors are around ± I dB.
Values may also be low in an absolute sense by up to I dB since there is no correction for
attenuation.

RESULTS FROM CRUISE 49 OF ATLANTIS II

Taped records at 12 kHz taken during Cruise 49 of the Research Vessel Atlantis 1! from a
point near Libya to the Azores during May and June of 1969 have been processed. Measire-
ments were made between 2 and 3 pam. local time each day, at silent ship. Figure 4 shows the
track and values of the s,(z) integral in the range of 0.1 to 1 second of two-way traveitime, that
is, a depth range of 75 to 750 m. The numbers are in decibels and are offset by 34 dB to better
demonstrate the variation. Between extremes over the track, there is a range of 17.5 riB. It is
-36 dB near Azores, 12 dB higher than typical values for this integral found by Ma.'shill
and Chapman in the western North Atlantic in the range of 6.4 to 12.8 kHz (Chapman arid
Marshall, 1966). It is uncertain whether this is a real difference or is sormewhat i consec aence of
the fact that the results of two very different experimental geometries are helpg compared.

Figure 4. 10 io"L s.(s) dx + 34 DB alosb the track of crnuse 49 ofAtiantis 11 In the
depth interval 75 to 730 metrs

The measurement off Mbya is in question sico it was the first of the cruis and was tubit
to more errors. The peAk near the Strait of Gibraltar is understandable from the known tidc-
nesn of that area. However, the peak aear Stromboli is an interesting anomaly. According to
E. F. K. Zarudzk (1970) the Mediterranean near Stromboli has unique qualities; there is under.
water heating due to volcanic activity, and the ane is a strong focus for uwordfldwenan. Per.
haps vertical mixing due to heating at the bottom in this mall region mults in an are of htlh
productivity accounting for the peak in scattering.

Figure 5 is another plot of the data found in Fig. 4. The offset value of the s,(z) interal is
plotted against distance measred between acoustic stations along the track, a track diosmn to

'~ /
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sample various parts of the Mediterranean and eastern Atlantic waters. The plot serves three
purposes: (1) it displays more clearly the character of the variation in the data, particularly in
,nassing from one region to another, (2) it facilitates the comparison with Fig. 6 made below,
and (3) it shows that the major daytime scattering is between 75 and 750 m and not in a shallow
dominant layer. The upper curve is for the time interval 0.1 to 1 secc.nd or 75 to 750 m in
depth. The lower is for the interval 0.02 to 0.1 second or 15 to 75 m in depth. (Four data
points are restricted to the interval 0.035 to 0.1 sec.) The processed value at each station is
represented by the dots; these dots have been connected by straight lines to facilitate reading
the curve. However, one should not infer that these straight lines accurately represent scattering
values between stations, since local "hot spots," such as that found near Stromboli, might have
caused significant deviations.

The lower curve, for near surface scatterers, shows structure markedly different from the
upper curve. There is a general downward trend from Stromboli all the way west to the Azores.
East of Stromboli, within the eastern Mediterranean, there is a sharp drop.

Figure 6 summarizes the character of the scattering as seen on the graphic recorder at each
acoustic station. The horizontal axis is the same as in Fig. 5. The vertical axis is depth and the
plots indicate relative intensity over depth of the scattering returns. The width of each block is
a rough measure of the relative darkening of the record. Darkened rectangles are representative
of diffuse scattering, while the hollow ones represent the crescent or Irregular echoes representa-
tive of individuals or schools.

One interesting feature is the general rise in the bottom of the deepest layer as one approaches
the Strait of Gibraltar from the east. At the station closest to the Strait, still sorme 70 mi away,
the bottom of the deepest layer is at 340 m, the shallowest of any station, while the bottom is
at 840 m. The sill depth is 300 m (Leroy, 1967). The upper water is Atlantic water, the lower
the more saline Mediterranean, specifically, the Levantine water (Wust, 1961). This Levantine
water attains velocities of 100 cm/sec at the Strait at 275 m (Wist, 1961). Perhaps the 12-kHz
scatterers in the region of the Strait find the lower Mediterranean water inhospitable to them.
It is a question worthy of further examination.

Recently, Barraclough, LeBrasseur, and Kennedy (1969) discussed the relative darkening of
echo-sounder records along a crom.Paciflc track and coupled it with a discussion of biomm•
They limit themselves to three categorkis of echo4ounder record-dense, patchy, and absent-in
stiggesting possible biomass variations.

Such measurements, based on echo-sounder records alone, may be deceptive. Referonwe to
the echo-sounder records of Cruise 49 would lead one to erroneous conclud.zu #.xcerning
scattering strength, let alone bloiamss In Ft. 6 the stronest returns appear to be in the western
part of the track, and the weakest in the central. Yet, exactly the opposite in measured scatter-
ng strength is seen in 1* 5.

Thi unreliability in using uncalibrated echo-sounder records as a predictor of scattering
strength from one day to the next should come as no surprise; there are too many variables af-
fecting the quality of the records such as noise level and amplfication.
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D WSCUSSIO

Hawwha: Padl, did I understand you to say that the minimum depth at which you me volume
scatters is 225 ft, or 75 m, becamse of the blank in time of the receivers.

McEhoy: You are talking about this last sbde?

Howwts: I think midway throullh the paper you msid that you ware lking at the scattering
from a depth of 75 m to smething in the neighborhood of a 1000 ft.

McEboy: The mwstmum depth was 750 m, 75 to 750 m. At bt as fasr as our echo-soud
records were conceed, at this particular frequency, which was 12 kIdt, there was no indication
on tho records or on the oeclllccope photo of any~ting below that depth. But the last dide
(Fpr 6) dsown the distribution, and it extends pr"tty well down to the mnuamiu.

HIoAwm: Well, the point of my questim is the mtinmum depth at which you we the sattertng.
Ae you not ibmited to cwnethis an the order of 100 ft-you only e thorn scatterete below
100 ft?

NMcoy: Yes, ust beca of the blmkhui. ovedodi, ad so on. We tried to rkake *tht
Polm a ifown in the block dI&ru. We had a pate doht at the very bsenah which was
des*p to mmno the outping p"s. I shuld mantim ecificaly dot we und two differet
tatnedura We tmimlt on om and receve aother, s that we we abto dik that
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gate time quite a bit. Our shortest gate time is looking at things after, say, 20 msec, which is a
two-way distance of 50 ft, but I think that is reasonable just because we could see differences
from day to day by using the gate. It was only bcause we used the gate and could protect our
electronics that we could do this.

Hanrakun: My concern is that, in a place like the Mediterranean, unless your recovery time is
sufficiently fast so you can see from 30 ft on down, an echo-sounder will give you a very opti-
mintic value for scattering strength. There is work by La Spezia snowing that the predorninant
scatterers, armund 3.5 k"z at least, come up to a depth of abonit 20 ft at night.

McElroy: Yes, I think part of the questions on the recovery time of the transducer ma, be
taken care of by the fact that we are using a different transducer to receive. There ii no recovery
time of -he electronics because I do not hit them with too hard a signal.

Batzler: Have you seen successful in using this instrun.mnt underway?

McElroy: No, but I think that we are at that point now. We have taken unprocessed data at
3ea adl ton it through the instrument later. The real issuc in runiing signals through it is
whether you can believe what you get. The time we spent on our tape records has essentially
developed some criteria in our own minds which would permit us to do a more intelligent job of
using it underway. Of course the problem under way is that you get one crack at it. You have

to set things up properly to process within the selected time interval. With tape records you can
run over and over.

Banter: I am not familiar with integrated scattering strengths in these areas, but if I interpreted
your numbers correctly, these seem low to me.

McElroy: That is correct. Quite frankly, they seem low to me, and I spent a fair amount of
time going over the equations making sure I was defining terms properly to see whether I left
out a factor. That is still bothering me. For instance, just to amplify that point, the maximum
value of the integrated coefficient over the 1-sec time was around -61 dB. If you take Chapman
and Marshall's data from the western North Atlantic in the frequency range 6.4 to 12.8 during
daytime, their value is -48 dB. I am bothered by it, and I do not know why at thi point.

htr/er: A lot of people have been bothered by things like this in scattering. Maybe the third
comment is the most important. Although you defined it clearly, you have spoken of scattering
coefficient. I belleve that if w- go back far enugh historically, it is scattering sOren that you
are talking about.

Mc•h'oy: Yes. I am referring to scattering into a unit solld angle rather than into 4. 1 made
sure I was not off by the 4w factor, althoush ff I had boon, it would hae reduced my scattertg
stngths rather than tncrease them.

Betkr: I am re you did not confuse any of the people who have ban working in this field,
but just let me emphaize that we talk about scattering coefficient, we talk about scatterin
strength, and we talk about coiumn strength. The column trngth Is intmtued the scattart
wrength is what you talkd about, ari the scattering coefficient is diffeet by 11 dedbels.

AkEbty: Rht. It is the 4t factor.



A STATISTICAL THEORY OF OCEAN REVERBERATION*

David Middletont
Cambridge, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

A brief outline of a genera theory of reverberation and similar types of first-ordei
scattering is presented. The scatter propagation is expressed as a Poisson process in space
and time and includes volume and surface reverberation for gener?.- geometries and flonu-
static and bistatic operation and for a variety of physical condi',ons. A summary of the
approach used in the construction of the theory is given as we1, as ine quantitative results.
Scatterer structure is then discussed in relation to "neral mathematical models.

INTRODUCTION

A statistical theory of reverberation and similar first-order scattered fields has been developed
from the ass;,!"tion that primary (i.e., first-order) scattering is the principal mechanism,
whe'he- causei by organic, inorganic, or geometrical effects or their combinations (Middleton,
1967, 1972). In this paper, we present a very short summary of some of the principal concepts
th.,t r',: peCtinent in various aspects to the problems encountered in the measurement and inter-
vrt-oý,rn of scattering phenomena observed in the ocean. The motivation for this work comes

:•-�r Ay from the field of statistical communication theory (SCT), which is concerned pri-
y with the transfer and processing of information from one point in space-time to another

(Widdle.ton, 1960), and where in applications like t1h, present, one must deal with tpace-time
felds, not with tfie processes alone (Middleaon, 1970). 8ecatuse measurement and observatti; n
are communication processes in this broad senw., it is entirely antural that the methods and
ileas of SCT should prove etiential in both the investigation of the physical details of scat*.er
mechanisms and the inevitable and often formidable problems of data procersing that follow upon
data acquisition. In brief, o"r task is to develop a model of the scatter process (Middleton, I 96",
1972) that will adaqu:tely account for such conitolling factors as geometry and propeaiog i and
will permit us to exanwe the scatter peocea itself. Coupled with this, of course, thdre must be
appropriate experimntal acquiion. support, and intepý at . Here theomy and ex rinmat
mutualy reinforce each other -the former providin8 the "macrostcture" (the Sewzul propa
ti model) and the latter, the "miciostrncture" (the physicaJ deWal and properties othe twatterers
themselvef, which mnust k-e phenomenokoically inmtiod into the iormer). In t.-.is regard, the

*asaed on work sopported by Ow o t Nat, l Ro,& Contract N00014-70C0198 (An" April 1, 1970; md
bdeo thet, No,-4UX(O0) tmodo t.awse ofe).

tComufti% Physacil 3 5 Coeorsl Ave.. Cawbndoe. Mni, 0213&. Prof. of CormAication Theory at
the Uv 'verzity of Rhode [stood.
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many studies of the biological scattering mechanisms presented in this volume provide essential
data for the mathematical modeling of the effects of typical scatterers. In return, we expect that
these analytical models may offer needed quantitative apparatus for experimental design, data
processing, and interpretation.

A SUMMARY OF THE APPROACH

Let us begin with a very brief account of the approach used in the construction of the theory.
The details are amply developed by Middleton (1967, 1972) with many references to current
and previous wcrk therein for those wishing to pursue these matters further.

The scatter propagation is expressed as a Poisson pr,. :ess in space and time. Both volume and
surface reverberation are included for general geometries and monostatic and bistatic operation
(in the fa& 4'.-:le) and for a variety of physical conditions. These are principally zero and non-
zero (vertical) velocity gradients, scatterer and platform dopplers, multiple reflections from sur-
face and bottom, and absorption in the medium (as well as in the scatterer). The medium
(ocean) in this case is characteristically dispersive because of random scatterer and platform
motion and the presence of nonzero velocity gradients (when turning points in the ray paths
occur). The scatter mechanism is expressed canonically as a time-varying (inear) stochastic
filter, whose properties may depend on location and direction of "illumination," as well as upon
an intrinsic biological or inorganic structure. The model is "macroscopic" in that simple, equiv-
alent point scatterers are used to represent the actual scattering objects (and/or interfaces be-
tween water, air, and bottom). The coupling of the signal source to the medium is represented
by general transmitting and receiving apertures (arrays), which can be frequency dependent.
Both broadband and narrowband illuminating signals are considered.

Next, a combination of ray theory and wave theory is used to obtain the typical form (in
space-time) of the scattered radiation for general sources and geometries. The ray-theory
approach gives us the geometric bounds on the propagation, while wave theory provides the
more detailed physical structure. Ultimately, our useful observables are statistical-the means,
covariances, and proba'ility distributions of the resultant received scattered process X(Q).
These aie obtaaned by sutlable averaging (under the original Poi..on assumption). For suffi-
ciently dense scattering, the resultant process is gaussian, so that the process covariance Kx(t,,:.)
gives essentiay a complete statistical description, In any case, the mean <X(t)> and the
covariance K1XQI, t2) )- <(t )X(t 2)> - <X(tl)><X(t2)> are mong the most important
macroscopic qamtities to be estimated experimentally; and through them in ,urn the intrinsic
or "microscopic" properties of the scattering mechanismn may be explored; i.e., their doppler,
Filter-response parameters (Q, resonant frquency), cron section (e4., level), absorption, etc.
A corollary question of central inportaztne in dealing with data is the validity (physically, the
stabi Wty ie underlying physical mechanian) of the experimental data enswnble from which
vm vsk -ak, our satitical estimates. We must tes for this validity before going •.,n to other
oatitt•,. wasures. Tdi in twin requir• a tighter hold on "ground truth" than hertofore, if
the data are to be interpreted reliably (Midd. ton, 1969).

Of partictlw importance to operational aks. iw "udiaLs msweotý is the (ct do the sco-t
ter proces ar themselvet nonstatiowary uWd oen aoopssu Nonvamahing meam repe-
sent specular (.e., coherent) scattering avallae practically fmny in the specula- direction when
the interfac or scattering laycra are siciently smooth. Also critical is the vertical VO pro-
file with depth, because deiatio•s from zero gradit can radically alter the propaptka paths
aWd hence the tWulw and mswfsce domains of Mlli• tod scatterers. This is fllustrated by such
varied modes as sound fpaing and rangin% (SOFAR). convergence zone (MiZ). swface danmt (3D),
bottom-bounce propagation. and cembinations of these (discussed with example in Mkddlton
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(1967, 1972), Part III). Again, geometry is COn.-rolling bnausc one eds 0o know w.ere, a
would like to determine what, the scatter mechawisms are. The feor, ulation of the theoretical
mode! is broad enough to permit us to tanO-1 complex operationpl c,•nditions and to prolide
needed structure for experimental design aud evaluftionI of the resulti, " well as for the
optimization or near optimization of the systems (sina!s, apTures, gwrnetries) employed to
obtain ihf. desired data.

SOMIF QUANTITATIVE RESULTS FOR THE RECEIVED SCATTREPD FIIELD*
The basic wave equation goverr -g propagation in an ocean with absorption and vertical (z-)

inhomogeneity in the propagation speed c is

( 0, L N7 2 a2 p = -Gj<tE); in source domain
c2(z) a)t c2(z) at, 0 outside source region

where p(t, R) is the ambient pressure field at a point P(R), measured from the origir(Od) of the
primary (rectangular) coordinate system centered on Jie transmitting aperture; R =- X x y
4 1Z z is the vector from 0 T toP (R), and V is the usual Laplacian operator. Here GT (t,) is
the source function

G (t,E)- A (t, J) S (f, tI) el d;, (w=21.f., (2)

in which AT(Q,f) is the aperture weighting of die transmitter, and Sin (,; t)is the amplitude
(spectrum) o! the driving signal, applied to element di (at t) of the aperture. The far-field solu-

tion of (I) (valid within the conditions of the WKB approximation) is**

f lw+d [(7___ \l
4rRO R -ia-i-d r .) IS i s

Yp,#j (s R)Vc e 8- 79) ST3

OFrom Middleton 1967, 1972, Part Ill.
•When the manes of the rays emitted from (aWd received by) the aperture suaces are not close to w/2 (it.,

are not near the horizontal) we must epiaeolT/Oc and& /0c0 In (3) and (6) by -a, and &R,
(I1cO) X (approx.) unit vectors in me divectkon of the ray, emitted and received at the respective
aperTures; "'R - a~for monostatic operation. See Part Ill of Middleton (1967, 1972) for details.
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where for frequencies below 0 (4 x 104 Hz)

Fpern • exp t b [( o ) (+ , k)= 0,i,2 ..... (4)
1VC

Here co is the sound speed at 0,; I". = t0 (R), andR= go(R) are respectively tle time &Ion:
the path taken by the wavefront going from 0T to P00 and this path length. The explicit form.
of R0, O of course depend on c(z) (and thus on Vc) and depth; for the convenient approxioe-
tion of the speed profile by linear se-nents (in z), g0 is made up of suitably matched arcs of
circles.

The -uantityC': is & generalized beam pattern, defined by the spatial Fourier transform

•TA Mr J4 T••t(f•e• dt (5)

where '4vx +Vy + i>7 is a vector wave number defined In the direction of P(R); e.g.,
where IT ts the unittvctor' 1 T= R/I1R;R- R1=-vx+y2 " , In the usual way. In (4),

0 is the relaxatlon tme of the medium [0(10-6) wonds or somewhat les in alt water) , while
k * 0 measures the number of turning points (dcanges of direction vertically) that a typicl ray
in the beam undergoes in getting to A(R). The ocean, u is well knmown, acts like a linear filter,
where the absorption is (logarlthmically) proportional to range -g-o and to the squar of the
frequency - $2, cf. (4).

In the more general bistatic cans, where the receiving aperture R is not collocated with that
of the transmitter T, we fimd on regarding a typical•l point scatter (on a surface or in the vol.
ume) as a new source reradiating the field incident upon it, that the received scattered wave
(now only a function of time because it has passed through the recdvlng aperture AR) can be ex-
pressed (again for far-field operadon)* as

1 f a-d -(u~vC00= -R esii do/ ~ t

fdid Iff ic 2i
ds (6)

Here R1/, R2, locate the /th scatter vis-avis OT and OR (f orim of the tranmuitthq nd
receiving apertures, respectively), whileiR is a unit vector* in the direction of O, aln RV.

*See footnote (**)p. 234.
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in which

I1 = 1+ 2 (relative doppler velocities) I + I/

7 = dynamic cross section of the /th scatterer; a purely statistical parameter (over all/)
with the dimensions of "speed".

Thus, a typical received scattered waveform is

MA2 o.R ,eA, (t - 2TQ0/ S) [ (t-2re0,)] 
)

(4OR2 0 TI)

where

A - expF[10- w2
0 W 0T/2c0)+ ikn/12)] (absorption along the path) (12a)

and

QRT V R "Co Lar co I

is the (coupled-system) scattering cross section (dimensions of "area") relating transmitting and
receiving apeitures and the scatterer. The quantity f0 is the carrier or central frequency of the
driving signal whose (complex) envelope is Sin ( )0

For this case (and our assumed Poisson statistics) the covariance function of the received
scattered wave is found to be (Middleton 1967, 1972, Part IV)

Kx(t,,t 2)- (X(t,)X(t 2 ))- (X(t 1 )) (X(t 2 )) (13)

or

Kx(tj,t2)=2Re {BS e• } Rx(tjt2)c cos wor +Ax(t,,t2)sin wor

(14a)

T=t2 -tj (14b)

and (*) denotes the complex conjugate. Specifically, we have

Bx (, ,t2) (eiJOT), '(s or V) P A4< IQRt rM )

fA,( orV) S or VI ROT (R)4

X Ko U[t,t 2 Jro (it)] dR (15)
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with dR = dR de, or dR dO d~p (for surfaces S or volumes V, respectively); A' is the jointly il-
luminated and viewed domain of scatterers; a' is the effective density of scatteret i (and like A,
can depend on geomedry), and

K0 = n(t - 2 t 0 2) S,, (t2 - 27,0) )
iw

= covariance of the complex signal envelope where S, (t) = Sin (t)o e 0 (16)

The quantity

(e the characteristic function of the doppler distribution

= w (e)de; e -/u- 1. (17)

With (15) t• (17) in (14) we have a full "anatomization" of the covariance, showing its
detailed structure and the role that geometry plays in problems of this type.

For signals of short duration we have a nonvanishing value of K0 only in the ranges (along
the path) within the duration time of Sin; i.e., about the range t, f 2N 0 so that

Ko (t1 ,ga 2h' 0) -" Ko (") u(Sin (0) • Sk )o*i ) (18)

and (15) becomes

Bx(t,,t2)"' o (r) (eI 0° ).• (ti)a BX(r Iti = 2%-0) (19a)

with

(t ' A4 ( )QAT (19b
B.Q(t)" ..E1) 9o0•) (19b)

(4w)r to(Ra)4

wher t t, (R) - 2 r, (R) and lIR I locates the physical eometr (0 path) range vlsi-via
the receivers.Thus, !z. ,t 2 )'.'K (,r It) is now the covariance of a locally stationary
processX, whoe . .titi propera L of courts, still depend on range (q). The comparative
simplicity of K1 ( I ti) [Eqs. (19o, b) in (14)] makes it very convenient when signals of
short durations are used.

Finally, for many oceanographic applications, particularly in the study of scattering layers in
the ocean, the geometry becomes quite simple. Beams directed vertically down from at or near
the srface are employed. For remonable bern widths the effects of nonzero (vertcal) velocity
gradients are ne0igible, and we can replace path length fOT by the gometric distanceR, from
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source to scatterer. The various terms in KX that depend on path length and time along the
path are correspondingly simplified.

SOME REMARKS ON SCAITERER STRUCTURE

Clearly, a key element in the theory is our choice of response function (h.) for a typical
scatterer. Probably the most general model we need consider has the structure

heM = 7(t) h. (,r) (20)

where 7(t) represents a possible time-variation expressed as a variable level, and hF is the linear)
circuit representation of the scatterer. Thus, for example, if the scatterers are a body (or school)
of fishes, moving through the beam, and changing aspect while in it, y(t) will change. Further-
more, if like so many such scatterers, these fishes have airbladders, they will act like resonant
LCR circuits of moderate (to low) Q where

Se-af, 
sinw r

hF(r) wOjLC (21)

where

R

(4 > (> here).

For simplicity let us suppose that the change of aspect of the fishes in the beam is slow with
time, so that (t) : 70. Then, with weak doppler (the usual case), (10) can be shown to be

~M1 --'isv (yy, s -,) LC [(a + s2 + (0](22)

which from (6) in our narrowband example [(10) et seq.] yields the modifi•d waveform

~t~2QRT/ r I j4UDo ~-2 rQo2 0/) $ - 2re0,)] hp#t - 4r) dr 23
U/(t) it jj'4•ty o S,,[j# (23)

(4,%T)2

with hF given by (21) in the expected way. The typical scattered waw is, in effect, filtered by
the scatterer, with a consequent modification of wavediape. Where the input WSi to the me-
dium is tuned to the remnant frequency of the flu bladder (or moe preisely, to that of the
fish, which is close to It), fX- no w1 /2w. we may expeat the lupst return, with anailer re-
turns asf0.. departs from uij72w. Again, this is entirely to be expected.

Other models must be constructed forscattering camud by random interfaces, but the me
general type of model may be postulated: At the sea surface we should introduce an absorbing

- t
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or RC filter, (hF = ae-or, ar = I/RC), when the sea state is heavy and there is consequently a
noticeable bubble layer below the air-water interface. In other cases, where this bubble layer is
absent or negligible, the single point-scatterer model of our narrowband example in the previous
section appears a good initial choice. Again, for bottom scattering, we may expect a similar ab-
sorbing filter with different parameters. AlU this is clearly phenomenological and guided by our
present concepts and knowledge. Actual numbars and often the app_.2Uility olf our chices
must be obtained and established by experiment. The data on biological scatterers (fishes, etc.),
for instance, presented in many of the accompanying papers of this Symposium should prove a
valuable source of information, from which we may hope to obtain useable models and param-

eters along the lines just indicated.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A very brief outline of a general theory of reverberation and similar types of finrt-order scat.
tering has been presented to call attention to the fact that workable, quantitative models of the
scattering processes in the ocean are available for study and use, not only for the ultimate pur-
poses of information processing and communication, but also for the guidance and interpretation
of experiments directed toward a detailed examination of the scattering mechanisms themselves.
In conjunction with adequate statistical tests as to the validity of the data (Middleton, 1969),
available biological information should play a critical role in determining the pertinent parameters
of our phenomenological scatter models; and this in turn should make possible a realistic descrip-
tion of reverberation, which is needed in a variety of other signal processing problems. No
attempt at completion is intended here; the technical details are fully covered in Middleton (1967,
1972).
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VOLUME REVERBERATION PARAMETERS*
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ABSTRACT

In recent experiments in the Strait of Juan de Fuca, north of Seattle, Washington, se-
quential reverberation records were produced using pulsed continuous-wave signals and a
vertically oriented, bottom-mounted, narrow-beam transducer. Several hundred pulse se-
quences were transmitted on the hour for 250 consecutive hours. The resulting reverberation
was demodulated in quadrature and recorded on analog tape. The tapes were returned to the
laboratory and digitized. Estimates of data parameters were then obtained using ensemble
averaging techniques, and the behavior of the estimates as a function of time was studied.
Special attention was given to the determination of probability density functions, detection
of environmental nonstationazity by testing the data for statistics! inhomogeneity, and ilao
tion of spatial-temporal patterns in the volume backscatterma, strengths. Volume scattering
strengths for the whole 250-hour prliod were obtained as a by-product of the latter activity.
Diurnal variations as well as higher frequency space-time changes are dearly indicated.

INTRODUCTION

The work leading to the material discussed in this paper began in 1967 as an attempt to as-
certain the validity of a theory of first-order reverberation developed by Dr. David Middleton
(1967). Dr. Paul Moose (1968, 1970), using Middleton's aesults, Investigated the behavior of the
autocovariance function of the reverberant signal when certain simplifying assumptions were
satisfied. He devised experiments similar to those subsequently announced by Ol'shevski (1967)
for estimating that function. The results of the experiments (Swarts, 1969s; Mooe and Swarts,
1969) led to the supposition that in most cases the environment was neither homogeneous nor
stable enough to allow valid estimates to be obtained.

This led to another series of experiments, under the ONR sponsordsip, aimed at a more direct
approach to the determination of environmental stability. Recordings of the reverberition were
made over an extended period; these were returned to the laboratory and processed on a digital
computer. Acoustic backscattering strengths and target strengths were obtained, and the de-
modulated data were tested for statistical homogeneity using a nonparametric test.

The results of these experiments are contained herein. The reader interested in equipment de-
tails, calibration, error analysis, and supporting environmental data is referred to Swarts (1969b).

*Ths research was sponsored by the Office of Naval Research, Contract N00014-69-C-0317, Contract
Authority Identification NR-186-500.
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ThEORY

Figure I is a functional description of the significant aspects of our experimental hardware.
The signal to be transmitted is generated, as shown on the left-hand side of the figure, by ampli.
fying the gated output of a sinusoidal signal source. That signal is conveyed via a transndt/receive
relay switched in synchronism with th: gate, to an underwater sound transducer mounted on the
sea bed. The resulting reverberation signal is received by the same transducer; and, with the
transmit/receive relay in its receive mode, this signal is preamplified and demodulated in quad-
rature. The outputs of the demodulator are low-pass filtered and recorded on a precision analog
tape recorder for processing in the laboratory.

If it is assumed that within the beam width of the transducer, the medium is homogeneous
and isotropic, and if multiple scattering is insignificant, then it can be shown (see Appendix A)
that the demodulated signal caused by a small volume element containing N point scatterers is
as indicated in equation (I), Figure 2.

In equation (1)
Ct = system gains and conversion factors

7(0,0) = pressure beam pattern 4f transducer
0,0 = angular coordinates of elemental volume
Ri = range to ith scatterer
0, = 2v, Ic = Ith scatterer doppler factor

.%v = on-axis velocity component
1,I = reflectivity of ith scatterer

Loom

A AA

FI I 1. Fun Iw &wrptkm of expuwa tsl m
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If the scatterer clames are independent, equation (4) results from noting that the expected

value of a sum of independent random variables is the sum of the individual expectations. The

(f) denotes the covuriance from the /th dam alone.
It is shown in Appendix A that if the scatterers within a class are independent and uniformly

distributed throughout AV, and if the scatterer parameters ýv and 0 are independent and iden-
tically distributed for each scatterer, then K (n depends directly on Nj. If we (a) substitute
for N , the product of the scatterer density in the kth elemental volume and the volume of the
element, (b) let the base of the element AA shrink to the limit, and (c) integrate over all direc-
tions, we obtain the total unconditional ai'tocovarance as indicated in equation (5). R is the
range to the kth element and Ok, Ok its coordinates; pj(t) is the local jth class scatterer density
at time t.

Making use of equation (2), and requiring R >> AR, Equation (5) has been solved yielding
equation (6); where d is the directivity factor of the transducer, K, the scatterer reflectivity
autocovarlance, and ;P the doppler uracteristic function.

Some cue must be taken in using this equation. In words one can say that equation (6) rep-
resents the autocovariance of the complex reverberation envelope at range R and at time t for
a delay of r. Suppose a sequence of pulses, each of width T, centered in time about t is trans-
mitted with sufficient time between pulses so that the reverberation from one pulse has died
away before the succeeding pulse is tramitted. Let P be the total number of pulses and D
the interval between them. The autocovulance can then be estimated as in equation (7), where
t = (2R/c) is the time required for each pulse to travel from the transmitter to range R and re.
turn. Unfortunately, Implicit in this estimation technique is the requirement that the statistics
involved be statiomry over the time required for the transmision of all pulses, PD; and that
the scattee fild be homoleneous over the ranmp interval AR; that is cT.

It is precisely became the environment is ve/ther sufficiently stationary nor homogenous
that previous attempts to obtain valid estimates of the autocovariance faged.

To obtain a necessary condition for the estimation of the autocovarianc, let r a 0 in equa-
tion (6) and let the transmtted envelope x(.) *A, a comntant, iffih arment lies between 0 and
T. Noting that the autocovariance for zero delay is the variance of the sinal, equation (8)
reswts.

This equation is important for two reascas. First, it says that If only one type of scatterer is
preset, the autocovaulance can be esttmated oal) if the product of the moan square scatterer
reflectivity and scatterer density do not vary ove the estimation period. If thosn paameters
chan with time, so does the variance of the conex rave tion envelope and thus so does
any satistic of second or hlighr order that depends on the output of our reciver. Funher, if
mote than one dam of scatteren is present, the am augummet holds for the sum of the

Second, by compeaing equation (8) with the expmeoa for the rsived reveabration inton-
ity level from volume b ! attotrng own in Phyaki ofsoumd bt . Sm, we not that the
smanto Is equal to the scattering ano. sacs d&vlo• by 4 w, which Urick (1967) Sims as the

0nt11o of the sCatterin strength. Secae caefrn sutt is muiAkt tart sret pea
unit volume, we comdcude that 10 logi•(t)P is the averag target streng of ascatterer. Ob-
M oweVer, that if the scttem a Dt uf dy im bted throvuo the oinolfld
volume, ths ( lat oons(s) is itwalUd. In tbo limiting c ue of a a scattrt, -aretatl
of I I() 12 ination(a) a taro 2UMtreng fwjtrind&lvavluuehattisr &To
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EXPEJMENT

Using the results just discussed as a guide, an experiment ws developed to test directly the
period over which the statistics of a reverberation signal might be conidered stationary. In the
sense expressed by equation (8), that period may also be cor. id-red 'ke Ve:i-ji -f environmental
stationarity.

Our acoustic equipment was deployed in the Strait of XJ•,r' de Fuca, north of Seattle, Wash-
ington, in water about 280 feet deep. Data were collecte-A over a It) day period at 28 kHz; puise
widths were either 1.6 or 3.2 msec. Data processing dur.,q eýcI ping interval was terminated
prior to the fimt surface return. On-site measurements ýtowed that the fourth surface-bottom
return could not be detected. The pulse repetition tirmnt w accordingly set at 0.4 sec.

Individual pulse and N-ping average scattering st.iegths were computed as a f1-nction of
"range. Figure 3 is a typical plot. In this case, data hi been averag4A over 200 pzlses. Because
the pulses were spaced 0.4 sec apart, the plot reflects data from an 80-sec period. If this plot is
used to compute an approximate value for the scatieving atrength of the water column, the re-
suilt is about 4 dB higher than that reported by Chapiman and Marshall (1966) at IS kHz and
about 13 dB higher than that reported by Gold and Vui Schuyler (1966) at 20 kHz. The dis-
crepancy may be explained in part by the difference in frequency, but is more probably attr.- I
utable to the presence, in our case, of a relatively dens#,, uniform scatterer population rathlt!
than the layered structure felt to be present in the cited experiments. The scattering streii4, ot
the total water column when the scattered signal stems lagely from a layer of thlckna- k,; thanum
the total water depth must necessarily be less than the scattering strength of the water -.1.L:mn
within the layer. The extent of the differnce depends strongly on the ratio of the th1:cg-ia of
the layer to the depth to the bottom of the layer. The same effect tends to mv.-tk lak'• -.iurnal
variatios in uattering strength with depth.

[•~~ r ,r,,1•1

DATE~,11 74"ll~ t T~m 11M*a"1#

YM [n+at of "am. W-_1WWOml•leiMM~

XU~~~ Nuft. #E

F lgw 3.l Awi sctaig q afstomd.te ria

!•~~~~ tl+l +li+

I i T 1 '._

." [ t:.L :::: !J-4

•i:-ll•+:: " ,i#] •:+4+T

LI[• [- :l, I -A. +'

1 -- 7-]-

Plm, 3. Avml was m~ =U .ter" aer41 a a fuci o nor• a+,,w, trau
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Two hundred-ping average scattering strengths were also computed at three ranges and for 39
times within a 7-day period. The values are plotted in Figure 4 as a function of time. The maxi-
mum value of the marked diurnal variation (-59 dB to -86 dB) is in relatively good agreement
with the maximum value observed by Anderson (1967) at 25 kHz and about 6 dB greater than
the maximumq variation seen by ScrimTger and Turner (1969) at shallow depths in a 5- to 10-kHz
band.

Sheer buik of data prevented the computation of a continuous curve over the whole time
period, but se'ected portions were considered in great detail. Using data collected over 40-minute
inteivals near midnight and midday, we were able to compute average scattering strengths as a
function of range for ensembles of 30 pulses for sets of 85 contiguous enserb-1es. One such rec-
ord spans about 10 min and is shown in Figure 5.

It can be argued from the sharpness of the leading and trailing edge. if the lobes in this figure
that they are the result of single objects, and thus the target strength rather than the scattering
strength should be computed.

Unfortunately, at present we do not have a pattern recognition criteria built into our com-
puter, and therefore had to be satisfied with treating all data equally. If, however, the target
strength is computed for all range points, then at least those echoes from single fish will yield
.-,'rct target strength measuremrnts. This has been done for fourteen targets. Valuas varied
iroin --,7 to -40 dB. Indicated fish lengths for these values are given in Table I (Tucker, 1967).

If fibh if all sizes are uniformly distributed in range, the peaks of the scattering-strength lobes
shoald Jlrrdriih with range in general at the rate of 6 dB per range )ctave. If the targets all move
wIth Pearly dhe same velocity, then the persistence should increase directly with range. Although
the plot shows a tendency towards this behavior, longer records are necessary betore a definite
answer can be reached.

The data foi Figure c were collected during the night. Figure 6 is a similar plot, but the data
in tris case wt.;c collerc-d during daylight hours. The snoothing out of the area near the surface
and the marked reduction of individual target persistence is imtrx .1 tely obvious. Not so obvi-
ous from the plot is the fact that the area near the r.T'e •4:&ays a higher average scattering
strength than does the san-e area during ?be night. This is, however, in 4rment with Figure 4.

"The portion of the plot marked ;rV ar. expanded view is shown in great d••ail in Figure 7.
Each trace is the scattering stiength c.-mputed for a single pulse. The cause of th. peak at the
beginning of Figure 6 is seen to be ; tar. tfiat periats thioughout the 30--ec period spanned
by this plot. A sccond individual t.,get, ah'eady in the t.ansducer be-wi, is wn to fade out
about halfway through the interval. The remainder of the plot appears •o b , e of &mal
scattered retums.

In contrast, Flure 8 displays a host of pe•tustent charncterit-ts, not all of which, though,
can be considered siqne tauets. The data for this plot were collected at night.

The next step was to determnlm a quantitad" estirnate of the period of tire ovet which the
environnmet might be consdered stable or stationary. Asunni conrtant equipment paranw-
ten and a reverberation kkve well above hardwvare odf-nooa, any variation in the ouiput of the
low-pan .ter is a .iL, t of sone vanation in the environnmet. Suppose, them, that on of the
low-pan fl~ters is sam.ried a fixed a "- after the Uu nsao of each of a seueo of puiM1. if
the data so generated art. not staistUcaly homsognoiu, we conduds that the envizomient has
changed imgnificand .I

Supin md s MemCJ to the exwtM &dha* thet-p"s iatu o.04Mt i.,s ftf maeOV DeemM Waro-
matief concernml th phan oa tle compblx eaueta is pmeet in th outpit of ton im. tu watarf
stiv-arth ud wil not have ch . Howim, u ptvidy pcwtw out. a d&aat chp in the hmtuetlkg
ettsba* wWl 64dtay luau: in " data be*ing ham~paoui
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Table 1. Indicated Fish Lengths

r Fish lenth, inches

Target strqet, dB Lower limit Upper limit

-17 31 71

716V

-- 40 ~4.79.

CmnOUoS AVERAGES
DANUTE ? A i
7W ~'lim moWmg

OMRATMIS FRUBUENCY 22 k~tz

I219CONDIERVAIS

AREA U.a t oaIDnorOm eiIg FIIIUH, • ,•-• IRUNSF,, FEET i

Figm 6. Relafive avi•rae scattering strength as at ruction of range over a I 0-min period
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Data obtained as indicated was tested for homogeneity using the Kolmogorov-Sminmov statis-
tic (Middleton, 1969; Arase and Arase, 1968). This test was uced because it is nonparametric,
computationaliy simple to implement, and generally more powerful (Massey, 195 1) than the
traditional chi (() square statistic. It tests the maximum difference between two sample cumula-
tive probability distributions. If the difference exceeds a threshold that is dependent upon the
significance level in which one is interested, then the data are said to be inhomogenous at that
significance level; and it is concluded that there has been a signific2nt change in the environment.

Plots of the cumulative probability distribution for two subensembles of 500 samples taken
from night'ime data are shown in Figure 9. The plots differ by a maximum of 0.0836 as indi-
cated on the figure and thus just pass the test at the 5% significance level.

Similar plots were compiled and tested at four ranges for ensemble sizes of 60 to 2,000
points. The results for samples taken from daylight data are shown in Figure 10. Two trends
are obvious: The data begin to appear significantly inhomogenous for sample sizes greater than
60 and tend to be more homogenous with increasing range. It can be argued that the latter
trend is a result of the expected greater persistence of targets at longer ranges. However, this
hypothesis is belied by Figure 11, which presents the results of the tests for data collected at
night. Here, the trend towards inhomogeneity with increasing sample size is reinforced, but the
range dependence is virtually eliminated. Because data inhomcgeneity for sample sizes larger
than 60 implies environmental nonstationarity for times greater than 24 sec, it becomes appar-
ent that the decision to plot scattering strengths averaged over 30 pulses was a fortuitous one.

An attempt was also made to determine whether or not the data could be considered normal-
ly distributed. A test by Pearson (1930) on the skewness and kurtosis of the data proved partic-
ularly simple to implement and was used despite the fact that it tends to exaggerate the weight
of large data values. Only sets of ensembles of 120 or more samples that showed a failure rate
of 10% or less under the Kolniogorov-Smirnov test for homogeneity were considered. As it
turned out, only that data collected during daylight hours and sampled at ranges of 180 or 230
feet could qualify. The results of 31 such tests are indicated in Table 2.

Certain other patterns were clear. At both ranges, the skewness was negative in two-thirds of
the cases tested. However, because the tendency was slight and the failures displayed no pref-
erence for either polarity, the negative trend may be statistically permissible. At 230 feet, the
kurtosis was never less than 3, even in those cases that passed the test; in fact, it was less than 4
only one-third of the time.

At 180 feet the kurtosis appeared rather evenly distributed about 3, except in one of the fail.
ures where it reached a value of 7.9, the maximum observed at either range.

We conclude from this that even when the data are homogenous, It can not in general be con-
sidered normally distributed, except in a very coarse sense. We also note that the processes op-
erating at different ranges may be physically different as attested by the significant differences
in computed kurtosis for two ranges.

Additional plots have been included as Appendix B to show the variability of the data.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that statlonarity of the acoustic backscattering strength is a requirement if
the data at the output of a sonar receiver are to be statistically homogenous. Changes in the
scattering strength parameter over durations ranging from seconds to days have been demon-
strated; a periodic diurnal variation has been shown. A nonparametric statistical test was used
to place a lower limit on the duration of environmental station2rlty by determining the duration
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Table 2. Results of Tests for Normality

Number df tmes parameter
Number of fdine s a rameter Totl number of tests

Range falled at S% level fatn etn Criterm
Skewnem Kurtoul

180 16 3 3 5

230 15 3 12 12
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over which data sampled at the output of our receiver could be considered homogenous. Where

the data proved homogenous, it was shown that in general the data could not be considered
normally distributed.

The results indicated are limited, of course, by the location, duration, time of year, and ex-
perimenter-controided conditions. In addition to the need to generalize the results in these re-
spects, there is aiso a necessity for more compact data-reduction techniques and simple devices
to display multidimensional reverberation (scattering) data.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF ENVIRONMENT

SYSTEM RELATIONSHIPS

Allow the transmitted signal the representation

s(t) =Rel X W eiwt

Assuming an homogenous, isotropic medium, the signal received back at the transmitter, after
being scattered by a slowly moving point target of reflectivity Wi at initial range R1 , is

r, ( -t) = Re S(o j)

where jý2 (.) is the (monostatic) transducer beam pattern; a, the necessary system gains and
conversions; and 0 and # are the angular coordinates of the incremental volume in which the
scatterer is located relative to the transducer axis.

Moose* has shown that for targets moving with on-axis velocity components v very small
with respect to C

(I• + C-d

In practical situations, however, it is generally sufficient to allow

,(y)= Re {x• - -C i ~ +•t•

where
2v

If there are N scatterers in some Incremental volume A V = (4A) (AR) centered at 0, 0, R,
then assume that the total signal is simply the linear srperposition of the individual scattered
returns

N N 2R\-
r'(t)=l r '(t= ) Re 14- J ,--; ' 0d1 e-JwfRH'C) (Z a

SMoos. P. H. Chauctenzatuo of movin M acouKic trgt -- Unst thm-vaWytrz Aft i. M Atr to Editor.
J. Acoast. Soc. Am.. Vol. 43. No S. 1961.
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Notice that r'(t) can always be reduced to the form

N / 2R\r'(t) Re Atx -e

i=1 i II

Ax (2 [os Wt cos bi + sin wt sin i].

If r'(t) is multiplied by 2 cos wt, and the result is low-pass filtered to attenuate the double
frequency terms, the result is

rp(t) =-1Atx - Cos 6i"

Similarly, if r'(t) is multiplied by 2 sin wot

N /2R
rq(t) = A,.x- sin 6i.

q =1i

Represent the total signal as a complex signal vector

N

"•(t)=rp(t) + ir,(t) 1 Ax- eI8,

Comparing this expression to that for r'(t), observe that

(t) C ] R,2

r'(t) is known as the complex envelope of r(t).
The autocovariance of rF(t) is defined a*

Kea(t, r IN) = E (• deno cme (t + a)te

OnTe asteris within the equation denotes complex conjugation, and, E is the exreted value.
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i=1 /=1 "I

[•-010 + 0)l -jr2(R,-Rj)IC 1 1

e ~~R 2 R12 a 0

If the scatterers are independent

Krr(t, r lN) =E x t-2Rj x t 2+R , e- i•1
r (t- C - --C " e

1' -

R4 a if a6~~ 01 (~ 1 tr

If, in addition, there are M classes of scatterers present, and if the parameters of the scatterers
(a, 8) within any class are identically distributed, then

M
KQtr IN)= a.2 If (0,0)14 2 K0 (t,T)(•T)

E I (i-4) x (t+ 2

where

Nv N, +N2• +..+Nr

(•/( r) doppler factor character4tic function.

The expected value term is defined

R +(AR/2) N,

A4 +,.- p (R,,R3,...R,),R, dA ... R
Pq C(R2 N /
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By virtue of independence, the joint probability

S(R1, R2 ... Rvi -=p (RI) p(R2),.., p(Rvi

equals the product of the marginal probabilities. If the scatterers are locally uaiformly distrib-
uted in range

p(R 1 )= andp(R1 ,R 2 ... RI

Interchanging order of summation and integration, and noting that in each term of the sum,
N; - I of the integrals are independent of the variable being integrated, the expectation
ht--+ores

SRR+(A/2)1f
R-(AR/2)

By replacing N. by A Vp/ t), p,#) being the local scatterer density at time t, and noting that
AA 'R2 Ad, where A 1 is t&e solid angle subtended by AA, the autocovariance is

MKr(t,r,IN),a- If 7(,=) ' 2 o , , (a,)00(t)R 2 4fa

R + ( aft /2) 1 X R R d

if 
x0 (i V

A - (,AR!I)

If the scatterer field Is homogenous, or if the transducer bexm width is sufficiently narrow
for angular homogeneity of the scatterer field to prevail within it, k, (t, a IN) can be inte-
grated over all space to obtain ii,, (r, T).

All of the foregoing assumptions make f( 6,0) the only direction-dependent variable in
k,. (t, r IN). Because the directivity factor is defined as

41,

f r ('l)d a

0

K-rp, (r, r) may be written
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R + (dRl2)

f 2R(j)( 2R
_-(4t x t+'T .dR.R-(4R/2) (

Mif, R,, >- AR"Z]~ ~(<,

r (tr) C[2 / K pi (t))i
i"I 

R2
R + (AR/2)

R - /,Rl2)
If this expremion is evaluated at T 0 for a ge•i ci.Lxauous~wave signal of duration T

and amplitude A. then

~0 2
/I'

whic~h elie; sina! 'trength tthe mean square BWtter reflectivity and densti.
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GEOGRAPHIC, SEASONAL, AND ANNUAL PATTERNS OF
MIDWATER SCATTERERS BETWEEN

LATITUDES 100 AND 680 NORTH IN THE ATLANTIC

Kenneth K. R. Haig*
Admiralty Underwater Weapons Establishment

Dorset, England

ABSTRACT

A 3-year survey of the North Atlantic has enabled patterns of the depth of midwater
scatterers to te described with -"tspect to geographic position and seasonal and annual varia-
tion. These data are qualitative, obtained from echo-sounder records, but some quantitative
t-"-; strength data in the northernmost latitudes are presented. Most of the patterns can be
correlated with the results of other workers in local regional areas.

INTRODUCTION

Between 1963 and 1967 the Admiralty Underwater Weapons Establishment in Portland,
Dorset, in association with the Hydrographer of the Royal Navy, carried out an extensive hydro-
graphic and oceanographic survey of the North Atlantic between latituldes 10" and 68* N. Re-
search ships from the United States, the Netherlands, Norway, and the United Kingdom took
pat in the operation, which was known by the acronym NAVADO. Thrughout the survey,
Precision depth recorders (PDR) were in operation, recording qualitatively the presence of any
deep scattering layer (DSL4 The PDR was concerned primarily with the bottom topography
and the bottom acoustic reflectivity. Equipment used to measure the bottom relectivity (Ref. .)
also could be used to measure the DSL targut strength, but, in general. qwdtadive DSL data
were not obtained except on the northmost crossings of the Atlantic.

The general pattern of the survey was to steam on lines of latitude 3 apart, but durin the
course of the long operations, some lines were trnvened up to three times. This. together with
some north-south runs. hu enabled a description to be made of gpopphic. "sonal, and annual
patterns of the depth of the DSL in the North Atlantic. Figure I indIcate the geograph rea
covered, the lines of latitude surveyed, and the dates ot which these were accomplished.

EQUDSMENT

The PDR's in tse throughout the survey operated at 10 kHz, with a pulse ki4th of 20 mwec
and a beamwldth of 30. DSL informtUon is, therefore, qualitative only, except as previoudy
noted. Additional information at other freqiwmc•es was obtained on the northern linr.

"*pea prsentsd by Timothy W J"mtis. U.S. NavaJ OccanograpW Office.
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In this type of investigation, the well-known limitations of echo sounders, such as excessive
beamr:dth, limited dynamic range of recording paper, and quenching by the ship's hull, require
no explanation other than to reiterate their presence. Inevitably, gaps occurred in the continuity
of the echo-sounder traces, caused by a variety of factors, among which were the PDR stop-
ping w.ile on an oceanographic station and a seabed echo obscuring the DSL. An estimate
of the thickness of the DSL was made from the extent of the trace darkering on the PDR
paper, but it must be remembered that this measurement was highly subjective becase of its
dependence on the PDR gain and echo-sounder pulse length.

DATA REDUCTION

A number of methods were explored for reducing and presenting to the scientific commu-
nity the DSL information obtained on many thousands of miles of ship track. The scheme
finally adopted consisted of transcribing the PDR DSL information, sampled at 3-hour intei Mal3
during each transverse, to a graphic form as shown in Figure 2 for line ECHO Oat 22 0 N). Com-
plete information for all the ship's tracks is contained in Ref. 2. Each graph is shown with I
depth (fathoms) as the ordinate and date/time and associated longitude as the abscissa. In all
the graphs except for the north-south tracks, a west-east progression along each traverse
is represented from left to right along the horizontal ordinate. The shaded portions of each
graph represent the depth and thickness of the DSL. Gaps in the graphic presentations usu-
ally indicate an oceanographic station or a merging of the DSL on one phase of the PDR
record with the bottom echo on a different phase. Diurnal migrating patterns are observed
easily from the graphic record. Upper limits of the diurnal patterns were not discernible inI
many cases because of merging of the different lpyers into the initial severberation pattern of

LtW4ONTUI*W
72 do 64 5P 57 52 so 45 43 38 36 31 20 24 20

100 -00

~~-200

b II
Wj400

10 kHz

.__ __J __ I 1 I 1 ,I

30 19 11 17 16 is 14 23 22 11 10 V S 7 6 5

Figure 2. NAVADO DSL line ECHO (lat 220 N)
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the echo sounder. Some minor fluctuations in depth, thickness, and occurrence are not shown
because of the effect of the 3-hour sampling of the PDR information.

Scant attention was paid to the diurnal patterns of the ISL as thtst. phenomena hzve bt-n .-
studied intensely in the past. Effort was directed to the geographic, seasonal, and annual patterns.
By ignoring the season and sampling the number of layers and their maximum depth, we were
able to build patterns of their geographic distribution.

The aumber of layers present for 5* increments of longitude along each latitude traverse is
shown in Figure 3. Five types of distinct scattering layers, designated as layers A, B, C D, and
E, were found within the depth range 100 to 500 fAr. These layers are shown in Figures 4
through 8, in which the meximrnu midlayer depth is shown for the ,ame 5' increments of iongi-
tude used in Figure 3. Contours of equal rmidlayer depth are drawn on the charts at 25-fm inter-
vals for the two most widely distributed layers, B and D, in order to show the depth v.iation
with geographical position. The two north-south traverses of Rel'. 2 yielded valuable clues to
isolating these layers.

Part of line KILO, latitude 40" N, was survvyed durir.g both sumlmer and winter, June 1965
and December 1966. This duplication enabled us to investigate any seasonal effects. Data from
thest! two occasions are superimposer in Figure 9. Annual conditions over a 3-year period were
available between latitudes 100 and 16 N; these are piesented for line BRAVO, latitude 130 N,
in Figure 10.

The foregoing data have been qualitative, but around Iceland, quantitative data were obtained
by using equipment described in Ref. !. Figure II shows a PDR trace of the DSL being mea- i

WIST - - -4-

...,,• J " S S * Sw " * 5 ,
r fr 

t t

1%ý

-Id

22

Figure 3. Number of DSL's present
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surd, iththeDSLbracketed by the opening arni closing marks of the measuring gate. During
the open period of this gate, the peak echo signal from •hc. DSL is measured and then converted
into targlet strength. Table I indicates typical txg.'t str•-ngt•,s.

During the traverses of latitudes 610° and 68° N, ( zalitrtivc info.amation at 30 and 50 kHz
;vat' obtained, in addition to that at 10 kHz. These data are presented fuliy in Ref. 2, while that
at 30 kHz at latitude 61°N is shown in Figure 12.

DISCUSSION

Lmay'er A, 3, and C

Layers A, B, and C (Figures 4-6) were purely migratory and were found in latitudes south of
490 N. These layers of small vertical thickness (20 to 30 fro) ene,'aily nroduced considerably "
more darkening of the tO-kHz PDR than diu tle deeper, more diffuse, and thicker layer D. Occao .
sionally, discrete gproups of more intense scattering were found in layers A, B, and C, particularly
in late and midafternoon. Layers A and C were identified only in localized areas in the Northi
Atlantic, but they usuelly were found with layer B. Moore (Ref. 3), who found similar "nstr-ces
of multi-layers in the Mediterranean and near the Azores, suggested that each layer contains a
different subspecies of the same marine organism, in his case, euphauiid, out wd this cir'ent
study more likely to be swimbiadder-bearing flsh~s. According to Marshall (Ref. 4) the dii .ekwnt
types of scatterers may be competing for living space.

1b_
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Figure 5. Maximum midlayer depth of layer B

Layer A was concentrated north of 31 0 N, and layer C, south of 290 N. Layer B was the most
widely distributed of the three; it was found in North Atlantic areas south of 460 N, and had a
maximum midlayer depth ranging from 140 to 245 fin. Layer A was generally shallower than
layer B, with a maximum midlayer depth ranging from 135 to 170 fin. Layer C was deeper than
layer B, with maximum midlayer depth of 215 to 280 fin.

Layer B probably can be identified with the shallower layer of the two found by Hersey and
Backus (Ref. 5), who used a 12-kHz echo sounder. The extremes of the depth variation of the
layer that they discovered in the western North Atlantic were 131 and 220 fro. This range is
similar to that of layer B in the same area. The deepest migrations of layer B occurred along
latitudes near 312 N, with a corresponding decrease in depth north and south of this line. Pro-
nounced minima of the vertical extent of the migration depths occurred off the North African
west coast and the U.S. eastern seaboard in areas of upwelling and heavy current movements
respectively. Data published by Chapman and Marshall (Ref. 6) may provide a clue to the reso-
nant frequency and scattering of layer B, at least in the western North Atlantic. These investigators
found three predominant layers in the ocean on a line between Bermuda and Nova Scotia. The
shallowest layer, which occurred at all the sites investigated, had a resonant frequency near 13 kHz
and lay at a depth that decreased with increase of latitude from 295 fm in the south to 195 fin in
the north. These depths were, in general, greater than those of layer B at 10 kHz, but the depth
variations with latitude and migratory behaviour were similar. Chapman and Marshall (1966)
found that this shallowest layer probably dominated the scattering in the octave band 6.4 to 12.8
kHz with a strength of-55 to -60 dB.
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Figure 6. Max0ium midlayer depth of layer C

Layer D

Layer D (Figure 7) was found to be the most widely occurring layer. It is characterised mainlyby its parti0y migratory nature and greater thickness (30 to 60 (m). It attained a maximum depth

of about 345 fin in the area 25* to 28* N and lay nearest the surface in the mid-Atlantic south of
Iceland and off the cast coast of Canada and the United States. Of the two layers discussed in
Ref. 5, the deeper layer with its semimigmrtory pattern and depth range of 222 to 323 fmn may be
compared to layer D. Chapman and Marshall (Ref. 6) found a layer in the Sarlpsao Sea similar incharacter to layer D; the Sargsso Sea layer had a middepth of 330 fm and resonant frequency of

about 7 kHz. The suggestion has been made that the constituents of this semimigratory layer may
have been neutrally buoyant particles of organic detritus floating on a density discontinuity in the
main thermocline. That migration occurs to and from the layer indicates, however, that at least
some of the scatterers were living organisms. It is also probable that layer D does not consist
solely of one species of scatterer throughout its wide geographic distribution.

Layer i9

Layer E (Figure 8) was mainly migratory and was discovered only in localized areas of the
North Atlantic. This layer often was revealed only during its migration to and from its maximum
depth, which ranged from 300 fin near Iceland to newly 500 fm further south. Moore (Ref. 3)
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Figure 7. Maximum mridlayer depth of layer D

remarked on the presence of such a deep layer and suggested that the scattering may be caused
by a large red prawn. Chapman and Marshall (Ref. 6) found a layer resonant at 5 kHz whose
depth corresponds roughly to that of Layer E, but their interpretation of the cause was a resonant _-:
swimbladder.

Areas With No Wel-Defined Layers

The only area found in the whole of the North Atlantic Ocean that did not have the distinct
0-k-lz scattering layers was the area north of Iceland. In this area there was a wellDdefined

boundary between the north-flowing lrnynger current and the suth-flowtng East Greenland

current. The period spent at 680 N was during 20-hour sunlight, and the normal diurnal pa tterns
could not be reasonably expected; however, such pattens did appear at 30 and 50 kHz.

ScArmtthN Llyefi and Plant Life

TAs part of the ecological chain, the animals making up or comprising the sattering layers may
be feeding on phytoplankton which in turn must be dependent on the abundance of nutrients. The
distribution of phytoplankton should therefore con late with the distribution of herbivores (most
likely planktonic) or perhaps first or second order carnvores (not necessarily planktonlc) in
either a positive or negasnive expanner. However, since it is reasonable to be expected that not all
organisms (planktonic or otherwise) are sound scatterers there is no reason to think that the pre-

sence of phytoplankion will correlate with the distribution of those organisms in particular, that
happen to scatter sound. A great deal of information on plankton distribution has beeo published
in the Dana Reports and has been summarised and processed by Backus and Hersey (Ref. 7).
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Very little correlation exists between this processed data and the present results. Backus and
Hersey predicted very heavy scattering in the northeast Atlantic, decreasing to a low level in the
South of the arta covered by this survey.

Seasonal Variation

The seasonal scattering layer deptdt variation along latitude 400 N (line KILO) between longi-
tudes 2* and 43*W shows surprisingly little variation other than that the maximum layer depth
at the eazzer end was some 30 fm deeper in the summer months (Figure 9).

Annual Variation

Therm appears to be good correlation of scattesinS layer depth along lioe BRAVO for informa-
tion obtained over a span of 3 years (Figure 10). !"omation was obtained in November and
December 1%3, January 1965, and Dece..ber 165. Th DSL patterns wue roem bly consis-
tent in their appearnce from year to year. The outstndling features are a ayer that migrates to a
depth rather less than 200 fm ant a deeper, se imiattory layer prsnd 300 Msi. This deeper
layer shows a definite trend bah year toward. becoming shallower rme west to east by a, much

as 3 ithe.•.medwssm 0f epri h umrmnh Fgr )

CONCLUSIONS

1. There are two main cratterin& layers iri the North AlontE which am identified in this report
as layers B and D.
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2. There is a variation of maximum scattering layer depth with geographic location that in
all probability is correlated with the hydrography.

3. Seasonal variation of scattering layer depth patterns for a fixed lc•, in the tropics vary
in minor detail only between the months of June and December.

4. Annual patterns of the scattering layer depths for the months November to January, over a
3-year period, are repeatable.

Table 1. Typical DSL Target Strengths
Around Iceland

Latitude Longitude Target strength(dB)

68033'N 18°22'W 51.47

67017' N 23042' W 54.5

67011' N 23047'W 48.2

66000' N 28004" W 53.9

65057'N 280 14' W 62.8

65055' N 28025'W 50.7

Lo44M 2 o 3 1 7J *w 25 23 27 , 1

100

44

I I

S19

Fiare 9. Seasoval Yultion of tho DSL on Im. KILO (tat W( N4)
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LONGITUDE'W
39 34 29 21 13 7 2

Ioo - I I

200 W 200

'I,

300- 300

0 0

~400j 400

300- -03

600 -0
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2• . 30 i 1 2 2 4 3 7 ,
JULY it" AUOUST 1964

Fipum 12. 30-kHz DSL on NAVADO LiMe ROMEO (tat 610 N)
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DISCUSSION

Clarke, W.: What was the upper limit of layer D?

Janaitis: That was approximateiy 330 fathoms from 250 to 280 North.

Barham: In characterizing your layers, do you distinguish between diffuse scattering layers and
lay •rs that are formed by hard targets like the echo groups, or tent fishes as we sometimes call
them?

Janaitis: I really couldn't answer that question. I haven't had access to all of the data, and I
actually had only an hour to discuss this paper with Ken (Haigh). However, I am going to be
seeing him within the week, because I will be going out to California. I know this is a little
hardship, but if you could write your questions on paper, I could carry them out to him. I'm
sorry I couldn't help you there.

Farquhar." You mentioned the term "midlayer depth." I wondered just how you determine the
depth, whether it was the top of the trace as it appeared on the echo-sounder record, or did you
use some other means?

Janaitis: I believe that Ken (Haigh)just took the average between the top and the bottom. As
you said, the thickness was highly subjective due to its dependence on the pulse length and the
gain. I believe he just took an average.

Cok." Do you know how happy he was with the use of the numbers of layers as a parameter to
characterize these things?

Janatis: No, I don't.

Cole. It seems to me that the main problem in some of these studies is in trying to fix on a vari-
able which will accurately represent a meaningful condition in the DSL. In some of the work
that we did, the number of layers seemed to be a less reliable and less interesting variable. For
example, :n plottirg the number of layers we obtained few layers toward the North around Ice.
land and the Revkjanes Ridge, which graded into more and more layers in the Sargasso Sea
region, but this parameter seemed to hpve too much variability to be useful.

Japntais: No, Ken never brought this up. He mentioned the fact that the survey wasn't set up to
measure the DSL, but they had obtained these data as they were mcasuring bottom topogaphy
and acoustic reflectivity. He was a little disappointed in that aspect because the trip wasn't
equipped solely for the DSL
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THE DEEP SCATTERING LAYER: PATTERNS ACROSS
THE GULF STREAM AND THE SARGASSO SEA*

H. P. Cole,t G. M. Bryan and A. L. Gordon
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University

Palisades, New York
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ABSTRACT

The depth configuration of the acoustic reverberation caused by the sonic scattering lay-
ers has been examined b) ieans of 12-kHz echograms recorded on several cruises between
New York and Bermuda. A distinct change in the depth and migratory behavior of certain
scattering layers occurs upon crossing the Gulf Stream. The deep nnmignrating layer. present
from 220 to 320 fathoms (fi) in the region south and east of the Gelf 3tream, vaniches it,
the slope water to the north and west where it is replaced by a migratory layer whose daytime
maximum depth is 300 fm. At the point of crossing the maximum tempeixture gradient on
the North Wall of the Gulf Stream, all intermediate and deep scattering layers are absent.
Vertical temperature profiles of the Sargasso Sea from the Gibbs indicate that the deep w-, t-
tering layer (220-320 fin) iv. at the depth of the relstively homogeneous 18C -36.5o/..
water layer, and, therefore, ., the western North Atlantic Ocean the 220- to 320-fmo non-migrating scattering layer is a useful indicator of the presence of this waier masm The north-
ern termination of this layer marks the position of the Gulf Stream.

INTRODUCTION

Many investigators of the sonic scattering layers of the oceans have dealt with questions relat-
ing to the identification of the scattering agent (Barham, 1963a, b; Hersev and Backus, 1954,
1962; Millman and Manheim, 1968; Kinzer, 1%9), the acoustic properties of suspected scatter-
ing species and reverberation measurements (Cuahing and Richardson, 1955; Heisey, Backus and
Heliwig, 1%2; Haslett, 1965; Ch -Man and Marhiail, 1966) or, in fewer cam, with the consider-
ation of the oceanwide pattern of scattering layer depths (Beklemishev, 1964; Chapnian and
Marshall, 1966). During one series of reverberation measurements, between Nova Scotia and
Bermuda Chapman and Marshal (1966) noticed a deep nonmigratory reverberation layer which
% ned to occur only south of the Gulf Stream. The relationship between scattering layer depths
and hydrography has been investipsted by Weston (1958); Frmetto, Backus and Hays (1962) and
Bary (1966) among others, and correlations have been found within particula aress, for example,
the Mediterranean Sea and Sunich Inlet, British Columbia.

"L-DGO Contribition Numbet 1533.
tresently at the Gtophys"a Iratituto of the Urdverty of Ahatr Couqp, Alaska 99i.

281
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!i the deep ocean, however, broad hydrographic dependetce of the deep scattering layeis
has not previously been investigated, nor has a major boundary current, such as the Gulf Stream,
been examined ;n detail for its effect on scattering layer patterns. ii this report, we propose to
Cearir'e tie variations in 12.1ffz s,;attering patterns within and peripheral to the Gulf Stre,,li
and, by relating them to th: local hydrography, demonstrate that the position of the Gulf SuI -arn
and Gf t1,e characteristic 180C water of the Sargasso Sea (Worthington, 1959) may be determned
from the acoustic recoid Hlone.

METHODS

Three sets of echograms rf acoustic scattering layers were obtained on the foilowing research
cruises between New Yr.rk and Bermuda: Gibbs, Oct. 25, 1968 to Nov. 10, 1968 (Fig. 1); Vema-
23, Dec. 1, 1966 to Dec. 5, 1966; Vema-2b, July 25, 1968 to Aug. 1, 1968 (Fig. 2). The Gibbs
obtained concurrent wydrographic measurements consisting of five complete hydrostations and
fifty expendaJ"..; oathylilermograph (XBT) measurements taken at intervals of 10 n.mi.
(nautical miles) along the track ir, 'eep -ate-.

The Vemu and Cibl', -ere both equipped with continuously recording 12-kHz Precision
Depth Recorders (PDR) einploying hull-mounted transducers pointing directly downward. The
transducer output beam pattern has a half-power point 170 off the vertical axis; the input signal
is filtered for a narrow bandpas., centered at 12 kHz so that what appears on the record is re-
verberation at this frequency which is, however, uncalibrated with respect to acoustic energy

71 .... 68 W "

SLOPE W A T E R

4P6

J S E A 6.•

35'" 7

l-igure I. Track chart for the November, 1967. Gibbs cruise froin Itermuda to New York.
rimcs and dates are mnarkcd at intervals along the track along with hydro-statior, positions.
('ros'hatching .dong the track indicates the prercnce of the deep (220 :o 320 I'm) non-
rnigritory la)c. o, :chogram rccords. The gneral position of the boundary between the
Gulf Strinm and sJopc wletr is indicated by the broad rarrow. The precise point where the
north will i.- creswo is deterininer. from the tenpefature prefile (Fig. 6). This pusition coin.
c'dc wit, the di'.appearrnce of the deep layer. Letters correspond to pcints on Fig. 5.
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d M.

.July 26

Figure 2. Track chart for the Vema cruises with time marks at 1200 and 2400 hrs each day.
Crusshatching i&ong the track indicates presence of deep (220 to 320 fin) nonmigratory
layer on echogram records. For each cruise, the general position of the boundary between
Gulf Stream and slope water, established from temperature data, is indicated by the broad
arrow. This position coincides with the .isappearance of the deep layer.

levels. The recorder stylus normally moves in a I -sec mode which displays the upper 400 fm of
the water column. Previous experience in this geographical region using a 10-sec sweep has
shown that the scattering layers do not appear on our records below 400 fm so that a 1-sec
sweep is sufficient. This is not to say that layers of biological origin are not present below 400
fm, but rat-her that these instruments do not record them as acoustic scatterers at depths greater
than 400 fm ii the western North Atlantic.

The ekiograms from all cruises were inspected at hourly intervals for the depth, thickne*s
and density" of ths layers and these results were catalogued on punched cards. These data were
combined with those previously obtained from echograms from oceanwide cruises over the
whole North Atlantic. In or&.r to procure the most useful and meaningful variables with which
to describe acoustic scattering, a number of scattering layer parameteri were devised: total
thickness (equal to the sum of thickness of each layer), a weighted thickness of all layers (pro-
duced by weighting the thickness of a layer with a density factor), depth and thickness L.

"*"Density" was a qualitative judgement of the blackness of the record but due to its subjective nature was
eliminated as a factor in the data of this report.
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individual layers, and depth of the bottom cf the d&pest klyer.* Pmeiminary plots aioiig a par-
ticular ship's track and contouring of these variables over the whole North Atlantic indicated
that most of them had too much short-term time variability and did not seem to cluster well into
homogeneous groups with distinct variations from area to area in the Atlantic Ocean.
Beklemishev's (1964) success in establishing scattering layer provinces in the Pacific indicated
that it was not unreasonable to expect similar geographical homogeneity in the North Atlantic.
In our study, the two most useful variables turned out to be the total thickness of all layers and
the depih of the deepest layer Along cruise tracks these variables wore relatively stable and,
when contoured, they demonstrated interesting homogeneity within hydrographically similar
areas of the North Atlantic. Of the two variables, the behavior of the deepest layer, as monitored
by the depth to its lower boundary, is used as the primary tool in analyzing the variation of scat-
tering across the Gulf Stream.

RESULTS

The results of examining the recorqls indicate the remarkable uniformity of the scattering
layer pattern in the northwest quadrant of the Sargasso Sea, a fact which may be illustrated most
clearly by the Gibbs echo-sounding records (Fig. 3).

In each case, the day scattering layer pattern consists of a surface layer from the surface to
80 fin; one or two random intermediate scattering layers at depths from about 100 to 140 frn,
and a deep scattering layer occupying depths from 200 to 320 fin. The night scatterirg layer
pattern has a more dense surface layer extending to 140 fm, which then merges with a very finely
laminated horizontal structure from 140 to 200 fin; and a deep scattering layer (DSL) from 220
to 320 fri. The significant feature is the great similarity of all the day patterns and all the night
patterns and the ubiquitous occurrence of a deep scattering layer from 220 to 320 fin.

As one examines the records along the Gibbs track, the scattering pattern in the Sargasso Sea
at 0800 on Nov. 4 (Fig. 4a) is the standard Sargasso Sea daytime pattern which becomes the
standard, but less dark, nighttime pattern in the evening (2000-2300) of Nov. 4 (Fig. 4b). Three
hours later (a distance of 30 n.mi.) (Fig. 4c, 4d), at 0200 on Nov. 5 nothing is visible except a
layer from 0 to 100 fm and faint patches of layering extending to 160 frn. After viewing a charac-
teristic scattering pattern unbroken for a track distance of 500 n.mi. in the Sargasso Sea, a distinct
interruption in the intermediate and deep layers occurs on the records for the very early morning
of Nov. 5 from 0000 to 0600. By 0900 on Nov. 5 intermediate layering is again present (Fig.
4e) at a depth of 120 to 220 fm and is migratory. A deep migratory layer at 200 to 300 fins
exists but could not be reproduced photographically from the original record. On the night of
Nov. 5 the deep layers extended only to 120 fm (Fig. 40.

The scattering layer data obtained by the Gibbs can be dividci into three types:
(1) A deep layer with a significant nonmigratory component,
(2) Absence of a deep scattering layer, and
(3) A deep layer with only a migratory component.

Figure 5 shows the extent of each of these regimes along the Cibbs track. To what, if anything,
can we relate the abrupt changes in the scattering pattern? According to the bathythermograph
profile taken on the Gibbs cruise (Fig. 6) at 0200 Nov. 5 when the PDR showed no DSL at all,
the research vessel passed out of the Gulf Stream into the slope water to the north. The deep layer

*Due to eometric effects with the conical beam pattern, & scatterer may appear to lie at a greater depth and
hence a layer of a certain thickness will be represented as thicker on the echosounder. For a 170 half-power
point, the change in thickness is about 5% and will not invalidate our arguments.
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Figure 3. R/V Gibbs echograms of the acoustic scattering layers. Thes are aD from Sargaso
Sea water; a, c, e, are daytime records. Oct. 29, Nov. 1, Nov. 4; b, d, fare nighttme reords
of the same dates. Each record covers a track distance of 15 n. ml. A bln occurs at the top
of each record from the surface to 40 fm due to a malfunction of the electronics of the
PDR. Photos a, b, e, and f show the bottom in a position which apparently is at the same
depth with the deepest scattering layer and partlafly obicures it. The notable fact in these
six records Is the ubiquitous presence of" the deep scatteringl layer at a depth of 220 to 320
f NnDa
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Figure 4. R/V Gibb aechogxams of the acoustic scattering layers obtained in three water
mauses: Sargaiso Sea, the Gulf Stream and slope water (see caption for Fig. 3). Th. bottom
partially obscures the scattering layer in a, b, and c. Picture b shows line due to the Denthos
depth telemetry pinger and e shows acoustic reflection from the lowered intrumment. Echo.
guam d Is a, direct continuation of c. Echoguiams c and d do not have suflIcmnt resolution to
indicate fine layering to 160 (m which is visible on the original records.
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Figure 5. Depth to the bottom of the deepest layer (plotted downward fron, a bas lOne) for
R/V Gibbs cruise between New York and Bermuda. Crosshatching indicates a nonmisratory
DSL component, small dots indicate no DSL, and large dots regitons of or,'y migratory DSL.
Letters correspond to positions aiong the track chart (Fig. 1).

lying at 220 to 320 fro, which was ubiquitous south of th•.- Gulf Stream, disappeared, and the
characteristic pattern of day and night deep scattering layers associated with the waters of the
Bermuda area had totally vanished. The reestablishment of scattering occurred at daylight
(0700) on Nov. 5 with a migratory bottom layer, as the ship entered the colder water to the
north of the Gulf Stream.

A particular aspect of the DSL at 220 to 320 fm in the Sargasso Sea region may be understood
by referring to a record of the DSL at dusk at 1800 Nov. 1, 1968 (Fig. 3d). It is obvious that
there is a migratory component from the DSL which ascends at dusk and joins the intermediate
and surface layers, and also a nornmigratory component which remains at the daytime level,
becoming slightly less dense. The signific~ance is that as the ship passed out of the Sargasso Sea,
only the nonmigratory component of the DSL at 220 to 320 fm vanished while some sort of
migratory deep layer remained and exhibited diurnal migration to 250 fm in the slope watet to

the north of the Gulf Stream.I
Another example of this behavior is sliown in the Gibbs scattering layer record for Nov. 6 rnd

7 (Fig. 6), as the ship obliquely reentered the Sargam~ ý% by traveling at a small angle to the
axis of the Gulf Stream. (See track chart Fig. 1.) The isotherms (Fig. 6) are not steep and the
characteristic Sargasso deep layers were not encountered until 1600 to 2000 Nov. 6. That this
is a nornmigratory layer is obvious since the layer attained the characteristic 300 fm depth at
night. ]Me ship then entered the dlope waters at 0200 Nov. 7 and the normal migratory deep
layer was present. It should be noted tha!. the three Gibbs crosings mentioned occurred at posi-

tions separated by distances of as much as 300 n.mi. A summary of these comparative pat-
terns is presented in Table. I.

The echograns obtained on Vemrw 23 and 26 can also be divided into the mine three regimes
found on the Gibbs. Since no bathythermograph data are available, these prof'des are related to
the continuously recorded surface temperature trace and engine induction temperature obtained
aboard the R/V Venw (Fig. 7). These cruises were chosen bacause of the good quality of the
records and because the tracks intersected the mean position of the Gulf Stream at nearly right
angles. A constant value of the depth of the bottom of the DSL throughout a 24-hour period
indicates that the DSL has a nonmigratory component. In each case, it is eno that as the suffWe
temperature drops from the characteritically high Sargasso Sea values indicatingl peasage acros
the Gulf Stream and into the dope water, the DSL bottom depth decreases from 320 fh, to be.
tween 50 to 100 fin u~nd then establishes a diurnally fluctuating value with a maximum depth of

Ii *

1 -aw• =. •
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Table 1. Tabulation of Scattering Layer Levels Across the Gulf Stream
(values in fathoms)

Slope Water Gulf Stream Sarguo SeaLayer

Day Night Day Night Day Night

Surface Scattering 0-80 0-120 0-100 0-80 0-80 0.140
Layer

Intermediate 120-220 0 0 0 100.120 140-220
Scattering Layer 120-140

Deep Scattering 260-300 150-200 0 0 220-320 50.200
Layer (DSL) (migratory) (migratory)

220-320 220-320
(nonmigratory)

SLOPEI
WATnR $SARGASSO SEA

V23 -

N

W ,

0 U~
K I/ - A

Figwu 7. Depth to the bottom of the deepest tayer mad surace tampentum alon the
Ve~m 26 truacb. For Veow 26 it dhould be noted that on cro•ng into the Sarpom Sea the
temiprswre increase b wrty unaD due to hiJh aammer dope sutt btmpenrtum. The pat-
terned muarea deriAbed by the captioa f(c FIg. 5.

about 250 or 300 fin. Hence, on the records for thew three crosinp for srmmer, autumn, and
winter, the existence of the 220. to 320-frn deep nonmlgratory layer is characteristic of the
Sarpsso Sea, and the northern termination of this layer marks the position of the Gulf Stream.

DIS SION

ReferrinS to the grph of temperature and depth of the deepest scattering layer for Gibbs
(Fig. 6), it is interesting to note how prNcley the low scattering lies between the 17"-18"C

7._______J
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isotherms of the Sargasso Sea. Even as the Gibbs reentered the Sargasso Sea on November 6 the
depth and thickness of the deep layer appears to respond to small fluctuations in the depths of
the isotherms.

Since the definition of water masses depends on both temperature and salinity, it could be
interesting to see if the deep layer resides within not only a particular temperature range but
salinity range as well, i.e. a particular water mass. At depths of 220 to 320 fm at five Gibbs
hydro stations (shown on Fig. 6) the salinity values were determined to be 36.4 1±0.1 °/oo in
the Sargasso Sea and, 35.0 ± 0.1 1/o. in the Gulf Stream. The Sargasso Sea temperature and
salinity data agree with that of the characteristic Sargasso Sea water mass, i.e., 17.9 ± IC and
36.5 -t 0.1 °/o., discussed by Worthington (1959). The significance, therefore, seems to be that
the nonmigrating deep layer corresponds, over the area investigated, with the "18*C water" of
the Sargasso Sea.

A more oceanwide connection between the DSL and the thermal structure of the water
column shows that the correspondence with 18" water tends to deteriorate toward the east
from Bermuda. This may be seen by comparing the contour plot of the depth of the deepest
layer and the depth of the 180C isotherm in the Sargasso Sea (Fuglister, 1960) (Figs. 8 and 9,
respectively). It is evident from the Gibbs data (Fig. 6) that the depth of the 180C isotherm
corresponds to the top edge of the deep nonmigratory layer (220 to 320 fin). These contours
of DSL and 18°C isotherm depth are stable seasonally. Histograms of "depth of DSL basement"
derived from records obtained from 1955 to 1969 were plotted monthly and indicate that there
is no seasonal change in the depth to the bottom of the nonmigratory DSL. Simiarly Schroeder,
Stommel, Menzel, and Sutcllffe (1959) cited the extrene stability of the properties of the 18*
water throughout the 85 years considered in their investigation. The concentric contours of
both plots lead to the striking results that both distributions are lenticular but the positions of
their maximum depth centers do not coincide. The DSL configuration has a depth of over 340
fm which is located in the area of 35°N, 50°W. But the maximum depth of the IS* water is far
closer to North America at 300N, 70°W as result of the westward intensification of the North
Atlantic Gyre. For comparative purposes the temperature and salinity values at 220 to 340 fin
at the center of the DSL depression are in the range of 15' to 17' and 36.0 to 36.40/,. salinity,
respectively.

A speculative answer to the question as to why the DSL center is shifted to the east may be
found by considering the effect of variations of light levels at 220 fm in the North Atlantic.
From the examination of transparency data over the North Atlantic in Schott (1944), an ap-
proximate center of transparency would be in the region of 25N, 45*W, a spot east of the po-
sition of DSL maximum (Fig. 8). These data show the transparency to be constant in the central
North Atlantic and decreasing near the coasts. Greater transmparency results in a given level of
light intensity being found at greater depths in the ocean. Since the DSL is highly photosensi-
tive, increased light levels force the noiwnigrating DSL deeper to a depth of 340 fro. On the
other hand, at the center of maximum transparency, the T-S values of the water in the 220 to
320-fro layer are 13' to 15bC and 35.9 to 36.0 /.. salinity (Fugllster, 1960), values still lower
than those at the lower DSL level. Hence, the difference may be related both to Igt levels and
to the T-S characteristics of the water muss bt that level. The poiition of maximum DSL bawe-
ment depth may represent a balanced response to these two sets of Ptimull,

One important problem in the above hypothesis is that if the variations in light leveh, due to
variations in transparency, are sufficient to override the T-S dkpendence characteristics to some
extent, why then does the much greater diurnal variation in lioht levels produce no diurnal re-
sponse in die nonmigratory layer? Posubly this implies the existence of orgnaians in the deep
layer which have respone times on, the order of days and are not actble to hort-term light
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40*0 M" "

Fiswt 9. The contoured plot of the depth in fm of the IS Isotherm (hrom Fugiser) plotted
concurrently with the position of the DSL maximumr and a center of trasparency for the
North Atlantic (Schott, 1944).

variations, or organisms which have no migratory response to light levels whatever and position
themselves with respect to the, lower limits of the species which do migrate. Figure 3d could
portray this behavior.

Recently Masuzawa (1969) showed lhat "18*C water" exists in the western subtropical Pa-
cific Ocean. It would be of interest to discover if there were any nonmigratory layers in the Pa-
cific associated with this homoe~ious water type.

The. absence of any scattering along the 50-mi. transition from the Sargasso Sea to the slope
waters was clearly evident on our four crosnp. This absence is due to the simple fact that the
Gulf Stream marks a severe hydrological boundary (particularly noticeable at the north wall)
which dearly separates the biological community of the Sarasao Sea from that of the slope
water. The abrupt nature of the discontinuity across the north wall is cited by Stommel (1966)
who states that the Gulf Stream maintains its inte.rity and Identty to a remarkable degre and
"usnal wale turbulent processes tending to transfer Properties across the stream In the upper
layer am inconsiderable." Blots which are indigeos to the Sarpsm Sea )r slope waters apper-
ently cannot adapt to the sharp gradients of salinity and temperatur encountered in crowing
the Stream itself.
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QUASI-SYNOPTIC MEASUREMENTS
OF VOLUME REVERBERATION IN THE

WESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC

Edward E. Davis
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office

Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT

During May 1969 a auasl-synoptic measurement study using airborne techniques and
instimmerntation was undertaken In the western North Atlantic to measure volume reverbera-
t&.n at frequencits between 0.8 and 3.2 kHz. The sites selected for this study were chosen to
transect the estimated position of the Gulf Stream along thrae tracks north of Bermuda. A
correlation was attempted between the measured reverberation levels and this boundary.

Scattering-strength contours for daytime and nighttime measurements as well as diurnal
vari tion were examined within the boundary constraints of the experiment. An Interpreta-
tion of the resultant scattering-strength contours for frequencies between 0.8 and 2.5
kHz and temperature regimes dr water masses observed indicate that scattering may be
influenced by the Culf Stream position. Day mneasurements indicated a high scatterirnj
center north of the Gulf Stream, and a low sattering center to the south. Maximum
diurnal variatica was observed where maximum nighttime scattering was measure.d and
gencraily occurred -outh of the Gulf Stiean'. No direct relationship between the Gulf
Stream boundary and the measured reverberation levels was observed for the highest
frequenqy investigated, in particular 3.2 1 4z.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years observations of volume reverberation produced by the re-radiation of imping-
ing sound upor swimbladder-boaring organisms associated with the deep sc.ttering layer (DSL)
have becn reported by various investigators as a function of geographic area, season, and
acoustic frequency (Adlington, 1967, Marshall and Chapman, 1964, Gold and Van Schuyler,
1966, Hersey, Backcus and Hellwig, 1962). Because oceanographic boundaries may affect the
distributional t hsraceristics of biological organisms commonly found within the DSL, as
suggested by Ebei'.g (1 962), an airborn• quasi-eytoptic study was undertaken in May 1969
to investigate the effect of an oceanhgraphic boundary, in particu!ar the Gulf Stream, upon
volume scattering conditions. Because the primary scattering organisms often exhibit diurnal
depth migrations that affect the frequency-dependent characleristics oi volume reverberation,
measurements were made during day and night conditions. The measurement sites were
chosen to trunseCt the estimated position of the Gulf Stream between Bermuda and Nova
Scotia along three lo.Wtudes as shown in Figure 1.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DATA ANALYSIS

At each measurement tite shown in Figure 1, a modified sonobuoy (Davis, Parham, and
Kelly, 1968), an sir expendable batiythermograph (AXBT), and a wries of three explosive

294
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Figure 1. Airborne reverberation stations

sound signals were dropped from an aircraft during day and night hours. Dayliait hours are
defined as 1-1/2 hours after sunrise until 1-1/2 hours before sunset. Night hours are defined
as 1-1/2 hours after sunset until 1-1/2 hours before sunrise. The sea conditions observed
during the measurement period were less than or equal to sea state 1. Tempera'ure varia-
tions observed from the AXBTs taken at each test site were used to estimate the position of
the Gulf Stream.

The SSQ-41 sonobuoy is a modified electronic package with a frequency response between
0.8 and 3.2 kHz that activates on contact with the water and deploys an omnidirectional hydro-
phone to a depth of 60 feet. A radio link between the monitoring aircraft and sonobuoy is
used to teiemeter all acoustic information, as well as a calibration pulse that is used for
system linearity checks and data analysis.

The explosive sound signals used were broadband, omnidirectional sources containing 1.8
lbs of TNT with a 0.07 lb tetryl booster and were detonated at a depth of 60 feet. The
resulting reverberation levels produced by insonification of the DSL by these. sound signals,
which were dropped in close proximity to the sonobuoys, are transmitted to the monitoring
aircraft and recorded broadband on magnetic tape as shown in Figure 2.

The analog data recorded broadband in the field (Figure 2) were analyzed using one-third
octave bandwidth filters over the frequency range from 0.8 to 3.2 kHz. These filtered data
were displayed on a logarithmic recorder from which reverberation lev~ls were determined,
utilizing the calibration pulse transmitted by the sonobuoy. A xypical logarithmic reverbera-
tion record as well as the equation for determining scattering strength from explosive sound
signals are given in Figure 3 with its legend. Each series of r-verberation-level curves
similar to that shown in Figure 3 were read where the reverberation exhibits a -30 log t
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Figure 2. Airbore acoustic system
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decay and at times when the surface scattering was negligible. The scattering strength of the
water column has been presented as 10 log foa M(z)dz by Chapman and Marshall (1966), A
Machlup and Hersey (1955), and others and is determined from the measured reverberation
levels that characteristically decay at a rate of -30 log t. This equation was used to describe
the amount of reverberation produced by all scatterers in a water column of depth d and of
I-m2 cross section. If the reverberation is caused by a series of horizontally stratified isotropicscatters present in a nonattenuating, nonrefracting mediuim, and if its distribution is a function of

depth only, the scattering-strength equation is written as shown in Figure 3, where the constant
K in the equation, in this case 48 dB, includes a correction for energy reaching the scatterers
by surface-reflected paths and 10 log E is the energy per unit area at 100 yards from the sound

source (Stockhausen, 1964). Scattering strengths were computed for all frequencies analyzed
unless reverberation not consistent with a-30 l1g t decay was present (as at Station 4), or a poor
signal-to-noise ratio was observed.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Scattering strengths as a function of frequency were determined for the day and night
measurements. In addition, the scattering-strength results were examined for the water
masses north as well as south of the Gulf Stream, and a synoptic analysis using contours was
attempted to enable a quantitative interpretation of the observed results in the area under study.
The analyses were performed at frequencies from 0.8 to 3.2 kHz, and a relationship between
scattering conditions and the estimated position of the Gulf Stream and its associated water
masses was investigated.

Figure 4 illustrates the isotherm contours, determined from the AXBTs, at 100 feet, with
the estimated Gulf Stream position superimposed as a boundary between cold and warm
water masses. From this data it appears that the Gulf Stream was transected during the
mcasurement study.

Seattering-Strength V.rlations

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate typical scattering strength and diurnal variation versus frequency
curves where diurnal variation is defined as the difference between nighttime and daytime
scattering strengths. The curves are presented for two longitudes, 64*00' W and 60000' W,
where transects of the Gulf Stream were completed and are annotated as to their relative
position with respect to the Gulf Stream.

Figure 5 shows typical scattering strength and diurnal variation curves for three stations along
longitude 64a00' W. It Is observed that the scattering strengths for day and night generally In-
crease with increasing frequency for all stations. Stations 9 Day, 10 Day, and 10 Night also
exhibit a knee or peak at frequencies between 1.25 and 2.5 kl-z. Nighttime scattering strengths
for Stations 8 and 9, to the south of the Gulf Stream, are as great as 15 dB higher than day-
time measurements. Station 10, north of the Gulf Stream, generally has scattering strengths
lower than Station 9 Oust south of the Gulf Stream) and exhibits little or no diurnal variation at
frequencies below 1.25 kHz. Above 1.25 kHz the diurnal variation Increases rapidly with a
maximum of 13 dB at 3.2 kHz. For stations along this longitude It is observed that diurnal
variation general~y decreases northward over the range of frequencies analyzed.

Figure 6 illustrates scattering strengths and diurnal variations for the three stations along
longitude 6000001 W. It is observed that Stations 5 and 6 exhibit several unusual scattering.
strength characteristics. Station 5, north of the Gulf Stream and in the coldest water mass
observed (T= 37*F), has daytime scattering 3trengths that decrease with increasing frequency
from 0.8 to 2.0 kHz and then increasing with frequency to 3.2 kHz. The nighttime scattering

~I
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Figure 4. Isotherm contours at 100 feet

results for this station were estimated from contour plots discussed later. The estimated night-
time scattering strengths at this station also show scattering frequency reversals for frequencies
between 0.8 to 2.5 kHz. A peak in nighttime scattering that is observed at 2.0 kHz has been
determined from the contour plots.

Scattering-strength measurements at Station 6, just south of the Gulf Stream, indicate
scattering strengths that increase with increasing frequency for day observations. Night measure-
ments for Station 6 indicate a strong scattering peak at 1.6 kHz with a diurnal variation of 25
dB present at this frequency. The presence of such a dominant peak in nighttime scattering may
indicate the vertical migration of a larip number of potential sound scatterers producing a strong
low-frequency resonance at 1.6 kHz. The scattering curves for Station 7 exhibit a general
increase with frequency with a knee or peak at 1.6 kHz and diurnal variations between 10
and 15 dB.

QuasiSynoptk Contour Ana*ys of Scatktes Stmn#ts

Figures 7 through 9 illustrate the scattering-trength contour analysis for day and night mea-
surements, as well as diurnal variations, for frequencies between 0.8 and 3.2 kHz. All scattering
strength values (in decibels) shown in the filpres are neptive, and "H" and "L" designations
indicate relative high or low scattering. For discussion purposes it was found that contour pat-
terns for frequencies of 1.25, 2.5, and 3.2 kHz are representative of low-, mid-, and high-
frequencies over the range of frequencies analyzed.

The Gulf Stream boundary delineated by the isotherms at 100 feet and occurring between
cold water with a sharp temperature gradient to the north and warm water wi:h a weak tempera-
ture gradient to the south is also superimposed on eash fturs.

L.
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Night Measurements

At all frequencies between 0.8 and 2.5 kHz, night scattering Atrengths are higher than day and
indicate a region of highest scattering in the center of the area under study as shown in Figure 8.
As frequency incfeases, scattering-strength contours show a varying north-south orientation
around the region of high central scatteripg. At 3.2 kHz, the highest scattering occurs to the
northwest and no distinct scattering center is present.
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occurs neaur or at tile Gulf Stream boundary. At 2.3 and 3.2 kHz, mighttmc scatterin stength
characternstics cannot be directly related to the Gulf Stream, boundary.

Dinunmi Vinantion

At frequencies between 0.8 and 2.5 kHz, diturau v'arlatosgasralyb exhibts cowour patterns
that indicat ore ._ ats •variation occuning in the reloui of hihs n~httlme sctterin (approzi-
mately 61000 W, 38°00' N) as Indicated in FIgure 9. A gradual champ In contour patterns
occurs with increasing frequency, amd it is observed that 3.2 kHz shows no Indication of thehl
central variation present at other frequencies. At 3.2 kHz the hles vaito ocwn to tam
west and decreases to the southeast.
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The maximum diurnal variation at fre.quencies of 1.25 and 2.5 kHz appear to be
located near or below the southern boundary of the Gulf Stream, whereas at 3.2 kHz the
highest diurnal variations occur to the west. The high diurnal variation observed may be a result
of a large aggrega-lon of local migratory scattering organisms found near this oceanographic
boundary.

SUMMARY

The results of a q:,,2asi-synoptic study to investigate volume scattering strength In the
vicinity of the Gulf Stream indicate the following.

I. Day scattering strength contours generally indicate two local centers of scattering for
frequencies between 0.8 and 2.5 kHz; a high scattering center in the cold water north of the
Gulf Stream and a lower scattering center in warm water soath of the Gulf Stream.

2. Night measurements indicate maximum scattering strengths at approximately 61"00' W,
3ý 001'N.

3. The diurnal variation is observed to be greatest where maximum nighttime scattering is
observed. This may indicate the presence of large aggregations of migratory sound scat-
terers near the Gulf Stream.

4. High diurnal variations south of the Gulf Stream may mask the influence of the oceano-
graphic boundary on the two scattering centers observed during daytime measurements.

5. From the contour plots it appears that scattering strength variations along longitude or
latitude circles may produce sharp scattering gradients over short distances.

6. Changing contour patterns at the highest frequency investigated during this study (3.2
kHz) did not indicate that a direct rMlationship exists between the Gulf Stream boundary
and the measured reverberation levels.
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DISCUSSION

Johnson. The data for each station consist of results from three charges?

Davis: That is correct.

Johnson: And they are dropped within 100 ft of the sonobuoy. How did you manage to place
them at 100 ft?

Davis: A navigational system on the aircraft used for operational exercises can triangulate on a
sonobuoy and drop the SUS charge within 100 ft of the buoy. Charges have often dropped
within 30 ft and many times they have hit the buoys. We work with an opriational test and
evaluation squadron that does this, on a continuing basis, so they have q,'ite a bit of practice
doing this.

Batzler: I am sure you have made some compaisons with the shipboard method of measure-
ment. Would you comment on this?

Davis: Airborne measurements in an area where some data were collected by ship produced
scattering results that were comparable widiiin a couple of decibels. This area was east of the
Bahamas. Some dat2 compared with data collected by Dr. Chapman and KLd associates indicate
large unexplained differences (sometimes as great as 15 dlb) at the Gulf Stream boundary.
Seasonal dependence in the North Atlantic Ocean may be responsible for some of the observed
differences. Perhaps Dr. Chapman has some information of that type.

Chapman: The more you look at deep scattering layer data, the more tolerant you become about
the differences.

Winokur: I might add that comparison of some data collected south of blnmuda using the air-
borne technique with data colected by Dr. Chapman indicates some very excellent agreement,
within a few decibels.

Davis: Mr. Ailingtor, of the Defense Research Estblishment conducted an acoustic study along

650 west longitude. •ad I conducted •.n* along 750 west in the samti ocecnopaphic province,
south of Bermuda. I understaind that the biological scattering organisms in these localities are
very samilar, and my scattering strength curves verss latitude are very sfinlaz to his. The Gulf
Stret• verms to be the area of contention. We have exa.nmned the temperature profiles at each
stutij. to determine whether there is any kind of irrer-ar sound velity profile that might
produce shadow zones or some unusual ray plots, but this is not indicated In any of the stations
I have shown here.

H•,ey: I, too, could be very sympathetic with variations of 15 dB, but I am curious to know
about the consstency betwee groupe of ob rvatlow of t•e peak ftequencies of the Eatterri
I would hope that there is giutet consltency there.

DP l. Well. most of the peaki that I have observed in my catteing data were primtariy at
1.6 kiiz. aW I cannot oruelme it with any of the tgt orpaisms In the water cokumi, if
that is wast you riam.

HOeW: Excue me. My quise. I pm*, was directed really toyou md Dr. Chapman a to
wvhetw these I&a diffltem that you note when you both obecmd in the won. plawe am only
charact•Wttcs of the levels. Do you observ your frequency poak at te amin freqency?

Ow ,u' I hure a comment which I think is relevant. I will make It m my paper.
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Davis: Most of my data is at lower frequencies thav Dr. Chapman's data, so it's diffinult to make
a direct comparison. I have observed similar tre&d• at some of the same frequencies at which
Mr. Adliaigton has collected data, but most of my data are below 3.2 kHz, anW I believe
Dr. Chapman's usually extend in a band between 1.6 kHz and 20 kHz. For the crossover
frequency b-ids, I have few comparisons.
Hersey., Ili's is more for clarification, but your 1.6 kHz peak, as I recall, was consistently
observed throughout the whole area, was it not, independently of whether it was north or south
of the Gulf Stream?

WMnokur: As I recall, Dr. Chapman's data are reported in octave bands, and these data are for
one-third octave bands. so there's only one point of comparison over the range of frequencies.

"I
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GEOGRAPHIC VARIATIONS
IN THE ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS

OF DEEP SCATTERING LAYERS

R. P. Chapman, 0. Z. Bluy, and R. H. Adlington
Defence Research Establishment Atlantic

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada

ABSTRACT

Since 1959, an acoustic investigation has been made of the characteristics of scattering
layers in the deep oceau. Marked variations of scattering strengths and layer depths were
observed as a fu;.ction of time of day, frequency, and location. The gmatest variations in
scattering str- igths with location took place near oceanographic boundaries. Sound sources I
for the experiments were explosives fired near the surfa-.e. Measurements were made with
both omnidirectional and directional wideband receivers. The memsurement and analysis
techniques are illustrated using data collected in the North and South Atlantic and in the
North Pacific.

Since 1959, the Defence Research Establishment Atlantic has been engaged in a program to
•neasure the acoustic properties of deep scattering layers. Most of the taeasurements have been
made in the North Atlantic, although within the past 6 months, the investigation has been ex-
panded to include sites in the South Atlantic and the North Pacific. As the analysis of the
.,,)st recent data has yet to be completed, most of the experimentai results presented in this
paper were obtained in the North Atlantic and adjacent seas.

The extent of our coverage of these areas is shown in Figure 1. A total of 136 sets of
measuicments, usually beginning 2 hours before and ending 2 hours aiter sunset, was
made during 16 cruises. A number of sites, particularly those between Halifax and Bermuda and
llalifa3x ind the Azores, were visited more than once.

The shaded areas are oceanographic boundaries: that north of Iceland, the polar front; that
extending from Icelard to just south of Nova Scotia, the secondary polar front; and that south
of Bermu{ia, the subtropical convergence. Farquhar (1) examined the information available
on the geographic distribution of various species of fish likely to make major contributions to
the reverberation from deep scattering layers, and concluded that they would tend to be con-
fined by these boundaries. Thus, one might exprct to have reverberation provinces with fairly
well dcfined boundaries.

The siýes visited ii the North Pacific in November 1969 and -I the South Atlantic froin
November 1969 to January 1970 are shown in Figure 2. Thirty-two sets of measurements were
made in the North Pacific between the mouth of the Coiumbia River and the Panama Canal, and
forty-five sets of measurements were made in the South Atlantic between the Equator and the

306
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Fquft 1. Reverberation tneasurement sites in the
North Atlantic and adjacent seas
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Figure 2. Reverberation measure-
ment sites in the Sohl Atlantic
and North Pacific
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island of South Georgia. The solid lines in the figure are oceanographic boundaries (2).
In the Pacific, the line of stations intersects the northernmost boundary at approximately
300 and 100 N. In the Atlantic, the measurement sites span both the subtropical convergence

that lies between 300 and 400 S. and the Antarctic convergence near 50" S.
In this paper, information will be presented on the scattering strength and depth of deep

scattering layers and their dependence on location, timle of day, and frequency. The data pre-
sented lend support to the reverberation province hypothesis. Some data also will be presented
on the size of scatterers respopsible for the observed reverberaton.

Various experimental arrangements have been used, evolving into that shown in Figure 3.
The sound sources for the experiments were I-lb TNT charges fired approximately 0.5 m below
the sea surface. This permitted the bubble to break through the surface before the emission of
the first bubble pulse, thus eliminating the ambiguities in layer depth awsociated with a multiple
pulse source. The backacattered sound was received on an oniidirecticnal hydrophone and on a
wideband, directional receiving array; both operated at a depth of 10 m and over a frequency
range from a few hundred Hz to 25.6 kHz.

Th.ie array consists of a line hydrophone on the axis of a 900 cone of 2-m aperture. The
effective aperture and, hence, the beamwidth is varied by selecting different lengths of the line
hydrophone. For example, a beamwidth of 110 can be obtained at the geometric mean fre-
quency of each of the three octaves. covering the range from 3.2 to 25.6 kHz. This arrangement
has been used in all experiments carried out during the past 2 years in cruises off the Grand
Banks, between Halifax and the Azores, in the North Pacific and Caribbean, and in the South
Atlantic. In a number of earlier experiments, the high-frequency cutoff of the omnidirectional
hydrophone was one to two octaves lower; two ship-mounted, narrowband, ezho-sounder arrays
operating at 5 and 12 kHz were used as receivers instead of the cone.

All data were recorded wideband in analog form on magnetic tape. Later they were played
back through octave-band filters and a variety of spectrum analyzers. The octave-band data were
displayed on level recorders to provide traces of the form shown in Figure 4.

FI

F~~gure 3. Experimen~~talarnnetue nrcn
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The traces are of reverberation level in the 3.2- to 6.4-kHz octave versus time t after the
explosion, measured in the Caribbean south of Haiti. The equivalent depth scale is shown on

the right. In the trace on the left, obtained with the omnidirectional hydrophone, there is
evidence of layers at depths of 450 and 650 m. Below the bottom layer, the reverberation falls
off at -30 log t, consistent with the decay of reverberation from horizontal layers of isotropic
scatterers. The trace on the right shows the increased definition of the scattering layers obtained
using the full aperture of the cone. From the portion of the omnitrace that decays at -30
log t, a quantity can be readily computed that we call the scattering strength of the, water
column (3). This quantity, 10 log f dM, dg, is the target strength of a column of water I m2 in
cross section extending from the sea surface down to a depth d. The depth of the column is
sufficiently great to include all the scatterers that make a significant contribution to the reverbera-
tion in the frequency band considered. The scattering strength of the water column has turned
out to be quite a useful quantity, which can be obtained with extremely simple measurement
and analysis techniques. It is convenient for indicating gross changes in reverberation conditions
with location, time of day, and season.

If more details are required, such as scattering layer depth or the distribution of the volume
scattering strength M. with depth z, it is better to go to the additional complication of using
directional wideband receivers ouch as the cone (4,5), or to make measurements at short ranges
using sound sources and receivers lowered into the layers (6,7).

In the North Atlantic, three cruises were made over a limited range of latitudes: Halifax to
Gibraltar in August 1964, Halifax to the Azores in April 1969, and through the Caribbean in
December 1969. In each cruise, considerable distances were covered in the same water mass in
For example, 10 log M, versus depth profiles obtained using near surface fired charges and the
5-kHz directional receiving array on the cruise between Halifax and Gibraltar are shown in
Figure J. The recovery characteristics of the system were such that data am' reliable only for
depths greater than 50 m. The daytime profiles are on the top and the nighttime profiles am on
the bottom of the figure. The shaded areas indicate scattering strengths per unit volume ex-
ceeding -80 dB. At this frequency, there is a nonmigrating layer at a depth of approximately 600
m extending from 10* to 37* W. At night there is appreciably more scatterin at shallow depths,
presumably caused by scatterers that resonate near 5 kHz but which are deeper and resonate at
higher frequencies during the day.
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Fgure 5. Profles of volume scattering strength
versus depth between Halifax and Gibraltar

Nighttime values of the octave-band scattering strengths of the water column for the same
cruise are shown in Figure 6. The scattering strengths in the top octave have been increased by
10 dB to keep them separate from those in the middle octave. There is a consistent decrewe in
scattering strength from the Azores to Gibraltar, which may be associated with the outflow of
Mediterranean water.

Somewhat larger variations in scattering strengths have been experienced in going from north
to south in the North Atlantic. For example, volume scattering strength versus depth profiles
measurd with explosives and the 5-kHz array at the sites visited just south of Iceland and just
north of Puerto Rico are shown in Figure 7. The traces on the left are representative of those for
all statians between Bermuda and Puerto Rico; those on the right are representative of those sta-
tions between Newfoundland and Iceland, except for the four closest to Newfoundland.

The dashed lines represent the daytime values of scattering strength and the solid lines, the
nighttime values. During the day, the dominant layer is deeper and has a higher scattering
strength at the northern station; the peak value of scattering strength is 15 dB greater, whereas
the scattering layer depth of 400 m is approximately half that of the southern stauion. At night at
both stations, the scattering strength increases at the shallower depths, but again, not at the
expense of the scattering strength of the deepest layer. This is a common feature at nearly all
the sites that we have visited; there are usually an appreciable number of the larger scatterers
that undergo little or no change in depth with time of day.

That very large changes in scattering strength can take place over relatively short distances
is illustrated in Figure 8. here we have daytime values of scattering strength (open triangles)
and nighttime values (solid triangles) in the 1.6- to 3.2-kHz octive for the line from Halifax to
Puerto Rico. Halifax is on the right and Puerto Rico is on the left; the dashed line is at the
latitude of Bermuda. The differences between the values of the scattering strength of *he water
column measured during the day and those measured at night are large at the southern stations
(of the order of 20 dB) and decrease toward the north. There is a very striking change in
scattering strength south of Bermuda near the location of the subtropical convergence.

The nighttime values of scattering strength in this octave for all the stations visited in the
North Atlantic and adjacent seas are shown in Figure 9. The various shadings correspond to
groupings of scattering strengths In 6-db Intervals; the darker the shading, the higher the scatter-
ing strength. The dominant features shown here occur in the other frequency bands studied.
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Figure 9. Nighttime. values of the scattedng strength of
the water column in the 1.6- to 3.2-kHz octave for the
North Atlantic and adjacent seu

Scattering strengths can be relatively constant over large distances; but they may exhibit
sharp discontinuities, frequently occurring near the boundary separating two water masses.
The decrease in scattering strength between the Azores and Gibraltar and the abrupt discon-
tinuity near the subtropical convergence south of Bermuda have been discussed earlier in the
paper. The scattering strength starts to increase near Puerto Rico, and these higher values are
maintained in the Caribbean. There is a decrease in scattering strength in crossing the secondary
polar front from east to west near Newfoundland; there Is a gradual increase toward the north.
east. North of Iceland there are significant differences in sound scattering on the opposite sides
of the polar front, the deep scattering layers tending to disappear on the western side (8).

As the analysis of the data from the South Atlantic has just begun, only one figure will
be presented showing the geographic variation of the scattering strength of the water column
in the 3.2- to 6.4-kHz octave. In Figure 10, the dependence of scattering strength on latitude
is shown for the line of stations along 30 W. The dominant features shown here occur in all
frequency bands studied. As a point of reference, the scattering strengths and their dependence
on frequency at the northmost stations are very similar to the stations just north of the Azores.
In this figure, a fairly well-behaved dependence of scattering strength on latitude Is shown.
Some of the more dramatic changes take place near oceanographic boundaries. There is a rapid
increase near the location of the subtropical convergence between 300 and 400 S and a peak in
scattering strength at 48* S near the Antarctic convergence, followed by a very rapid decrease
towards the south. This peak also occurs 10* to the west on the line between South Georgia
and Buenos Aires.

Figure 11 hows the scatteuing strength of the water column in the 1.6. to 3.2-kHz octave for
the sites visited in the North Pacific. Again, there is a very pronounced and fairly well-behaved
dependence of scattering strength on latitude, rapid decreases and increases occurring between
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50 and 100 N and 200 to 400 N, respectively. The overall change of scattering strength in this
octave band with latitude is quite large, exceeding 25 dB. The diurnal variation in scattering
strength in this octave is much smaller than that observed in the Atlantic. This is consistent with
the ±2 dB vaiation at 3 kHz observed by Bader (9) at a location 200 minles southwest of
San Diego.

To obtain insigho into how these changes in scattering strength are related to changes in layer
structure, the octave-band reverberation levels measured with the cone were examined. Repre-
sentative traces measured in midmorning are shown in Figure 12. Traces for the 1.6- to 3.2-kHz
octave are shown at the top of the figure, and those for the 6.4- to 12.8-kHz octave at the
bottom. The shaded areas indicate reverberation levels exceeding an arbitrary reference level,
which is the same for each trace. The traces labelled 450 N on the left of the figure are
representative of those found between the mouth of the Columbia River and an area about 200
miles south of San Diego. Strong layers appear in the 1.6. to 3.2-kliz band at depths of 500 and
1,000 m. The former layer undergoes some changes with location: it divides lto two layers at
about 350 N, then reunites to become a single, shallower, and weaker layer at 29"N, and is not
evident at the southmost stations. This and the prominent layer at about 1,000 m undergo
little, if any, diurnal migration. The 1,000-m layer weakens toward the south and disappears
off Baja California.

In the higher frequency band, a layer at about 350 m persists at all stations. There is some
evidence that this layer does not migrate, although generally the reverberation trace fills in and
individual layers tend to be masked at night. At about 29P N,where the low frequency scattering
layer at about 1,000 m begins to weaken, a new layer can be seen forming at essentially the same
depth in the 6.4- to 12.8-kHz octave. This scattering layer also eventually weakens and is not
seen at the stations at or below 9*N. The transition stations at 29" and 9*N correspond to the
locations where an oceanographic boundary shown in Figure 2 crosses our line of stations.

From what we have seen so far in all three ocean areas visited, scattering strengths tend to
chane in a fairly well-behaved manner over distances of many hundreds of miles. On a number
of occasions, the more dramatic changes take place in the neighborhood of oceanoopurlwc
boundaries.

The deep, nonmigrating scattering layers that are effective at low frequencies imply the
existence of relatively large scatterers. The effective radius oi the dominant scatterer In the
1,000-m, low-frquency layer shown in Figure 12, calculated tuing Minaset's equation for a
spherical bubble (10), is 1.8 cm. This can be compared with 0.54 cnm. which is the radius of the
largest scaterer fowW in our eatlie measurem ts between Halifax an Bemud.a (3). Since
then, however, we have obtained evdence of larger scaterr at a nnumber of otber locations:
northeast of Newfoundland, in the NorwqAn Sme, near the Ajorna, and in the westean North
Atlantic south of the Gulf Stream and offthe tail ofthe Gtnd Banks. They were approximately
3,000 m deep except in the Norwega Sea and off the t@i of the Grand Sauks, whee they were
found at depths of approximately 180 and 400 m. respectively. The estimated sizes of the effec-
tive rad of the gasbiadders arm 0.72 cm in the Norwegim Sea I. 1 cm mortheast of Newfouna-
land, and 1.5 to ?.0 cm off the Atos and in the western North Atlantic.

1. Farquhur GB. Unpublished mamsciip.
2. Dietrich, G. General O-cemnph0y; John Wiley and Sons (1%3).
.3. Chapman. R.P. and Marshall, J.R. Reverberation fro Deep SCAUr•t Layers in the

Western North Atlantic; J. Acosist. Soc. Am. 40405-411 (1966).
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Iwurok: Can you explain the lck of diurnal variation, or do you have any indlcation of why
thore is a lack of diunma variation in the Pacific?

Cbqm~: In this 1.6- to 3.2-kHz octave, there is approciably loe diura vaiatlon in the
Pacific than in the Atlantic data. In the next hNiow octave, 3.2 to 6.4 kJb, the situatim is M-
wrsed. The variations are obviously related to the sizes of the cat Una ps t and thoer
mipation characterltics, but we do not have a detailed explanatimn.

Pewry: Do any of these 1 ,000-m layers that you report show tny day-ni~t migptlos? Also.
how far offshore were you mtle n-: • , 1ýtern Pacific?

Chnmwi: The statiom re approximately 140 miles off the coat. As far as wehave bem able
to determine from the records, there is no diuml migration of the IA00-m layes.
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Dunlap: I would just like to confirm with you the boundaries in the Pacific. Maybe I could
talk with you later, but some of the boundary lines that you drew there look fairly familiar.
I would like to confirm what you :ire uti,, aA a ý,&ais there.

Chapman: This was in a textbcok. Detrich't Gcae,. Occ;,wg'rphy; in fact, we took thl
boundarieG of current system. aid I appreciate that this probably may not be the right way.

Dunlap: My comment is th.t yoi werc mentioning water masscs, whtras it is mainly one general
water mass. It depends on how you define it.

Chapman: This iiiay not be the right way to do it, but these data came back within the last
month, and we had to !ake a little shortcut in defin;g our boundaries, I'm afraid.

BarhAm: I ddink par', of the problem we have is that most biologists are familiar witO the
scattering layer when v.e record it on rn echo sounder, originally at 24 and 18 and now usuaally
at 12 kHz. So this is oav conceptand when we look at data at the frequencies that you show
us, we have a hard time -quating what wL know. The net hauls, the submersible dives, etc., are
directed primarily to features that traditionally we have been able tw .reod *ith a good ec0oo
sounder from a surface ship. And I wonder whether in fact wt . rot wterri-t to deifneate
between these midfrequency scatterers which form the strata •;iat we •.scall scI layers W-4
these much lower frequency things that apparently just stay ýety close t-, -e colstwit ee.pth.
Of course, we also have scatterers at the familiar freq',enc. that migra.e but little if at ,,al.Would you comment on that?

(Owapman: I do not know really what to say on that. I IF:-k that the sort of tachniquz-s that we
had here are not that complicated. The cone that we uf kia become a fairly stardard operation.
I teally think one ought to use a wi.deband direcdonl pr: jector.

krYnotur: I might point out that the geololgsts aa•= geophysicists have rltched . c. a lower.
frequency directional echo sounder, and pe.h"aC ie Uologists shou!-d con..ider delfg the same
thing.

Heivy: My first comment is on the graph yot, :iave shown of variation in the Pacific where
the low-frequency layer in high latitude, I believe it wa, torminates south of 29' N and was
replaced by a higher frequency onf. At Ieast with the remsutdi that you provdel th're, this
agees rather well with a marked ttermal frxit. Wiihe. it 6- a tegirt.ýr- oceanographic
bou•dary, I will leave to somebody else. Rut that is a ' i. hy -birdarwy.

Chwmw : Yes. And there weemed to, bt w'eithmig ew at 10'" N too.

Kmoy: I would certainly second Bob Wirn ur's urging thAt the biologists itart using lower
frequency echo sounders which are more gird more avalable. Thene instrunents are at fint
dixcouraging. You seldom see any scattr4 layers on them during dayI*.t, but commonly
mus wait until after wmet when they ut.aLly are evideit My third commwt is that
Chapman and his Canadian colleagues ar. .ertzinly to be conrPatulated for their overwhlmipr
and brilliant coverage of the AtlantIck . -tow the Pacific Ocean. I certainly congratulate you.

ChOnmw: Thank you.

rCke, W.: I wculd like to add one more thing on 29' N. Wooster at Scripps descrbed tis ate
t.ont. It lies off Cabo San Lazaro, Baja Caliiorr.s; &- -- th of that you have an extreme 02
mininmum which ams down to 1,000 m. In fact, -hat is about the bottom of it. If you look at
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the zoogeography in the area, there is quite a change in fauna. There is a very distinct fauna in
that widespread 02 minimum layer. And below the layer you get some elements that cross
through the tropical region underneath it. Other midwater species are stopped because their
vertical range is at the same level as the' 2 minimum layer, but they do cross the tropical region
in the western Pacific, so that 02 minimum body of water in the eastern Pacific is quite an
effective biological barrier.

Batzler: Let me also express my admiration-and I have to say envy-for what Bob has done in
the Pacific. I might say that we have occasionall1 )een this deep layer, and I think it is perti,-:t
because of his suggestion that we use broadbanu sources. We have some that cover a fairly wide
frequeaicy band, but I do not think that they will work as well as the explosive source with the
cone, because, as I say, we have seldom seen this deep layer. I might also say that we are doing
broadband work off San Diego in a seasonal study that we have started, and his paper has given
us many points that I hope we will be able to use in making seasonal comparison-

Mccartney: I would like to confirm the statement made by Dr. Hersey that on low-frequency
equipments used for subbottom profiling, we have seen very little evidence of any scs.tteringt
layers. I would like to ask Bob Chapman whether he has made any estimetes of the number of
scatterers in these low-frequency resonant layers. Knowing the resonant fremency, you have a
good idea of the size and hence of the -aget strength of one individual, and you know the
scattering coefficient. How many fish per unit volume does this correspond to?

QOman: Well, I think Orest Bluy will provide us with the numbers co.respondir, to the layer
northeast of mid-Newfoundland.

Biuy: The peak densities of the large, lowv-frequenc resonant scatterers at several stations
northeast of NewfoundlAnd are abu,_ '0 XX 10/m or ten fish per million cubic meters.
At one station where ti.o iaier .-. v particularly prominent, peak densities of 100 x l-6/m3

were observed.



VOLUME BACKSCAIrERING MEASUREMENTS AT
12 kHz IN THF MEDITERRANEAN SEA AND

DESCRIPIION OF A MULTIPLE FREQUENCY
SOUNDER FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

Christian Jeannin
Laboratoire de Detection Sous-Marine

du Brusc, France

ABSTRACT

Observations 'ef scatrJing layers have been conducted for two years in an area of 100 x 25
mdiles new: Toulon in connection with temperature-salinity measurements and biological
sampling. Volume backszattering at 12 kHz, measured with an echo sounder, is expressed as
reverberation index versus depth (50 to 1500 m); it exhibits the following general features:
(a) Stratification and statistical properties - three layers. Upper - from mrface to 1.00 m,
diffuse ard dis(rete scittering. Intermediate - mean depth 350 m, thickness 100 to 3N0 m,
index -80 to -70 dB/m- 3, partial diel migation and diffuse scattering even at night near
surface. Deep - mean depth 800 in, thickness 200 to 400 m, index -90 to -75 dBim- 3, dif-
fuse scatterfij; (b) Dium. migrations - regular ascent at sunsvt, dependence with meteor-
ological conditions for descent at sunrise; Pnd (c) Seasonal variations - increased scatter-
ing between the upper and intermediate layers Li May and June. Such acoustic measure-
ments will be extended in depth, frequency and area by using a specially designed towed
sounder with fo'lowing characteristics: frequency range 2.5 kHz to 5 kHz by 100 Hz
steps, "coustic level 126 to 130 dB : - I iMbar, pulse length 10, 100, and 500 msec, automatic
recording.

INTRODUCTION

Depuis la fin de Pannde 1967 le Laboratoire de Detection Sous-Marine du Brusc dtudie en liai-
t son avec la Station Marine d'Endoume (Facultd des Sciences de Marseille) les propri~tis des

couches diffusantes du milieu marin.
Le prdsent exposi a pour but de ddgager les traits principaux des observations et mesures

acoustiques faites avec un sondeur grand fond i 12 kHz au rythme de 24 heures tous les deux
mois en 1968 et de trois i quatre jours tous les trois mois par la su'Ste, sur une zone s'dtendant de
Marseille A Viltefranche jusqu'Ai te distance de 25 Nautiques de la cote.

INDEX DE REVERBERATION

lNflnition

Le pouvoir de rdtrodiffusion acoustique d'un volume V ast caractdrisd par son index de river-
biration r. tel lue:

318
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=D intensitd ritrodiffusde
Ii intensitd incidente

Soit en dcibels: R. dB/m-3 = 10 logi--- 10 !og I
Lorsque les 6d1ments diffusants sont rdpartis an hasard 1'enveloppe du signal rdverbdrd est une

grandeur aldatoire dont !a den.,itd de probabilitd suit une loi de RAYLEIGH (Rdference I page
64), loi i ure dimension telle que le coefficient de variation:

ddviation standard
-= valeur moyenne est dpl i 0.52.

Calcul

Dens le cas du sondage vertical, la perte de propagation par divezgence gdom6trique est dgale
i (I/Z 2 ) et le calcul gdndral (Rdfdrence 2 page 190) se simplifie. L'intensitd IR (0) rdverbdrie
dans la direction 0 par le volume idmentaire de rdvolution hachurd est:

IR(0)=r. - .b 2 (0) sin 0 ffCr-e-.2aZ
z2

Z e avec I. = intensit6 dans r'axe i l'imission

b(O) = fonction de directivitd du sondeur

2 7 = durde d'drmission

c = vitesse du son

On petit remarquer que l'intensitd rdfldchie, rdpartie en b2(0) pour un rdflecteur seul, 1'est ici
suivantb 2(0)• sin 0.

La loi de variation en fonction du temps t de r'intensitd totale IR s'obtient en intdgrant et en
remplagant Z par (ct/2) et s'exprime en logarithmes:

10logLR = 10 3 log-+ 10logr- 20log t-Oct +
1 0 C•

fb2 (0) .sin 0 .dO
0

L'amortissernent du son est 0 = 1 dB/kmn A 12 kHz et une vitesse moyenne de propagation
c = 1510 m/s donne en Miditerrande une erreur sur limmersion infdrieure A 1 mdtre jusqu'i 750
mitres et croissant ensuite jusqui 8 mitres A rimmeTsion de 1500 mitres.

MESURES ET DEPOUILLEMENT

Matduiel de mesure

Les mesures faites avec un imetteur-ricepteur enregistreur (GDR-T) Oceansonics associd a un
transducteur EDO 353 montd sur poisson ORE, sont exploities qualitativement sur le graphique

I
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et quantitativement par erregistrement magndtique analogique et calcul num~rique en Labora.
toire.

Le sondeur gzands fonds a pour caractdristiques:

- Emission: Niveau 10log 0o = l10dB re I Abar

Impulsions de durde r = 1 i 50 ms i la frdquence 12 kHz

- Rdception: Sensibilite'Sh = -72 '/g.•bar

La directivitW dmission r6ception de 230 i 3 dB donne un volume insonifid thdorique
V 3  = (1,,s 'ZI MI10,3) pour une rdpartition en b2(0) mais en fait ePv:ron trois fois

plus grand soit r • Z2
1 3,5 pour la rdverbdration (rdpartition b2 (0) • sin 0); ainsi par ex-

emple: V- 3.10 4m 3pour r = 10 ms etZ= l00m.

Ndpouiileinent num~rique

Soient n 6missions successives et V le niveau
du signal riverbdrd i rinstant t, apris ýa jidmeI impulsion. Lindex de rdverbiration Rv1 et le co-

efficient de variation / correspondants se dd-

I duisent de l'amplitude moyene:

n

<p1j> = v~I

et de l'intensitd moyenne:

n

par les expressions:

Rv=- i log G + 10 log < V2> + 20 log t: + Oct,

o6 G est une constante

et 2

RESULTAT7

Proprltd& statsttiques

Les courbes de ia Figure 1 mettent en dvidence rinfluence du nombre d'impulsion pris en
compte et de Ia durie d'dmission sur les valeurs de rindex et du coeffictent de variation (i
gauche sur les graphiques).
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La r~flexion des ondes sur un dldment diffusant prdsent pendant une partie seulement de
l'enregistrement ou variable en immersion donne un y suporieur A I et correspond souvent i un
dcho discret sur le graphique. Ceci se produit lorsque le volume insonifid et Ia densiti des difo
fuseurs son faibles, c'est-i-dire de jour aux petites immersions pour des impulsions courtes
(Fig. I jusqu'i 150 mdtres). Dans les autres cas, )a rdverbdration suit une loi de RAYLEIGH
avec y voisin de 0,52 et donne un dcho diffus sur le graphique.

Les profits de rNverbdration, obtenus avec des durnes d'dmission diffirentes, sont comparables
avec une mise en valeur de la structure fine pour les impulsions courtes et une diminution du
bruit de fond pour les impulsions longues (ex. courbes n0 2 et 4).

Lorsque le nombre d'enregistrements pris en compte pour le calcul de la moyenne est petit,
le coefficient de variation n'est plus 4gal A 0,52, mais la comparaison des courbes 3 et 4 montre
que le tracd avec 10 impulsions est ddjA une bonne approximation du trace avec 120 impulsions.

Dans le cas gdndral, la moyenne a dtd faite aur une vingtaine d'impulsions de 50 ms. Ces

mesaures sont compldtdes par des mesures 1 10 ms la nuit (Mai et Octobre 1968) ou pendant les
migrations (Mars et Juin 1969).

Evolution journalkire

Les Figures 2 A 4 donnent quelques exemples d'dvolution de l'index sur des pdriodes ýgales
ou supirieures 1 24 heures.

A la partie supirieure, le temps est

temps en portd en heure locale (temps universel
14.00 heure plus une) en ne tenant pas compte des

_ __I heures de nuit sans mesures. Les courbes

d'index ont pour rdfdrence R -75 dB-82,5 -75
R., dB/m-8 mr Is vertical H = instant de mesure in.

diqud au bas du graphique et sont tracdes

-"" •.. Ai Pdchelle 30 dB/cm en ne considfrant que
I les valeurs supdrieures A -82,5.

La date des mesures, leurs, coordonndes

moyennes et les heures de lever et coucher
I du soleil sont indiqudes dans le cartouche.

Ces courbes sont caractirlstiques des
__ _ _enregistrements faits depuis 1967 et met-

Instant tent en dvidence trois maximum de l'index,
Ho 14.26 de mesure correspondant sur It graphique A trois

couches : superflcielle de 0 150 InStres,
intermddialre en moyenne 1 350 mtres et

profonde vers 800 m&res. Le phototactisme des dldments diffusants se manifesto par leurs
mouvements au lever et au coucher du soleil, leur contraction et dilatation do jour ou de nuit et
immersion variable d'un jour i l'autre.

Co comportement est particulirement net pour I& couche interm~dtaire : dans l'aprs-midi,
certains ddaments remontent d'abord lentement on provoquant une contraction de la couche
(diminution de l'dpalaseur, augmentation de l'index), puis Ia migration s'acgeldre juaqu' i
3 mitres par minute en fith d'apris-midi pour se terminer au moment du coucher du soleil en
venant combler Is zone sans diffusion observde do jour versa 150 A 250 m. La diminution d'lndex
qui devrait en rdsulter est compensde par la remontde d'dlments profonds, migration quo l'on
peut observer sur certains enregistrements graphiques. Pendant I& nuit, cette •.ouche mapdrneure
se modifle en se adparant en deux pnrties : l'une pr& de I& surface est plus 6palue quoe I jour,
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et certains de ses dldments migrent rdgulidrement vers la seconde partie environ deux heures
avant le lever du soleil ; la descente de la couche intermdliaire form& la nuit dopend de l'en-
solefllement de sorte que l'immersion maximum atteinte entre 12 H 00 et 14 H 00 varie d'un
jour i l'autre, en Mars 1969 par exemple (Figure 3, tracJ infirieur) o6 les conditions mdti-
orologiques 6taient tris mauvaises, cette couche est restde pris de la surface.

Variations saisonnire et spatiales

Sur la Figure 5, nous avons porti quelques courbes caracteristiques de mesures s'&tendant
chacune sur deux i trois jours avec en traits pleins deux prof'ds relevds en milieu de journde et
en pointillds un profil pris en ddbut de nuit avant la sdparation de la couche supirieure.

Les couches no I et no 2 relevdes i la mlme 6poque sur des zones distantes de 60 Nautiques
sont tris voisines alors que les couches no 2 et no 4 relevdes au meme point en Janvier et Juin
sont diffdrentes et prdsentent les caractdristiques suivantes:

29 - 31 JANVIER 1969 10 - 12 JUIN 1969 |

mliioyen Epalwur Index Immersion Ei
moyenne (dB) moyenne (dB)

30 m 60 m -78 '

Zone superficielle 25 m 50m -86 150 m 30 m -80

Zone internddiaire 300 m 100 m -74 400 m 200 m -73

Zone profonde 700 m 150 m -78 900 m 300 m -81

On observe donc en Juin un 6iargissement des couches et une plus grande diffusion dans Is
zone de la surface jusqu' A 300 mdtres ; cette augmentation est partlcullirement nette Sur 1en-
registrement graphique correspondmnt.

Bien que les mesures consldiries s'itendent sur plusieurs jours, l'lnterpritation deb variations
saisonnires et spatiales est limitie par let conditions mitiorologiques du moment (par exemple
Mars 1969 tracd no 3 Figure 7) et de nombreuses obseivations sont ndc*ssalres avant do pouvoir
tirer des conclusions.

A fortiori, ceci rend difficile i'Utude des fluctuations d'une annie i l'autre.

SONDEUR i FREQUENCE VARIABLE

Cette itude prllminalre 1 12 k1lz dans I& r•gion de TOUON ara e tendue en immersion,
fr~quence et zones ocanlques par l'utllisation dtun sondeur vertical conju ispcialement.

Ses caractdrlstiques mont les sulvantes :
Friquence do traval do 2,5 kHz 1 5 kHz variable par pas do 100 Hz
Duries des impulsions : 10 - 100 et 500 ms
Niveau d'imisaon : 1261130 d8 re I ttbar

Corrections automatiques du pa i leonregitrmemnt.
Enregistrement digital des paramntres : hours do mesure, coordonrdes, viteuse et inmersion

du sondeur.

Grande surface du tranaductsur donnant une ouverture do lobe ýp1* A 20' 1 2,5 kHz.
Stabiliti du remorquage 1 30 wdtres, aastrte par la forme du poison et controlde par un

capteur d'immersion et deux inclhnomntrs.
Mesure do I' bclairement par photomntre incorpori au poisson et dirl vrs Is surface.
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AN ACOUSTICALLY DETERMINED DISTRIBUTION OF
RESONANT SCATTERING NORTH OF OAHU

Peter Van Schuyler
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office

Washington, D.C.

ASTRACTr

This paper summarizes the results of an explosive echo study of deep scattering layer
located at 24*31'N, 157 0 501W. The parameters co~tsidered a. the depths and thicknesses
of the layers of maximum acoustic :"itering, their scattering strengths in the frequenvy
range 0.8 to 20 kHz, and their daily vertical excursions; also the resonant frequency, sw'm-
bladder size, and population density of the dominant scatterers. A hypothesized resonant
"scatterer iistribution curve, developed by extending existing mathematical formulations
is prew~ed*.

INTRODUCIION

Deep scattering layers have become the subject of extensive field investigations (I -6) and theo-
retical work (7-10). Evidence relating the dependence of these scattering layers upon va.,ables
such as time of day, season, geographic location, and oceanographic data has accumulated
rapidly. Further, various investigators (3, 5, 9, 11) have concluded that mesopelagic fishes are
primarily responsible for this backsacttering of t.aeerwater sound, particularly those possessing
swimbladders.

This paper sumnurizes the acoustic results from a study caiducted during May 1968 of a
deep scattering iayer in an area located approximately 200 nautical miles north of Oahu at
24031'N, 157*50'W. The objective r4 the paper is to describe the size and depth distribution of
those individuals comprising the scattering laye;, based on the analysis of explosive source re-
verberation data.

EXPERIMENTAL MEMTOD

Omnidirectional ex.4ouive "point" chrVus were deto*tted in close proximity to a broad
band omnidirectional receiving hydrophone, with btth located at a nominal depth of 60 feet.
Approximtely 120 charues were detonated in completlýg acoustic meauremn eqances to
determine the scatterinL strength of the water column for drytime, nighttirne, and transition
perlods. Pull daytime followed by full nighttlme m raenw ta were completed on one day and I
then repeated several days later. The maximum &real separation for all iýquences did not exceed
7 miles. All masurments were conducted wider "quiet ditp" condtidonx, with the drip hove to
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and drifting at I knot or let, Each daytimc and nighittime measurement sequence was accom-
plished by d." I ri, . . < e charges over a relatively short interval of aoout I hour at
times :P.1ii the scatterim. •..,.rs were most stable.

THEORY

Because most of the applicable 3cattering theory and equations are taken from Weston (7),
Chapman (8), Andreeva (9), and Mohammed (10), the discussion here is limited to the develop-
nient of the sý-ttering layer results presented.

Acougfic Properties of Fish with Swimbla&d-,

The resonant frequency of a gas-filled fish swimbladder is given by Andreeva (9) Is:

r (2trR)-' () •

where 4 is the resonant frequency in cycles per second, R is the etfective radius of the srim. -
bladder in centimeters, P0 is the hydrostatic pressure in dynes per square centimete,. "; is the

ratio of specific heats of the swimbladdef gas at constant pressure and volume, p is the density
of sea water in grains per cubic centimeter, and ;q represents the real part of the complex shear
modulus of frih tis.sue varying i'-tween hm~t. of 106 and 10' dyn/cm2 (9). A

Sinmilarly, the expewii•ion rd"larig the acoustic scattefing cross section of the fish swimbladder 4

to frequency is nve-, fy1 2

=f = (4+rR2) + QIP
whese 0acc-,-ojunts for the influence of reradiation, thermal, and viscous losses up,.on the fish-

sw imblaJder system (9). The major loss mechai:3 .. i are viscosity near the surface, and reradia-
tion for depths exceeding 200 meters v,). Further, the small thermal losses rendef the Q Vir-
tualy independent of frequency with a maximum value approaching 10 at a depth of 200 m.

Number of Rtesonant S:atteren

It can be shown that each cubic meter of ocean, specified 3t ;, depth :, and comntainirng t scat-
terers, each of acoustic cross section o, can be characterized by a btckscattering coefficient
given by:

n(:)o;) (3)C
41r

The aumptions implied in equation (3) arc: (I) the total number of scatterers is a function
sclely of d.-pth. (2) their acoustic cross sections at acpth depend only on frequency, and (3)
there is negligible acoustic inte.action between s.attercrs, i.e., multiple scattering and coherent
*cattering does not oicur. These qualifications wdl be met for a sufficiently difuse concentra-
tion o approximately equal swimbladder size scatterers in a layer "'thin" enough so that the Q
and, consequently.4f remains essentially constant over tht thickness of the layer.
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The average backscatteru4g coefficient, for a Ytercai distribution of sound scatterers extend-
ing from the surface down to depth d is given by

d f M2 G(f)IH(f) 12 dfdz
M. dz = Z (4)

fo f GQf)I(f)I'df

where G(f) is the power spectrum of the sound source and IH(f) 12 is the power spectrum of the
filter (10).

Determination of the primary scattering layer's depth and also its scattering strength as a
function of frequency makes possible the segregation of the dominant scatterers within the lay-
er according to their effective swimbladder radius R. This results in a b'ological scatterer size-
population density curve for the layer. Equations (2), (3), and (4) can then be combined to
ob tain: [

d 0 G(f) 1)ff Q•.:f-2 d~f

"fo Mz 
-if.- G(f) IH(f) 12df

where N = fd n(z) dz and expresses the number of resonant scatterers of radius R present in a
I-ms cross section column of water extending from the surface to the layer bottom d. Given
the layer thickness A, the number of scatterers per cubic meter in the layer can be determined
by:

NL N-' (7)

The results presented here for sound scatterer densities were derived from a one-third octave
band frequency analysis of the explosive source scattering results and the numerical integration
solution of equation (5) derived by Mohammed (10).

Scattering Strength of the Water Column

The applicable equation for analysis is:

10logJ Mzdz = 20logP- lOlogE+301og t+act-48 (8)

where P is the RMS pressure in dynes per square centimeter of the reverberation level for the
analysis bandwidth, E the source energy per unit area in ergs per square centimeter measured at
100 m for a similar bandwidth, t the time after detonation in seconds, a the attenuation coef-
ficient in dB/m, and 48 is a constant dependent upon experimental geometry.

The scattering layers are treated as occupying horizontal segments of the water column
bounded by the sea surface and the bottom of the deepest layer present. Further, within any
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given horizontal plane the scatterer concentration is assumed both isotropic and constant. Tht
time-variant signal produced by insonification of ordered layers.' Fredicted to decay exponen-
tially at -30 log t (in decibels) after penetration of the bottom of the deepest layer resent.
Prior to this time/depth the scattering return is changing because of contributions from succes-
sively deeper layers. Therefore, the "scattering strength of the water column," i.e., the integrated I
or total backscattering strength of a 1 -m-sq cross section wa.er column extending from the sea
surface to the depth d of the bottom of the deepest layer for the analysis bandwidth used, must
be determined after penctration of the deepest layer present has occurred.

Identification of Scattering Layers

For an omnidirectional hydrophone-source combination located above the scattering layers
a spectrum comparison of selected samples of the scattered return can be used to identify the
major scattering layers. A sample of the reverberation taken at time t, after detonation will con-
sist of scattering produced by all insonified targets present between the surface and the depth
d1 given by ct¢ /2. Another sample taken at r2 , t2> t , will consist of all those scatterers re-
sponsible for the first sample plus those in the intervalfd - d2, and so on. Using this technique
and others discussed in the following section, the dominant layer of this study was identified.

RESULTS

Frequency Dependence of Scattering Strength

Scattering strength versus frequency in one-third octave bands between 0.8 and 20 kHz was
determined for each measurement sequence using equation (8). Daytime scattering strength
values in the area studied never varied by more than 4 dB; the same maximum difference was
observed when all the nighttime values were compared. Consequently, the two sets of repetitive
data were averaged and the respective daytime and nighttime mean values of scattering strength
versus frequency were plotted. The similar results obtained from the two daytime and nighttime
measurement sequences ih indicative of both experimental reproducibility and the relatlvcly
stable nature of the scattering layers during the period this study was conducted. The daytime
results are shown in Rgure 1. A prominent peak in scattering strength is observed in the frequen-
cy range 5 to 6.3 kHz, and the values appear to be increasing again at 20 kHz. The greatest varia-
tion in scattering strength is found for frequencies between 2 and 5 kHz.

The corresponding results obtained under nighttime conditions are illustrated in Figure 2.
The daytime characteristics of a peak at 5 to 6.3 kHz and greatest frequency dependence in
scattering strength below 5 kHz are evident in the night data also. A secondary peak is observed
near 12.5 kHz. The nighttime scattering strength values shown are greater than the correspond-
ing daytime values by about 2 to 16.5 dB.

Figure 3 snows the diurnal variation of scattering strength as a function of frequency for the
area under study. The data shown were determined by subtracting daytime scattering strengths
from nighttime values and clearly indicate a nighttime increase resulting from the upward
diurnal migration of the scattering layer during sunset. The smaller scatterers, contributing to
the diurnal variation at frequencies above 5 kHz, appear to undergo only "slight" upward move-
ment, as they account for relative scattering inpreases of about 3 dB. The majority of the In-
creased scattering at night is apparently a result of those scatterers resonant at frequencies below
5 kHz. A pronounced maximum increase in nighttime scattering is shown for the 2.5-kHz
scatterers.
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Figure I. Mean scattering strength versus
frequency, day sequence

Identification of Domimnt Scattering Layer

The one-third octave band analysis of a shot from a daytime sequence, which can be used to
determine the depth of the bottom of the deepest layer insonified, is shown in Figure 4. Scat-
tering from the deep layer is first received at approximately 0.7 sec after detonation; thereafter,
the reverberation levels continue to increase, reaching a maximum at 0.9 sec, where penetration
of the layer bottom occurs. The reverberation level then decays at the rate of -30 log t. The
maximum level was identifiable fof all the daytime frequency bands investigated, but was most
marked in the 5 and 6.3 kHz bands. The nighttime scattering returns, when subjected to similar
one-third octave band-pass analysis, showed evidence of a definite "filling in" of the low.
frequency traces, because of the upward migration of the layer. The resultant effect is that the
depth of the bottom of the nighttime scattering layer could not be identified on the acoustic
records.

Another daytime shot was processed using a narrow band vibralyzer to produce the three-
dimensional plot shown in Figure 5. Apin at approximately 0.7 sec after to, sound scattered
from the deep layer is discernible. An estimate can be made of the depth to the surfa.ce of the
layer from this type of plot, but information regarding the bottom of the layer is totally
obscured.
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Figure 2. Mean scattering strengith versus
frequency, night sewuence

Scattering strength spectra computed for selected times After detonation for a day sequence
are presented in Figure 6. The data indicate that relatively few scatterers are present between the
surface and 430-m depth, with most if the scattering occurring in the depth interval from 580 to
690 m, followed by negligible contributions from scatterers at depths greater than 764 ;n. Addi-
tionally, the strongest scattering returns are produced by those scatterers resonant near 6.3 kw-.
A similar plot for the nighttime results is shown in Figure 7. In general, the scattering at night
appears almost wholly confined to the upper 305 m. The nighttime layer thickness depicted Is
Almost three times the thickness of the domintant daytime layer identified. It should perhatps be
noted that little tge~flcance is attached to the trend of the data obtainable for frequencies be-
low 1.25 kl~z at the shallow depths because of difficulties in data interpretation in this region.

The ship's 12.kHz echosounder system using a downward looking transducer with a 30" coni.

2i

cal beamwidth was operated throughout most of the crula. The fathograns produced were of
inferior quality because of equipment malfunctions, but nevertheless certain recurrent patterns
of the 12-kHz scattering population were imply displayed. Most prominent of the daytime fea.
tures was a concentration of scatterers located at a depth of 504 m and an apparent zhicknesw of
of 60 m. On one occasion a surface layer was noted after sunrise extending down to 54 m while
on two other days a third, 180-m thick layer was ween between I110 and 290 m.

During upward migr'ation across sunset the scattering pattern seen on the echomunder
changed significantly, and showed a peristent concentration af scatterers from the surface to 311
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Figure 3. Diurnal variation of mean scattering
strength as a function of frequency

average depth of 340 m. A deep scattering concentration was also noted near 580-m depth and
of 67-m thickness. An intermediate third layer was sometimes observed at night near 440-m
depth, with a thickness of 45 m.

The daytime and nighttime dominant scatterer concentratious, as determined from the re.
verberation spectra, agee very well with the 12-kHz echosounder records. This is not an unex.
pected result for this location as a 12.kHz peak Is observed in the scattering strength curve of
Figure 2. In addition, the scattering strength at 12 kHz Is high compared to the lower frequen.
cies. The deep, nighttime scattering layer at 580 m, explicit in the 224-Hz echosounder results
but not implied by the reverberation spectra of Figure 7, could easily be explained by the hydro-
phone receiving sound scattered from the surface layer at exactly the same time as returns from
the deep layer. Ijrther, the location of the daytime layer together with !hie observation of little
diurnal variation at 124kHz indicate a nonmigratory component that woulo not be resolved by
the receiving system. However, it is also apparent that such a nonmigratory concentration of
small scatterers could be completely masked by the strong nighttime "surface" layer. Admit.
tedly then, the possibility of a depth ambiguity does exist in the nighttime results of Figure 7.

Size Distribution of Reemnat Scatterm

It is assumed, at least for this discussion, that all the scatterers insonifIed by the explosion
shock wave are forced into damped ocillation at their respective resonant frequencies. This
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Figure 4. Representative one-third octave bandpass analysis of a daytime measurement

stipulation is needed to assure that the intensity of backscattered sound produced at a specific
frequency is a function solely of the number of scatterers of swimbladder radius R equivalent
to that specific frequency of resonance. Combining the numerical integration results of equation
(5) with the calculated scattering strength, resonant frequency, and depth values for the main
layer considered produces a curve relating the number of scatterers per cubic meter (N,) of a
certain size swimbladder in the layer to the radius R of that swimbladder. Certain simplifications
and assumptions have been allowed for ease i:. computation. First, the Q was determined from
the mean depth of the layer and assumed constant. Second, the shear modulus of fish tissue was
ignored, and, third, the ratio of the scatterer resonant frequency to the individual one-third oc.
tave filter center frequency was always unity. The latter two simplifications were not violated
for the data presented, but the initial assumption of constant Q does cause concern in the night.
time case. To clarify, the variation of Q as a function of depth for the uppermost 200 m of the
nighttime layer is significant, The nighttime curve was calculated using a mean value of Q near
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10. T1w results for the layer popuilations ire shown as Figures 8 and 9, with the scatterer den-
sities prtsented as log N

No conclusions rcgarýing biological species composition are possible, bu. the calculated con-
oentration shown doe possess a range of values exceeding several orders of magnitude while tiie 4

associated swimbladder variation remains small. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that
most size compronents of the layers are represented. Extrapolation of these curves to even
smaller uizes would sem to produce significantly higher concentrations but the minintal values
shown for the Iare radii woul4 probably persist well out into the "tall."

A comparison of the log N values reveal& little difference between the day and night con-
centrations. Because we are eI'ectively looking at the same scatterers in each casw and because
the relatively wide analysis bandwidth used tends to obscure the frequency shift resulting from
migration, this pe sen no contradiction.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In summary, volume scattering measurements were made in an area 200 miles north of Oahu.
Detailed analyses of the expluadve source scattering strength data permitted calculations to be
made to determine the daytime and nighttime depths of the scattering layer and their respective
thicknesses. By assuming resonant scattering for swimbladder bearing fishes, a method was
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Figure 9. Nighttime size distribution of resonant scatterers

presented for determining the size and concentration of those individuals comprising the scat-
tering layer.

The treztment presented here is not intended to be either complete or conclusive. Certainly,
more experimental validation, possibly through biological net hauls and directional acoustic
measurements, is required. The significance of .he acousticaily derived scatterer size distribution,
assuming its validity, will most probably become clearer as it is further applied. For example, if
biological net haul data are combined with acoustic results, it may be possible to derive. a rela-
tionship of computed in situ swimbladder size versus fish length. Such a relationship would pro-
vide validation for the application of sindlar equations, derived from laboratory swimbladder
measurements, to in situ conditions. At present, the application of these latter equations is de-
pendent upon exact knowledge of the physiological characteristics of the swimbladder bearing
fish. In addition, a study of the statistics of the derived distributions could yield valuable in-
formation on the coherent character of the actual scattering response.
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DISCUSSION

Smith: Sorry to start off with such a simple and technical question, but what is the origin of
your choice of sixty feet for the source and receiver depth?

Van Schuyler: We make use of Navy signal underwater sound (SUS) sigp.ls, and they are set to
pressure detonate. It is detonated merely by means of hydrostatic pressure on a piston face
in the explosive, and it is just set to actuate at 60 ft. They come in various detonation depths,
and 60 ft, it happens right now, is the shallowest we can go.

Winokur: I might add that in the measurement of this type, it is most desirable to utilize a source
as close to the surface as possible, and Dr. Chapman uses explosives that detonate very near the
sea surface. By using a shallow source it is possible to reduce the effect of surface reverberation
on the volume scattering measurement.

Batzler: I wonder how close this area is to MGS 4 measurements in this general area.

Winokur: It coincides with one location.

Batzler: I remember that their results a little earlier in the year, probably April or March, had
very high integrated values, column strengths. At 3.5 kHz I think it was -38 dB. They had a
test later on, maybe September, where this went down to about -55 dB, and I have some single
frequency measurements from August which agree pretty well with their September data, but I
wonder how your values agree or disagree with their very high values. They're quite high

Van Schuyler: I had originally included for comparison the results of the Alpine data. As I re-
member, the reason I didn't include them was because the data as I had it from them only con-
sisted of one or two, I think three frequency points, and I did not like the idea of trying to draw
a comparison for the three frequency points. But at those frequency points, there seemed to be
fairly good agreement at the higher frequencies; I believe it was at 8 and 12 kHz. I'm not sure
about those two numbers. But at the low frequency, there is a substantial difference. It's kind
of nebulous to try to talk about a trend on three data points for a 20-kHz range.

hatzler: it may point up the fact that in certain areas, principally off southern California, there
is a distinct difference with season. The month of May may be late enough so that you have
quite a difference between it and their measurements in April, 1 believe.
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THE DEPENDENCE OF ACOUSTIC VOLUME
SCATTERING ON DEPTH, FREQUENCY; AND

TIME IN THE NORTHEAST PACIFIC OCEAN

J.A. Scrrger and R.G. Turner
Defense Reseai ch Establishment Pacifil

Vicioria, British Columbia

ABSTRACT

Measurements of the acoustic scattering characteristic; of the ocean volume have been made
in the northeast Pacifi! Ocean. Some limited meaurements of total scattering of the water
column are presente4. A recentiy developed technique that enables voiume scattering strength
to be mvesured in situ as distinct from methods ausg downward-ooking, near-surface equipments
is described. Frequency- and depth-dependence of a atte~ing is shown for a site off Point Reyes
(San Francirco). Data were collected over almo:t a full day, enabling diurnal variations to be
examined.

INTRODUCTION

The scattering of acom dc v aves from the icem volume has been studied at the Defense
Research Establishment Pacific (DPEP) since au ,nt 1967. Most of the measurements have been
made ip local waters, which means-siree DPEL' is situated on the sotithern tip of Vancouver
Island-the northeast Pacifi, Ccean. Our in: ial approach to this problem was to adopt the
technique that had been deve)oveU 1ý Chapman (196'/) and his coworkers with a view to look-
ing for diffei 4nces o. simn -ritie5 that might exist in the reverberation characteristics of the
Pacific ane '_,'tlaý tic )ceans. We were soon to discover that the scattering phenomenon was a
complex one a di that ocýa'.An comparisons weie not easily made, except in terms of the com-
monly used parameter-scat erLg strength of the water column, 10 logf•max M. (z)dz, where
Zmax is a depth above whiýh the majority of the scatterers reslde and at which depth the
integral attains a i.aximur value. Accordingly, we developed a means of obtaining measure-
ments of the scattering strength explicitly, i.e., 10 log Mv (z,f)-a function of both depth z
and frequency f.

Figure 1 shows the locations that we have examined in the northeast Pacific Ocean. Cruise
8i69 (Stations IV to VIH) was carried out to look for hanges in scattering characteristics with
latitude without the concomitant seasonal variation that may be contained in the data from
other stations. Analysis of data from these areas is nearing completion, however only data fiora
two stations (Stations I and II) will be presented in this paper. At Station I we obtained data
yielding integ•ated scattering strengths (Scrimger and Turner, 1969), while at Station II a time
series of measurements of the value of 10 log M,(zf was obtained. Station Ill, Incidentally,
wps occupied when the technique of measuring scattering strength directly was firt tried out
in 1968, and the results of that trial have been reported elsewhere (Scdimger and Tumor, 1969b).
Results c Atained from Station VIII will also be reported on separately.

34!
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INTEGRATED STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS

'.i•tcgmted scattering strength measurements are made using explosive chav3¢s, fired near the
surface, as an acoustic source and a hydrophone suspended close to the firng point to detect
the backscattered returns. The latter are produced within an expanding hernisph- rical shell cor-
responding to the shock wave of the explosion. Observation of tJ, decryA.g intensity of the re-
turned sound for several seconds enables information on the scattering characteristics at almost
any desired depths to be obtained. It may be shown that the scattering strength Ceiived from the
scattered returns from the hemispherical shock wave is equivalent to that which would be ob-
tained by integrating along a vertical column of uni-i crom sectioa amid of the same length as the
radius of the shock wave. Such scattering st-er.gth r.;ezstrementU are thus generally referred to
as integrated or colunm strngrth vaalies. Pigt~re 2 -how. integratbd 3catteting strengths, in three
octave bands covering the frequency range 1.25 to 10 kHz obtained at Station I. These are
plotted as a function of the coiumn iength (i.e., depth z). The column strength usually reported
is the maximum value 3f scatteiing stiengm that may be read at the bottom of these curves. Our
interest in plotting the integral in this wiy (es~entilly as a fuitctioa of the upper limit of the
integral) was to look at the distribution of scattering with depth in lhe water column. Because
contributions of scattered energy received at a near-surface hydrophone from the horizontally
stratified scattering layers can only add to the inte8r.Il, it must always be positive-going when
generated as a function of depth and prominent "shoulders" nn thIs cmwve are Indicative of the
depth and strength of scattering layers. In fact, differentiation of this curve will, in principle,
yield the scattering strength profile. Deriving Kattering strength profiles in this way, however,
proves unrewarding. As can be seen from Figure 2, a considerable portion of the integrated-
strengthi pofile near the surface is negative-going because of contamination from surft -
scattered energy, aid the depth to which this contamination is effective is dete'naned by the
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hydrophone depth, by the acoustic frequency being observed (since surface scattering strength
is frequency dependent), and by the surface roughness or sea state. At the bottom end of the
curves, the depth to which the data are valid depends on the signau-to-noise ratio of the decaying
reverberation signal; and in the middle portions of the curve only the strongest layers yield
slopes in these curves that can be readily measured.

IN SITU MEASUREMENTS

Method

In 1968 efforts were concentrated on a technique that would permit the measurement of
volume scattering strength in situ and, as mentioned earlier, a description of this technique
along with the results from its first use have already been reported (Scrimnger and Turner,
1969b). Because the method is new and different from that used by other workers in the field,
a brief description will be given here. The technique is to detonate a small explosive charge close
to (<10 ft) a hydrophone and observe the broad band (at present 0.2 to 10 kHz) scattered re-
turns for a short time interval after detonation. In fact the data samples used in deriving scatter.
ing strengths are 12.5 msec in length and begin 40 msec after detonation. We are therefore
dealing with the returns scattered from a spherical shell about 200 feet in diameter with a
volume of about 50 X 103 yd3 . It is thus possible to measure in situ values of scattering
strength with a resolution of abou-. 200 ft. This type of experiment is shown in Figure 3. The
inset to this figure shows a pod of explosive charges and hydrophone, which may be lowered
together to various depths in order to observe the amount of scattered energy produced by
detonating units of the pod. In this way it is possible to obtain a profile of scattering strength
versus depth, with good depth resolution, down to the present limiting depth of 2,000 ft. This
depth limit is currently imposed by the type of charge that will not fire reliably below 2000 ft
and also by an arbitrary choice of cable length.

The expression that relates volume scattering strength to the observed pressure for this type
of experiment is

20 logp a 10 logMv + 10 log E1 00- 20 log t + 73.7

where p is the pressure, M. is the volume scattering strength, E1 00 is the energy flux at 100
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yards, and t is the time after detonation, all in cgs units. The derivation of this expression as.
sumes that the measurement takes place in a region of uniform scattering and a decay of 20
log t is predicted, which differs from the more familiar 30 log t decay observed in the widely
used, surface-fired charge technique. If the region does not possess uniform scattering charac-
teristics, a 20 log t decay will not be observed but the method will still yield an average value
of the scattering strength for that small volame of the ocean from which the acoustic returns
originate. The above expression may be obtained by making the proper substitutions in the
general equation given by Urick (1962). It was deemed necessary to consider the effect of
pulse length, since our scattering observations are made close in to the charge-hydrophone pair.
We have therefore made a separate derivation (Scrimger and Turner, 1969b) of the above
scattering equation, which allows limits to be placed on the magnitude of errors to be expected
when pulse length effects are ignored in our type of experiment. If the acoustic pulse length is
assumed to be represented by one bubble pulse interval, which for our charges varies from 5
msec at 200 feet to I msec at 2000 ft, then Figure 4 depicts the magnitude of the pulse length
errors that might be encountered for various times of observation.

Because this method of measuring scattering strength involves the firing of our explosive
charge sources (C.I.L. Seismocaps, T.N.T. equivalent-0.00146 Ib) over a range of depths from
200 to 2000 ft and because the energy spectrum level of an explosive charge is known to vary
with depth (Christian, 1967), it has been necessary to make energy-spectrum measurements for
these particular charges. A description of the method and the results of these measurements has
been reported on separately (Turner and Scrimger, accepted for publication), but a series of
energy spectra for groups of charges fired at five different depths and monitored by a hydro-
phone spaced at a range of about 100 yards for the shallowest group and about 300 yards for
the others is shown here in Figure 5, all scaled to a distance of 100 yards. This series of curves
dramatically illustrates the shift of the peak of the energy spectrum toward higher frequencies
as the increasing depth shortens the bubble-pulse interval. In addition, it will be seen that the
high-frequency end of the spectrum has about a minus 3.dB.per-octave slope, which decreases
with increasing depth rather than the familiar minus 6-dB-per-octave falloff such as is found in
the energy spectra of I-lb charges. This depth variability of the source characteristics has been
included in arriving at our volume scattering strength spectra.
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Results

In December 1968, we had occasion to carry out deep-anchoring trials off San Francisco and

at that time were able to obtain measurements over almost a full day at Station I1 where the
water depth was 1,930 frn. These measurements, which have recently been reported (Scrimger
and Turner, submitted for publication), permitted some insight into the mechanism of the
diurnal variation of volume scattering. The hydrophone-pod combination was lowered a total
of eight times between 0600 houri P,S.T. (about 1.5 hours before dawn) and 2000 hours P.S.T.
(about 2 hours after sunset). B , -g ýt a depth of 2W ft, 10 shots spaced at 200-ft intervals
were fired in each lowering, which took about 30 min. The analysis techniques used, although
similar to those mentioned in our earlier paper (Scrimger and Turner, 1969b)have undergone
slight changes that now allow our complete data analysis to be carried out digitally with relative
ease and speed. These changes have been stimulated by the acquisition of a third-grneration
computer with which the Fast Fourier Transform technique of power-spectrum analysis could
or impleemon"ted at our laboratory. The broadband, magnetic-tape recordings of tha back-
scattered sounds from each charge firing are first digitized and then scattering-strength spectra
having a resolution of 400 Hz are generated from short (12.5 msec) samples of the scattered
signals beginning at 40 msec after detonation. This procedure resulted in the production of 80
spectra. Because scattering characteristics can be expected to show a depth dependence, these
spectra were grouped according to the 10 depths at which firings were made and these groupings
are shown in the next 10 figures-Figures 6 through 15. Because of a malfunction in the calibra-
tion system during the time we were gathering data for profile 5, only seven out of a total of
eight spectra were plotted in each group. Profile 5 was also omitted from Figure 18 for the same
reason.

In Figure 6, spectra obtained at the 200-ft level are presented. H re we note that the only
difference between all spectra observed over the diurnal period is the level shift that occurs
between spectra. Characteristics that are common to all the spectra are the minhnum at 2.5
kHz, the sharp low-frequency rise in level and the linear increase of level with frequency of
about 5 dB/kHz on the high frequency side of the minimum. At the 400-ft level (Figure 7), the
overall shift among the spectra is notably smaller than that at 200 ft; the minimum has virtually
disappeared and the slope has decreased slightly. At the 600- and 800-ft levels (Figures 8 and 9)
the spectral characteristics fall into two frequency regimes-one above 5 kHz and one below. In
the higher frequency regime the spectra are tightly grouped and have a common slope, the slope
of the 800-ft data being less than that of the 600 ft. Below 5 kHz the large (25 to 35 dB) spread
among the spectral levels obtained at different times of the day is again apparent. Figure 10
shows the spectra obtained at 1000 ft. At this depth the spectra of scattered returns are virtually
fiat between 2 and 10 kHz and show a marked fall in level below this frequency. The spread in
average values remains high. Spectra associated with the 1200- and 1400-ft levels (Figures 11
and 12) show only a small change from the 1000-ft spectra, but the trend to decreasing slope
with increasing depth continues so that now slopes above 3 kHz have become negative. At
1600 ft, the levels of all but one spectrum have decreased and a well-defined line component
appears in the spectra (Figure 13) at 9.6 kHz. This component persists in the spectra observed
at the 1800- and 2000-ft levels (Figures 14 and 15) at which depths three additional spectral
liaes become apparent at frequencies of 1.2, 3.2. and 4.8 kHz. To be sure of the odigin of such
line components, we recorded a small sample of noise immediately before firing each shot and
subsequently subjected each noise sample to the same analytical procedure undergone by the
signal. Plotting families of the noise spectra at each of the above depths enabled spuriow
single-frequency noise components to be identified. This technique shows the lines at 1.2 and
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Figure 14. Scattering strength Figure 15. Scattering strength
spectra obtained at 1,800 ft. spectra obtained at 2,000 ft.

4.8 kHz, which are marked N in Figures 14 and 15, to be a result of noise, whereas noise spectra
in the vicinity of the other intem at 3.2 and 9.6 kHz were flat. Close examination of some of the
&Walow spectra also reveals traces of these now components.

Integration under any of these scattering strength venus frequency curves between any
arbitrarily chosen pair of frequencies gives the scattering strength in any desired frequency band.
Thus cattering strength veru depth profiles may be derived, and we have chosen to do so for
the four ctave bands between 0.625 and 10 kHz shown in the next four figures (ie., Figures
16 through 19). In Figure 16, profiles in the 5- to 10-klz band are plotted, the reference ordi-
nates for those profiles being spaced horizontally in proportion to their temporal spacing during
the day. Because the profiles take about 30 min to complete, the reference ordinate was taken
at the mean tUme of the lowering. The scattering-ttrength values are absolute and are !dven by
their horizontal displaciment from the reference ordinate, in terms of the decibel scale factor
shown in the figure. The upward migration of scatterers is readily seen and produces, at least at
this position, an increase of scattering strength in the upper 200 ft of the water of as much as
20 dD. Othei notable features in these profiles are (1) the near-linear increase in scattering
strength as the surface is approached from depths as great as 1200 to 1600 ft at night, as dis-
tinct from the vertical character of the profiles during daytime; (2) the relatively suall variation
in level in the 600- to 1500-ft depth range that was seen in the spectral curves discussed above;
ard (3) layers evident near the surface, at 600 and 1400 ft. Comparison of these profiles with
the ,chogrna taken with a 12-k4& echosounder gives fair oorrelation for layer position and
movement. Lack of correlation is likely to be because the echosounder frequency lies outside
the band used for these profiles. Profiles in the 2.5 to 5 kHz band (Figure 17) show little re-
semblance to those in the higher octave band of Figure 16 and show the near-urface incram
in strength only during the potstunset period. A well-defined layer centered at 1400 ft persists
dtroughOUt most of this record, but it is certainly not symmetrical about the daylight hour,.
The layer is weak in the pre-dawn period, becomes stronger and wider in the corse of the day
and by sunset extends over almost 1000 ft in depth between 600 and 1600 ft. The scattering
picture that appean as we pas to the next lower octave band (ie., the 1.25. to 2.54;Hz band,
Figure 1 8j is spin different from those seen in the hige octave bands. Here we find variations
in profile sttucture occurring from profile to profle-especially in the first five obse d Gen-
erally s minimum in scattering strength is found in the 400- to 500ft depth Interval, except in
profile 3 where a large increase in scattering strength occurs at this level. It is tempting to at-
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tribute such large and sudden changes to fish shoals. No signatures that might be associated with
shallow-swimming fish appear in the spectra, however. One feature of this series of profiles that
can be seen at once in the spectral presentation is the gloss increase in level that occurs in all
profiles after the first three. This average low levcl of scattering for the first three profiles of the
day is again evident in the 0.625. to 1.25-kHz b,..A (Figure 19). It will be seen in Figure 19 that
the reference ordinate drawn for these profiles is 10 dB lower than that used elsewhere. A
near-surface layer may be seen in prof'les 4, 6, and 7, the scattering strength of which increases
by some 8 dB in profile 8. This layer is missing in the pre-dawn and early-morning profiles
(evidently we should have taken a few more measurements during the night in order to see
when the near-surface layer dispersed). In this frequency band, the deeper layers are present
at about 1000 and 1400 ft. By 1000 hours (profile 4), these layers have coalesced into one
thick layer extending from 100 to 1500 ft. Between 1500 and 2000 hours (profiles 6, 7, and
8) a thin layer appears to sink from 1000 to 1400 ft.

CONCLUSION

We see then that the phenomenon of scattering of acoustic waves from the volume of the
•cean most certahiily cannot be represented by a picture of a medium consisting of stable
scattering layers. The statistics available in the data obtained over the diurnal period that we
have discussed aboý-e are insufficient to reveal cyclic components in the variability other than
the post-sunset increase in the scattering near the surface caused by the upward migration of
biological species. Hopefully, with the acquisition of more data, we will be able to identify fish
sizes and size distributions (if not species) in terms of the broadband spectra. For example, the
line components in the spectra obtained at the 1600- and 1800-ft levels can be presumed (as-
suming the relationship between bubble resonant frequency, depth and radius given by Minnaert
(1933)) to be a result of resonant scattering from swimbladders or gas bubbles of 0.74- and
0.25-cm radius for 3.2 and 9.6 kl-z, respectively, and it may be possible to interpret the uni-
formity of the spectral slopes over various frequency ranges at most of the depths examined in
terrs of fish bladders and their spacing in an array or shoal as discussed by Weston (1967).
Flirther study will doubtless produce a clearer picture.
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DISCUSSION
Wednesday evening, 1 April 1970

Winokur: I have asked a few people to make some comments and to present additicnal data
this evening related to the papers that we heard , before we get irto any critics! ds,;ussion
or comment about what we have heard so far in this session. In order to btan off this evening's
session then, I have asked Mr. Richard Love of the U. S. Navai Oceanographic Office to take a
few minutes to present the results of some of the dorsal aspect work that he has done because
it is very closely related to what Brian McCartney reported on earlier.

Love: Today's papers have concerned the resonant scattering from air-bladder fish. However,
the range of resonance is not usually the range of interest where discrete dish echoes are received
by a sonar. In this range the target strength of fish can vary widely with small changes in fish
length or acoustic frequ9 cy, dutd fish of the same size and species may have target strengths
varying by as much as 10 dB.

To approximate the target strength of an individual fish, I have conducted experiments on a
number of live fish of 12 different species, ranging from 2 to 9 inches in length. The incident
acoustic frequency ranged from 12 to 200 kHz.

I have combined the results of these experiments with all other available data into non-
dimcrzsional regression lines, which can be used to determine the maximum side-aspect ar.d dorsal-
aspect target strengths of an individual fish. Figure 1 shows these regression lines. The side as-
pect data were published in the September 1969 issue of the Journal of the Acoustical Society
of America, and the dorsal aspect data is new. Here, a is th' acoustic cross section, L Is the fish
length, and X is the acoustic wavelength.
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For the dorwl aspect the regression line is

a 2 043(L1

in the E/N range of 0.7 to 90, and for the maximum side aspect it is

.22 064 -L)2.28
-=.

hi the LPX range of I te I'). This e'quation for the maximum side aspect is a slightly modified
version of ont thot alpeared in JASA, the modification being a result of the addition of recent
data.

The targct Atrength of an individual fish can be calculated from the regression lines by using
the rel4tion

T = 10 log (i)

where T is measurod at one yard and o i3 in square yards.
For the maximum side aspect

T = 22.8 log L - 2.8 log X - 32.4

and for tee dorsal aspect

T= 19.1 logL + 0.9log),-34.2

Over the cr -unon L/X range of I to 90, the side aspect target strength increases from 1.8 dB
greater than the dorsal aspect at LA = 1, to 9.0 dB greater at L/I = 90.

Comparing Dr. McCartney's equation presented this morning to my dorsal aspect equation
ov - their common L/X ranSe of P S to 20, Dr. McCe-tney's is 2.2 dB lower than mine at L/I =

0._ and is 5.3 dB higher than mine at L/X = 20.
Figures 2 an" 3 show the relation of the regression lines to resonant scattering.
The resonance peak shown is calculated from Andreeva and Chindonova's equations for a

fish at a depth of 20 feet, with a Q = 5 and with an equivalent spherical swimbladder radius
equal to 1/20 of the fish length. The portion- of the clire off resonance are ap1noximated by a
bpherical bubble equal in volume to the fish's swimbladder.

It can be seen in Figure 2 that at any Vp:cific frequency, a large non-resonant fish can have
a greater acoustic cross-,ectk.. +an a small resnant fish. However, as is shown in Figure 3,
where the ordanate has been changed from oA' to , /ILs, the acoustic cross-section of a fish of
specific size is probably greater at the resnant fi-quency than at any other frequency for which
L!A < 100.
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Johnson:

Some Mid-Ocean Acoustic Scatterers

An acoustic syst=m has been developed at the Marine Physical Laboratory that can provide data
on sound scattering in the ocean (1,2). Uniform depth resolution is achieved through the use of an
electronic package equipped with sources and receivers which is lowered into the ocean. Recent
work at a locýation in the San Die3o Trough has provided some estimates of target strength,
swimming speed and population density for individual scatterers to depths of 1600 meters. In
data collection, a single frequency ping is generated; then samples are taken corresponding to
returns from sections of spherical shells around the underwater package limited vertically by the
400 beamwidth of the horizontally omnidirectional transducers. All of the data were obtained
using a 2-msec pulse length with instantaneous envelope samples spaced l-msec apart.

The displays presented here are organized around four frequency pairs: 4.5 and 6.3 kl-z, 8.9 and
10.5 kHz, 15 and 16.7 kHz, 24 and 27 kHz (Figures 1-3). Data returns at the top of each band come
from 30 meters range and those at the bottom from 80 meters. The median ot the returns from
each ping is encoded in the stripe above each frequency band. The computer compares each sample
to the median, and assigns the seven available grey shades to samples from one to seven dB above
the median. Samples at or below the median are written as white, while anything more than seven
dB above the median is written with the darkest shade of grey. Steady darkening with ir,;reasnig
range is the effect of the range corrections on ambient noise in the absence of scatterers.

Because of the experiment's geometry, identifying a single return with an individual scatterer
would be unjustified. But by observing a smill volume for several minutes, we can track
scatterers and, hopefully, average out interfering effects.

All the numbers should be treated with some skepticism. The movement rates are not abso-
lute, since we have no measurements of current speed. Target strengths are subject to off-axis
distortion and represent averages of strong scatterers to the nearest 5 dB,. Population densities
are low estimates for these same strong scatterers, but they should be within a factor of two.
Finally, the observations at each depth lasted only 20 minutes and may not represent the ocean
or even the San Diego Trough in general.

Of the animals observed, only those at 1600 m seem to be clearly affected by the presence of
the acoustic package. At that depth they are typically attracted rather than repelled.

Summary of Reslts

Target Strengh Popultion Movemnt
,,, dB pr106m3  F nm/uc

1000 m
15 & 16.7 kHz -55 2 0-0.1
24 & 27 kHz -40 3 0-0.1

1300 m
4.5 & 6.3 kHz -35 2 0.1-0.2
8.9 & 10.5 kHz -35 12 0-0.1
15 & 16.7 kHz -40 12 0-0.1
24 & 27 kHz -35 8 0-0.1

1600 m
4.5 & 6.3 kHz -35 4 0.1-0.2
8.9 & 10.5 kHz -40 5 0.1-0.3
1 & 16.7 kHz -45 7 0.1-0.3
24 & 27 kHz -40 5 0.1-0.3
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McCartney:

CHANGES IN SCATTERING LAYER STRENGTH DURING DEPTH MIGRATION

Useful information on the sizes of sound scattering organisms has been obtained by measure-
ment of acoustic back scattering strength, particularly the use of resonant peaks and the changes
thereof during the diurnal migratioq periods. There is considerable interest in the migration
behaviour and whether constant mass, constant volume or other constraints apply. To resolve
this, good accuracy in depth and resonant frequency are required simultaneously. Generally,
wide-band explosive sound sources have been used, enabling resonant peaks to be observed up
to 20 kHz, but owing to the lack of directionality in the source. the depth resolution is relatively
poor. Fixed frequency echo-sounders can give better depth resolution, but there is no guarantee
that the scattering observed is resonant, unless a battery of echo-sounders are used simultane-
ously to cover the spectrum. The purpose of this contribution is to suggest that the depth
variation of scattering strength at the centre of a layer may provide useful clues when only a
single sounder is available.

The acoustic scattering section a of a gaseous sphere of radius R (swimbladder approxima-
tion) is well known to be

a = 4 ir R 2  - -) + (T "

and the resonant frequency to be

fo c DII2 R-1

where Q is the quality factor at resonance and D is the depth (including correction for at-
mospheric pressure).

For a constant volume migrator, R is independent of D and the scatterer will pas its
resonant depth Do when the sounder frequency f - f0. Then approximately we can write:-

(A) Constant volume case,

a CK j", f <fo , D > D , Me -20 los D.

o cc 0D-2 f"f0 , D-Do,

o const, f>fo, D<Do, Mconst
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For a constant mass migrator R c D-1/3, so that f0 c D516 and we obtain

(B) Constant mass case

oa "4, f<fo, D>Do, M c-40 og1o, D.

o0Q 2D-4 , f =fo, D=Do

GZD-2/3, f>fo, D<De, Mc -6.7 log, 0 D.

For these ideal cases, A and B, a plot of the volume scattering strength M - 10 log (na/4wr)
versus log, 0 D at the centre of a layer containing n similar scatter(rs per unit volume would
be expected to have slopes of -20 and 0 dB per decade or -40 and -6,7 dB per decade either
side of a resonant peak. The values of Q will probably depend upon depth.

Figure I contains two contoured plots of scattering coefficient (m = no) at 10 kHz during
the sunrise and sunset migrations one day during the DISCOVEi.Y SOND cruise in 1965. The
analogue scattering level for four successive pulse transmissions was obtalned (%n an ultra-violet
paper recorder every five minutes. The traces were read and averaged over the fovr pu:seq and
over each 20-m depth Interval between 0 and 700 m; scattering coefflcient was comp-,ted and
plotted, and subsequently contoured.
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(twice) and 360 m depth, corresponding possibly to resonant radii of 1.7 mm, and 2.0 mm.
None of the examples show identical sunset and sunrise patterns, though there is a tendency for
the end points of correspondingslayers to be at the same values, which is expected if there is
little depth migration outside these periods.

Variations from the above theoretical strength/depth rates would be expected If the layers
contain a fish population mixed in size or behaviour, but migrating together, if there is a change
in thickness of the layer a it migrates, if layers merge, or if there is an appreciable non-
migratory component of scattering. The results shown are not a very conclusive demonstration
of whether this method of examining scattering layers has merit. A wider dynpmic range in
recording and better resolution in time and depth are required. ThU first two ar possible but a
compromise on depth resolution has to be achieved. At lare depths resolution may be affected
more by the difference in depth between the axis and the edges of the beam than the pulse
length, but reducing the beamwidth can make the pulsed sampling volume too snall at the
shallower depths. Pereverence with th measurement of scattering strength at a fixed frequency
during migration periods is perhaps worthwhile because most reseanch ships hav ocho-eounders;
few are able to use the wide-band exploive techniques, escially during biological sampling
cruises.

Hersy:

I am afraid that I have rather arious wories about the fundmentabs of an analys of this
type. For example, a* yourselves how many times you have stopped your ft nd allowed it
to drift while continuing to record the scattering layer. UWaly when someone stops the ship,
the reason is that the hydromaphbr is going to take a station and you are asWd to turn thinp
off and get out of the way so fara u the scattering l obwmrvatios are concened. but if you
keep the records runninn, many times intead of using the famillar salt and peppet aqct of
the deep scattering layer. you have arned that It da s Its character atopter. What you
are seeing me cormltable echo trains tha c Ime from WMduals sithis rumdomly scattervd or
grouped in depth. Shimn you can discern them quite far away, I don't know just what maly*is
you are advocating regerdi these inteeacg echm lke the very pret"y pictm tat we were
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just shown a few moments ago. Obviously it is worth making some kind of a measurement like
your contours. I have done the same thing. It is very rewarding as long as you are sure what it
is you are measuring. I want to remind you again that very often that which looks like diffuse
scattering on a record made from a ship underway has that appearance only because you are
passing very rapidly over the scattering. If you slowed down, the appearance of diffuse scatter-
ing disappears altogether and only single patches of scatterers are to be seen. Just to make things
more confusing, of course, that picture is not universally true. In some places when you slow
down and you simply drift, the salt and pepper pattern continues and individuals are not re-
solved, so I think it is necessary to think ahead to these several possibilities and work out the
fundamentals of the measurements so you can deal with either kind.
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APtSTRACr

In August 1967 collections were made of midwater organisms at four stations in the Nor-
wegian Sea. A 6 foot awcs-Kidd Midwater Trawl was towed open at three of the stations
and a closing device was used at the cod end at the frs station.

The collections contained few species but large numbers of oranisms, consistent with the
high modvicthity reported for this region. The only fish caught in abundance were specimens
of the mantermdh Benthosema gaciake, which increased In numbers as well as in depth of
occurrence from northwest to southeast. The invertebrates also seemed to occur in greater
abundance at shallower depths at the western stations than at the eastern stations.

Depth recorder records showed two kinds of scsttering: (1) a diffus scattering layer
most pronounced at the eater=noat stations, and (2) discrete echoes, generally at shallower
depths, tending to coalesce into a layer at the westernmost stations. The discrete echoes
may result from individuals or schools of lager fishes, such as hering or the cod Mao-
mes•ftus poutasou, which, for the moat part, could successfully avoid the net. Investiatton
of the largely fat-invested mwinrbladders of specimns of Aemthoarmw fevu& Vying do-
grpes of occlusion of the lumen. Investiatlon of the otoliths and the lengt-ftequency di-
tribution of the specimens of Beth owma indicated the prsnce of yeo cdass I through
Ill and possibly IV.

INTRODUCTION

In the course of Investrgating acoustic scattering layer phenomena, the US. Naval Ocean-
ographic Office ioliectud biological and oceanogaphic data in the Norwegian Sea in August 1967
aboard the USNS Gi/a. The Norwegian Sea was chosen for investigtion &3 a boreal region of
reportedly high productivity. Because boreal regions tend to have fewer spedes than tropical or
temperate reions, an Inveutiatlon of such a reglon held promise of providing ight into some
of the biological problems mockated with sound scattering in the ocean.

The locations investigated in the Norwegian Sea were sdected to sample the transition from
the cold water of Arctic origin to the wannr and more uMe water of North Atlantic orion.
Station 2 (Fig. 1) is located at the western e6ge of the lcelandic Basin and well within the limits
of colde, water. Station 2A Is located at the stern edge of the looIim U, Buk.-, just over the
wesern rim of the sill separating the lttidlc and Nwega Basins, in an aea of some mbxftn
of colder and warmer waters. Sttion 3 is located in the western pat of the Norwegian -kin
and Station 4 is located in the eastern part of the Norwegian Basi in typical North Atlantic
Water.

3W
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At all four stations biological tows and hydrographf- cats were made. This paper reports the
biological data taken, principally the data on fishes. The hydrographic data will be reported
separately.

In studies involving midwater fishes as possible sound scatterers, the presence or absence of a
gas-flUed swimbladder and the size of the swimbladder are important because of acoustica!
theory that relates voiume reverberation to gas bubbles i, the water column. The entire swim-
bladder is not necesrily filled with gas but may become occluded, especially as the fishes age.
Marshall (1960) showed that in many species the swimbladder becomes invested with fat. Capen
(1967) reported that in several lanternfishes from off the southern California coast, the swim-
bladders in large specimens become filled or partly filled with a "cottony tinue" outgrowth
from the gas gland

To understand the situation in the common Norwegian Sea lantemrsh, Benthosma glaciale,
the swimbladders of a number of preserved specimens caught in the Norwegian Sea were ex-
amined. Because the swimbladder size is related to the size and age of the fish, the ages and
peaks of abundance for A gla-iale were determined.

Appendix I is a list of fishes collected.

METHODS

All biological collections were nude with a standard 6-foot Iucsa-idd Midwater Trawl
OKMT), fully lined with I/4-inch (bar) knotted nylon netting. The cod end was a half-meter net
of knotless nylon with about 1/8-inch openings. At Station 2, a four-chambered General Motors
Mark U Discrete Depth Plankton Sampler (DDPS) (Aron et al., 1964) was attached to the IKMT.
At all other •atiom, the open IKMT was used with the cod end tied off.

Depths of collection were estimated by triangulation from length of wire and wire angle by
use of a hand-hld inclinometer. All organfim were preserved in 10% formalin and returned to
the laboratory for sorting, identification, rnd analyss. All fishes were identified by the authors.
The invertebrates have not been identified as to species at this time, but they were sorted at the
Smithsonian Ocemnogrphic Sortting Center into six major groups: chaeiognaths, pteropods,
copepods, amphipods, euphamsids, and cardeas.

A Gifft Depth Recorder was operated continuously, providing a record of the acuustic re-
turns at 12 kHz. Standard hydropaphic casts were taken at each sation, proviiong measure-
ments of temperature, ,Mlnity, dissolved oxygen, and selected nutrients in the water.

The specimen of Bthosmv Ifecak examined for swimbladder morphology ran d in site
from 195 mm standard length (SL) to 64 nun SL. They were dissected under a binoculat micro-
scope, and measurements were made of the m4o, and minor axes of the 'wimbladder. The
swimbladders were te removed and opened to determine the 6ga n development and
amount of fat.

RESULTS

In general, two characterbtics of the Novwean So& biological colkaiw were evident. First,
the number of speces wa vry small, wherm the number of lndlduaId was pmt; second,
among the fishes. relatively few ndWlvtals wea captured.

Fish

Alms all the fisas taken were specimens of the myctophid Benthouw. gbk. In addS-
tion to a few unidek fed lazty, sne specimens were taken of :awtier myctophid, Heops
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arctica, at Station 3; a gonostomatid, Maurolicus mulleri, at Station 4; and a cod,Micromesistlus
poutassou, at Station 2A.

Benthosema glaciale was most numerous in the collections at Station.4, the easternmost sta-
tion. Fewer specimens were taken at Station 3, very few at Station 2A, and none at Station 2,
the westernmost station. The results of thew collections will be examined and discussed, con-
sidering the easternmost station first.

At Station 4,401 fishes were taken in nine tows, which sampled from the surface to depths
of about 85 to 940 m (Fig. 2). Of this total, 390, or about 97%, were B.glacdale.

Three tows (T4, T6, and T7) accounted for 351 of the fishes or 87.5% of the total catch.
Tows T4 and T7 were nighttime tows, whereas tow T6 was a daytime tow. Tow T4, collected
down to a depth of about 300 m, and caught 73 B. glaciale and 9 unidentified larvae, givhg a
concentration of 2 fishes/1000 in3 . Tow 17, which collected down to a depth of about 185 m,
caught 110 B. giaciae, giving also a concentration of 2 fishes/1000 in3 .

There were three other tows made during the night (T3, 18, and T9). All had much lower
fisd concentrations, with the two deeper tows having somewhat heavier concentrations than the
"single shallower tow. These results indicate that the depth of maximum concentration of B.
' W!e at night is between 185 and 300 m. However, whether all individuals of B. g/okek take

part in the upward migration is questionable. Tow TB which sampled down to about 470 m,
caught 24 B. glaciale giving a concentration of 0.5 fishes/1000 mn , which is intermediate between
the three tows with heavy concentrations end the other tows. There are two possible explana-
tions why so many fishes were found in this collection after B. glacia/e had migrated up to the
nighttime level. The distribution of B. gactale could be very patchy and, by chance, dense
patches were sampled as the open-net haul went through the depth of maximum ,,oncentration
on setting and re~rieving the net. Alternatively, only a portion of the fishes may have migrated
upward, leaving some at the daytime depths.

There were four tows taken during the day (T1, T2, T5, and T6). During tow 16, which
collected down to a depth of about 500 in, 159 B. g•la/e were taken, giving a concentration of
3 fishes/1000 m3. Two of the other daytime tows sampled shallower than tow T6, and the third
tow sampled deeper. They all had much lower fish concentrations, but, again, the deeper haul
had more fishes than either of the shallower h3uls. The indication is that B. gkidai seems to be
concentrated at a depth of approximately 500 in during the day.

At Station 3, there were only 113 fishes taken in a total of 12 tows, sampling from the Sur-
face to deFths of about 25 to 1350 m (FIg. 3). This isonly about 28% of the fishes taken at
Station 4 in 30% mome towing time. Of the 113 fishes, 111 or more than 98% were B. gkcml.
one was another myctophid Hierops #fctica and one was an unidentified larval fish. The situa-
tionfor B. gix~ekt Station 3 wu similar to that found at Station 4 in that 103 of the I 11
fishes (about 93%) were taken in only three tows (TI, '7, and 719). Tows Tl and T7 wae day-
time tows, while T9 was a nighttime tow. Tow 19, collected from 0140 to 0405 houw down to
a depth of about 275 m and ca iqiht 25 B. glad.: and one unidentified larval fih, gif a con-
centration of 0.6 firhe/1000 m3 . There were three other tows (3D. T4, and TS) taken during
the night; one shallower, one at comparable depth, and one deep•r than T9. Al three had much
lowev concentrations of fishes than T9, with the deepes tow (11) having the hWS concmtr-
tion. Tow TI collected down to & depth of about 500 m and caught 23 B. gShdd and one
Hkerops arctkc, giving a concentration of 0.5 flbes/1000 mi3. Tow "7 colcted down to a
depth of about 500m from 1515 to 190 Koma andclt 53 D. gicsiue. givlng a •ocentramton
of 0.8 fiuhes/1000 m3. There were four other daytime tows taken, one dialflowar and the other
three deeper than T7. AD four had much lower concentrations than the two tows of 500 m.
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These collections indicate that the maximum concentration of B. glaciale at Station 3 is at a
depth of about 275 m at night and 500 m during the day, which fits the pattern seen at
Station 4.

At Station 2A, in II tows which sampled from the surface down to depths of from 15 to
1160 m (Fig. 4), only 6 fishes were taken, 5 of which were B. glaciale. The only other fish
caught was a cod, Micromesistius poutassou. It was taken in tow TI, which sampled from the
surface to about 25 m, and was the only fish caught during the night. There were four night-
time tows (TI, T6, T7, and T8), with the deepest going to a depth of only 40 m.

While there were five daytime tows (T3, T4, T9, TIO, and T 11), only two caught any fishes.
Tow TIO sampled from the surface to a depth of about 387 m and caught 4B.glaciale, giving
a concentration of 0.1 fishes/1000 in3 . This was much shallower than the depth at which B.
glaciale was found during the day at Stations 3 and 4. The only other fish caught in daytime was
a single specimen of B. glaciale taken during TI 1.

There were seven tows made at Station 2, two at night and the other five during the day
(Fig. 5). Even though the water column was sampled down to a depth of about 500 m, no
fishes were taken during the day or night.

Zooplankton

Euphausiids-Because of their abundance and ubiquitous occurrence the distribution of the
euphausiids can be examined in some detail.

Two of the daytime hauls at Station 4 (Fig. 2) had notably heavier concentrations of eupha-
usiids. Tow 4-T2 with a concentration of 100/1000 m3 and tow 4-T6 with a concentration of
50/1000 m3 indicate a possible daytime depth of occurrence between 380 m and 500 m.

Two of the daytime hauls at Station 3 (Fig. 3) also had somewhat heavier concentrations of
euphausiids: 3-TI and 3-T7 with 50 and 40/1000 in3 , respectively, indicate a daytime depth of
occurrence at about 500 m and agree with the situation at Station 4. All the other daytime tows
made at Stations 3 and 4 sampled much lower concentrations of euphausilds, ranging from none

3to 20/1000 mn
All daytime tows at Station 2A showed concentrations ranging from none to 10/1000 m3 ex-

cept tow TIO (Fig. 4), which had a somewhat heavier concentration: 30/1000 m3 . This lamp-
ling depth of 390 m agiees with the depth of maximum concentration men at Stations 3 and 4.

At Station 2, two chambers from tow T4 showed euphausild concentrations of 60 and 100/
1000 n3, and sampled between 400 mn and 550 m. These depths agree with those of maximum
d'ytime concentrations at the other stations. However, chamber A from tow T3, sampling at
around 100 m, had a concentration of 50/1000 in3 , suggesting a possibly shallower daytime
depth of occurrence at this station. The oblique hauls to the surface showed concentrations
ranging from 6 to 1200/1000 Xm 3, suggesting patchiness in the near surface waters.

Nighttime hauls were made at Stations 2A, 3, and 4. Virtually all hauls had moderate con-
centrations of euphauslids ranging from 5 to 20/1000 m3. Only tow T3 at Station 3 had a
slightly greater concentration: 30/1000 m3. Thus, our collections give little indication of night-
time depth of concentration for euphauslids.

Chaetopnaths-These were the most abundant invertebrates represented in our collections.
However, large numbers were caught in the mesh near the cod end of the net. Thus, the data
from the dosing net samples at Station 2 were not reliable and had to be treated a open-net
hauls with the data from the different subsamples of each haul lumped together.
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Chaetognaths were particularly abundant in the deeper hauls at 11 qt-ttins. At Station 4
(Fig. 2) hauls deeper than 350 m contained concentrations of 1CIO &e 200/1000 m3 . At Station
3 (Fig. 3), hauls deeper than about 250 m contained concentrati,' .s of 90 to 200/1000 m3 . At
both stations, the shallower hauls showed concentrations ranging from 5 to 60/1000 m3 . At
Station 2A (Fig. 4) all hauls contained concentrations of at kast 80/1000 m3 while the two
hauls deeper than 400 m contained concentrations of 300 and +00/100C m3. At Station 2
(Fig. 5), the two deep hauls contained concentrations that ra:xged frc~i 60 to 300/1000 m3.

These collections indicate that chaetognaths are more abundant Lt the westernmost stations
and in the deeper hauls. They also suggest that the distribu% on of chaethgnaths may be patchy,
especially at shallower depths.

Pteropods-The only large concentrations of pteropods encountered were in some of the
oblique tows to the surface at Station 2 (Fig. 5) where the conccntrations ranged from 6 to 300/
1000 m3. At Station 2A (Fig. 4), those tows sampling from the surface down to about 50 m
contained concentrations ranging from 1 to 20/1000 m3. All other tows at Stations 2 tnd 2A
as well as all tows at Stations 3 and 4 had lower concentrations, ranging from none to 10/1000

3in.
The numbers of pteropods in the collections f.vom Stations 3 and 4 are too sparse to indicate

anything definite about their distribution at those statiors. However, from the collections made
at Stations 2 and 2A it appears that the pteropods there may be distributed in dense patches
very near the surface.

Copepods-In general, at all four statiorvs t:€ copepods showed some heavy concentrations
in two layers, one from the surface ýo 200 m and one between 700 and 1300 m. In between
these depths, only small or intermediate concentrations were encountered. The collections in
the shallow layer, above 200 m, had w;ace.tirations ranging from none to 400/1000 m3, where-
as those in the deeper layer showed concentration- ranging from 1 to 20/1000 m3 , with two
exceptions at Station 2 that rollected oetween 350 and 550 m. There, chamber B in tow T4
and chamber B in tow T5 contained the somewhat greiter concentrations of 30 and 50/1000
m3 , respectively.

The pattern from our (sallections suijags that the copepods may be concentrated in patches
at shallow depths (ess t~an 200 m) and at deaper depths (perhaps 700 m to 1300 m).

Amphipods-Amphiuods were 3enerally found in moderate abundance in those tows that
reachcd around 400 m or deeper it all four stations, their concentrations ranging from 3 to
20/1000 m3 . At Stations 2A, 3 arnd 4 the towt shallower than 400 m contained verl few
amphipods except one nighttime haul at Station 3, T9, which contained 20/1000 m , suggesting
a possible shallower idghttime ccrncentation.

At Station 2, the oblique hatls near the surface contained concentrations rang"ng from 6 to
100/1000 i 3 , suggesting that amphipods may occur in rather dense patches near the surface at
Station 2.

CaWmus-Larger concentrations of caridean shrimps occurred only in those collections that
sampled below 600 m. At Stations 2A, 3 and 4 the concentrations of caideans in the hauls that
reached 600 m or deeper ranged from 2 to 10/1000 m3 . Concentrations in the shallower hauls
ranged from none to 1/1000 mn3 . No caddeans were caugiht at Station 2 where the deepest haul
reached 550 m.

Scterin Laye
Echo-sounder data obtned using the Gifft Depth Recorder were examined in detail. The

records from Stations 4 and 3 show two layers (Figs. 6 and 7): a deep diffuse layer centered at

J , •--•-
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around 225 m during the day and near the surface at night, and shallower discrete echoes that
tended to coalesce into a solid layer at about 200 m during the day and 25 to 50 m at night.
Both layers migrated over the sunrise and sunset perods. The layers at the two stations differ in
that the shallow layer is somewhat less continuous at Station 3. The scattering layer records
from Stations 2 and 2A show few similarities to those from the other two stations. There is no
deeper diffuse layer zt either Station 2 or 2A. The discrete echoes that do occur at Station 2A
(Fig. 8) are sparser and have less tendency to form a solid layer. They are recorded as a 50-m
wide band centered at a depth of about 100 m and show no sign of any migrating activity. The
discrete echo pattern at Station 2 is similar, but the echoes are even sparser than those at Station
2A and are shallower, being centered at 30 to 40 m depth.

Chemistry
Oxygen and nutrients were in plentiful supply throughout the water column at each station.

No correlation was seen between the vertical distribution of organisms taken in our hauls and the
oxygen and nutrient concentrations.

Swimbladder MobolMo of Beantamaw gledde

Examination of the swimbladder of Benthosema glaciake showed that at about 20 mrr, SL
(Fig. 9A) the swimbladder measures about 2.5 X 0.75 mm, and no fatty tissue can be seen as-
sociated with it. At this size, the gas gland is a thin layer that covers almost the entire inner sur-
face of the swimbladder. By the time B. gcile has attained a length of 30 mm (Fig. 9B), the
swimbladder has increased in size to about 4 X 1.5 umm. The anterit.. art of the swimbladder
containing the thiee retia mirabilia has become completely invested with fatty tissue and some
patches can be seen extending posteriorly along the ventral surface of the organ. The gas gland
has increased in volume, forming a thicker layer over the inner swimbladder wall. At about 40
nmm SL (Fig. 9C) the swimbladder size is about the same, but the fatty tissue and gas gland have
continued to increase in volume. Adipose tissue completely surrounds the swimbladder and ex-
tends ventrally in two large lobes that run the entire length of the swtmblidder. The gas gland
has also increased in volume anM occupies all but a mall lumen at the posterior end of the orpn.
At this stare, adipose tissue development associated with the organ seems to stop and the gas
gland volume increase levels off until B. ~ has grown in size to over 50 mm SL. Then, the
swimbladder increases slowly in length while the gas gland starts to regress with a net effect of
an increase in the size of the lumen. When B. Skctak has attained a the of about 55 mm SL
(Fi& 9D), there Is a small lumen that extends througout the posteuor two-thrds of the organ.
This is formed by a combination of an increase in the swimbladder size to about S X 1.5 mm
and some decrease in the volume of the 8as glaM. By 60 mm SL (Fit. 9E) the gas gland appears
only u a thickened layer investing the inner walls of the ouui leving a lumen the entire length
of the swimbladdMer. At 64 mm SL whkich Is the nmxmum suze for A Slafial taken during owr
net hauls in the Norwegian Sea, the swimbladder size has incmmmd to 5.5 X 1.5 mm, but no dif-
ference can be wen In the lumen ize as compared with that at 60 mm SL

M Modn - Alp Grp of Mammm bak

An investigation of ow material concausng the zsi ditdratlon of A glk Aldcates peaks
of abundance for qclme of approimately 30,40, 50, ad pems 60 mm SL (Fig. 10).
John•en (1945, p. 51) had limited matial collected 1h the wra ner from the Norw*a See and
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adjacent waters showing peaks of abundance at approximately 25, 50, and 70 mm, which he re-
garded as age groups I, II, and III. Halliday (1970) divided extensive material from the north-
western Atlantic into year classes based on the number of transparent rings in the otoliths. For
material collected in July 1968, he found the mean lengths of the ifirst, second, and third-year
classes to be 33.5, 44.3, and 48.9 mm, respectively. Otoliths from our material in the Norwe-
gian Sea were found to be in good condition. Those specimens examined that were around
30 mm SL belonged to age group I, those around 40 mm belonged to age group 11, and those
around 50 mm belonged to age group III. However, the largest specimens examined, around 60
to 64 mm, could not be placed in age group IV with certainty. Nevertheless, our peaks of abun-
dance more -losely resemble those of Halliday than of Johnsen.

In the Norwegian Sea, Johnsen (1945) consideied a few individuals in his age group 11 (peak
at around 52 mm) and probably all in his age group 111 (65.75 mm) to represent mature adults.
In t&, Atlantic he considered his age group 1I (peak at arouad 52 mm) to represent mature
adults. Halliday reported that some females spawn at two years while all spawn at three years
and older (greater than around 38 mm). None of our exarmined specimens show well-developed
gonads, nor could they be expected to if they spawn in the spring, as Halliday found in the
nordiwest Atlantic. Johnsen repored that breeding occurs in the fjords "long the coast of Nor-
way and widely in the North Atlantic, perhaps including the Faeroe Channel. It is not known
whether the population in the open Norwcgian Sea is a breeding population ok expatriates main-
tained by the influx cf individuals from the .ftjrd .d Facr;e C-aoe el.

DISCUSSION

Ocsno ,hy

The ocesatography of the Norwegian Sea is complex (Alekseev and Istoshin, 1959; Metcalf,
1960, and Stefansson, 1962). The Norwegian Sea south of Jan Mayen Iland is divided by the
Iceland-Jan Mayen Ridge into the Icelandic Basin in the west and Norwegian Basin in the east.
Although the two basins are .onnected crous a deep sill, they are very different oceanoprphi-
"cally in the upper layers. The Norwegian Basin is dominated by a large cyclonic eddy made up
of North Atlantic Water that flows over the Wyville Thompson Ridge betwe.-n the Faeroe and
Shetland lWands. The Icelmndic Basin on the other hand, is dominated by Arctic Intermediate
Water that flows from the north (Hunger, unpublished data).

F~es

Many investtptors, including Murray (1886), have pointed out the depeupenrte nature of the
Norwe*tn Sea deep-sea fautia compared with that o, the adjacent North Atlantic. The Wyville
Thompson Ridge with a a depth of oly about 500 m, cts as a barrier to the movement of
Atlantic dwp-aes organiars in.o the Norwetitw Sea. The "Michael Sart" North Atlantic Deep
Sea Expeditlor of 1910 collected biologial material at one rtatlon south of the ridge (Station
101) and one statlio just n&th of the rkp (Statton 102). At all depthk, the collections made
at Station 101 dosely resembled thowe made furthev south and west in the Atlantic. Howmt,
at Station 102 just to tfw north of the ridg, tows were tingde at 50. 100, 150, 200 300. 500,
700, and 750 m and no casrm~ns of deep4fvtig Atlantic orpn=aa were taken. Compartl the
faunas 2t these two stations, Murray and Hiort (1912, p. 126) ftand that only 48 spleie out of
a total of 433, or about 11%, were common to both ides. Amor. the fUm, hbout 13% of the
species were conmuo to both sides. An examination of the varius pixbiW "Mchael Sari"
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Expedition reports dealing with midwater fishes reveals that only one 1-mm specimen o€
Maurolicus mulleri and eight specimens of Benthosema glaciate were taken at Station 102. How-
ever, a few other Atlantic nidwater fish have been recorded along the Norwegian coast.

Murray and Fjort (1912, p. 643) give a list of Atlantic forms found in Norwegian waters,
along with thei- relative frequency of occurrence and point out that most are rare visitors seldom
found in great numbers. Among the midwater :ishes mentioned are Myctophum glaciate
(= Benthosema glaciate), Myctophum elongatum [= Notoscopelus kroyeri (see Bolin, 1959,
p. 40)], Argyropelecus olfersi, A. aculeatus, A. hemigymnus, and Nerophis aequoreus. They also
state that "only Myctophum glaciate and Nerophis were observed" in the large amount of work
done by the "Michael Sars" in the Norwegian Sea prior to the 1910 expedition. Johnsen (1923,
1945) repotted on numernus specimens of B. glaciate from the Norwegian Sea, and Becker
(1967) discussed the results of one station made by the Peter Lebedev at 68030' N, 68 W which
was near our Station 2A. He reported that 58 specimens of B. glaciate and one Lmnpanyetus
macdonatdi were taken in five hauls. In light of these previous findings it is not surprising that
our collections from the Norwegian Sea contained so few of the Atlantic midwater fishes, but it
is somewhat surprising that they contained such large numbers of B. glaciate.

B. glaciate in the Norwegian Sea appears to be confined to the upper layers comprised of a
mixture of two water massesArct'c Intermediate Water and varying amounts of North Atlantic
Water. Our collections indicate that B. glaclate may not occur in the colder and less saline Arctic
Bnttnm Water. At Station 2A, the Aiciic Bottom Water was found at a depth of about 400 m
(Hunger, unpublished data) whereas the maximum daytime collection of B. glacidt was taken in
a tow from the surface to a depth of 387 m. At Station 3, the Arctic Bottom Water was deeper,
occurring at about 750 m, while at Station 4 it was found it about 650 m. At both Stations 3
and 4, B, glaciate was found concentrated at around a 500-m depth during the day and at 185 to
300 m at night, well within the mixed North Atlantic and Arctic Intermediate Waters. This
agrees well with Johnsen (1923, p. 14), who regarded the depth of occurrcnce of B. gkciale in
the open Atlantic to be from? the surface in the d6ytime to about 500 m. Johnsen also noted
(ibid., p. 18) the corr.lation of frequent catches of this species with the presence cf water of At-
lantic origin.

Zooplarkton

In actual numbers of individuals, moat of the invertebrates tended to he more abundant at
the shallower tows of the westernmost stations than at any of the tows of the easternmosi
stations.

Therm is in indication that some of the invertebrates are also limited to the same water masses
as Benthose, m. In particular, the euphauislds fit this pattern, with abundances at depths of
500 m or ies at Stations 3 and4and es than 400 m at Station 2A. On the other hand, the
distribution of the caridea'is indicates that they may be excluded from these water maas and
confined to the Arctic Bottom Water.

The distrftton patterns of the other invertebrauit that were studied are more compiox. All
suist that patchiness may he a factor, especla.Uy demn patches neat the surface for the chi
toplaths, pte-,oxxh, and ainmipodl• Furthermore, it is likely that sveral species arn to be
found in each ef the major groups -:)f kiertebrate studkid. DWffering eclo requiroments
reflected by varous dWtibutlo patters within a ds op coWd easily account for m= of
the comple•xtles observed. TUhs particulny promiet in the distribution pettem ahtmm by
the copepods: hMiaer abundances in thoae tows that sampled te Anci Bottom Watet a well
as in sonwr of the dalldow. near-surface tows.
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Scattering Layers

The depths of the 12-kflz scattering layers seen on the echo sounder did not correlate with
the depths of maximum concentration for Benthosema nor with the distribution patterns found,
in those invertebrates examined. The diffuse echo returns prominent at Stations 3 and 4 may
have been caused by small organisms, but the patterns of discrete echo returns probably repre-

sent sound scatterers o&l a much larger size than Benthosema or the invertebrates studied. There
are several possible sound scatterers that occur in sufficient numbers in the Norwegian Sea to ac-
count for this pattern. The single specimen of the gadid fish M*cromesisduspoutassou that was
caught at Station 2A confirms their presence in the area, suggesting that thi species may account
for at least some of these discrete echoe-s. Micromesistius is abundant enough in the Norwegian
Sea that a commercial fisleiy has developed for them (Zilanov and Salnikova, 1967). Perhaps
of equal or greater importance are the schools of herring that are found in the Norwegian Sea in
the summer (Marty, 1956). The herring sciools concentrate to feed in this region and consist of
fairly large fishes from 23 to 35 cm in length (Marty, 1958). That the herring schools gather near
the edge of the cold Arctic water (sometimes called the Polar Front) is well known to Icelandic I
fishermen who depend on this fact to exploit the stock with good yields per unit effort (G. B.
Farquhar, personal communication). As Berge (1958) has pointed out, there is a good correla-
tion between the feeding area of the herring in summer and the area of highest productivity.

Productivity

In common with other boreal waters, the Norwegian Sea is a region of high primary produc-
tivity. Using Steeman Nielsen's Carbon 14 method, Berge (ibid.) found the primary production
to be 0.8 to 1.8 g C/rn2 /day in the central Norwegian Sea based on measurements in May and
June. Most of his measurements outside this high productivity area still indicated a productivity
of 0.4 g C/m2/day or greater.

Our measurements did not include primary productivity and although the relationship be-
tween primary productivity and standing crop is problematical, the quantity of material in our
biological collections was abundant enough to be consistent with the concept that the Norwegian
Sea is a region of high productivity. Undoubtedly, a great deal of the primary prod,,ctivity in
this region is converted to herring, Micromesistius, and other large fishes, all unavailablz to us be-
cause of the small size of our nudwater net.

An intensive survey of the area is needed to better understand the biological conditions in the
Norwegian Sea. Such a survey should include a sampling program over all four seasons and
should use larger and more sophisticated nets which the larger fishes, such as the herring and
Micromesistius, could not avoid.

CONCLUSIONS

Examination of 12-kHz echo-sounder records from the Norwegian Sea showed that there
were two layers at Stations 3 and 4 in the eastern portion with both layers showing evidence of
migration over the sunrise and sunset periods. At Stationts 2 and 2A in the western portion, only
one layer was found which showed no evidence of migration over sunrise and sunset. No corre-
lation was noted between the echo-sounder records and thv distribution of organisms.

The deep midwater fish fauna of the Norwegian Sea consists almost exclusively of the mycto-
phid Benthosema glaciale. Larger, commercially valuable fishes, including herring, also occur in
the midwaters, probably at shallow depths.
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Spec~inens of Benthosema gkzdale were most numerous in the eastern part of the Norwegian
Sea, with a center of occurrence at a depth of about 500 m in the daytime and 185 to 300 m at
night.

Inveptigation.q of swimbladder morphology of Benthosemaglaciale indicated that as individu-
ais incrcase in size, the swimbladder becomes invested with fatty timue, because of enlargement
of the gas gland, the lumen decreases in volume to a minimum in 40-50 mi (SL) individuals.
The iurnen then was found to be somewhat larger in the largest fish examined.

Out collections of B. Skcnale showed peaks of abundance at Standard Lengths of approxi-
rmately 30,40, 50, and posly 60 mm, whereas investigaticns of otoliths indicated the presence
of year classes I through III and possibly IV.

in general, the invertebrates were more abundant in the shallower hauls at the western sa-
tions than in those at the eastern stations in the Norwegian Sea.

No correlation was noted between the distribution of organisms and the vertical distribution
of nutrients, although B. glaciae and perhaps the euphausf'ds seemed to be excluded from the
cold Arctic bottom Watei and restricted to waters that have some adnrixture of North Atlantic
Water. In contrast, the .-arideans seemed to be restricted to the Arctic Bottom Water. The other
invertebrates e 1.andined showed more complex distribution patterns, probably reflecting patch-
ness as well as the effects of the combined distributions of two or more species of differing eco-
logical requirements.
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APPE)'DIX I

FISHES CAUGHT IN THE NORWEGIAN SEA

Salmoniformes
Gonostomatidae

Maurolicus mulleri(Gmelin, 1788). 4-TL (1, 16 mm).

Myctophidae
Hierops arctka (Lutker, 1891). 3-T 1 (1, 34 mn).
Benthosema glaciale (Reinhardt, 1837). 2A-T1O (4, 22 to 46 mm), 2A-TI 1 (1, 4(.5 mm),
3-TI (23, 26 to 61.5 mm), 3-T6 (1, 62 mm), 3-T7 (53, 20 to 63 mm), 3-T8 (6, 35 to 55
mm), 3-T9 (25, 25 to 63.5 mm), 3-T12 (3,42 to 56 mm), 4-T2 (1, 30 nun), 4-T3 (12, 27
to 55 mm), 4-T4 (73, 27 to 65 mm), 4-T5 (11, 31 to 62 mm), 4-T6 (159, 23 to 57 mm),
4-T7 (110, 25 to 62 mm), 4-T8 (24, 22 to 65 mm).

Gadiformes
Gadidae

Mlcromesistius poutassou (Gill, 1863). 2A-T1 (1, 262 mm).
Gaidropsaras alpentatus (Reinhardt, 1838)

Found on deck, 65010' N, 00004' E (1, 37 mm).

DISCUSSION

Hersey: As an acoustician I would appreciate it, and I suspect others would also, if the authors
could identify the part of the organ that is likely to be filled with gas.

&ugh: If a gas bubble were present, it would be found in the lumen. The lumen is the area
labelled "lu.", as can be seen on the cross sections in Fig. 9. The lumen is not necessarily filled
with gas, but may be partially or completely filled with an amorphous cottony tissue outgrowth
of the gas gland.

Alexander: Have you any information on the chemical nature oi specific gravity of the fat?

Pugh: No.

Alexander: And the histological nature of the gas gland?

/lwgh: We have not done any histological studies on swimbladders. However, Marshall has done
extensive work on swimbladders including the histology. He could better answer your question.

Marshll: What is the specific question?

Alexander: What is the histological nature of this very much enlarged gas gland?

Marshall: It looks very much like any gas gland. Gland cells in the myctophids are usually quite
small.
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D 'Aoust: I am naturally delighted to see another report of the fat surrounding the bladder as
the fish gets older. It is speculation, but I think it could be interpreted as a diffusion barrier.
One other point-did you notice an oval in these fish? Specifically, was there a resorptive area
differentiated from the gas gland?

Pugh: The oval could be seen at the anterior end of the swimbladder where its position was
represented schematically by a dotted circle (ov.).

Ebeling: I will comment on the composition of fat associated with swimbladders. Dr. Judd
Nevenzel analyzed the fat that invests swimbladders of Triphotuns mexicanas, Diaphus theta,
and other California Current lanterfishes and found that a relatively large proportiorn was com-
posed of wax esters of relatively low density. Perhaps such low-density fats invest the swim-
bladders of many other lanternfishes.

Barham: I do not believe he took them directly from the swimbladder; he pooled the analysis
of lipids by whole fish, muscle, and viscera and did not get values for the swimbladder itself.

(NOTE: It was later determined that Barham is correct.)
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews some of the distributional features of vertically migrating mlcronekton
off Oregon; describes a new, corducting-cable, midwater-trawl system using an eight-net,
opening-closing cod-end unit; and gives some preliminary results on trawl catches relative to
sound-scattering layers.

A variable complex of organisms, including euphatuiids, a sergestid shrimp, and mesope-
lagic fishes, was often common in 12- and 38.S-kliz scattering layers. The depth range of
many species was broad, and sometimes the largest catches were made at depths above or be-
low scattering layers. Variability was large among nets that fishcd eit'--r horizontally or ver-
tically during single tows.

DISTRIDIMlON OF MESOPELAGIC ORGANISMS OFF OREGON

Only a few species of oceanic micronekton predominate our nighttime-midwater trawl col-
lections in epipelagic waters off Oregon. The lanternfishes Stenobrachius Ieucopsaou, Diaphus
theta, and Tarletonbeania crenularis; the melanostomiatid Tactostoma macropus; the sergestid
shrimp Sergestes similfs; and the euphauslid Euphausia pacifica are all abundant. All these spe-
cies (except T. macropus) have been correlatd with biological sound scattering in other areas
(Barham, 1956 and 1963; Kampa and Boden, 1954; Taylor, 1968; Tucker, 1951).

Of the fishes, Stenobrachius leucopsarus juveniles (less than 30.mm standard length) have a
gas-filled bladder, but the swimbladder of adults is regressed and surrounded by fatty tissue
(Capon, 1967; Butler, 1970). We have found gas in the swimbladders or body cavities of some
Diaphus theta and Tarletonbeania crenularts, gas usually occurred in small individuals but was
found in individuals larger than 30 mm. All Heops (Protomyctophum) crockeri and thompsoni
examined at sea had gas-filled swtmbladders (Butler, 1970).

Studies with an opening-closing cod-end unit on a 6-foot Isaacs-Kldd midwater trawl (IKMT)
provide good evidence for vertical migration of the four common mesopelagic fishes and Set-
gestes similis between broad depth intervals off Oregon. In the upper 150 m, nighttime catches
exceeded daytime catches; between 150 and 500 m, daytime exceeded nighttime catches
(Pearcy and Forsu, 1966; Pearcy and Laura, 1966). Catches of these species between 500 and
1,000 m were low, and no diel differences were evident. The ratios of night to day catches per
m2 in the water column to 1,000 m for all species were greater than 1.0, indicating avoidance of
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the trawl during the daytime. Although only slightly more Diaphus theta were collected per m2

at night, over four times as many Tarletonbeania crenularis were caught at night than during the

day.
The average size of mesopelagic fishes also varied with depth; individual weight was lower in

0- to 150-m collections than in 150- to 500-m and 500- to 1,000-rn collections (Pearcy and
Laurs, 1966). These studies also show broad depth ranges for mesopelagic species. During the
night, for example, lantemfishes and shrimps were caught at all depths within the upper 1,000
m and were not concentrated solely near the surface. Vertical migrations and distributional
patterns within these broad depths undoubtedly occur. Pearcy (1964) found that the three
common lanternfishes sometimes have different distributions within the upper 100 m at night.

In any quantitative study of pelagic animals, distributional patterns and catch variability are
important considerations. Repeated tows during night or day periods suggest patchy or clumped
distributions of mesopelagic fishes (Pearcy, 1964; Pearcy and Laurs, 1966). Ebeling, Ibara,
Lavenberg, and Rohlf (1970) reported that most mesopelagic fishes off southern California were
more clumped at middepths during the day than near the surface during the night. Donaldson
(1968) found that the thickness of 38.5-kHz scattering layers was less during the day than at
night off Oregon, a trend that suggests that the density of organisms within layers may be higher
by day (Taylor, 1968).

The number of scattering-layer organisms may vary seasonally and annually. Significant dif-
ferences in the number and biomass of midwater animals have been reported off Oregon (Laurs,
1967; Pearcy, 1964, 1965; Pearcy and Forss, 1966; Pearcy and Laurs, 1966; Pearcy and Oster-
berg, 1967). In oceanic waters over and beyond the continental slope, the highest biomass of
small nektonic fishes, squids, and shrimps generally occurred in the summer; the lowest biomass
occurred in the winter. Over the outer edge of the shelf, however, the reverse was true. Usually
higher catches were made in winter than in summer.

These inshore-offshore and seasonal changes also may be related to changes in size structures
of riopulations. The decrease in biomass in winter offshore catches was correlated with an in-
creased recruitment of small Stenobrachius ieucopsaru& Small lanternfishes of this species have
gas-filled swimbladders, but large individuals do not. The sound-scattering potentfJl offshore,
therefore, may be higher during winter than during summer, even though the total micronekton
biomass may be lower in winter.

MIDWATER TRAWL SYSTEM

A conducting cable system using a 6-foot IKMT with an eight-bar multiple plankton sampler
(MPS) (B, 1962; Pearcy and Hubbard, 1964) as an opening-closing cod-end device sampled
oceanic animals to 1,000 meters (Fig. 1). Pressure (depth), temperature, flow (revolutions), and
net opening were scanned sequentially and transmitted as frequency-modulated (FM) signals
from transducers on the IKMT-MPS to recording units on deck.

The electrical system is illustrated in Figure 2 as a block diaram. One hundred fifty milliam-
peres at 50 volts direct-current is transmitted down the 4.600 m of I 1-mm coaxial cable (U.S.
Steel Corp.) into the pressure housing or. the MPS. This housing contains the net actuator,
transducer, and scanning and signal transmission electronics. When a net release button Is pushed
on shipboard, a polarity reversal of the voltage to the MPS takes place. When the net release but-
ton is returned to its normal position, the motor circuit actuates a 2-rpm gear motor for one
shaft revolution that opens one net and closes another. Cams located on top of the MPS are
coupled directly with the motor shaft in the electronics package. During one motor-haft revolu-
tion, one cam turns 3600, releasing one lever bar that holds the net bar In a cocked position.
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Figure 1. A conceptual drawing of the components of a conducting-cable, midwater-trawl
MPS system with the following parts: (a) deck readout recorders, (b) deck winch with slip
rings and conducting cable, (c) electric swivel, (d) 6-foot IKMT, (e) eight-bar MPS, and (f)
eight sample nets.

This operation is repeated eight times for release of eight nets. During the motor operating pe-
riod, an FM signal that identifies which net is opened is transmitted to the surface.

Actuation of the net release motor interrupts the automatic scan sequence of the transducer
outputs. Between net actuations, the electronic scanner sequentially connects the transducer
outputs for discrete periods of time to a volta-e-controlled oscillator (VCO) generating FM sig
nals. The VCO output is coupled through an electronic driver stage to the coaxial cable. Sigpnal
arc displayed aboard ship in two ways: on an analog strip-chart recorder, and on a digital
counter. The recorder offers a quick observation of a tow pattern of the trawl. The diital read.
outs, which are periodically written on the strip-chart record, give the greatest resolution. The
maximum resolving capability in the monitoring system is one part in one thousand of trans-
ducer output signal.

Depth was monitored with a potentionmetric type Seryonic model H-172-5 pressure trans-
ducer. The transducer was calibrated in the lab with a temperature.corrected Heise pressure gage.
The depth resolution was ± I m and was transducer limited.

Water temperature was sensed by a 104-k thermistor (Yellow Springs Instrument Corp.) at
25T. it was calibrated to±O.02'C in an ice bath with a Hewlett-Packard quartz thermomter
and referenced by a platinum thermometer and Mueller bridge. The thermistor time constant
was 1.3 min.
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A voltage reference was used to excite the pressure and temperature transducers and to act
as a figure of merit. This reference is monitored each scan cycle along with the transducer signals.
If our reference has changed during a tow, it indicates not only an error in data but an electrical
malfunction in the tranmittttng electronics.

The electronics scanner was set to sense pressure for 20 sec and temperature and reference
for 10 sec each. As indicated in Figure 2, however, the flowneter has a priority to interrupt the
scanner at any time. This is because the flowneter is a revolution counter, recording a signal
every 1,000 revolutions of an impellor by causing the VCO input to go to zero. On the strip.
chart recorder, the flowmeter gals appear as event marks that ir!.cnipt the regular analog
records of pressue and temperature.

The MPS box (40 X 40 X 51 cm) is made of 7-.m aluminum and weighs 30 kg complete
with the electronic package on top. The MPS nets. 3m Iong, are of 0.57 .]mm Nitex. The liner
of the ILMT is 5rmm mesh.

The electrical IXMT-WPS system was used succenfully on a cruise from 12 te 18 November
1969. Twenty-sx separate tows were made; opening.doing malfunctions occurred on five tows.
usually because of human error in remtting the equipment. The flowmeter, mounted inside the
MPS box, worked on only eitht tows because of a short in the magnetic switch. The flow
through the MPS on these eight tows ws ."airly uniform throughout an entire tow. Therm was no
evidence for closure of the MPS mouth caused by twisting of the net. However, in one c, an
interruption in the flow was caused by a squid caught in the impeilor.

Catches were calculated on the basis of grams (wet weight) collected per minute. Tow speeds
were fairly constant within a dsne tow and ranged from 3.4 to 4.6 knots among tows. At this
speed, a 6-foot 1WKM (mouth area of 2.9 m2) with a filtration offclenwy of 85% (Peacy and
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Laurs, 1966) filters about 260 to 350 m3 /min. All tows were beyond the continental slope off
central Oregon between latitudes 44* 12' and 44055' N and longitudes 125025' and 126005' W).

When the trawl descended to the maximum tow depth, the first MPS net fished obliquely
over a large depth range. Because of this, and the fact that flow rate was usually lower in this
net, the first net often was not included in the catch results of all tows.

Two echo sour.ders were used during this cruise: (1) a 12-k1-lz Edo model 248 transceiver
with a pulse power of 1,400 watts and an Edo 333B recorder and (2) a 38.5-kflz Simrad 510-5
echo sounder with a pulse power of 450 watts. Gain was reduced in surface waters of both re-
corders to accentuate subsurface scattering layers; hence, surface scattering layers in the upper
36 m usually were not recorded.

SCATrERING LAYER VARIATIONS

The depth and thickness of 12-kHz scattering layers for two diel periods during the cruise
are replotted in Figure 3. Variability is pronounced. Layers were recorded within the upper 100
m during both day and night periods. Sometimes these surface layers deepened or shoaled within
day or night periods. Migration of layers occurred during twilight periods (sunrise was about
0600 hours; sunset, 1730 hours, local mean time). The descent on 18 November was to greater
depths than on 14 November. Ascent toward the surface occurred during midaftemoon on both
days. Note that a layer descended from the main ascending migratory layer at about 1800 hours
on 18 November; it migrated downward to about 400 m, but then ascended to rejoin the main
layer at 2400 hours. This descent of a secondary layer from a main ascending layer was observed
on another day; but in this second instan,.e, it remained at 400 m and did not ascend to jo~n the
main layer. Echo groups or "tent itsh" were recorded near the surface after descent of the mi-
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gratory scattering layers on 14 November and before ascent of the migratory layer on 18 Novem-
ber (see also Fig. 4).

MIDWATER TRAWL CATCHF.S AND SCATIERING LAYERS

The catches of midwater ar, n!s tw.,tive to s.oriic-scattering layers are summarized for six of
our IKMT-MPS tows in Tables ! d-rough 6 ard Figures 4 through 9. These tows indicate some
of the spatial and tempora! "-vrations of the catches.

Variability within Depths

Repeated coflectio:na were made at 40 m within a scattering layer after it ascended into sur-
face waters (Fig. 4 and Table 1). Each net in this series sampled for 20 mi, filtering approxi-

Fitpre 4. A 12-kHz echopam taken from 1730 to 202. , "nun on 13 November 1%.. In Fit-
ures 4 through 9, the echoliam is superimpoaed on tý,u trvcic.tory of thr trawl amd numabn of
the MPS nets. The times given apply to the dUraMtl ot the low, time inciuming from nrtt to
left.

Table 1. Catches of Midwater Anumols from 1730 to 2025 W-us
on IS •,•-1heI 1969 i

Depth of t*A owne Nsanber ofF hlaer () nuet fi" paswet et/adnte) Iftwuopanrw
SI~ - ' m -rur......

AS kift 12 kHz Net Depthb(m) F

10-60 36-250 2 40 0.11 C j.20 0.54 6
3 0,30 T 2.25 0.40 0

4 40 T T 4M0 :0.26 8

S 40 T T 5,222 0.61 2

6 ki T 1T 1.05 0.70 I

7 0.06 0.05 4.36 038 3
I0

8 40 0 0 440 L 030 0

tciachn we1 ted as fobows: F FRobS- S f•b+v. E spupbaiA, md P w phakim
LArp catcb e a underwa. T Wdktwm ce. leum Isd 0.01 mWb. S or L W* to dw mmb•
of mull (us than 30-MaM Mdad IsfIt) of low W.in ta"a )0-.W stuanerd ilvti) Stft4raih.u.
Gen inm pusthams wvae comoas but did not prednm•mia tft cutc
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mately 5,000 m3 at 3.4 knots. Variations in the biomass (grams wet weight per minute) of
fishes and shrimps were large among samples. Catches of euphausiids and plankton, however,
were less variable. The numbers of the common lanternfish Stenobrachius Ieucopscnes also indi-
cated a clumped or patchy distribution.

The tow depicted in Figure 5 and Table 2 shows both horizontal and vertical variability of
catches. The largest catches of fishes, shrimps, euphausiids, and plankton were made in the
first net at 0 to 35 m. Although the 12-kHz scattering layer started 18 m from the surface and
the 38.5-kHz layers started 10 m from the surface, the layers probably continued to the surface
through the gated-out portion of the echograms. Two of the three samples at 35 to 38 rn had
large fish biomasses; only one of the three samples below the scattering layer at 77 m hin 'ý .
large Sergestes biomass. The biomass of Eup, usuia p/cifica, on the other hand, was unihormly
large between 35 and 77 m and small bekow 77 m. Thus, large catches were made within the
scattering layer, and smaller catches were made below the scattexing layer. Variability within
horizontal strata was again large, and variability was larger for fishes and shrimps than for
euphausilds.

Table 2. Catches of Midwater Animals from 2040 to 0010 Hours
on 14 November 1969

ID SRap 0 D"ptb o a* AbmaLt
amu-a•at"Iag not a" (MMwt

3I8 k~h 12 kHz No Dspdt(n) F S a 1P-,,, - - - -. .... ... --

10-50 18-70 I 0-35 4 rs2L nbchaas (S > L) Wedujsm

i'3s 0.58 S.40 0.1

4 3, o0.19 o.Cx. 3." 0.04 Trhvdt.,,vi0 -

S 3-77 t2.11 0, .4 I 1 13 0.76 T0c0toi1MM

6 If7 0.13i 0.461 OA8 0.15

*So T.k I o

Ftom 5. A 124 2Hz chopam tsktn from 2040 to 0010 hon as 14 Novembsa 1969
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Variability Among Depthis

Two tows sampled similar depths and fshed through and below a scattering layer during one
night (Figs. 6 and 7 and Tables 3 and -). The layer, which first shoaled and then deepened,
was from 18 to 90 m on the 12-kHz Edo. Two layers within this depth rang,- ppeaied on the
38.5 kHz Sirnrad echogram. In the first tow Sergestes similis bio)nss peaked between 10 and
45 m; the Euphausia pacifica biomass was largest at 45 m (within both the 38.5- and 12-kHz
layers); and the fish biomass (mainly Tactostoma macropus) was largest between 96 and 144 m,
near the lower edge of the thick portion of the layer (Table 3).

Table 3. Catches of Midwater Animals from 2048 to 2351 Hours
on 13 November 1969

r-th range of Depth of each BiOmSa 8  Abundantsound-wattering o 3a (Sranm wet [ rni
layer (mn) net fI~ed 1 lmn wt_____er _______

3 z12 k Ne) weilit/minute)

10-25 10-45 9.54 .__. 0,13 0.34 Sergestes (Stenobrachius)

40-50 18-70 1

6 45 0.74 0.52 OX.2. 1.09 Eupha,-" - Stenobmachius
Taciostoma

5 45-91 0.68 1.10 0.10 0.14 EuCeio

4 91-96 0.49 0.70 0.02 0.10

3 96-144 1.20 0.29 0.01 0.18 Tactostoma

2 141-145 0.41 0.17 0 0.35

"MSee Table 1.

Figure 6. A 12.kHz echopagm taken from 2048 to 2351 hours on 13 November 1969
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The second tew (Table 4, Fig. 7) which started about 2 hours after the end of the first one,
had the lareest catches of fishes, shrimps, and euphausiids in the 97-145 m net, below or in the
lowcr edge of the scattering layer. Most of the fish bioma.•s caught at the depth of the scattering

layer was from Tactostoma macropus. These changes in vertical distributions may be caused by
horizontal patchiness or the descent of Sergestes and Euphausia within the scattering layer
during the sampling period.

Table 4. Catches of Midwater Animals from 0200 to 0535 Hours
on 14 November 1969

Depth range of
Depth of each Bijwnma Abundant

layer ()in net fished (grams wet weight/minute) genera

38.5kHz 12kHz Net Depth(m) F ES _______P

15-25 1 0-I0 0.08 0.25 0.06 0.58

40-50 18-90 2 10-50 076 0.04 0 0.15k (Tactostoma)

3 50 0.62 0.04 0.08 0.301

4 50 0.41 0.06 0.23 0.25

5 50-97 0.15 0.28 0.14 0.21

6 97 0.05 0.46 0.26 0.20
__Stenobrachus(S)

7 97.!45 1.17 0.86 0.459 0.39 Tactostoma
SSergtesfe
Euphaudd

aSec Table I

Figure 7. A 12-kHz echogram taken from 0200 to 0535 hours on 14 November 1969

I
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Deep Scattering Layers

Sometimes during the day, and less commonly at night, a deep scattering layer (DSL) was
apparent on 12-kHz echograms at 350 to 420 m (Figs. 8 and 9). Tables 5 and 6 show the
catches above and within such a deep layer on two consecutive tows.

During the daytime tow (Figure 8 and Table 5), catches of fishes and shrimps were larger in
samples in the DSL than above the DSL. (Nets I and 2 fished in the surface scattering layer but
caught almost nothing.) Euphausiids were most numerous in and just above the DSL (324 to
410 m). The large plankton biomass in net 4 resulted from Lensia, a nonphysonect siphono-
phore. The most numerous fish in the DSL was small Stenobrachius leucopsarus Oess than
30 mm).

The DSL started to rise toward the surface a, 1400 hours on 17 November (Fig 8). The
migration of this layer continued toward the surface and is apparent between 200 and 300 m in
Figure 9. A portion of this migratory layer appeared to split off at 1630 hours (just below start
of net 2 in Fig. 9) and descend to 360 to 420 m, the original day depth of the layer in Figure 8.
A second layer also appearad to descend 'rom the main layer at 1730 hours (end of net 3) to
form an intermediate layer at about 200 m.

The IKMT-MPS was towed horizontally at 173 to 180 m while the main layer migrated up-
ward (Fig. 9 and Table 6). Catches in net 2, which appeared to fish in the densest part of the
layer, were low. Many euphausiids were caught in net 3 after the main layer migrated above the
tow depth and when the net fished in the vicinity of the intermediate layer. Sergestes also was
caught at 175 m, but mainly in net 4. The largest fish biomasu was caught in the two nets that
fished the DSL, which was located between 360 and 420 m.

Figure 8. A 12-kHz echopram taken from 1024 to 1445 hours on 17 November 1969

Figure 9. A 12UkAz echopram taken from 1610 to 2110 hours on 17 Novwnber 1969
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Table 5. Catches of Midwater Animals from 1024 to 1445 Hours
on 17 November 1969

Depth rins of Depth of each Bi~xmma
soundetcah e no not flied (gVms wet Abundant pnema

layer (m) we___t/mnute)

37-70 2 53-48 FIS T 0.14

3 48-277 T T 0.01 0.23

4 277-256 0 0 0.04 5.16 Leasid

5 256-324 T T 0.01 0.48 IIEudio

6 324-330 0.03 0 0.16 0.53 L I
350-420 7 330-405 0.12 0.12 0.16 0.27 Diaphus EulpauwiaI Sergestes

8 405-410 0.42 0.11 0.17 1.09 Stenobrachius(S)

"5See Table I.

T&.ble 6. Catches of Midwater Animals from 1610 to 2100 Hours
17 November 1969

Depth nap of Depth of eBn1a
nent felk (rams wet Abundant mere

38J.S k 112k k Not Depth (m)F I sl I E P

down down 2 173-180 0 T 0.32 0.23

to 175 to 175

3 173-175 0.33 0.32 1.08 0.35 Euphaudsa

4 175 0.17 0.89 0.12 1.64 Se•gutes, dphonophore

5 175 0.11 0.43 0.10 0.21

360- 6 175-400 0.66 0.57 0.15 0.89 Senobrachu (S >L) ,dphonophore

420 Tactottora
Stenobrachius (S > L)

7 400-410 0.58 0.12 0.06 0.57 Hieropt
(Oh/iodus

aSce Table I.
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Small Stenobrachius leucopsarus were numerous in the DSL (350 to 420 m) during both the
daytime and nighttime tows (Tables 5 and 6). These fish have gas-filled swimbladders (Capen,
1967) and may be principal contributors to this 12-kHz sound-scattering layer off Oregon.
Sergestes and Euphausia, on tht other hand, were common within depths of the DSL during
the day but were most common above the deep layer at night. Small S. leucopsarus of the same
age group also were caught in large numbers near the surface at night. They were common in a
scattering layer in the upper 50 m later during the night of 17-18 November, the same night
they were captured in deep water (Table 6). This suggests two centers of abundance or migra-
tory and nonmigratory individuals of this age group within the population.

Summary of Occurrences Relative to Scattering Layers

Table 7 shows how frequently common groups of animals had peak abundance in, above and
below scattering layers. These data are only from tows that sampled through layers.

Table 7. Occurrence of Maximum Catches of Various Midwater Animals

0.

0-100 m 12 kHz AA AAA AA A }
Night fill III II 11111* I11 II 1I1

(9 tows) BB BB B BBB B BBBB

38.5kHz A A
IIIl 11111 III IIIUP* III 1 II

(8 tows) B BB - BB B - BBBB

Day 12 kHz
I 1

(4 tows) BB B B B BB B B B

38.5 kHz
I I

(4 tows) BB B B B BB B B B

100-275 m 12 kHz A
Day/night II I I1 1 11

(4 tows) B B BBB* B B B B BB

Day/night 38.5 kHz A A A AI 
A

(3 tows) B BB B B RB B B

350-420 m 12 kHz A AA AAAA
Day/night !II I 1111 1 iI

(4 tows) B*

*This table show& how often the maximum catches of various common midwater animals occurred in (1),
above (A), and below (B) the sound-scattering layer sampled. Night and day tows were tabulated
separately when four or more tows could be included. An asterisk indicates a preponderance of
Stenobrachus larger than 30 mm.
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Within the upper 100 m at night, euphausiids, Sergestes, and Stenobrachius peaked at
scattering-layer depths more frequently than other animals. Euphausiids, for example, were
common at scattering-layer depths in seven out of eight tows through 38.5-kHz layers. The
higher occurrence of peaks in 38.5- than in 12-kHz scattering layers was influenced by the
greater portion of the 12-kHz echograms that were gated out near the surface.

During the day, catches of most groups of animals were largest below both the 38.5- and
12-kHz layers. Only euphausiids and pteropods peaked at scattering depths, and then only
infrequently.

Poor correlations also were found between abundances and scattering between 100 to 275 m

during day and night periods, but the total number of tows was low. Small Stenobrachius
leucopsarus were common in all four tows in 12-kHz layers between 350 and 420 m.
Euphausiids were also more abundant in this DSL than above it in three of the four tows.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The depth and migratory pattern of scattering layers observed on echograms was variable
among diel periods.

2. Replicate samples at discrete depths indicated patchy distributions of fishes and Sergestes
similis. Catches of Euphausia pacifica were less variable.

3. Sampling during single nocturnal periods suggested that the depth distribution of species
and species groups may change within surface scattering layers.

4. Although catches of species often varied among depths, many species were caught over

wide depth ranges and were not completely aggregated into high-density, thin layers.
5. Catches of fishes, shrimps, and euphausiids were sometimes largest at scattering-layer

depths. Sometimes catches of animals were low at scattering-layer depths, however, and some-
times large catches were made where no dense scattering layer was recorded.

6. Euohausia pacifica, Sergestes similis, and Stenobrachius leucopsarus were the animals that
were caught most often in largest numbers in scattering layers, especially in the upper 100 m at
night.

7. Small Stenobrachius leucopsarus (with gas-filled swimbladders) were -aught in all tows
that sampled the DSL (350 to 420 m) during day or night periods.
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A RECONNAISSANCE
OF THE DEEP SCATTERING LAYERS j

IN THE EASTERN TROPICAL PACIFIC
AND THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA

C. R. Dunlap
Hopkins Marine Station, Stanford University

Pacific Grove, California

ABSTRACT

Observations made during three cruises in the eastern tropical Pacific and the Gulf of
California showed sonic scattering layers at approximately four discrete depths (50-250 m,
300 m, 400 m and 500 m). DSL's in the Gulf of California appear to be an Integral extension
of the eastern tropical Pacific scattering layers. Midday scattering layers do not Indicate any
obvious relationship to oxyclines and were commonly observed in oxygen concentrations less
than 0.5 mi/ 1. Tucker midwater trawls taken in sonic-scattering layers indicat.4 much more
biomass than those taken outside the layers; myctophids, gonostomatids, sternoptychids,
larval fishes, euphausiids, prawns, tunicates, siphonophores, and squid were most commonly
associated with the layers Evidence is presented that some layers may migrate in the eve-
ning to the depth of maximum chlorophyll a, presumably due to feeding behavior. Swim-
bladder measurements and resonant volume calculations for the myctophid, Myctophum
nitidulum are included.

INTRODUCTION

Although investigators have observed the deep scattering layers (DSL) in the eastern tropical

Pacific, there have been few ecological studies of the organisms in the DSL (Dletz, 1948,
Kanwisher, et al., 1957; Barham, 1966; Beklemishev, 1967). Clearly, more information is needed
on the diurnal migration of the organisms and their relation to variables such as light, tempera-
ture, and oxygen.

This investigation reports a portion of the results of a DSL study (Dunlap, 1968) made during

Stanford Oceanographic Expeditions (S.O.E.) 16 and 21 in the Gulf of California and Expedition
17 in the eastern tropical Pacific.

METHODS

The majority of the DSL recordings (Figure 1) were obtained with a 30-kHz Simiad fathom-

eter, model 540-4. An I l-kHz Simrad fathometer, model 5 13-1, provided limited comparative
information.

Spurious secondary sea-floor echoes occasionally occurred when water depths were less than
2000 m. These were identified by analysis of the strength of the echo, movement of the echo
during the dawn-to-dusk periods, and movement of the echo in relation to bottom depth chanps
on the cruise track.

395
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STANYOI OCEANOGRAPHIC EXPEDITION
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Figure 1. A geographical distribution of recent DSL observations

in the eastern tropical Pacific

DSL fauna was sampled with a Tucker opening-closing micronekton net (Davies and Barham,
1969) equipped with a time.dept:i recorder. The depth of the net was determined by geometric
triangulation. The trawl was towed a! depth for one hour to minimize the effects of patchiness
(Wiebe, 1968). Tow speed was 2 knots.

Daytime environmental variables (temperature, salinity and oxygen concentration) were ex-
amined by making hydrocasts to 1000 m. Bathythermograph records were taken at most sta.
tions. Oxygen concentration was detetmined by the Winkler technique (Carpenter, 1965), light
intensity at the sea surface was observed with a pyrhehlomet•r, and light penetration was mea-
sured with a photometer or Secchl disc.

The abundance of food (as phytoplankton) at night in the upper 100 m was sampled by a
separate series of night hydrocasts. The phytoplankton cells were concentrated by membrane
filtration and a Turner fluorometer was used to determine chlorophyll a by the method of
Lorenzen (1965).

Swimbladder morphology of several midwater fishes was studied by measuring the major and
minor axes of the swimbladder, and determining swirbladder volume directly by injecting water
from a calibrated syringe into the swlzbladder. Sonic resonance curves from the swimbladder
volumes were then constructed according to Caipn (1967).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Day DSL Depths, Light and Oxygen Variables

Layers were present at almost all locations where observations were made. Longhurst (per-
sonal communication) got similar results from 30-kHz observations on an EASTROPAC
program latitudinal transect (Figure I).

Light appeared to be the major factor related to the day depths of the DSL in this study. The
mean midday depths of the layers occurred mainly at (1) 50-250 m, (2) 300 m, (3) 400 m, and
(4) 500 m. The combined results of a northward transect of the Gulf of California in October-
November 1967, and a southward transect of the eastern tropical Pacific in Janwary-February,
1968, are shown in Figure 2. It is apparent that the midday depth of the first layer deepens as
the equator is approached. Surface incident-light intensity increased toward the equator (70 to
90 cal/cm 2/hr), and the penetration of the 1% light level also increased from 49 to 120 m. The
continuity of the data in Figure 2 suggests that layers in the Gulf of California are probably an
integral part of the DSL pattern of the eastern tropical Pacific.

These results confirm earlier reports of Dietz (1948) and Beklemishew (1967) that DSL's are
found at greater depths as the equatorial region is approached. Ligiht-intensity observations sug-
gest that this increase in DSL depth might be due to increasing intensity. This is contrary to the
findings of Moore (1958), who indicated that seasonal or other incident sunlight changes would
not change the layer depths by more than 50 m.

Latitude
0 1ON 20N 30N

100 .
." \A_. #" ',.,-,

3013 0 o
2 4S. ° *

# 0~300 ' ,'"*x 9

S.* "1~ * , C,

e" S* I

*5 S
ISOTHERMS ...

• * LAYER

#2

#4 +

Figure 2. The mean day depth distribution of 30-kHz DSL's and isolherms at varous
latitudes, showing layer I deeper at the Equatw
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Oxygen concentration in the Gulf cf California had no apparent effect on the 30-kHz layers
during the day, contrary to previous reports by Bary (1966) and Kanwisher (1966). Except fcor
the uppermost layer, all layers in the Gulf of California were typically found in oxygen concen-
trations of less than 0.5 milL O. Bary (1966) suggested that day layer depths in Saanich Iniet
might be determined by an oxycline. In the Gulf of California the oxyzime is above a similar
oxygen minimum, but the DSL's are not restricted by it, Possibly the layers in Saanich Inlet
(British Columbia) are oxygen controlled and there is a physiological difference between the
causative organisms in these two different areas. Perhaps, with light-intensity data and current
work using a range of frequencies (Pieper, 1969), the discrepancy will soon be resolved. Others
have shown that organisms found at DSL depths can readily survive at extremely low oxygen
conditions (Teal and Carey, 1967; Childress, 1969). Kinzer (1966) has also found DSL's in an
oxygen minimum region in the Arabian Sea.

Figure 3 presents oxygen profiles and scattering layers for the eastern tropical Pacific at
1000 W (data from S.O.E. 17). There seems to be no general relationship between oxyclines
and the 30-kHz DSL. The amount of oxygen present between a depth of 100 and 300 m does
increase proceeding south, but incidezit sunlight also increases and the 1% light depth gets deeper
along the transect. In fact, equatorial scattering layers seemed to respond to changing light
ditions independent of the oxygen distribution.

I conclude that light appears to be the dominant factor in the determination of the depths of
the midday DSL. Any acoustical or biological DSL study should therefore include light mea-
surerents, if only Secchi disc readings. Although Secchi disc readings have been shown to have
great limitations (Tyler, 1968), they may have real alue in broad geographical DSL studies
(Dickson, personal communication).

Diurnal Vertical M•aflon Patterns

Three continuous 24-hour observations of deep scgttering layers were made in the eastern
tropical Pacific. The results of the first observation, made on January 28 and 29, 1968 at the
equator (0*0'N, 00"0' W), are shown in Figure 4. The two major migrating layers were oh--
served at mean day depths of 260 and 390 m. Another scattering layer appeared at aboau 500 m.
but its evening migration took it to about 413 m for its night residence depth. Diffuse scattering
was also fouwd at 310 m, 230 m, and 190 m during the night, while their day positions were not
clear. The DSL's reached their maximum day depths at approximately 0945, when sunlight
(56 cal/cn 2/hi.) was about 66% of the maximum daytime value. The layers remained station-
ary at this depth until 1500 hours when the intensity was again about 55 cal/cm 2!hr.

The diurnal cycles of Figures 5 and 6 were observed in the Gulf of California in the late Wm-
mer of 1969. The 1% light depth occurred at approximately 86 m for 24"N and 69 m for a
27.5"N. Surface light intensities and rates of change were identical during the DSL migrations,
and the layers were deepest at about 0800 local time at both 'atitudes in the Gulf. The pyrheli-
orneter values at that time were 30 cal/cmi/hr. The two stations had similar layers near 300 and
400 m. An interesting phenomnon occurred at lesser depths. At 27.5SN a layer was present at
about 180 m. However, at 24*N, patches of scattering occurred above the 300-m layer, instead
of a consistent diffuse scattering layer. Thb suggestsi a faunal change or a behavioral (schooling)

change between the two stations. Beklemishev (1967) comnments that in the tropical part of
three oeans the 300-m layer consited of glnfifct sound scatterers, sometimes including
tuna. Thee row upward with the layer in the afternoon, remaining until sundown. The patchy
echoes at 240N followed a similar behavior pattern; however, many other phenomenon such as
the schooling of smaller fish could aso explain these echoes. Nonmigratory DSL's also occurred
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Equator Observations were made In January 198.
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at both stations. Bradbury (personal communication) observed 30-k4lz DSL migration patterns
during S.O.E. 19 (Figure 1), and her results further support the presence of many nonmigratory
DS.'s in the eastern tropical Pacific.

Night Sbaflow-Scattering Layers

Table I summarizes the occurrence of shallow scattering layers at night in the Gulf of Call-
fornia ,_'n relation to the abundance of chlorophyll a (i.e. phytoplankton) and of oxygen, and the

therniocline. The highest intensity of sound scattering was usually at the der h of maximum
chlorophyll a which, in turn, was generally near the top of the thermocihi, . Since the thwrmo-

cdine was not unusually sharp (I*C/S in), the occurrence of a nonibi-,tt,*,-,, scattering phenom.
eaon is not suggested, and I believe that the scattering is caused by feeding animals. A scattering

layer was also observed at the maximum cl-orophyll a or phytoplaxikton level by Levenson
(1968). Longhurst (1967) found that the greatest zooplankton biomass migrating to the surface

waters at night was at the depth of maximum chlorophyll a. Migrators probably come in to the
surface waters at night because of greater food availability (Marshall, 1954). Factors such as
the depth of the mixed layer and higher temperatures could limit this upward migration (Hersey
and Backus, 1962; Paxton, 1967; Harder, 1991).

Midwater Trawl Results

Trawls in scattering layers yielded a higher biomass than trawls out of the layers. Tables 2
and 3 summarize the daytime trawls bi and out of the DSL's of the Gulf of California and the
eastern tropical Pacific. In these tables "small" invertebrates included all macroplankton less
than 2.5 cm in length. Only the general results of the Tucker trawls are presentee, in this paper.
Myctophids, gonostomatids, sternoptychids, larval fishes, euphausilds, prawns, tunicates, siph-

onophores, and squid were most commonly associated with tie scattering layer. The trawl re-

sults suggest that not all individuals in monospecific populations (e~g., Trphotusm mexicanus,

Gilbert) migrate to the surface at night. Thus, not all individuals are light-followers. This is con-

trary to the findings of a previous study of myctophid distrlbution off southern California
(Paxton, 1967).

Resonant Properties

Myctophum ,ftldzulum Garnen was examined for resonant properties (Figure 7), and it ap- 4

pears that with a frequency of 12 kHz and depths of less than 500 m, fish with standard lengths
up to about 40 mm would resonate. The volume of gas in 0-i swimbladder was greater on a

,d,,Alated and direct measurement basis than for most Pacitic myctophids (Capon, 1967).
Myctophum nitidulum seemed to be similar to the Pacific hake in its possible resonant scattering
range (Capen, 1967).

Conclusions reached in this study have been based on the relationship between the environ.
ment and the deep scattering layer in the eastern tropical Pacific. A more complete understand.
ing of the subject awaits completion of the faunal analysis of the DSL of this region.
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Table 2. Gulf of California S.O.E, 16 Bornma S,.mnury of
Day Tucker Trawls

A. SeJecw. Trb Which Trawled xdciveivly in the D81.

Number of Iral ToeR/V Te hwt Lnep Nu12e irswl Depth Layer
Station e s iDpbament of FitS (M) MUubur

Volume (0)0

35 28 25 146 355 3 1102/1202
121 18 50 12 175 1 0945/1045
135 21 22 72 290-345 2 1035/1135
145 33 40 1626 390 3 125011350
161 20 40 185 250-300 2 095011050
163 2 15 82 130-145 1 1405/1505

Average 20 34 354

B. Selected Trawis Which Trawled Exdludvly Out of the DSL

Number of smal

Inverterbrate Total Number Trawl Depth ThneLrP Diplacment of Fialm (M)
Volume (ml)

64 4 5 33 425.445 1500/1600
112 21 25 27 850 1335/1435
122 9 50 124 235 1200/1300
123 3 25 22 540.650 1420/1520
136 138 0 154 320-360 1237/1337
144 2 25 136 525-560 1029/1129
184 64 7 47 360-390 1520/1620
191 1 2 8 A70-175 0604/0704
192 2 0 5 770-830 0845/1045
193 20 1 0 275 1235/1335

Average 26.4 14.0 55.6

C. Iommary of Deta by Layers (from A)

A e Averla Averp
Layer Number of " o Number

Number LAro Dmbm m ebn DmuM ___Su L noebtaw Dkplaemat oMr

1 10 32 47 Squid Larval Fthen
2 20 31 128 Squid/Eupthauid/Decapod, 7k,*otum maxkoa
3 30 32 886 Squld/Euphauslld 7lpwolwus wm"xaMn
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Tablc 3. Eastern Tropical Pacific S.O.E. 17 Iromas Summary
of Day Tucker Trawls

A. %. ud Tiawl W!k6h Itwi Exclhhsly in the D1L

Neo of smal Tota

R/V Tr Vm- vuukasebrae NumberTn Ta Depth Layer
Station DiwDofemst (im) NwabeSyohme (-4)

17 3 8 122 1400/1500 385481 3
31 0 43 2 1303/1403 200-270 1
32 12 62 219 1520/1620 355-410 2
42 0 743 51 1358/1458 390400 2
47 65 166 36 1000/1100 250400 2
49 23 43 2000 1505/1605 450-500 3
57 73 412 117 0935/1035 350-378 2
600* 7 43 Is 1625/1655 140-160 1
66 19 430 99 1435/1535 300-350 2

Average 22 216 96

B. Selected Trawls Which Trawled Exclkuely Out of the DSL

8 8 45 33 1244/1 344 235-277
10 0 8 5 1155/1255 185-225
15 3 43 9 0931/1031 200-246
16 I 12 0 1139/1239 60-90
40 6 64 1 0937/1037 210-230
41 - 27 3 1122/1222 215-227
48 18 39 9 1230/1330 185-335
58 13 26 6 1135/1235 160-210

1 69 1! :21C 24 0900/1000 290-310
70 21 167 - 1040/1140 250-265

Average 9 64 10

C. Sunmary of Dae by Layer (from A)

Mas Avenge Avemqp

Layer Layer Number Sd Avea
NmtInvebate Numb Domkiaat lavertebcate Domwt FidbNumber Depth of Luge

(m) smqlmmIVOpbcw oll I~
-jVoaam. •,d

I" --'- , - I - I II

1 250 3 43 8 Tunicates. Siphonophom Laml Leptocaphalus
2 390 34 362 104 Euphauslids Goostomatkda Wad

H1atdet Fth
3 500 23 43 200 Serg#std Shrimp Myctov"ids Mad

OEstirnad Number
"Dsuta conwtod to Stndud Day Tra
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STUDIES ON THE FAUNA ASSOCIATED WITH
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ABS1ltAC

Acoustic studies show the daytime scattering pattern in the equatorial Indian Ocean to
consist of a main deep scattering layer (DSL) (sometimes a double layer) with a top at 300
to 350 m and an intermediate layer (not always present) at about 200 to 250 m, as well as
surface scattering. At nlSht, a combined layer forms in the upper 150 to 250 m by r w•tng
of suface scattering with the scmded main DSL and deeper elments. A nomenclature for
scattering features s suggested. Horizontal ditributions from Airic to the Nkiobr Whads
are Si for 161 species of midwater animals, including 16 dsphonhore, 14 ptaropods.
10 heteropods, 3 mysids, 7 ouphausidsd 19 shrimp,. 8 tunicates, and 79 fishes. Vertical die-
trbutious am discussed for 56 genem and specs that *ere taken frequently enough to
stiges dial patterns. Of these, 13 were taken phimarily at main DSL deptis and lowr in
daytime and in the combiwd layer (uppr: 100 to 150 m) at night. indicating that they are
vrtical matomn. The dix species bowinj; the Wongs anocation with tCie mai DSL
wone Abtyopsk iu iqom (a tlphooopore). Cymuh sp. (a pteropodS) Thy asopg sp.
and Ne•,to&&*Jon sp. (eapliui,ýl). viqcvrq k Wbrie ts stomiatoid fish), &ad
NotoiWydw widu ( a myctopld fish). Partial nigpator of the pow Arproecui
(stomiatoid fshes) were also strongly associated with the main DSL. but not with tO com-
bWod layer.

'M.G. Srabury, San Francitco State Colleg. San Fniciaco: Califorra: D.P. Abbott. Hopkins Marine
Station, Pacific Grove. Califona:i; R.V. BovbjerS. Sw- University of lowa. !ows City. Iowa; R.N.
Mariscal. FlorWa Siae University, Talkhaee. Florida; W.C. Fielding. Ccamw4ty Hospital of Monterey
Peninsula. CAnne. Califonia: R.T. Barber. Duke University Maine LAborwtory. Beaufon. North Carolina;
V.8. Pearse, Hopkins Mnwie Station. Pacific Grove. California; SJ. Proctor. Vacouver Publc Aquarium.
Vascouver, B. C., Canuad; J.C. Cede Smithsonan Tropical Research Instiute. Balboa Canal Zoem:
J.P. Wourma. McGill Utiverwty. Montreal. Quebec. Canada; LR. Taylor. Jr.. Scripp Instuiutio o4
04eancrphy. La Jollt. California: J.G, Cluistofferson sml J. P. Christuffn. StxslaAs State College.
Turock. Calfornia; R.M. McPbeanoe, timversity of Aabga. Utiversity. .abanma M.J. Wyow.
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INTRODUCTION

Cruise 5 of R/V Te Vega, operated by Stanford University under the auspices of the National
Science Foundation,2 departed from Mombasa, Kenya, on 5 October 1964 and terminated
12 December 1964 in Singapore (Fig. 1). A major objective of the scientific party aboard" was to
gather information on the association of organisms occurring at the depths of the deep scattering
layer (DSL) and at levels immediately above and below the DSL. Previous studies of the DSL
(reviewed by Hersey and Backus, 1962) have stressed problems of recording and comparing
echograms or have been concerned primarily with determining the species responsible for sonic
scattering at DSL depths. In the present study, we have been concerned mainly with three
topics: r1) the behavior of the DSL as interpreted from fathometer and sonar echograms; (2) the
kinds of macroscopic organisms present in and near the DSL at various times of day and night,
their numbers and their movements; and (3) the food habits of these organisms. Although the
work covered only a 2-month period and was carried out within a restricted range of latitudes,
the results obtained have yielded a picture of the DSL fauna somewhat broader than that ob-
tained in most previous studies.

Acoustic and trawling operations were conducted in the area between Kenya and the northern
tip of Sumatra over a cruise-track distance of about 4,300 nautical miles (Fig. 1). Three stops
were made along this track for supplies and biological work on inshore communities, The trawl-
ing and DSL observation stations therefore fall into four series:

1. Mombasa, Kenya, to Port Victoria, Seychelles, across the southern portion of the Somali
Basin; 1,400 nautical miles, traversed 5 to 14 October 1964.

2. Port Victoria, Seychelles, to Male Atoll, Maldive Islands, across the Somali Basin, the
Carlsberg Ridge, and the southern portion of the Arabian Basin, terminating on the Mid-Indian
Ridge; 1,500 nautical miles, traversed 27 October to 4 November 1964.

3. Male Atoll, Maldive Islands, to Colombo, Ceylon; 400 nautical miles, traversed 9 to 12
November 1964.

4. Colombo, Ceylon, to the northern tip of Sumatra across the southern portion of the Bay
of Bengal; 1,100 nautical miles, traversed 19 to 26 November 1964.

The first and last stations were made on 7 October and 24 November, respectively; they were
therefore about 7 weeks apart and are separated in space by a straight-line distance on the chart
of about 3,000 nautical miles. All stations were made in open waters ranging in depth from
2,012 to 5,121 m. Proximity to land masses varied with the station, but no stations were made
on isiand or continental shelves (insert, Fig. 1).

Weather conditions varied considerably during operations. The first leg of the cruise and the
initial part of the second were made during the last of the southeast monsoon, with a heavy
swell on the starboard bow and stiff breezes. As the ship neared the Maldive Islands, the winds
declined to almost nothing, then shifted to westerlies. East of the Maldive Islands, we experi-
enced our only seriour storm. In the vicinity of Ceylon, the westerlies moderated untl, at the
last station in the Bay of Bengal, we operated in a dead calm. The northeast monsoon began
about 5 December, after all trawling operations had been completed.

"Supported by National Science Foundation grant G 17465.

3ChiefScientist: Prof. D.P. Abbott; Faculty: Prof. R.V. Bovbjerg, Prof. M.G. Bradbury; Faculty Assistant:
R.N. Mariscal: Ship's Physician: Dr. W.C. Fielding; Graduate Students. R.T. Barber, V.B. Pearse, SJ.
Proctor, J.C. Ogden. J.P. Wourms, L.R. Taylor,Jr., J.G. Christofferson, J.P. Christofferson, R.M. Mc-
Phearson, M. Wynne, P.M. Stromborg, Jr!
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MATERIALS ANIt ME1H8-J

Twenty-two DSL statcGns were completed at 14 localities (Table 1). Each trawling station
(.~ot locality) was as,.gned a Te. Vega station number. Although the number of stations was lim-
ited by the regimen of the ship and by periods of unfavorable weather, an attempt was made to
sample different geographic regions as well as to sample the DSL and layers adjacent to it around
the clck (Fig. 2).

No complete hydrographic casts were made, but thermal conditions were 'tccorded at each-
trawling station (Fig. 3). Surface temperatures, taken by bucket thermometer, showed little |variation (25.5" to 27.0°C). Temperatures below the surface were iaesured with a 900-foot

Ibathythermograph (GM Mfg. Co. Thermarine Recorder). The 100C isotherm was recorded at
rouThy 300 rn at all trawling stations. Between the surface and 300 m, thermal conditions wer-.
vari~able, bu' a thermocline was always present, varying in slope from gradual to abs',,pt, and in
idepth frora 30 to i 20 m. Incident filtminatiop, recorded on deck periodically durig trawling -
and monitoring of the DSL, was measured with a Norwood Director light meter.

Island
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Table 1. Summary of Data for Individual DSL Hauls

Ship's timue Depth rnge
Station Locty 6 at midpoint hed most Relation of effective frohingnumber (1964) ohaulipon effectively raW• to s&tttering iayer.

- - - of haul (m)r t

182 3023'S, 43"44'E 7 Oct 1013 550-750 In and below DSL curtPan
183 3028'S, 46D 10'E 8 Oct 0926 600-750 In and below DSL curtain
184 3022'S, 5115'E 10Oct 0930 800-1250 Below DSL curtain
185 5015'S, 51 0 27'E 11 Oct 0940 400-525 In main DSL

186 30 15'S, 61028'E 29 Oct 1.900 140-240 In combined layer
187 1038'S, 660 28'E 31 Oct 1348 175-215 In surface curtain
188 1*38'S, 66028'E 31 Oct 1513 275-525 In main DSL
189 1..07', 69037'E 1 Nov 1829 275-375 In combined layer curtaa,

& night condensation

190 4°27'N, 74 15'E 9 Nov 2245 265-500 in and below combined
layer curtain and nigLt
condensation

191 4025'N, 74057'E 10 Nov 0643 250-400 In main DSL
192 6*43'N, 78047'E 11 Nov 1814 70-80 In combined layer
193 6*43'N, 78047'E 11 Nov 1950 450-600 Below combin6d layer

curtaiw & -iight
condensations

194 5046'N, 810 13'E 20 Nov 0937 300-390 In main DSL
195 5*46'N, 81 13'E 20 Nov 1108 150-240 In surface curtain and clear

laye, above main DSL

196 5"06'N, 84051'E 21 Nov 2026 75-85 lit combined layer
197 5006'N, 84*51'E 21 Nov 2224 75-?5 I.• cmnibined layer
198 5044'N, 88 024'E 23 Nov 0327 75-120 In combined layer
199 5044'N, 88 024'E 23 Nov 0535 75-90 In surface layer
ý00 6 000'N, 920J 'B 24 Nov 1047 30-b5 In surface layer
201 6°05'N, 92006'E 24 Nov 1228 2"5-280 In itermediate layer and

sur•,ce curtain
202 6005'N, 92°06'E 24 Nov 1358 400-475 In main DSL
203 605'N, 92006'E 24 Nov 1537 750-850 Below main DSL and DSL

curtali
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All samples of organisms reported in this paper were taken in a Tucker trawl. The mouth of
the net was 10 by 10 feet, framed above and below by bars of 3-inch galvanized iron pipe and
along each side! by a braided nylon rope that connected the upper and lower bars. The net was
26 feet long, tapered evenly from mouth to cod end, and consisted of four sections of knotless
nylon netting whose mesh sizes decreased from mouth to cod end as follows: an 8-foot section
nearest the mouth with square mesh size 3/8 inch (stretched mesh 3/4 inch); a second section
9 feet long with square mesh size 1/4 inch (stretched mesh 1/2 inch); a third section 4 1/2 feet
long with square mesh size 1/16 inch (stretched mesh 1/8 inch); a cod-end section 4 1/2 feet
long of 1/16 inch square mesh Ace netting (stretched mesh 1/8 inch). The cod end terminated
in a canvas collar into which fitted a stainless steel bucket 8 1/2 inches in diameter and 10 inches
deep. The upper bar of the mouth frame was connected by a bridle and swivel to a tow cable of
3/8-inch wire rope that passed over a meter block suspended from an A-frame about 12 feet
above the sea surface.

From stations 182 to 185 inclusive (between Mombasa and the Seychelles), the trawl was
used as described above. For all subseauent stations, the trawl was modified in two ways. First,
four 15-lb bronze homogeneous depressors, evenly spaced, were attached to the lower bar of
the mouth frame to improve diving performance. Second, the cod-end section was lined inside
with a cone of nylon gauze 20 meshes per inch. This lining not only aided in retaining organlsms
which formerly passed through the 1/ 16-inch square mesh of the outer net, but it reduced tur-
bulence in the cod-end bucket so the trapped plankton and smaller nekton arrived at the surface
in much better condition than they had before the net was modified.

On most stations, the trawl was lowered with the ship running slow ahead and the winch
either running free or rapidly powering out the towing wire to avoid fishing above the desired
depths as much as possible. On some occesions, when the ship was driven by a following sea and
wind, the net was lowered with the propeller dead. In either case, following braking of the
winch, the trawl was towed at 1 to 1.5 knots for 30 minutes, then recovered with the engines
either stopped or on slow ahead. We assumed that the trawl continued to fish to some extent
during recovery.

The depth of the net at all stages of a haul (Figs. 4 to 6) was estimated by calculations based
on amount of wire paid out and the wire angle as measured by a Scripps inclinometer. The error
introduced by the catenary of the wire was probably greatest during the period when the wire
was being paid out and for the first few minutes after the winch was braked. (See Backus and
Hersey, 1956, and Barham, 1957, Figures 9 and 10, for analyses of similar shtuations.) Depth.
time recorders on board were all malfunctional, so no independent check on the accuracy of
depths calculated from wire angles was available. However, the pull exerted by the large trawl
and the action of the four depressors put such a heavy strain on the towing wire that we have
assumed that once the wire angle became stabilized after braking the winch, the catenary of the
towing wire, while unknown, was not enough to introduce a significant error into our depth
calculations, considering the relatively short lengths of wire paid out. Times required for stabil-
ization of wire angles for different lengths of wire out are shown in Figure 7. For hauls at
depths to 150 m, wire angles stabilized within 2 to 5 main after the winch was braked; for hauls
at depths of 200 to 500 m, wire angles usually stabilized within 10 min after the winch was
braked. During some hauls (e.g., Stations 190 and 195), and with ship's speed maintained the
while, wire was taken in after the wire angle was stabilized; the strain on the wine Increased on
such occasions, and wire angles appear to reliably indicate net depth. Also, the calculated path
of the net during recovery, with the ship moving ahead at I to 1.5 knots, is considered to be re-
liable for all hauls. The curves shown in Figures 4 to 6 represent our best estimates of the path
of the trawl for each haul. At a few statlons, which were made in rough water and with a
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Figure 7. Time required to stabilize the wire
angle for various lengths of wire paid out
(omnitting cames in which the wire was taken in
or the ship's spod altered before the wire
angle stabilized, or in which the wire angle
never stabilized)

fo'llowing wind and sea (e.g., stations 191, 198), the inclinometer was difficult to read and wire
angles did not stabilize satisfactorily; under those conditions, adjustments in the ship's speed
were made during the haul in an attempt to maintain wire angles within the range desired. The
calculated depth curves for these stations show a wavy line, which appears to indicate marked
changes in the depth of the net during the main trawling period; actual variation in net depth is
probably less than that indicated.

On recovery, after the bucket was retrieved from the cod end, the net was flushed with sea
water and picked over for organisms caught in the mesh; organisms recovered in this fashion
were included in the rest of the catch. The catch was tough-sorted and preserved immediately
thereafter. Members of the scientific party, each responsible for a different taxon, made tenta-
tive identifications and counts of each species taken and examined gut contents of selected
specimens. Those respoaible for particular groups were Proctor (siphonophores), Fielding
(chaetognaths), Buchsbaum (mollusks), Olden (amphipods), McPhearsun (pensoida), Taylor
(carideans), Jeanne Christofferson (euphmusinds), Jay Christofferson (mysids and stomatopod
larvae), Barber (tunicates), Strombore. Wourms, an Bradbury (fishes). After the expedition, it
was possible to recheck the identifications of the following groups: siphonopewores, molludses
penrsds, carideand, mysids, tunraites, and most fishes.

The following references proved the most useful. Siphonophoros: Bdielow, 1911; Tottont
1954; Totton and Bunrann, 19 65. Mollusks: Stubbknan, 1938; Teech, 1946, 1948, 1949; Those,
1949. Euphouser: Epnashob, 1945; Tattersall, 1939. Mysids: Sanr, 1S883; Tattersall, 1939;
Tattersall and Tattersall, 1951. Stomatopods: Townalay, 1953. Penaseda: Alcock, 190$; Boom,.
193(1; Dana, 1832; Hall, 192; Hansen, 1896; Ramasdan, 1938; Wood-hason and Mcock, 189T1.
Carideans: Barnard, 1950; Borradallo , 1916; Calma, 1939; Chat e, Ir., 1936; D ouao, 1920;
Kemp, 1939; Ho(thuhs 1955. Tunicatts: Thompson, 1948. : (shes) a fhoteroutin, 1953;
Beebe and Cran, 1937; Bertelsen, 193o1; t eotin, 1937; Bolin, 1959; Cohen, 1964.; TAoona,
1928; D'Ancona and Cavinato, 1965; Fraolud tnmr, 1949; Gibbs, 194c, 194b; OM,
1960, 1964; Lea, 1913; Marshall, 1966; Morrow, 1964a, 196b; Morrow and Gibbs, 1914;
Parr, 1960; Rofen, 1966a, 1966b; Roule and Beatin, 1929; Schultz, 1961; Walters, 1964. We
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were assisted in the identifications by a number of specialists (see Acknowledgments). Some
specimens have been rot.ined by the specialists, but most have been deposited in the Smithson-
ian Oceanographic Sorting Center, Washington, D.C.

Recordings of the DSL were made with two instruments. The most generally useful was a
Simrad Sonar, Model 540-4 (Simonsen Radio A.S., Oslo), powered through a 24-V Constavolt
battery eliminator model 6024. Pulse power was 1,000 W with a frequency of 30 kHz. The in-
strument was used on echo-location (depth-sounding) setting and was set to record echos from
the upper 1,500 m. Best recordings were obtained with a pulse length of I 1 msec (dial setting of
3) and a sensitivity setting between 6 and 10, with best results between 6 and 7. Signal-to-noise
ratio was unfavorable while underway with the main engine, so all recordings were taken with
the ship's propeller stopped.

Subsidiary recordings were taken, often simultancously- with a SLnrad Echo-Sounder Type
513-1. Power was supplied by the ship's generators, raised from 115 to 2?0 V by a Simrad
Transformer Type 517-33. Pulse power was 800 W, with a fiequency of I kHz. Best recordings
were obtained with a pulse length of 8 mset (dial setting of 3) and a sensitivity setting of about
6. The Simrad Echo-Sounder, wher, used to record only the acoustical phenomena in the upper-
most 500 m, provided a finer resolution of the upper DSL than did the Simrad Sonar, but it
proved the less useful instrument for our purposes for two reasons: first, slight fluctuations in
the strength and frequency of the ship's generator output or marked fluctuations in power
usage aboard caused some artificial variations in recordings of the DSL; second, at several
critical depths, a bottom echo front a previous pulse was recorded on the tape at DSL levels,
obscuring the recorded DSL.

THE PATTERN OF THE DSL

Data on the sonic scattering layers were collected as follows.
Echograms were taken before and during each DSL trawling station to establish the position

and structure of the sound s"attering layers.
On five different days, 28 October to 2 November, 15 minutes o traciup were made at 3-hour

intervals to assess the variability of the scattering pattern at specifed hours of the day and night.
During each period of recording, water and air temperatire, sea conditions, wind force, and
incident light were also recorded.

The DSL was recorded continuously for 37 hours from the evening of 24 November through
the early morning of 26 November except for donrt periods when the tape was rephenished.
During the day, incident light was meamired at i5-min intervals.

Isolated recordingp of the DSLwere made on a variety of other occasions.
The hgh read-out rate of the Si•iad Sonar (about 2 m per hour) resmlted in detaiwd resolu-

tion of scatteringayer chandes per unit of time, which allowed careful analysis of these chanIn
but made It impractical to publish photographa of complete echoplram. Themefore, echopwarm
were converted to diagrams (i.e., Fip. 4 to 6, 8, and 9) by gpialy comprmsing the timw axis of
the echopam tape and reducing the various light and dark portions of the scattering recording
to two or three categories represented respectively by light lkws, medium lies, and dark stip-
pling on the diagrams. Conversion from tape record to diaram Involved intpttion ad sim-
plifkation but was done with consistency and care, so that the diqram reflt faiWty accurately
the real diffefences in layers shown on the echogpama
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Figure 9. Diarams showing vaiation in scatteiing layers recorded at Wecmic hours between
28 October and 2 November between the Seycheles and Madive Islands. Numbers beWow
coluwns show somar sensitiitty settings.

Genewr Featumr of DSL Patterns

Although echograms taken at the same time of day on consecutive days usually showed vari-
ation in thickness, vertical position, and number of bands, there were features that occurred
regularly, or at least very frequently. For our compsrattv purposes it was convenient to e4s-
nate each of these features by a distinctive tem; Figures 4 to 6 and 8 show bands labeled with /

the terms we used. Definition of the terms are given as folows.
Main DSL. A layer of heavy scattering at least 50 m thick (e.g., Fig. M) but eneraily thicker

(e.g., Fig. 5, Sta. 187, 188, 191, etc.), represented on echoptama by a dark band, Ahch during
the main part of the day lay with lits top about 300 to 350 m below the surface. Sometimes
the main DSL was very thick an' subdivided into two bands, the lower band centered ot or
below 500 m(e4g., Fig. 6, Sta. 194 and 195; Fig. 9 shows that this split in the main DSL
occurred frequentiy between 29 Octnber and 2 November).

WtL cutain. A region 0o1i ghty recorded scattering tiat appeared on echopranss a a fringe
below the main DSL. The width of this band varied directly with the mnditivity setting of the
sonar, but in peneral, the DSL curtain was noW detectable more than 2W m below the bottom of
the main DSL, tending to thken in late aftemoon because its lower 'nur did not ascend
throughi as many metrs as did the main D0L.

Sw&-i- kLyer. A layer of he scattering that occupied the top 60 to 150 m in dcytime. We
do not know whether the surface scattering nmaited from. the outtalng v* or w timer there
were actually sound scatterer present near the surfaxe whoe recordinl nmtpd with that of the
uutgoling sial on the achmopn.

Swue cwta%. A layer of litly recorded scattern extending from the mrface ta to the
main DSL. This layer often showed some heavy stterin within it (ow Intermediate Layer) or
dear layers from which no scattering was cord (e.g., FR. 4, .% 182; Fig. 5, Sta. 195; . 6,
Sts. 200; Fig. 8).

I.
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Intermediate layer. Any daytime layers that registered as relatively heavy scattering within
the surface curtain (numerous echograms shown in Figs. 4 to 6).

Combined l,•ry•. A nighttime surface layer that occupied the top 150 to 250 m and that
appeared on echogranr to represent the band of the main DSL merged with the surface layer.

Combined layer curtain. A layer of lightly recorded scattering extending as a fringe below
the combiaed !ayer. The ccmbined layer curtain was continuous with the DSL curtain.

Night condenation. n'ne .r more layers of heavy scattering often recorded at night from
below the combJnt' layer but within the combined layer curtain. These night condensations
sometlimes perk'sted throughout the night, and on cloudy days they sometimes appeared at
sunset.

The only bands corSlste•,dy present on echograms were the main DSL, the wrface layer, and
the combined layer, and tbe .nain DSL showed variation in width and vertical position at any
given hour from d2, to day. The most notable feature of the scattering layers was the 350-m
migration of the mair DSI, downwara from the surface at dawn and its return to the surface at 1

sunset. Each miration was completet witlt >t iL.j to 2 hours and was recorded on the sonar
tape as a solid band or as st. - al poorly ceparated bands moving gradually up or down. The
main DSL remained at lower depths during the daylight hours. The intermediate layer, when
present, underwent a similar migration at dawn and sunset. It is likely that the vertical move-
ments of scattering layets are influenced by light intensities and by rates of change of light

intensities, as Clarke and Backus (1964) were able to show for scattering layers in the north
Atlantic.

The combined layer persisted throughout the night, and often, between 2400 and 0300
nours, a part of it appeared to descend 50 m, wherp it remained until sunrise.

Compwlons "WIh O6a DSL Studies

The generalized equatorial Indian Ocean DSL pattern is similar in its daytime DSL pattern to
patterns recorded in. the equatorial and North Pacific (Dietz, 1948), the southeastern Pacific
(Hersey and Bacaus, 1962), the Mediterranean (Frassetto and Della Croce, 1965) and the
eastern centr Pacific (Barham, 1966). In the echograms reproduced in these publications, the
daytime 4eptý of the center of tho main DSL is between 350 and 400 m, which is approximately
the day, me depth of the main DSL in tfio. 8. In view of the differences In latitude and light
relgie betwAser. all these areas, the similarity of daytime depth of the main DSL is striking.

IL.wever, Hersey and Backus (1962) leport that in the North Atlantic, the DSL band appears
as two layers, one centered at 250 m and the other at 500 m. This generalized pattern Is based
on the examination of about 150 suparate recordings. The echogram of Moore (1950, his
Fag. I %) from the North Atlantic shows a very similar pattern, with an Intermediate layer at
250 m and a main layer between 500 and 600 m. These data indicate that the main scattering
kyer is consistenty -bout 100 m do- -or in the North Atlantic than it is in the equatorial
Indian Ocean, but In both oceans tleef is usually an intermediate layer at 250 m. The DSL's
recorded by Dietz (1948) and Barham (1966) in the Pacific conspicuously lack the intermediate
layet that is present at 250 m in the Indian Ocean, the North Adantic, and the Pacific off the
coast of Chile (Hervey and Backus, 1962, their Fig. 6).

Barham (1966) noted that an echoram, which was being recorded on Scripps Research
Veiml T441 as it accompae"ed the div,-fg saucer Soucoupe during Dive 3 off Baja California,
3ai,wed an intermediate layer splitting off from the main layer; shortly thereafter, the inter-
mediate layer disappamed frum the echegrsm. Barham, who was in the diving uaicer while the
ethcgra-n was being recorded, saw scattering orpnims in what corresponded to the intermediate
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layer as it was splitting off from the downward-migrating main layer (his Fig. 2). About 45 mrin
later, he saw no organisms at the depth where the intermediate layer would have been, that is,
at 220 to 240 m.

In the Indian Ocean, the intermediate layer becomes most distirict in the middle of thie day,
from 0900 to 1300 hours. Hersey and Backus (1962, their Fig. 6) show a heavy intermadlatt
layer present throughout daylight hours. The 250-m Intermediate layer appears to be a most
variable component of the rcatteting layers.

Continuous 37-Hour Recording

The 37-hour length u. fathoineter tape is diagramed In Figure 8, in which the time axis is re-
duced to about .9032 that of tia- actual tape l:ngth. The figure illustrates how the size, number,
and vertical position of individual banids varied within short periods of time, and also how a
change of one unit in the sensitivity setting of the somiar could introduce bands that were not
previously reco.4ied. Photographs of portions of the 37-hour ochogram are shown in Figures 10
and I'.

Light-intensity readings taken at 15-min intervals during most of the period of continuous
sonar mecording are shown below the echogram in Fture 8. Note that with the first daylight,
the main DSL began its migration downward, reac.hLig its lowest depth at the time of greatest
light intensity. As the light intensity Iropped in the late afternoon, the main DSL approached
the surface.

Variation in Scatteding Layers

Figure 9 illustrates variation in scattering layers recorded at particular times of day on dif-
ferent days from 28 October to 2 November. During each 15-min DSL observation, records
were also made of the amount of incident light, the barometric pressure, air and water tempera-
tures, wave height, wind force, and perce.nt of cloud cover. The variabiilty in layering that was
recorded did not show any clear .orrelation with variations in any of these factors.

The amount of light t a particular time of day did not appear to have any consistent effect
on the type and depth of the scattering layers that frmed. For example, the light conditions
at 0600 hoeirs were similar on 30 October, I November, &nd 2 November (Fig. 9); incident light
in foot-candles (ft-c) registered 300, 480, and 600 ft-c, respectively. However, the pattern for
1 November does not resemble that for 30 October nearly as much as it resembles the pattern
for 31 October, when the incident light registered 2,700 ft-c at 0600 hours, or approximately
5.5 times 'Oiat measured for I November. At 0900 hours on 29 October and 31 October, the
incident light readings were similar (9,000 and 7,800 ft-c, respectively), yet the echogram for
29 October includes an intermediate layer, whereas that for 31 October does not. The main DSL
was split into two bands at 1200 hours on 30 October, but not on I November, although the
illumination was the same r n the two days. Interpretation of these findings would require
knowledge of the light conditions for the hour or two immediateiy preceding each observation,
but such data were not recorded.

HORIZONTAL DISTrUBUTION OF ANIMALS

Horizontal distributions of animals taken during the cruise are very incomplete because only
i4 localities were samnpled along a cruise track of 4,300 nautical miles. However, our data show
some agreement with the works of others. For example, the stomiatoid fish Dip/ophos menin
is known only from the western Indian Ocean (Grey, 1960), and we collected this form at three
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Fiws 10. Photographs of uselcted pordwos of the 374our schqgram. a-; descmnding main
DSL on 25 November. f, main DSL at daytime depth on 25 November. Timea covered by
pbotogrphs an follosw: a, 0521 dirough 0525; b, 0528 through 0532; c, 0535 through
0539; d, 0650 through 0654; s, 0718 through 0722; f, 1359 through 1403.
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Figure 11. Photogrphs of se~ected portions of the 37-hour ockepamL a-, meWding main
DSL on 25 Nom•er, M-f; Combined layer on 25 and 26 November (e shows a niht condma-
tion). Tn•ms covered by photopraphs.a as follows: a, 1614 tujhi 1618; b, 1644 through
1648; c, 1659 through 1703; d. 1801 th•ugh 1805; a, 2214 thiough 2218; f. 0229 throush
0233.
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localities west of the Maldive Islands but never east of them (Fig. 1). The myctophid fishes

Benthosemn suborbitale and Centrobranchus nigro-ocellatus are apparently restricted in the

Indian Ocean to latitudes south of the equator, while Benthosena fibulatum has a northerly

distribution in the Indian Ocean (Nafpaktitis and Nafpakdtis, 1969), and our data agree with

these findings. Gibbs and Hurwitz (1967) have reaffirmed that two species of Chauliodui occur in

the Indian Ocean, Chauliodus pammelas to the north in the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal and

extending just south of Ceylon, and Chaultiodus sloant in more southerly portions of the Indian

Ocean, its horizontal fange overlapping that of Chauliodus pammelas somewhat. Thus, during
the southerly leg of our cruise (southwest of the Maldive Islands), we took only Chaau/odus
sloani, as might be expected, and we took Ciulodus pammelas on the northern leg.

The literature concerning the horizontal distributions of midwater animals in the Indian
Ocean suggested we would find a faunal break between the locality of Sta. 189 and that of Sta.
190 (Fig. 1). Because our cruise track extended in a direction from southwest to northeast, the
geographical difference between Sta. 189 and Sta. 190 would reflect simultaneoubly both a
north-south faunal break and an east-west faunal break. Sampling regimes from the two sections
of the cruise were only roughly comparable, as follows.

Southwest Cruise track, seven Northwest Cruise track, seven
localities (Sta. 182-189) localities (Sta. 190-203)

5 localities for 5 deepwater 3 localities for 4 deepwater
daytime hauls daytime hauls

2 localities for 2 shallow 3 localities for 4 shallow
nighttime hauls nighttime hauls

(I shallow daytime haul was I locality for a deepwater
aiso made at one of the nighttime haul
above localities) (4 shallow daytime hauls and

I additional deepwater
nighttime haul were also made
at the above localities)

Of the 161 species of invertebrates and fishes eventually identified (Table 2), only 73 were
taken in both the southwestern and northeastern equatorial Indian Ocean; these forms include
II slphonophores, 7 pteropods, 2 heteropods, 2 mysids, 7 euphaul ds, 8 decapod cnuacens,
7 tunlcates, and 29 fishes. There were 52 species collected only in the southwestem equatorial
Indian Ocean (Sta. 182-189), including 2 si poophore, 4 pteropods, 5 beteropods, 4 ceph-
alopods, 6 decapod crustaceans, and 31 fishes. Ther weo 36 species collected only in the
northeastern equatorial Indian Ocean (Sts. 190-203), including 3 dphonopbore, 3 pteropods,
3 heteropods, I cephalopod, I myuld, 5 decapod crustaceans, I tunicate, w4d 19 fishes.

Examples of fishes we collected in both the southwestern and northeastern equatorial Indian
Ocean that were already known to have distributions that broadly span the entire equatorial
Indian Ocean are 1ophos osanas (Grey, 1960) Vincl(grria Wark and Vawisctaune
1Psucrm (Grey, 1964), COusdka s (orrow, 1964b), Stoeimfu 4f and Stmi
nebudoua (Morrow, 194,40), Alrg~qmka cydums (Schultz, 1961) and some of the lantern
fishes, for example, Notodyclra vdd , DLqiAu ekm.uer, •qiMu AitkevgX mq*w * sJd
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Lampanyctus niger, Lampanyctus macroptems, Lepidoplwnes pyrsobolus,4 Hygophum prox- .
imum,' and Diogenichthys panurgus (Bolin, 1959; Fraser-Brunner, 1949). On the other hand, we
took Sternoptyx diaphana (Schultz, 1961) only once and Ceratoscopelus wrmingi (Bolin,
1959; Nafpaktitis and Nafpaktitis, 1969) only a few times in the northeast equatorial Indian
Ocean. Since neither species is uncommon and both are circumglobal in distribution, it ap-
pears that our results do not reflect the actual distributions of all midwater fish species; pre-
sumably the same may be said of invertebrates.

In some cases, our horizontal distribution data may be explained by the differential depths of
hauls. For example, the four members of the genus Cyclothone taken by us certainly occur at
wo)re localities than indicated by Table 2. Known depth distributions for the four species indi-
cate that Cydothone alba is the shallowest of the four in vertical distribution, followed by C.
pse-dopallida, then by C acclinidens, with the deepest being C. pal/tda (personal communica-
tion, B. N. Kobayashi). Thus, nets that did not fish deeper than 250 to 300 m during the day-
time did not catch Cyclothone alba, and nets generally had to reach about 400-m depths to catch
the other three species. Although diel migrations are described for the genus C),clothone (Grey,
1964), the four species we encountered were never taken in the upper 200 m, either day or night.

Lack of nighttime collections in the southwestern Indian Ocean (Fi6. 2) probably accounts
for the absence from hauls 182 to 189 of s-uch a common lanternfish as Ceratoscopelus w=am-
imgi. The large proportion, of decp daytime hauls in that area, however, probably accounts for
our having netted more organisms with deep daytime distributions from the southwe. ,i-n equa-
torial Indian Ocean than from the northeastern portion.

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION, MIGRATION, AND RELATIONSHIP OF
ANNALS TO THE I•LO

Because neither closing nets nor depth recorders were employed in the &ampling program dur-
Lng the cruise, results of analyses for vertical distributions are fairly crude estimates. Neverthe-
less, our methods did show diel changes in vertical distributions of some species that suggest
relationship with the main DSL.

To make analyses of vertical distributions, a basic diagam was drawn up that showed a gen,.
eralk-ed main DSL and combined layer such as reproduced in Figures 12 to 16, with a vertical
scale in meters that relates to the scattering pattern. For the sake of smpliidty, at other scatter-
ing features are omitted. The effective fishing range for each haul (vertical stippled ban) was
superimposed on the scattering pattern, but the top and/or bottom of each bar was adjusted to
the generalized DSL pattern rather than to the depth scale. as follows. For hauls taken below the
main DSL or combined layer (Sta. 182, 183, 184, 189, 190, 193, 203), the effective fishlng rma
was adjusted upward or downward so that for each haul the ditanm between the top of the if.
fective flabin rae and the bottom of the main DSL or conined layer was the saum as pi.
vailed at the time the haul was actually taken. (See Table I or Fit. 2 for actual effective fiMM

4 AWln we J• M U ow masuiwb a mor *A cb m wu ami4.s a lqydApsa pyra*ba, a &sint
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ranges.) For hauls taken in the main DSL (Sta. 185, 188, 191, t 94, 204'. the effective fishing
range was adjusted so that the top and bottom of the fishing range bore the same relationship to
the top and bottom of the mair DSL as actually prevailed at sue time the haul was taken. For
hauls taken between the bottom of the surface layer and the top of the main DSL (Sta. 187,
195, 201), the top and bottom of the effective fishing range were :djusted to conform to the ac-
tual distances from the bottom of the surface layer and tht top of the main DSL, respectively,
that prevailed at the time the hauls were made. For hauls taken in the daytime surface layer or
nighttime combined layer (Sta. 192, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200), the bottom of the effective fish-
ing range was adjusted to be the same distance above the bottom of the surface layer or com-
bined layer as actually prevailed when the haul was madJe. Hanl 186 required considerable I
adjustment to fit the generalized scattering diagram; it was clarly made in the combined layer
(Fig. 4), but the combined layer extended downward unusually far that day (23 November). I
For the purposes of the generalized diagram, the e'"tive Pshing range was adjusted upward so

its lower limit coincided with the bottom of the combined layer on the diagram.
With the diagram prepared as described above, a graph was prepared for every species, show-

ing the number of specimens. for every haul in w tich the species was taken. The results of
graphing were best for species that were taken it one half or more of the localities and in rela-
tively large numbers and suggested the following distribution patterns relative to the main DSL.

1. Species taken primarily at main DSL depths ar d below in the daytime, and in the com-
bined layer at night.

2. Species taken primarily bclow the. main DSL in daytime, and in the combined layer at
night.

3. Species taken primarily it mair DSL depths and below both day and night.
4. Species taken from below the main DSL in daytime and below the combined layer at

night.
5. Species taken prin.rily abo•,! 200 m day and nigbf.
6. Species taken primirily above 500 m duy and night.

Spedes taken pvbart at mathn D)R. deptki and below in the daythne, and in the combined
layer at aot. Figure 12a shows three apkes that were taken in large numbers during the
ruise; Ablopais tWoi (a &1phonophore), ,nmbufie sp. (a pteropod), and Thywnopoda sp.

(a euphauslid). Thrce is a drar mtlc difference between the number of these orpnmarna taken
from the combined layer at nqp'.t and those taken in the surface layer in daytime, with many
fewer taken in the surface layer" In daytime. The largest numbers in the daytime catchs we
from the main DS"' although all three spedes were taken In hauls below the main DSL. No
hauls were made below 500 n. at night, so we have no information about the distribution of
theme form below 500 m at night, but our data aqast that these three species have wide bathy.
metric auges in daytime, from 300 m to about 1000 m, with their centers of distribution In the
main DSL (except for C)ambul, op., a total of 90 once being taken in a haul that &ished above
the mal• D6L). At night, their distribution Is heavily centered abov 100 m. The pattern Wn;l-
cates that thes animals migrate toward the surface at night and return to depths during the day.
time; they may be among the orpnisma chiefly responsible for sound scattering at main DIL and
DSL curtain depths.

Although taken in fewer numbers, three additional species dsh a sima distributlon pattern;
thee three are Nenwobmehkm sp. (a euphausid), fbswnk 4mbare (a stomnatold Mab), and
Notclw Pddt*e (a myctophid fish), Figure 12b. Of these, none were taken from layers
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above the main DSL in daytime, although all were taken above 100 m at night. None show spe-

cial affinity for the main DSL, although all were taken in it in at least three of the five hauls

made in the main DSL.
It is possible th3t at least some of the fishes can avoid slowly, eoving ne's in lighted shallower

waters in daytime. Pearcy and Laurs (1966) have analyzed vertical distributions of four domi-

nant mesopelagic fish species in the eastern Pacific off Oregon. They foeund tha.: the largest

catches in daytime were made in the 150 to 500 xn (intermediate) range, but at night the largest

catches were made in the 0 to 150 m (surface) range. However, they found that the increawe

from day to night in fishes per unit volume in the surface range was always greater than the in-

crease from night to day in the intermediate range. In other words, if migrations were really

taking place and fishes were retiring to the intermediate range in daytime, one might expect that

the numbers of fishes captured in the intermediate range in daytime would represent about the

same increase over nighttime captures in the intermediate range as occurs in reverse at the sur-
face, where the numbers of fishes captured in the surface range at night were greater than in
daytime; in fact, results showed that fewer fishes were taken in the intermediate range in day-
time than could probably be accounted for by the migration hypothesis. Pearcy and Laurs
(1966) reasoned that the difference might result from net avoidance by fishes in the upper 500 m
in daytime, and they estimated that diel differences in catches probably were in part the effect
of net avoidance for three of the four species with which they worked. Their chief criterion for
showing vertical migration, therefore, would be the diel differences in catches in the intermediate
range while allowing for net avoidance rather than diel differences in the surface range. Our data
for Vincipuen*i nimbaria and Notolychnus valddvae are meager and our localities were widely
separated, but the two species of fishes were taken in larger numbers below 250 m in daytime
than they were from below 250 m at night (Fig. 12b), suggesting they do in fact disappear from
below 250 m at night by migrating up. The increase from day to night of numbers taken in the
upper 250 m is so much greater than is the increase from night to day below 250 m that net
avoidance may be involved.

During Cruise 6 of the R/V Anton &unn in the Indian Ocean, collections of No:o*ychnus
vwud1vl at stations closest to the equator (Sta. 333B, 337A, and 342A) show that the species
was present in hauls made from the surface to 250 to 400 m at night but not in deeper hauls
made at the same localities on the sane nights (Nafpaktitis and Nafpaktltia, 1969), showing
some agreement with our data. Both Vincwuemwa nimbari and Notolychnut YdNlW have been
previously thought to make d1el vertical migrations (Marshall, 1960). In fact, like many other
rnyctophias, NowolychnMw votdh nas been taken at the very surface at night by dip.netting
(Beebe and Vander Pyl, 1944). However, V •ncwenk nmberi, although frequently taken in
the upper several hundred meters at night, is not taken at the very surface; moreover, smaller
qsecimens, not adults, are generally recorded as being taken in upper layers at nilht (Marshall,
1960, p. 88), a generlization that is made for numerou stomnatolds (Morrow, 1964a). Thus, it
will probably eventually be necesary to define vertical migration patterns for young stqds sep.
arately from thos for adults as has been the casm for some pelagic crustacesas such as &phsw*
p&VW( in Monterey Day, California (Darham, 1957). Both Vcwewk nlnbwk and Not*-
bvyhnsw vskdie have gas -filed swimbladders that would serve as scattering tarpUts (Maidl,
1960). so both species may be Implicated as contributing to scattering in the main DSL.

Additionally. although they wern not taken frequently or in Iap nunmru there wr one
pteropod, two crustaceans, and four fishes with vertical distribution patterns that sugeed that
they, too, normluly Inhabit depths in or below the main iSL in daytim and migrate upwards at
night. Th-es are Euefto pywimra (a pteropod), Navwtmeft ap. (a euphauwd), CppAns
pvcimao (a curidean), DkpW monah and Ak Owmw fibuma (wyctophid fishes), taid
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Ozauliodus pammelas and Chauliodus sloani (stomiatoid fishes) (Table 2). We captured the

pteropod Euclio pyramidata only in the western Indian Ocean, where it occurred in all three
hauls below the main DSL in morning (182 to 184) and in the main DSL in afternoon (188);
because no hauls were made in the upper 100 m at night in the western Indian Ocean, it is im-
possible to tell whether this form occurs there at night, but its presence in hauls 186 (above
240 m) and 189 (above 375 m)just after dark suggests that it moves ner the surfice at night.
We took 11 specimens of Benthosema fibulatum, but as its range is rtsticte•I ,o the northern
Indian Ocean north of about 4*N (Nafpaktitis and Nafpaktiis, 1969), we may say that we cap-
tured it at 3 out of a possible 7 localities, once in the main D.' in da,'tine aic d twice in the
upper 100 m at night. Similarly, hau/iodus pammelas has a northerly distribution (Gibbs and
Hurwitz, 1967) and was taken by us at 3 out of a possible 7 localities; of a total of 10 speci-
mens,' 5 were taken in the main DSL, 2 in the upper 100 m at night, and 3 below 500 m at
night. Species of Osauliodus are all thought to perform extensive diel vertical migrations, with
the distributions of adults centered at greater depths than those of juveniles (Morrow, 1964b).
They do not have swimbladders (Marshall, 1960), and it is doubtfui that they are sound-
scattering targets. Data for Liaphus mollis shows that the form was taken at 7 localities, 13
specimens from 3 hauls in and below the main DSL, 15 specimens from 3 hauls above 240 m at
night, and I specimen in a haul below 450 m at ni"ht, indicating that it is a vertical migrator.
Unfortunately, we did not check the swimbladder of this form, but it has apparently never been
recorded as lacking a swimbladder and may be hypothesized as contributing to sound scattering.

Speces taken prinmvy below the main DSL hn daytime and In the combined layer at niht. Ver-
tical distributions for the following species are shown in Figure 13a and b: Stylocheiron Vp. L
(a euphauwid), Serates robusmna (a penaeid), l7hassoca's lucid (a cardean), and the fishes
Diogenkchthys pwtuu, Dpus rgni, and Dahuy lutkenl (all myctophids). These species
almost never occurred ii, hauls through the main DSL save for haul 191, which was made shortly
after sunrise while the main DSL was descending. Thus, while these species probably are mi-
grators, they probably are not constituents of the main DSL. All six species were taken in largest
numbers at night in the combined layer. The cn',staceans were all taken in larger numbers be-
tween 265 and 600 m at night than they were in daytime, suggesting that either they avoid the
net at these intermediate depths in daytime, or their daytime center of distribution Is below
these intermediate depths ds• 1aytime. Data for the fithes are equivocal, as samples are few and
small.

The vertical distributions of three other species resemble the above dlstrutions. These
species are P•Aw dalus :zuntev (a carkdean), Samlas nebulos (a stomlatold fish), and
Lam kycna nob&9s (a myctophMd Mis) (Tabk 2). Somrma 'vbulbou was taken oncwe above
240m (haul 186) nd onc above 37S m (haul 189) at night but not in the upper 100m at n t,
a finding that agees with the known distribution, for, although uall speciens of other specieks
ofStomlas frequenty have been taken in surface waters at niht, Shnos nbAdoma hr- not
(Marshall, 1960). The species, like others of Its family, lacks a swimbladder, so peduaps may be
discounted as a sound-ecattering turst.

7Tb touW may hav bem didy Wow, becmm t co ad foa om m bc o * thi s Webs.
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Species taken primarily at main DSL depths and below both night and day. The vertical distri-

butions of two stomiatoid fishes that were nearly always taken below 275 m, day and night, are

shown in Figure 14a. Of the two, Cyclothone alba had the greater depth range, occurring in all

hauls in which the net fished below 300 m except haul 189. Species of Cyclothone have been

known to undergo vertical migrations, but Grey (1964, p. 187) writcs, "The vertical distribution
of these fishes is complicated, as some undergo daily vertical migrations during at least part of
their lives, they inhabit shallower depths in cold seas than in tropical and temperate waters, and
older specimens live in deeper water." Our data do not show a pattern of iuination. Depth distri-
butions of species of C•ydothone are known to be stratified ir. some localities (Grey, 1964; B. N.
Kobayashi, personal communication), with the pale-colored C. alba having a shallow distribution;
of the species P-f Cyclothone we captqred, C. alba had the shallowest range and was the only
species of (yclothone to occur in the main DSL. Swimbladders afe present in adults of Cyclo-
thone, although regressed in size from the premetamorphosis size (Mars , 1960). Because so
many rpecimens of Cyclothonealba were taken during Cruise 5 at depths from which no sound
scattering was recorded, it is doubtful !hat this form contributes to strong sound scattering in
the main DSL even though a substontial portion of the population occurs there in daytime.

Members of the stomiatoid genus Argropdlcus have been called partial migrators by
Marshall (1960, p. 88), meaning that nighttime populations are centered higher than daytime
populations, but the nighttime distribution does not reach much above 150 m. Our data for
Arjropelecus ychnus sladeni agree with those observations. However, although previous records
indicate that the species has been taken below 600 m in the Indian Ocean (Schultz, 1961), none
of our specimens were taken below that depth. In fact, of a total of 23 specimens belonging to
at least three species of Ariyropelccus (Table 2), 21 were taken in the main DSL. All of the 13
taken at night were captured between 150 and 600 m These forms have gas.fidled swimbladders
(Marshall, 1960) and are probably sound scatterers.

Like A.ryropelecus two other storniatoids, Valencienneius rVpncund tus and lchthyococcw
oitus, and the myctophid Diphus kendalli were taken only in the main DS. .n daytime, al.
though the data for tmise forms are extremely meagre (Tabie 2). DL hus kendel/i may be one
of the exceptions to the generalization that most myctophids make ,.xte.uave vertical migrations
to the suface at night, for we never took this form in the hauls in shallow depths at night in
whilch myctoohMdt were nor tna~ly rm1atively ntumetous.

SPetiesý t"kea frm below the mam ns U L dIayn&tb a" belaw * cteAbjud layer at Rlt. In
peneral, hault at depths below scattering features were not as productive at hauls in shallower
d,.pths, so that distribution pLttems of the animals thee are not so easuly 41cemribe. Six qpcies
were tiken by us in sufficient rnuners to alast paetsers; ine were H* R#WWM
and Arsteaw sp. (penaeids), LPm),ctw s4ge (a myctophid fsh), and 'y•doiow C
p4&W C and C acdfdens (satnmitoid athes). Vertie disu zfot m for tLbe two p=MW&da
(Fit 14b) thow ther daytime 4AUtlutuoo to e Wl4 below the main DSL Niottim haulb
show these frm= p1ee t from below 100 in to 500 or 600 m. aathng that they/mrmWat, up at
4Wd but 1top sho1 oA the OWper 200 m. Phwa auhors hma &WNtWd that ertici mnaton
that cea their upward miatkW below te surfa-e mixed layer re stopped by the tnamoclIe I
( lsai. 1960), s po-l ex;ý.mation for out data, becaius the gaion of de 6h ajine dir.

V CrPise 5 was 30 to 120 M (R&. 3). The myctop /d L.utpwyw e, r nay &I nto h is
cattpy C'able 2), as may the mnaton i•mntlord p im, y a not h g oemrnod in the
upper 100 Mn, sMgh N S10r**u neb~oWM AWVMuPtkaus app., f6*w tc.

Three qies of C'otheo, C pd* C =4 d C e dm (TAW 2). w,
regulady taken below the main DS1. in daytime ewept for C pW*. whls ws onc tak in
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th,, main DSL (haul 194). Their absence from depths above 600 m at night indicates that none
of them make extensive vertical migrations in this range (it is possible, of course, that they per-
form migrations below these depths).

Species taken ptimadly rbore 20(• m day and night. The vertical distributions for two crusta.
ceans whose center of distribution was in surface layers day and night are shown in Figure 15;
these arc Stylocheiron sp. s (a euphausiid) and Lcvcifer acestra (a penaeid). Both were taken in
the main DSL and below in daytime, but generally not in numbers as great as were taken nearer
the surface. Heteropods of the genus Atlanta (our collections probably consisted of more than
one species) had similar concentrations near the surface (data for Atlanta given in Table 2);
their vertical distribution variPd somewhat from those of the crustaceans in that they were ab-
sent (with one exception) from depths below the main DSL. The distributions for the crusta-
ceans and heteropods indicate that they may bc involved as agents of sound scattering at the
surface and daytime intermediate layers but that they are probably not involved in the dicI
changes in the main DSL.

Species taken prmarily above 500 m day and night. A pteropod and a number of siphonophores
and tuicates were widely distributed throughout the upper 500 rm day and night; none appeared
to have any affinity for the main DSL, although they sometimes were captured in hauls through
it. "he siphonophore Dip/yes dispar did not appear in hauls below about 15 in at nght (Figure
16a). This fact suggested that it congregates near the 3urface at night. Another siphonophore,
Liphyes bojani, and the tumcate Cclouda virgzda ruay have a similar distribution pattern
(Figure 16a), but we tcok &genr in fewer haals and the picture. for them. is unclear. Two other
forms, the pteropod Cavolinia longirosifis and the siphonophore Ag oma okeni (Figure 1 6b),
had distributions showing their tendency to leave the upper 10 m in daytime; that is, they

* Lecifer acstrM IW Mo

OO6

Figure 15. Two species taken primarily above 200 ,ni day and night. Ntumbcas of individualsare given beside Iymbols for each species.
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occurred in haul 198 (75 to 120 m) before daybreak but not in haul 199 (75 to 90 m) just after
daybreak on the same day, and they occurred in hauls 201 and 202 (225 to 475 m) but not in
haul 200 (80 to 85 m) earlier the same day.

Three tunicates were taken above 500 m night and day, but their distributions show no spe-
cial patterns: they are Salpa fusiformis, Pegea confoederata, and Dolioletta gegenbauri
(Table 2).

By this method of analysis, we are left with a number of invertebrait that occurred variously
in moderate to large numbers from the surface io below 700 m, some of which were patchy in
distribution but none of which show any particular affinities for any particular depths. These
were the siphonophores Abyla trigona, Hippopodius hippopus, Chelophyes appendlckdata,
Chelophyes contorta, and Eudoxoides mitra; the pteropods Diacria quadridentata (two sub-
species) znd Creseis sp.; the euphausiid Thysanoessa sp.; and the tunicates Thalia democratica,
Jasis zonaria, and Pyrosoma atlanticwn (Table 2).

The pitfalls of plotting distributions and making inferences from them about dynamics of
population movements probably are pumerous, but the following example is especially instruc-
tive. Nafpaktitis and Nafpaktitis (1969) report that the myctophid fish Ceratoscopelus wanmitgi
has a broad distribution from the Atlantic Ocean through the Indian Ocean, probably to the
South Pacific; they write concerning collections from Anton Brunn Cruises 3 and 6 in the west-
ern Indian Ocean, "C. warmingi seems to be common in the Indian Ocean. The 386 specimens
were taken almost uninterruptedly from about 12*N to 440S." Yet during J"e Vega Cruise 5,
this species was taken only at four localities (Table 2), none of which were in the western Indian
Ocean. Also, the species was taken only in nighttime hauls during Te Vega Cruise 5, with 16 of
the 17 specimens taken in hauls from 0 to 120 m, but Anton Brunn Cruises 3 and 6 took the
species in daytime in 15 hauls that sampled the upper 1000 m. (Of a total of 80 Anton Brunn
hauls that captured C warmingi, 15 were made during daylight hours and 38 during the night,
while 27 could not be scored as either day or night hauls; the latter hauls were evidently made
partly by day and partly by night in at least some cases.) Thus it is plain that our data are insuf-
ficient to show the relationship of Ceratoscopelus warmingi to the main DSL, even though other
workers have found the fish to be common in the Indian Ocean and have taken it at various
depths. The sama is undoubtedly true for other species we attempted to treat, but the case of
C. warming is especially provocative because schools of one of its congeners, C maderenuis,
were recently identified with a deep scattering layer composed of discrete hyperbolic echo se-
quences off the continental slope of the northeastern United States (Backus et al., 1968).

To summarize, for the species for which we could discern migration patterns, there were six
that appear to perform extensive migrations and one that is a partial migrator, any or all of which
may be important sound scatterers in the main DSL in the equatorial Indian Ocean in October
and November. Best evidence for association with the main DSL was obtained for Ablyopsit
tetragona (a siphonophore), Cy'mbulia sp. (a pteropod), and Thysanopoda sp. (a euphausiid).
Lesser evidence was obtained for Nematobrachion sp. (a euphausiid), Vinciguerria nimbaria (a
stomiatoid fish), Notolychnus valdivioe (a myctophid fish), and the partial migrator Ar'ro-
pelecus lychnus sladeni (a stomiatoid fish).

NOTES ON FOOD RELATIONSHIPS

Although time and facilities did net permit an extensive study of food relationships among
organisms occurring in the vicinity of the DSL, qualitative examinations of stomach contents
were made on selected species. For some of these species it was possible to examine specimens
collected at several different times of day and night. Several prominent species were never taken
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wi6. recognizable food remains in the gut, a situati,4n not uncommonly encountered among
zooplankton (Raymont, 1963, p. 502). Our methods did not permit decisions as to whether this
might be the result of regurgitation upon capture or preservation; rapid digestion and elimina-
tion; ingestion only of soft parts or soft-bodied organisms; feeding on organic matter in the form
of fine detritus, organic aggregates, or dissolved organic matter (Riley, 1963); or other factors.
Fragmentary as our data are, they are deemed worth tabulating in siew of the lack of detailed
information on the food habits of most zooplankters (Raymont, 1963).

In Table 3, the feeders (left hand margin) and the foods found in their stomachs (top) are
arranged in such an order that the herbivores and microphagous feeders are grouped in the upper
part of the table, omnivores fail near the middle, and carnivores are clustered in the lower part.
A number of forms were noted in which the stomachs contained both microscopic and macro-
scopic foods. In some cases, both may have been selectively ingested. In other cases, such as the
euphausiids Stylocheiron and Thysanopoda, the caridean shrimp Acanthephyra, and perhaps the
penaeid prawns (see Hall, 1962), some of the microscopic forms reported in the gut may repre-
sent organisms that were present in the stomachs of ingested animals.
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SUMMARY

Twenty-two stations were occupied at 14 localities in the equatorial Indian Ocean between
Mombasa, Kenya, and the Nicobar Islands to secure organisms from deep scattering layers (DSL)
and vicinity by midwater trawling and to determine the behavior of the DSL by echoarum
analysis.

Prominent scattering features of the equatorial Indian Ocean are described and named. Main
layers observed were (1) a daytime xurface kyfy (outgoing Signal plus any surface scattering) in
the top 60 to 150 m; (2) a daytime main JYL, 50 m or more thick, sometimes recorded a a
double layer, with a top at 300 to 350 m; (3) a daytime intenmwdite laer, not always present,
centering at about 200 m; and (4) a nighttime combined Iyer in the upper 150 to 250 m,
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Table 3. Gut Contents of Selected Animals
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formed by merging of the surface layer with the main DSL. Scattering layers of the Indian Ocean

are compared with those from other oceans.
Geographical distribution data are presented for the 161 species of animals that were identi-

fied; of these there were 16 siphonophores, 14 pteropods, 10 heteropods, 3 mysids, 7 euphausi-
ids, 19 shrimps, 8 pelagic tunicates, and 79 fishes. Distribution of amphipod genera is given;
chaetognaths, medusae, annelids, copepods, and other groups taken were generally not identified;
collections of these as well as of the identified species are available for study.

Vertical distributions for 56 genera and species are discussed with special reference to migra-
tion patterns. Best evidence for ausociation with the main DSL was obtained for the vertical mi-
grators Ablyopsis tetragona (a siphonophore), Cymbulia sp. (a pteropod), and 7hysanopoda sp.
(a euphausiid), with lesser evidence for Nematobrachion sp. (a euphausfid), Vinciguerria nimbaria
(a stomiatoid fish), and Notolychnus valdiviae (a myctophid fish), and the partial migrator
Argyropelecus lynchnus sladeni (a stomiatoid fish).

A small amount of information on gut contents is presented for 39 species.
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COMPARISONS BETWEEN SURFACE-MEASURED
SWIMBLADDER VOLUMES, DEPTH OF

RESONANCE, AND 12-kHz ECHOGRAMS AT
THE TIME OF CAPTURE OF SOUND-

SCATfERING FISHES

Lloyd W. Shearer
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office

Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT

During January and February 1969 the Naval Oceanogaphic Office conducted booc
and acoustic measurements of deep scattering layers in the tropical western Atlantic. Swin-
bladder volume determinations mere made on 91 specimens of four species of mew~pelaic
physclitous fishes. ln Mycrophion nitiulum, Lepiopdhaes gjithea, and Stemoptyx
dkptane, there was very ttMe correlation between estinated swmnbladder volumes and thou
calculated from total lengths by either Hadent's or Andreeva and Chindonova's equations.
For DlWphus brmycephabas, only a dslht difference was apparent between swimbladder vol-
urnes calculated by Andreeva and Chindonova's equation and the raesdon equation derived
from measurements made in this study.

Swimbladder volumes required. for rmnance at 12 kHz over a wide range of depths were
calculated from the rsoance fmluency equations of Mlinasert, Andreeva. Andreem and
Chindonow, and for a free ps bubble. Cures plotted for each equation make it posdble to
determine resonance depths for srfac-memas.ra volumes for both swimbladder behavior
resonse, via active or paidv. In the former cam, volume is kept constant at All depths by
the flh secreting or absorbing s as required; in the latter, the volume dmply expands or
compremts accordinS to Boyle's law.

If one Asurmes that the swin*kaddcrs of physoclistous fishes respond actively, only X646%
of the S. d•pA•w specimens and none of the other f1ihes meammd wee capable of re•t.ot-
ing at 12 kHz betwhen their depth of capture and the surface (860 to 0 m). If. however, the
wimbladder respoms pasively. then 100% of the S. diAsaw. 93.7% of the D. b-My-

cephshli, And 42.5% of the L. tiithevpfecimnens was capable of se ti8 at this (1W
quency at specfic depths betwevi their depth of capture and the surface.

BACKGROUND

Although a huge literature concerning the morphology, histology, and physiology of the swim-
bladder of fishes exists, wry little dbita are available on such basic facts and figures as esimtes
of swimbladdr size or volume.

Black (1948) estimated the uwimbladder volume in the Mumlchog Fwdund ah etewodltm
by &,.L •ing the extracted gas to dislaoe its volume in a cahibrated bulb filled with water.

Jones (1951 ) removed the head, tagl, and viscera from perch Pow hwdetft placed the trunk
with the attached uwimbladder in a density bottle, and madie We•ght determiat•s before ani
after the bladder was torn my fran the trunk. The differece between the two weViu Wave
the w~ttht of the water displced by the -wimbladder, from which the volume could be
estianted.
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Alexander (1959b) working with small specimens of 0 goby Gobiusflavescem weighed them
in a density bottle filled with distilled water. Next they were cut in half, which allowed the
swimbladder gases to escape, and they were reweighed in the same bottle. The difference in grams
between the two weighings equflkd the total swimbladder volume in milliliters.

Marshall (1951 and 1960) removed the .;wimbladderi of numerous preserved specimers of
myctophids, gonostomatids, stvra-pý%tyv.ds, endi vtrs and presented data on the major and
minor axes of the organ as well as the trvA'ard leIvs ui) mhe measured fish.

Capen (1967) presents P! i~:a dats on both fresh and presrvcd specimens of similar groups
of fishes but goes a step f,-ither by assuming that the s.:ape of The swimbladder approximates that
of a prolate spheriod; he p~rewnts calculated volumes for his physcAl rmeasurements.

More refined methet", for directly estimating swimbladder volumes irt available which negate
the need for ei.her mutiiaig the fish and/or removing the swimbladder or it, gases. Kanwisher
and Ebeling (1957) determined the swimbladder vAurnes in numerous specirmens of surface and
mesopelagic marine fAies by placin them in a pressure chamber and noting the volume of water
required to double tfe pressure in the chamber. Applying Boyle's Law, this volume equ-!s the
half-volume of the xv)-iubladder at one atmosphere at the surface.

Alexander (1959a& subjected a number of anesthetized phytostomes to cbL*ngs of pressure
and determined the cu•rezponding changes in the swimbladder volbme before a•. aftsr Lhe
restraining influence of the swimbladder wall had been elimint&n T! the. tpre'kion of somie of
the gases through the pr.-uzrrttc duct. The remaining or "tLn.onst.fined 'g; ýý .eys 1,oyle', L.w
so that the total volume ell test depth can be calctulated froz, the ":. own •c"•qe in wolume with
pressure.

Brawn (1965) modified AMexander's method in ordet '-- estimatie the swimbIlddeý voUm-e in
a living physoclist, the PollockPolxhius i''m Due to 2 absence of a pneumatic duct in
physldists it Is impossible to expel gas by v *ryn th%- r -*owe. in he! method the swimbladdem
volume cant be estirmted from its dumanp in volumn wv4 chage in applM prewzo only after
the contained gases have been sufficiently compmre*J I re•o•e the cotutraint of the swftr.
bladder wall.

Rahn (1968) descrAed a simple field rn&i'@d 'or esstimieg t smimbladder volume of nae.
mlmon. His apparatus seems to be lde•t!,I. with that of KanwiherT and Ehiulng's in that it 1'
fitted with a manometer and syrinre t•er 'har, i comv"sakiom-vcuwm pump as in the case of
Alexander's and Brawn's appamatus. Wherass i- 1,e latta two worker's methods the restraitIng
tfluence of the swimbladder walls has to be eliminated In order to estimate the volume of
swimbladder pas, Rshn's nwthod assumes that any incrwse in volume by the Lrjecton of water
rtsults in a corresponding decrtse In the wtubiade.r voluine The :•.RU Mwimblbdde volume
in )oth the Brawn (1965) and Min (1968) methods C.%-a I i. :.0ted !y thI Poyle-Miootte
Law, Thus

V , . (+)

Bmwn Method R&an Method

V a volhm of unconnstrow PS at 0 ,•*i* iniri mbilder volume
Or essure

v- -chance in volume which the swlnbkdp a know volume of water bio ed into
gas would have shown f It had not been the "em
compreed by the swimbladda wells be-
tween 0 and 42 an Hg apliled preuuge
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PB = total pressure at 0 applied pressure = barometric pressure
Ap = the increase in pressure of 42 cm Hg = concomitant pressure increase above

barometric pressure due to Av

Several workers have attempted to estimate swimbladder volumes as a function of one or
another measurable parameter of the fish. Jones (1951) was first to suggest that if the swim
bladder functions as a hydrostatic organ if should occupy about 7% of the volume of a freth-
water teleost but slightly less, about 5% of that of a marine teleost. Haslett (1962) constructed
a "standard fish structure" based on 6 specimens of the whiting Gadus merlangus, from which
he derived the following approximation as the rr"an volume of a [the] fish:

Volumefma, - 8.3 X 10-3 LV cm3, (2)

where L equals the total langth of the fish in centimeters. Using the same "standard fish
structure," he found the mean volume of the swimbladder to be 4.1% of the total volume of
the fish, or

Volumeswimbladder =3.4 X10L'cm. (3)

Andreeva and Chindonova (1964) citing Haalett (1962) state that the volume of the fish may
be determined in the first approxinmatkmn from the length L (although it was not stated, it I-
assumed that the unit of total length is centimeters) in the following manner:

Volumef = 0.01 L3 [cmr). (4)

They further assume that the volume of the swimbLdder is 5% of the total volume of the fish,
therefore

Vol1erwimbladder = 5 X 10-4L [.3 ]. (5)

To cn•.m&tize that lformul& (5) its not itdsftkble they suite that it can only be ured for deturmina-
Wn of the c-* of mgnlt,& of volume of the swimbladder and does not pretend to give a
Inecii determination of th, size of the swrimradder for a iartcular fish.

Currently, thate are two uchoo]k of though t ' :-!ng the iwimbladder's response to chwig*
hydrostat ic In m-sur as a phyociW. migtni vertically. One, tk tc'ponse theory, is that
the fith remain neutrally buoyant C' all depths by either seethm or abaotoing a as requt • 4

to maintain onta-t swimblaudder volume. This impl* that a the flih aamnd wttl. the
approadc of onset, it must onstantly abworb pa, and conerely a it tlanc.,ds with the apI
proach of sunrise, pa must be raopily meaeed to fill the diminishig wimbladder. grwy n aW.
(1962) attributed a stfi in the reamwce scatterl% frequency (at peuk above 5 kHz) dwing
w-tiuca migration of scattertig layers which varied as the one-half power of the pressure to
octiiel°y reponding swimbladders.

The passive responw theory dtates that the fish in only neutrally buoyant at some. ner-
urface level. This Implies .lat the fi reondxos pasuily to changing hydrostatk atc umr dur.

ing ha vettical mtirt5n. It bqins to swi dowi 4-ý with the approec of Amu*e, Wn as the
depth incnaves, its ,ir..addaer voGlu,* "ecreAse, Its dnsity increaus and it become heavier
as it continues its downward motion until its maximum daytkme depth is reachad where, prewmn-
ably, its level is maintained by minimum rwinratk activrity. To mood, it merely has to Start a"
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upward swimming motion and as the pressure decreases, the swirmbladder and consequently the
total volume increase, the f•ish becomes less dense, and it continues swimmiing upward until it
reaches its nighttime activity level. Hersey et al. (1962) attributed a shi' in resonant scattering
frequen•.y which varies ab the 5/6 power of the hydrostatic presoure to swimbl3dders which
respond passively.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

During January-February 1969 the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office conducted investigations
of deep-scattering layers in the tropical western Atlantic. Specimens of a lanternfish Myctophurn
nitidulum were dipnetted in the nighttime at four oceanographic stations located at 080 00'N,
48000'W; 0"52'S, 35009;W; 8000'S, 30000'W; and 8000 9S, 25000'W. Specimens of two lantern-
fish Lepidophanes gzintheri and Diaphus brachycephalus, and a hatchetfish Sternoptyx diaphana
were captured in a 10-foot Isaacs-Kidd Midwater Trawl (IKMT) within 10 miles of one or more
of the above stations as well as at another location at 2012'N, 44000'W. During each net haul
a continuous echogram depicting the depth of scatter'ng layers was iecorded on a Gifft GDR-
19-T depth recorder. Due to rmalfunctioning of the electronic componeias of he iour-chambered
cod-end sampler, only twc discrete samples we;e obtained tAron et al., 1964). Since aii of the
specimnens taken in not hauls were dead or at best moribund, they were retained in plastic
buckets of surface seawater and swimbladder measurements were made as soon as possible.

Estimations of swimbladder volumeF were made according to the method of Kanwisher and
Ebeling (1959), using ; modified version of their apparatus. Apparatus modifications included
the replacement of the manometer with a pressure gauge (Alfred Ebeling, personal communica-
tion) and the attachment of a vernier scale to the plunger of the syringe.

In the final .i~ta analysL, all fish that did not sink when the pressure was doubled were
eliminated. In this respect the data presentad in this report may be somcwhat biased.

Correlation coefficients r between estimated swimbladder volumes and total lengths for
each species were calculated by the method of least squares. Both Haslett's (1962) aiud Andreeva
and Chindonova's (1964) functions alpear basically to be regression equations closely related
to Monastyrsky's logarithmic method for calculating growth in fishes:

log L=Jogc + nlogS, (6)

where L = body lengths, S = scale length, c and n are constants, the intercept and slope, respec-
tively, of the straight line of the equation (see Lagler, 1952, p. 122). Since variations of formula
(6) are often used by fishery research'ers to determidne the regression of one or more diagnostic

characteristics ot a species, such as the snout-to-anus length, greatest body depth, eye diameter,
head or fin lengths or. body length, etc., it was suspected that the same type of linear relation-
ship existed between the growth of organs and the body length. Therefore, the regression equa-
tion used for each species in this study is of the folowing form:

w rg VS! log a + b log L, (7)

where

VSt = volume of the swimbladder in mm 3,
= total length of the fish in cm,

a = a constant, the intercept of the equation, and
b = a constant, the slope or regression coefficient of the equation.
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Equation (7) can be further simplified to

V =ab. (8)SB

Since the convenient unit for swimbladder volumes in this study is mm 3, equations (3) and
(5) had to be converted to the following to be compatible:

Volumes8 = 0.34L3 mm 3  (9)

and

VolumesB = 0.50L3 mm3 . (10)

Swimbladder volumes (actually equivalent spherical volumes) required to resonate at 12 kHz
over a wide range of depths (0 to 1500 m) were calculated from the resonance frequency equa-
tions of Minnaert (1933), as f, = l/(2,r r)( 3,P/p) 111, Andreeva (1964) as wo = fI/R (3y]? +

4sLs/P) i', Andreeva and Chindonova (1964) as fr = 1.5- + 30/VT iswimbladder vol., and for a
free gas bubble fr = (D + 10) "'Ir, which is an approximation of Minnaert's formula for entrained
air bubbles in water. Two volumes for each depth were plotted from Andreeva's equation to
include the lower and upper limits for (,u j) the real part of the complex shear modulus of the
body tissues surrounding the swimbladder, expressed as

u = L (1 + iA2), (11)

where p1 = 106 to 107 dynes/CM 2 and p2 = 0.2 to 0.3.

Curves for each of the above equations for both swimbladder behavior responses, viz., active
and passive, were plotted on log-log paper with surface volumes in cubic millimeters as the
abscissa and (Depth + 10) in meters as the ordinate. In the active case volume is kept constant
at all depths by the fish secreting or absorbing gas as required, and the depth at which the
swimbladder resonates at 12 kHz can be read directly from the abscissa. In the passive case the
volume simply expands or compresses according to Boyle's Law. When plotted, Boyle's Law is
a straight line w'mch slopes at -45O. Thus by placing a 450 triangle at the known surface volume,
the depth at which the swimbladder resonates at 12 kHz and its volume at that depth are thecoordinates ofthe point at which the hypotenuse of the 450 triangle crosses the curve of interest.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Preliminary substitutions of measured lengths or swimbladder volumes in either Haslett's or
Andreeva and Chindonova's equations resulted in wide discrepancies between measured and
calculated values. The same discrepancies resulted when other workers' data were treated
likewi Ae. For instance, in Capen's data only 4 of the 46 calculated swimbladder volumes were
in close agreement (within 0.68 to 13.91 mm 3 ) with those calculated from either equation.
This gives credence to Andreeva and Chindonova's statement that their equation does not
pretend to give precise determination of the size of the swimbladder for a particular fish and
should only be used for determination of the order of magnitude of the volume of the
swimbladder.
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The regression equation and the correlation coefficient between the total lengths and the
estimated swimbladder volurries for M. nitidulum are presented in Figure 1. The correlation
coefficients between estimated swimbladder volumes and the above-mentioned equations for
this species are presented in Figures 2 and 3. The same statistics for L. gtintherl, A) brachy-
cephalus, and S. diaphana car be found in Figures 4 through 12 and are summarized in Tsble 1.
RTids table gives the coefficients for the regression equation for each species and for Andreeva
and Chindonova's (1964) and Haslett's (1962) equations.

FRom Table 1, one might assume that since the calculated correlation coefficients in 3 of the
4 species are larger than those obtained with equations (9) and (10), that it would be better to
estimate swimbladder volumes from total lengths on regression equation (8). This assumption,
however, may not be valid since, with the exception of r = 0.879 in the case ( f S. diaphana,
the correlation coefficients are too low to be considered seriously.

One should use caution in attempting to interpret the significance of these r values and other
presented statistics primarily because of the relatively small-sized samples investigated. Ideally in
a study designed solely to determine the proper relationship between the swimbladder volume
and a measurable parameter (be it the total or standard length, the greatest body depth, or the
weight or volume of the fish to mention a few), thousands of specimens of a species, encom-
passing a wide range of the body sizes, age groups, and sexes should be thoroughly examined and
measured in order to obtain a high degree of confidence in the overall results.
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Swimbladder volumes required to resonate at 12 kHz between 0 and 1500 m based on the
resonant frequency equations of Minnaert, Andreeva (1964), and Andreeva and Chindonova
and volumes for a free gas bubble are given in Figure 13. Table 2 summarizes the data on the
range of swimbladcei sizes in each collection, their depths of resonance for each equation, the
depths of various scattering layers at the time of capture for each collection, and the percentage
of specimens resonating between their depth of capture and the surface, assuming either active
or passive swimbladder response. Figure 14 graphically depicts the range of resonant depths
for each collection, based on all equations, for the smallest, largest, and mean swimbladder
volumes for each species.

If one assumes that volumes estimated by the Kanwisher and Ebeling method at atmospheric
pressure are the maximum values possible, there should be very little difference in this volume
at all depths in the case of actively responding swimbladders. However, if the swimbladder
responds passively this volume would tend to obey Boyle's Law and would be practically halved
in the first 10 m below the surface. This is apparent from the shallower and much narrower range
of resonance depths for the smallest, largest, and mean volume for each collection (see Table 2
and Figure 14). Furthermore, it can be ascertained from Table 2 that a wide range of theoretical
resonance depths are possible for a single specimen due to the idiosyncrasies of each of the
available resonant frequency equations. This is more evide'nt in the case of actively responding
than in the case of passively responding swimbladders. Suffice it to say that more studies on
this aspect alone are needed. The percentage of specimens in each collection resonating at
12 kHz was determined by ascertaining from Figure 13 what volume was required for each
equation, for both responses, to resonate at the greatest depth of the trawl. Any specimen with
volumes smaller than these would consequently resonate at lesser depths.

If one assumes that the swimbladder responds actively an average of 36.6% of all S. diOphana
specimens and none of the other species were capable of resonating at 12 kHz between the
greatest depth of the trawl and the surface. If, however, the swimbladder responds passively then
100% of .lU the S. diaphana and D. brachycephalus specimens and 75.6% of all L. g'nthert
specimens were capable of resonating at this frequency at specific depths between the great•et
depth of the trawl and the surface (see Table 2).
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equations derived from meuured data appear to be superior '-o ethe! equation (9) or (10) in
3 of the 4 species, some reservations should be made regarding their use. The most important
fact is that when a statistical approach such as this is empluyed, the implication should be kept
in mind that one variable is completely related to the other. This may not be strictly true in
the relationships between swimbladder volume and the Length of a specimen, since additional
contributing factors undoubtedly play a part in this ro-ationshilp. In this respect all future
investigations will be oriented to gathering more data concerning the morphology and size of
individual specimens, their age, and the rate of growth of organs as a function of the overall
growth rate, whether or not the swimbladder becomes fat invested with age, and the sex and
effects of gonadal development on the expansiveness of the swimbladder. All of these factors,
as well as any other measurable parameters which might become apparent during future inves-
tigative programs, will be subjected to a multipie stepwise regression analysis designed to
select the independent variable or variables most highly correlated and to reject those not
correlated with the dependent variable-the swimbladder volume. Primary effort will be made
to obtain larger numbers of specimens to insure a fairly representative sample of the total
population of a particular species. In this study a fairly wide size range was used in determining
the swimbladder volumes for each species, but it is questionable whether 43 specimens of
L. giintheri and 26 specimens of M. nitidulum, and highly doubtful that 14 specimens of
D. brachycephalus and only 8 of S. diaphana couid be considered as fairly representative samples
of the total populations of these species.

Formulas used at present for determining the depth of resonance for a given frequency, vary
widely, especially at shallow depths. Use of approximations and those applicable to free bubbles
(included here for comparison) should be avoided. It may very well be that Ardreeva, with

A•= 106, is the best of the curves shown in Figure 13. However, it is thought that a more
accurate determination of y, would be an ideal solution to the problem of determining reso-
nance depth at any given frequency.

The family of curves developed from each of the resonant frequency equations simplifies the
determination of the ranges of resonance depths at 12 kHz for any physoclistous fish, provided
its surface measured swimbladder volume is known. If it is suspected that the physoclistous
swimbladder responds actively the resonance depth can be read directly from the abscissa. If,
however, one assumes that it responds passively, then a 450 triangle can be placed at the known
surface volume, and both the depth at which the volume resonates at 12 kHz, and its volume
at depth are the coordinates of the points at which the hypotenuse of the 450 triangle crosses
each curve.

Based on the range of estimated swimbladder volumes obtained for each species in this
study, it would appear that, with the exception of 36.6% of all the S. diaphana specimens that
might have responded actively, only fish whose swimbladders could respond passively contrib-
uted to any of the scattering layers recorded at the time of capture.

ii0



Ir conr~uding I think~d mat it *.-vid be spro"_, f, qupý ! -Isterr• m • t a Q y evi orP h
PwfeIwi• R. W_ Towzer (1901). "TD.t functio:• or-fw tJz hl:-Idei( of .Izhts has attracted the
attention of sk~ntists fot rnw.ry centuritq The role s:. ,. rdawt- F|•ys in the life of the
Animal has b,-tn interpreted in almost as many • ;ays astu •;ci- hawe been investigations, and even
now there is apparently much doubt as to the true fanctions of the swimbiiadder. Consequent-
ly, any additional data concerning this organ is of immediate scientific value."
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DISCUWON j
Afc-Gtney: I must say I enjoyed that paper very much. I have some data on gadoid fish which
I did not upe in my paper and which produces rather similar sorts of conclusions but on a
limited number, perhaps 50 specimens. I would like to ask a question regarding the technique.
You are cstching fish near the surface and then making volume measurements?

Shearer: Only specimens of Myctophum nit'dulum were taken at the surface; the other species

were taken in the trawl at various depths. I should have also mentioned that all s-'ecimens
taken in the trawl were dead and even the dipnetted M. nitidulum specimens were at best
moribund when removed from the net and placed in a bucket of sea water.

McCartney: But the real point I have is that if these have migrated recently, there is a possi-
bility that when you catch them, there is an excess internal pressure within the swimbladder.

Shearer: I suspected somnething like that. Actually the 91 specimens reported on were only
those that sank when the pressure was doubled; those that didn't sink, which included more
than half the Sternoptyx specimens, were eliminated. in doing this I hoped to obtain true
values for the surface volumes uninfluenced by such factors as migration or retrieval from
great depths.

McCartney: So the volumes are biased to those which would be low, in fact.

Shearer: Yes, somewhat. I don't know whether it's statistically legal, but the majority of all
specimens of the four species would sink by doubling the pressure. In many of the Sternoptyx
diaphana specimens the stomach was extruded from the mouth so that perhaps I was trying to
compress the stomach too.

McChatney: What worries me about the technique is that the combined characteristics of the
gas and the surrounding swhinbladder. if stiff, may not follow Bolle's law to external press,.re
changes. I have a comment on your final statements about other parameters. If the swim-
bladder is a hydrostatic organ, one would presume that weight would be the best parameter on
which to base regression lines.

Shearer: Yes, and perhaps volume as well.

McCartney: Weight or volume of fish. There are available, especially for commercial fish,
regression lines of weight on length which would enable you to compare this.

Dunlap: It was iateresting that you usedM. nitidulum in the Atlantic, and I did it in the
Pacific. Did the adults have seemingly completely gas-filled swimbladders? It would be very
interesting to compare the same species from the Atlantic and the Pacific.

Shearer: Yes, there was gas present.
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Akwander I wonder ,hether the percentage figures ym. gave for 12-kHz resonance were in-
tended to oust pautrve response.

Shearer The values were much higher in the passve condition than in the active.

Alexander. But you did not feel that you got any evidence herc as to which is happening?

Shearer: No, and I don't think anyone has when you come right down to it.

Alexander: The other question I wanted to ask was whether you tried to get a swimbladder
volume equation based on weight.

Shearer: No, it is hard to weigh fish at sea, and the only meaeurement that I could take
accurately was their length. I also checked some of their volumes by the displacement method
but that's also pretty difficult to do at sea.

D'Aoust: I want to say I enjoyed the paper too. I wonder if it's possible to get around this
uncertainty about the accuracy of volume measurements strictly with compression. I am sure
one could use'the instrument by pulling on It as well.

Shearer: By what?

D'Aoust: By distention, such as Dr. Alexander has done, and get some sort of average. The
combination of the behavior of the fish with a given amount of decrease and increase in pressure
might be a way to get the type of regression you are after.

Shearer: Well, it looks like there is really a lot of work to be done. In fact, trying to determine
which way the swimbladder responds to changing hydrostatic pressure seems like a lifetime job
for an investiRator.

Weston: I have a comment regarding your final remarks, which hint at some other parameters.
These are really the observations of Harden-Jones of the Fisheries Laboratory at Lowestoft,
but they were taken in some joint experiments. We were looking at pilchard in the Bristol
Channel area that I was tAlking ab-aut yesterday. A lot of the female pilchard were gravid, and
there was hardly any swimbladder left.

Shearer: I noticed that !n looking at some of the specimens that we had. It appears as though
ripe gonads, especially ovaries, so completely fill the cavity that they must exert a compression
effect on the swimbladder.

Hansen: I wonder if the acousticians and the biologists would consider an experiment related to
this topic of swimbladder function and the changes occurring within a swimbladder. In com-
mercial fishery research, there are now available very small sonar tags, little capsules, which are
placed on the fish and then tracked. What I am considering is what would happen if one could
precalibrate such a capsule, surgically insert it alongside, but not within, a swimbladder and then
observe a fish in migration and observe the changes in frequency which would probably be
related to resonance of the swimbladder.
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ACOUSTIC SCATERN FROM
ZOOPLANKTONIC ORGANISMS

Paul Beamish
Bedford Institute

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada

ABSTRACT

Sound scattering from a zooplanktonic orgpntan, the euphausihd, was measured. Four-
fifths of the acoustic scattering from euphausilds wis found to be caused by the compreas-
bility contrast. The ranaining one-fifth is attributed to the density contrast. The back-
scattering cross section of a typical euphausbid was found to be 1.4 X 10-4 cm2 at 102 kHz.
Sounders with fiequencies of about 12 kHz will produce a scattering cross section of the
ordet 3 X 10-8 cm 2 for an avenige-sized euphauslid.

Acoustic scattering from zooplanktonic organisms occurs because of the acoustic impedance
contrast between the animals and the surrounding water; that is, because some of the physical
properties of the animals pre different from the corresponding properties of the water. The
inmpedance contrast in its basic form consists of a difference in compressibility, a difference in
density, cor a combination of both factors. The primary purpose of our studies at the University
of British Columbia (Beamish, 1969 and 1971) was to determine the degree to which these fac-
tors contribute to plankton echoes. Four-fifths of the acoustic scattering from euphausiids was
found to be caused by the compressibility contrast. The remaining one-fifth is attributed to the
density contrast.

Furthermore. it was poisible to measure backscattering cross sections; therefore, it becomes
feasible to predict the sc -It•ring strengths of zooplanktonic organisms as a function of their size
and of "Ie frc.zncy uf the invident sound. I he backscattering cross section of a typical eupiawsiid
was found to be 1.4 X 10-' cmI at 102 kHz. The scatterini cross section is proportional to the
fourth power of the incident frequency when the product of the wave number and the mean
radius of the animal is small. Thus, the commonly used sounders with frequencies of about
12 kHz will produce, for an average-sized euphausild, a scattering cross section of the order
3 X 10-8 cm 2 . It is doubtful, therefore, that either the concentrations of these animals or the
signal-to-nolse ratios of commonly used 12-kHz sounders are high enough to permit the acoustic
detection of euphausfids at this frequency.

More recent studies (Beamish and Mitchell, 1971) have revealed what may be an acceptable
acoustic cross section of euphausilds for a baleen, plankton-feeding whale. Furthermore, It
appears that these whales may have developed highly sophisticated plankton echolocation
Signals.
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DISCUSSION

Kinzer: I admire your discovery about this natural sound source in the baleen whale. Do you
know how they produce a sound, the mechanism of sound production?

Bejmish: No. We believe that these might be the first echolocation signals heard from baleen
whales (mysticetes). Other people have been looking mostly in the audio region. There is quite
a lot known about sounds and the related physiology of the toothed whales (odontocetes). To
comment on your question, Ed Mitchell and 1, working at the Blanford Whaling Station, are
studying in detail the physiology of the middle ear and the transmission apparatus of mrystcetes.
Maybe we'll know more about these in the future. Let me say that It looks absolutely fascinating
from a physics-acoustics point of view. I have an earbone (a tympanic bulla) of a fin whale in my
briefcase, and we can look at that from ma acoustic point of view. Maybe by this time next year
we'll be able to tell you something about some of thc. acoustic properties in the transmisson
and reception areas.

McEEoy: You discussed the quadripole factor and then esentlally indicated later that It was
probably not significant. I was wondering how you made that decision on the basis of a mes-
surement made at what looked to me to be two different angles.

Bwnmsh: I would like to show you some slides later on of a computer analysis that we did of an
ruphausiid composed of very many spheres. I was treating a single sphere on the black-
board. Our analysis showed us that, assuming the B,-' approximation, we could treat the animal
as a series of spheres, and looking at tff individual spheres themselves using our wave number as
well as approximate cov.piesatbillties and densities, we computed that the coefficients of the
quadriipole terms were small compared to the coefficients of the dipolar terms. In this case we
computed that the energy ratios (the upper to the outer hydrophone) would not change ap-
preciably, and therefore not alter the results that the isot.-opic scattering had a great deal more
eff6ct than the dipolar or cosine type of scatterin&



ON THE C0)NRIMUTIO N OF EUIMMAUSIWS
AND OTHER PLANKTON ORGANISMS

TO DEEP SCAITERING lAYERS
IN THE EASTEKN NORTH ATLANTIC

Johannes Kinzer
Instiata fi7r Hydrobiologie und Fischereiwissenschaft

Universitdt Hamburg, Gtrmary*

ABSTRACT

it an area Phout 60 miles off the Pcrtuiguese coast, a series of 15 samples was collectoed
with a WV Lowestoft-Kigh-Speed Plankton Sampler, equipped wits a• ievoMng bucket ava-
tem and a depth and fCow temenetering pLnger. The oblique hrak covered the depths from
below the deep scattering layer (DSL) *o the suaice. 1Te sonic talng, plmenably
caued by fishes was recorded with ma ELAC echo sounder at a frequency of 30 kHz. During
the daytime tho DSL was observed at a depth of 350 to 600 m. Similar to previouc observ-
tions in th3 subtropi,;al eastern North Atlantic, there was during daytime a pronounced max-
imum of bloram at the DSL depth, with nuphausikds dowinating In the upper portion and
copepods prwailing in the lower part. Where lrge numbers of euphausflds (1.6/m 3) occurred,
the plAnkton bliomass of the upper DSL was up to 80% large than at neighboring depths.
The distribution of the more abundant euphausid species is described. Below the DSL
and between depth& of 300 and 100 m, only low plankton volumet were observed. The
few samples collected at night Indicate that while the majority of euphausllds (mrostly
Megmycipheaner novqe ) had already reached the surface layer, the copepods slowly
descanded to depths below the DSL Aftet sunrise the oopepods reentered the DSL The
samples from off the Portuguese coast an compared to a series of hauls collaeted in the
Norweom $to with a Loghurst-Hardy Plankton Recorder. Quite in contrast to the snaples
from the eastern subtropical Atlantic, no concen'ration of zooplakton has been observed at
the depth of the DSL

1NTRODUCWION

There is evidence tiat the depth of deep scattering layen (DSL) is regulated by the vertical
dwtribution of light (Bodhs and Knmpo, 1967: Clrke end Backs, 1964; Didcmj, 19%9).
Besides the direct effect of light by which the DSL follows the rnoverent of imolumes during the
daytime, plankton concentrations at the daytime level of the DSL also seem to attract fish.
Except fox a few Investipations by Osterberg Pearcy,Md Curl (1964) and by Kinzer (1969), we
unfortunately know practially nothing about the prey-predator relationship of orpmnln within
the diurnal depth range of the DSL

As a bmh for food-web studis we still lack oberationm on the quantitative arid qualltathv
composition of plankton ad nekton with the DSL and its neighboring depthsl. Because of the
specific tansport mehantism, the euphaualids contribute greatly to a fater tranport ofnutrients

*New Address: Institut fur Meereskunde an die UniversUitM Kiel
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It is hoped that the dcsign of move effecuve nekkion samplers for btrAufiled hiuts frum seiec ed
depths will stimulate more intjnsve studies on the food-web relationship of orrts.ms wlthin
the DSL, which emntua~ly will lead tomard an underitanding of the role of sonic scattering layers
in the vertical truaspori of organic matter.

frU~HODS

Plaukton SampIer

On cndse 15 of R/V Meteor, August 1968, in the eastern port of the Iberian Abyssal Plain off
the Portuguese coast, a large Lowestoft High-Speed Plankton Sampler was used, with a mouth
opening of 40 cmin diameter and a 400 p Monyl net (Beverton and Tungate, 1967). The
saliple: was equipped with a revolving bucket system1 actuated from the vessel through a single-
conductor cable. The flowmeter of the depth and flow telemetering pingerl was mounted in
the frontal opening of the sampler. Towirg speed averaged 5 to 6 knots. Sampling wu done in
oblique hauls from a depth of 700 m to the surface, thereby covering the depth of approximately
100 m below the lower border of the DSL. Five samples were obtained in each haul: (1) 700 to
600 m (below the DQL), (2) 600 to 420 m (lower part of the DSL), (3) 420 to 300 m (upper part
of the DSL), (4) 300 to 100 m (intermediate depth), and (5) 100 to 0 m (surface sample). Aver-
age sampling time for each of the five selected depth ranges was 15 min.

For sampling in the Norwegian Sea during a 7-day sampling station on cruise 130 of k/V
Anton Dohn, a Longhurst-Hardy plankton recorder (UIHPR) 2 (Longhurst, Reith, Bower, and
Seibert, 1966) was used, together with Bongo twin nets. Both nets were mounted in a steel
frame, with one attached to the LHPR, the other equipped with a bucket. The nets had an open-
ing 71 cm in diameter and were built according to the oriinal deign by McGowan and Brown
(1966). Mesh s.ze (in square aperture) of the rt was 500 ;. Sampling was done in oblique
hauls to a depth of about 600 m at a ship's speed of 2.5 knots. The gauze advance had been set
at 0.5-man intervals. As the duration of each haul averaged 60 to 70 min and the LHPR was col-
lecting both portions of the oblique haul, about 120 samples were obtained in each haul.

All samples were preserved in 40% forrislni, buffered with nexamethylenetetramine. The
samples collected with the LHPR were presemd in total on the auze in 4% to 6% formalin.
Rinsing the samples from the puze into the bottles was done in the laboratory.

Echo Sounda,

On cruise 15 of RN Meteor an ELAC echo sounder was used, operating with a power output
of 4.5 kw at a frequenrcy of 30 kHz. The pulse lgth of the sounder was set at 30 nsec. As the
transducer has a onic beam of only 2.7r. the depth of the DSL recorded in the echoprums
(Figs. 2 to 6) ,rnrepond to its actts. depth.

In the Norwegan Set during cnarse 130 of P,]V Anton Dohr the L also was re=orded at
30 kliz, but usng an Atln "FlhfWnder" ocho scwsder.

Plh, du by Hydmbio, KUL VR.,Q
2p by mdthom, hI, . Nort Fatb, Mo,,i, U.S.A.
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RESULTS

Eastern Subtropical Atlantic

During cruise 15 of R/V Meteor, a series of 15 samples was collected between 5 and 9 October
1968 in an area 160 to 50 miles off the Portuguese coast at an average sounded depth of 3000 m.
The location of sampling is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen from Figures 2 to 6, the daytime
depths of the two components of the scattering layer were between 320 and 600 m. The upper
layer varied somewhat from day to day in its strength and vertical depth range, whereas the
layer component of the DSL revealed little changes. Both layers performed the characteristic

rise to the surface at dusk and descent to their daytime depth after sunrise. The echograms also
show a considerable amount of scatterers remaining at their daytime depth during the night. In
Figures 2 to 6 the biomass of each of the five samples from each haul is illustrated, together with

the number of copepods and euphausiids per 100 mi. For a comparison of the depth distribution
of sonic scatterers (not identified).to the zooplankton sampled from each depth level, the route
of the sampler is indicated in the echograms.

As to the quantitative distribution of zooplankton, the following data were obtained:

Stations 44 to 48, S October 1968 (Fig. 2)

During the daytime, both hauls (Sta. 44, 46) exhibited the maximum biomass at the depth of
the upper DSL because of large numbers of adult euphauslids (0.8 to 0.9 ind./m 3 ). Also, the
lower portion of the DSL was richer in biomass than in samples from above and below the DSL.
After sunset (Sta. 47, 48), the depth of the DSL seemed depleted of zooplankton; and its main
constituents, the euphauslids, were observed in the surface water (1.5/m 3).

140 130 12r Is w r w

40 400

3° / :390

0 Anchor 3060ion eloulana
Larvae Net
2-S Oct.1968 (4 370

Loweutofl Sampler 5- _ .
5- 0.ct 1968

90 13" 12" Ile 100 '9" 80W

Figure 1. Location of plankton sampling in the eastern North
Atlantic during cruise 15 of R/V Meteor
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7 October (se Fig. 2 tfr explanation). At station 57 sampling failed at Irgest depth.
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As to the distribution of the copepods, the maximu!.q observed at the upper depth level of the
DSL (Sta. 44, 1100 hours) had descended continuously to the lowest depth of sampling (Sta. 47,
700 to 600 m). By midnight (Sta. 48) the mass of copepods apparently had continued th6ir
descent to a depth below 700 m.

Stations 49 and 50, 6 October 1968 (Fig. 3)

On the following day prior tc sulnrise, the iargest number of euphausids was observed descend-
ing from the surface (1.3 ind./m 3 in sample 5 and 0.3 ind.im3 in sample 4). At about 09C0
hours (Sta. 50), th'e biomass at both scattering-layer depths had reached its maximum again;
whereas the bulk of copepods had ascended from below the scattering-layer depth into the lower
DSL. During the day, only a few euphauslids were caught at all depths.

Stations 57 to 59, 7 October 1968 (Fig. ,4)

Again only a few euphausilds were observed at all depths sampled during the daytime. The
richest population of copepods was found at the depth of the lower DSL (60 ind./m 3 at Sta. 59);
thus the maximum biomass was located at this depth. In the surface sample, an increasing num-
ber of pteropods was observed.

Stations 65 W $6, 8 October 1968 (Fig. 5)

A distinct maximum numb.-r of euphausfids (1.4 and 1.6 ind./m 3 ) occurred at the depth of
the upper DSL. The catches indicated that the highest population was at the scattering-layer
depth during the cruise. At that day another maximum concentration of euphauslids was found
at the surface (2.2 ind./m 3), although the surface sample was collected two hours after sunrise.
Even at depths from 320 to 100 m, both hauls appeared quite rich in biomass, partly because of
the concentration of euphausiids.

Stations 73 to 77, 9 October 1968 (Fig. 6)

Differing from the echogpras of the days before, an additional scattering layer was observed
between about 150 and 200 m. Except for the extremely rich surface plankton in which the
pteropod avolinia Inflexa outnumbered even the copepods, the biomass was poor at all depths.
Soon after sunrise (Sta. 73), part of the descending euphauslids weie sampled between 320 and
100 m (0.7 ind./m 3). During the afternoon another distinct maximum in the distribution of
euphauslids was observed at Station 77 at the depth of the upper DSL (0.9 ind./m3).

Species Distribution of Euphausilds and Siphonophores

Copepods and euphausiids outnumbered all other plankton organisms at the scattering-layer
depth. Of the chaetognaths,,siphonophores, ostracods, and amphipods, surprisingly few speci-
mens were caught.

As to the euphausids, six species have been observed in the samples from the DSL and
neighboring depths: Meganyctiphanes nor'egica, Euphausia WToWnII, Nematobrachion boiiph,
Nematoscells megalops, Thysnoes gregaria, and Stylocheiron elongatum. In DSL samples
containing rich numbers of euphauslids, M. norvegica outnumbered by far any other species,
particularly at Stations 46, 65, and 66. Except forM. nor'egica, it appears from the preliminary
results, that E. krohnfi and N. bo4'pls have been the prevailing species at depths of sonic scatterers.
According to plankton samples collected at the same location (Fig. 1) in vertical hauls with the
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Helgoland larvae net, which is equipped with a revolving bucket system, both species also ap-
peared duriag the daytime in depths of 800 to 1,000 m-the maximum sampling depth.

Among the siphonophores, which in other areas may largely contribute to sound scattering
(Barham, 1963), only nectophores of the Calycophorae were observed at scattering layer depths
between 350 and 600 m. Where plankton was abundant within the DSL, the maximum in
siphonophores also occurred. The prevailing species, particularly in the upper DSL, have been
Rosacea plicata and Vogtia glabra, averaging 0.1 to 0.2 nectophores/m 3 . Both species are
mesopelagic or bathypelagic and are quite common in warmer seas (Leloup, 1955; Kinzer, 1965).
Less abundant in our samples from the DSL have been Vogtia spinosa and Lensiafowlerl.

Of the faster swimming micronekton, only small cephalopods, Caridean shrimps (Acanthephyra
and Systellaspis), and young sternoptychids occasionally were caught with the Lowestoft sampler,
all of them either at the depth of the lower DSL or below.

Norwegian Sea

From the samples collected with the LHPR in the Norwegian Sea at a position 620 59' N.,
03" 44' E, only a few preliminary data are yet available. Figures 7 to 12 show the zooplankton

distribution on 8 and 9 August 1969 in six hauls from depths of 0 to 600 to 0 m. During the
7 days of sampling the migratory DSL was observed between 300 and 500 m in the daytime,
ascending and descending in the typical diurnal cycle. From the few data already at hand, it
seems,that the diurnal vertical migration of copepods, euphausilds, and pteropods was more or
less restricted to the upper 150 m of the water column. A pronounced maximum in copepod
distribution occurred just below the scattering-layer depth, possibly a result of hibernating stocks
ofCalanusflnmarchicus (Hansen, 1960). Very few euphausiids were caught below 120 m. Even
adult M. norvegica, a species well known for Its large-range vertical migration (Mauchline and
Fisher, 1969), were sampled only in the upper 120 m during the day.

The scarcity of euphausiids in the samples from the lower layers may possibly be due to the
sampling technique used. To maintain a position near an anchored radar buoy, the ship was
steered in a half circle at 2.5 kts. Further, the sampling vehicle was towed with a heavy 16-mm
cable, which resulted in a steep wire angle. Thus the net was actually moving in a small circle at
reduced speed and the euphauslids could have effectively avoided the nets.

DISCUSSION

The plankton volumes observed off the Portuguese coast correspond well to the data collected
during our prior cruises in the eastern North Atlantic (Kinzer, 1969). At daytime, the plankton
volumes between 700 m and the surface were largest at the scattering-layer depth, mostly because
of aggregations of euphausiids and copepods.

As can be seen from Figures 2 to 6, little positive correlation exists between the strength of
scattering and the observed plankton distribution. At Sts. 66 (Fig. 5), unfortunately the record-
Ing of the echo sounder has been distdrbed. In sample no. 3 of both Sta. 65 and 66, from the
upper DSL, the largest concentrations of euphausiids had been observed; about 90% of them were
adult M. norvqica, which possibly added to the backscattating of the 30-kHz sound pulses.

There have been pronounced variations in plankton volumes at all depths, particularly within
the DSL Besides the effect of biffciency of sampling, these variations in biomass are probably
a result of patchiness in zooplankton distribution or restricted grating by fh and other
organisms on the plankton community. Patchiness of plankters shoeild be largest among the
euphausiids, particularly in M. norqka, which-at least in surface waters-ar known to swarm
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(Aitken, 1960; Mauchfine and Fisher, 1967). Unfortunately, we still lack data on the patchiness
of plankton distribuiton within sonic-scattering layers.

Earlier, Hertey and Moore (1948) and Wo:n (1950) had suggested that euphaudids are
important elements of deep scattering layers. Tucker (1951) gave evidence from stratifid hauls
about the depth distribution of euphausfids, indicating that during daytime thene plaxikters con-
centrate in the upper DSL and ascend to the swfmc layer at night. Our observations from
stratified wampli~ng in the subtropical eastern North Atlantic have added further evidenceL. From
the samples collected off the Portuguese coast, the domiinance of euphauulids, psrtlculrly in the
upper layer, &&&n became obvious. Because of the 40-cm opening of the hl~upeed somplier,
larver,4 nonyegka were also caught (total length about 34 nun) and at stations 65 and 66 voer
by far the dominant npecies.

At nighttime, adult eupdaualdW prevailed in the surface samples; and, with few excapt.ons,
the deptli of the DSL appeared depleted of euphausilds. According to Mauchilne and Fisher
(1969) all euphausfid species concerned tWVate at least between the observed daytime depth of
the -%*L cad the surface, except Stykacheron dehwtum n md possibly Ncmuotirchkmn bo6pft,
whlcl, are consiudered to be permanently memopelagic.

tDuzfng the Atlantic Seamount Cruise of R/V Akteor (Maudh to July 1967), av found kWr
cemcentradions of eupliausilds within the DSL Furthwrmnoe, we obserived a -*smount effect on
the euphausilda. On a transect fear Great Meteor Seamonowt (at $0' 00' N, 2e' 20 n)
euphawaida q~regated during the daytime In the upper port o( vie DSL between 350 and 500 m
(b1lnzet, 1969) Sampies cobzcted at nogt in the now .klnty cf the Grst Meteor Setimotant
from depths between 100 m and the surface cohntained large numbesa of adult wupbausidt;
whereas at the sam time only juvenile specimens of euphaaids were caught above the seamnount.
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The Great Meteor Seamount reaches from about a 4500-m depth to 270 m from the surface;
thus the plateau of the seamount, which is about 30 miles in diameter, lies above the depth of
the DSL during daytime. Off the seamount, euphauslids ascended to the surface at dusk, par-
ticularly adult Euphausla hemgibba, a species with a pronounced range of diurnal vertical migra-
tion. Because E. hemigibba was mi. ig in samples from above the seamount, and only juvenile
Stylocheiron suhmii and few Nematoscells were ooserved, plankton samples collected during the
night within the 400-m isobath have been strikingly poorer in volume than those collected off
the seamount plateau. The same seamount effect was observed at Josephine Seamount, located
at 360 43' N, 140 18' W.*

In the Norwegian Sea, quite in contrast to our observations from the lower latitudes in the
eastern North Atlantic during this and previous studies (Kinzer, 1969), no aggregations of
zooplankton were observed at the scattering-layer depth. The slow towing speed of the sampler
at depth might hdve attributed to the small number of euphausilds caught at depths below 120
m; and tee low temperature at the scattering-layer depth and below also might have had some
effect on the restricted vertical distribution of euphausiids According to Moore (1950) and
Lewis (1954) who compared the depth distribution of euphausiids in various regions of tihe
western North Atlantic and the Mediterranean Sea, the lower depth limit of several euphausiid
species is markedly affected by temperature. Because only a small fraction of the UIPR samples
from the Norwegian Sea has yet been analyzed, a discussion should be postponed until further
data frcm the samples are available.
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DISCUSSION

Lowe: How big were '"'W .uphausUds and copepods?

Kbger. The eupxuasild which as I pointed out, were up to 90 percent of Mwnwycutphanes
nonq•cs, average about " 4 crn in size.

Low: AM copepods?

Kbtzer: Subtropical copepods averaged, I would say, 2 to 3 mrn in our saiaples.

I



BIOLOGICAL ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
OFF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,

PAJk CALIFORNIA, AND GUADALUPE ISLAND

G.V. Pickweil, R.J. Vent, E.G. Barham, WE. Batzler and I E. Davics
Naval Undersea R&D Center

San Diego, California

ABSTRACr

On tw, - ip joint operation in October 1968, observations were made of biological
scattering coiitions at three stations off southern California, Baja California, and Guadalupe
Isdaid, Mexico. Echograms obtained from a programmed Precision Depth Recorer (PDR)
were correlated with simultaneously obtained, quantitative acoustic volume scattering data,
both at.12 kHz, wlile direct observations from a submersible vehicle above, in, and below
deep scattering layer (DSL) depths were correlated with near-simultaneous closing-net hauls.

In most cases volume scattering coefficients (i.e., 10 log my) with peaks in the -50 to
-70 dB range agreed well with those subcomponents of the DSL most clearly racorded by t'ie
PDR. Direct observations from the submersible of presumed biological targets (species) were
generally in good agreement with net collections from discrete depths within the DSL,
although numbe.r- of individuals collected were not always representative of numbers actually
observed and counted.

Under the best circumstances data obtained by the four methods of observation within
a time limit of 2 to 4 hours showed excellent agreement on depths of peak scattering and
resident roplations within those depths at the times of observatiov The most prominent
uological species observed and collected from migrating DSL's showing peak scattering
co*fficients were euphausild shrimps and sergestid prawns, smaller lantern fishes (myctophids),
and physonectid siphonophores (mostly Nanomia bisga). Specli most prominently seen
and collocted fronm dceper -cattering layers registering peak scattering coefficients (either
descended DSL's or nonmigratory components) included bristlemouths (Cyclothone app.),
sarger myctophids, and some hatchetfishes as well as the migratory species already mentioned.

Unusually high peak scattering coefficients, on the order of -38 to -39 dB, recorded
from one ship while hove-to, correlated exactly with the depths where clusters of large echo
groups (LEG's) were recorded by the PDR of the nearby team ship while under way.
Neither direct observations nor net collections were able to suggest the probeble identification
of these prominent targets.

INTRODUCTION

Many ships for many years have traversed the world ocean with echo sounders recording
continuously, and whether by design or accident, a great deal of deep scattering layer (DSL)
information has accumulated. For an even longer period scientists have trawled the middepths
of the sea, collecting and describing the animal populations encotntered. In the 25 years
fohowing Worla War II some of the scientific trawling has been connected with DSL research
(Barham, 1956; Varshall, 1951; Tucker, 19!-1).

490
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Techniques for adequately measuring acoustic scattering and volume reverberation in the
oceanic water column have evolved largely during these past 25 years and have frequently been
devoted to studies of the DSL (Batzler and Westerfield, !953; Hersey, Backus, and Hellwig,
1962). With the advent of the bathyscaphe, Trieste, followed by the Cousteau "'diving saucer,"
and thereafter ai entire generation of research deep submersibles, it became possible for a
number of scientists to directly observe the organisms of the DSL in situ (Barham, 1963 a and b;
and 1966; Mizikos, 1968) and occasionally correlate these observations witn simultaneous
acoustic measurements or PDR recordings (Backus et al, 1968; Batzler and Barham, 1963 and
1965; Brown and Fessenden, 1969).

Seldom, however, have data been gathered of acoustic volume reverberation while scattering
layer organisms were collected and ireclsion echo-grams recorded. Rarer still are the oppor-
tunities to make such measurements and collections in conjunction with direct observations
fron' a submersible vehicle.

Ir October 1968, such an opportunity became available to us and we subsequently made
stations off Cabo Colnett, Baja California, Mexico (one dive, one net haul, acoustic measure-
ments, echograms), Guadalupe Island, Mexico (net hauls, acoustic measurements, echograms,
no dives due to weather), and in the San Diego Trough about 20 mi off San Diego, California
(two dives, net hauls, acoustic measurements, echograms) (Figur 1).

METHODS

A converted search and rescue vessel, th& USS MarysWille (EPCER 857), long used as a
research ship at this laboratory, provided the platform from which net hauis were made and
echograms obtained. A !.ark V Precision Depth Recorder (PDR), set at a long ping mode
(20 to 30 .,tsec), was slaved through a Gifft Precision Sonar Transceiver (Model ESRTR4B)
controlled by a Gifft Sonar Programmer (Model ESRPR-I). This permitted gating out the
bottom return when it interfered with the trace obtained from the DSL, An EDO 12-kHz UQN
tranrducer was mounted on the ship's sonar column and lowered to a depth of 4 fathoms (fin)
below the sea surface when in operation (I fm 1 1,83 m).

The M/V Search 7LTe, an offshore oll-drillng vessel leased by Westinghouse Corp. as the
tending vessel for the ressarch submersible Deepstar 4000, provided the second platform for
volume reverberation measurements. A 1K kHz directional source pointed vertically downward
was suspended approxhiately 4 fm below the s.a surface. Generally, each test consisted of 10
successive pings Y7ith a pulse duration of 25 or 50 miec. Return signals were recorded on a
Honeywell Visicorder, a high speed, strip chart recorder,

A distance :f 3 to 5 •m was maintiined between the ships as a safety factor during simulta.
aieous net hauls and submersible launchings and to avoid sonic interference during acoustic
measurements. Coordination of operations was expedited by rapid communication between
members of the two scientific teams using "handy talky" radios.

Collections of DSL organisms were made using a Tucker net (Davies and Barham, 1969;
Tucker, 195 1) towed at about 4 knots. This midwater trawl employs a clock-actuated release
mechanism to open the 2-mr mouth of the net at a preset time and to close it after some
designated interval. Thus, the net was open and fshing only at the desired depth within the
DSL. The depth was monitored by a lenthos Model 1020 Depth Telemetering Pinger which
read out ot, the PDR record, permitting a continuous appraisal of net depth. The depth of the
net throughout the haul was further monitored by a Benthos D-T Recorder, Model 1170, which
yielded a depth track record of the haul after retrieval of the not.
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Figure 1. Station locations for the USS Marypilk-.M/V Search Tide joint
operation, 14 to 18 October 1968

The Westinghouse research submersible Deepstar 4000 is a 3-man vehicle capable of sub-
merging to A depth of 4000 ft for periods up to 12 hours. It has provisions for a pilot and two
scientists, one of whom may continuously observe through one of the two viewing ports. The
vehicle can hover at any depth and has a forward speed of approximately 1.5 knots. Basic
equipment includes a 16-mm movie camera with a 1000-W external movie I/tet, and a 70-mm
still camera equipped with strobe flash. The movie light was often employed to aid in direct
visual observation. All observations and counts were recorded on magnetic tape. Typewritten
transcripts were then made from the tapes from each dive.

RESULTS

Cabo Colnett

Station 1, approximately 60 mi off Cabo Colnett, Bja California, Mexico, was occupied
briefly on 14 October 1968. Deepstar Dive 481 was made between 1530 and 1800 hours.
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Scattering layers appeared on the echogram at 80 to 120 fm and 180 to 200 fm at approxi.
mately 1600 hours. Peak volume scattering coefficients of -62 dB (upper layer) and -57 dB
(lower layer) were measured at 1600 ho-is (Figure 2). We use here the decibel form 10 log mv
of the scattering coefficient mv. Its relation to the volume scattering strength Sv is Sv = 10 log
(mv/4ir), a difference of 11 dB.

Dlring the descent to 360 frn from 1530 to 1617 hours, Deepstar passed through concentra-
tions of euphausiid shrimp between 140 and 190 fin (250 to 350 in), hatchetfishes between
164 and 190 fm (300 to 350 m), Cyclothone between 190 and 220 fm (350 to 400 in) and a
sparse population of physonectid (float-bearing) siphonophores throughout the water colunmn
between 123 and 220 fin (225 to 400 in). During the ascent, from 1625 to 1800 hours, the
populations of euphausiids and aiphonophores shifted upward %ery little (Figure 3). A few
sergestid prawns and lantern fish were seen between 190 and 230 fm (350 to 420 m) on both
descent and ascent with no indication of upward displacement in the evening. However, net
haul No. 1, fishing at 170 fm (310 in) in a nonmigratory layer from 2020 to 2050 hours
collected a few large hatchetfish, myctcphids (lantern fish), sergestid prawns, and several
Cyclothone (Table 1).

10 L00.
.90 40 -70 40 540

17''

Figure 2. Station 1, off Cabo Colnett, Mexico, 14 October 1968, depth of water approxi-
mately 1110 fmn (2000 m). Deepster Dive 481 Is represented by the solid line. On this dive and
Dives 482 and 483, positions occupied by the submeruibie below or between components of
the DSL were for the purpose of acoustic tests and not primarily for direct observation of
scattering oranism. The 10 log my curve wos obtained at a 50-masc pulse length. Note that
the Deeptwr dive track represents the depth of the submersible at a liven time but does not
indicate a horizontal traverse. Time on all echoprams moves from rliot to left;!ength of each
individual section in the horizontal lines, 3 min; depth between each horizontal line, 20 fm
(36.6 m).

Guaddupe IWsnd

Station 2, off the southeast corner of Guadalupe Island, Mexico, was occupied on the
afternoon of 15 October 1968. At 1500 hours, a diffuse upper scattering layer appeared at
120 fm and a heavy layer at 150 to 200 fm (274 to 365 m) (Figure 4). Peak volume settering
coefficients of .62 di (upper, diffuse layer) and -55 dB (both peaks of lower, heavy layer) were
measured at 1515 hours.
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10 LOG mv
-90 -80 -70 -60 -50

1500

Figure 4. Station 2, 3 mi off the southeastern corner of
Guadalupe Island, Mexico, 15 October 1968, depth of
water approximately 1000 fm (1830 m); 10 log mv curve
obtained at 25-msec pulse length

The evening ascent of the DSL took place largely between 1800 and 1900 hours and revealed
a nonmigratory component appearing at 170 to 190 fm (Figure 5). Net haul No. 2 (Table 1)
through this layer from 2005 to 2035 hours produced comparatively large numbers of
Cyclothone sp., hatchetfishes, and two Melmnphaes sp. The latter flsh, representatives of the
suborder Anoplogastroidea, possess gas-fdled swimbladders and are generally no: taken at DSL
depths in daytime hauls, but seem to migrate from greater depths at night.

1900 !800 1712

Figure 5. Station 2. Guadalupe Island, IS October 1968. Evening sasmt of ma DSL ihowlig,
particularly, a light, diffuse, partially mipatoiy lyer levsbI out at approximately 120 to 130
fro. and a deeper nonmigatoty component faidl in at 180 fin.
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At 2210 to 2310 hours, the Tucker net was fished through the upper of two partially
migrating scattering layers at 100 and 120 fm (net haul No. 3, Table I (Figure 6). This haul pro-
duced parts of physonectid siphonophores, a few euphauslids and large mysid shrimp, a few
Cyclothone sp., a hatchetfish, some lantern fish. and a Melamphaes sp.

2213
NET CLOSED NWT OPEN

FiSure 6. Station 2, 15 October 1968. Net iiani No. 3 is repre-
sented by the horizontal dahed line at 100 and 120 fin. The
diagonal lines represent the dinals from the depth telemetering
pinser attached to the net. The vertical distance betwen the
line pais is a function of depth.

The following morning, at the same location, net haul No. 4 was made through the broad, not
yet fully descended DSL (Figure 7). This haul also produced parts of physonectid sphonophores,
several bergestidt, myidd, and euphausids, some lantern fais, hatchetfiuh, Cyclothone and a few
Vbws wk, a gonostomatid fih well recognized as part of the vertically migrating fauna in this
region, but lacking a swimbladder (Table 1). Volume scattering coefficients measured simultan-
eously registered peaks of -72 dB in the surface scatterng from small echo groups (SEG's) tmd
.57 to -59 dB for the broad DSL between 130 and 200 fin.

An hour later net haul No. 5 made through the fully descended DSL yielded some evidence of
physonectl siphonophoma, a few hatchetfish and Vinclp/me&, but %n abundance of euphaulid
and sergestid shrimp., lantern fish and CycIothaOe (Table 1). A peak volume stttering coeffi-
cient of .55 dB was measured at the same depth a the Tucker net just prior to the timed ope-fnt
of the net (Figure 8).

Sea DietoTro"g
Station 3, over the San Diego Trough approximately 20 tW offhore from San Diego,

California, was occupied in the early afternoon of 17 October 1968. Net haul No. 6 was begun
immediately in an effort to collect in the lowermost stratum of the dowly asoending DSL
(Figure 9). Deepsnw Dive 482 was aunched shortly thereafter (Figuew 9 and 10).
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10 LOG my
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1004 0950 0910

NET CLOSED NET OPEN

Figure 7. Station 2, 16 October 1968. Net haul No. 4
(horizontal dashed line). The 10 log mv curve was obtained
at a 25-msec pulse length.
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Flpim S. Station 2. 16 Octcbe 1969. Net bual No. 5 (borbzostal dabWd Um). Th 10 Wog ob
curve ws obtaited at a 23-mm pul lenSt.
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at I10to 148 fm(200 to 270 m), inptd pwmm at 164 fm (300 m), numemw phymoocthd
alimonVipc (r-oomiy Nv us bfap) Wtws 126 and 180 fm (2M0330 mi), im'nm Moos
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Figure 9. Station 3, San Dieoll Trough, 17 Octoler 1968, depth of water approximately 650 fin
(1190 in). Net haul No. 6 (horizontal dab~d line at 190 (ro). Deepsi~er 482 (diagona
solid tine to 330 fin) continued in Fig. 10. Lisp echo 8pou•. (LEG's) between 70 anud 160 fin
continue as obszw from midmorning (Flg. 14).
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At 1910 hours, volume scattering had *hifted in the characteristic trend toward strong night-
time surface scattering with a range in values of -52 dB at 30 fm down to -65 dB for a nonmigra.
tory scattering layer at 190 frn. Ascent observations from Deepstar disclosed significant upward
shifts in the populations of euphausfids and sergestids, as well as the lantern fishes and
siphonophores. There was, in addition, a minor implication of a partial migration by Cyclothone
sp. (Figure 11).

Net hauls 7 and 8 Table 1, but not figured) were evening hauls made through a nonmigratour
DSL at 213 fm (haul No. 7) and a partially migratory scattering layer at 115 fin (haul No. 8).
Haul No. 7 produced many euphausfid and sergestid shrimps, and many lantern fishes and
QCclothone. Haul No. 8 produced few euphausiids and no sergestids, but a moderately good
catch of lantern fishes, a few Cyclothone and hatchetfish as well as two stomioids (deep-sea
forms lacking gas-filled swimbladders) and one Melamphaes. Both hauls produced physonect
siphonophore parts.

On station 3 during the morning of 18 October 1968,Deepstar executed Dive 483 from
0425 hours, with the migratory scattering layers ascended, until 0908 hours, after they again
descended (Figure 12). Direct observations of vertical displacement of migratory sp6cies were
thus reversed from those of Dive 482 (Figure 13).

Net haul No. 9 (Figure 12) suffered preclosure, but nevertheless yielded many euphausid and
sergtdd shrimp, and some lantern fishes. Cyclothone and hatchetfish were also collected, but
there was scant evidence of physonectid siphonophores, although many of the latter were ween
during Dive 483 (Table 1).

Of special interest ar the volume scattering coefficients recorded at midday on 17 October.
Throughout the morning and afternoon large echo groups (LEG's) were recorded at varying
depths between 80 and 160 fm above the DSL located at 180 to 220 fin. Peak scattering coeffi.
ceunts as high as -39 dB were recorded from these discete targets (Figures 14 and 15), but no
"evidence of their species makeup was obtained eitftr from Deepst or net hauls.

DICUSON

In general a"reemeat with previous studies, (Plckw*U, Capen, and Sloan, 1968) nonmlgatory
or sl*htly migratory components of the DSL appeared to be chiefly hitchetfiahes of the piuns
Aymptuseu and me or two spetes of Cycoltouw, the x-called brstemouths. Thus deep
hauls at night produced specimens predominantly from these two groups, often with sipdgflcat
admlxtuns of lantern fihes (net hauls 1,2, 7 in Table I), but fewer numbers of other proups
compared to daytime hauls at the aum station and depth. Nighttimse net hauls at intermediate
depths through partially migratory components of the DGL (net haul 3 and e in Tabe 1) pro-
duced less conclusive results, but in these hauls, lantru fithes tended to predominste.

Direct observatos from Deqpv 4000, in the main,. =firmed these fbldaS,. Dive 481
(Figure 3). abbreviated because of bad weather, ipc only a dight indical of an upwar dk*-
phcement of the man species cateWrots (abant va descent) AeN at a time when the upward
DSL zrdgtloo had already bem. Div, 482 and 483 (Fiwes I I anW 13), on the other hand,
deary demontrated the mgrtory behavior of law nbers of euhausld shiap, sepsd
pruaws, pbymoncti slbnpo . and lantern (Wms (inyctopW&d). In %he latte two groups.
however, it was dar that migration did not Indud the entire species omp•xl, xqseU.. -
pointed out pm.vKou ui the coo of siphonopbom. r 7(Picke 1-967 and 970) that meaptic
coadderatidw, poufy connected wit pusciaeting ablty, control the kndviua ougrabms
bIncamton for vertical migation on mny given evenring Dtve 482 (FIg~zw 11) sitowed so
Po~tion of weak upward displacement (25 to 30 fmo) by C•*kAouw at nih. Wb& tie pewe
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Figure 12. Station 3, 18 October 1968. Deepstar Dive 483 continues from launch at 0425
with the terminus of a stable 2-hour period hovering at 170 fm showing at 0717 hours. Net
haul No. 9 at 164 fm suffered 'a preclosure so the net track is abbreviated.

sightings of hatchetfishes provided little information, the few observed on Dive 481 (Figure 3)
again suggested the possibility of their slight upward migration. It is not unlikely that a negative
phototr,•pism on the part of the hatch-Itfishes, coupled with an absence of the lethargic state de-
scribed particularly for some lantern fishes (Barham, 1970). enables these organisms to effec-
tively ,,void the lights of Deepstar.

A positive phototropism is thought likely in the case of some DSL species, however, further
complicating the task of adequataly quantifying the organisms observed. Thus, the numerous
euphCuslid shrimp sighted on Dives 482 and 483 (Figures 1 and 13) it 134 and 170 fir,
respectively, were counte-d whee Deepstar hovered motionless at those depths for periods of
approximately 2 hours. Some 20 "bght looks" of about 2 mrin duration alternated with equal
periods of darkness (a observation lights out) were made eech tine while Deepstar slowly
(.otated about its axis. There were the only instances duriitg the two.ship operation of such ex.
tended times spent Pt DSL depths (Flgures '0 and 12). Tht periods of darkness were intention.
ally employed to circumvent possible attraction to the observation lights. Nevertheless, the
possibility must be considered that some of the sightings constituted duplicate observations
made on animuns attracted to the vicinity of the lights and then held there by recurrent light
periods,

Excellent agm-emevt generally was found betweeai major recorded components of the DSL
W prominent peeks on the curve of 10 log rN v% depth (Figures 2, 4,7, 8, 10 and 14), as

dem.nmstrated in other studies where quantitaUve acoustic voluhm reverberation data were com-
parcd with simultaneously obtained echograns at the same ionic frequency (Batzler and Vent,
1967). In a number of cam.. however, intriguing peaks of moderate prominence appeared on the
voiure swatt"i• coefficient cwrve at intermediate depths where no scattering layers were re-
corded (Figures 7 and 8), and occasionally at depths below the DSL, again without e4Aogra
ixrrelates (Figures 8 and 10). The oonvene did not seem to occur. That is, no echograms of
prominenrt or even weakly recourdod SL's lacked acoustic analop from volume reverberatlon
data.

The distance of 3 to 5 mi maintained between the two ships as a safety feature during launch
and recovery of the rabmersible, and in addition to avoid jammning acoustic equipment, might
account for minor discrepancies of acoustically detected peaks lacking PDR-recorded traces.
In addition, the series of peaks appearng as acoustic mkicrostructure within the DSL on sone
scattering coefficient curvts at 25 msec pulse length (Figuzre 7 and 10) suagest the intriguing
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possibility that the species groupings or age and year-class groupings of the organisms within the
DSL may not be as heterogeneous as net hauls and submersible observations suggest. Stratifica.
tion of the separately migratory groups that constitute various subcomponents of the DSL at
night may operate to some degree even in the daytime, thus presenting vertical migration as a
kind of accordion effect involving an alternate compaction (downward migration) and rarefac-
tion (upward migration) of statistically discrete species complexes.

The numbers of organisms collected by the Tucker net, because of uncertainties regarding net
attitude and total water filtered, are not quantified in terms of animals caught per unit volume of
water (Table 1). Nevertheless, it seems clear that more than enough of those organisms possess-
ing potentially resonant structures at 12 kHz were collected on most hauls to fulfill the condition
of Batzler and Pickwell (1970), requiring only one resonant organism per 1000 m3 of seawater
to produce a better than average acoustic return in the vicinity of Sv = -65 dB. This still begs the
interesting question regarding the contribution to measured and recorded acoustic scattering of
nonresonant but abundant targets such as copious numbers of euphausid shrimp and sergestid
prawns (net hauls 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, Table 1). Nor do net hauls, submersible observations, or present
acoustic measurements suggest the probable causative organisms responsible for the large echo
groups and heavy acoustic returns shown in Figures 14 and 15.Shoals of anchovies, hake, or
other densely schooling fishes are known to produce such acoustically hard targets, but probably
only high-speed trawling gear can be expected to produce the identity of these rapidly swimming,

highly maneuverable avoiders of our comparatively slow-moving midwater nets.
A marked disparity sometimes also occurs between net collections and direct visual observa-

tions. This was the case for the physonectid siphonophore,Nanomia buig on Station 3. Many
of these delicate contributors to volume reverberation were seen on Dives 492 and 483 (Figures
I I and 13), but few were collected by the Tucker net (net hauls 6 to 9, Table 1). This was
almost certainly due to the dragging speed which could not be reduced below about 4 knots,
thereby contributing to the fragmentation and loss of these gelatinous coelenterates. Aboard
other ships permitting net dragging speeds near 2 knots we have collected as many as 80 to 100
specimens in i single hiul of the Tucker net in this Lame area.

Lastly, it is of interest to point out that the fadeout of DSL components during their final
slow descent as seen, for instance, in Figure 8, is suggestive of resonant targets experiencing
shrinkage of their gas bubbles in response to increasing hydrostatic pressure before resecretion
of gas and reattainment of neutral buoyancy. That Is, swimbladder partial or total collapse
(nonresonant, nonbuoyant) and gas resecretion (resonant, neutrally buoyant) in organisms of a
critical size relative to the sound frequency employed may be said to represent a condition of
being "detuned" and subsequently "tuned" (in an analogy with tuned radio circuits) as the DSL
fades out and then fades back in on the echogram. The time interval between fadeout and fadein
as seen In Figure 12, that is, about 0800 to 0930 hours, seems realistic in terms of what is known
of gas secretion rates in some fishes and dphonophors possessing structrms resonant at 12 kHz
at DSL depths (Ean, Doglas and Scholandet, 1967; P•ckweli, 1967 and 1970).

In this context note that confusion can arise in attempting to discriminate between true non.
migratory DSL's and migratory layers from deeper depths (i.e., greater than 200 fmn in the
regions discussed here) that fade in on the nighttime echo-sounder record at depths between 100
and 200 fm. We have yet to collect specimens ofMe/nwpm during the day above 200 fm, but
during this cruise took several individuals at night above this depth (net hauls 2, 3, 8, Table 1) as
well as other nonswimbladdered fishes ach as stomloids (haul No. 3) that may also serve as indi-
cators of deeper migratory populations.

This problem is difficult to resolve since standard echo-sounding equipment seldom records
nonmigratory components with much intensity at night when other components have ascnded.
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Clearly, closing-net hauls at suitable times and depths can probably best solve this difficulty. Thus,
our work suggests that at night at the depths of recorded nonmigratory or partially migratory scat-
tering layers, deeper migratory species may appear and contribute to the resonant acoustic return.
An example of such an organism in the present study was the anoplogastroid fish, Melamphaes sp.
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BIOLOGICAL CAUSES
OF SCATTERING LAYERS IN THE

ARCTIC OCEAN
W.J. Hansen and MJ. Dunbar

McGill University
Montreal, Canada

ABSTRACT

Two types of sonar-scattering layers are reported ffom the Beaufort Sea. In the present
study, one is visible only at 100 kHz, the other at 12 and 100 kHz. The 100-kHz layer
migrates vertically but only in part; part of it remains trapped or the interface between the
Arctic surface water mass and the Arctic intermediate water mass, formed of Pacific water.
It is concentrated at 50-m depth and is showr to correbate with an accumulation of the
thecosomatous pteropod mollusc Spiratella helicina. The layer that was detected at both
12- and 100-kHz frequencies appears and behaves much like a classic deep scattering layer,
except that the vertical migrations are modified to harmonize with the Arctic summer day-
light pattern. It is found between 20 and 180 m and probably is caused by shoals of the
polar cod Arctogadus glaclali

INTRODUCIlON

The results reported here are based on 3 years of observations from Ice Island T-3, a large
tabular berg from the Ellesmere Ice Shelf circulating in the Beaufort Sea Gyral (Figure 1). The
ice island carries a permanent, manned research station administered by the U.S. Naval Arctic
Research Laboratory, Point Barrow, Alaska.

A scattering layer at about 100-m depth was teported first from the Arctic Ocean by
Kenneth Hunkins (1965) of the Lanont-Doherty Geological Observatory. This observatory has
been operating a 12-kHz Precision depth recorder almost continuously from T-3 for the past 6
years. An earlier study by Dietz and Shumway (1961) of echogrums from nuclear submarine
traverses of the Arctic showed no midwater sonar targets. Hunkins suggted that perhaps the
sbmarines were moving within or below the scattering layers. However, there is strong evidence
that Arctic sound.ecattering layers are both seasonally and eopaphically restricted; thus, when
the traverses took place, they may have miad the season, the location, or both (K. Hunkis,
personal communication).

In 1966, the Marine Sciences Centre of McGill University, in cooperation with Lamont-
Doherty Geological Observatory, undertook a study of the presumed bioloical caus of the
Arctic deep scattering layer (DSL). During the first seas of study, Jime to Novseber 1966,
no DSL wa detected; the Ice Wland was drifting westward about 400 miles north of the Alan
coast at this time. Ia March 1967* 1O04dch Rons Model 200A Flneline depth soaude was in-
stalled on T-3 by the Lamet-Do•erty Geoogicol Obsmetocy. Imnmeditely, a thin, shallow
scattering layer was observed at approldvately 50 m (P•n 2). This layer was not dewced on
a 12-kHz Pehson depth recordr. It was found to conform with a water men boundary sep"Soo
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Figure 1. Drift course of Ice Island T-3, 1966-68. The solid line represents the course over
which the sampling was made. Contours outline Chukchi Shelf.
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rating the upper Arctic water from the Arctic intermediate water, the latter being marked by a
distinct Pacific water layer in the Canadian Basin of the Arctic Ocean (Figure 3).

At the interface, the temperature increases suddenly with depth, from -1.650 to -1.31*C in
10 m. Salinity behaves similarly, increasing from 30.40A. to 31.30 /o over the same distance.
This is an increase of 0.55 sigma-t. The scattering layer that occurred on this boundary was
named the pycnocline scattering layer (PSL).

In late March 1968, a major DSL of the type and at the dpths described by Hunkins (1965)
appeared. It was detected between 20 and 180 m on both the Precision depth recorder (Figure 4)
and the Ross recorder.

METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

Sonar

Two fathometers operated by Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory war'! uxed. These
were: (1) a 12-kHz Precision depth recorder with a standard Edo transducer, Gifft sonar trans-
ceiver, and spark-type rotating drum recorder; the time base advanced 1 cm/hr, and the pulse
length was 80 msec; and (2) a Ross model 200A Fineline depth sounder and recorder with c
365-m (200 fin) range and 1004-Hz frequency. The beam angle is 100 X 50. T"he chart paper
speed is variable from 6 to 24 in./hr, a.J the pulse duration is 0.4 or 1.5 msec. The instrumnent
operates by switching through 90-mn increments; thus, the whole thickness of the layer could
not be viewed instantaneously. A reasonable facsimile of the full range of scatterer distribution
could be obtained, however, by switching every minute, thus obtaining a narrow cross-sectional
view in a 4-mnm period.

Hydropapay

Routine hydrocasts were made during the study. Temperature was measured using a therm-
istor and Wheatstone bridge. Salinity samples were stored and then sent to the Bedford Institute,
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, for analysis.

ldnktom

Mesh nets numbm 6 and 0 mounted on 0.5- and I-m rinp were used throughout the study.
Both vertical and horizontal tows were made. Horizontal tows were made uWs the drift of the
island during periods of high wind, when drift speeds up to 0.5 knot relative to the water be-
neath can occur. The actual relative drift rate and filtration-coeffciceat of the nets can be esti-
mutd only roughly, but the multiple-net horizontal tows gave excellent simultaneous collectioms
from various depths. This method involvs hangn the net risp on a healy woe ted cable.
one above the other, so that the net will stream at the des4ied depth (Fture S). Corectimos of
depth for wire anto were made in the fiWd. It was found that with practice the nets could be
attached or removed from i moving cable, so that the nets wer set or hauled with a mnidmum
of contamination from depths otir than those under mutiny.
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H 00p

Figure 4. Typical appearance of the Arctic DSL on the PDR

Attempts were made to capture filiet by hook and fine, gill nets, and haited minnow traps;
allwre unswcesful. Fishe were tAken in the surface water of hydroholes in all years of the
sudy by hand-held dip nets. It was oNe~wd that polar gadoids often follow any hanging object,
suAh a cabe, hose arpe, etc., thZt they e-i:ounter at depth ul,. -.. the surface. Flthns ulrnt in-
vaiably were taker. in hoLes truuh which cablas were hanging; one specimen was sucked into
a pump h"• at a depth of 12 m.

To pace potentiaJ sound ttcaeren in the wsii, io a controlled mannr b5u-td the Rom
recorder 4.r nducer, a smal device, the 'pteropod lnctor,"' was constn••td in the field from
a sawn-off plastic hypodermic syrng. ThU dei'ice wo au•nbled using a second piston in a re-
mu~ position to that a mAnU toro'dal apse. wo WA between the two pistons, A. wire bWie
pmaed thr•uiS the pl~m r in ,swh - way that a rmenmr woud strike the pluaipt and *et
thw aeo.WA Piston with the cootertt of t,, torodal spece (F*lue 6). Great care was ne0emry
t0rntýim the polwbwty of str bubblW berig ea:rie down into or on any prt of the derve.
Nonrmal) the itn was hld jwst 1penth the =.Afs of the hydroleb and atated for a few
--arma i.o shake ftt s~uface bubble, tbo%* nowe actuay wer swen. Next, th outd&h was
rubbed, ivriwnte, with a cloth. The eisbly, on a Oknac stnnd of 1 21p coppor wvi, wn
towavd by hand throv a btuxchd coth underwater. Do mewae kewise wo cleaned of

tsrbubbae.
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MhE PYCNOCUN'E SCATTERVNG LAYER

Observaisow and Remitt

The appearance of ft is yer (Fpire 2) on the Robs ecorder is a thin, usually continuous.
hne approximatidy I -t thick (N.D.: one pulse leusth). The thidnum is often pmeatr (Figure 7),
however, especiay dturing periods of high wind when internal Waves become visible In the
recor&. Occasionally. eapecia)ý3 w~ mldwn~r and a&-Iy fM.l the layer becomes wry thin and
patchy, even disappearing compiettly for many days.

Initialy it wa thought that this KsttUrln layer perhaps could be intarpreted Iihy*Aicy as
an acoiustic reftectio from the durmit, dbiscotinuity. At fth high fieremdue (100 kMz) wsed,
howe~a, this is =mllkey. Detale exatrination of the records shows that diurnal spliting of the
layer occ-ur; one fractio remains at the disontinuity and the other uaigtn either upward at
&owriWarti .rom the discontinuity.

This is speca~y aftable in the months bracketing the equiox.., wbon peatest diunma ligt
variationw owur -igure 8 show aix sections of the doan record for 26 and 27 October 1967.
At midday, a thin PSI. is prelt with a fiv We* taipt vinbho. At I SD hours an womn~ig
doud of samttrerm appeams At 2100 kiwa. two fracliom of the lqye ane appamrt, but the
uipper fraction tends to descend ulowly. By uwdaiiint, bowewr, a 6mm scattadag laye has
fomad with fary eve distribution thougout the w*te column; a PSI. is stMl v~b1. Thm.
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at about 0900 hours on the 27th, fairly rapid descent of the main scattering cloud occurs,
leaving once more a PSL with a few single targets visible. The cycle repeated itself on subsequent
days.

There is an interesting seasonal variation in the chart records. In winter, when continuous
darkness prevails, the migrating fraction reinains continuously above the PSL, (Figure 9a) as
might be expected and as was predicted by Bogorov (1946). Interestingly, however, the same
distribution seems to prevail during the summer (Figure 9b) rather than occurring at greater
depths.

~ Xi21,) WOO00

b

1200 2100 0000
1 hour

Figure 9. Sections of chart record in winter (a) and summer (b)

Analysis of the plankton offers evidenc .- of the cause of this layer. The comopolitan
thecosomatous pteropod Spwatella helicna (Figure 10) occurs in enormous numbers at the
interface of the two water masses. These are little calcareous shelled planktonic snails. In o'ur
samples, they were very small individuals, usually less than I nun in diameter, in contrast to
the large specimens of 10 to 15 mm normally taken in subarctic waters. This small size in itself
is extremely interesting and requires further study. They are not juveniles; strings of eggs were
observed within the body and exuding from the gonopores of ntany of the living specimens.

Because of the thinness of the layer and the general chfficulty of hauling nets horizontally
from the ice, it was not possible to stream a net at the correct depth with any accuracy. By
placing a thermistor on the net, however, the discontinuity could be detected and the net held
as close as possible to the layer depth. At Station 5, 79057.9I N, 17.4024' W, on 3 May 1967,
Rt multiple-net horizontai tow was made with 0.5-mn nets at 40,45, 50, and 55 m. Internal waves
of 6-rn amplitude and approximately 10.min period were visible in the chart record at 50 m. The
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Figure 10. The thecosomatous pteropod Spiratella helidna. The specd-
mens taken from the scattering layer are extremely small compared
with those found further south.

layer at this tinse appeared to be about 8 m thick. The windspeed was a steady 20 to 25 knots,
and the drift of the island an estimated 0.5 knot. Figure I Iis a histogram of pteropod distribu-
tion correlated with the depth-soundei record, demonstrating the correlation of pteropod
numbers with the scattering layer. Other stations with horizontal net tows verify these distribu-
tions. A series of subtractive vertical tows was made using a 2-m increment for each tow. The
net was triple washed and inspected visually to make sure no pteropods were missed. Counts
were made immediately.

Station VT. 4, 30 May 1967, showed a typical vertical distribution found by th"i method.
Figure 12 is a histogram of pteropod distribution and numbers on a 2-m subtractive tow series,
showing maximum concentration between 50 and 48 m. It Is correlated with the chart record
of that day.

The data presented here are excellent correlative e•'dence that Spbvtelk is the cause of the
PSL.

Field tests with the Rou echo sounder were made, using small BB shot as test targets. indi-
vidual pellets, approximately 1.4-mm diameter, were detectable down to 30 m. An experiment
was performed with the pteropod injector containing 80 live specimens of Spirtel•l h.Ie
Careful precautions were taken to eliminate air bubbles, and the injector was lowered to a depth
of 60 m and allowed to hang for 4 min. The injector was then fired by mesenger and, at the
moment of impact, the injector was raised 10 m. On the chart record (Figure 13), a residual line
of echo remained, slowly dispersing over a period of I min. The experiment was repeated three
times with live specimens and once with a blank run (only water in the injector barrel). The re-
suits were identical on two out of three runs; on the third run, air bubbles, showing as rising
streaks, occluded the record. The blank run showed no scattering. Sphtelk has a hard clcareous
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Figure 13. Experiment with pteropod injectur (sta. P.I. 2, 24 April 1968)

shell, which probably can be classified acoustically as a solid body; thus, if large numbers of
Spiratella were present in a thin layer at 50-m depth, they would be expected to form a detect-
able scattering layer.

The behaviour of the organism as observed on the echo sounder deserves analysis. The sinking
rates of the creatures in water from above and below the discontinuity were measured in the
laboratory. The average sinking rate of 20 nonswimming specimens in water from 45 m (sigma-t
24.65) was 1.782 cm/sec. In water from 55 m (sigmrat 25.10), it was 1.521 cm/sec. One can
p-ostulate that less energy is required for Spiratella to maintain a constant depth by remaining at
or below the PSL; the significance of this is doubtful, however, especially in such an actively
swimming organism.

Harder (1968), reviewing plankton behaviour at water-mass boundaries, suggested that density
interfaces act as concentrating levels for organic detritus and that many species feed at the inter-
face. Other species may respond to physiological stress induced by salinity changes, which alter
the osmotic pressure differential across the cell membranes.

Hunkins, Thomdike, and Mathieu (1969) examined the nepholometry of the Canadian Basin.
They found no fight-scattering layer indicative of a dettital accumulation at the interface depth.
Thus, a feeding response seems unlikely to explain the behaviour.

There is a recurrent, though unresolved, suggestion in vertical migration studies (Lance, 1962;
Loeb, 1893; Rose, 1925) that vertically migrating plankton organisms within a light field tend to
some physiologically limited level of salinity (or temperature) as well as light intensity; once one
constraint passes beyond a certain threshold, the sign of the migratory drive is chmed. Thus, a
stenohaline individual organism moving upward at sunst and passing into more brackish water
will stop at the critical salinity level. As the light intensity drops lower, the trigering stimulus
diminishes. In this condition, the physiological stress of the brackish water causes a reversal of
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sign in the migration, and the organism tends to sink slowly toward the more saline water during
the night. At dawn the increasing light tends to reverse the sign once more, and a second upward
migration occurs toward the optinL.l halophotic level. Once the light intensity and the osmotic
stress become too strong, however, a downward migration occurs, taking the organism back to
optimum daylight depths.

In an ocean with a marked salinity boundary layer, there tends to be a segregation of indi-
viduals. Those of low tolerance to high salinity tend to remain on the boundary layer during
downward migration at dawn. Those of low tolerance to brackish water tend to remain on the
boundary layer during upward migration at sunset. The hardier or more euryhaline members of
the population transcend the layer, albeit with some short delay, to accommodate the rapid
change of osmotic balance.

This hypothesis would explain the general behaviour of the Arctic PSL as caused by pteropods
whose salinity limits hie between 33.5/°o and 30.5*0/0 or so in this population (Harding, 1967).
!t does not explain the reason for the high position and nonmigratory behaviour of the summer
and winter layer. The reason for this might be that, during these long, continuous light or dark
periods, the primary trigger stimulus is absent; thus, the organism tends to remain at depths
favourable in factors other than light, such as feeding.

THE DEEP SCATTERING LAYER

Obervations and Remts

Hunkins (1965) has described the Arctic DSL observed at 12 kHz as a "diffuse reverbera-
tion," similar in genera appearance to the DSL in other oceans. The Arctic layer tends to be
shallower (20 to 200 m) in distribution than elsewhere in the world and also to have an annual
rather than a diurnal migration pattern, no doubt a result of the special Arctic daylight pattern.
The layer has been recorded only during the summer months and only in the northern and
northwestern part of the Beaufort Sea Gyral. Soundings elsewhere and at other times of the
year were negative. Hunkins has shown that diurnal vertical migrations are, in fact, observable
in this layer, especially about the time of the autumnal equinox. The layer usually is not present
at the time of the vernal equinox.

Figure 14 is a continuous record of the development of the DSL in 1968, transcribed from
the original daily chart records. The layer first appeared as isolated scattering groups, which
developed into a thin, slightly discontinuous layer that was not particularly migratory. It later
became thicker, and through mid-April, the layer showed definite diurnal migrations. As the
summer progressed, the layer tended to split into two components and become a little patchy.

At the 100.kHz frequency, it was possible to observe only a 90-m vertical section of the
water at any one time, but a good composite picture could be gained by switching through the
depth ranpe in sequence and placing the records in order one above the other. Figure 15 is such
a composite of four chart records offering a complete section through the DSL as seen on the
Rosa recorder. The PSL is traversed freely by the DSL scatterers (Figure 16), and it does not
appear in general to be a significant barrier.

Kanwiaher and Volkmnn (1955) found one scatterer per 8,500 ms off New England, and
Johnson, Backus, Hersey, and Owen (1956) found one scatterer per 650 m' off Puerto Rico.
In order to compare various features of the DSL with the findings of these workers, an index of
scatterers per unit volume was calculated. The first step was to switch through the depth rane
of the 100-kHz instrument over a short period of time. The scatterer counts were then corrected
by dividing the number of satterers in each 10 m of the insonifled cone by the volume of a
IO0-m deep segment and multiplying the result by 10' to place the decimal point in a convenient
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position. Figure 17 shows a histogram of the vertical distribution of the scatterers Per 10,000~
in3 . This gives a highest value of scatterers as approximately 1/5,000 In'. Much higher coccen-I
trations can occur in the scattering groups, but because the echo traces tend to herge, nL%
reliable count is possible.

Attempts to capture the organisms responsible for this layer were unsuccessful. In 2 different
years only two larval polar gadoids were taken from horizontal plankton tows below the surface,
at depths of 15 and 40 m respectively. One of them was taken when no scattering layer was
present. Fishes (Arctogadusiacls) frequently are captured, however, in the hyirholeo cut
through the sea ice.

The lack of positive evidence in the form of specimens taken at the layer depth is not sur-
prsing considering the impossibility of trawling from the surface of pack ice. It is obvious from
the echowrams that the scatterers are relatively larpe, scattering both 12- and l04-Hz sotm4.
When the scatterers #re viewed at 100 kHz a individual tarets, they frequently are seen a
fast4wimming hyperbolic traces; these traces are indicative of rapid relative motion between
transducer and target. Furthermore, the organisms frequently move in deme shoals and are as•
as scattering Sroups; they are therefore most probably nektonlc fish, and the most likely species
is Ar iiog Sbcdi, . the polar cod (Fiure 18).

The biology of Arcto adus is not wel known. It is certainly the most frequntly found
species in the central Polar Sea. Walters (961) identified and described 35 spesclwns of this
species taken from Station Charlie in the winter of 1959.60. During this period. up to 500
specimens sometimes were taken from the hy4rohols followin sesmic explosion at s$alow
depths below the ice, k.1Juhev (1957) took 11 specimens from the saNm pnstal area as the
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Fium 18. Arctog..a kcLdis (drawn from a preserved specimen)

Station Charlie material, i.e., over the Chukchi Rise. In 1966 we took two specimens in this
area; in April and May 1967, three were taken much farther north; and in May 1968, four were
taken farther west.

Walters (1961) suggests that this species undertakes winter fe,•ding migrations over the
Chukchi Rise, moving in the winter in a generally southwest direction. Because the USL has
been detected only in surmer and well north of the Chukchi Rise in the present work, it is
possible that these fiahes migrate back into the central Polar Sea from the Chukchi Rise by a
northeasterly route. during dhe summer.

Two specimens of the Arctic cod Boveoltuw sgdda also have been taken in the course of
this work. This species also must be a sound scatterer in the Polar Sea; however, its significance

'annot be judged presently.
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SONIC SCATTERING AND ITS PROBABLE
CAUSES IN TWO AREAS OF PUGET SOUND

William A. Friedil
Naval Undersea Research and Development Center

San Diego, California

ABSTRACT

The composition and charact6ristics of sonic scattering in two areas of Puget Sound were in-
vestigated over a 2 1/2-year period using a 38.2-kHz Simrad echo sounder and three sizes of mid-
water trawls. In Port Orchard Narrows in the central basin (depths to 40 m), scattering during
the day was irregular and often absent throughout the year; day hauls took no fish and essen-
tially no macroplankton. Nocturnal conditions varied seasonally. During the winter, scattering
was characterized by compact layers of individuýI targets at middepth. Samples in the layers
were marked by catches of Pacific herring (Clupea harengus palkls) and surf smelt (Hypomemsu
pretionus). At greater depths, increasing numbers of northern midshipmen (Porichthys notalus)
and macroplankton, particularly the mysnd. Neomysic kadiakends, were taken. In the summer,
while scattering was extensive, it was nebulous and largely lacked concentrations of individual
targets. Samples were characterized by catches of Porlchthys at all depths and by high concen-
trations of bay gobies (Lepidogoblus lepidus) above 15 m. Macroplankton was dominated by
N. kad•akensis; concentrations were greatest at middepths and exceeded winter values by more
than an order of magnitude at all depths.

In Case Inlet in the southern Sound (depths to 120 m), scattering was of two general day/
night patterns. In late winter, distinct layers of individual targets typically displayed marked
diel depth changes at middepths, though daytime scattering above 30 m was observed in April.
Clupea and the spiny dogfish (Squalus acanthias), a predator upon Clupea, were taken at layer
depths. Macroplankton was scarce in this puriod and concentrctlons generally increased with
depth during the day. Euphauslids (ma•lly £uphauska paclca rad Thy snoesa spinifera) and
the mysid, Acanthomysws macrmpd,, were taken nef the surface at night and abowe the main
layers during the day. N. kadlakenais dominated deeper hauls at night and daytime hauls below
the layers. In the summer, layers were less well-dfined and individual targets were more dis- I
persed on the echographs. Persistent scattering was present in the upper 40 m both day and
night; heuvy scattering was observed during the day m August and September at lower depths.
Porichthyt dominated night catches, but no large fishes were taken during the day. Macroplank-
ton concentrations were high during these months, donakated by ctenophores, fish larvae, and
mysids (N. kadiakenala and A. macropala). Concentrations of mysids were marked at middepth
at night and increased with depth during the day. Euphauslids were also abundant between 60
and 80 m m daytime hauls.

Behavioral patterns of herring, smelt, midshipmen, and mysids appear to influence the char-
acterilstics of sonic scattering observed at 38.2 kHz in central and southern Puget Sound. Better
understaauding of the distributlon and behavior of organisms and their reltionships to sonic
scattering could result from the use of different trawls, designed to smple either macroplankton
or fishes. The use of efficient trawls is particularly important during the winter when active
fishes such as herring and smelt are apparent principal components of well-developod scattering
layers in Puget Sound.

527
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INTRODUCTION

Since the mid-1930's, commercial fishermen have utilized knowledge of sonic scattering in
shallow water to increase their catch pcr unit effort (Balls, 1948; Cushing, Derold, Marr, and
Kristjonsson, 1952; Tester, 1943). Reviews of the relationship of marine organisms to sonic
scattering emphasize the differences between the scattering characteristic of the deep sea and
that found over shoal bottoms inshore or near oceanic banks (Beklemishev, 1959; Boden, 1962;
Hersey and Backus, 1962). In shallow water, sonic scattering is typically a manifestation of
local aggregations of organisms. Such aggregations are often transitory; their nature and com-
position may change over horizontal distances of a few miles, and their characteristics and
existence can vary greatly with seasons (Hersey and Backus, 1962). Until recently, however, an
attitude akin to scientific benign neglect has limited extensive biological studies of scattering in
shoal waters to some predominantly fisheries-oriented works in northern European waters in the
early 1950's (Burd and Lee, 1951; Cushing, et al., 1952; Cushing and Richardson, 1956;
Parrish and Craig, 1951).

In the last decade, extensive scattering was noted in Puget Sound by workers at the Bureau
of Commercial Fisheries and at the University of Washington (U.S. Department of the Interior,
1966a, b; Cooney, 1967; Thorne, 1968). Sporadic hauls with various nets suggested that a
variety of organisms (fishes, macroplankton, and ctenophores) were associated with sonic
scattering in Puget Sound, but the seasonal and spatial variations in the nature and composition
of the layers were not clear. The present study was initiated to investigate the biological aspects
of sonic scattering in ?uget Sound and to determine if any temporal or spatial patterns exist in
the characteristics and composition of such layers. The work provided information and direction
,o subsequent, more detailed studies of sonic scattering in the Puget Sound system and helped
relate that system to other shallow and deep water environments.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The study was conducted in two areas of Puget Sound: Port Orchard Narrows, a constricted
channel west of Bainbridge Island in central Puget Sound, and Case Inlet, one of several inlets in
the southern sound (Figure 1). Water movement in these areas is irregular and modified locally
by winds (English, 1961; Thome, 1968); weak thermal stratification occurs in the areas during
the summer (Cooney, 1967; T. Saunders English, unpublished data). In Port Orchard (Figure 2),
samples were taken along a N-3 1 ,mck in the narrow channel south of Fletcher Bay; the maximum
depth in the area is slightly over 40 m.

In the southern sound, samples were taken along a NW-SE track off Taylor Bay, near the
mouth of Case Inlet (Figure 2). Maximum depths in the research area were slightly less than
120 m. Though moderately strong tidal currents sweep through Dana Passage and around Devils
Head at the mouth of Case Inlet, surface circulation in the inlet is generally weak (Haight, 1948).

Between September 1965 and February 1968, 14 cruises were made to Port Orchard. Sam-
ples were taken at irregular intervals from January 1966 onward; the Department of Ocean-
ography, University of Washington vessel R?/V Hoh was used for ali but the last cruise, when the
College of Fisheries vessel R/V Comnwndo was employed. Seven cruises were made to Case Inlet
aboard the R/V Hoh between April 1966 and August 1967; samples were taken on each cruise.

Scattering observations were made with d Simrad EH-2a echo sounder operating at a fre-

quency of 38.2 kH1,. The hull-mounted transdicer produced a primary sound cone 60 fore and
aft by 200 abeam. The transmitter operated at 32 v (dc) with an output power of 60 watts and a
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sounding rate of 96 pulses/min. Returning signals were recorded on dry paper moving 10.5 min/
min; thec white line (maximum sensitivity) scale was used at all tiMes. Most recordings were made
fron signals of I -msec pulse length.

The majority of samples were taken with 6- and 10-foot Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawls (IKMT)
(Aron, 1959; Isaacs and Kidd, 1953). A depressed 1-m ring trawl of 1!W-inch mesh knotless
nylon was used for comparative purposes, principally in Port Orchard (Table 1). Speeds were
measured at the surface with a Tsurumi-Seiki-Kosakusho Co. (TSK) flowmeter while the trawls
were at depth. Speeds ranged from 1.5 to 2.7 m/sec for the IKMT and from 2.2 to 3.4 m/sec for
the ring trawl (Table 1). The duration of hauls varied with season and location. Moat hauls in
Case Inlet and the majority of the 10 -foot IKMT hauls in Port Orchard were at depth for 15
min; hauls with the smaller trawls in Port Orchard were generally at depth for 10 min. On
summer cruises, when macroplankton was particularly abundant, shorter hauls were made.

Net depth was either measured by a Marine Advisers, Inc., bathykymograph time-depth re-
corder attached to the trawl bridle or was monitored on deck from signals transmitted through
the towing cable by a pressure-activated sensing unit (designed and built by the Department of
Oceanography, University of Washington) mounted above the trawl. Hauls were made above,
in, and below the depths of principal scattering in each area. Paired hauls were taken at most
depths in Port Orchard and at depths of significant scattering in Case Inlet.

Echographs were examined after each cruise, and the major patterns of sonic scattering were
identified. Returns were classified as concentrated (a dense, dark trace) or as diffuse (a lighter,
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T'ABLE I. Dimensional and Deployment Data for
the Trawls Used in this Study

Trawl Area (n,') Hauls (day/night) Speed (m/sec)
Mouth Plankton Port Orchard Case Inlet Average Range

I0-ft IKMT 7.68 1.75 18/53 12/16 1.96 1.5-2.3

6-ft IKMT 2.94 1.26 24/59 34/36 2.15 1.5 - 2.7

1-m Ring 0.78 0.78 4/25 0/2 2.52 2.2 - 3.4

Note: Mouth areas are based on the physical dimensions of the forward openings of the
trawls. The cross-sectional area of each trawl effective in capturing larger zooplankton
is listed under "Plankton." The effective area of the I 0-foot IKMT was determined
relative to that of the 6-foot I KMT after comparative hauls with both trawls in Port
Orchard (details to be published elsewhere). The effective area of the 6-foot I KMT is
from Barse and Semon (1963). Speed was measured at the surface with a TSK flow-
meter while hauls were at depth (see text).

less defined record), and the distribution of scattering with depth in the sampling track was
graphically summarized for each cruise. Cruise summaries were further grouped into winter
(November through April) and summer (May through October) patterns for each area.

Fishes were identified to species (Clemens and Wilby, 1961) and measured to the nearest
millimeter. Euphausiids, mysids, ampnipods, and pasiphaeid decapods were identified to species.
Other decapods, larval fishes, pteropods, isopods, and miscellaneous forms completed the cate-
gories enumerated. Concentrations of fishes and macroplankton were determined for each haul
from information on ship speed, haul duration, and trawl mouth or effective area (Table 1).
Distributions of organisms by 5-m depth intervals were graphically summarized for each area,
and the results were compared with the seasonal patterns in sonic scattering.

RESULTS

Seasonal characteristics in both sonic scattering and trawl catches were identified for both
Port Orchard and Case Inlet. These characteristics were basically identifiable as typical of winter
or of summer conditions in each area.

Port Orchard

Sonic Scatterint

In Port Orchard, scattering during the day was irregular throughout the year. In the winter,
aggregations of targets often appeared, but these aregations Usually occurred in sHalow water
outside the normal sampling track. Day samples took no fishes ind essentially no plankton. At
night, however, scattering was observed throughout the year and was characterized by distinct
compact layers of individual targets in midwater during the winter (Figure 3), and in the awmmer
by nebulous, often extensive scatter!,.g that was largely lacking in concentrations of incividual
targets (Figure 4).
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Fishes, Winter

Trawl samples from Port Orchard also reflected seasonal differences. Eighteen species of
fishes were taken in 12 nights of sampling in Port Orchard (Table 2); the northern midshipman
(Porichthys notanus) and the bay goby (Lepidogobius lepidus) were taken on each cruise. In the
winter, concentrations of fishes generally increased with depth, but the relationship of Pacific
herring (C pea hwr,,gus pailasi) and surf smelt (Hypomes.s pretlosus) to the well-defined
layers was marked (Figure 5). At middapths coincident with the layer, catches of herring and
smelt ranged up to 2/1,000 m3 for a single haul. Smelt were taken in greatest numbers in hauls

TABLE 2. Fishes Taken at Port Orchard Narrows and Case Inlet

Scientific Name I Common Now - Port Orchard Case Inlet
ScientificN___e j ommonName Six Ten Ring Six Ten

Family Agonidae' Poacher-,
Xeneremus latifrons Blacktip poacher -- x -- - x

Family Batrachoididae Toadfishes
Porichthys notatus Northern midshipman x x x x x

Family Clupeidae Herrings
Clupea hamengus pailazi Pacific herring - x - x X

Family Embiotocidae Seaperches
Cym•watoster awezta Shiner seaperch * x - x -

Family Engraulidae Anchovies
Enpmuils mordax Northern anchovy - x - - -

Family Gadidae Codfishes and Hakes
Gadus m•eocephalus Pacific cod x x - -

Merluccius productus Pacific hake x - - - x
MklroPdus proximus Pacific tomcod x - - x x
T7eump' chalcoprammut Walleye pollack - x - x x

Family Gobiidae Goblet
Lepidogoblus lepidus Bay goby x x x X x

Family Osmeridae Smelts
Hypomejus preloeas Surf smelt x x - - -

Family Pleuronectidae Flounders
Lepldopsette b9weet Rock sole x . . . .
Poophrys Vaueis English olo - X - - -
Itaadchthys stetitun Starry flounder x x - - x

Family Soorpuenidae Rockflahes and sco,ponfishes
seastodes p. - - - x X

Family Squalida. Dogfish sharks
Squluas awitksk Spiny dogfs X x - x x

Family Stlchaeldae Pficklebacks
"LnMwYs Aqttv Pacifik arakeblenny - x - - -

Family Syngiathid. Pripeflshu and sahorme,
Sygeatuaspot a • n a Day plPVfM - - x a -

Family Zoarcida Eelpo'ata
Ltcodapsft pedr/w Blackbully eelpout X .

Note: All names accortln to reomkdtions of the Amer *de Ftiheries Sociey.
Conmlttese on the Names of FtW (1960). An x in a column following a
commou name indicates the area and trawl (64oot IKMT, IO-oot IKUT or
I -m fing trawl) in which the particular speces was taken.
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between 10 and 15 m, whereas herring concentrations were highest between 15 and 25 m. The
midshipman was particularly abundant in hauls below the layers (Figure 6). Numbers exceeding
10/1,000 m3 for single deep hauls were recorded on several occasions.

Concentrations of the bay goby were also found to increase with depth in the winter, with an
intermediate maximum evident between 20 and 25 m (Figure 5). Though single haul concentra-
tions as high as 12/1,000 m3 were recorded, most winter hauls in Port Orchard took fewer than
1/1,000 m3 at all depths. The Lepidogobius did not exceed 50 mm in length; the majority were
between 35 and 45 mm long and thus were roughly equivalent to the wavelength of the pulses
produced by the echo sounder.

Zooplankton, Winter

Low zooplankton concentrations were typical of winter samples from Port Orchard. Zoo-
plankton corcentrations generadly increased with depth; mysids dominated the catch with I
euphausiids being of secondary importance (Figure 5). Single haul concentrations as high as
400 ind./1,000 M3 were recorded in December, but average vabies were often about an order of
magnitude below that maximum. The mysid Neomysis kadiakensis wat the most abundant

zooplankton species taken; it was taken on all cruises and was particularly common in winter
hauls below 20 m. Hauls near the surface, above most of the scattering, regularly included the
mysid Acanthomysis mwcropsh and the euphausiids Euphausia pacifica and Thysanoessa raschii
during the winter sampling period.

Fishes, Summer
In the summer months, the distribution of organisms had changed along with the pattern of

scattering. Although the concentration of fishes continued to exhibit a general increase with

depth, the marked catches of C7upea and Hypomesus at middepth were absent. Instead, the
northern midshipman dominated most catches and average concentrations of fishes were ap-
proximately twice winter values at comparable depths; the few Clupea taken were from hauls
above 10 m (Figure 6). The summer distribution of the bay goby showed a marked maximum

between 10 and 15 in (Figure 6). In that depth interval, concentrations as high as 17/1,000 m3

were recorded for individual hauls in late sunumer; one haul in the interval, made in 20 mn of
water on the west side of the Narrows in July, indicated a Lepidogobius concentration of
16/1,000 m3. The gobies taken in the summer nionths did not differ significantly in length fnmm
those taken in the winter samples.

Zooplankton, Summer

In the summer, average zooplankton concentrations exceeded winter values ny more than an
order of magnitude at all depths. Zooplankton samples were clearly dominated by the mysid
Neomystr kadikendu at all depths throughout the summer months (Figure 6). Zooplankton
concentrations as high as 9,000 ind./! 1,000 ms were recorded for a single haul at middepth from
midehannel; the single haul rnade on the west side of the Narrows in July took mysids in excess
of 2,000/1,000 m' but few other crustaceans. Larvel fishes, whoim influence on sonic scattering
has been noted in other shoal areas (Burd ard Lae, 1951; Cushing, et al., 1952), were taken in
increasing numbers in hauls from Port Orchard in July and August, though absolute numbers
were considerably leas than those recorded for N. kaodikeuti in the same hauls. Tentaculate
ctenophores were very abundant in Mky samples and made separation and idenmf4ication of
other zooplankton in the hauls nearly impossible. Hauls with the 6-foot IKMT in May averaged
about I gal of ctenophores for each minute of hauling.
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Sonic

The sonic scattering observed in Case Inlet was of two general seasonal patterns. In late
winter (January through April), well-defined layers of individual targets were common at mid-
depths. Distinct died differences in the depths of the layers were typical ('Figure 7), though day-
time scattering above 30 m was observed in April over a well-developed layer between 50 and
70 m. >cattering in the summer (May through September) was typically nebulous and diffuse;
concentrated aggregations of individuals were rare (Figure 8). Did differences in the depth of
scattering were slight above 40 m, and near-surface scattering was sometimes heavier during the
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Figure 8. 38.2 kHL Simrad echosounder records of sonic scat-
tering typical of the summer period (May - September) in tha
Case Inlet research area. Vessel speed I - 4 kt, I msec pulse
length.

day than at night (Figure 8, July). In August and September, aggregatirns of individual targets
appeared intermittently at depth during the day, suggesting the existence of layers, varying
greatly in horizontal homogeneity, between 70 and 80 m (Figure 8, August).

Fishes, Winter

Diel and seasonal differences in the distribution and abundance of fishes and zooplankton
with depth occurred in Case Inlet for each cruise. Twelve species of fishes were caught in Case
Inlet (Table 2), though fewer than seven different species were caught on most cruises; the
northern midshipman was caught on each cruise. Although the catch of fishes varied in number
and composition from cruise to cruise, the average nocturnal concentrations of fishes were
rou~ghly comparable seasonally. In the winter, Pacific herring (Qupea hwenjus paliw) and
spiny dogfish (Squalus acanthias), a predator on Clupea, were taken both day and night in hauls
generally coincident with well-developed scattering layers; the concentrations of Porkhthys
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typically increased with depth (Figure 9A). The category Gf 'Dthers" in Figure 9A roughly re-
flects catches of dogfish above 50 m and catches of Pacific hake (Merluccius productus), Pzcific
tomcod (Microgadus proximus), and rockfishes (Sebastodes spp.j in deeper hauls during winter
months. Single haul concentrations as high as 1/1,000 m3 were recorded for Porichthys at night;
m[Aima about 0.5/1,000 m3 were calculated from single hauls for other species nocturnally and
for winter concentrations of all fish species from hauls during the day.

Fishes, Summer

In the summer, nocturnal hauls in Case In!t t were marked by catches of Porichthys at most
depths; no fishes were taken during the day (Figure 9B). A few herring were caught with the
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Figure 9. Concentrations of fishes from all hauls in Owe Inkl.
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6-foot IKMT at middepth in August, ý'ut maximum sngle-hail" conccntr3tiotis Tid not exceed
0.2/1,000 i; single-haul c)ncentrations of Porichthys did ,iot exceec 1/1,000 m3 Th- mid-
shipman exhibited a marked maximum concentration at middepths with ýeaonal average values
just over 0.6/1,000 nr3 between 45 and 50 m (Figure 9B).

Zooplanktor,, Winter

Concentrations of zooplankton in Case Inlet were low in the winter and high in the summer.
Diel differences in zooplankton distribution with depth occurred throughout the year. Mysids
and euphausiids were the numerically dominant zooplankton in samples from Case Inlet; maxi-
mum euphausiid concentrations generally lay above peak mysid concentrations, particularly
during the day. Maximum zooplankton concentrations in the winter did not exceed 200 ind./
1,000 m3 for a single haul. Jn winter collections at night, zooplankton concentrations generally
decreased with increasing depth, particularly below 40 m. Hauls near the surface at night caught
euphausiids, mainly Euphausla pacifica and Thysanoessa spinifera and the mysid Acanthomysis
macropsi& Neomysis kadiakensis, the most common zooplankton species taken at night, dom-
inated hauls at and below middepth (Figure WA). During the day, hauls above and at the depths
of the well-developed scattering layers caught mainly euphausiids, principally E. pacifica, with
T. aschfl and T. spinifera of secondary importance; deeper hauls were marked by catches of
N. kadlakensis, though E. pacifica. remained relatively abundant (Figure IOA).

Zoop~nkton, Summer

In the summer months, zoop!'nkton distribution had changed. Concentrations were highest
at middepth at night and were over an order of magnitude greater than winter values at most
depths; maximum concentrations, up to 7,700 ind./fOO in , were found at middepth in
August. Catches were doninated by the mysids N. kadiakensls and A. macropsis and were
marked by the presence of larvl fishes, particularly larval hake (Figure 10B). A. macropsis was
relatively more abundant in shallower night hauls, whereas N. kadlakensir concentrations were
highest in i-iddepth and deeper samples (Figure lOB). Maximum zooplankton concentrations
for daytime hauls in the summer (about 200 ind./l,000 m3 ) occurred in the deeper samples in
August and September. Extensive concentrations of ctenophores, at least equal in magnitude to
those of Port Orchard, were encountered in Case Inlet iii early summer. As a result, separation
and enumeration of zooplankton from May samples was nearly impossible.

Ilolci Aqwts Of Soak Scatterng Patterns

Coincident echo sounder observation. and midwater trawl samples revealed generalized
seasonal pattems in both Port Orchard Narrows and Case Inlet. In Figure 1I. the sequential
arrangement of typical monthly patterns of sonic scattering illustrates the seasonal and spatial
variations observed during this study. Diel differences in the depth of scattering wer often pro-
nounced in Cae Inlet. In Port Orchard, daytime scattering was irregularly distributed and often
evident as aggeptios in dshlow water north of the sampling track. A. a result, only nocturnal
scattering conditions are presented for Port Orchard in the figure. Scattering varies month to
month within muosns in each area. Seasonal transitions appear to be more rapid in Port Orchard
than in Case Inlet. Observations from Port Orchard indicate tes variation in scattering on wccas
sie months. Typical patterns for a given month are rienrally repeated annually. We~l.defned
compact layers of individual targets develop in the winter in each amea. Associated with winter
catehex of Pacific herring at layer depths were surf smelt in Port Orchard and spiny dogfish in
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Figure 10O. Concentrations of zooplankton from all hauls in Case
Inlet. Nocturnal values on the left, day time values on the right.
Concentrations determdned from total catch and total volume of
water filtered in each 5-rn interval. Volume calculated is based on
ship speed and effective areas of the trawls (Table 1). Scattering
determined as described for previous figure. A: Concentrations
during period of winter scattering conditions (January - April). B:
Concentrations during period of surmmer scattering conditions
(May - September). "Trace" concentration representv value too
low to be accurately reprmsented.

Case Inlet. Concentrations of the midshipman, Porichthys, increased with depth below the
layers, as did concentrations of zooplankton and bay gobies in Port Orchard at night. In Case
Inlet, however, zooplankton concentrations were generally highest at layer depths, both day
and n- ht.

!n n...nonths, scattering was typically nebulous and generally more extensive, both
horizonaudly and vertically, in both areas. Concentrations on individual targets were rare; heavy
summer scattering, as Indicated in Figure 11, lacked the characteristics of compact aggregations
typical of the winter patterns. Catches of large numbers of tentaculate ctenophores were asso-
ciated with the advent of typical summer scattering conditions in May in each area (Figure 11).
Whereas heavy winter scattering was typically limited to mlddepth in the vicinity of the
sampling tracks, summer scattering often was most concentrated shoreward of the tracks
(Figure 11, Port Orchard, west side). Pordhthys was taken at most depths in nocturnal summer
hauls; concentrations increased with depth in Port Oachard but were maximum at middepths in
Case Inlet. Zooplankton concentration- were high in summer months. Nocturnal mlddepth
maxima of mysids and, in Port Orchard, gobies roughly corresponded to observed distributions
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of heavy, concentrated surnmer scattering in each area (Figure 1 !). Highest daytime zooplank-
ton concentrations .in Case Intet were from hauls at depths of patchy, heavy scattering below
60 m in August and September (Figure 11l). Larval fishes were taken in increasing numbers •s
summer progressed; no marked diel variations in numbers with depth were noted in Case Inlet.
The larvae were essentially absent from hauls in the winter period.

uISI•USSION

Sonic &.cattering at 38.2 kHz is a regular feature of both Port Orchard Narrows and Case Inlet
in Puget Sound. The distribution and abundance of certain fishes and zooplankton apparently
influence the characteristics of the scattering; the characteristics change season~ally and the sea-
sonal patterns are repeated annually. The basic conclusions of this study probably apply to man)
of the shallow, peripheral inlets of the Puget Sound system; though general conclusions for the

system as a whole await more extensive investigations.
The relationship of certain fishes and zooplankton to ionIc scattering in shallow water Is a

complex phenomenon; similar types of scattering ir, y be caused by different types of organisms
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(Taylor. MS, t967- U.S, Department ,4 the Interior, 1967a, K: 1968a, b) or abimot artifacts
of the physical characteristics of the water ,.)unmn beneath the echo suo)nder (t enz, 1965;
Olsen. 1960; Tveite, 1969; Weston, 1958). In both the North Sea and Saanich Inlet, extensive
investigations have -elated sonic scattering to aggregations of organisms. In the North Sea,
studies in :he 1950's indicated aggregations of small fishes (such as vounv piichaid, gobies, or
small herring), zooplankton (espc"l', u,,phaus1ds), or a combination of these types were
generally arsociated ,ith returns on echo sounders operating at frequencies between 10 and I
30 kHz (Burd and Lee, 1951; Oish*!-i e. si., !952; !'-ish and Craig, 1951, Weston, 1958).
The nature and occurrence of the scattering usually changed over periods of weeks.

In Saanich Inlet (Vancouver Island, Canada), diffuse scattering above the sill depth (75 m) is
generally associated with zooplankton, though some fishes may aggregate in the diffuse layers
seasonally (Bary, Barraclough, and Herlinveaux, 1962; Barraclough and Herlinveaux, MS, 1965;
Bary and Pieper, in this symposium). Group scattering at various depths and scattering detected
at 12 kHz reflect aggregation.. of larger fishes, such as herring, dogfish, and hake (Bary, 1963,
1966a; Barraclough and Herlinveaux, MS, 1965; Herlinveaux, 1962). Although long-term con-
tinuity in the nature and structure of such scattering exists, detailed changes in the composition
and depth of the layers can occur over periods of weeks, possibly reflecting changing e,.•.,ogical
or oceanographic conditions within the environment (Bary, 1966b).

As in both the North Sea and Saanirh Inlet systems, the characterstics and causes of sonic

scattering in Puget Sound are related to seasonally changing distributions and abundances of
fishes and zooplankton. In Puget Sound, Pacific herring begin to aggregate in shallow areas near
spawning grounds during the month of November; most fish spawn between January and April
(Chapman, Katz, and !Erickson, 1941). The period during which aggregations of herring are
hkely to be found in sallow areu of the sound generally coincides with the season when
tvnlcal winter patterns of scattering are encountered. Moreover, the diel distributions of
Pacific hing obsenrved by Tester (1943) near Sunoch u nlet clorely ortmble thoe patterns
typiccal of Casg Inlet in winter months. The nocturnal pattern for Port Orchard in the winter
does not differ Peatly from the %;.uresponding pattern w4lbed by Tester, but iort Orchard is
apparently too shallow for normal development of daytime layer Similar modification of
herring behavior in shallow water was discumed by RaM (1951). It is likely that herring and, in
Port Orchard, smalt that &grete in shallow areas of Puget Sound during spawning periods are
respotisible for the scattering patterns typical of the winter in both Port Orchard Narrows and
Cae L~det. Predators upon herring, such as dogfish and hake, may also be important to winter
scattering, espally in Cae anet; buat, o frall, the winter i catterni pattern most accurately
reflectt e ,anles ineialyn eh iand abundance of the herstni.

Sumnr scattering patterns develop in May; their advent is accompanied by high numbers of
ctenophores in the wato colunn in both Port Orchard and Cas Inlet. Typical surmer patterns
often resemble the "nolsey" trace described by Cuashing and Richardson (1956) and asclated
by them with fish larvae and euphaurslds. Mysid populatkns increa during the period when
summer scattering conditions prevysi, and maximu numbers are attained in August. By the end
of October, when su-m-r conditions bein to changp tc. winter scattering coaditions, popula-
tions of mysids in both Port Orchard and Cas Inlet have decreand sharply (Thomne, 1968).
Small and larval ftihes, often mrntioned as potntial canes of sound scattering in shallow arms
(Barber mnd Hiedric. 1969; Burd and Lo, 1951; Cuahing, et l., 1952;CushingarA Richardson,
1956; McCautwy. Swbbs. aadrTckew. 1965; Parrish amd CraI 1931;Trnut, Lee, Richasrdws,
and Harden Jones. 1952), are also abundant during the asmmrm months in Port Orchard and
Case Inlet. The absence of significant vertical migrations by fish larvae in Cas Inlet may relate
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t,, :he persistence of scattering above 40 m in thaut area throughout the ur-mrer. Because the bay
gobies, Lepidplbdus lepidus, taken in Port Orchard Narrows are roughjy as long as sound waves
produced at 38 2 kHz, they might be particularly strong scattering agents (Ft Isey and Backus,
1%2). Their relationship to the sonic scattering in Port Orchard, particulurly in summer when
their numbers are large, warrants further study.

Fishes in general were more dispersed throughout the water columns in both Port Orchard and
Case Inlet during summer months; individual targets, not aggregations, were typical of summer
traces (Figure 4, July). Though a few herring were taken in summer in each area, high numbers,
characteristic of winter hauls, were absent. Porichthys, commonly taken in nocturnal summer
samples, spawns in shallow water during the summer (Arora, 1948) and executes its greatest
vertical migrations into midwater in Port Orchard during summer and early fall nights (Cooney,
1967). The diel vertical migration of Porlchthys from the bottom during the day into midwater
at night is more general and extensive in Port Orchard in summer months (Cooney, 1967). In
Case Inlet, it is possible that Porichthys is associated with the bottom, shoreward of the sampling
track, during the day and migrates horizontally from the bottom into the area from which
samp!es were taken at night (R.T. Cooney, personal communication). Such horizontal migrations,
if they occur, would largely explain the diel disparity of fishes in summer hauls in Case Inlet.

Summer midwater-trawl samples consisted of a greater variety and l-,iwi concentrations of
organisms than did comparable winter hauls. The patterns of sonic scattering at 38.2 kHz during
summer months appears to be indicative of the biological conditions of the period. The relation-
ship of zooplankton to scattering at lower frequencies, 12 kHz for example, is often tenuous at
best (Bary, 1966a). On echo sounders operating at intermediate frequencies, such as the Simrad
used in this study, aggregations of zooplankton as well as those of small and larval fishes can be
important sound scatterers (Cushing and Richardson, 1956). In winter months, when
zooplankton concentrations are low, typical scattering patterns largely reflect the aggregations
of fishes present in both Port Orchard and Case Inlet. In summer months, however, many more
potential taroets are present in each area. Some of the scattering doubtless results from targets
such as Porichthys, larval fishes, and gobies; but the concentration and distribution of these
forms do not fully explain scattering conditions. Zooplankton thus must also be considered.
Physical conditions known for the research areas as well as the nature of the scattering observed
in summer months tends to discount the importance of physical discontinuities as important
causative agents of the observed summer scattering patterns. The larger zooplankton, such as
the mysids and euphausiids common in the summer samples of this study, probably contribute
significantly to the general summer patterns of scattering observed in Port Orchard and Case
Inlet. The nebulous nature of sonic scattering in the summer period when zooplankton con-
centrations are high further sugpgsts such P contribution. Studies such as those of Barv and Pieper
(ihis symposium) ana Cooney , pcrv••ala •.iununi*; .1on) wherein intermediate and higher frequen-
cies are employed simultaneously will further elucidate the exact nature of the relationships of
large zooplankton to sonic scattering in inshore waters.

Gear-dependent factors influence the results and therefore the interpretations and conclu-
sions of studies based on trawl samples. Selectivity of trawls and avoidance by organisms doubt-
less influenced the concentrations and distributions of organisms obtained in this study. Zoo-
plankton, particularly larger forms such as mysids and euphauslids, may be quite adept at avoid-
ing some sampling devices (see discussion in Clutter and Anraku, 1968). Despite the use of
graded mesh nets on the 10-foot and 6-foot IKMT and the consequent dependence on estimates
of effective areas for computing zooplankton concentrations (Table 1), concentrations of this
study are comparable to those obtained by Thorne (1968) with plankton nets in the same areas.



-le bao.: seasonal changei in z,"pt nkion abundance are probabv. a,'cursaiely repreuinted b.
the irntwi used in this study. Ui.i detaoled dttermi.iations of precise % alues were beyord the
scope of th, wort .

Though many aspects of gea, dependenzy will be presented in another paper, some comments
concerning the distribution and abundarce of fishes indicated in this study are pertinent.
Harrisson (1967) presents data indicating larger nets catch larger or more active species of
rnesopelagic fishes. In this study, more fish, larger fish, and generally more active fish wore taken
by the 10-foot IKMT, despite its generally slower fishing speeds (Table I). Though total species
taken by the 6-foot and 10-foot IKMT are comparab1. (Table 2), neav:y all the herring and smelt
and many of the gadidi were taken by the larger trawl. The differential was larger than would
be expected from considerations of trawl sizes alone. The larger trawl, which generally fished
more slowly, may have produced fewer mechanical stimuli to warn active fishes of its approach
(Chapman, 1964), or it. may have herded herring in the vicinity of the trawl mouth (Blaxter,
Parrish, and Dickson, 1964) better than the smaller trawl. Less active forms, such as Porichthys
and Squalus, were taken roughly in proportion to the size of the nets and their speed of towing.
The presence and distribution of fishes important to sonic scattering in the research areas would
essentially have been missed if the 6-foot IKMT and the 1-m ring trawl had been used exclusively
in this study. At best, however, even the information from the 10-foot IKMT only indicates the
presence of fishes important as winter sonic scatterers in Case Inlet and Port Orchard. Recent
work in Puget Sound with large trawls indicates that the concentrations of herring and smelt
calculated in this study at depths of winter scattering layers are at least two orders of magnitude
low (T. S3unders English, unpublished data).

Although tiawls such as the 6-foot IKMT may adequately sample DSL organisms in the open
sea, their ability to accurately sample and describe inshore scattering populations of active fishes
appears limited. Distributional aspects of inshore fish populations may be reflected in IKMT
samples. Inshore areas such as Puget Sounds however, possess well-developed sonic-scattering
layers composed of fishes whose strength and cunning put them on, if not beyond, the very edge
of the Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl universe spoken of by others at this symposium. To use such
trawls in these inshore areas and to expect the samples to reflect meaningful concentrations of
important organisms is somewhat akin to trying to guess he number of bears in a jer one cannot
see. Further studies of sonic scattering in the Puget Sound system clearly must include work with
large trawls to further describe the distribution and abundance of the fishes related to the
phenomenon.

SUMMARY

Cruises to inves!ipte sonic scattering in the Port .. "rd N--•,-ws and Case Ir'!et areas of
P61get Sound were cond~cted at irregular intervals over a 2 I/2-year period. Scattering observm.
tions were made with a 30.2-kHz Simrad echo sounder, and banples were taken with three sizes
of midwater trawls. Thb fýllowing points generaly summarize the work.

Sonic %,.attering at 38.2 kHz is a regular feature of both Port Orchard Narrows and Case Inlet,
though a true diei pattern in the distribution of scattering was evident only in the scattering of

the latter, deeper area.
The scattering has two main seasonal aspects. The pattern of winter seems to be asociated

with prespawning aggreptiolls of herring in both areas and, in Port Orchard, with usmilarly
inclined smelt. The summer pattern of scattering is more nebulcus than that of the winter. It is
associated with large numbers of zooplankton in the net hauls and with the geaerally dispersed
character of the distribution of Porichthys throughout the -v.ter column. The mysid Neomyas



kodiekmsh ii patictiarly abundant ir. piankton samples Ctenophiores are abundant ir thW- 'iy
sunmwr and h*g numbers of gobies anJ larval fisies are typcal in the latter part of the season

The nets used in this work were adequate for survey -urposes, indicating what was present in
the two areas, and for capture of less active fishes, such as Polichthys or Squaus., in repreenta-
tive numbers. Concentrations of active fishes such as herrii, and smelt, however, are probably
several orders of magnitude too low.

Puget Sound seems to resemble other ins-. )re areas, such as the North Sea and the Strait of
Georgia - Saanich Inlet system, in which zhe seasonal aspects of sonic wcattering have been
studied. It appears as if seasonal behavioral patterns of the vprious fishes in the system greatly
influence the scattering conditions observed. During some seasw-is, high conrc'ntrations of zoo-
plankton and small fishes also may influence scattering conditions.
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DISCUSSION

Aron: The College of Fisheries has donec a lot of work in Port Orchard. Have you tried to com-
pare your catches in the scattering layers to the trawl catches, knowing that a lot of the

animals which they catch on the bottom during the day move up at night?

FMied!: Yes, my stvJy actually was somewhat of a continuation of work done on the demersal
fish population of Port Orchard by R.T. Cooney. He found some species demonstrated high day-
night variability in beam trawl catches, and we suspected some of the fih~es which lived on or
near the bottom during the day might be joining the midwater community at night. The first .
midwater trawl samples taker to investigate this further in the Nariows were taken in association -
with Cooney's work. Forms such as Gadis and some flatfish seem to execute such migrations in
Port Orchard; they are included in my ate3ory "Others" in the illustrations. In Case Inlet we
often caught flatfish near the surface at night, a phenomenon others have reported, as you well
know. I believe there is a portion of the population in the3e shallow areas that resides on the
bottom during the day, as demersal fishes or epibenthic organisms, and comes into midwater at
night. One would expect the numbers of such fithes to increase in deeper hauls. We generally
tended to avoid taking hauls near the bottom Vwth the Isaacs-Kidd trawls, although the ring net
encountered the bottom a few times.
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The use over the past five years of different investigative techniques to study the compo-
alijon and vertia distribution of the deep scattering layers has allowed for new Interpretations
of the structure and behavior of this migrating community. The different approaches to be
compared aro (1) investigations with an instruented midwater trawl, (2) acoustic investiga
tions with a highfraquency focused side-looking sonar, and (3) obsetvaticins from submersibles,
Each of these techniques has permitted the gathering of different but complementary types of
Information on the organisms occurring in that migrating midwater community.

An instrumented midwater trawl (Figure 1) was used during a study of the light regime
of organisms associated with sonic scattering layers in the Santa Barbara Basin off routhern
California (Clarke, 1966). The trawl was equipped with sensors to measure depth, awni~ent
light (irradiance), temperature and the velocity of the trawl through the water. Duzring operation
of the trawl the signals fromn the sensor were FM-multiplexed to shipboard readout equipment
(strip chart recorders and frequency counteu s) via a single-conductor towing cable. Thvs. the
depth at which the trawl fished, the ligt levl and temp~ratu.e at :hat depa, as well as the
speed of the trawl through the water could be monitored ir- r,-4 tiny,~ durfrig trnwlng
operations.

The cod end of the midwater trawl was equipped wih, jk ultichambered wanpling device,
the chamberv of which were arranged linearly. Each chamber could bo closed on command from
te ship while trawling at depth, thus perinifttag tue tadng of discrete samples of organisms at

will from any portion of the water cclunn. At LU*e sa&.' of tiawlxng operations, the doors of all
ofthe chambers in the cod end smpler were In the oper' petltic'i, dlcv~ng anganlisns that

entered the trawl to pas through. When the solected sampling depth was veac~hed, the rearmost
set of doors was closed and colletion of the filat nznple beipn. After a predetermined length
of time (usually 10 to 15 min), the second set of doors, just ahesd of the rear set, was closed
forming a chamber containing the first collection of organisms and at the same tint starting
Uhe collection of the moond sample in front oft in newly closed doors. Again, after a predeter-
mined length of time the third set of doors swa closed. This process was repated until Aln of the
doors ware closed yielding three discrete samples and one oblique sample (from last sampling
depth to auifac). A mord complete description of the Instrumented trawl and its opera Ion
given by Bourbeau, Chrke arid Aron (1966).

The trawling investigations of sonic scattering layers were conducted primarily in the Santa
Barbara Basin (Figure 2), whic is the northernmost of the submarine basins occurring -n tuie

550
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I
Figure 1. Instrumented

nmdwater trawl I

,continental border and off southern California. The deepest part of thL basin 15615 m. It
communicates to the west with the open ocean over a still 475 m deep, thus there is a pool of
bottom water 140 in deep that has restzicted circulation. The characteristics of this bottom
water are sufficiently different from the waters overlying them that they affect the dis ributions
of some of the migrating organisms associated with the sonic scattering layers. The deeper
hydrography and geology of the basin have been described by Emery (1954), and Ritterberg,
Emery and Orr (1955). The physical oceanography of the region is dealt with by Reid (1965).

The instrumented trawl investigations were undertaken to learn more about the vertical
distributions of organisms that might make up the sonic scattering layers, and the possible
correlation of those organisms and the scattering layers with the distribution of submarine light.
The diurnally migrating community in the Santa Barbara Basin contains a small number of
species compared to the migrating communities of neighboring Santa Cruz Basin or of the open
ocean. These few species are very abundant though (see Ebeling's contribution). A dimunition
in the numbers of nmdwater organisms and in the intensity of the sonic scattering layers occurs
in the shoaler portions of the basin, particularly toward the eastern end. For that reason, the
trawling studies were limited to the deepest part of the basin where the sonic scattering layers
were strongest and the midwater orgaqisms most prevalent.

The study extended over a year's period, and was supported by the DWison of Biology and
Medicine of the US. Atomic Energy Commission under contract AT(04-3)-584. Begininn in
January 1965, and as nearly as possible thereafter on a monthly basis, cruises were scheduled
to include the evening rise and morning descent of the sonic scattering layers during a continuous
24-hour period. Several sampling procedures were experimented with during the cruises to
accomplish the following objectives: (I) to establish whether the same organisms were
associated with the sonic scattering layers as the layers moved to and from the swuface during the
diurnal cycle, and (2) to earn more about the behavior of the mnirlting organisms relative to
light level. Initially, sampling was conducted following a constant light level, or itolume
(Figure 3), in, above, or below the 12-kHlz sonic scattering layers. During periods of rapid dcnume
in the depth of penetration of solar light, trawling depth was chagpd so as to kemain with the
same light regime. Thi was done by using the photometer mounted on the trawl to monitor
the light level and by adjusting the trawl depth to stay at the same light level hooume ampliag
with the trawl resulted in three dis•ete samples from the ltiht level being followed and a fourth
integrated collection from the isolume depth to the surface. This sort of sampling was conducted
during migratory and nonmigratory periods of the sonc cattering layer.
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On later cruises, in addition to the isolume-following tows, oblique tows were made to obtain
discrete samples of organisms f;om different strata of water between the maximum sampling
depths selected for oblique tows and the surface. These types of tows were made initially when
light conditions and the sonic scattering layers were fairly stable (i.e. at midday or midnight), so
that the relative positions and verti,'al distr;butions of the migratory midwater organisms could
be determined.

To make an oblique tow, the trawl was lowered to the maximum depth to be sampled; then
the rear doors of the cod end sampler were closed and retrieval of the trawl was started
immediately. Each of the three remaining doors in the cod end sampler was closed at a pre-
determined depth as the trawl was brought obliquely to the surfacc. Thus, discrete samples of
organisms were obtained from four different strata of water. In most instances, each stratum of
water was 70 to 80 m thick.

On several cruises, oblique tows were repeated one after the other as the light regime changed.
This was done to look at changes in the distributions of migrating organisms relative to light
conditions. Trawling was started before the migrations had begun, and the same strata of water
were sampled repeatedly on subcessive oblique tows with the trawl throughout the migrational
period. In this way, it was possible to observe changes in the composition of the organisms at
given depths and to follow the main concentrations of specific organisms either upward or
downward, depending on the part of the diurnal cycle being investigated.

Trawls were also made at the depths of the sonic scattering layers appearing on a 12-kHz
echo-sounder record to determine the types of organism occurring in those layers and the
intensity of the light associated with the layers. After the depth of the sound-scattering layer
had been reached with the trawl, the light intensity was noted and the trawl was fished horizon-
tally in the layer, taking three discrete samples of organisms at that depth and an oblique
collection to the surface. These tows established what isolumes the scattering layers were follow-
ing and what organisms were associated with those layers.

Tows following more than one isolume were made during the last cruises. The trawl was
fished at the first selected isolune, taking a discrete sample of organisms at that light level. At
the completion of that collection an oblique sample was taken from the depth of the first
isolume to the depth of the second selected isolume. Once the depth of the second isolume was
reached a discrete sample of organisms was taken at that light level and to complete the trawling
operations an oblique collection was made from that depth to the surface. Thus a discrete
sample was obtained from each of the two isolume levels and two oblique samples.

The most frutful sampl"ng program appeared to be a combination of oblique tows followed
by isoWunefollowing tows. The oblique tows established the depths of the different migrating
orpnisa relative to the vertical distribution of light, and that information could be used for
selecting a light level associated with a given organism to be sampled during migational periods,
The islume sampling, in turn, gave a check on whether migrating oranisms remained with the
ame lht reoim as ha, been demonstrated for sonic scattering layers (se Kampa's
contribution).

The analysis of the biological collectim was carried out primarily with the aim of
establish• (I) the rlatlonslup of minrating oruneims to changing submarim light distribution
durit the diwra cycle and (2) the vertical depth raVs of the prinia orpanin mik up
the mlratl commuity. Three organum as sampled by the 6.1 lsa-Kdd bidwater Traw,
emarad as the mior constituents of the migrating community in the Soata Barbaa Basin
asociated with the sonic scateing layes observed at 12 kHz. The eupauW shrimp, the
aerstid shrimp and the lntesafish dominated the trawl coolleo. The formr two occured
in Igreatest abuodace at the same depths that the 12M& sonac satterig layenI wr obse
whde the lakntawof occurd in re"test abundaime primardy beow the scattering kyerL
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The three dominant migrating organisms, euphausiid shrimp, sergeri• 1kmp, and )snternhL.
are distributed vertically, for the most part, the euphausiid shrimp forr!-, Jýr -pe1tppe t o
element. This layered structure was maintained throughout the migrational periods and 4uring
the midday period of quiescence when the sonic scattering layers and migratory organisms are
at depth. Only at night, when the scattering layers reached the surface was there any significant
breakdown of this structure. In a sense, the migrating community fonms a layer cake, each layer
consisting primarily of one particular organism. In the Santa Barbara Basin, the uppermost layer
is dominated by euphausild shrimp, the middle layer by sergestid shrimp and the lowermost
layer by lanternfish. These three migrating organisms occurred in greatest numbers throughout
the night and day in a constant low-level light regime which they followed as the depth of solar
light penetration changed. The light levels these migratory organism sought were determined
from the irradiance measurements made by the photometer on the trawl during collection of
the organisms. As would be expected from the layered structure, the light preferences are not
the same for each species of organism. Thus the vertical stratification within the midwater
migrating community results from the different light preferences of the organisms occurring in
it. The euphausiid shrimp were present in greatest numbers at light levels lying between
1 X 10.3 to I X 10"4 pW/cm2, whereas sergestid shrimp were most abundant at light levels
between 1 X 10"1 to I X 10" uW/cm 2. The lanternftsh were distributed at depths where light
levels were for the most part below the sensitivity of the photometer on the trawl. Their
preferred light levels would appear to be less than I X 10'6 1AW/cn, (Clarke, 1966).

The three major organisms making up the midwater migrating community in the Santa
Barbara Basin are luminescent forms. They have complex photophores which are primarily
ventrally located and emit light downwards, fitting the requirements for the countetrading
hypotheses of silhouette elimination (Clarke, 1963). The following of a monstant light level, a
euphausiids, sergestids, and lantemfish do, would be expected if they are using luminescence to
mask their ventral silhouette from predators in the downwelling light field. by way of contrast,
three other major organisms found in the midwater trawl collections, two species of pasiphaed
shrimp and a deepwater smelt, Bathy/gus sttb/hus, did not possess photophores, were not
associated with a constant light level, and did not migrate diurnally W a layer.

Thus, findings of the instrumented trawl study demonstrated that three abundant orgSnims
formed a multilayered migrating community in the Santa Barbara Basin rt depths cormrponding
to the sonic scattering layers. The vertical depth distributions and thickess of the euphmaild
and sergestid shrimp layers of this migrating community corresponded most doee with the
depths ard thickness of the sonic scattering layers observed at 12 kHz. The third elment of the
community, the lantemfish, occurred, for the most part, below the 124kdk ecatted Iayers.
Significantly, the most prevalent secies of lanternflsh, Stexobmchhu bucopeoW has a fat.
filled swimbladder which would make it a poor sound scattem.

A word of caution as to Interpretation; the euphauaild and serpeeld shrimp cauht so
abundantly by the 6-ft Isacs-KIdd Midwater Trawl may not be the sonic attewm repal•e
for the layers on the 12-kHt echoiounder. Barbam (1963) has mustered onvncft evldtam
that physonect siphonophores asmociated with the sname lgrtlng commuanty may be the mere
important sonic scatterer. I believe, though, that the midwater crstaeans can do ni.
significant contributions to sound scattering based on two linms of evidence: (1) the work of
Smith (1954) demonmtrting that shrimp ane capable of scattering sound unde uepeetmmt
conditions and (2) the work of Enright (1963) which demonstrated an theouedmt gmsnds that
euphausild shrimp should be capable of scattering sound daue they are less o o th

sea water and have a density differing from on water. Another obectim thet maebueas ha
raised in the put was that the populations of these crustamanw wm not dam eom# 1
scatter sound. The lfinited observations that I have made from submfalss boh in the Adam*
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and Pacific convinces me that there are adequate numbers of euphausiid and sergestid shrimp at
scattering layer depths to account for substantial amounts of sonic scattering, but these
observations will be discussed later.

A peculiar aspect of the migrating midwater community in the Santa Barbara Basin is that its
deepest elements, the sergestid shrimp and lanternfish, are limited in their downward migration
by the pool of bottom water that lies below sill depth. This water contains little dissolved
oxygen and appears to be unfavorable both to the sergestid shrimp and the lanternfi,-h.
Collections of organisms made below sill depth did not contain these two elements, and the
photometer on the trawl did not register the characteristic luminescent flashes typical of the
overlying water. By comparison, these same organisms migrated deeper in the neighboring Santa
Cruz Basin where the dissolved oxygen content remains higher at greater depths than in the
Santa Barbara Basin.

Finally, it is comforting to note that Dr. Ebeling (see Ebeling's contribution) and I anived
at essentially the same community structure for the Santa Barbara BRsin, particularly in respect
to the migrating midwater community. Our respective programs were independent of one
another and we used different .ampling regimes to make our biological collections, although we
did use the same trawling gear. The important fact to emerge from both studies was that the
migrating community in that area was dominated by euphausiid shrimp, sergestid shrimp, and
lanternfish which were layered vertically from top to bottom in that order.

The second study to be discussed here was the assessment of a high-frequency side.looking
sonar for use in the study of midwater organisms and in particular the sonic scattering layers.
The particular unit used was an early model Westinghouse L- 15 side-looking sonar which
operated at frequencies of 150 and 160 kHJz (Laing and Nelkin 1966). The investigations were
conducted in the San Diego Trough off southern California in December 1966. The sonic
scattering layer study using the side-looking sonar was conducted in conjunction with investiga-
tins of the scattering layers by personnel of the Naval Electronics Laboratory (NEL) using the
submersible DEEPSTAR 4000.

The side-looking sonar was designed to operate in two diiferent modes, a long-range
unfocused mode and a short-range focused mode. The short-range focused mode was used for
the midwater investigations of the sonic scattering layers. In this mode the two narrow-beam
transducer of the side-looking sonar insonify a fan-shaped sector at right angles to the pith
of the towed body on which the transducer anre mounted. Sound scattering is measured from
6 m out to 61 m to each side and downwrds from the towed vehicle. Speed is adjusted to that
each sound pulse insonifles a new section of water immediately in front of the last one
insonifled. Thus a 180 sp.ee arc of water is continuously probed by sound as !h sidelooking
sonar movem through the water. The technique is very similar in principles to that used in aerial
photography.

The midwater records obtained by the sideooking sonar were most stisfactory in respect
to obtaining information on the relative conoentrations of sound scatterers above, in, and
below the sonk scattering layers. One of the main advantaWes of this device is that it can pro-
file through the water column, making all sound measurements at a fixed range so that sound
scatterers from one pat of the water column can be compared with those in another part of the
water column. Hull-mounted sonars and eco-munders cannot do this, and as anme change
with the migration of the sonic scattering layers, targpt strengths for the sine oqpnisms register
differently. It is common experience with these surface units to have sonic scatterig layers
appear or disappear during vertical migrations.

The high-frequency aide-looking sonar also has the advantage of beg able to look at the
finer structure of the sonic scattering layers, thus befti able to obtain saome measure of the
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patchiness of sound scatterers in the horizontal plane and the numbers of scatterers per unit
volume. Most of this sort of detail is not registered by hull-mounted sonars.

The results of the side-looking sonar investigations indicated that there was a definite
stratification of sound scatterers in the water column. The most intense levels of sonic scattering
registered by the side-looking sonar corresponded in depth with sonic scattering layers observed
on a 12-klz echo-sounder and with the vertical distribution of potential sound-scattering
organisms observed by NEL scientists in the DEEPSTAR 4000. The changet in the relative
densities of sonic scatterers are clearly seen in the side-looking sonar records. Figure 4 shows a
record of the low concentrations of sound scatterers typically found below the scattering layers.
Figure 5 shows large irregular sonic targets near the top of the sonic scattering layers which
are probably aggregations of organisms. The interesting points emerging frcm the side-looking
sonar records are that the sonic scattering layers are not uniformly distribu, 1 horizontally
and in many instances are more like an irreguiar mosaic, consisting of schools of organisms
separated by open volumes of water which contain few sound scatterers. Other parts of the layers
are more continuous, and patchiness is less pronounced. Also, there are qualitative and
quantitative differences in the side-looking sonar records from the top of the sonic scattering
layers to the bottom. Thus, in comparing the results from the instrumented trawl study with
those obtained by the side-looking sonar, the structure of the sonic scattering layers taKes on
a new dimension. The "three-layer cake" as discerned by the instrumented trawl appears to be
more like a three-layer mosaic of tiles from which some of the tiles are missing. Patchiness seems
to be a universal characteristic of marine populations, and the sonic scattering layers appear to
be no exception. The vertical dimensions and structure of this migrating midwater community off
southern California seem fairly well established from studies to date. From top to bottom, the
sonic scattering layers and the migrating tridwater community appear to be about 250 m thick.
Each component, the euphausiid shrimp, the sergestid shrimp, and the lanternfish, appears to
extend over a vertical distance of roughly 90 m; thus there is overlap in the distributions of
these organisms as demonstrated b. the instrumented trawl studies and verified by direct visual
investigations using submersibles.

The final set of investigptions on the midwater migrating communities were conducted from
submersibles taking advantage of the ability to make direct visual observations of organisms in
their environment. The submersibles used were PISCES, DEEFSTAR 4000, ALVIN, and
DEEPSTAR 2000, The areas of investigation were Saanich Inlet on the eastern side of Vancouver
Island, Canada, the DeSoto Submarine Canyon in the Gulf of Mexico, the Slope Water off
New England, and Santa Cruz Basin and the San Diego Trough off southern California.

The first dives were made in January 1967 in Saanich Inlet using the submersible PISCES.
Stanich Inlet is a deep Qordlike embayment on the eastern coast of Vancouver Island, The
maximum depth is about 200 m, but despite this shallow depth, well-developed sonic scattering
layers occur there (see •ary and Pieper's contribution). Observations of mnidwater orplsntm_
conducted from the submersible PISCES, in a series of four dives, indicated that the most
prevalent animal at scattering layer depths was a euphausiid shrimp, ,uplwAt pa'kcqf This
organism often occurred in association with amphipoda and cuaetognaths. The spatial
arrangement of thewe different types of organisms was such that they tended to te mutuahly
exclusive. Thus, when euphausfids were present in lage numbers, the numbers of amphipods
and chaetognaths were few. The whole scattering layer had coarse graininess to it, constinS
of large aggregations of the three organisms, the edges of each awnptlon mbxin with the next.
On the whole, though, euphausiid were the most prevalent orgonirns in the midwater migrating
community. It is encouraging to note that our visual estimates of euphauslid densltkes (up to 20
or 30 per cubic meter) matched very doseiy those calculated by Bary and Pleper from colec-
tions made with a high-speed plankton catcher (see Bauy's and Pleper's contribution). There were
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also occasionO, voids at sonic scatterirg depths containing few organisms. Visual observations, in
this instance, confirmed the patchiness of pot2ntial sound-scattering organisms in agreement
with the information obtained from the side-looking sonar investigations.

The euphasiid-domrnated sori. scattering layer in Saanich Inlet ;s quite different from those
found in the open ocean. Sergestid shrimp and the lanternfish are very sparcely distributed
below ihe euphausiiJý anO we only sighted one or two specimens of those organisms per dive.
"The other peculiar feator, of the area was !xtremely dense layers of copepods about 30 cm
thick with concentrations up to, one copepod per cubic centimeter.

The second set of dives was conducted in the DEEPSTAR 4000 in the Gulf of Mexico during
May 1967. A total o1i ive" dives was mae-,, three of which were in the DeSoto Submarine
Canyon (Gaul and Clarke, 1968). The s: dci sce"terlng layers in that area were not very strong
and the crastacean elements ý:e peorly represented. We saw no euphausiid shrimp from the
submersible and only a few sergestid shrimp. Lantemfish and hatchetfish, however, were very
abundant. The behaviors of these two fish contrast markedly. The lantemfish definitely -igrate,
whereas the hatchetfish appear to remain stationary throughout the diurnal period. This non-
migratory behavior in hatchetfish has been observed now at a number of widely separated
localities. Another interesting aspect of behavior was noted at depth during these dives. Many
of the fish and fair numbers of squid were found to be in an inactive or lethargic state (see
Barham's contribution). These organisms could be approached very closely by the submersible,
and it was not unitil the water was disturbed around them or the intense light field affected them
that they would te alezi ed and s* im off.

The submersible observations in the DeSoto Submarine Caniyon area indicated that the
typical three-layered migrating community found in most open ocean areas is poorly developed
here. In fact, no e- ,hausiil shrimp were seen at all. Sergestid shrimp were rare, but lanternfish
appeared to be qs numerous as off southern California.

The third set of submersible observations was conducted with ALVIN in the Slope Water off
New Enp: ind during October 196"7. The dives were made to identify the organisms associated
with a p~•,iliar sound-scattering phenomenon known as Alexander's Acres. These strong tent-
shaped sonic targets a. scattering layer depths were found to be dense schools of the lanternfish
Ceratoscoie!us maderensis. During the daytime, the fish in these schools are very lethargic, but
quickly bcome active and swim away when illuminated by the lights on the submersible. The
i.-t-ibutions of these schools during daylight hours is described by Backus et aL (1968).

Other observations made during the dives revealed that the Slope Water contains the typical
three-Lyered migrating community consisting of euphausiid shrimp, sergestid shrimp, and
lanterufish. The peculiarity of .he . pe Water midwater community is the more strongly
schcoied nature of the sergestid shrinip and !anteinfish. The schools of those organisms were
very dense and sharply defined while the -pace between schools contained few, if any, organisms.
Again one gets the impression of a patchy mosaic consising of isolated schools of organisms.
The vertical stratification of this midwater community also differe in .harpness from top to
botorm, the euphausiid shrimp being more clearly separated from the sergestid shrimp than the
r..jstid shrimp are from tsie lantemfish.

The fourth set of dives w-s made off southern California in the submersible DEEPSTAR 4000
driiig March 1969 and in DEEPSTAR 2000 during May and June 1970. The dihes were made
in the Santa Cruz Basin and San Diego Trough. The migrating community in these areas was
found to correspond very closely in stnrcture with that described for the Santa Barbara Basin
during tne instrumwnted trawl study. The only observation nmde during these dives that bears
specitil meption is the occurrence of r-igratory organisms at daytime depths after the main layer
h4d aigrated upv:aid duri ,g the evening. All of the animals observed at depth at those times
v•re generally lethargic, ustially hangh.g very still in the water. These occurrences were not
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rare cases during the dives I made and they give one the impression that not all of the rrdgratory
organisms perform vertical migrations every day. Thus a given animal may remain at depth for
one or possibly more diurnal cycles. This finding should be investigated more vigorously in
future field work since it has impetant implications as to the behavior of the sonic 3cattering
layers.

In summary, I am convinced it will take a combination of techniques to unravel the many
questions concerning the bc!avioi and structure of the sonic scattering layers. I hope the
techniques compared here will stirnulate others to explore new methods of investigation.
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DISCUSSION

Backus: "he business about vrrtical migrators not making daily vertical migrations but three-
times-a-week migrations or every-other-day migrations and so on seems to me an important
point. Could you discuss the evidence for that in a little bit more detail? I haven't seen what I
consider any good evidence for that yet.

W. Clarke: The Gulf watners were probably the best example of it. In dives in the Gulf of Mexico
and also the San Diego Trough you would find animals at depth, lanternfish in particular, still
sitting there when the rest of the layer had gone up, likewise with euphausiids. In the opening and
closing cod-end sampler that we had on the Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl, you could fish below
the optimum isolume for the euphausiids and get euphausiids down there. Apparently they had
stayed down. You could get lanternfish below their preferred light-level depth. Further evidence
of this might be the fact that on an echosounder record you may see. a layer made up of both
migratory and non-migratory components.

Backus: I don't consider that good evidimcn at all because the echoes of the rising layer can be
coming from totally different ..aimals than the echoes from the nonrising ones. Nor do I consider
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observations made from submersibles very good because of the difficulties of making identifica-
tions out of the subinersibles. The net tow data I would take more seriously. I'm talking about
individuals of the same age class, size class, some of them moving up and making the vertical
migration and some of them staying there. I would consider neither the submersible nor the echo-
sounder data that you cite very good. The net business I hear.

W. Clarke: Well, let's take the Santa Barbara area. We know what lanternfish are there, and
during a recent series of dives you would see adult specimens of lanternfish at depth during the
migration period just sitting there in the water, whereas either on the way down or on the way
back up, you would pass the main layer and go through much higher concentrations of lantern-
fish. There were lanternfish left behind sitting down there. There were also sergestids left behind
sitting down there.

Dunlap: With regard to Triphoturus in the Gulf of California, we found that of the ones that
migrated up, there were still about 7 percent of the day hauls of the same species, and we could
see no difference morphologically. Now I don't know about age classes and this type 1 thing,
but Robeson at Hopkins has looked at it, and he couldn't see any difference between those and
the ones that migrated up. So I would concur.

W. Clarke: One other brief observation in the Gulf of Mexico: We had squid commonly fo'iow
the submersible feeding actively on organisms around us, particularly on the lanternfish scattering
layer. But then we dropped down through the layer, and there were deeper populations of squid
which were completely dormant In the water to, the same species of squid, and they characteris-
tically take a "J" position. In other words, they put the tentacles together, fold them back, and
tuck them in underneath the head, and they just hang there motionlessly in the water. You really
had to bounce them around or disturb them with the light before they would wake up and swim
off. Here again was an example of an animal that was just sort of sitting there during the daytime.

Barham: I think that this is a working premise. Obviously, the way to prove the point is to go out
there and tag those things. But we haven't gotten around to that yet, or will we in the near future.
It's not particularly a new idea. If you go back to the works of Marshall, you'll find that he made
a comment on this particular point many years ago. I think that at least it's an idea that we can
begin to coordinate observations around.

Holm-Hansen: Two comments which impinge upon Backus' question. In some of our studies
with migrations of dinoflagellates in a ten-meter deep tank at Scripps, I've been perplexed by the
fact that you get about 90 percent of them migrating in a sharp band close to the surface in the
daytime and close to the bottom at night; however, you always get about 5 or 10 percent left
evenly distributed in the water column. Now this I interpret as reflecting perhaps different meta-
bolic states depending on the particular stage of the life cycle of each indiv;dual dinoflagellate
cell. In regard to copepods, I asked Gus Paffenhofer in our lab just a few months ago about how
long these things could go without any food and he said about a month or two. He gave me some
individuals (Calanus sp.) which we put in a nutrient-free medium. They remained perfectly viable
and happy for about two weeks, and then one weekend they were flushed down the drain by mis-
take. At least these copepods can go a long time without food.

W. Clarke: For Richard Backus' sake, I did kay I was speculating at the beginning of this little
talk here.
Craddock: You don't really need to speculate, I don't think, even with respect to tihes. I'm
sure that Basil Nefpaktitis would be up o0 his feet, but he just left, so I'll cite some of his data.
In Diaphus many species start out when they are little and don't migrate; when they're intermedi-
ate in size, they apparently migrate; and then when they become gravid, they simply don't
migrate. I think we're dealing with a broad spectrum here.

W. Clarke: I concur.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reports progress in a study to develop an acoustic method to count, measure the
horizontal dimensions, estimate the biomass, estimate the size composition, and idatify the
species of fish schools in the upper mixed layer from a moving ship. Several thousand fish
schools were counted and measured in the California Current region In 1969 using a sor at a
frequency of 30 kHz, with a 10e conic beam (at -3 dB), at ranges from 200 to 450 m during day-
light hours. Counts and measurements were made at ship's speed of 8 to 13 knots. In the
200,000-square-mile study area there exists a geat variety of sow propagtion nditions due
to upweofl, stratification, Intermal waves, and volume revebertion.

The counts of fish schools, after correction for known bisses and area indicate the piemsm
of about I million schooled sonar targets in the 200,000-squaroomile area adjacent to the cout-
line between San Francisco and Cape San Lazsro, Baja Caiforntia, Mexico. Most I whaook
are between 10 and 30 m diameter, normal to the ship. LAs than 5% of the schools exceed
60 m diameter. Most schools occur in groups of schools nur the axis of the Culforna Car-
rent, in the gyral wates of the Los Angees; Bight, Sebastian Vlzcaino fla, Wad the Abreojos
Bight, and narshore along the entire coast. Occasionally groups of schools we* located over
160 miles from the coast. Analyses of the concentratiom of schools during the qsmwnin period
indicates that their location coincides with known spawning grd.

INTODUCTON

Echo sounding and sonar apparatus has played a significant role in exploratory fMhing and
tactics for setting fishing gear (Sund, 1935; Tester, 1943; Balis, 1948; Gerhardasc, 1946; Smith,
1947; Smith and Ahlatrom, 1948; Devoid, 1950). Echo soundin is now established u a uef
technique for making direct estimates of the abundance of solitary fish in midwater (Cuddng,
1968a ad b). Aggrepting schools and pods of fish (Breder, 1959) have proved man difficult to Ou-
vey (ACMRR-FAO, 1967). A e survey methodology has been described and tested by Trukanov
and Scherbino (1964),1

The study of which this report Is a part was begun in 1966 with the following uqusac of
objectives: (1) to count the number of fish qagregtions and schools i the wrvey as, (2) to
measure the siAe of aggregations and schools, (3) to estimate the biomam of algregted and
ichooled fish, (4) to estimate the size composition of individuals within the mareatlom and
schools, and (5) to identify northern anchovy schools. Since the survey was inteodd to fcom.
pans 100,000 to 200,000 square miles in less than 2 months with a single ship, it was conidered

tIncluded as Appendix 11 because the paper is widely cted but not readily tvailable.
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imperative that the data be collected with the ship under way at full speed and that the amount
of direct sampling be kept to a minimum.

Preliminary work with acoustic apparatus (Sirmrad 580-10 scientific sonar and sounder
system') revealed several unevaluated barriers to quantitative research. Of prime importance was
the fact that anchovy schools are known to occur from the surface, too shallow for sounders to
detect them, to 200 m deep (E. Barham, Naval Underwater Warfare Center, San Diego, California,
personal communicationi; visual observation), too deep for horizontally directed sonar to detect
them. We had previously noted that the effective range and number of targets per unit area varied
with time of day and mixed layer depth. Also, the schooled targets were often found to occur in
groups where counts from a sweeping sonar beam were not reproducible on repeated crossings of
the target area.

This report will describe an experiment designed to determine the feasibility of the use of
sonar to count and measure the sizes of fish schools and then the application of the techniques to
determine the numbers and sizes of anchovy schools in the California Cooperative Oceanic Fish-
eries Investigation (CalCOFI) survey area. The survey ship and acoustic system were described
by McClendon (1968).

Design of the Acoustic Experiment

The first phase of the design survey was to determine the optimum settings for source level,
receiver gain, pulse length, transducer bearing, transducer directivity, and range for two sonars
at frequencies of I I kHz and 30 kHz, ultimately to find the combination of instrument settings
best able to provide repeatable counts of the number of schooled targets per unit area. This
survey was made up of three 2-week crises in the fall of 1968 with two weeks or more between
cruises to allow data processing and further planning in response to the results. The work was
planned for an area known for high temperature gradient (often 30 per 10 in) and internal wave
activity. The site was near Catalina Island off southern California where anchovy schools are
found in considerable numbers in autumn.

Data were taken from 42 surveys of a rectangular grid, 2 X 4 nautical miles. Each sonar
transducer was fixed at 90 relative bearing. Pulse lengths for each sonar were set at 30 msec
at full power (ca. 123 dB above I pbar at I in). The range scale for the I l-kHz sonar was 2500 m
and for the 30-kHz sonar was 1250 m. The bottom varied from 500 to 2500 m on the grid. Th,
160 isotherm varied from 29 m to 10 m with an 18 to 19s urface temperature.

The actual counts of targets are found in Appendix I (Tables 1, 11, 111, IV), and Figures I and 2
illustrate the counts of targets per fifth of the range. For the purposes of this experiment it was
mumed that the numbers of targets in each rang increment were actually equal over time and
that differences could be ascribed to changes in sonar effectiveness with range, We found that
the 1 l.k1 z sonar-Figure 3-(22* beam angle between "3-dB down" points) exhibited a con.
tinual and drastic drop in the number of targets with range in these propagtion conditions.
For the ensuing California Current surveys of 1969 it was decided to use this sonar set on long
pulse (30 msec), long rungs (2500 in), and full power a an easily analyzed index of fish school
occurrences. We had no intention of deriving extrapolated estimates of the number of fish
schools from the I 1-kHz soawr in the survey area since the effective rang fluctuated in an erratic
maner, presumably with changes in propaption conditions.

'Use of a trade name don not imply endorument by tbe Bureau of Commetrc Ftshsm
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50

Figure 3. Horizontal beam-directivity diagram of the 1 0-kHz sonar tans-
ducer. (Courtesy of Simrad, Odo.)

Filure 4. Horizontal beam-directivity diagramn of the 30-kil: sonar trans-
ducer. (Courtesy of Simrad, Oslo.)

Three important features were observed for the 30-kHz sonar (10 beam angle at 3-dB down
points-Figure 4) range.target number histogram (Figure 2): (1) the decline in numbers of
targets at ranges greater than 750 m, (2) the decline in number of targets near the dsip, and
(3) the near-equality In the numbers of targets from 250 to 500 m and from 500 to 750 m. We
interpreted the decline after 750 m to simple range-dependent loss in them sonar conditions. The
lower number of targets near the ship was interpreted as arising from fish schools near the ship
which were not detected due to receiver characteristics during and immediately after the trans-
mission of the pulse and due in prt to•sh schools under the I Wbeam ane in the near.sdip
portion of the range. For these reasons, we choew to record between the rangs of 200 to 450 m.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate chanps In the number of targpts received with time of day. Since
we anticipated a limit to the duration of manning the sonar on each cruise, we arbitraiy limited
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the times of taking sonar observations to 0800 to 1600. This schedule was adopted because I did
not think that we could correct target counts for differences due to time of day since it appeared
to be complicated by cloud cover a.d moonlight, and probably day length, water clarity, and
regional and species differences were also important.

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the vertical and horizontal aspects of the configuration of the
insonified area from which most targts were anticipated. Early trials of this system indicated
that at right angles (normal to ship's track) fish school dimensions could be estimated to 2.5 m.
During the Catalina trials, a series of targets was measured end the fish school dimensions parallel
to the ship were estimated from the length of the targets on the recordings, the speed of the
recording paper and ship speed and the assumed effective I0 beam angle (Figure 9). The
apparent width of the fish school was calclated from the formula

Wt csiA (1)

where

Wt - the apparent width of the recorded fish school in meters

c - chart speed in seconds per millimeter

s = ship's speed in meters er second

I - measured width of target on chart in millimeters.

The effect of the beam angle was corrected for by subtracting the width of the sonar beam at the
mid range of the school:

W a t-2 a
2 ](2)

where

W - the beam corrected estimate of fish school width

A - the half angle of the effective beam

rma - range to the far side of the school in metes

rmk - range to the near dde of the school in meers.

FPa 7. A 4dwtbw,4Wmw p-t (1: 1) of do saw I* be Wut ad uon.da
in dt 1969 C•ICWI cein.& T7e Awimd pal Is ammod Wn ameba Oa
ftm wich cboolah tupb - ms ut k* t ib •mels Th7 lmW Vsa
81e OWam mp - t depth ort 160 W otheM is 22 pn- s ftin beiay in
OctobW 1%48: dace NoreuanSW cm 1e. Somno d6p6 on4 mL
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The school axis normal to the ship's track was calculated by the formula

di = rm• - rrnn -P" (3)

where

da = the axis normal to the ship in metersand

p pulse length in meters (I nmet; = 1.5 m).

For the Catalina trials the frequency distribution of the measured axis normal to the ship (di)
did not differ significantly from the frequency distribution of the measured axis parallel to the
ship for 37 targets (X2 4d.f. = 8.4$: not significant at the 95% level).

Areal Survey Results (CICOFI Region)

Following the survey design above, 30-kHz sonar dsta were collected on ichthyoplankton Lnd
oceanography cruises in the CaICOFI area in January, February, April, May, June, and July 1969.
Similar recordings, as yet unanalyzed, exist for the same area for October and December. On
most surveys the 200,000-square-mile survey area was covered by two ships, only one of whbch,
the David Starr Jordan, was equipped with sonar. During the May-June cruise the entire survey
area was covered only by the sonar-equipped David Starr Jordan. The first estimate of the number
of schooled sonar targets in the CaICOFI Vi are& is derived from this cruise. The horizontal
size distributmn is derived from the 2333 targets measured to date.

Horizontal Dinminons o( Fish Schools

Fish schools were routinely metured in two dimensions: the axis of the tar"et normal to the
ship and the axis of the target paralle to the ship (Figue 9).

In Figure 10 the size frequency distribution of 2333 Utrgpts is ilustmted. The open ban
rep.esent the actu-a -nuber of fish school which were entirely within the 250-m reccrdd strip.
Since this biues the size frequency distribution to*wd the mnler tarpts, each count was cor-
rected by the propomtion of the width of the recorded strip which the "rt ompi. Thus.
a 50om-dsawew tarpt could be wreoided in its en tity on oely 200 m of the rord strip mad
would have been dumplod reative to 10-am-dsoe targets whh could be recorded on
240 m of the strip. The dsaded bWe replemset the sie fr" ncy ovauhes which have bees
corrected fot this .e*- efect in the foWowing wy":

wher N, I-10ID-i(4)

Ni a the number of edoob in do intervsu I

D,- the dimnwet normol to *Ap's tnack u pesstative of sin im uwal I

Ni * the umabor of scitoes ik dm intesyal i cowyeoWe for edg bin.

To compare the Was fmquency dianrUtho o( tw as of th adt mWo tugem at ri&t ss to
the *Ap (Di) to the si freqjucy of the a•x o( the sehookc tupu pimrAl to the dhop (DA
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the frequencies of Ni were corrected to the original number of schools whose Di axes were
less than 85 m. Schools are too few in our samples, as yet, for this kind of comparison. This
correction is

SN(5)

where
Ni and Niare as above, and Ni'is corrected proportionately so fhst the

sum of N1 and the sum of N/' are approximately equal.

All riumbers in Table 1 are rounded for simplicity after calculation of subsequent terms.

TABLE 1

Numbers and Areas of Sonar Targets Corrected for Edge Bias

Dimension N N' A NA N
(M) N N

0- 4 21 21 3 67 19
5- 9 224 230 38 8869 207

10- 14 467 491 113 55479 442
19 438 470 227 1C6'71 423

20- 24 345 379 380 143800 340

25- 29 190 213 573 121957 192
30- 34 1,55 178 804 142957 160
35- 39 131 154 1075 165320 139
40- 44 60 72 1385 99912 65
45- 49 75 92 1735 160247 83

50- 54 45 57 2124 120666 51
55- 59 33 43 2552 109078 39
60- 64 19 25 3019 76280 23
65- 69 22 30 3526 105962 27
70- 74 14 20 4072 80058 18

75- 79 15 22 4657 100938 20
80 84 16 24 5281 125738 22
0. 84 2270 2520 2270

>84 63

Figure 11 compares the distribution of sonar target dimension at right angles to the ship to
the distribution of target dimeviuons parallel to the ship using the assumption that the effective
beam uwoge is 10*. Since the proportions of both smaller targets and larger targets are over-
est~mated, no Angle alternative beam a,-4e will correct for this tetndency. The em ption of a
lrgr effective beam angle will correct the overestimate of the number of large schools (formula
2) but will emphasize the overestimate of the number of small schools relative to the right-anol
axis. Siudlarly the assumptim of an effective beam angie smaller than 100 will "correct" the
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frequency of smaller schools but worsen the comparison in the number of larger schools. To
solve this discrepancy the dimension of the schooled target parallel to the ship must be estimated
from the beam directivity and axial target strength in the same manner that Cushing (1968b, p. 4)
adjusted his echo sounding surveys (Figure 12).

5 0 I I i I I I I V I I I I I I I I -I

I1 kHz

40

-- - -i - --- SPECIFIED KAM ANGLE IIHz

U

, , ,30 kz

104- - -- --- --- SPECIFIED SAM ANGLE SO kH

01
ECHO LEVEL (ib)

Figure 12. Comparlson of relative echo level and effective beam an*e for the dirctivity
pattern in the horizontal plane of the 11- and 3-klk somif used in this study (see Cudhn&, p.
4, 1968b). Absolute tazet strength meuuzments have not yet been perfoined an these
tsrpts, but 40 dB s the lower threshold of the targts ncorded ad 60 dB is mlprded m
typical of hImp anchovy schools at nidday.

It would be dangprous to imply that the small number of larger schools is unimportant. In
Figure 10, 63 targets ae judged to be too infrequent to correct precisely for ede bias. If the
tonnage of fish Is proportional to horizontal area (thckness is not evaluated), the biomass of
these fish may be quite important collectively. Figure 13 illustrates the cumulative horizontal
are of all the targets measued to date (Tables I and 2). In Table 1, NMN',and N "m cada
lated as in formulas 4 and S. The area typical of the size class is calculated from

A= , (6)
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Fiurm 13. The tveative importance of fish schools at differonct diameters ccg-
rected for edp biu. Ewh bar from 0 to 84 m is the sum of the number of schools
found at each 5-m size cias times an areo rpmunta e of the size lmas (we Table
1 and formula 6). Schools greater than 84 m anre adjusted her for compalson but
no resarded a too infrequently encounterd for precise crrection (we Table 2).

where

A = the horizontal area of the schooled target

di = the midrange dimension of size class I in meters.

In Table 2 one can see that a single school recorded 197 m could be equal in area to the total
of 345 22-m dimension schools. Targets indicated in Table 2 are considered to comprise an
inadequate sample of large school but are reported here to indicat- important quantities of fish
in lg schools.

The Abundance of Fibh Schools

We feel that a first estimate of the number of schooled sonr targets in such a large am is
useful even though Cie ar nt pood accompsaying ethnates of pretision and accuracy. For
this purpose, we have cho the May-June 1969 srvey when both halves of the 200O0*pwr-
mile CJCYJI survey area were occupied In adjace"t months (Uay SJune 29). The usual CdCOFI
lines (see Ahlstrom (1966) for details of pattern) aun spaced at 40-mile Intems, run appmdzately
normal to the coast, and are occupied dternately in Lhorward ad msward diretions. W010510
chemical, and physical oceanopaphic observations were taken at 20. to 40-mile intertas along
these linos on arrival at stations without regerd to time of dayo pphtc fortu# sL The
sonar was operated only 8 hou~s per day and the recorded track width was only 250 m of the
74,080 m between trbck lines. The shuplest estimate would be

TA A. (7)

I1
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TABLE 2
Numbers and Areas of Large Rare Sonar Targets Adjusted for Edge Bias

Dimension 1 N N A NA

85- 89 5 8 5945 45588
90- 94 4 6 6648 42073
95- 99 9 15 7390 108674

100- 104 10 17 8171 138028

105- 109 3 5 8992 47161

110- 114 4 7 9852 71391
115- 119 4 8 10751 80837
120- 124 3 6 11690 68495
125- 129 3 6 12668 77242
130- 134 2 4 13685 57986

135- 139 3 7 14741 9785i
140- 144 0 0 15837 0
145- 149 4 10 16972 164773
150- 154 0 0 18146 0

55.- 159 1 3 19359 52041

160- 164 1 3 20612 58557
165- 169 1 3 21904 65976
170- 174 0 0 23235 0
175- 179 0 0 24606 0
180- 184 1 4 26016 95645

185- 189 0 0 27465 0
190- 194 0 0 28953 0
195- 199 1 5 30480 143776
200- 204 2 10 32047 333827
205- 209 0 0 33653 0

210- 214 1 7 35299 232230
>214

where
T - 24 hours

7T, - th dlyu mp period<(Shours)

A = 200,000 squae miles

Asa the are directly mnpled (1/296 x 200,000 or ca. 696 sq mi)

N - the number of fish sduools in the urvey am
Nis number of fish schools converted fix iem4pecdftc ede bias.
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TABLE 3

Sonar Target Size Frequency Distribution Corrected for Edge Bias

May 1969

Dihmter N N' __ _ _ N"

0- 4 0 0 .000 0
5- 9 10 10 .019 9

10- 14 49 51 .097 45
15- 19 82 88 .168 77
20- 24 90 99 .189 87

25- 29 56 63 .120 55
30- 34 43 49 .093 43
35- 39 37 4.3 .082 38
40- 44 25 31 .057 26
45- 49 16 20 .038 18

50 54 18 23 .044 20
55- 59 12 16 .030 14
60- 64 5 7 .013 6
65- 69 4 5 .010 4
70- 74 6 8 .015 7
'15- 79 3 4 .008 4

80- 84 6 9 .017 8
0 84 462 525 1.000 462

>84 24

Tablet 3 and 4 show the corrected size frequency distribution and proportions of targets au
each interval. When all sizes are corrected for edge bias, the estimate within the ame diectly
sampled is 1253 schools. When tdu estimate is applied to the whole area the number of schools
is (from formula 7):

Na 3[296 (1253)] - 1,112,664 schools.

To get some idea of what proportion of these taripts may be adult anchovy wshools, I
selected data (Ahlstrom, 1968) on the curnmt estimate of anchovy spawning blomass (cL.
5 X 106 metric tons) and the mema s of anchovy schools as estimated from catch per purse
sine set (data from Clark Blunt, Madne Divsion, California Department of Fish and Gaes,
Terminal Island, Calfornia);

Years ______con mt!2 wt i

1965-1967 2,985 50,230 17 0.113T

_ ... .K . . . .
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TABLE 4

Sonar Target Size Frequency Distribution Corrected for Edge Bias

June 1969

Diameter N N' P_ N"

0- 4 5 5 0.008 4
5- 9 30 31 0.048 28

10- 14 109 114 0.175 101
15- 19 98 105 0.162 93
20- 24 73 80 0.123 71

25- 29 63 71 0.109 63
30- 34 52 60 0.092 53
35- 39 48 56 0.086 50
40- 44 23 28 0.043 25
45- 49 25 31 0.048 28

50- 54 18 23 0.035 20
55- 59 11 14 0.022 12
60- 64 9 12 0.018 11
65- 69 5 7 0.011 6
70- 74 3 4 0.006 4

75- 79 2 3 0.005 3
80- 84 4 6 0.009 5
0- 84 578 650 1.000 578

>84 15

To use the tons per set as an index of average school size, one must be cautious about several
biaes. One is that a distrbution with an arithmetic mean of 17 and arange from 0 to 113 Is
skewed; thus, it would be expected that the median and modal school size would be smaller than
the mean. Also, the smaller schools may be undeuuampled by the fisey mince a matmen and ak
spotters tend to ignore such schools. The figure for te's per set may also underestimate school
size since an unknown number of fiah es•pe from each haul. Also, lag schools are often split
becaue they exceed the capacity of the pum seine or the remaining capacity of the hold of the
vesd. I would judge that the tons per set f4ie Is as good as any alternative now available.

If one uses the northern anchovy spawnft biomas of 5 X 10' mtruc tow and the mwn
school size of 17 metr* tons. 300,000 of the 1, 13,000 schools can be attibuted to adult ancovy
alone (27%). Other ommon schooled flab In the CaEOFI am Includei acbovy juvenfies, jak
mckerel juvenils, bonito, Pacific madcerel, and Pacfic sardine,

Work is currently proceedin on target straeth estimates of entrappsd and wild fish schools.
Suitable estimates of fih school U strength uld allow estimates of the bortmatial dkeen-
don of the school paallel to the ship's track. Alm. corvelatim of taqrt segth d ad schol ame
with the blomas of fish schools as determid by ommerdal pme wians sbould alow rflo-
ment of survey bionam estimates. We a als lookxn at the ftsqumecy4epmmdmet ehmet of arpt
strength to assist in judging the approximate sz of bdldu& which make up the shool.
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The results of this survey lead me to believe that with suitable restraints on time of day and
range, sonar equipment can yield useful estimates on the location, number, and size of fish
schools in the upper mixed layer.
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DISCUSSION

McElroy: I was curious about the correction factor which you call the edge effect. Could you
just specify a bit more what this is?

Smith: If you have a width such as 200 to 450 m and if, in your analysis, you exclu& any target
which apparently ends at the edge of that, then that school has been elirinataJ from comparison
even though it has protruded into your sample width. As a result any target that is 50 m thick
has a great chance of falling over an edge, so it would be undersampled thea u a result -,Merely
by saying that the 250 m is only available to the extent of 200 m, you are restricting taig(ts,
and by that proportion the number of 50-m targets will be increased.

Collard: Would you recapitulate the number of fish per cubic meter?

Smith: We have a trap that is 3-% m by 7 m and about 9 m deep, so it is fairly large. There are
four alternative methods of judging how the fish were arrayed in this trap. I reject the random
distribution model where 'ihere would be 112 anchovies per cubic meter. Now if you take the
second model, a prolate spheroid mass (which I like because the fellow who dumped the fish in
there said that that is the way they looked to him), t'-re are 1312 fish per cubic meter. I per.
sonally like this concentration. If you like the model in which a sphere is inscribed in the trap,
that is 1113. If you like the reduced sphere model, the number of fish is 3721 per cubic meter,
and that is at the time when we only put in 25,000 per trap. If you put in 150,000 fish per trap,
the equivalent values on those were 637, 7500, 6300, and 21,000 per cubic meter. This may
include some fish in side aspect, and they have a large bladder. I think you can see why we have
such a nice sharp target.

Fried/: We've seen these echo groups in some of the echograms taken in the California Current
system, especially at sunset and sunrise. I know that you are working in shallow water near the
surface, but could you inform us about the behavior of anchovies? Would this be a likely osspect,
and could we expect these very high numbers that you speak of in these echo groups?

Smith: I don't think that anchovy should be excluded from any part of the upper 200 m or so
of the California Current. No one has ever, to my satisfaction, demonstrated the existenc of
deep anchovy with trawls because the trawls are fished open to the surface. Any time that you
drag a net in the presence of 5 million metric tons of fish, you are pin to get som eof those
fish. So I do not believe any of the trawl identifcations that have ever been put cut. I would sy
that they should be anywhere they would like to be.

wPmm." We har sn lage concentrations of anchovies at about 200 m.

Smith: That is pod. That is the best information we have on anchovies.

Awon: A group of five or six brothers fi airplanm out of Santa Barbeara ip mt, shoobo•
amchovies and sardines. I wonder if you have bees able to compe, my, a pround truth by talking
to them, determining what they estimate the do of typical odhook to be vrsus wht you as
eimating on the bui of your Shrad.

S,,uI- We hird an pottra frun Sota a•&tra thue weeks op. Di to an vafotsmts
I Iwantan" we bad a thin scatttein lyr at a"ut 20 m. The ftlt e a dqbyW On 101t.

The fidwme wm cathftg IM taUt, and the airplae spottw could not fl•d the &n.
We hunted for four difernmt hours on thee dfhrent day4 , ad he vwe umsbb to God t a
the mufac, wbldi was wb the akipan could find thn Ths. isoam of tbe dmm oth I kmow
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that we are likely to sec more fish than the air spotter. The air spotter is important in other
regards. That is, he sees fish that the fir-hermen can catch. We would more than likely see all the
fish with a sounder apd sonar.

McCartney: The corrections for beamwidth and size of the target have been done for echo
sounding on single fish by Cuskilng, as I am sure you are aware, but other ieoplt mry not b'.
You have to measure the target strength to do the correction, but it can be corrected. However,
the target strength of a shoal as looked at or. its edge may not be the same as lockedar aight
fu! in th-. beam. I do not know how this might vary, but I think that in your case it wv.od make
it very difficult to correct, unlike the case of a single fish.

Smith: I am sorry that I did not point out more of the difficulties since I have a naturally
optimistic nature. It is difficult to say anything about P shoal's target strength until we have a
theoretical (escription of whaf the effect is of a tuget having physical size. You know that when
you are working with a lay ar, you use one correction for range, and when you are working with
a point source, you use another correction for range. The shoal, it seems to me, is intermediate
between thou points, and the target strength estimate may rest on how you make the ringe
correction. You have to make a irst-order approximation, which I thim this one lide did with
the 100 cone. I think that until we fird the effective size of that cine. we cannet tell what
proportion of the cone the school is at any given moment. So I am sum you are quite right.
The complexity is good here. While the complexity affects my work, it does not affect thai
paper, which is restrcted to horizontal dimensions and abundance-how many and how big.
When we start saying how many fish are within these scwhools and how strong these schools axe,
then we am in another paper, I hope.



APPENDIX I

TABLES I TO IV

TABLE 1.

Abundance if Sonar Targets by Range and Pulse Frequency Taken on
Ribbon Rock Grid, Cataliin Island, October 8-10, 1968.0

Inclusive Vellocity 0- 251- S01. 1751- 11001-
Grid Time (knw) 25O 500 7S5 1000 1250 Totl

October 8, 1968

Legi 08404)902 !0.9 12 8 5 1 26
Leg 3 0916-0936 12.0 2 19 18 5 1 45

2

Leg 1 0948-101i 10.4 10 11 11 5 37
Leg3 1023-1045 10.9 22 31 22 16 14 105

3
LegI 1056-11b8 10.9 22 19 25 15 4 85
Leg 3 1132-1155 10.4 15 19 20 6 3 63

4
Leg 1 1627-1649 10.9 7 3 10
UL 3 1702.177'4 10.9 4 27

5I

Leg i 2240-2302 10.9 1 2 14
Lg 3 231 &2340 10.9 s 4. 3 16

Getober 9, 1968

224402 10.9 f30 20 20 14 2 8.6
lo 3 0302-}326 10.0 22 3 2 2 1

us 1 041-003 A0.9 2 3 1
Lt3 0417-0439 1i09 2

Lf 1s 0Q-721474 I 2 .U .4 31s I 29 6

SA, 09" 1 10.4 -1 6 2 36

"orpogaftcy, 30 kihl Ramnp 04 ;5;OGnk s.

t -
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TABLE I. (Contirued)

Inclusive Velocity 0- 251- 501- 751- 1O01-
Grid Time (knots) 250 500 750 1000 1250 Total
10

Leg 1 0938-1001 10.4 8 7 12 5 2 34
Lg 3 1015-1035 12.0 4 10 14 8 9 45

1I

Leg 1 1047-1109 10.9 17 14 18 13 7 69
Leg3 1124-1146 10.9 7 6 17 13 6 49

12
Leg 1 1159-1221 10.9 25 32 39 27 17 140
Leg3 1236-1258 10.9 6 11 16 6 39

13
Leg I 1311-1333 10.9 10 34 20 13 1 78
Leg 3 1347-1409 10.9 10 12 10 4 36

14
Leg I 1422-1444 10.9 12 29 26 12 6 85
Leg 3 1458-1520 10.9 5 10 5 20

15
Leg 1 1534-1556 10.9 7 4 1 12
Leg 3 1610-1632 10.9 3 1 4

16
Leg 1 1645-1706 11.4 4 1 5
Leg3 1719-1740 11.4 9 12 6 2 29

17
Leg 1 1754-1816 10.9 9 9 6 25
Leg 3 1829-1850 11.4 2 4 3 9

18
L1e 19C3-1925 10.9 1 2 3 6
Leg 3 2238-2259 11.4 2 3 2 4 11

19
LqU 2313-2334 11.4 3 6 8 17
l.eA, 3 2349-2410 11.4 5 7 16 6 1 35

Octobsr 10, 1968

20
Lig 1 0024-0045 11.4 4 4 7 7 22
Leg 3 00590121 10.9 6 5 5 6 22

21
US1 0 134-015! 11.4 1 3 5 4 1 14
Lg 3 0211,0234 10A 1 9 4 6 1 21

22
l1 02470306 11.4 4 6 3 13
Lg 3 0322,0344 10.4 1 3 4 3 11
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TABLIE 1. (Continued)

Inclusive Velocity 1  0- 2 I 0 . S11 O .
Grid Time (knots) 250) S 750 1000 1250 Total

Leg I 0359-0420 11.4 1 2 2 1 1 7
Leg 3 0434-0455 11.4 2 4

24
Leg 1 0508-0529 11.4 6 4 4 1 15
Leg 3 0542-0603 11.4 1 5 3 9

25

Leg 1 0616-0638 10.9 7 10 4 8 29
Leg 3 0650.0711 11.4 1 4 3 8

26
Leg I 0723-0745 10.9 3 2 2 7
Leg 3 0759.0819 12.0 2 4 1 7 7

Totals 329 443 451 246 81 1570
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TABLE II.

Abundance of Sonar Targets by Range and Pulse Frequency Taken on
Ribbon Rock Grid, Catalina Island, October 21 and 22, 1968.*
In.h... ve Velocity 1 0- 251. S1- -1001.

GdTie (knots) 2S501 00 1 000 1250 Total

October 21, 1968

ID
Leg 1 2338-2359 11.4 3 2 5
Leg 3 0015-0037 10.9 7 1 2 10

October 22, 1968
2 DILeg 1 0049-011C 11.4 1 2 5 7 1 16

Lag 3 0127-0150 10.4 2 2 6 5 15
3D

Leg I 0204-0225 i1.4 6 14 5 5 6 36
Leg 3 0242-0304 10,9 4 8 3 4 19

Leg ! 0317.0338 11.4 1 3 2 3 1 10

Leg 3 0354-0416 10.9 1 3 1 1 6
5D

Leg 1 0430.0453 10.4 1 1 3 5
Leg 3 0507-0528 11.4 1 2 1 4

6D
Leg I 0540-0603 10.4 1 3 2 1 7
Lg 3 0616.0636 1210 1 1 2

7D
Leg 1 0648-0711 10.4 5 9 2 16
Leg 3 0726-0747 11.4 18 9 8 5 40

8D
Leg ! 0759-0822 10,4 14 27 32 5 78
Leg 3 0836-0857 11A 18 24 23 18 3 86

9D
Leg I 0912-0934 10.9 25 33 26 26 5 115
Leg 3 0950-1012 10.9 i7 20 23 12 1 73

IOD
Leg 1 1025-1047 10.9 15 29 26 20 3 93
Leg 3 1102-1125 10.4 15 25 29 16 4 89

HID
Leg 1 1456-1518 10.9 18 24 13 11 66
Leg 3 1533-1556 10.4 8 20 16 9 53

12D
L•g 1 1608-1629 11.4 2 9 11 5 27
Leg 3 144A-1706 10.9 7 9 3 2 21

*Frequency, 30 kY,; Ranp, 0-1250 m; Gain, RCG.
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TABLE II. (Continued)

Indvue Velocity 0- 251- 501- 751- 1001-

Grd T'ne QOmos) L2so ISO 7 _ 1000 1250o Tota

Leg 1 1718-1741 10.4 4 7 13 3 27
Leg 3 1755-1816 11.4 9 11 6 26

14D
Leg I 1828-1845 12.0 10 10 4 5 2 31
Leg 3 1906-1927 11.4 1 1 1 3

15D
Leg 1 1938-2001 10.4 2 2 2 6
Leg 3 2016-2038 10.9 1 3 1 1 6

16D
Leg 1 2049-2110 11.4 3 1 1 5
Leg 3 2128.2150 10.9 11 3 6 20

17D
Leg 1 2202-2224 10.9 3 1 3 7
Leg 3 2240-2304 10.0 6 8 2 3 19

18D
Leg 1 2316-2338 10.9 1 1 3 5
Leg 3 2351-2415 10.0 5 5 4 3 3 20

Totals 240 335 286 170 36 1067
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TABLE IMl.

The Abundance of Sonar Taruts by Rana send Pulae Frequency Taken on
Ribbon Rock Grid, Catalini Il&and, October 8-10, 1968.*

S100 . 1501- 2001-

Grid IT__e 1 500 1000 15 2000 25 Totl

October 8, 1968
1

Leg 1 0840-0902 10.9 22 5 27
Leg 3 0916-0936 12.0 14 8 3 2 1 28

2

Leg I 0948-1011 10.4 31 6 1 38
Leg 3 1023-1045 10.9 19 10 2 31

3
Leg I 1056-1118 10.9 20 7 1 28
Leg3 1132-1155 10.4 19 7 26

4
Leg i 1627-1649 10.9 14 14
Leg 3 1702-1724 10.9 7 7

5
Leg 1 2240-2302 10.9 2 2
Leg 3 2318-2340 10.9 2 1 3

October 9, 1968

6
Leg 1 0224-0246 10.9 8 1 9
Leg 3 0302.0326 10.0 3 3

7
Leg i 0341-0403 10.9 3 3
Leg 3 0417-0439 10.9 1 1 2

8
Leg i 0721.0742 11.4 3 5 8
Leg 3 0756-0816 12.0 3 3

9
Leg 1 0829-0851 10.9 14 8 22
Leg 3 0904.0924 12.0 4 4

10
Leg 1 0938-1001 10.4 12 10 2 24
Leg 3 1015-1035 12.0 13 1 14

11

Leg I 1047-1109 10.9 19 5 24
Leg 3 1124-1146 10.9 5 10 is

12
Leg I 1159-1221 10.9 21 8 2 31
Leg 3 1236-12S8 109 8 8

*Frequency, 11 kHz; Ranp, 5-2500 m; Gain, RCG.
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TABLE III. (Continued)

Indusve Velodty 0- 501. 1001-1 151. 2001.
Guld Thme So IWOjOOjSO 150 2000j2500 Total

13
Leg 1 1311-1333 10.9 18 2 20

14 Leg 3 1347-1409 10.9 6 4 10

Leg 1 1422-1444 10.9 13 4 17
Leg 3 1458-1520 10.9 13 3 16

15

Leg 1 1534-1556 10,9 15 2 17
Leg 3 1610-1632 10.9 S 3 8

16
Leg I 1645-1706 11.4 8 8
Leg3 1719-1740 IIA 7 1 8

17
Leg 1 1754-1816 10.9 6 6
Leg 3 1829.1850 11.4 3 3 6

18
Leg 1 1903-1925 10.9 0
Leg 3 2238-2259 11.4 2 2

19
Liq 1 2313-2334 11.4 1 4 5
Leg 3 2349-2410 11.4 2 5 7

October 10, 1968

20
Leg 1 0024-0045 11.4 1 6 7
Leg 3 0059-0121 109 6 11 2 19

21

Leg I 0134.0155 11.4 1 4 5
Leg 3 0211-0234 10.4 7 5 2 14

2214
Leg 1 0247-0308 11.4 2 1 1 4
Leg 3 0322-0344 10.9 3 3 6

23

Leg 1 0359-0420 11.4 3 1 1 5
Leg 3 0434"455 11.4 1 2 1 4

24
Iq 1 0508-0529 11.4 2 1 3
Los 3 0542.M603 11.4 0

.~-,
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TABLE H1. (Continued)

Iciudve Velocity 0. 501[ 100o-. 1501. 2001.
Grid Thume Mots 1 500 1 1000 1 150 2000 2500 Total

25- - - - -2
Leg 1 0616-0638 10.9 1 2 3
Leg 3 0650.0711 11.4 1 1 2

26
Leg I 0723-0745 10.9 1 2 1 4
Leg 3 0759-0819 12.0 0

Totals 392 162 23 2 1 580
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TABLE IV.

Abundance of Sonar Targets by Range and Pulse Frequency Taken on
Ribbon Rock Grid, Catalina Island, October 21 and 22, 1968.0

Indusive Velocity 0- 501- 1001- 1501- 2001.

Grid Time (knots)SOO 1000 1SOO 2000 1SOO Total

October 21, 1968

I D
Leg 1 2338-2359 11.4 2 2

Leg 3 0015-0037 10.9 1 1

October 22,1968

2ID
Leg I 0049-0110 11.4 1 6 7
Leg3 0127-0150 10.4 1 2 3

3D
Leg 1 0204-0225 11.4 3 2 5
Leg 3 0242-0304 10.9 1 2 1 4

4D
Leg 1 0317-0338 11.4 1 4 1 6
Leg 3 0354-0416 10.9 1 1

5D
Leg 1 0430-0453 10.4 1 3 1 5
Leg 3 0507-0528 11.4 3 3 2 8

6D
Le I 05404)06(W 10.4 1 2 3
Le 3 0616.0636 12.0 3 3 1 7

7D
Les I 0648.0711 10.4 10 2 12
Leg 3 0726.0747 11.4 20 6 26

8D
LU 1 0759"822 10.4 26 8 34
Leg 3 06360657 11.4 29 14 1 44

9D
Leg 1 091240934 10.9 36 22 2 60
LAS 3 0950.1012 10.9 2N 3 2 26

10 D
Log 1 1025-1047 10.9 31 15 46
Lag 3 1102-1125 10.4 34 12 46

liD
Log I 1456&1518 10.9 27 7 34
Lag13 1533-1556 10.4 20 9 29

12 D
Lage 1606-1629 11.4 19 10 29
Lag 3 1644-1706 10.9 18 1 19

*Fmquym. II kUh; Rp.m 0-25m0; Gm. t(m.
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TABLE IV. (Continued)

nch ve od, 0. 501- 1001i. S01- 2001.
r'• T1me (knots) S00 00 1SOO 2 25oo To0
13 D

L.eg 1 1718-1741 10.4 16 4 20
Lig 3 1755-1816 11.4 26 5 31

14D
Leg 1 1828-1848 12.0 12 1 13
Leg 3 1906-1927 114 5 1 6

15D
Leg 1 1938-2001 10.4 2 1 3
Leg3 2016-2038 1(1.9 1 1 3 5

16 D
Leg 1 2049.2110 11.4 1 2 3
Leg 3 2128-2150 10.9 9 5 2 16

17D
Leg 1 2202-2224 10.9 3 4 7
Leg 3 2240-2304 10.0 10 2 6 2 20

18D
Lega 2316-2338 10.9 1 4 3 2 10
Leg 3 2351-2415 10.0 5 5 1 11

Totals 397 170 28 5 2 602

---- -
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METHODS OF DIRECT CALCULATION OF FISH CONCENTRATIONS

BY MEANS OF HYDROACOUSTIC APPARATUS

Dr. Truskanov M.D.
Dr. Scherbino M.N.

Every method is in the long run determined by a complex of means and facilities available at
the disposal of the investigator. Now technical means of research provide a possibility of working
out the new methods. Hydroacoustic fish detection techniques is one of them. Presently, various
countries of developed oceanic fisheries designed perfect hydrolocation gear of hih discrimina-
tion providing a dependable means of fish detection at any depths open for fisheries.

Since 1958 the authors were engapd in designing a hydroacoustic method of determination
of numerical strength of fish both ifi dense and dispersed concentrations.

In 1961 this method was formally adopted for assessment of stock condition of Atlanto-
Scandian herring.

The hydroscoustic method of determination of numerical strength of fish is a method of
direct calculation of the number of fish in the shoal and it is hrgply free from the defects of
other methods of direct calculation of numerical strength which had been known before. Earlier
methods of strength determination had one big disadvantag: for determining the abundance of
any stock of commercially important fish. the data were used that only indirectly characterized
the quantitative composition of a given stock.

Accuracy of such methods depends on a great number of fWcton which very often cannot be
quantitatively messed.

The hydtocouatic method of detemkiation of flob abundance is a direct method allowing
on to obtai information on dw n m cd W* ho fh in th m of th e A bym om
of hydrolocaton and obaronic appamatus

Conimmrcly important fises in knon to foam , maeIrdm of diff ant deity, the
rmp of denity being very lup" toromn one sem pw IMadre&s of thowarads of cubic ms tar'
Of W ate t sCan or two in of cbicN mtn.

Ptlagic flishs as a nJo form daeur owoantratiorns in o•mnpsr wfth bottom flim It was
grally oband that the denmity of. fah Wconontration Is kveu y proportiml to the *a of
the specimm it is composed of. It Is dao known tat desty of conmatration of this or that
species of oominwry importman ft" dsipend on the now this, op - *a& we skmo
always desm tham feding shAo*. atc.

Whan d&ns IoW =wttionm we foamed on the qý iS or of wint stomads th* maes
mnmbet of speckmans my bom #. 4*ay b•ndlb ovwr a coeddral sw m am

d-"ir the fedg p5rio9
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In this connection all echograms can be divided into two cat.ories:

a) echograms of dispersed cenc.i:t+i, esis4:i orre to conduct visual calculation of the
number of fish within the range of 6pexation oi t" ecic wv- rder.

b) echograns of dense con-ýýLrations wh•ch do not permit one to conduct visual calculation
of the number of fish within ,e range of operation of thL echo-moier, though in this case the
echo traces also provide sorna information on the number of objects of dispersion, i.e. fish.

Numerous comnmerciay important species amsenble in certain areas of the mea during certain
periods in their life time !w4 1wir concentrations may be patterned accurately enough by means
of hydrolocators, i.e. it 4 mones poasible to ases the size of such concentratiors.

The methods of determination of the size of fish concentrations, both dense and disper.-d,
are similar, but the mwt ods of determnartion of density are different.

Solution of the problem of determination of the number of fish in the stock is b-sed on the
knowledge of two main factors: the size and de.nsty of a fish concc•r•oto.

1. Detaeiatio of the Size of Fish Concentrations

The size of fish conrentrations, pattern of distibution, nd Abbolute de- 1uity value are auesd
by means of direct echometric aurvey, its time and area b4-5 mainly determined by the lie
history of the investigated species. In this case it is des,ýt-ai ta take such period of time when all
the population or its main par is concentrated w Nth W .nalW posibl area ( e-sptwnig ar
spawning cncentrations), or to choose a period whe the stock is distributed over a wide! area,
but with wore even density (feeding period).

In each case the Jwarcter of echomnetric su.,vy r overined by the fol i*n t~aon:

a) biology of species (character of cor.v•*,rationw, miratory pst•q. eus, and so on),

i) &ins of the ocea ame to be irreutise~l,
c) technical capacities of fh-findbin hkvyroaou apparatus (echo soundru ad

hydroo- tor).

At firost or mom vemb cw~y mt aecc naiumac echo v y orft the ame thlimt~y
lowga than the are occupied by the r 1 i itrafteon Thua ;x duos iv~ -vWe to detormins mmr vn
cily the locality of dfut prt of tu ~onontntm n, its V u dlistribution and cha.W
of serate wdm hesis

In JaM of demz cwnutmrtns hydrok&aton and echo *xuua e a e d, wam only edwo
udmers are appld in cm of disp4rd c-. tr.• utis. Om of the ves" gt the am, time

costl out hydro surwy in the ares of opemtins After LMw ~a*= i oi dogs~ and tb~z !mt
qmacy of ovmmu ae dewrmind (v v•;e• as reibis q of 6econ Wm# mihinrm
doa di~b) in cm of dam occetratkis. the require nmwbe of d*mamtric tcks asd afta
that the mnmber of vem requkrd for amry a cakusted.

ThM zman auwvy is =tW out syudchaom w by aU "ask; aD oberud oabs with the
actual a takea borhontafy md vertkaly w restr•d by suc .d an a detubIhd cbat
board. In cam of d4sere o utrtatms, the mx of eah hol I, di*mbwnd by a t of tabk
owuing the ktion of the dmsl. F.cb tack its iomined .-10 mntsa aftet the temkwtm of
the last b recd of fish by the echo woin. Ino c of dem attim the list of a sol
is determned by wmmm at a hydmolocatot evio rangli tMp) .howirg the sonUcal tiwai.oes
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of the shoal by different tack angles. In this case, the number of tacks is considerably reduced,
as well as the number of vessels participating in the surveys. A special method was developed for
the correction of errors observed in determination of the size of fish shoal by meam of echo
rangeis and echo sounders, and a special adjustment table was prepared for quick determination
of the actual size of each shoal.

The actual size of each shoal is determined by its horizontal and vertical extension and the
total size of the concentration is estimated by summing up the sizes of individual shoals. Then
the summary chart board of echo survey is prep red.

It must be roted thl' this survey require• a higher degreoe of navigation skill, as the latter ,may
greatly effect the accuracy of this method.

In this way we determine the first main parameter of a concentration -its size.

H. Determination of the Density of Fish Concentration

The second main param ter, the density of a concentration, is determined by different d
methods depending on what sort of concentration (dispersed or dense) is subjected to echo
survey.

1. Detamsnatlon of the density and number of fish in dlqesed coceutratiom

In cae of dispersed concentrations the following method is used: tbh number of fish rmul-
tantously observed within the echo rang is read from an echopam. For this purpose, a chart of
the direction of the transceiver svtem of the echo sounder is calculated first; then basing on the
anay-sis of traces of separated inrduai specimens, the area of operation of the echo sounder is
determined. The ares of oyr~tion ý,iz. -,.i in form to the direction chart of the transceiver
syntem, but it shows i. Acdititoti, what pan af a space under the vessel's keel is controlled by the
echo soundc. In this Iay, it is posble to deter-dne the vounme of watW. mass under the vessel's

kmel in hkich tte number of indii•dual Vea.-uns of the Oven concentration is regteed ater
tach sound UnNW emisnii. Different type-, i exo sounders have different direction chArts
nd. 4x.nsequetI). different area of operations, The authon sgested a method of detamina-

tion of the &.-es of operation of any echo sounder from the data of its direction chart and from
the data on reflec"n caipcity of an o*jet uA ted ;.o echoowtdn. It ".'m.t be born in mind
that the arte of opeatio• of the ec.rG wwu4rz should be detemied In advance, y to aleseh
participating w the survey. These pralccuated uaras of operation of die echo sounden to tw
used for locating a cocentration ser fot dotemtion of the vertca rag a uperatlo by
the uppet and ommw edy of the suveyod comcentnzicm. The hoht of the lyer wben conco
tration found ia obtained from the chou. The spgod of the vwMi at the soment of echo
tmcng of fiah and t period of echo sunidi% as aiso reiste . Cosqwmtiy, ft wlume of
water exdlm4 by the echo sounder ca also be detmined. The echopam sonv" to -culaute
em number of fish registered by the eo sounder during t wm poriod. After them date m
obtWA4e• tht density is detennined as the ratio of the nuimber of fiuh to this rwu of waW

N
p
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where

p = density; number ,f tish/m3

N = number of fish

v = volume;fm

Sometimes, it is more convenient to use on inverse ratio, i.e., the volume of water per one
fish:

1 v
p N

In surveys of disperse concentrations, it is advi.able to choose such moments when all or
main parts of the concentraticn is found off the bottom (at some stages of vertical migrations).

This is recommended bec -•ie the rough gro iid may to some extent obscure the echo traces
on the tchogram produced by the fish at the bottom.

If the ro'-ghness of ground is great and the major part of specimens of a dispersed concentra-
tion keep close to the bottom, it is necessary to resort to some special rueasuras, e.g. to use
different types of echo sounder selectors of bottom treces: the "white line", "diff-trential
chain", "fish fliter" types, etc. If the echo survey is taken during the period when fish keep in
midwater, all specimens of M7h are clcx-zly traced by the echo sounders and may be easily read
on the echogram. After the deteimination of distribution of density along the echo tacks is com-
pleted, the isolines of equal density are drawn on a chart board. The size of each part of 1he
shoal between the isolines is calculated. The size and -density being known, it is possible to cal-
culate the number of fish in each pat of the shoal, and then the number of fish in the whole
concentration.

The size and age compositions of the concentrations are defined more precisely by means
of experimental catches and analysis of echo traces.

2. Determination of densty and numerical stength of dense concentrations

As the accuracy of determination of the number of fish in the size unit has a decisive im-
portance in case uf dense concentrations, three different methods of density determination were
worked out which mutually supplement and define each other.

The Mirt method of detemrination of the absolute density is based on a combined use of an
automatic ,,iderwater camera and an echo sounder. By calculating the number of fish in one
still photograph ane having estimated in advance the volume of water where specimens are reg-
istered, one can calculate the density with sufficient degree of accuracy.

In practice, it is done as follows: the underwater camera is lowered into one and the same
layer now and then occupied by shoals of different density which serve for measuring the am-
plitude of receiving the echo by means of echo sounder and electronic oscillograph.

From the Jatm so obtained, the relation of the amplitude of the incoming ;cho receive I by
the echo sounder amplifier, the density of stock is determined.
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The second method is based on placing the transceiver system of the ship's echo sounder
directly amid the concentraion of fi'h which greatly improves the angular discrimination of the
echo sounder, owing to the lesser number of objects within the operation range in comparison
with the method of operation from the surface.

This allows to apply the method used for dispersed concentrations and to determine the
density. An outboard echo sounder operates simultaneously with the ship's stationary echo
sounder equipped with an -lectronic fish-tracer. Their indices are used for determining the iela-
tion of !he amplitude of the incoming echo received by ar. amplifier to the density of the con-
centration.

The third wethod is based on density determination by means of the echo sounder, calibrated
in advance with standard equi.models that had been selected on the basis of experimental data
and the data derived from calculations.

In this case the degree of dispersion, the ama of reflecting surface and the coefficient of fish
reflection are taken into account. In density determinations, especially during the first echo-
rmtric surveys, it is advisable to use the data obtained by all three above-mentioned methods.

These data are used for calculating the relation of the value of the incoming signal to the density
of fish concentration by meams of the following fonmila:

tmn c= K

where

Uinc = amplitude of the incoming echo received by the echo sounder in Av

K = coefficient

p density in tpecirnenp per m5 - (Fig. 1).

Empirical coeffcient K is obtained as a resu~t of statistical treatment of experimental data;
it characterizes -the acoustic and elttric properties of the echo soundet and the acoustic prop-
erties of the given fish concentration.

'U.0

13.0

]igure 1. Grph 0nhow the relation of
7.0 echo trace to denaty of cocetration.

Data wnre obtained durlng ivetgtions
5.0 in the North Atlantic area
3.0

1.0O
6 e -s d5 6. iaý t 1!- 6 6 .7

NUMBER OF FIS|H PiER I
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In case of Atlanto-Scandian herring K = 12.65 (for HAG- 240 echo sounder). The above
methods are used for determination of density in the course of echometric surveys. It is also
possible to determine the relative density during the survey by means of the electronic fish-
tracer of the echo sounder or by a special oscillograph switched to the echo sounder amplifier.
By a simple calculation relative density is converted into the absolute density with the help of
the above Uinc/p ratio.

The next stage is a precision treatment of the data obtained which is done along the following
general line: horizontal and vertical sections of fish concentrations are plotted and the density
values are entered after the corrections were made for navigation and instrumerl errors. Then,
zones of equal density are plotted and the size of each zone is calculated separately. Then the
number of fish is determined first in each zone, then in the shoal and, finally, in the concentra-
tion as a whole. Size and age compositions of the concentrations are defined by control trawl-
ings. Finally, the number of fish converted in weight units is determined.

This is a general outline of the sequence of operations of hydroacoustic method of calculation
of stock abundance in dense and dispersed concentrations. Some results of its application are
given below with a view to illustrate the advantages of this method.

RESULTS

Methods of determination of the numerical strength of dispersed concentrations were tested
in different parts of the Barents Sea. Surveys were conducted on concentrations which as a re-
sult of vertical migrations were scattered in water thickness. Contro! hauls by the bottom trawl
produced catches of a few specimens. As a result of echo surveys the numerical strength of
separate local concentrations was defined.

Thus, the concentration in shallow waters near Murmansk numbered about 200,000 specl
mens of average tize cod that kept in the near bottom layer, its density being in the order of
0.32 X 1 04 specimens/m 3.

Concentrations of big size cod on the Pinmarken Bank numbered about 308,000 specimens
which were distributed with density 11.12 X 10i4 specimens/mr. Cod concentrations of
Rybachya Bank was composed of 102,000 specimens of even size cod with density 0.63 X 10"4

specimens/M3 . In 1962, an echo survey was carried out in the eastern coast area. The observed
coacentrations numbered about 73,000 small-sized cod and haddock specimens with mean
density 0.78 X 1 0" specimens/m 3 .

Small-scale operations were conducted during the echo surveying of wintering concentraticx
of Atlanto-Scandian herring in the Norwegian Sea, north of the Faroes. This work was stared in
1958 and continued in 1961, 1962, and 1963.

Surveys were made by the leading vessel of BMWi type and about 7-10 control vessels of
SRT type. The results of the survey are given in Table I.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion it is necessary to dwell in more detail on the possibilities and prospects of this
method. While the other methods of direct determination of numerical stzength are based on
the theory of random sampling and are limited by the number of samples (possible number of
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TABLE I

Index 19S8 1961 1962 1963

Mean vertical size of the
concentration in m 70 85 80 115

Total area occupied by theconcentration in M2  260 X 106 142 X 10W 268 X 10' 221 X 106

Total size of the concen-
tration in in3  18.5 X 109 12.1 X 10 21.4 X 109 20.9 X 109

Average density of concen-
tration, specimens/mr3  1.0 0.75 0.68 0.77

Abundance of herring stocks
in tons 6.03 X 106 2.50 X 106 2.80 X 10' 3.00 X 106

Forecastings on abundance of stocks and fishing efficiency based on data of echo-
metric surveys have fully come true.

experimental trawlings or purse seine hauls, etc.), the number of samples in hydroacoustic
method amounts to a very high value (a few scores per minute), because every impulse of the
echo sounder is, in a sense a sample by itself. While in determinations of the density of a con-
centration by means of experimental trawlings, the result may depend on a large number of
factors, e.g. on the selection of the area of fishing on the design and catching capacity of fishing
gears, etc., in our case there is a possibility to determine accurately enough the density and the
limits of each concentration throughout the area occupied by the concentration. Basing on the
result of this work, it seems possible to determine the numerical strength of an. concentration
with no less degree of accuracy than 10.15% if the number of vessels available is sufficient and
if the echo survey is taken thoroughy enough.

As this method requires the synchronous survey, the time allocated to such survey should
necessarily be kept to a minimum, because a re-distribution of concentrations may result in
errors that cannot be taken into account. In practice, such survey is done within I or 2 days.

This method does not require too much effort except for a rather complicated process of
treatment of the data obtained. Presently, the authors are working at the methods of automa-
tion of the process of collection and treatment of material.

The experiment echometric surveys in the conditions of the Barents and Norwegian Seat
showed that this method can be successfully applied for determining the numerical strength of
a number of pelagic and bottom fishes in different areas of commercial fisheries.



SONIC-SCATTERING STUDIES
IN SAANICH INLET, BRITISH COLUMBIA:

A PRELIMINARY REPORT

B. McK. buary* and R.E. Pieper
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University of British Columbia
Vancouver 8, British Columbia, Canada

ABSTRACT

The studies of sound scattering by marine organisms carried out by the Institute of
Oceanography, University of British Columbia, have been directed towards the zooplanktonic
community and to undeystanding the roles of fishes and zooplankton in scattering. The
present study, begun in 1966, has been carried out in Saanich Inlet on the southeast coast of
Vancouver Island, British Columbia. The frequency-dependent nature of the scattering has
been studied with echo sounders operating at 11, 44, 107, and 197 kHz. The present paper
deals with distributions of zooplankton and fishes relative to scattering recorded at 197 kHz.
Both diffuse and fish scattering have been recorded from the near-surface and midwater
depths in Saanich Inlet. The diffuse scattering near the surface is associated with larval fishes
and copepods less than 0.5 cm long, whereas that at the midwater depth is correlated with
high numbers of euphausiids. Deeper fish scattering is associated with juvenile and/or adult
myctophids. Scattering lzyer migration also is discussed and correlated with zooplankton
movement.

INTRODUCTION

The studies of sound scattering by marine organisms, carried out by the Institute of Ocean-
ography, University of British Columbia, have been directed towards the zooplanktonic
community and to understanding the roles of fishes and zooplankton in scattering. Several types
of organisms have been suggested as possible scatterers besides fishes; these include euphausiids
and other crustaceans (Boden, 1950; Moore, 1950), physonectid siphonophores (Barham, 1963,
1966), and squid (Lyman, 1948). Some investigators have found high concentrations of zoo-
plankton from the depths where strong scattering is recorded, The crustacean Euphausia
pacifica, for example, was reported to be the most significant planktonic component in a sonic-
scattering layer recorded at 12 kHz by Boden and Kampa (1965).

Hersey and Backus (1962) suggest that fishes are the most likely scatterer: in the deep scat.
tering layer (DSL) recorded at frequencies around 12 kHz. They also find it highly improbable
that, at thia frequency, euphausiids would be the scattering agent in these layers. Bary (1966)
compared t• ,ical distribution of both euphausiids and amphipods with the locations of a
12-kHz scattering layer in Saanich Inlet. Because he found no consistent relationship between
the recorded scattering and the biomass or number: of specimens, he concluded that zooplank-
tonic organisms of lengths up to 2 cm were not causing backscattening of sufficient intensity to
be recorded at that frequency.

*Present address: Department of Oceanography, University College, Galway, Ireland
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The use of echo sounders at frequencies greater than 30 kHz has been infrequent in studies of
the relationship between acoustic scattering and the distributions of either fishes or zooplankton.
Barraclough, LeBrasseur, and Kennedy (1969) concluded that shallow scattering layers recorded
at 200 kHz in the Pacific probably resulted from zooplankton, primarily copepods, in concen.
trations up to 150/m 3 . A 200-kHz so, nnder was also used by Northeote (1964) to record the
distribution of Chaoborus larvae in a lake; but the existence of a gas bubble in the bead of the
organism makes its acoustical characteristics considerably different from the marine crustaceans
of interest in our work.

The present study, begun in 1966, has been carried out in Saanich Inlet on the southeast coast
of Vancouver Island, British Columbia. The inlet provides a favorable location for such studies
because of the occurrence of large populations, usually separately stratified, of both fishes and
euphausilds (mainly E. pacifica) at relatively shallow depths (Hcrin-eaux, 1962; Bary, 1966).
Echo sounders operating at 11, 44, 107, and 197 kJIz have been used to study the frequency.
"dependent nature of the scattering. A comprehensive report of the first part of this study will be
published elsewhere. The present paper deals only with distributions of zooplankton and fishes
relative to scattering recorded at 197 kHz.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The echograms were recorded using three Ross Fineline' sounders and recorders at frequen-
cies of 44, 107, and 197 kH-f, plus a Gifft (GDRT) transceiver recorder, operating via the trans-
ducer of an 1 1-kHz Simrad (EH 4 R) echo sounder.2

The primary biological sampler was the instrumented Catcher (Bary and Frazer, 1970) which
collects discrete samples at depth. The filters used were either 2.5 or 16 mesh/cm (mesh opening
2.16 mm or 0.47 mm). Instrumentation on the sampler enabled information to be recorded
(throughout all tows) on depth, temperature, the number of flowmeter revolutions and the rate
of flow through the net. The volume of water filtered was calculaied from the observed flow-
meter counts. The signal from the depth unit was fed to the Ross echo sounder and transfomrred
to provide a trace of the sampler depth simultaneously with the recordin' of scattering during
the sampling operations. The depth unit on the sampler and the echo w0under were intercali-
brated so that the trace of depth from the sampler is related directly to depth as shown by the
echo sounder.

Biological collections also were obtained from a 6-foot Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl (mouth
area 2.9 i 2 ) and a ring net of 1-m diameter. Neither could be closed, and therefore collectiom
from one depth may have been contaminated by specimens from a shallower depth. The depth-
and-temperature instrument package was attached to these two samplers.

Biological samples were preserved on the ship in 5% formalin and later analyzed in th' labora-
tory. Specimens over 0.5 cm long were counted and sorted into the following major group,:
euphausfids, amphipods, decapods, chwtopaths., and siphonophores. Specimens of all groups
less than 0.5 cm in length were classed as residue. Fisheo and fsuh larvae were counted separately,
measured, and examined for the presence of a swimbladder. After sorting, the zooplankton
samples we re drained and blozttt, and the wet weisht was determined. 77w sumnber of orlpanisms

per cubic meter of water filtered for the Catcher collections have been determined (Figs. I and
2). Collections of fishes and rish larvew for All samples are presented in Figures 3 and 4 as the
number of fishes per natutical mile of distance towed. The present study is concerned with only

crustaceans, fishes, and fish larne, these being the probable scatterers.

I Rou Laboratorie, Inc., Seattle, Washngton.
2 Simonten Radio A.S, Oslo.
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Fiure 1. Zooplankton: Number per cubic meter, total bulk index, and mean wet weilhts per
individual per sample; day series of tows made dunng March 30 to April 2, 1968 (cruise 68/9)

Numbers per cubic meter or per nautical mrPe and the mean wet weight of the organisms

(Catcher orny) for any given tow have been plotted against the location of the scattering re-
corded at the time of th,. tow. In Figures I to 4, the scattering shown in the panels is typical of
that recorded during the series of tows included in the particular figure. A bulk index has been

calculated by multiplying the number per cubic meter by the weight per cubic meter (Catcher
only). This index has been devised to enable both size (weight) and abundance of zooplanktonic
organisms to be considered with respect to their potential as scatterers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results to date indicate that at the higher frequencies (197, 107, and sometimes 44 kHz),

scatterLig is recorded from both fishes and zooplankton, whereas at the lower frequencic.s (11

ki-z and sometimes 44 klJz), scattering is only from fishes. The Ross sounders have been
operated with a narow beari, angle (50 by 100) and a short pulse duration k0.I msec) with an

obvious increase in resolution. "The result has been to rnim the overlapping and summing of

single fish echoes. When suniming and overlapping occur, they tend to produce a dif.uW scatter.

ing that may mask, and =an be confused with, the high-freqitency "zoopanktonic" scattering.
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Figure 2. Zooplankton: Number per cubic meter, total bulk index, and mean wet weights per
individual per sample; night series of tows made during March 30 to April 2, 1968 (cruise
68/9)

The high resolution obtained from the present sounders cnables echoes of single fishes to be dis-
cerned within the diffuse scattering produced by the zooplanktonic organisms.

The distributions of zooplankton collected by the Catcher with respect to the I 97-kHz scatter-
ing during the day are shown in Figure I and during the night in Figure 2. The distributions of
fishes (all samples) and the zooplanktonic residue (collected by the Catcher using the filter of
16 mesh/cm) with respect to the scattering during the day are shown in Figure 3 and during the

night in Figure 4. Table I lists the fish species collected from different depth ranges and indi-
cates whether or not a swimbiadder is present. The figures and table present data obtained during
one 2-week cruise in March 1968 (cruise No. 68/9).

Figure 1 shows the distribution of euphausiids (mainly E. pacifica) to be maximal between 55
and 65 m (45/M 3), which corresponds with the scattering layer at that depth. The number of
euphausiids per cubic meter falls off rapidly above and below this depth range. Similarly, scatter-
ing around 100 m appears to correspond with a maximum catch of amphipods (15/M 3 ) at that
depth.

The night distribution of zooplankton (Fig. 2) is maximal at 0 to 30 m in concentrations of
50 to 250/M3 . This corresponds to a s.iift in the diffuse scattering from the day depth of 55 to
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Fi~±z 3. Fishes and flsh •arv~e: Cakcuhtted number per nmutkica mI]• of k~w for U•ee
sarnplen; day series o• ows made during Maurch 30 (o April 2, 1968 (cruise 6819)

65 m. The distribution= of amphipixls has spread upwards over a wider range of depths bu2 is stillmaxia0 t i10 m.(.0/i..).

Fishes and fish larvae caught during the day are plotted in Figure 3. High cconcenuat~tivns are
found near the surface (up to ,,0/n. mi.) and around the 10 in sc~ittering• zone (40/n .iri.).
Fishes between the surface and 40 m were predoininantly T"herqrschaknz, m and
Sebasgodes sp. (both with swirnbladders) and larval Stichaeida (without swunbiadders).The
were all larval stages up to 2cm in length (Table 1). Fishes collected tr~om 90 to 102 in were pre-
dominantly juvenile and adult myctophids, primarily Stenobrt'hi Iasucpw'.ss (swimblatduer4
present) and some juvenile Leswoowiv stdlbt',a (swimnbladder absent). Below 102 m, L. stilta
was present in highest numbers. Stenobnschhau Ieucopwus was also collected from this depth.,4
though its occurrence possibl-y results fromv contamination. F•Sh larvae collected from 60 m (the
zone of high-frequency scattering associated with high numbers of euphauszads)cor-szsted only of
Lipans ap., which have no swinbladdcrs. Only two specimens were collected from this depth.
This might be a resul!t of contamination, because Lipevi sp. were also collected in sur-face waters.

a"II
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Fipar. 4. Fishes and fl~si IazvMe: Cakcuisted m~mbtr pmr na~tta. mik of tow for thn.
saifpIlf3; nulht w'ijs o; to~v radu• durnng Matrv 30 to Arnil 2. 1968 (czrui• 6819)

The distribution of fishes ad fish larvae at night (Fiigunt 4) shows hig concentrations be-.
tween 1l0 and l2Gin. The species collected were a,'a pnarlmayS$. Ieuopw aMd L. zt*Z~M,
The former was predominant around 100 mn, whereas L. sflbt wa g~enealy mo~e abundant at
a deeper depth.

Concentrations of zooplankton residue from the Catcher aunle-s were lai• i both the dl)
and night seri eartesrface (0to 30i m)sadat he dpshs o f70 to 10 m. The majorcom-
ponent in the residue frora both depth ranges were copepod lee than 0.5 cn in length.

Physnetid uphonophores were not found in any lamp..• from cnru. 68/9. Phsoecl
pneuinstophores and nectopdiorea, preent sparsly in collectons from other cruise, cotid not
be correlated with any particula scattering layer.

The results indicate that the scatterinw layer •eniet at 197 kHz durial dlaytigt is
wsocinted with high concentrations of euphausiids, which are probably the prms acatteren.
Fish larvae (Liwftar p.) collected at this depth have no uwimbladde and were less than 0.5 cm
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long- t04 ., iy pioba-' not contribute to the recorded scattering. Fishes and fish schools
1r-o¢ appeared in t-i, ,'xr on other cruises, but were not prevalent during 68/9.

The scaQ.ering centered around 100 m is sorrolated with both fishes and amphipods. It is sug-
gested that the darker, spotlike traces on the echograms at this depth are from fishes and!or fish
larvae, whereas the more diffuse scattering may be from amphipods. Because myctophids, usually
Stenobrachius leucopsarus, have also bectn suggested as the major source of scattering by others
(Barham, 1966; Hersey and Backus, 1962; Taylor, 1968; Tucker, 1951), it is probable that these
fishes are Le source of fish scattering at this depth.

Scattering near the surface during the day may be caused by the presence of fish larvae (many
with swimbladders) or from la;ge numbers of copepods (as suggested by Barraclough et al., 1969).
The near-surface scattering at night could result from these organisms and from fishes; the major
portion of the scattering, however, probably results from the very high numbers of euphausiids
that have migrated into the upper levels.

SONIC-SCATTERING: PART TWO (WORK IN PROGRESS)

In part one of this study the scattering was recorded graphically by means of the four echo-
sounder systems. Although the graphical records are adequate to show scattering-lay er depths,
they do not enableý measurements of back-scattering intensities. Variations in sc:: iering intensities
are recognized only as darker or lighter marks on th- recording paper, and the dynamic range of
even wet papers is not wide. Furthermo•c, attenuation of undrwater sound varies with fiequency
and other factors. The resuit is that records are uncabibrated ý,nd are useful only for broad, q"uali-
tative coinpi.isois of the Scattering at the four frequencies.

The seconid plrt of the study has been in progrss for one year. In this part, qualitative studies
are be-rig co..e and have been extended to include quantitative features of zooplanktonic
soat.zizt,. The com-!ete echo-sounding system has be-n calibrated. The sounders have also been

ý.i:;Wfied to obtain the returning acoustic signal before it has been altered to suit the require-
mnts of the aphic recorder. The s~gnal reflected from the scattering layers £s reorutd onmag-
netic ,•tp for analysis in the laboratory. The total reflected acoustic energy (intensity) wi!l be
obtained from these tapes by integrating &l: reýcorded signai over the h.ickness of the layer.
These intensities will then be con - -ted mathematically for differences dependent on frequency,
pulse duration, and beam Angle among the sounders. The scattering intensities at the four fre-
quencies are to be compared and correlated with the distributions and abundanc of organisms.

Variations in scattering intensity on a daily and seasonal basis will be studi-.d with respect to
changes in the composition of the zoopian'.-tonic population at scattering-laver depths. These var-
iations may result from changes in species composition, in the numbers of one or more species,
or in the size distribution of species. The senstive equipment now being used for the recording of
scattering should enable even rainor fluctuationis in one or more of these factors to be observed.

SUMMARY

Both diffuse and f'uh scatv.trinS have been recorded from the nearf4urface and midwster
depths in Sunich Inlet uwing a Ron echo sounder of 197 kHz.

Diffuse scattering near the surface during the day is associated witF colitctions of larval fish.
and copepod less than 0.5 cm iong.

Deeper fih scattering is associated with isu'wile and/of adult myctophids, primarily
Stenow Aa Icop'w.

A midwater diffuse scattering layer recorded during the day is correlated with high numbers
of euphausids (mainly Eup/qAx pacfica) and few. if any, fish or fih lArvae.



At night E. padflci, t. to the surface. The midwater diffuse scattering laye, r"corded
during the day also mgrates tc the surface waters and is correlated with the euphausad jri.t;i

bution as wedl as with cor.centiations of fish larvae and copepods.
Deep, weak, diffuse scattering, both day and night, is probably from moderate numbers of

amphipods; but at thnes, scattering from this depth cainot be separated from the fish scattering.
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DISCUSSION

Raymont: I accept the fact that you are recording euphausiids. The last figure showed that you
apparently had some fish schools. These are presumably very small fish, are they not? If so,
what are they?
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Piepe,-: I really caiu't tell you what they mre at the moment. I don't think that we have done
- I-,,t w-k in the area to be able to tell. One bit of information that I can give you is that dur-

ing one cruise in Saanich, Ed Barraclough collected fishes with an otter trawl concurrent with
our biological sampling. He caught up to 2000 pounds of hake at a depth below our high-
freq•,en%;y scattering layer. At thi. deeper depth, scattering was recordid on all fouz echo sound-
ers. Also, on another cruise, unfortunately izot the same one, I saw large schools swimming in
and out of the high-frequency scattering layers and thought maybe they were hake, We were able
to dip net and ji,- sorn- hake near the surface shortly after sunset. I cut them open ard found that
the stomachs -were full of euphausiids. Now how good an indica don this is you can determine.
But we really haven't done enough work ,v'icJ the bigger nets in trying to catch the bigger fish
to be able to tell what is there.

FMied: This is a point of information. Some similar work using a 100-kHz Ross echo sounder is
being conducted by the University of Washin ,ton in Puget Sound. It is interesting that you had
variability from inlet to inlet. Within the Puret Sound system there seems to be month-toomonth,
ot even week-to-week, variability in returns presumably caused mainly by euphausiids, and from
year to year the numbers taken at a given location may vary by orders of magnitude. Apparently,
yearly local vari~tions in primary productivity, river runoff and the like can greatly influence the
local populations of euphausiids in restricted areas such as Saanich Inlet or Puget Sound.

Pieper.We recognize that Saanich Inlet is very wierd. As I mentioned briefly the other night, a re-
cent study at the University of British Columbia (Gilfillan, Ph.D. thesis, 1970) indicates that the
euphausiids in Saanich are probably a resident species. They appear to "'like" the water that's in
Saanich better than the water you might find in the Strait of Georgia, in Juan de Fuca Strait, or
out in the open Pacific. It appears that the Suanich population is a sernistable one. It is true that
the numbers vary over the period of a year, but during the last three years we've been there, it is
semipredictable; it doesn't seem to vary all that much. It appears also that we are not getting too
large an influence due to outside cuphausiids coming in. The sergestids, pasiphaeids, lanternfish,
and probably the smelts that are caught in Saanidi appear not to breed there but to come in only
during certain periods; they are probably oceanic forms that have moved in. Again, Saanich is
rather wierd. It is nice to work in, but we definitely have to get out of there to make some gen-
eral remarks about the animal life.

Love: I would like to ask Dr. Raymont why he assumed that they should be small fish.

Raymont: I thought we were talking about schools here, and these are single fish, presumably.

Pieper: At times we see single fish, as represented in these echograms; at times we see schools of
fish; at times we see huge echoes that can completely overwhelm a scattering picture, and this
will vary from time to time. I think that when hake are there you see large schools. The one that
was relresented here was not a large school compared to some of the other ones we have seen.
We really do not have enough information on the distribution of fishes; scattering, and therefore
fish distribution can be quite variable between cruises.

Love: The reason I asked is because Dr. McCartney and I were talking at lunchtimnt, ad it is our
opinion that a number of people, whenever they get an echo on an echo sounder or sonar, feel
that it has to be a resonant scatterer. Those fish would have to be very small to resonate at 200
kHz.

Pleper: That is right.
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Love: And you can g•t quite a nice echo at 200 kHz from a large fish. We would like to
trnphasize that once more.

Pheper: Going along with your point there in a way is the fact that the fish echoes at tWe lower
frequencies, especia1~y the 42 kHz compared to the 200 kHz, are much, much stronger when we
record "planktonic" scattering at equal intensities. Involved in this is the fact that the
euphausiids are a much better reflector at the higher frequencies. In order to get the same type
of record of the high-frequency scattering at 200 kHz, we don't have to look at the fish quite
as well.

Love: Even at 42 you would have a hard time getting resonance.

Pieper: Right. We are still high.

Aron: I have a comment on Puget Sound. At one time I worked there, and we did a fair amount
of midwater trawling throughout the Sound. You can find tremendous variability which is
clearly associated with things such as tidal changes or seasonal flushing. In a place like Holmes
Harbor, for example, you coula follow the actual flushing of the harbor just by watching the
euphausiid populations; you could see the stuff go out. If you look particilarly at the work that
Cliff Barnes has done for many years on Puget Sound surveys, you can get some appreciation of
the causes of variability in the biological data when you look at the tremendous variability in the
physical and chemical data. I do not know anything about the oceanography of Saanich, but I
think it is probably not too different than places in the Sound.
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Thursday Evening, 2 April

Hersey: For the past three days a delightful community of ocean scientists have been address.
ing a very broad problem of interest to themselves. It is also a problem, in the long view, of
great importance to nations, to the interests of groups within nations, and, of course, not only
to the individuals who are here but also to a very, very large number of people who are con-
cerned with the exploitation of the sea for the benefit of mankind.

One of the most useful and effe6tive ways we have of sensing the natural phenomena of the
undersea is by the use of underwater sound. Probably far and away the most fascinating, and
iAk many ways the most rewarding and useful aspect of the undersea, is the use of it by the
animal kingdom, which is the concern of the marine biologist. So we have two sciei.ific com-
munities, the biologists and, broadly speaking, the physicists, who are interested in physical
oceanography, especially that part of it which we call underwater acoustics. A very special
group selected from these two communities have been communicating with each other in a
very complex way over the past three days to examine the mm.ner in which ,nderwater acous-
tics can reveal some of the phenomena of life in the sea as well as the ways in which the co,-iplex
world of the animal kingdom in the undersea affects man's efforts to make use of underwater
acoustics to find his way around in various pursuits in the sea. I think that this is what we are
concerned with.

For the benefit of oar guests who have not been awake in detail of the way we have addressed
this part of our world, I would like to review a little. You see a comparatively small conference
of people gathered hef'e tonight. A few had to leave thifs afternoon. I doubt very much whether

more than one or two people left before the end of our proceedings this afternoon. This, I
think, represents an intensity of interest in the subject. I am afraid if we examined the usual
pattern of scientific meetings we would find that altogether too many of us are concerned with
doing a good job of presenting our own findings. We are very apt to slip into a scientific meeting
within six or eight hours before we are due to appear on the program. I suspect that mo.,e like
six or eight minutes after we have completed our presentation, we are very apt to be headed for
the airport, scheduled for our next concern.

The meetinL of the last three days has not been that kind of meeting at all. Virtually all of
us arrived here Monday evening or early Tuesday morning, and we have taken part in listening
to the findings of our colleagues, discussing them, poking holes in them in some instances,
supporting them in others wit!% corroborative evidence, and going through a program in which
we have examined first of all, the biological concerns of the undersea, the acoustical phenomena
that have been ob.served over a period of years that possibly are a reflection of biological
activity and, finaLly, during this past day, how much we as scientists are able to conclude about
the true nature of the association of these two concerns. So far as the world of practical affairs
is concerned, these are of great importance in the realm of food production, In the area of
fisheries. We can use underwater sound, as we and many nations in the world have done, to
improve fish catching and the knowledge of husbandry of the fisheries resources of the world.
This obviously will be a valuable aid to all nations and to all people.

612



As repards the cyn(,;n of the naviy. of tt*, i.now that il, uties of sum.. when we
have to ketp track of what is going on under t;. sea, an important element of the background
against which we have to compete is the biological activity of the undersea and the effect that
this has on the performance of various naval systerls

In this particular conference we have not attempted, nor shall we tonight attempt, to address
any of the problems of practical application. We are concerned here with the scientific back-
ground, and this leads me to the third important conczre. And this is an important concern
more to the indivAduals, not only those who are scientists interested in the natural order, in
understanding it, and in being able to explain it, but also to the very large number of people
who, either as scientists or as intelligent laymen, are interested and curious about the natural
order and the mechanisms by which it operates. All of these are iLmpoztant concerns and have
been part of what has made .his conference the success that I feel it has been.

Tonight we are going to attempt, however effectively this may be donm, to review the high-
lights of what has been presented over the last three days. This will be done in two stages. Our
conference leader, Mr. Brooke Farquhar, will first present an overall review of the conference.
He will be followed by the chairmen of the individual sessions of the conference who will
review in a general sense the findings that have been presented against the background of what
has previously been understood in this field. I am confident that the chairmen of these sessions,
who have a considerable background and experience with this flel4, will be able to lead those of
you who are not familiar with this field through the broad outlines of its past so that by the end
of the evening you will understand what we now know about the interaction between under-
water acoustics and the biology of the undersea and the major problems which we will have to
address in the immediate future. The members of the conference are invited to participate with
the conference chairmen in discussions of the various issues that will be addressed, but more
particularly, our guests are invited to ask about the presentations as a stimulus to this discussion.
Without further delay, I should like to introduce Mr. Brooke Farquhar of the US. Naval
Oceanographic Office, who has been our conference chairman.

Farquhar: Thank you very much, Dr. Hersey. In reflecting earlier today on our get-together
here at Airlic houws and on the generai history of the scattering problem, I was reminded of the
jet airliner that left Kennedy Airport for a flight across the Atlantic. After being airborne for
some time, the pilot turned the public address system on, welcomed the passengers aboard, told
them to relax and stated that dinner would be served shortly. Then he said, "I'm afraid that I
have some bad news for you, but I also have some good news. I'll give you the bad news first:
We are completely lost. But the good news is that we are making extremely good time." It
seems clear to me that we have shown in the past three days that we are not nea~ly as lost as
we once were and that we are also making some pretty good time. No one expects to find all
the answers from one of these conferences, but we have found some; we have some ideas about
some others, aad we have also defined some problem areas. One of the charms of this conference
has been that the acousticians and the biologists have come together to look at the problem. The
exchanges on the floor and after the formal sessions have been gratifying to see. It is true, too, that
the participants have come from diverse activities and their interests represent a very broad spec-
trum of scientific effort.

It is perhaps obvious to those of us in this community, perhaps not so obvious to those out.
side of it, that there remains no doubt that the deep scattering layer phenomenon is caused by an
assemblage of marine organisms in the volume of the ocean. In addition to contributing to back-
scattering of sound energy, they may also cause significant attenuation of sound in certain areas.
We have seen, too, that these assemblages of animals sort themselves out in different ways which
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Scattering strength ,measurements aAove, biy,, and P' retsonane have clearly showi;
the significance of scittenni strength enhancement and the unportsnce of ps-fii;d
structures in productng certain frequ-enc cha.-rcteris!ti of sact-ttering. Strinlty enough,
gs-filled structures, particularly those carried by fishes and aiphonophores, are in fact
extremely abundant in the mesopelagic zone of the ocean, where the scattering is centered.
Trawling data from various regions of the world ocean consistently show agreement between
the depth of occurrence of some of these forms and certain scattering layers. Where we see
non-aigra•wy iayers, we often find fishes and other animals which do not display a migratory
behavior.

There are refinements and new developments and techniques for measuring the arnzunt of
backscattered energy from a piece of ocean and for more sophisticated analyses of the data. I
cite as an cxamplc the development of an airborne technique for acoustic measurements over
broad areas of the ocean, and the computerized techniques for analysis that we have heard
about. There is an indication that we can carry the acoustic measurements a step closer to a
link-up with the biologists' net hauls by developing a hypothetical population ciensity curve
from acoustic measurements.

We have seen further that what a fish does or does not do to regulate the gas in its swim.
bladder may play a significant role in determining the sorts of resonance profiles that we might
expect to see acoustically. The discussions generated during the conference about this subject
suggest to me that we have defined a problem area where further study into the physiological
and energy mechanisms of the swimbladder and of vertical migrations will contribute signifi-
cantly to our understanding of the complex acoustic features that we observe.

Finally, when we look at the levels of acoustic backscattering over broad reaches of the
ocean, we see patterns of variability that are clearly evident, and the points of latitude or
longitude where changes in levels are pronounced invariably are associated with observable
changes in the environment. For example, we have seen that the Gulf Stream is a definite
boundary across which changes in scattering characteristics may occur. Perhaps the most
striking comparison that we have seen is that when the distributional or zoogeographic charac-
teristics of fishes are examined-and I mean those fishes which are the most likely resonant
scatterers-then there is a basi for setting off limits to their patterns of occurrence. When we
examine these regional patterns, we see that the boundaries agree very well with the regions
of pronounced changes in acoustic scattering level.

To provide you now with a closer look at some of the points that I have touched on, we will
hear now from our respective session chairman. It is a &reat pleasure to introduce Dr. Richard
Backus of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, chairman of the session dealing with
biological considerations.

Backus: It is very stylish nowadays to say that we do not know anything about this, that, or
the next thing, but I think we know a good deal about this particular subject. Properly, we have
been playing in this no-man's land between what is pretty securely known and what we really
do not know very much about at all. I will try to flirt along this ragged boundary for a couple
of minutes and say a bit about the thing we talked about in the biological session.

First of all, regarding light, it is characteristic of the sound scatterers that are organized into
layers in the upper thousand meters of the ocean to make a diurnal vertical migration, coming
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varitions in the depths to layers of scatterers that are subtly atuwied to small differences in the
transparency of the water; that is, where the light penetrates deeper, so will a layer of scatterers
lie somewhat deeper, and whete light penemtets less well, so will the scatterers not lie so deep.
Minor perturbations of given layers and the correlatuon of these with other physical factors in
the ocean have not been nearly so successful. So it is clear that light is respondea to very
critically by these sound scatterers, but exactly how light levels-light changes- are sensed and
responded to is not at all clear. I think that this Is one of the boundary areas between what it
known and what is not known. It is not certain that animals migrating upward in the evening,
for instance, always stay at a constant light level or whether they wait until they ha.e seen a
particular change and then move on up for a bit, then wait until they see a certain change and
move on. Perhaps various patterns are adhered to. It is dear, however, that this vertical migra-
tion is restricted to that part of the ocean into which daylight penetrates. Below about a
thousand meters in the ocean no marine organism can sense the difference between night and
day. Therefore these diutital vertical responses to changes in light are limited to animals living
in the upper thousand meters.

Another important factor in the so-called photo-environment of the upper thousand meters
is not ambient light but the light that marine organisms themselves produce, so-called bio-
lumlinesence or living light. It is surely of significance, but it is not understood why so many
animals in the environment are light producers. Moreover, it seems that the animals that
comprise these layers of sound scatterers are very often light producers. Perhaps this is simply
because the incidence of liht production Is so high, but there may be a bit more to it than that.

To go on now from light to swimbladders, a very important part of the sound scattering
community is the marine anintid that encloses a bubble of gas. That is straightforward enough.
They scatter sound so well because they do enclose bubbles of gas, and becamuse a bubble of gas
differs both in density and compressibility from the surrounding water, it is a sound scatterer.
7119 bWUiW•MUUtai UA iit8Wi*tdi -,M.6, a w•Oiearauiorel of uiu structeur or uiu u diribuion of
these structures among midwater animals, and the tunctioning of this structure are very
important matters in this sound scattering layer business. The swimbladder in a midwater fish
is a hydrostatic organ. The tissue of a midwater fish Is heavier than the surrounding sea water;
so to become essentially weightless in the water, the midwater fish encloses a bubble of gs.
A bubble of gas is a rather difficult thing to numanage for an animal that moves up and down from
several hundred meters to the surface and back each day because as the animal moves up, the
compressing weight of the sea water above the animal Is relieved; the gas bubble wants to expand.
As the animal swims down, of course, the weight of water on the animal increases, and the
bubble of gas is contracted so that the buoyancy of the animal is continually chanjgng. If the
animal wants to be buoyant at all levels, it obviously must add gs to or subtract gas from this
bubble.

Two very thoughtful papers looked at the energetics of this business. The fish need not, of
course, remain buoyant. It can be buoyant at some level in the water column and swim to
maintain itself at other levels, So there are two strateies that a mirating fish can choose
between: It can choose to secrete gas into or take gas out of its swimbladder as necemary, and of
course this is an ener consming proems, or it can be neutrally buoyant and stay at one level
in the ocean without using energy and be heavy at other levels and swim to stay afloat. Of coure
swimming is an energy consuming prooem. It seen. likely, and indeed it !s w*st by some
acoutic evidence pained from watching the behavior of bubbles i minating fishes acoustically,
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p,)OebW to mke the necestry measurement, on the animals acti•/y involved. These little
midwater fishes are fragile anmmals that havw sc far defi-4 t,-.e auarist's art in keeping them alive
long enough to make these measurement%. Mnot of the observations necmazy to these consii-
erations have been extrapolations of measurements made in fishes of other sorts, and fishes are
a very variable group of animals.

Another point that was well made during the seson was the tremendous increase in our
knuwledge of the behavior of midwater aninms tluough direct observation, something that all
of us are familisr with from reading the books oF Peebe and P couple of others wl en we were
younger, ,Many more of us now get a chance to enter directly into this environment that we
studied indirectly before. This is really an exciting thing, and one sees problems that he had no
way of imagining until he actually went down there.

Another thing that I want to call attention to without actually discussing any results ha. to
do with the study of one spot in the ocean; that is, going back repeatedly to one spot time and
again, year after year, and season after season, looking at its array of sound scatterers by towLiag
nets, and looking at the distribution of the relevant animals. From this it has been possible to
say a good deal about the animals actually involved in the sound scattering layers, but more
important is the point that here a good deal of energy is focused on understanding one spot in
the ocean over a long period of time.

Deep scattering layers are very important as stirrers of energy downward into the ocean by
their vertical migrations. Although it is not generally agreed upon why animals undertake these
elaborate migrations, it is apparent that many of them feed in the upper part of the ocean and
carry this food downward into the ocean. All of us depend upon the sun and the fixation of the I
sun's energy by plants for our energy. This is true of all things that live in the ocean. The
photosynthetic process Is limited to the upper 100 meters or so of the ocean where enough light
penetrates to let this process go on. The principal plants of the ocean are microscopic ones which
a&e fid upon hy tiny animals. These tiny animals are fed upon by luger animals, and so on,
up this familiar chain-or because itis more complicated than a chain, a web-to the largest
animals of the ocean.

Another sort of food cha.n in the ocean was discussed in two papers in the oiolcg"i'l session.
Though ultimately traceable to the sun through the plants of the upper part of the ocean, It
does work in a somewhat different way than the well understood chain that I have just men-
tioned. That is, finely divided particulate organic material, the remains of dead plants and
animals, and even more wondrously to me, diuolvvd organic material-that is, the dissolved
remains of once living things-it appear Is somehow utilized in the deep waters of the ocean by
microscopic oranisms. These organisms are fed upon by larger organisms, to be fed upon by
still larger ones, etc. It appears that this does indeed happen, but the nature of these vry small
organisms which utilize the fine particulate and disaolved organic material am. the nature of the
procan by which then are used by othei ulials are still not kncwn. This to me Is on of the
most fascinating problems yet to be investigated in the deep ocean.

Finally, dividing up this open ocean realm, which looks to the uninitiated pehaps as a waisty
place where one gallon or acre looks very much like the next, is an exciting game that received
some attention during this meeting. That is, all parts of the deep ocean are not alw. ad how
to u80fully divide them geographically or ecoloically into their constituent animal communities
is another thing that we dscused.
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@4tKUT: It was sugested duri" r tIe biology sesamn, and I think quite clearly, that the ocean

can be divided into oceanographic provln s. It was brought out further during the acoustic
sesion that these oceanopaphic provinces and their boundaies bear a very distinc iat•t•orhp
to wsne observed and predicted geographic variations In bioloia scat . By the v--:ety zJ
papers presented and the diverse locations in which reported research investigations *,w con-
ducted, we have smen from the results reported that a siplficant mr.ount of acoustic information
providing extended geographic coverage is beginning to be amassed; however, much laboratory
and field work remains to be done to fully understand scattering strength patterns. Experimental
scattering strength measurements have been made in the North Atlantic Ocean toward the
Norwvglan Sea, across the Atlantic to the Azores, and in the western North Atlantic. Recent
measurements have extended the geographic coverage to include the Mediterranean Sea, the
South Atlantic Ocean along the coos. of South America, and the eastern Pacific Ocean. The
experimental measurements have been conducted using a variety of measurement techniques at
a number of different frequencies. Measurement techniques include the use oi explosive sound
.ources in conjunction with shipboard and airborne methods to provide data on the scattering
strength of the water column, downward looking echosounders operated at a number of discrete
frequencies, and upward-looking directional transducers located on the sea floor and trained
toward the scattering layer. AU of these techniques have their advantages arid disadvantages,
but all provide new and needed information on the acoistic properties of scttering layers.

With the use of various measurement systems and techniques availble for a wide •r of
frequencies, from about I to 200 kHz, sound scattering and reflection hm individual fish or fish
schools is always observed over this broad frequency range. Resonant scattaring baa been clearly
observed and identified within the range of frequencies from I to 20 kHz, particularly with the
use of hoadbwnd explosive sound sources. Although measurements have been made over this
ý,,y broad range of frequencies, the acoustic results plsented during this Symposium do sumst
that additional frequency coverage is needed; particay at the lower fmqueaci below I kHz,
and even at the higher frequencies to fill in gaps between the frequency limitations Wnrant in
the variety of tranducers and systems used to make m-easurements.

It ,ws clearly brought out during the Symposium that acoustic effect resuting from the pm.
ecca of marine opinisms is backacantering or revrborton; howe,. the Is another effect.
parncularly in shallow water, that may be impott in on.wwy propagatio eLenit diun•al
and seasonal propaption effects rsulting fom the presence of swlmbladdr-bearwi fisbe, have
been observed during shallow water studies. A number of definite propeation loss paterias
ihav been astori-td witb attenuation effects due to the nre*sen olf h0 in shiRCV- ..- t"r-

The observation that Di. Backaa made about the need for an intensive study of an area to
understand Its biological charcteristia applies equally well to the acoustic aspect of the prob-
lem. There is a very dfinite need for this kM of study, but the study should be multi-
diaciplinary in character so that we can undestand not only the biology of sound scatting
layers but, equally as important, the acougti charactstwis associatd with these layers.

The acoustic scattering data presented showed that vry definite diurn vuartios exist.
TL-ne vuaistlos of the order of hours its observed during amuse &Wd munst. Some of the
biologal data sugnet very definite seasnl acostc vlattom ohould ao be observed.
However, we do need to devote our emngss to studying then sesonl ,,nm- m--.

It was inienud from the acustic results that dt bical puhi s to pomllc
some ofth terin s gs oberved isa ngr•Lr. Te desitWs of pd aI stn sqod
to poduce observed scatneirw strengs varied from the oMnl of 10-, Bob pw C€ic 01W so
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In additit to f*eid meamuevments. teom Wabor experimetis have been made tc, i•ider-
'tadu and defiw further the reMao 1n fr•ererses cf wme fishes, both sha"low water and deep
water specwei There is c'•rtainiy a need for this kind of work to be continued, so that the
resonant frequendes us,)dated with the fish being cwght in .-.ttering !ayers can be accurately
defined. These experiments could also provide us with experunr. '"- evidence to define the
exact mechanism or physiological procen taking place within the, when it is migrating. In
addition, acoustic results pined with tue of broadband sources vill help to tiderstand further
the problem of tracing layers and layer migrations. I believe information of this type will
provide further evidence for the kind of physiological process that occurs within the fUsh is it
ascends and descends during the day.

The're of a single source does not provide ipformatinn nn all of the scattering layers present.
For example the use of a 12-kHz echosounder provides evidence that there are 12-kHz scattering
layers. Obviously, other discrete frequency measurements have provided ample evidence of the
presence of sound scattering laye. s at the source frequencies; however, I suggest tht ise of
broadband systers which would enable the investigator to deterinhie the acoustic characteristics
of scattering layers over a broad frequency range and at the samine time delineate the distribution
of thes layers to permit the biologist to sample them. Certainly I think that we should get away
from relying on the 12-kHz echosounter as the means for locating scattering layers. I recognize
its convenience and the convenience of a number of other fisheries and standard commercial
echosounders, but I believe there Is a need to employ other systems, whether they be discrete
frequency or broadband.

I have asked same of the authors to provide me with flgures from their papers to further
amplify the above remarks in order to summrarlze the acoustic semion. If there are any questions,
I am sure the authors can provide the answers at the end of the session.

Figure I shows the measurement geometry for the colction of scattering data at sea using
explosive sound siurces. An exploive source is shown be!n used with an omnidirectional bydro-
phone. This type of asuresneer provides the scitterig strength c( the wter column or the inte-

razed scattering strength. By using a dirctional do nward-lookikS receiver with the explosive
source &a shown it is possibl to determine the depth of the otiod scatering layers ast1 the atter-
ir8 stu=Wth as a finctio, of depth. An u•ward4ooking trnsducer used in some investigations
can be located ot the bottom in shalDow atvr or at som, mol-water depth in dee water and
pernits an utic dusc dew io of the scahmit nero the urface that is wmetimes lacking in
other •

Figure 2 shows another technique that has been utilized for acoustic measaments, the uN
of an idrcraft sWd soobuoys. The obvious utility of an uircaft is In providing rapid popaphic
ooverap and In bein able to collect quas-synoptic data, oc with a number of aircraft, synoptic
data.

Figum 3 is a i ap sentation of the brosban acatterin striegth ovar the ftquemcy raw
ftrom 0.8 to 20 kHz that is typkca of data cotlected with exploeve siource. There s a sharp res

mnt peak ftr t dma at 5 to 6.3 kHz. nd a posibi ia tntf e at 20 kH. Thaesa
rapid iraMSM iW scataen SU4t with increasiag h*qUency it do bVW firVe*mWcW; Moe

wnctme these is a revese reed at the okwer feqimeacies, rietio the seed 1or dat at
ower hoaaacies to det inem tht exat depawwe. Some of the expertmeatal labarawy
mneas---remetsmadeoafsh reported &uin this Sympoelma. reveal eonces at 2W0300 Hz.
wtich wld ugSpt a poeAs low-hmuency nomsws peak Dta of the type down, m pno.
vidif us with• - m of .. o heqaey difem over this be• Nemy rta ir
camin - ugr, are".
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The data in Figure 4 ilust',ate the utility of airborne reverberation measuretnents. The data
shown were collected during a single day. The contouredl acoustic values indicate that scattering
strengths can change very rapidly over relatively short distances. These data were collected near
the Gulf Stream, and it was brought out quite well in the discussions that reverberation is quite
variable in this region and not very well understood around the boundary and in the Gulf
Stream. The contours also show a varying frequency dependence, as the patterns change with
frequency.

Figure 5 presents integrated scattering strength data from the North Pacific Ocean. They

show, ýor the Pr ific Ocean, a pattern similar to the North Atlantic Ocean, where an increase
in wcattering stiength with latitude. is observed (Figure 6). In this case the diurnal variation is
not as great P i in the North Atlantic as was shown by Bob Chapman in his paper, but this nmy
result from the way the data were collected, since it wsS not possible to collect day-night data
at the sm, location.

Figurt 6 in a sense delineates acoustic provinces, or suggestions of acowtic provinces. The
darker lines are oceanographL,- boundaries. The lata along the longitude between Puerto Rico
and Nova Scotia indicate that the scattering strength is increasing, and an oceanographic
boundary is seen to coincide with a sharp change in scattering strength near Bermuda. A
decrease in scattering Is seen toward the Azores, and suggestp, related to the biological evidence
presented earlier, that there are definite interrelationship between water maime, changs in

Saecl|s compositioti and variations in acoustic characteristics.
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Figure 7 shows the results of measurements made with broadband explosive sources, but
using a directional receiver. They point out the need and advantage of using a variety of echo-
sounders or broadband sources to define scattering layer profiles. The profiles shown are from
the Pacific near the mouth of the Columbia River. In the octave band from 1.6 to 3.2 kHz there
is a rather deep scattering layer at 1000 meters, whereas at the higher frequencies (6.4 to 12.8
kHz band), that scattering layer has disappeared. Towards the south, the deeper low-frequency
scattering layer is still observed and there is an indication of a higher frequency layer forming.
Continuing farther south, the low-frequency layer has disappeared, and now a high frequency
layer is observed. With a 12-kHz echosounder these frequency-dependent depth variations
obviously would have been missed completely.

o 1.6 - 3.2 kHz

2t 45" 29" 723" V MNOTH

6.4-12.9 kHz
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The ,xperimental data shown in Figure 8 are the results of detailed laboratory studies involv-
ing mearurerients of live fish. The curves show the resonant frequency for a live anchovy, and
for the swimbladder alone when removed from the anchovy. The resonant frequency is seen at
about 1.3 kHz. The data also indicate the effect of the fish tissue surrounding the swimbladder and
the damping resulting from the presence of this fish tissue. It can be seen that with the bladder
removed the resonant effect is much sharper and the scattering is significantly greater than
from the fish itself. Other experimental results presented during the Symposium have shown
resonant frequencies as low as 200 Hz on some of the larger fishes that were tested.
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Figure 8

Figure 9 shows the pressure effect which is related to scattering from swlmbladder-bearlng
fish. It shows the theoretically predicted result that as the pressure increases, the resonant
frequency of the fish increases. It Is measurements such as these, as well as ats•a experimental
data, which I believe can provide insight Into understanding swimbladder physiology.

During the Symposium we discussed not only resonant scatterlng but also the reflection of
sound from the fish. The curve in Figure 10 shows a computed resonant peak and curves deter-
mined from empirical equations that enebit one to predict the target strength of fish both for
their side and dorsal aspect. The curve shjws that for a given frequency as the i of the fish
increases, its ability to reflect sound is increaing. In addition, the curves show that the side.
aspect target strength of an individual fish is greater than its doral-apect targt strength.

Figure I I illustrates the effect that fish populations c hav on propIgation I . A numbsr of
propagation loss/attenuation time patterns have been Identified u a reu of uamm we
in shallow water, showing that fish attenuation effects are somewhat complex. The qpp*at
presence of swimbladd'-bearing fish results in a number of Interesting acoustic rttterm. In the
upper trace there Is an abrupt increase in the propagation loss at sumst and then a recoVey ard
a leveling off. Agpin at sunri we see an abrupt increase and then Wvli off agfai. Another
pattern obsemd was the "bowl" pattern, wheom there Is a Vd h e D the po pstlon

~ a~a-' .a.4. ~ ~
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loss as it increases, and then decreases toward sunrise. A reverse trend to this previous one has
also been observed. Another trend is a gradual decrease in the propagation loss and then an
abrupt change, leveling off, and then an abrupt change. There are also sawtooth and somewhat
complicated patterns. The results of these measurements suggest that our understanding of
propagation in shallow water is perhaps not as complete as we thought in that we are neglecting
the presence of marine organisms, and that we should perhaps seriously consider them in the
development of shallow water propagation models.

Farquhar: For today's joint session we had as co-chairmen Dr. Eric G. Barham and Mr. William
E. Batzler from the Naval Undersea Center.

Barham: We have certainly come a very long way in the last fifteen years. I am speaking for the
biologists now. Shortly after World War II the knowledge that we had of biological scatterers
could not have been based on more than 200 net hauls that were specifically designed to sample
ihese strata. Very few at Xfl i,6laltd with even the crudest kinds of echosounder records that
we got in those days. Now we see the biologists coming to grips with the terrible problem that
they have in samF'ln this vast environment. There is a terrible sampiing problem over the
amazing array of animal sizes and their ability to avoid nets. We have seen some really beautiful
systems that are now in use. There has been a tendency along this line to particulate out. I
think that there are almost as many nets as there are biologists, really. Perhaps this is for the
good.

From the acoustic side of the question, I think It is very rewarding that acousticians are
interested in fhe causes of the signals that they have been measuring for a number of years. I
do not really think that was prevalent fifteen years ago. I think it was a phenomenon that
acousticians studied for its own sake. I think that now there is a general sensitivity and feeling
of interest on the part of acousticians that these are fascinating animals and we should learn
more of them. This is one of the most rewarding things, that we do have a community, we do
have a mutuality of interests. We see a breakdown on the part of our loyalties to traditional
disciplines. We see an approach toward problem solving that cuts across these hide-bound lines
that we so frequently have had drawn for us. That to me is the most joyful part of this very
happy occasion.

We certainly had other very important things pointed out to us in today's session. One
of the most revealing is the fact that there is an area in the ocean, perhaps the most accessible
area, the shallow waters above the thermocine, that we hae pretty much darn well avoided and
that is chuck full of extremely strong targets. This Is an area thAt we should pay a little more
attention to.

I would like to introduce wy co-chairman, Mr. William Batzler.

Bat•/r: When I tell you that I've been interested in the deep scattering layer for twenty.five
years, maybe I should hae tottered up here. I certainly am not very proud or very happy about
that fact because I think this symposium has told me better than anything ! have experienced
if I did not know it before, that it is long pest the time that I should have gotten on the ball.
But I must say this. As Interested as I hbe been in the deep scattering layer, I have been shunted
off onto other things. I blame myself. I have not sod the importance of it. But sometimes I
have not had it mold for me when I think it should have been. ! have very stWang foligp that
the acoustlolan have not in the pat cooperated or recopized the meod for cooperation with the
biologists. We hae had demonstrated in the last one days that there are other disciplines that
could be very helpful to us If we we not so blind and would see that other people are doing
thing that would be of help to us. I cannot help remark bhat when I came to NEL afte World

j
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War II, there was still a lot o; :yverberation data around, and most of these data were on 35
millimeter film. I know many peo,'le who have thicker and thicker eyeglasses because they read
that data, not with a viewer that magnified it but by brute force. We have done many other
things by brute force. We arc still doing some of them by brute force, and I think we are
impressed in hs meeting with what Eric and other people have mentioned: There are better
and faster ways of doing some of these things. I think there again we are Impressed with the
fact that we better get on the ball. I think that this is one of the important things that has come
out of the meeting. We have seen what other people have been able to do. We have seen what
real-time analysis on board ship is able to do. This has been very worthwhile for as.

I will mention just orf other point which has also been touched on. The interest i.. the deep
scattering layer is certainly worldwide, and this is evidence enough that it is not only interesting
but it is important. It is not only worldwide, but It seems as though the disciplines involved are
many and varied and are quite important to use.

A final word, and I guess it is emphasis. I think that many of us are stiff not cooperating the
way we should. Acousticians are not being given the chance to cooperate with the biologists.
They are no& aking advantage of the opport-,it-. I have some examples right next door, and
I hope we can do something about this.

Barham: I have gently criticized the acousticiant in all good faith, and I think that I would like
to criticize the biologists just a little. I think that in the beginning there was s, natural tendency
for what we call the friends of the euphausilds, the friends of the myctophids, or the friends of
the physonects to enter into the identification of causative organisms. In other words, we tended
again to follow our loyalties very closely to certain groups of organisms, and I think this is
being overcome. This is good, because we are dealing with complex populations, and we must
cons1det themn as populations instead of taxa of particular major groups.

I would also say one more thing. I think that deep submergence vehicles or in situ obser-
vations are coming of age. They exemplify another sampling technique. More and more we will
put these vehicles to exceedingly good use in this fascinating subject.

Hemy: I have been listeaing and waiting for one aspect of our meeting to esmp. I do not
know how much of thls I imgined, how much of it I have heard. Maybe some others will have a
chance to help me. You biologists may want to turn off at this point because this will be an
acoustician talking. I'm going to draw a graph, and you may not all agree with my gmrph. The
abscissa of my graph will be the logarithm of the frequency expressed in Hertz. One Hetzu there,
and 10 Hertz here. Now you have hsard nothing at all in the last few day aboutnone humdd
Hertz here, and still not much &ction at a thousand Hertz here, &ad now this sbould ben to be
somewhat fanmliar; ten thousand He'tz them, and a hundred thousand Hertz ther. I thiak
that by this time it will be evident that this frequency ranga, a thousand to a hundred thousand
Hertz eancompsses everything we have discussed In the aoustics spectrum ovr the o three
days. I would put a million Hertz here If the blackberd wre not so rail, and ten.mfllos,
etc. Now what do we know, just thinking in theee dblnuma, about the way sound behave
at sea?

Before I can proeed! must confew I feel very uiplt at this point that we have not rey
provided an appropriate introduction to the subject far our puets this e Im/n. ! do mnotmm
to embarrass anyone by painting out this fact, but out Spot who repremt Germay td me
that we did not relly hlup him very mu&c to uoderstud what we wMe gfIn to be takkig about
this evening. So lt m go back a little and my tha al ow -wita th enings " W addred to
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exploring the ocean by means of enidtting a pulse of souiad into the water and then listening in
one way or another to the echoes that come back. An outstanding characteristic of this experi-
ment is that one does hear echoes that apparently come from the region between the surface
and about 1000 meters. Most of what we hear is in that depth range, but not entirely confimed
to it. Furthermore, mcst of the echoes we have studied in any organized way are found in the
acoustic spectrum betweer roughly 50 Hertz and what Is just off the blackboard, roughly
200,000 Hertz. So our knowledge in the kinds of things we have been talking about in the last
few days lies between these extremes. A very large part of our concern with the oceans and with
the world lies to the right of a vertical line at 1000 Hertz. However, ther- are some other
suggestions.

The geophysicists who explore for oil nave been interested and perspica,.tous enough, to
notice that when they send sound pulses through the water, in the frequency decade 10 to
100 Hertz, they get echoes back from something within the water. They have published one
or two papers about this experience. On that buis we know a little about that part of the
spectrum. There are echoes coming back from something in the water in the general region of
30, 40, or 50 Hz. I have not heard a thing about that in the last few days. But this is an area
where positive indications have been obtained in the past, mostly schools of small fish.

BRlan MCartney and others at 9s i;-: ':" vc reported on mr.ilireinernta of resonance
in scatterers in the region between I and 6 kilohertz, addressing the important problem of
tracing commercial fishes, that is, fish that are large enough to be of interest to catch. We are
making little inroads into the part of the spectrum from I to, say, 6 or 7 kHz, and we hae had
one instrument emerge in the last several years which operates in the general region of 3 or
4 kHz. We have heard very little about the instrument, but nevertheless, It does reveal some
scatterers. The Norwegians have produced a very succmful echosounder which has been alluded
to here indirectly. Paul Smith reported on the Slmrad equipment of the fisheries people. Then
very, very close to the 11 kHz resion - I can't really distinguish f on the blackboard - Is oW
own equipment built originally by the Edo Corporation and used by everybody with vadou4
modifications, various recorders attached to It, so that we have done a great deal of looking at
the oceans in that narrow window. I am very much heartened to see that a fair bit of work has
been done in a thin line at 30 kHz, another one in the general area of 38-40 kHz. 100 kisH, m4
then this line that I cannot draw, out here at 200 kHz. When we look at this whole broad region,
we have done something In the way of looking at our world over this frequency sVan. Now the
significance of this, which Is not lost on any of us, is that the fequency of the Mnd. Invrsely
related to the wave length, Is related vagueliy to the scales of ize in the animal kndoOm or tle
natural order that we are capable of exanining. We have mainly looked up here at the nanl"
animal, fatscinatin groups whose workd controls that of the larger ainuls In many ways. But
nevethelew a gpeat deal of concern for us, both in eiees, defease problems and elsewhere
will be down in this region below I or 2 kiloerz. Sloe. thishad Wt been r•viewed It thid
nwmner in the cour of the qymposium, I felt that It was weld worthwhile toJt= b4( off and
think about what faces ta in the future, There are ease exctla4 problas rehai a
in this hgh part of the spectrumn, but a terrifdcfl auso fhace us he* below 2 klobeut.
Lest it notbe said at all, than o the blaibow that does aotw st did awt beo" ams
report about 500 kHz or 1000 kHz or 10,000kHz, ard yet we d kuid be bWd on by the pode
bility of rewardting discovery thlm.

When we first started Waking at the echoes that .me firm swoad wattetsa in tie sm, a
number of biolotsts ware fresh from weard of the 1930's in w"lda It haid been deam osd
that the small crustacm s performed some sort of dtan l dot - I'm I fadt, It hild be. pre
well worked out. I cannot speak profeslonally about t.ide bet It ww knowa thd copoda

S, - ,-- . .. -~ . ... .... - ".... ..
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migrated. It was al-o known that euphausiids migreted. When we were aware of the diurnal
migration of the deep scattering layer, I think a ve.. quick reaction was, "No, this just couldn't
have been copepods. They're just too small." But it could have becn e,-phausiids. We examined
that hypothesis, I am afraid not very thoroughly, certainly not compared with some of the
beautiful things that have been reported in the last few days. But nevertheless, we did e.amine
them. Now after twenty or twenty.five years of aging in the wood and alko twtnty to twenty-
five years of having bright people being trained and becoming interested in this problem, we have
appreciated that the thing to do was to examine what we could do at these higher frequencies.
It was then that we discovered that we could find the euphausiids.

One of the handsomer experiments that has been reported here goes a little bit like this.
It is the easiest thing ir, the world to get an echo from an assemblage of something or other in
the sea, that will return this echo time after time after time as a ship proceeds over the surface
of the sea. This repeated echo formed what we called scattering that appeared to come from
more or less uniform depths wherever we observed it; so we call it a layer. To go to that depth
and identify what is there, what is returning the echo, has turned out to be an extremely
difficult thing to do experimentaLly, observationally. One of our younger scientists reported
to us today that h, had done the rather obvious (obvious now, obvious since about three
o'clock this afternoon) experiment of introducing into the water the kird of material that he
hypothesized might hive been the cawse of a scattering layer. He demonstrated that when you
introducod that material in the wter, it did indeed return the seme kind of an echo that he
ha•i been observing. I hugest that for those of you who are particularly interested in even
smaller scales of size in the marine animal community and even the organic community,
including plants, you may find i great deal of ,'.e in looking at even higher frequancies. For
those of you who are interested in aggregates of animals and the larger animals, you may find
a great deal of utility in looking at experiments at lower frequencies.

I am very, very Va tifled and I think it has been a very rewarding experience, to swe the
increan quably of all observations in this community. We have become interasted In measur-
ing, assigning numbers to, asW appreciating the significance of the numbers. This field had to
start out by identifying effect, and this we did. Perhaps we did it too often. But gradually we
have measured what the effect was, and we have related It to a model of the physical or
biololgcal world. I think we are off to a very exc;tng future in learning about this apect of the
undersea.
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